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Thursday, September 29, 2021
First Plenary Session
Paper 001

Midterm Outcomes of Isolated Lateral Meniscus Tears in Young Patients
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Nicholas C. Duethman, MD / Rochester, MN
Lucas K. Keyt, BS / Rochester, MN
Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Matthew D. LaPrade, BS / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to evaluate young patients with lateral meniscus tears
with regard to treatment trends in meniscectomy and repair, outcomes, and failure rates and associated
patient and treatment factors.
METHOD | Patients <26 years old who underwent surgery for lateral meniscus tears from 2001-2017
were identified. Patients with ligamentous injury or prior surgeries in the same knee were excluded.
Records were reviewed to obtain patient and injury characteristics, and outcomes. Treatment trends
were compared over time. PROs, imaging outcomes, and failure rates were compared by treatment
modality. Failure was defined as reoperation, symptomatic osteoarthritis, or IKDC <75. Logistic
regressions were calculated to predict failure and IKDC based on treatment, type and location of tear, or
amount of meniscus removed.
RESULTS | 226 knees (217 patients) were included with average follow-up of 3.2 years. Our cohort
consisted of 158 male patients, and mean age was 17.4 years (7-25). 138 patients (144 knees) were
treated with meniscectomy (64%) and 79 patients (82 knees) were treated with repair (36%). Repair
rates compared to meniscectomy increased over time with 63% of lateral meniscus tears from 20132017 treated with repair compared to 23% from 2001 -2004 (P = <.0001). IKDC scores in the
meniscectomy group increased from 76.3 ± 9.1 pre-operatively to 97.2 ± 3.9 post-operatively (P =
<.0001) and increased in the repair group from 71.0 ± 11.5 pre-operatively to 97.4 ± 4.1 postoperatively (P = <.0001). The change in IKDC score was greater in repair (26.0 ± 12.3) than
meniscectomy (21.1 ± 9.8) (P = .002). Reoperation rates in meniscectomy (20%) and repair (20%) groups
were similar (P = .910). Pre-operative IKDC scores were lower in the repair group (P = .001).
Symptomatic OA was noted in 17 patients in the meniscectomy group (22%) and 5 patients in the repair
group (11%) (P = .121). The failure rate was similar between meniscectomy (35%) and repair (28%) (P =
.307). Regression equations did not reach significance in predicting IKDC or failure.
CONCLUSION | In young patients with isolated lateral meniscus tears, rate of repair has increased over
time. IKDC scores improved more in the repair group compared to the meniscectomy patients. Rates of
symptomatic OA, reoperation, and failure were similar between groups. Treatment modality, type and
location of tear, and amount of meniscus removed were not predictive of final IKDC or failure.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
First Plenary Session
Paper 002

Opioid Medication Use in Pediatric Orthopedic Surgery Patients: A Prospective Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael A. Ewing, MD / Columbia, MO
Lauren N. Livesay, BS / Columbia, MO
Emily V. Leary, Ph.D. / Columbia, MO
Sumit Gupta, MD / Columbia, MO
INTRODUCTION | Excessive prescriptions of opioids is a major public health problem in the United
States. Opioids are commonly used after pediatric orthopaedic surgeries despite little research into
optimum prescribing practices. The purpose of this study was to quantify opioid use following pediatric
orthopaedic procedures, and to determine whether the type of surgery, patient demographics, positive
affect, psychological stress, and emotional distress influence the amount and duration of opioid usage.
METHOD | Children aged 4-17 undergoing orthopaedic surgery and their parents were prospectively
surveyed prior to and following surgery over a six-month period. Patient demographics, surgical data
(type, location, length of surgery, estimated blood loss, surgical timing, as well as type and presence of
implants), and psychometric testing in the form of pediatric PROMIS scores (Positive Affect,
Psychological Stress Experiences, and Emotional Distress – Anxiety) were collected. Duration and
amount of opioid use was recorded and analyzed. Opioid amounts were converted to milligram
morphine equivalents (MME) for standardization. Surgical data was obtained from the electronic
medical record. Linear and logistic regression analyses were used to determine associations using R
(version 3.6.1).
RESULTS | Sixty-nine patients (34 male, 35 female) were included with mean age 12.4 +/- 3.3 years.
Forty-seven patients (68.1%) used home opioids. The mean number of days opioids were used at home
was 3.8 +/- 2.9 days, and the mean total MME of patients taking opioids was 55.2 +/- 46.9. Patient age
(p=.013), race (p=.027), and household income (p=.012) were associated with total post-op opioid
usage. The amount of blood loss (p=.0004), length of surgery (p<.001), and location (axial vs extremity)
(p=.04) were also associated with total post-op opioid usage. Total post-op opioid usage was not
significantly associated with type (trauma vs. elective) of surgery (p=.1), the presence of implants
(p=.18), or pediatric PROMIS scores (p=.205).
CONCLUSION | Opioid use in pediatric orthopaedics is not standardized, and the factors associated with
need for opioids remain largely unknown. As expected, longer, more extensive surgeries led to higher
opioid consumption. However, many patients experienced adequate pain control without the use of
opioids despite obtaining a prescription. Our study demonstrates pediatric patients require smaller
amounts of opioids than generally prescribed, and many patients do not need a prescription at all.
Further research is needed to understand the factors that predict medication needs for effective pain
control.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
First Plenary Session
Paper 003

Preoperative Opioid Usage Correlates with Revision Surgeries and Hospital
Readmission in the Most Common Orthopedic Surgical Procedures Performed in the
United States
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Cameron A. Roth, MD / Chicago, IL
David J. Cook, B.A. / Chicago, IL
Jasha Sommer-Simpson, MS / Chicago, IL
Kenneth S. Chakour, MD / Chicago, IL
Sara S. Wallace, MD / Chicago, IL
Hue H. Luu, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Over the past two decades, the U.S. has seen a dramatic rise in the use and misuse of
opioids. Orthopaedic surgeons are among the highest prescribers of opioids. The purpose of our study
is to determine whether preoperative opioid use increases the risk for early revision and readmission
after the most common orthopedic procedures performed in the U.S. Our hypothesis is that
preoperative narcotic usage significantly increases both the one-year revision and 90-day readmission
rate after the most commonly performed orthopedic procedures.
METHOD | A retrospective cohort study of patients undergoing the most commonly performed primary
orthopedic procedures in the U.S. conducted using the PearlDiver database and analyzed using
generalized linear model chi-squared testing and relative risk analysis.
RESULTS | 543,102 patients undergoing various orthopedic procedures were analyzed and 204,598
patients underwent further subset analysis. 33% of all patients filled at least two opioid prescriptions at
least 6 months prior to the index surgery. For total knee replacement, knee arthroscopy, shoulder
arthroscopy, anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF), lumbar arthrodesis and lumbar
laminotomy, preoperative opioid use was found to significantly increase the risk of revision surgery at
the same site within the first year. For total knee and hip replacement, shoulder arthroscopy, ankle
fracture fixation, ACDF and lumbar laminotomy, preoperative opioid use was found to significantly
increase the risk of 90-day readmission.
CONCLUSION | On a large population scale, preoperative opioid use for 6 months or greater is
associated with increased risk for 1-year revision and 90-day readmission after the most commonly
performed orthopedic procedures.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 005

What Kind of Procedures are Orthopedic Hand Surgery Fellows Doing? An Analysis of
ACGME Case Log Data from 2010 to 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Safdar N. Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Kanu S. Goyal, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | The goal of a fellowship is to ensure that a newly-minted orthopaedic surgeon,
interested in a specific specialty, is exposed to all types of surgical cases/procedures that they may
encounter in their career. The current study aims to investigate the operative experience of trainees
graduating from ACGME-accredited orthopaedic hand surgery fellowships between 2010 and 2018.
METHOD | The 2010-2018 ACGME public case logs for orthopaedic hand surgery fellowships were
retrieved from the official website. Trends in the mean case volume for each logged hand surgical
procedure type was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Linear regression was used to identify
significant changes in trends over time for each surgical case/procedure. Additional analyses was also
performed to report trends in adult-only and pediatric-only case volumes over time.
RESULTS | Between 2010 and 2018, the number of ACGME-accredited hand fellowships increased from
55 to 66, with the total number of positions increasing from 117 to 152. The average number of cases
performed by a fellow increased by 15.8% from 2010 (676 cases) to 2018 (782 cases). The most
significant increases over time were noted for the following surgical procedures/cases: wrist
fracture/dislocation (37.9%; <0.001), wound closure without graft (35.2%; p=0.042),
forearm/elbow/shoulder reconstruction or release (31.7%; p=0.038), forearm & proximal forearm
fracture/dislocation (30.3%; p<0.001), releases for Duputryen’s contracture (28.8%; p<0.001), nerve
decompressions (26.4%; p<0.001), tendon sheath decompressions/synovectomy/ganglion excisions
(26.1%; p<0.001), wound incision and drainage/fasciotomy (20.2%; p<0.001), nerve repairs for injury
(19.5%; p=0.027), hand fractures/dislocations (18.4%; p<0.001), amputations (13.7%; p<0.001) and
wound reconstructions with flaps (13.6%; p=0.01). The average microsurgery case volume decreased by
9.8% from 2010 (64 cases) to 2018 (58 cases). The number of elbow and wrist arthroscopies also
decreased from 2010 to 2018 by an average of 6.4% and 20.7%, respectively. The overall pediatric case
volume decreased by 9% from 57 cases/year in 2010 to 52 cases/year in 2017.
CONCLUSION | There has been a significant increase in the average number of cases performed by
graduating hand surgery fellows over time. However, it appears that majority of the increase is
attributable to a relative surge in the number of trauma and wound cases.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 007

Limb Occlusion Pressure vs. Standard Pneumatic Tourniquet Pressure in Open Carpal
Tunnel Surgery - A Randomized Trial
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hannah Morehouse, MD / Houston, TX
*Haley M. Goble, MHA / Houston, TX
Bradley S. Lambert, Ph.D. / Houston, TX
Jaclyn Jones, BS / Houston, TX

Todd Siff, MD / Houston, TX
Patrick C. McCulloch, MD / Houston, TX
Shari R. Liberman, MD / Houston, TX

BACKGROUND | Pneumatic tourniquets are used extensively in orthopedic surgery. These are typically
set to a standard tourniquet pressure (STP), traditionally 250 mm Hg in upper extremity surgery. Limb
occlusion pressure (LOP) is the pressure at which arterial blood flow is restricted. This is believed to
cause less tourniquet site pain without compromise of surgical field visualization or blood loss.
PURPOSE |To determine if there is a difference in post-operative pain at the surgical and tourniquet site
between LOP and standard tourniquet pressure (STP) and if there is a difference in post-operative
opioid usage.
METHOD | This investigation was performed as a cross-sectional double-blinded randomized control
trial. Thirty-two adult patients undergoing open carpal tunnel release were recruited and randomized
into either STP or LOP. All procedures were performed by two Hand Surgery fellowship-trained
orthopaedic surgeons. The primary outcome measure was a visual analog scale (VAS) for pain at the
tourniquet site and overall, which was recorded for the first two weeks following surgery. Daily pain
medication usage was recorded and quantified using oral morphine milligram equivalents (MME).
Surgeons recorded intraoperative blood loss and any visual field difficulties in their operative notes. A
group by time generalized mixed model analysis of variance repeated on time was used to detect
within-group (relative to initial measure) and between group (LOP vs STP at same measurement time
point) differences in VAS recorded pain at the surgical site and at the tourniquet site as well as
medication use over the fourteen day period. Significant interactions were followed by a Bonferroni
post hoc test.
RESULTS | There were 15 patients (11 female, 4 male) within the LOP group versus 17 (11 female, 6
male) in the STP group. Mean tourniquet time was 7.44 minutes (8.29min STP, 6.47 LOP). Average LOP
tourniquet pressure was 188 mm Hg. Both study groups demonstrated significantly reduced average
VAS at surgical site on days 4-14 compared to day 1 (p<0.05). At the tourniquet site, only the STP group
was found to have significant increase in VAS recorded pain from pre-surgery. The STP group had
significantly increased tourniquet site VAS at days 1, 2, and 4 (p<0.05). The STP group had a higher
MME at days 1 (p<0.01) and 2 (p<0.001) post-operative.
CONCLUSION | The use of LOP compared to STP may elicit reduced post-operative pain at the
tourniquet site and an overall reduction in post-operative pain medication in the early days following
surgery.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 009

Radiographic Outcomes Following K-wire Augmentation of Dorsal Spanning Plate
Fixation for Intra-Articular Fractures of the Distal Radius
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Harsh A. Shah, MD / Miami, FL
*Anthony R. Martin, MD / Miami, FL
Joseph S. Geller, B.A. / Miami, FL
Kirsten A. Sumner, MD / Miami, FL
Seth D. Dodds, MD / Miami, FL
Hypothesis/PURPOSE |Restoration of articular surface alignment is critical in the treatment of intraarticular distal radius fractures. In the setting of highly comminuted fracture patterns, dorsal spanning
plate (DSP) fixation functions as an internal distraction mechanism and stands out as an alternative to
volar locking plate fixation. The addition of K-wire fixation to support articular surface reduction
potentially augments fracture repair stability. We examined the radiographic outcomes of patients with
comminuted intra-articular distal radius fractures treated with internal K-wire fixation of articular
fragments followed by application of a dorsal spanning plate.
METHOD | We reviewed 31 consecutive patients with complex intra-articular distal radius fractures
treated with DSP and K-wire fixation between April 2016 and October 2019. AO classification was
recorded: B1 (3), B2 (3), B3 (4), C2 (9), C3 (12). Demographic data, surgical timelines, and radiographic
data were evaluated. A two-tailed t-test was used to compare findings and a p<0.05 was considered
significant.
RESULTS | Mean patient age was 41.9 years (19-78 years). Mean follow-up was 7.8 months from surgery
(3.6-21.7 months) and 2.7 months from pin-removal (0-8.8 months). On average, pins were removed 5.0
months after surgery (2.3-21.2 +/- 0.6 months). All patients achieved radiographic union. Post-surgery
mean radial height was 12.2 mm (4.2-16.4 +/- 2.8 mm), radial inclination was 19.9° (7.0° to 26.0° +/4.5°), ulnar variance was -0.623 mm (-4.0 to 7.5 +/- 2.7 mm), volar tilt was 3.8° (-11.0° to 20.0° +/- 7.3°),
and articular stepoff was 1.2 mm (0-2.5 +/- 0.7 mm). At final follow-up, mean radial height was 11.6 mm
(6.9-16.7 +/-2.6 mm), radial inclination was 21.3° (12.0° to 30.0° +/- 4.4°), ulnar variance was 0.145 mm
(-4.4 to 8.5 +/- 2.6 mm), volar tilt was 5.4° (-12° to 17° +/- 6.3°), and articular stepoff was 1.2 mm (0-2.8
+/-0.6 mm). Radial height mean interval change (MIC), 0.194 mm (SD 2.2, p=0.96), and articular stepoff
MIC, 0.3 mm (SD 0.6 mm, p=0.78), worsened from post-surgery to final followup. The following
radiographic variables were actually found to be minimally improved: radial inclination MIC -1.4° (SD
3.7°, p=0.04), ulnar variance MIC -0.8 mm (SD 2.1 mm, p=0.05), volar tilt MIC -1.6° (SD 4.6°, p=0.06).
CONCLUSION | The use of DSP augmented with K-wire fixation for comminuted intra-articular distal
radius fractures maintains articular surface alignment at radiographic union and may provide better
articular restoration than treating these complex fractures with DSP alone.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 010

The Effect of Smoking on Short-Term Postoperative Complications after Elective
Surgery of the Hand
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Junho Ahn, BS / Dallas, TX
Michael A. Del Core, MD / Dallas, TX
Robert L. Bass, MD / Dallas, TX
Ann S. Golden, MD / Dallas, TX
Daniel M. Koehler, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | The primary aim of this study was to determine the effect of smoking on postoperative complications after elective surgery of the hand.
METHOD | Patient data was collected from the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality
Improvement Program® (ACS-NSQIP) database between the years 2012-2017. Patients were included if
they underwent elective surgery of the hand using predetermined current procedural terminology
codes. Patients were excluded if they were older than 90 years of age or underwent surgery categorized
as urgent or emergent. Current smoking status was defined as smoking within 1 year prior to surgery.
Surgical complications were defined as superficial infection, deep infection, or wound dehiscence. Postoperative complications beyond 30-days after surgery were not reported by ACS-NSQIP.
RESULTS | Out of 107,943 patients undergoing elective surgeries of the hand, 73,806 met inclusion
criteria. Of these, 57,986 (78.6%) were non-smokers in the year prior to surgery, and 2,563 (21.4%) were
current smokers. Between these groups, current smokers were younger (p<0.001), more often male
(p<0.001), had lower BMI (p<0.001) and more often underwent procedures that involved bone
manipulation (p<0.001). No differences were noted with regards to inpatient or outpatient surgical
setting (p=0.991) or ASA classification (p=0.957). In the adjusted odds ratio analysis, current smoking
was significantly associated with overall surgical site complications (adjusted odds ratio [aOR] 1.62, 95%
confidence interval [CI] 1.39-1.89), superficial surgical site infections (SSI) (aOR 1.51, 95% CI 1.22-1.85),
deep SSI (aOR 1.73, 95% CI 1.34-2.22), reoperation (aOR 1.50, 95% CI 1.24-1.80) and readmission (aOR
1.49, 95% CI 1.23-1.80). In addition, the presence of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease was also
associated with 67% increased odds of readmission (aOR 1.67, 95% CI 1.19-2.29).
CONCLUSION | Current smoking as defined as smoking within 1 year prior to surgery was significantly
associated with all surgical site complications, superficial and deep SSI, reoperation and readmission
after elective hand surgery. Smoking status should be considered as a modifiable risk factor for patients
undergoing elective surgery of the hand.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 011

Safety of Cubital Tunnel Release Under General vs. Regional Anesthesia
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Courtney R Carlson Strother, MD / Rochester, MN
Lauren E Dittman, MD / Rochester, MN
Steven L Moran, MD / Rochester, MD
Marco Rizzo, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter C. Rhee, MD / Rochester, MN
HYPOTHESIS | In situ decompression of the ulnar nerve at the cubital tunnel performed under regional
anesthesia will have similar outcomes without an increased risk of complications as those performed
under general anesthesia.
METHOD | Ulnar nerve decompressions at the cubital tunnel performed at a single institution from 2012
through 2019 were retrospectively reviewed. Subjects aged 18 years and older with ulnar nerve
compressive neuropathy at the elbow, diagnosed by clinical exam and/or electrodiagnostic studies, who
had an in situ decompression of the cubital tunnel, were included. Subjects with ulnar nerve neuropathy
following trauma or had a previous ulnar nerve procedure were excluded. Method of anesthesia, preand postoperative McGowan scores, and postoperative complications were recorded and compared
between subjects who underwent the procedure with regional versus general anesthesia. A chi-squared
test was used to compare the rates of postoperative complications between the two groups.
RESULTS | Ninety-one ulnar nerve in situ decompressions were included in the study, which were
performed under regional anesthesia in 55 and general anesthesia in 36 cases. The occurrence of
postoperative complications were not significantly different between patients who received regional
anesthesia (7 patients, 12.7%) and general anesthesia (8 patients, 22.2%) (p= 0.233). Complications
included worsening pain (n=9), severe edema (n=6), wound dehiscence (n=1), hematoma (n=1) and
rash (n=1). Worsening pain was attributed to the postoperative dressing in 5 of the 9 cases. None of the
complications were directly attributed to the type of anesthesia administered. The McGowan score
improved by a mean of 0.47 points under regional anesthesia versus 0.39 points performed under
general anesthesia (p=0.530). In the regional anesthesia cohort, 9.1% (n=5) of subjects were
supplemented with intraoperative local injection to decrease postoperative pain, and 10.7% (n=6) of
subjects required conversion to general anesthesia during the procedure due to inadequate analgesia.
CONCLUSION | In situ ulnar nerve decompression at the cubital tunnel under regional anesthesia did
not result in increased postoperative complications compared to those surgeries performed under
general anesthesia. Likewise, postoperative McGowan scores improved to a similar degree regardless of
the type of anesthesia after in situ ulnar nerve decompression. Therefore, in situ ulnar nerve
decompression performed under regional anesthesia is a safe and reliable option for patients who wish
to avoid general anesthesia.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 012

What are the Risk Factors For Revisions and Surgical Site Infections Following
Primary Proximal Interphalangeal Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Samuel J. Swiggett, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Eric Roth, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Joseph O. Ehiorobo, MD / Brooklyn, NY

Michael A. Mont, MD / New York, NY
Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Jack Choueka, MD / Brooklyn, NY
*Miriam D. Weisberg, MD / Brooklyn, NY

PURPOSE |There is a paucity of information in the literature regarding risk factors for revisions and
surgical site infections (SSIs) following proximal interphalangeal arthroplasty (PIPA). Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to: 1) compare patient demographics of patients developing SSIs or requiring
revisions to controls; 2) identify patient-related risk factors for requiring a revision procedure; and 3)
and identify patient-related risk factors for developing SSIs.
METHOD | Patients who underwent PIPA from January 1st, 2005 to March 31st, 2014 were identified
using a national database. The query resulted in 8,630 PIPA procedures from 2005 to 2014, within the
Medicare population. A total of 2.15% of patients (n= 185) subsequently requiring a revision procedure,
and 5.28% of patients (n= 455) developed SSIs within 90-days following the index procedure. Outcomes
analyzed included comparing patient demographics of patients who required a revision procedure or
developed SSIs compared to those patients not requiring a revision or developing SSIs. Patient
demographics assessed included age, sex, and comorbidity burden which was calculated using weight
Elixhauser-Comorbidity Index (ECI) scores. Risk factors for requiring a revision procedure and
developing SSIs within 90-days following primary PIPA were queried. Multivariate binomial logistic
regression analysis was used to calculate odds-ratios (OR), 95% confidence intervals (95%CI), along with
their respective p-values. An alpha value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | Patients requiring a revision procedure were female, generally older, and higher weighted ECI
scores (8 vs 5, p<0.0001). Similarly, patients who developed SSIs were female, older, and also had higher
ECI scores (8 vs 6, p<0.0001). Multivariate logistic regression analysis demonstrated that the most
significant risk factors for revisions following primary proximal interphalangeal arthroplasty was body
mass index (BMI) <19kg/m2 (OR: 2.67 p=0.0002), depression (OR: 1.72, p<0.0001), and rheumatoid
arthritis (OR: 1.68, p=0.001). The study found the significant risk factors for SSIs following primary
proximal interphalangeal arthroplasty were BMI >40kg/m2 (OR: 1.70, p=0.033) rheumatoid arthritis (OR:
1.50, p=0.018), renal failure (OR: 1.50, p=0.018), in addition to other patient-related risk factors.
CONCLUSION | The study found patients who required a revision procedure or developed SSIs
following PIPA were generally older females with a higher prevalence of comorbid conditions.
Additionally, we found a low BMI, depression, and rheumatoid arthritis increasing the risk of requiring a
revision procedure following PIPA; whereas obesity, rheumatoid arthritis, and renal failure were the
greatest risk factors associated with developing SSIs. The study is useful as it can allow orthopaedic
surgeons and healthcare professionals to identify these high risk patients and educate them of the
potential complications which may occur following their procedure.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 013

Intramedullary Screw Fixation of Metacarpal Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Cameron A. Roth, MD / Chicago, IL
*Ellen Goldberg, BA / Chicago, IL
Leon S. Benson, MD / Chicago, IL
Megan A. Conti Mica, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study is to examine post-operative outcomes, radiologic union,
and postoperative clinic and therapy visits of metacarpal shaft fractures fixed with an intramedullary
cannulated headless screw. Our hypothesis is that patients would achieve full radiologic union and full
range of motion with minimal immobilization, postoperative, and occupational therapy (OT) visits.
METHOD | From 2017-2020, we identified 21 consecutive adult patients diagnosed and treated
surgically for a closed, displaced fracture of the metacarpal shaft using an intramedullary headless screw
fixation inserted via a retrograde approach. Patient outcomes that were measured included final range
of motion, time to discharge, degree and duration of radiographic union, and duration of protected
motion during healing. Additionally, Quick Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder & Hand (QuickDASH) scores
were recorded for those patients who completed the questionnaire.
Complications were defined as post-operative stiffness (defined as flexion or extension of any joint
limited by at least 30%), hardware failure, mal-union, or non-union. Median and interquartile range
(IQR) was utilized for the majority of the descriptive statistics.
RESULTS | The median number of post-operative visits was 3 (IQR 2-3), median number of occupational
therapy appointments was 1.5 (IQR 1-3), and the median length of follow-up was 34 days (IQR 27-65).
On radiographic analysis, 23 of the 24 fractures (95.8%) presented with a successful union. Median
metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint extension and flexion measured 0° (IQR 0 – 15°) and 90° (IQR 63 –
90°). Median proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint extension and flexion were measured at 0° (IQR 0 – 0°)
and 100° (100 – 100°). Distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint range of motion was measured for 14 fractures.
Median DIP joint extension and flexion were measured at 0° (IQR 0 – 0°) and 80° (80 – 80°).
CONCLUSION | We were able to demonstrate a ~96% radiologic union rate in a patient population with
a median of three postoperative appointments and less than two occupational therapy sessions. Active
range of motion was encouraged immediately after surgery. For metacarpal shaft fractures that meet
the criteria for operative intervention, intramedullary screw fixation offers the benefits of rigid fixation
while minimizing the complications and postoperative follow-up associated with plate fixation and
other fixation methods that inevitably produce soft tissue adhesions and longer term care.
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Thursday, September 29, 2021
Breakout Session #1 | Hand/Elbow
Paper 014

Risk-Factors for Infections Following Total Elbow Arthroplasty: An Analysis of a
Nationwide Claims Database
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Miriam Weisberg, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Samuel J. Swiggett, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Eric Roth, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Brooklyn, NY

Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Ramin Sadeghpour, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Jack Choueka, MD / Brooklyn, NY

INTRODUCTION | Peri-prosthetic joint infections (PJIs) is a feared complications following primary total
elbow arthroplasty (TEA); however studies comparing patient demographics and identifying patientrelated risk factors for these complications following primary TEA are limited. Therefore, the purpose of
our study was to do a comparison study on: 1) patient demographics; and 2) identify patient-related
risk factors for the development of PJIs following primary TEA.
METHOD | A retrospective query using an administrative claims database from January 1st, 2005 to
March 31st, 2014 was performed. The inclusion criteria for the study group consisted of all patients
undergoing primary TEA and developed PJI within 2-years following the index procedure. The query
resulted in 538 patients developing PJIs within 2-years following the index procedure. Primary
outcomes assessed included comparing patient demographics and patient-related risk factors for
developing PJIs. Risk factors analyzed included age, sex, and medical comorbidities: alcohol abuse, body
mass index (BMI), congestive heart failure (CHF), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),
coagulopathies, depression, diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypothyroidism, opioid use disorder,
peptic ulcer disease, peripheral vascular disease, renal failure, rheumatoid arthritis, sleep apnea, and
tobacco use. Patient demographics were compared using Pearson’s chi-square analyses. Multivariate
binomial logistics regression was used to calculate odds-ratios (OR) for patient-related risk factors. A pvalue less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | The study showed patients developing PJIs were generally younger than the age of 64
(p<0.0001), male (p<0.0001), and had significantly higher comorbidity burden based on mean the
Elixhauser-Comorbidity Score (10 vs. 7; p<0.0001). The study found the greatest patient-related risk
factors for developing PJIs were rheumatoid arthritis (OR: 1.91, p<0.0001)), depression (OR: 1.79,
p<0.0001), body mass index between 19 to 24kg/m2 (OR: 1.73, p=0.015), tobacco use (OR: 1.60,
p<0.0001), BMI between 30 to 39 (OR: 1.55, p=0.001), male sex (OR: 1.51, p=0.0001), congestive heart
failure (OR: 1.41, p=0.0007), and renal failure (OR: 1.34, p=0.047).
CONCLUSION | Our study demonstrated statistically significant differences between the patients who
developed PJIs following primary TEA and identified several risk factors associated with developing PJIs
most notably rheumatoid arthritis, depression, and a body mass index between 19 to 24kg/m2. The
study can be used by orthopedic surgeons to identify these high risk patients and properly optimize
them prior to their surgery which can potentially prevent the incidence of PJIs.
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Donor Site Morbidity in Nerve Transfer Surgery for Adult Traumatic Brachial Plexus
Injury
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Christian Athens, DO / Canton, OH
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INTRODUCTION | Nerve transfer surgery aims to restore motor nerve deficits in adult traumatic brachial
plexus injuries. Although the donor motor nerve is sacrificed to reinnervate target muscles, donor site
morbidity has not been clearly described. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the morbidity and
functional deficit in the donor nerve-muscles.
METHOD | A prospective study was performed on 7 adult patients that underwent an ulnar nerve motor
fascicle transfer to the biceps motor branch for a traumatic brachial plexus injury. Additionally, patients
underwent triceps motor branch transfer to the anterior division of the axillary nerve (n = 5) and spinal
accessary nerve transfer to the suprascapular nerve (n = 4) when indicated. The unaffected and brachial
plexus injured extremities were evaluated pre- and post-operatively using a Baltimore Therapeutic
Equipment (BTE) Work Simulator II, motor strength (medical research council scale [MRCS], 0 to 5), and
2-point discrimination (mm) in the digits. The primary outcome investigated was flexor carpi ulnaris
(FCU) and triceps donor site morbidity, which was evaluated with grip strength (in-lbs.), lateral and jaw
chuck pinch (in-lbs.), and elbow extension at 0, 45, and 90 of shoulder abduction (in-lbs.).
RESULTS | The mean follow-up was 1.5  0.8 years (range: 1 to 2.3 years). Hand grip strength increased
by 31.8  27.2 in-lbs (range: -7 to 67 in-lbs, p=0.02). Elbow extension at 90 of shoulder abduction
increased by 3.8  3.1 in-lbs (range: -0.2 to 8.3 in-lbs, p=0.02). Triceps motor strength increased by 0.5
(range: 0 to 1, p=0.03). There was no significant difference in lateral pinch (p=0.688), jaw chuck pinch
(p=0.17), elbow extension at 0 (p=0.3) or 45 (p=0.58) of shoulder abduction, manual motor testing of
the FCU (p=0.141), or 2-point discrimination in the thumb (p=0.38), index finger (p=0.38), middle finger
(0.13), radial aspect of the ring (p=0.36), ulnar aspect of the ring finger (p=0.06), or little finger (p=0.13).
CONCLUSION | There was no loss of function in the donor muscles or sensory nerves after transfer of
the ulnar nerve motor fascicle or the triceps motors branch in adult patient with traumatic brachial
plexus injuries.
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Surgical Treatment of Isolated Meniscus Tears in Competitive Wrestlers: Outcomes,
Reoperations, and Return to Sport
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Erick M. Marigi, MD / Rochester, MN
Lucas K. Keyt, BS / Rochester, MN
Matthew D. LaPrade, BS / Rochester, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
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INTRODUCTION | Wrestlers are highly active, young athletes prone to meniscus injuries that often
require surgery. However, there is a lack of data evaluating the results of meniscus repair or partial
meniscectomy in this cohort. The purpose of this study was to describe the outcomes (subjective
function, return to play, complications, and reoperation rates) for treatment (meniscectomy and repair)
of meniscus injuries in a cohort of competitive wrestlers.
METHOD | All competitive wrestlers with a history of a meniscus injury and isolated meniscus surgery at
a single institution between 2001 and 2017 were retrospectively identified. Failure was defined as a reinjury of the operative meniscus by clinical or advanced imaging examination, re-operation, or any
additional surgical treatment of the meniscus after the index procedure. All patients were contacted for
determination of re-injury rates, current sport status, and International Knee Documentation Committee
(IKDC) and Tegner activity scores. Comparisons between the meniscectomy and repair groups were
made with a combination of Wilcoxon signed rank analysis, Fisher exact tests, and Chi-square tests,
when appropriate.
RESULTS | 85 male wrestlers with a mean age of 17.6 ± 2.7 years and an average follow-up of 7.2 (2.018.7) years follow-up met final inclusion criteria. Of the cohort, 34% of patients underwent a meniscus
repair and 66% received a partial meniscectomy. A total of 9.4% of the cohort failed their index surgery.
More specifically, 21% of wrestlers treated with initial meniscus repair required a subsequent partial
meniscectomy at a mean of 2.2 years and 3% of those treated with partial meniscectomy underwent a
second operation (P<0.001). All secondary operations were revision partial meniscectomies occurring at
a mean of 3.2 years (95% CI 0.01-6.4) after the index procedure. At final follow-up, 89% of patients were
able to return to sport (RTS), with 65% of patients returning to wrestling competition (RTW). There was
significant improvement from a mean preoperative Tegner score of 6.5 (95% CI 5.9-7.2) to 8.3 (95% CI
8.0-8.6) postoperatively (P<0.001).
CONCLUSION | The reoperation rate after meniscus surgery in wrestlers is quite low, but only 65%
return to competitive wrestling. Meniscus repair and partial meniscectomy improve patient-reported
outcomes and activity levels at short-term follow-up. However, 21% of wrestlers treated with initial
meniscus repair required a subsequent partial meniscectomy at a mean of 2.2 years.
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Non-Operative Management of Anterior Shoulder Instability Can Result in High
Rates of Recurrent Instability and Pain at Long-Term Follow-Up
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Kira Novakofski, MD / Rochester, MN
Heath P. Melugin, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin Leland, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher Bernard, MD / Rochester, MN
Nels Leafblad, MD / Rochester, MN
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INTRODUCTION | Data on the long term outcomes of non-operative treatment for anterior shoulder
instability is lacking, particularly for the United States (US) population. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to 1) describe the characteristics of patients with anterior shoulder instability treated nonoperatively, 2) assess long-term outcomes of non-operative management in a US population, and 3)
identify risk factors for poor outcomes following non-operative management.
METHOD | A geographic cohort of >500,000 subjects was used to identify patients treated nonoperatively for anterior shoulder instability. Only patients <40 years at the time of initial instability and
those with minimum 10-year follow-up were included. Medical records were reviewed to obtain
demographics, physical exam findings, clinical history, imaging results, treatment details, and clinical
and/or radiographic progression. Development of recurrent pain, recurrent instability, and symptomatic
osteoarthritis (OA) were the primary outcomes evaluated.
RESULTS | Two-hundred and fifty-four patients were included (73% male) with a median age of 19 years
(range, 16-26) at initial instability. At median 16.5 year follow-up, 37.5% experienced recurrent
instability, 58.4% had recurrent pain, and 12.2% developed symptomatic OA. Factors associated with
recurrent pain at final follow-up were multiple instability events prior to presentation (hazard ratio [HR]
2.43, p<0.01) and increased pain at initial visit (HR 0.79 mild, 1.74 moderate, 1.39 severe, p<0.01) while
patients with multiple instability events prior to presentation also had increased risk for recurrence
(p<0.01). Factors increasing the risk for the development of symptomatic OA included increased pain at
initial visit (p=0.05), seizure disorder (HR 27.01, p<0.01), and smoking (HR 5.15, p<0.01).
Discussion and CONCLUSION | At long-term follow-up of 17 years, there was a high rate of poor
outcomes following non-operative management of anterior shoulder instability. Overall, 37.5% of
patients experienced recurrent shoulder instability, 58.4% had recurrent shoulder pain, and 12.2%
developed symptomatic OA. Risk factors associated with adverse clinical outcomes included: increased
pain at initial visit, recurrent instability prior to presentation, seizure disorder, and smoking.
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Standardization of Opioid Prescribing after Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction
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BACKGROUND | Orthopaedic surgeons are the third highest prescribers of opioids and, therefore, have
both the ability and responsibility to reduce the number of opioids in circulation. No currently available
studies have provided evidence-based postoperative opioid prescribing recommendations for anterior
cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). This study sought to determine the average number of opioid
pills consumed by patients after ACLR and to standardize opioid prescribing after ACLR without
impacting patient satisfaction with postoperative pain management.
METHOD | Patients undergoing ACLR by fourteen orthopedic surgeons at three ambulatory surgery
centers self-reported opioid consumption and pain management characteristics following ACLR at their
two-week postoperative visit prior to (Phase I) and after (Phase II) implementation of an electronic
standardized opioid prescribing order set. An electronic report of opioid prescribing practices during
the study period was generated to examine changes in opioid prescribing practices. Descriptive
statistics were calculated. Brown and Forsythe’s test was used to compare prescribing variance by
surgeon.
RESULTS | Ninety-four questionnaires were completed in Phase I and 67 questionnaires were completed
in Phase II. A median of 25 (IQR=12-36) opioid pills were used postoperatively in Phase I and 20
(IQR=10-30) pills in Phase II (p=0.27). A median of 40 pills (IQR=30-50) and 300 MME (IQR=200-300)
were prescribed in Phase I compared to 30 pills (IQR=30-30) and 225 MME (IQR=150-300) in Phase II
(p<0.0001). Opioid prescribing variance by surgeon was heterogeneous (p<0.0001) in Phase I and
homogenous after introducing the standardized order set in Phase II (p=0.119). Patient satisfaction with
pain management did not differ significantly between phases (p=0.34), and patients’ opinions regarding
the adequacy of number of pills prescribed did not differ between phases (p=0.90). There was a
significant reduction in side effects reported by patients (headaches, p=0.01; nausea and vomiting,
p=0.03).
CONCLUSION | Standardization of opioid prescribing following ACLR led to a 25% reduction in the
number of opioid pills and MME prescribed without negatively impacting patient satisfaction or pain
management. Patient-reported opioid consumption decreased by 20%, however this reduction was not
statistically significant. This is the first study to investigate and recommend a standardized, evidencebased approach to opioid prescribing following ACLR, and this approach significantly decreased the
number of extraneous pills in circulation that may otherwise be available for diversion and misuse.
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Injury Incidence on Artificial Turf and Natural Grass Among High School Athletes
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BACKGROUND | Artificial turf is commonly used as an alternative to natural grass for athletic playing
surfaces primarily for logistical reasons. Multiple studies have described an increased risk of injury on
artificial turf. However, the existing literature is limited primarily to professional and collegiate athletes.
The few studies representing high school athletes only compare injury rates in football. The purpose of
this study is to compare injury rates on artificial and natural playing surfaces among high school
athletes for all sports played on artificial turf or grass.
METHOD | Injury data collected throughout the 2017-2018 athletic seasons by athletic trainers from 26
high schools was sorted to include all sports that are played on artificial turf or grass. Injury incidence
rates were calculated as injuries per athlete using roster totals for the included sports. Injury incidence
was compared between artificial turf and grass for all injuries by constructing relative risk ratios. Injury
incidence was also compared for injuries stratified by body location and sport. The distribution of
injuries among athlete level, and practice vs competition were compared between artificial turf and
grass.
RESULTS | Of the injuries identified, 585 occurred on synthetic turf and 368 on grass. These injuries
corresponded to incidence rates of 0.1495 (0.1384, 0.1607) and 0.0941 (0.0849, 0.1032) respectively,
with an overall relative risk of 1.5897 (1.4062, 1.7971) p<0.0001. When stratified by body location, lower
extremity, torso, and upper extremity injury incidences were significantly increased on artificial turf with
relative risk ratios of 1.9597 (1.6169, 2.3752), p<0.0001, 1.8636 (1.1123, 3.1225) p=0.0181, and 1.4494
(1.1104, 1.8919) p=0.0063, respectively. When stratified by sport, football, mens lacrosse, rugby, and
soccer injury incidences were significantly increased on artificial turf, with relative risk ratios of 1.4572
(1.2726, 1.6687) p<0.0001, 27.0000 (1.6230, 449.1613) p=0.0216, 23.0000 (3.1998, 165.3244) p=0.0018,
1.7073 (1.1857, 2.4583) p=0.0040, 1.8286 (1.2296, 2.7194) p=0.0029, respectively. A significantly larger
proportion of injuries occurred on artificial turf during competition compared to practice (p<0.00001).
CONCLUSION | Injury incidence was significantly increased on artificial turf for football, men’s lacrosse,
rugby and soccer. Lower extremity, torso, and upper extremity injuries occurred with greater incidences
on artificial turf. This may warrant further studies into the mechanisms of torso and upper extremity
injuries on artificial turf. These findings also suggest that, in addition to football, men’s lacrosse, rugby
and soccer injuries occurred with greater incidences on artificial turf.
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Lateral Femoral Condyle Osteochondritis Dissecans: Does Weightbearing Zone
Location Predict Healing?
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BACKGROUND | Osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) is a focal, idiopathic alteration of subchondral bone
with potential for instability and disruption of adjacent articular cartilage that may result in premature
(early secondary) osteoarthritis.
PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was to evaluate differences in clinical, radiographic, and treatment
outcomes in weightbearing (WB) versus non-weightbearing (NWB) lateral femoral condyle (LFC) OCDs.
METHOD | An IRB-approved retrospective review of 62 patients with LFC OCD lesions, 26 of which were
weightbearing and 36 non-weightbearing (defined as Cahill and Berg sagittal zones B and C,
respectively), treated at a single institution between 2004 and 2019 was performed. All participants were
18 years of age or younger at the time of diagnosis. Demographic and clinical characteristics,
radiographic features, treatment modalities, and outcomes were evaluated. Continuous variables were
analyzed using a Mann-Whitney test and a Kruskal-Wallis test when comparing across various groups. A
Chi-square test was used to compare categorical variables.
RESULTS | The study cohort consisted of 40 (64.5%) male and 22 (35.5%) female participants, with an
average age at diagnosis of 12.86 ± 2.74 years, and an average follow-up of 24 months. WB and NWB
LFC OCDs had no differences in symptom chronicity or the presence of mechanical symptoms. NWB
lesions were more likely to present with distinct ossification of the progeny bone segment (70.0% vs.
25.0%; p = 0.044) and were deeper lesions (MRI sagittal depth 7.11 vs. 5.96; p = 0.046).
Across a variety of treatment modalities, NWB lesions were significantly more likely than WB lesions to
demonstrate full radiographic healing at final follow-up (52.8% vs. 24.0%; p = 0.033). There was no
difference in the likelihood of initial non-operative versus operative treatment selection or in the
outcomes of non-operative treatment between the two lesion types. Additionally, OCDs in either zone
were equally likely to be pain-free at final follow-up.
CONCLUSION | Lateral femoral condylar OCD lesions in weightbearing and non-weightbearing zones
have similar clinical presentation. However, lesions in non-weightbearing zones demonstrate improved
radiographic healing at final follow-up. These data may aid in clinical decision-making and counseling
during treatment of children and adolescents presenting with lateral femoral condylar OCD.
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Skeletally Immature Patients with ACL Bone Bruise Patterns Have a Higher Chance of
Having an Intact ACL Than Patients with a Closed Distal Femoral Physis
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BACKGROUND | Bone contusion patterns following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears have been
extensively studied in adult patients. A recent study has shown pediatric patients with ACL injuries to
have the same bone contusion pattern as adults and occurred at similar rates. However, the incidence
of ACL tears in skeletally immature patients who have an ACL pattern of bone contusion has not be
previously investigated.
PURPOSE |To radiographically determine the incidence of ACL tears in skeletally immature patients with
the classic lateral femoral condyle (LFC) and lateral tibial plateau (LTP) bone bruise pattern that is seen
in adults with ACL tears.
METHOD | This retrospective cohort study was performed by performing a query for “contusion” within
the MRI read for all patients between the ages of 6 and 22 years of age, with MRIs performed from
1/1/2015 to 6/30/2019. MRI images were reviewed to denote the presence of ACL, PCL, MCL, or LCL
tears, meniscus tears, cartilage lesions, bone bruise pattern, and physeal status of femoral and tibial
physes. MRIs were reviewed by two fellowship-trained orthopedic surgeons. The specific locations of
bone contusions were recorded using zones described by the Whole-Organ Magnetic Resonance
Imaging Score (WORMS) for bone contusion. The primary outcome variable was the incidence of ACL
tears in patients with the presence of both central lateral femoral condyle and posterior lateral tibial
plateau bone contusions.
RESULTS | A total of 691 patients who met inclusion criteria were identified. There were 192 patients
excluded due to diagnoses of patellar instability, patellar or tibial plateau fracture, or revision ACL. Of
the 499 remaining patients, a total of 334 patients had ACL tears with 269 patients having the presence
of both central lateral femoral condylar and posterior lateral tibial plateau bone contusions. Patients
with an open femoral physis had a higher likelihood of having an intact ACL despite the presence of
central LFC and posterior LTP contusions than patients with a closed femoral physis (8/74 (10.8%) vs.
2/195 (1.0%), chi-square value 14.4, p < 0.001). Patients with an intact ACL tear despite presence of
central LFC and posterior LTP contusions were younger than patients with ACL tear with this contusion
pattern (14.6 vs. 16.4, p = .017).
CONCLUSION | Patients who have an open femoral physis have a higher likelihood to have an intact
ACL despite the presence of central LFC and posterior LTP bone contusions compared to patients who
have a closed femoral physis.
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Quadriceps Strength In Adolescent Patients Undergoing Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction after Femoral Nerve Block vs. Adductor Canal Block
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PURPOSE |Anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR) is one of the most common orthopedic
sports medicine procedures performed on an outpatient basis. In patients undergoing ACLR, attention
has been focused on providing adequate pain relief while limiting postoperative quadriceps weakness.
Femoral nerve block (FNB) has been the mainstay of treatment in the past. Recent articles debate the
efficacy of femoral nerve block versus adductor canal block (ACB) regarding pain control and residual
quadriceps weakness after ACLR. This study was undertaken to identify if a difference exists in
quadriceps strength at multiple time points after an ACB or FNB in ACLR utilizing only hamstring
autograft.
METHOD | An IRB approved prospective double-blinded study of patients less than 18 years of age
undergoing primary ACLR utilizing only hamstring autograft were enrolled. All patients were
randomized to receive an ACB or FNB at the time of surgery and the surgeon was blinded to the block
type. A dynamometer was used to measure the knee extension strength of both the operative and nonoperative leg preoperatively and at multiple times postoperatively until completion of the MOON
rehabilitation protocol. Tourniquet time, pain scores and time to complete physical therapy were
collected.
RESULTS | Sixty-one patients underwent ACLR and were evaluated. There was no significant difference
in patient age, tourniquet time, pain scores or time to complete physical therapy between the FNB
(n=26) and ACB (n=35) groups. Patients who received a femoral nerve block had a statistically
significant quadriceps motor strength deficit at 4 hours (P=.01) and 6 weeks (P=.02) postoperatively
compared to those who received an adductor canal block. At 3 (P=.17) and 6 (P=.31) months, there was
no statistically significant difference in quadriceps motor strength between the two groups. There was
also no significant difference in retear rate between the two groups.
CONCLUSION | Although there were early statistically significant quadriceps motor strength deficits, in
the femoral nerve block group compared to the adductor canal block group, it did not persist after the
6 week postoperative time period. Adductor canal nerve block does not provide a persistent statistically
significant quadriceps strength benefit over femoral nerve block in adolescent patients undergoing
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction utilizing autologous hamstrings.
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Biomechanical Evaluation of a Suture-Reinforced Human Dermal Allograft: A Pilot
Study
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INTRODUCTION | Previous biomechanical studies have yielded promising results for the use of human
dermal (HD) allograft for superior capsular reconstruction (SCR) in its ability to restore superior
glenohumeral translation and subacromial pressure. While clinical studies have demonstrated excellent
outcomes in return to activity, it is unclear how shoulder overuse can contribute to allograft elongation
and eventual superior glenohumeral translation. The purpose of this study was to investigate the
potential for a novel suture reinforcement technique for the HD allograft to prevent elongation with
repetitive use.
METHOD | Using 8 scapulae and humeri Sawbones® models, the standard SCR was performed using
three knotless suture anchors placed superomedially on the glenoid at roughly the 10 o’clock, 12
o’clock, and 2 o’clock positions, and a Speedbridge configuration for fixation laterally. Eight HD
allografts (ArthroFLEX, Arthrex, Naples, FL, USA) were tested: 4 in the native state and 4 using the
experimental suture reinforcement. HD allografts were reinforced using Fibertape suture in a running
360° fashion around the borders of the HD allograft, maintaining 5mm of space from the edges (Figures
1 and 2). Two Fibertape sutures were used per HD allograft and tied together at the medial and lateral
edges. Prior to testing, HD allografts were measured for length, width, and thickness. All specimens
were affixed to a materials testing machine that allowed for allograft orientation in a longitudinal plane
throughout testing. Specimens were preloaded to 10N, after which, they were cyclically loaded to 100N
at a rate of 15mm/s for 30 cycles. HD allografts were again measured for length, width, and thickness
after testing concluded. Student’s t-test was used to statistically compare differences in percent
change in all dimensions measured for native and reinforced allografts. A p-value of ≤0.05 was
set as significant.
RESULTS | After dynamic, cyclic loading, reinforced allografts experienced a statistically significant
smaller percent change in anterior length (6.36% vs. 14.50%, p=0.013), posterior length (6.00% vs.
13.68%, p=0.002), medial width (5.80% vs. 21.05%, p=0.001), lateral width (5.45% vs. 19.29%, p<0.001),
medial thickness (4.38% vs. 17.93%, p=0.005), central thickness (7.03% vs. 16.11%, p=0.026), and lateral
thickness (4.55% vs. 20.80%, p<0.001). Linear stiffness values obtained for reinforced allografts were
significantly greater than those for native grafts when measured at cycles one (21.18 ± 1.03 N/mm vs.
17.69 ± 1.91 N/mm, p=0.02), fifteen (29.90 ± 1.45 vs. 24.93 ± 2.79, p=0.03) and thirty (32.13 ± 1.98
N/mm vs. 25.72 ± 3.01 N/mm, p=0.01).
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CONCLUSION | Our novel suture-reinforced HD allograft was successful at preventing allograft
elongation in a biomechanical setting. Future biomechanical studies should evaluate the differences in
glenohumeral translation, subacromial pressure, and range of motion in a cadaveric model between
both types of allograft.
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Institutional Review of the Impact of Intra-Articular Steroids on Rates of Infection
after Knee Arthroscopy
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PURPOSE | To evaluate the risk of post-operative infection after intra-articular steroid injection at the
time of knee arthroscopy.
BACKGROUND | Several large database studies have found an increased risk of post-operative infection
following the use of intra-articular steroid at the time of knee arthroscopy. Other smaller, singleinstitution case series have demonstrated the benefit of intra-articular steroid; however, these were
likely underpowered to detect the risk of infection. There remains a paucity in the literature of carefully
chart-reviewed data that demonstrates a realistic rate of true infections after intra-articular steroid at
the time of knee arthroscopy.
METHOD | The electronic medical record at this institution was queried for all patients who underwent
knee arthroscopy from November 2011 to April 2019. Patients who underwent more complex
procedures, such as ligament reconstruction, meniscus repair, or open procedures were excluded. These
patients’ medical records were then queried for current procedural terminology and international
classification of disease codes indicating post-operative infection. Individual chart review was
performed on this group of patients to determine if a true postoperative infection occurred within 6
months of the index arthroscopy. Patients were then categorized into “intra-operative steroid injection”
versus “no steroid” based on surgeon preference.
RESULTS | After all exclusion criteria were applied, 6,889 patient encounters were identified, including
2,416 (35.1%) who were given intra-articular steroid at the time of knee arthroscopy. Post-operative
infection occurred in 10 patients (0.15%) at a mean of 18 days (range: 9 to 42 days), 7 who received
intra-operative steroid injection (0.29%) and 3 who did not (0.067%), p = 0.040. The relative risk of
infection for those who received intra-operative steroid injection was 4.32 times higher than those who
did not, with a number needed to harm of 448. There were no significant differences in age, body mass
index, smoking status, or the prevalence of diabetes between those who got infected and those who
did not.
CONCLUSION | Knee infection following arthroscopic surgery is rare. Intra-operative steroid injection
during arthroscopic knee surgery is associated with a 4.3-fold increased risk of subsequent knee
infection. While the overall risk remains low, the use of intra-operative steroids is expected to result in
one additional knee infection for every 448.4 arthroscopic procedures performed.
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Limitations of MPFL Reconstruction for Treatment of Patellar Instability with Patella
Alta: Dynamic Simulation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Travis J. Jones, MD / Akron, OH
Kerwyn C. Jones, MD / Akron, OH
John J. Elias, PhD / Akron, OH
INTRODUCTION | Medial patellofemoral ligament reconstruction is a popular treatment for patellar
instability. For knees with patella alta, however, tibial tuberosity distalization is the most common
approach due to concerns about adequate graft tensioning. The current study addresses MPFL
reconstruction for knees with patella alta using dynamic simulation of knee function.
METHOD | Knee function was simulated with seven multibody dynamic simulation models constructed
from MRI scans of subjects being treated for patellar instability. Models were individually validated
against assessment of knee function for the subjects, producing patellar tracking patterns [1, 2],
variations with surgery [2], and contact pressure distributions [3] similar to those measured from in vivo
function. Patellar tracking was expressed by the bisect offset index and patellofemoral contact pressures
determined from discrete element analysis were quantified.
Motion was simulated in a pre-operative condition, and for two graft tensioning techniques. Analysis
focused on the maximum bisect offset index during flexion as a measure of the risk of patellar instability
and the maximum pressure applied to patellar cartilage as measures of the risk of overloading cartilage.
Post-operative maximum bisect offset index was also correlated with the pre-operative bisect offset
index.
RESULTS | MPFL reconstruction decreased bisect offset index, with significant differences noted
between pre-operative and post-operative conditions. MPFL reconstruction did not significantly
influence the maximum pressure applied to medial or lateral cartilage. The maximum post-operative
bisect offset index was significantly correlated with the pre-operative bisect offset index for both graft
tensioning approaches (r2 = 0.90 and 0.73 for grafts allowing 1 and 0.5 quadrants of translation,
respectively).
CONCLUSION | The MPFL grafts did not significantly reduce pressure applied to lateral patellofemoral
cartilage or increase pressure applied to medial cartilage. MPFL reconstruction for knees with patella
alta decreased lateral maltracking. For knees with the largest pre-operative bisect offset index, the postoperative bisect offset index was indicative of likely instability. Therefore, current approaches for MPFL
reconstruction are not a viable option for patellar stabilization for all knees with patella alta. For knees
with alta and high levels of lateral maltracking, current graft tension techniques may not prevent
recurrent instability.
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Preoperative Opioid Use Negatively Affects Postoperative Pain, Function, and Mood
Scores in Patients Undergoing Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repair
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Fabien Meta, MD / Detroit, MI
*Alexander Ziedas, BS / Detroit, MI
Caleb M. Gulledge, BS / Detroit, MI
Lafi S. Khalil, MD / Detroit, MI

Stephanie J. Muh, MD / Detroit, MI
Vasilios Moutzouros, MD / Detroit, MI
Eric C. Makhni, MD / Detroit, MI

PURPOSE |Rotator cuff tear and recovery after repair can cause significant pain, and patients may
require strong analgesics in the preoperative and immediate postoperative periods. Increased
importance has been placed on decreasing opioid use nationwide. However, the influence of opioid
analgesics on pain, function, and mood in patients with rotator cuff repairs is yet to be well-defined. The
purpose of this study was to determine the relationship of preoperative opioid use on pain, function,
and mood in patients with rotator cuff tears in the preoperative and immediate postoperative periods.
METHOD | The Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) platform was used to prospectively collect
patient reported outcomes in the office. Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System
(PROMIS) pain interference (PI), physical function upper extremity (UE) and depression scores were
collected in the preoperative,6-month postoperative, and 1 year postoperative period. The Michigan
Automated Prescription System (MAPS) was queried to track opioid prescriptions as a surrogate marker
of opioid use. Chronic user was defined as a patient who had 30 consecutive days of an opioid
prescription in the 3-month period before surgery. Acute user was defined as a patient who had an
opioid prescription within the 3 months before surgery, but not for 30 consecutive days. Finally, a nonuser was defined as a patient without any opioid prescription within the 3 months before surgery.
Comparison of mean scores across all groups was done using ANOVA with Bonferroni correction.
RESULTS | One hundred and eighty-four rotator cuff patients were recruited for this study. Opioid nonusers (n=92) had significantly lower PI scores (61.5 vs 64.9vs 65.3; p<0.001) compared to acute users
(n=65) and chronic users (n=27) in the preoperative period, respectively. Similarly, non-users also had
significantly higher UE functional scores (41.7 vs 35.6 vs. 33.5; p<0.001) and lower Depression scores
(41.6 vs 45.8 vs 51.1; p<0.001) and PI scores (50.7 vs 56.3 vs 58.1; p<0.01) at the 6-month period
following repair. Between non-users, acute users (n=65), and chronic users, respectively, there were no
significant differences in the pre-to-postoperative change in PI scores (-10.8, -8.6, -7.2; p=0.11).
CONCLUSION | Acute and chronic opioid users reported higher interference in day-to-day activities due
to pain before and after rotator cuff repair. Postoperative function and mood also were negatively
affected by chronic preoperative opioid use compared to non-users. Despite this, chronic users are still
able to benefit from surgery to a similar degree as compared with non-users with regards to pain relief.
This data suggests that preoperative chronic opioid pain analgesia puts patients at a disadvantage even
prior to arthroscopic cuff repair. Further research is needed to delineate the biopsychosocial
mechanisms at play.
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Bilateral Femur Fractures are Associated with Femoral Neck Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hayden P. Baker, MD / Chicago, IL
*James Dahm, MD / Chicago, IL
Ye Lin, BS / Chicago, IL

Daniel Portney, MD / Chicago, IL
Daryl Dillman, MD / Chicago, IL
Jason Strelzow, MD / Chicago, IL

OBJECTIVE | The purpose of this study is to determine the rate of ipsilateral femoral neck fractures in
patients who have suffered bilateral femoral shaft fractures.
DESIGN & SETTING | A retrospective review of a prospectively obtained trauma database was
completed at a single level 1 trauma academic medical center.
PATIENTS | All patients treated for femoral shaft fractures between May 1, 2018 and February 29, 2020
were included. In all, 270 femur fractures were identified. Of those, 73 were excluded from the study for
not meeting the inclusion criteria. The fractures excluded were 29 pediatric fractures and 44 hip
fractures. The final cohort included 197 femur fractures in 182 patients. Of the 197 femur fractures
included 68 were ballistic and 129 were blunt mechanism.
RESULTS | Of the 129 blunt mechanism femur fractures 21 (16%) were open fractures. Blunt fractures
were significantly associated with open fractures. There were 10 ipsilateral femoral neck fractures
identified in the blunt femur fracture cohort. Half of the ipsilateral femoral neck fractures in the blunt
cohort (5, 50%) were observed in patients who sustained bilateral femur fractures. Bilateral femur
fractures were significantly associated with ipsilateral femoral neck fractures, blunt mechanism, and
open fractures.
There were 4 ipsilateral femoral neck fractures identified in the ballistic fracture cohort. There was no
significant difference between ipsilateral femoral neck fractures associated with blunt femur fractures
when compared with ballistic fractures. There was no association between bilateral ballistic femur
fractures and ipsilateral femoral neck fracture.
Patients included in the blunt fracture cohort were more likely to be poly-trauma patients with a higher
rate of associated fractures (1.62 associated fractures per femur fracture) when compared with the
ballistic fracture cohort (0.71 associated fractures per ballistic femur fracture).
CONCLUSION | Our results suggest an association between bilateral femoral shaft fractures and femoral
neck fractures. Treating surgeons must have a high index of suspicion for an occult femoral neck
fracture in patients who sustain bilateral femoral shaft fractures. Dedicated pre-operative thin-slice CT
or MRI of the proximal femur or intra-operative fluoroscopy of the femoral neck should be considered
in patients with bilateral femur fractures. Alternatively, patients with bilateral femoral shaft fractures
should be treated with fixation strategies that protect bilateral femoral necks.
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The Diabetic Pilon Fracture: Are They As Bad As We Think?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Lasun O. Oladeji, MD, MS / Columbia, MO
Brooks Platt / Indianapolis, IN
Brett D. Crist, MD / Columbia, MO
INTRODUCTION | Pilon fracture open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) is associated with a
relatively high risk of complications. Diabetes is a known risk factor for complications associated with
any type of surgery. However, to date, little has been published on the outcomes for operative
management of pilon fractures in diabetic patients. We sought to specifically identify how diabetes
impacts the risk of complications (deep surgical site infection, nonunion, amputation, and arthrodesis)
following pilon fracture ORIF.
METHOD | A retrospective review was performed to identify patients who presented for ORIF of a tibial
pilon fracture (AO/OTA 43). Patient demographics, medical comorbidities, AO/OTA fracture type, and
surgical outcomes were reviewed. Patients were stratified into cohorts based on the presence of
absence of diabetes at the time of surgery. The complications of interest that proved significant during
univariate analyses were then entered into a multivariable logistic regression model using stepwise
method to identify the independent predictors for diabetes.
RESULTS | A total of 279 pilon fractures (276 patients) were included in this study. There were 43
fractures (15.4%) in patients with diabetes mellitus; 17 (39.5%) occurred in insulin-dependent diabetics.
Patients with diabetes were significantly more likely to have a higher BMI (34.81 vs. 29.57, p=0.002) and
be older (55.30 ± 16.3 years vs. 41.70 ± 14.05, p<0.001) at the time of injury. Patients without diabetes
were more likely to sustain an AO/OTA 43-C3 fracture (36.0% vs. 11.6%, p=0.001). Univariate logistic
regression demonstrated that overall, patients with diabetes were 3.64 times more likely to experience a
complication following surgery (95% CI= 1.854-7.159; <0.001). Diabetics were 5.5 times more likely to
require an arthrodesis (95% CI=1.894-16.214; p=0.001) and 2.7 times more likely to develop a deep
infection (95% CI=1.261-5.630; p=0.008). Following multivariable logistic regression analysis, diabetes
remained an independent risk factor for both arthrodesis (OR=4.30, CI=1.350-13.566, p=0.013) and
deep infection (OR= 2.31, CI 1.061-5.006, p=0.035).
CONCLUSION | Diabetic patients have a significantly higher risk of complications following pilon
fracture ORIF. Diabetics in this study were 3.64 times more likely to experience any complication,
despite having less complex fractures. Given the increased rate of complications in diabetic patients, it is
essential that diabetic patients understand their risk of complication and receive closer perioperative
diabetic evaluation and management including screening for peripheral neuropathy and peripheral
vascular disease, a hemoglobin A1C, and strict glycemic control.
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Immediate vs. Delayed Weight-Bearing after Ankle ORIF: A Retrospective Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Brandi R. Hartley, MD / Louisville, KY
Jon B. Carlson, MD / Louisville, KY
Lauren M. Nelson, MD / Louisville, KY
*Grant O. Schmidt, B.A. / Louisville KY
Jordan L. Pamplin, BS / Louisville, KY
PURPOSE |Traditional post-operative management of ankle fractures following open reduction and
internal fixation (ORIF) includes 6 weeks of non-weight-bearing on the operative extremity in order to
protect the fracture reduction and internal fixation as well as the surgical wound. However, advances in
hardware necessitate a re-evaluation of this approach. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the
effects of immediate weight-bearing on post-operative complications following ankle ORIF.
METHOD | A retrospective review was performed on 286 patients with ankle fractures from April 2016
to May 2019. Data was collected from a database of ankle procedures performed by seven orthopedic
traumatologists. Fracture types included bimalleolar, trimalleolar, medial malleolus, and distal fibular
fractures, and were subclassified by Weber criteria. “Immediate” weight-bearing status was defined as
unrestricted weight-bearing of the affected ankle immediately following ORIF. Primary outcome
measures included rates of infection, fixation failure, nonunion, and DVT/PE. Groups were controlled for
pre-existing diabetes mellitus (DM), smoking status, and peripheral vascular disease (PVD).
RESULTS | A total of 286 patients who underwent ORIF following ankle fractures were identified (N = 48
“immediate”, 238 “delayed”). No significant difference was identified between “immediate” and
“delayed” groups for rate of infection (X2 (1) = 0.286, p = 0.593), fixation failure (X2 (1) = 0.398, p =
0.528), nonunion (X2 (1) = 1.107, p = 0.293), or DVT/PE (X2 (1) = 0.614, p = 0.433). Analysis showed no
difference between groups in smoking status, DM, or PVD.
CONCLUSION | Immediate weight-bearing following open-reduction and internal fixation of ankle
fractures resulted in no difference in rate of complications in the immediate post-operative period. Of
note, immediate weight bearing in our study did not appear to have any increased risk of wound
infection or fixation failure. While the ability to post-operatively bear weight earlier may improve patient
quality of life, further studies are needed to fully assess the impact of immediate weight-bearing on
functional outcomes.
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Understanding the Value of Hip Fracture Surgery at Critical Access Hospitals
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Azeem T. Malik, M.B.BS / Columbus, OH
Janice M. Bonsu, M.P.H. / Columbus, OH
Megan Roser, B.A. / Columbus, OH
Safdar N. Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Laura S. Phieffer, MD / Columbus, OH
Thuan V. Ly, MD / Columbus, OH
Ryan K. Harrison, MD / Columbus, OH
Carmen E. Quatman, MD / Columbus, OH
*Krystin Hidden, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Critical access hospitals (CAHs) play an important role in providing access to care for
many patients in rural communities. Prior studies have shown that these facilities are able to provide
timely and quality care for patients who undergo various elective and emergency general surgical
procedures. However, little is known about the quality and Medicare payments of surgical care for
patients undergoing surgery for hip fractures at CAHs.
METHOD | The 2005 to 2014 Medicare 100% Standard Analytical Files were queried using International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, procedure codes to identify Medicare-eligible beneficiaries
undergoing open reduction and internal fixation (79.15, 79.35, and 78.55), hemiarthroplasty (81.52), and
THA (81.51) for isolated closed hip fractures. The study cohort was divided into two groups based on
where the surgery took place: CAHs and non-CAHs. A 1:1 propensity score match, adjusting for baseline
demographics (age, gender, Census Bureau-designated region , and Elixhauser comorbidity index),
clinical characteristics (type of fixation and time to surgery), and hospital characteristics (whether the
hospital was located in a rural ZIP code, the average annual procedure volume of the operating facility,
hospital bed size, hospital ownership and teaching status), was used to control for the presence of
baseline differences in patients presenting at CAHs and those presenting at non-CAHs. Multivariate
logistic regression analyses were used to assess for differences in 90-day complications, readmissions,
and mortality between the two matched cohorts. As funding policies of CAHs are regulated by
Medicare, an evaluation of costs-of-care, approximated Medicare payments, was conducted.
Generalized linear regression modeling was used to assess the 90-day Medicare payments among
patients undergoing surgery in a CAH, while controlling for differences in baseline demographics and
clinical characteristics.
RESULTS | A total of 1,467,482 patients with hip fractures were included, 29,058 of whom underwent
surgery in a CAH. After propensity score matching, each cohort (CAH and non-CAH) contained 29,058
patients. Patients undergoing surgery for hip fractures were less likely to experience many serious
complications at a critical access hospital (CAH) than at a non-CAH. In particular, after controlling for
confounding variables like patient and hospital demographics, such as age and volume of surgeries,
patients treated at a CAH were less likely to experience: myocardial infarction (3% (916/29,058) vs 4%
(1126/29,058); OR 0.80 [95% CI 0.74-0.88]; p < 0.001), sepsis (3% (765/29,058) vs 4% (1084/29,058); OR
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0.69 [95% CI 0.63-0.78]; p < 0.001), acute renal failure (6% (1605/29,058) vs 8% (2353/29,058); OR 0.65
[95% CI 0.61-0.69]; p < 0.001), and C. difficile infections (1% (367/29,058) vs 2% (473/29,058); OR 0.77
[95% CI 0.67-0.88]; p < 0.001) than undergoing surgery in a non-CAH. CAHs also had lower rates of allcause 90-day readmissions (18% (5133/29,058) vs 20% (5931/29,058); OR 0.83 [95% CI 0.79-0.86]; p <
0.001) and 90-day mortality (4% (1273/29,058) vs 5% (1437/29,058); OR 0.88 [95% CI 0.82-0.95]; p =
0.001) than non-CAHs. CAHs also had risk-adjusted lower 90-day Medicare payments than non-CAHs
(USD 800, standard error 89; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | Patients who received hip fracture surgical care at CAHs had a lower risk of major
medical and surgical complications and lower Medicare reimbursements than those who had surgery at
non-CAHs. Although there may be some degree of patient selection at CAHs, these facilities appear to
provide high-value care to rural communities. These findings provide evidence for policymakers
evaluating the impact of the CAH program and allocating funding resources, as well as for community
members seeking care at local CAH facilities.
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Utility of Post-Mobilization Radiographs in Nonoperative Management of Pelvis and
Acetabulum Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Alex Sanders, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Scott H. Conant MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Nathan Odor MD / Oklahoma City, OK
David C. Teague, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
BACKGROUND | During nonoperative management of pelvis and acetabulum fractures, despite initial
assessment with computed tomography (CT), radiographs are frequently taken following mobilization
to ensure the fracture is stable within the prescribed weightbearing restriction. These radiographs
increase cost of care and expose patients to additional radiation. Anecdotally, these rarely change
fracture management.
PURPOSE |The goal of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of these radiographs by determining how
often they changed management via alteration of weightbearing restriction or conversion of treatment
plan to surgical stabilization. Secondarily, we sought to determine what patient or fracture
characteristics if any, increase utility of such radiographs.
METHOD | Retrospective review of all pelvic ring and acetabulum injuries from 2010 to 2018 at our level
1 trauma center were reviewed. All such fractures in adults, initially intended for nonoperative
management, that had post-mobilization films taken during the inpatient period, and had CT scans
available for review were included. The following patient and fracture characteristics were also recorded:
fracture type or classification, mechanism of injury, initial weightbearing restriction, pain tolerance of
mobilization (yes/no), number of other weight-bearing restricted limbs, patient gender, age, and BMI.
Chart review was used to determine if post-mobilization images resulted in a change in weight-bearing
restrictions or led to surgical stabilization.
RESULTS | 260 patients met inclusion criteria for review. Post-mobilization images resulted in
management changes in only 4 of these patients (1.5%). 4/4 reported significant pain with mobilization.
Final data analysis is not completed yet to report on significance of other patient and fracture variables,
but will be finished prior to the conference.
CONCLUSION | We recommend against routine use of post-mobilization radiographs during
nonoperative treatment of pelvis and acetabulum fractures, as this increases cost of care and patient
radiation exposure, while changing management in only 1.5% of cases. We recommend use of such
radiographs be restricted to patients reporting significant pain with mobilization, which may suggest
instability requiring a change in management. Other factors that impact utility of such films will be
revealed by our pending final analysis.
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Does Subcutaneous Internal Fixation (INFIX) Perform Similar Radiographically to
Other Methods of Anterior Pelvic Fixation for Pelvic Ring Injury?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Malynda S. Wynn, MD / Iowa City, IA
Brandon Wilkinson, MD / Iowa City, IA
Nathan Hendrickson, MD / Iowa City, IA
Matthew Hogue, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Matthew Karam, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Optimal treatment for high energy pelvic ring injuries remains a challenge for
orthopedic surgeons. Particularly, anterior pelvic ring fixation remains controversial. Many techniques
have been described, including open reduction internal fixation (ORIF), percutaneous cannulated screw
fixation, subcutaneous internal fixation (INFIX), and external fixation. Despite a variety of fixation
techniques, there is scarce literature investigating direct comparisons between common methods of
anterior pelvic fixation. We hypothesize that INFIX will not show a significant difference in pelvic
deformity or pubic symphysis reduction when compared to ORIF and external fixation methods in the
setting of pelvic ring injury.
METHOD | We retrospectively reviewed orthopedic trauma patients from 2011-2015 who sustained high
energy pelvic ring injuries treated with ORIF, external fixation, or INFIX. Reduction assessment included
pelvic deformity index and pubic symphysis widening measured from pre and post-operative AP pelvis
radiographs. Inter-rater reliability of radiographic measurements was calculated between two
independent reviewers. Comparison between fixation techniques was analyzed using t-test with
significance as p<0.005.
RESULTS | Thirty-seven patients were included, average age 45.4 years. APC3 injuries were seen in
29.7%, and LC3 injuries in 21.6% patients. In more severely displaced injuries, INFIX was used in 42.1%
of patients, ORIF in 36.8%, and external fixation in 21.1%. Fifteen patients underwent INFIX, 11
underwent ORIF of pubic symphysis or innominate bone, 6 underwent external fixation, and 5
underwent isolated sacroiliac screw placement. Average pelvic deformity index reduction with INFIX was
35.9% versus 38.1% with external fixation (p=0.71), and 51.4% with ORIF (p=0.78). Average reduction of
pubic diastasis with INFIX was 52.1% versus 41.4% with external fixation (p=0.34), and 72.5% with ORIF
(p=0.002). Inter-rater reliability of pre and post-operative measurements was 0.93 and 0.91,
respectively. Full weight-bearing with INFIX averaged 10.9 weeks, 12 weeks with external fixation, and
15.9 weeks with ORIF. Complications included 23 cases of lateral femoral cutaneous nerve (LCFN)
neuritis (9 in INFIX patients), 2 cases of heterotopic ossification, 1 case of deep infection, and 1 case of
hardware failure. Average follow-up was 1.2 years.
DISCUSSION | INFIX radiological reduction outcomes were comparable to traditional methods of
anterior pelvic fixation. Consistent with prior anatomic and case series, a higher incidence of LCFN
neuritis was reported in those patients with INFIX. In the cases of more severe injury, INFIX and ORIF
were preferentially used over external fixation.
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Is Follow-Up Imaging Necessary in Non-Operatively Treated Extra-Articular Scapula
Body Fractures?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
R. Garrett Steinmetz, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Jeremiah J. Maupin, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
*Eric B. Johnson, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Austin J. Cantrell / Oklahoma City, OK

Jake Fox / Oklahoma City, OK
Jeremy A. Bernhardt / Oklahoma City, OK
Charles B. Pasque, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
David C. Teague, MD / Oklahoma City, OK

INTRODUCTION | Non-surgical management of extra-articular scapula body fractures has been
associated with good outcomes. There is minimal literature evaluating the need of post injury
radiographs for extra-articular scapula body fractures that are managed conservatively. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate if post-injury radiographs resulted in any difference in management for extraarticular scapula body fractures treated non-surgically and to determine the cost of post-injury
radiographs obtained at our institution.
METHOD | A retrospective review of consecutive scapula body fractures managed non-surgically from
January 2013 to December 2016 was performed. Exclusion criteria included patients less than 18 years
of age, death within six weeks of injury, less than six weeks of follow up, inadequate radiographs,
scapulothoracic dissociation, ipsilateral neurovascular injury and fractures involving the glenoid fossa,
coracoid or acromion. Included in this study were 123 patients with 132 extra-articular scapula fractures.
The number and cost of post-injury radiographs obtained in clinic was evaluated and the need for
further intervention was documented. The glenopolar angle, lateral border offset, translation and
angulation on scapular Y views were evaluated on injury computerized tomography scapula
reconstructions and final follow up radiographs to determine the displacement of the fractures in the
follow up period.
RESULTS | In our series, 108/123 (88%) of patients had post injury radiographs obtained in clinic for
extra-articular scapula body fractures that were managed non-surgically. No patients had change in
management based on the radiographs. The total cost of the imaging obtained over the three year time
period was $144,411.50. There were no statistical differences of radiographic parameters that were
measured between scapula reconstructions at time of injury and final radiographs. We did have 13
fractures in our series that displaced by either 10 millimeters or 10 degrees in one or more of the
radiographic parameters with 11 of these fractures having a transverse extra-articular fracture pattern
across the scapula body.
CONCLUSION | Based on our review, we believe that most extra-articular scapula body fractures that
are managed non-surgically, do not need post-injury radiographs as they do not seem to be cost
effective.
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The Safety of the Henry Approach for Proximal-Third Radial Shaft Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kelly M Bridgham, BS / Baltimore, MD
Nathan O'Hara, MHA / Baltimore, MD
Gerard Slobogean, MD / Baltimore, MD
Robert O'Toole, MD / Baltimore, MD
Raymond Pensy, MD / Baltimore, MD
BACKGROUND | The decision to use a volar Henry approach over the dorsal Thompson approach for
proximal-third radial shaft fractures is controversial due to the complex neurovascular anatomy of the
anterior-proximal forearm. The purpose of this study is to identify the incidence of iatrogenic posterior
interosseous nerve injury, iatrogenic arterial injury, and postoperative complications using a Henry
exposure for proximal radial shaft fractures. We hypothesize that the Henry approach is safe for
proximal radius fractures despite the controversy surrounding this method.
METHOD | This retrospective cohort study identified all adult patients who underwent open reduction
internal fixation of proximal-third radial shaft fractures using a Henry approach between January 2007
and April 2019 at a level I trauma center. Proximal-third radial shaft fractures were defined as a fracture
line present in the proximal-third of the radial shaft based on imaging. Patients with isolated fractures
of the radial head/neck were excluded.
Primary outcomes included postoperative posterior interosseous nerve palsy and iatrogenic artery
injury. Secondary outcomes included infection, non-union, or wound complication requiring operative
intervention. We identified 101 patients with 102 proximal radial shaft fractures (n=47 isolated radius,
n=55 both-bone) with a mean age of 38 years (95% CI: 35-41). 82% (n=84) were male, 28% (n=28) were
ballistic injuries, and 37% (n=38) were open fractures. Seven patients (7%) had a pre-operative PIN
palsy. A total of eleven different orthopedic surgeons performed the procedures.
RESULTS | Two patients (2%, 95% CI: 0.6-8.1) had a postoperative PIN palsy. One of the two patients
with a postoperative PIN palsy did not have a pre-operative nerve exam due to medical status on
admission. No patients had an iatrogenic arterial injury. Two (2%, 95% CI: 0.6-7.5) patients developed a
postoperative infection that required operative intervention, and two patients (2%, 95% CI: 0.6-7.5)
developed an operative non-union. No patients developed a postoperative wound complication.
DISCUSSION | The anterior Henry exposure for the fixation of the proximal third radial shaft fractures is
safe. Our data demonstrates that the incidence of postoperative PIN palsy, iatrogenic nerve injury and
postoperative complications is low with the Henry exposure. Despite the uncertainty surrounding this
approach, a surgeon can confidently employ the Henry approach for proximal radius fractures without
fear of an increased risk of neurovascular injury or postoperative complications.
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Bigger is Not Better: Obesity is Predictive of Nonoperative Treatment Failure in
Humeral Shaft Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jessica L. Churchill, MD / University Heights, OH
Alexandra C. Ferre, MD / Cleveland, OH
Jose F. Vega, MD / Cleveland, OH
Heather A. Vallier, MD / Cleveland, OH
BACKGROUND | Because the humeral shaft can tolerate a large amount of angulation and still achieve
bony union, most surgeons consider non-operative management to be the gold-standard in humeral
shaft fractures. While functional bracing has shown up to a 90% success rate, it relies on proper brace fit
and tensioning to effectively immobilize the fracture. Because nonoperative managment relies on
immobilization of the fracture, obese patients with humeral shaft fractures are more likely to suffer from
residual deformity after nonoperative treatment due to body habitus and arm circumferance. We
propose obese individuals are more likely to fail non-operative management and more likely to to
undergo immediate operative fixation of humeral shaft fractures than their smaller counterparts.
METHODS | Institutional review board approved single institution retrospective review of closed
humeral shaft fractures treated at a level 1 trauma center between January 2010 and December 2019.
Inclusion criteria were (1) patients 18 years old or older and (2) closed humeral shaft fracture. Patients
were excluded if they had a fracture of the ipsilateral forearm, open humerus fracture, pathologic
humerus fracture, previous humeral hardware, less than 6 weeks of post injury follow-up, no recorded
weight or body mass index or humeral shaft fracture resulting from a ballistic or crush injury.
RESULTS | 179 humeral shaft fractures were identified between January 2010 and December 2019 at our
institution, and 102 were initially treated nonoperatively. BMI (OR 1.001 – 1.107 per one-point increase
in BMI, p = 0.05), age (OR 0.95 – 1.00 per one year increase in age, p = 0.01), polytraumatized status
(OR 0.09 – 0.625, p < 0.01), and nerve injury at time of presentation (OR 1.18 – 13.0, p = 0.03) were
significant predictors of whether initial treatment was operative or nonoperative. After controlling for
age, gender, current smoking status, dominant sided injury, injury velocity, poly vs isolated trauma
status, and nerve injury at time of presentation, and fracture type, only BMI and current smoking status
significantly predicted nonoperative treatment failure (OR 1.09 – 1.30 per one point increase in BMI, p <
0.001; OR 1.08 – 6.02 for current smokers compared to current nonsmokers, p = 0.03).
CONCLUSIONS | Higher BMI patients are more likely to fail nonoperative treatment of humeral shaft
fractures. Obesity is a relative indication for surgical treatment of these fractures.
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INTRODUCTION | Prosthetic joint infections (PJIs) after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) confer substantial
burdens on patients’ quality of life. Although there is an abundance of literature on outcomes, there is a
paucity of literature on the effect of PJIs on mental health. The purpose of this study was to compare
prevalence of mental health conditions among 1) primary TKA, 2) septic revision TKA, and 3) aseptic
revision TKA patients.
METHOD | The Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project State Inpatient Databases were queried for TKAs
from 2007-2012 yielding 351,635 patients. Patients were separated into the following cohorts based on
procedure: primary, septic revision, and aseptic revision. Diagnoses of any mental health condition and
the following specific conditions were compared with univariate analysis: schizophrenia/delusion,
bipolar disorder, depression/mood disorder, personality disorder,
anxiety/somatic/dissociative disorder, eating disorders, ADHD/conduct/impulse control, alcohol abuse,
and drug abuse.
RESULTS | There was a significantly higher prevalence of mental health conditions among patients in
the septic revision cohort (n=1,229, 22.6%) compared to primary (n=58,419, 17.9%, p< 0.001) and
aseptic revision (n=4,121, 20.3%, p< 0.001) cohorts. Specifically, septic revision TKA patients had higher
prevalence of schizophrenia (0.7 vs. 0.5%, p=0.034), bipolar disorder (1.5 vs. 1.0%, p< 0.001), depression
(14.9 vs. 11.3%, p< 0.001), alcohol abuse (1.5 vs. 0.8, p< 0.001), and drug abuse (1.7 vs. 0.8%, p< 0.001)
compared to primary TKA patients. There was a significantly higher prevalence of depression (14.9 vs.
13.4%, p=0.004), alcohol abuse (1.5 vs. 0.7%, p< 0.001), and drug abuse (1.7 vs. 0.9%, p<0.001) among
septic revision patients compared to aseptic revision patients.
DISCUSSION | Mental health conditions were significantly more prevalent among septic revision
patients. Rates of alcohol and drug abuse in septic revision patients were approximately twice as high
compared to primary and aseptic revision patients. Future studies should investigate prevalence of selfharm and suicide after TKA and evaluate strategies for perioperative mental health support.
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INTRODUCTION | Multiple serum and plasma D-Dimer thresholds have been recently proposed for
improving diagnostic accuracy of periprosthetic joint infection (PJI), but there is paucity of data on their
use to decide the proper timing of reimplantation. Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to
determine the optimal diagnostic threshold and accuracy for plasma D-Dimer in predicting failure of
reimplantation and to investigate if plasma D-Dimer values above this threshold at the time of
reimplantation increase the risk of subsequent failure.
METHOD | A retrospective review was performed on a consecutive series of 53 patients which had twostage revisions (cases) for PJI and who had plasma D-Dimer test before reimplantation. Surgeries were
performed at two institutions [11/22/2017 to 12/5/2020]. The minimum follow-up was 90 days. Out of
53, one patient did not have a minimum follow-up and was excluded. The remaining 52 patients (22
hips and 30 knees) were analyzed. Surgical success was defined by the Delphi criteria: (1) control of
infection, as characterized by a healed wound without fistula, drainage, or pain; (2) no subsequent
surgical intervention owing to infection after reimplantation; and (3) no occurrence of PJI-related
mortality. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted. The optimal threshold of plasma DDimer to predict failure was calculated using the Youden Index [J-statistic = sensitivity + specificity – 1],
which was used to categorize cases as either D-Dimer positive (above threshold) or negative (below
threshold). Kaplan-Meier survival-analysis with log-rank test and univariate Cox-Regression were
performed.
RESULTS | The baseline patient characteristics were not statistically significantly different between
surgical failures (n=8) and successes (n=44) as determined by the Delphi criteria. The mean follow-up
for the entire cohort was 368 days  147.6 days. On ROC curve analysis, with an area under the curve of
0.608, plasma D-Dimer showed low accuracy in predicting failure after reimplantation. The optimal Ddimer threshold for predicting failure was determined to be 3070 ng/ml which demonstrated sensitivity
of 87.5%, but low specificity (47.7%). Based on D-Dimer, no difference was found in failure-free survival
after reimplantation (p=0.927). Elevated D-Dimer at the time of reimplantation was not a risk factor for
failure (hazard ratio [HR], 0.973, p=0.928).
CONCLUSION | This data suggests that plasma D-dimer has a poor accuracy and no ability to predict
the fate of reimplantation in two-stage exchange arthroplasty.
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INTRODUCTION | Septic arthritis (SA) of the native knee often results in irreversible joint damage
leading to the need for a total knee arthroplasty (TKA). This study examines the mid-term risk of deep
infection, revision, and reoperation in primary TKA patients after subsequent SA of the native knee,
compared to a control cohort of primary TKA for osteoarthritis (OA).
METHOD | We retrospectively identified 221 primary TKAs following SA of the native knee performed
between 1971 and 2016 at a single institution. Each case was matched 1:1 based on age, sex, BMI, and
surgical year to a primary TKA for OA. Mean age and BMI were 64 years and 30 kg/m2, respectively.
Mean follow-up was 8 years.
RESULTS | Survivorship free of deep infection at 10 years was 90% and 99% for the SA and OA groups,
respectively (HR=5.7;p<0.01). Mean time from primary TKA to deep infection was 3.3 years, for the SA
group. 10-year survivorship free of any revision was 77% and 88% (HR=2.2;p<0.01), and survivorship
free of any reoperation was 63% and 82% (HR=2.3;p<0.01) for the SA and OA groups, respectively. 10year survivorship free of other complications, not associated with infection, was 71% and 91%
(HR=3.3;p<0.01) for the SA and OA groups, respectively.
CONCLUSION | There was a 6-fold increased risk of deep infection in the SA vs. OA group. Overall, there
was a 10% chance of subsequent infection in the SA group following primary total knee arthroplasty at
10 years. The 10-year survivorship free of any revision, any reoperation, and any other complications,
not associated with infection, were significantly decreased in the SA cohort. Although patients with
native SA had an increased risk of infection after primary THA, implant survivorship was relatively good
at 10 years.
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INTRODUCTION | Two-stage exchange arthroplasty is the gold standard for treatment of prosthetic
joint infection (PJI). Limited data exists pertaining to risk factors leading to failure after initial resection.
We sought to determine the ultimate fate of patients who undergo resection arthroplasty as a first
stage in the process of two-stage exchange and evaluate risk factors for all modes of failure.
METHOD | After institutional review board approval, we performed a retrospective case series and
queried our hospital electronic medical record for all consecutive patients with minimum 2-year followup who underwent first stage resection of a hip or knee prosthetic joint infection (PJI) from 2008-2015.
Patient demographic, laboratory, and health status variables were collected. Three primary outcomes
were analyzed: 1) Failure defined as any outcome other than a successful two-stage revision, 2) Failure
of second-stage reimplantation, 3) Death. Multivariate regression analysis determined risk factors for
modes of failure with p-values <0.05 considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | 89 patients underwent resection arthroplasty as a first step in two-stage exchange with a
minimum two-year follow-up (27 hips, 62 knees). Mean age was 64 years (range 43-84), 56.2% males,
and mean follow-up was 56.3 months. 31.5% failed to undergo second-stage reimplantation, and 41.6%
did not achieve a successful two-stage exchange . Of patients who underwent second-stage reimplantation, 14.75% had failure due to persistent or recurrent infection. Mortality rate was 23.6%.
Independent risk factors for failure, defined as all outcomes except a successful 2 stage revision were:
presence of polymicrobial infection (p-value=.004; Adjusted odds ratio (AOR) 7.8; 95% confidence
interval (CI) 2.1-29.0), Mcpherson extremity grade 3 (p-value=.024; AOR 4.1; 95% CI 1.2-14.3), and
history of prior resection (p-value=.013; AOR 4.7; 95% CI 1.4-16.4).
CONCLUSION | Patients who undergo a two-stage exchange protocol for PJI are at high risk of death
and failure including failure to proceed with second stage after initial resection and failure of second
stage reimplantation. Polymicrobial infections, extremity grade, and history of prior resection are risk
factors for failure.
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BACKGROUND | There are limited data on the complication rates and risk of periprosthetic joint
infection (PJI) in patients who have an acute wound dehiscence after total knee arthroplasty (TKA).
METHOD | From 2002 to 2018, 21,290 primary TKAs were performed at a single institution. Twenty-six
patients (0.1%) had a traumatic wound dehiscence within the first 30 days. Mean age was 68, 38% were
female, and mean BMI was 33 kg/m2. Median time to dehiscence was 13 days. The dehiscence resulted
from a fall in 22 cases, including 4 in-hospital falls (3 with femoral nerve blocks), and sudden flexion
after staple removal in 4 cases. The arthrotomy was disrupted in 58%, including a complete extensor
mechanism disruption in 4 knees. A surgical debridement was performed within 48 hours in 19 of 26
knees. Two-thirds were discharged on antibiotic therapy.
RESULTS | Only two knees were complicated by PJI (cumulative incidence of 9% at 2 years). One patient
who developed a PJI was initially treated with a bedside closure in the ER rather than surgical
debridement. The second patient had a complete extensor mechanism disruption at the time of
dehiscence and was treated with surgical debridement, but did not receive a subsequent course of
antibiotics. There were no PJIs in any of the patient that were treated with surgical debridement and a
course of antibiotics. Cumulative incidence of reoperation was 13% at 2 years. There were 3
reoperations, including 1 two-stage exchange for PJI, 1 irrigation and debridement with component
retention for PJI, and 1 revision for tibial component aseptic loosening.
CONCLUSION | Despite having a traumatic wound dehiscence with exposure of implants in close to
60% of knees, the risk of PJI was low. We recommend urgent surgical irrigation and debridement,
inspection of arthrotomy integrity, and antibiotic treatment to decrease the risk of PJI.
Summary: An acute, traumatic wound dehiscence with in the first 30 days after primary TKA results in a
9% risk of infection at 2 years.
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INTRODUCTION | Reported ability of the synovial alpha-defensin (AD) test to detect persistent
periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) during two-stage exchange is variable. The purpose of this study was
to examine the clinical utility of AD testing of antibiotic spacers prior to reimplantation.
METHOD | Cases of two-stage exchange for PJI from 2016-2019 at a single institution were
retrospectively reviewed. Patients with aspiration of their antibiotic spacer after completion of antibiotic
therapy that was sent for AD testing were included. Cases were classified as persistently infected or
infection free according to 2014 Musculoskeletal Infection Society criteria (2014-MSIS; does not use AD)
and 2018-MSIS criteria (includes AD) to determine if AD provided any clinical utility beyond the other
commonly utilized tests that make up both criteria. Delphi Consensus criteria at 1 year were used as the
gold standard for determining recurrent PJI.
RESULTS | In total, 53 antibiotic spacers (25 hips, 28 knees) were analyzed. Four spacers were
persistently infected based on 2014-MSIS criteria and 1 additional spacer was persistently infected (5
total) based on 2018-MSIS criteria. One spacer underwent re-resection and the remaining 4 underwent
reimplantation. None of these 4 reimplantations developed recurrent infection. Three spacers had
positive AD tests; only one was a true positive. Of the 47 spacers with negative AD and classified as
clear of infection based upon 2014- and 2018-MSIS criteria, 7 (15%) developed recurrent infection (7
false negatives, 40 true negatives). Utilizing Delphi Consensus criteria, sensitivity of the AD test was
13%, specificity was 96%, positive predictive value was 33%, and negative predictive valuate was 86%.
CONCLUSION | AD testing does not add clinical utility to other commonly utilized tests for determining
if antibiotic spacers are persistently infected prior to reimplantation. Use of AD alone to predict
recurrent infection at 1 year has poor sensitivity and relatively low predictive value.
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INTRODUCTION | Two-stage exchange remains the gold standard for treatment of chronic
periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) after total joint arthroplasty (TJA). However, little data exists to
accurately determine timing of reimplantation via optimal serum and synovial fluid markers. The study
purpose was to identify optimal pre-reimplantation laboratory markers predictive of clinical success
after reimplantation TJA.
METHOD | A retrospective review of 232 consecutive two-stage reimplantation TJA procedures for PJI
defined by MSIS criteria from 2011 to 2018 was performed. McPherson staging system was utilized and
clinical failure after reimplantation defined according to Delphi Criteria. ESR, CRP, synovial WBC count
and neutrophil percentage were obtained preoperatively, mid-treatment, and prior to reimplantation.
Multivariate analysis was performed to determine correlation of lab markers with clinical success.
RESULTS | After exclusions, 135 patients with complete data were analyzed. 16 failures (11.9%) occurred
with subsequent PJI after reimplantation. 14 of 16 failures (87.5%) were McPherson host grade B or C
(p=0.06). ESR and CRP pre-reimplantation were not different between success and failure groups
(p>0.25). In the success group, mean synovial cell count and neutrophil percentage were 627.0 and
55.6%, respectively, compared to 844.0 and 74.0% in the failure group (p=0.63 and p=0.13,
respectively). Pre-reimplantation neutrophil percentage had the highest AUC (0.66; p=0.20) of all
metrics, indicating the greatest ability to predict successful infection eradication.
CONCLUSION | It remains challenging to confirm elimination of infection prior to reimplantation after
2-stage resection for PJI. Neutrophil percentage from synovial aspirate prior to reimplantation was the
only value predictive of success, and the predictability was modest. Patients with worsening host grade
also had higher rates of subsequent PJI after reimplantation. This data suggests that patients with
severe medical comorbidities should be medically optimized and scrutinized for signs of persistent PJI
prior to reimplantation after resection for PJI.
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INTRODUCTION | Recently several synovial fluid biomarkers for diagnosis of periprosthetic joint
infection (PJI) are being investigated. Pointof-care (POC) tests using these biomarkers are not widely
available. Synovial calprotectin has been reported to effectively exclude diagnosis of PJI and a novel
lateral flow POC test for synovial calprotectin has shown potential to be an effective PJI diagnostic tool.
Thus, the objective of this study was to test the sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative
predicted values (PPV and NPV) of a calprotectin POC test for PJI in total knee arthroplasty (TKA)
patients, using the Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS) 2013 PJI diagnosis criteria as the gold
standard.
METHOD | Synovial fluid samples were prospectively collected from 73 patients who underwent revision
TKA (rTKA) at two academic institutions from October 2018 to May 2019. The study was conducted
under IRB approval. Patients followed the hospital standard for their diagnostic work-up. Data collection
included demographic, clinical, and laboratory data in compliance with the MSIS 2013 PJI diagnosis
criteria. Synovial fluid samples were analyzed by calprotectin POC tests for synovial fluid in accordance
with manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative calprotectin read-outs were categorized into high risk
(>50 mg/L), medium risk (14-50 mg/L) and low risk (<14 mg/L) for infection by the test reader system.
Patients were categorized as septic or aseptic using MSIS 2013 PJI diagnosis criteria by two
independent reviewers blinded to the calprotectin results. Test performance characteristics including
sensitivities, specificities, PPV, NPV, and areas under the curve (AUC) were calculated for 2 scenarios: 1)
a threshold of >50 mg/L for infection, 2) a threshold of >14 mg/L for infection.
RESULTS | Following MSIS criteria, 26 rTKAs were MSIS positive, while 47 rTKA were MSIS negative. The
corresponding calprotectin classifications were 28 high, 8 medium, and 37 low risk. Of the MSIS criteria
positive cases, 25 were high risk and only 1 was medium risk, while all 37 low risk read-outs were
infection negative. In the 1) >50 mg/mL threshold scenario, the POC performance showed a sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, NPV and AUC, respectively, of 96.2%, 93.6%, 89.3%, 97.8%, and 0.95. In the 2) >14
mg/mL threshold scenario, there was a sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV and AUC, respectively, of
100.0%, 78.7%, 72.2%, 100.0%, and 0.89.
DISCUSSION | The calprotectin POC test has excellent diagnostic properties including high sensitivity
and specificity for diagnosing PJI in rTKA. However, further investigations with larger cohorts are
necessary to further validate these results.
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INTRODUCTION | Antibiotic prophylaxis following primary total knee and total hip arthroplasty (TKA,
THA) in patients with body mass index (BMI) ≥40 kg/m2 may reduce the rate of periprosthetic joint
infection (PJI); however, existing data are limited. The purpose of this study was to examine rates of
wound complications and PJI in patients with BMI ≥40 kg/m2 treated with and without extended oral
antibiotic prophylaxis following surgery.
METHOD | We retrospectively identified all primary THA and TKA performed since 2015 in patients with
a BMI ≥40 kg/m2 at a single institution. All patients received standard perioperative intravenous
antibiotics. Extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis for 7-14 days following surgery was prescribed at the
discretion of each surgeon. Patient demographics, comorbidities, operative time, and antibiotic
prescriptions were recorded. Wound complications and PJI were examined at 90 days and 1 year
postoperatively. Fisher’s exact test was used to compare complication rates between groups.
RESULTS | In total, 650 cases (205 THA, 445 TKA) were analyzed. Mean age was 58 years and 62% were
female. Mean BMI was 44 kg/m2 . Extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis was prescribed in 177 (27%)
cases. There was no difference in age, gender, BMI, comorbidity burden, or operative time between
groups. At 90 days, there was no difference between prophylaxis and non-prophylaxis groups in rate of
wound complications (11% vs. 8%; p=0.41) or PJI (1.7% vs. 0.6%; p=0.35). At 1 year, there was no
difference between prophylaxis and non-prophylaxis groups in rate of PJI (2.3% vs. 1.3%; p=0.47).
CONCLUSION | Extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis following primary THA and TKA did not reduce
rates of wound complications or PJI in a morbidly obese patient population. Unindicated antibiotics
carry implications for antibiotic resistance. Antibiotic stewardship principles should be followed until
prospective clinical data is available to support this practice.
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INTRODUCTION | Morbidly obese patients (BMI > 40 kg/m2) are not typically seen as ideal candidates
for knee arthroplasty surgery. Despite this, with more than two-thirds of adults in the United States
being overweight, circumstances sometimes necessitate consideration of knee replacement in this
patient population. The aim of this investigation was to evaluate whether medial unicompartmental
knee arthroplasty (UKA) or total knee arthroplasty (TKA) provides more predictable and durable results
for morbidly obese patients.
METHOD | After IRB approval, a retrospective review was undertaken of all morbidly obese patients who
underwent TKA or medial UKA from January 2012 to May 2015. A minimum of 2-year follow-up was
required, however, all occurrences of additional surgery were included regardless of length of followup. A detailed medical record review was performed to identify patient age, gender, BMI, laterality, and
ASA classification. Surgical outcome data included the causes and frequency of: (1) major revision
procedures (components revised), (2) minor secondary procedures (components not revised), and (3)
infection procedures. Univariate statistical analysis was performed using unpaired Student’s t -tests and
Pearson's chi-squared test using p< 0.05 to denote statistical significance.
RESULTS | 246 morbidly obese patients (290 knees) met criteria for inclusion. The medial UKA cohort
comprised 71 patients (89 knees), while the TKA cohort comprised 175 patients (201 knees). Overall
follow-up for both groups averaged 3.6 yrs. (range: 2.0-7.1 yrs.). Patient demographic characteristics
were similar for both groups. Major revision surgery occurred more frequently in the UKA cohort than
the TKR cohort (15.7% UKA vs. 2.5% TKA, p< 0.001). Minor secondary surgery rates were comparable at
3.4% UKA vs. 2.0% TKA, (p=0.300). Infection rates for the two procedures were also similar at 2.2% UKA
and 3.0% TKA (p= 0.723).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | At 3.6 years follow-up, we found the rate of major (component
revision) surgery to be six times higher for medial UKA than TKA in morbidly obese patients. Our
findings suggest that if a knee arthroplasty procedure is considered for a morbidly obese patient, TKA
will provide more predictable and durable results than UKA.
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INTRODUCTION | A two-stage approach for treatment of peri-prosthetic joint infection (PJI) in total
knee arthroplasty (TKA) remains the gold standard. Impaired function and independence during the
convalescent period between interventions is onerous for the patient. The study purpose was to
evaluate safety and efficacy of a modular articulating pre-fabricated TKA spacer and a rehabilitation
protocol which allowed for progression to weight bearing as tolerated (WBAT) during the convalescent
period.
METHOD | We reviewed PJI TKA treated with a first-stage debridement utilizing a prefabricated
articulating spacer performed by 2 arthroplasty surgeons from 4/2016-3/2018. Patients were allowed to
progress to WBAT with a walker during the convalescent period. Patient demographics, mean time to
re-implantation, and clinical failure due to recurrent infection were assessed. Clinic notes, one-month
radiographs, and re-implantation Operative Reports were evaluated to assess for wound dehiscence,
excessive bone loss, and mechanical prosthetic complications.
RESULTS | We identified 24 articulating spacers in 23 patients during the study period with a 1:1 Male to
Female ratio. Average age and BMI were 68.0 and 39.2 respectively. Initial debridement and spacer was
successful in 23/24 (96%) of cases. Average convalescence between first and second-stage surgery was
2.8 (2.0-6.0) months. At an average of 21 (13-36) months follow-up, two patients (8%) developed late
recurrent infection requiring further intervention. With a rehabilitation protocol allowing for progression
to WBAT, there were no mechanical complications associated with the pre-fabricated articulating TKA
spacer.
CONCLUSION | While the primary goal of first-stage surgery is to eradicate infection, an extended
convalescence is more palatable to the patient when the surgeon is able to salvage a stable, functional
articulating knee joint. Our results suggest that the current iteration of pre-fabricated articulating knee
spacers can successfully eradicate infection, and safely allow progression to WBAT without significant
soft tissue compromise, progressive bone loss, or mechanical implant complication.
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BACKGROUND | Two-stage exchange continues as the gold standard in the US for treatment of chronic
periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) after total joint arthroplasty (TJA). Recently, interim analysis of a multicenter randomized trial from the Knee Society Research Group published increased infection-free
survival after reimplantation with 3 months of oral antibiotic prophylaxis. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate if decreased reinfection rates are realized in practice with adoption of the 3-month oral
prophylaxis protocol after 2-stage reimplantation.
METHOD | A retrospective cohort review of 232 consecutive two-stage reimplantation TJA procedures
for chronic PJI defined by MSIS criteria from 2011 to 2018 was performed. 167 met inclusion criteria and
32 were excluded (ultimately not reimplanted or reimplantation performed elsewhere), leaving 135
patients for evaluation. The 3-month extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis protocol was instituted April
2016 on all patients. McPherson staging system was utilized for host and extremity grade and clinical
failure defined according to the Delphi Criteria.
RESULTS | There were 16 failures due to subsequent infection of TJA. These could not be predicted by
age (p=0.276), sex (p=0.792), BMI (p=0.873), or hips versus knees (p=0.429) as these were similar
between cohorts. 14 of the 16 failures (87.5%) were in McPherson host grade B or C patients. Total
failure rates due to reinfection were 15.1% (13/86 patients) prior to extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis
and 6.1% (3/49 patients) after implementation of the extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis (p= 0.167).
CONCLUSION | Extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis led to a nearly 3X decrease in the failure rate for
reinfection after two-stage reimplantation TJA for chronic PJI. These data appear promising and support
the continued use of this protocol in clinical practice to prevent devastating reinfection. However,
continued study and monitoring of this extended antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended to ensure no
deleterious side effects or consequences are identified.
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The Preoperative Machine Learning Algorithm for Extremity Metastatic Disease Can
Predict 90-Day and 1-Year Survival: An External Validation Study of 206 Patients
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Mary K Skalitzky, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen, MD / Iowa City, IA
Olivier Q. Groot, MD / Boston, MA
Aditya V. Karhade, MD, M.B.A. / Boston, MA

Jorit-Jan Verlaan, MD, Ph.D. / Utrecht,
Netherlands
Joseph Schwab, MD, MS / Boston, MA
Benjamin J. Miller, MD, MS / Iowa City, IA

BACKGROUND | The prediction and estimation of survival is valuable in determining the need for
operative treatment of metastatic long-bone disease in the extremities. A machine-learning algorithm
that formulates survival predictions for patients with associated metastatic long bone disease has been
previously developed and internally validated, with good performance. However, external validation
consisting of a separate population has not been previously performed.
QUESTIONS/PURPOSE |Does the Skeletal Oncology Research Group (SORG) algorithm accurately
predict 90-day and 1-year survival in an independent sample from an external institution surgically
treated for metastatic long-bone disease in the extremities?
METHOD | A retrospective review was performed on patients who underwent operative management
for long-bone metastasis at one academic institution between 2003 to 2019. Variables used in the
SORG algorithm were age, sex, primary tumor type, visceral metastases, brain metastases, previous
systemic therapy, and various preoperative laboratory values. A previously validated stochastic gradient
boosting model was used as prediction algorithm. Model performance was calculated by discrimination,
calibration, and overall performance.
RESULTS | A total of 206 patients were identified with a median age of 64 years (interquartile range: 5572) and 51% were female. The most common primary tumors included renal cell (18%), lung (44%), and
multiple myeloma (15%). All 206 patients had at least 1-year follow-up. The 90-day and 1-year survival
rate were 74% and 58%, respectively. The validation cohort differed significantly from the
developmental cohort on primary tumor histology, previous systemic therapy, and 1-year survival.
Despite these differences, the SORG ML algorithms generalized well to the validation cohort on
discrimination (c-statistic 0.73−0.88 for 90-day mortality and 0.73−0.87 for 1-year mortality), calibration,
Brier score, and decision curve analysis.
CONCLUSION | The previously developed machine learning algorithms demonstrated good
performance in this study, providing external validation. These models are incorporated into an
accessible application that can be found at https://sorg-apps.shinyapps.io/extremitymetssurvival/. This
application may be freely utilized by clinicians in predicting survival for individual patients and may
assist in informative decision-making discussion with the patients prior to operative management of
long bone metastatic lesions.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level III
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What is the Likelihood of Non-Pulmonary Metastasis Occuring in the Absence of
Lung Metastasis in Bone and Soft Tissue Sarcoma? Nested Case Control
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Obada Hasan, MD, MS, Fellow Orthopedic Oncology / Iowa City, IA
Momin Nasir, / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MBBS, MSPH / Iowa City, IA
*Benjamin Miller, MD, MS / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Pulmonary metastasis (PM) in bone and soft tissue sarcomas have a drastic effect on
overall survival. Non-pulmonary metastases (NPM) (Visceral, nodal, and osseous) are rare and
associated with poorer prognosis. Although the accepted clinical practice is to obtain chest imaging for
sarcoma surveillance, there is paucity in literature on whether imaging of the lung alone is enough to
identify the presence of overall metastasis in the body. The aims of the study are to measure the
incidence of isolated NPM, to determine if NPM occur in isolation or if they are predicted by the
presence of synchronous or prior PM, and to identify the predicting factors for NPM.
METHODOLOGY | Investigators identified patients who developed NPM from an ongoing cohort of
bone and soft tissue sarcoma patients. We retrospectively collected patient characteristics and tumor
clinicopathological variables. Cases were patients who developed isolated NPM without prior evidence
of or concurrent PM. We analyzed the background characteristics and predicting factors with nonparametric tests followed by subgroup analysis. Results were reported in-line with Strengthening The
Reporting of Cohort Studies in Surgery (STROCSS) criteria.
RESULTS | From the overall cohort of 630 extremity sarcoma patients treated between September 2010
to December 2019, the overall incidence of metastasis was 141 (22%). Out of the 141 patients with
metastasis, 129 (91%) patients had PM while 68 (48%) had NPM. Twenty-two patients (16%)
demonstrated isolated NPM; 7 later developed PM. The most common site for NPM was bone, then
abdomin and lymph nodes. Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, angiosarcoma,
rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial, and myxoid liposarcomas were more likely to develop isolated NPM than
other subtypes of soft tissue sarcoma (OR 12, 95% CI 3-46, p<0.001). Interestingly, isolated NPM were 3
times more likely to metastasize to a single site compared to the control group (PM or combined) (OR
3.2, 95%CI 1.1-10).
CONCLUSION | Patients who develop isolated NPM, without prior or concurrent PM, are rare and
demonstrate a predilection towards some subtypes of extremity sarcoma. Patients with malignant
peripheral nerve sheath tumor, angiosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial and myxoid liposarcomas
have a higher incidence of isolated NPM and may require more than simple chest imaging for
comprehensive surveillance. They are more likely to develop oligometastatic metastatic, which may be
amenable for surgical excision.
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Non-Surgical Outcomes for Periacetabular Metastasis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Cory G. Couch, MD / Gainesville, FL
Dennis I. English, MD / Gainesville, FL
Andre R. Spiguel, MD / Gainesville, FL
BACKGROUND | Carcinoma commonly metastasizes to bone, and typically indicates a short-term
prognosis. Metastatic disease to bone is commonly managed with a combination of systemic
chemotherapy and local radiation. Periacetabular metastasis are associated with high incidence of
immobilization and severe pain. Many authors have described techniques and outcomes for surgically
treatment of periacetabular metastasis, but there have been no reports in the literature of non-surgical
treatment.
PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was to evaluate patients with metastatic carcinoma to the
periacetabular region treated non-surgically. In these patients with weight bearing dome lesions,
symptom duration, period of protected weight bearing and PROMIS scores were evaluated.
Patients and METHOD | Between 2000 and 2020, 115 patients, mean age of 65 years at presentation,
were treated non-surgically for weight bearing periacetabular metastatic carcinoma lesions. 59% were
female. A retrospective review of these cases was performed, we excluded operatively treated patients.
RESULTS | These patients with periacetabular metastasis treated non-surgically survived for an average
of 28 months from presentation. Most common periacetabular metastatic carcinoma primaries were
breast (33%), lung (15%), prostate (12%) and renal (10%). The average size of periacetabular metastatic
lesions in the largest diameter was 5.4 cm, and patients experienced average length of protected weight
bearing of 5.8 months. This cohort received a mean radiation dose of 31 Gy to the periacetabular
metastases, and standard chemotherapy regimens appropriate for their primary disease. A majority of
patients had Harrington class III periacetabular lesions (58%). PROMIS scores were collected for 27/115
patients and compared to the general US population. These patients demonstrated a significantly Lower
Physical Function Scores (p<0.01) significantly higher pain interference scores (p<0.01), but no other
categories displayed statistical significance (Anxiety, Depression, Fatigue, Sleep Disturbance, or Ability
to participate).
CONCLUSION | Whereas many studies have evaluated surgical treatment outcomes for patients with
periacetabular metastatic lesions, no study has evaluated non-surgical treatment of these patients. In
conclusion, non-surgical treatment of periacetabular metastatic carcinoma lesions in the weight bearing
dome is a viable option, with average protected weight bearing of less than 6 months.
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Comparison of Reconstruction Techniques Following Oncologic Intra-Articular
Proximal Humerus Resection
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
*Brandon R. Bukowski, MD / Rochester, MN
Alexander G. Athey, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Jonathan D. Barlow, MD, MS / Rochester, MN
Eric R. Wagner, MD, MS / Atlanta, GA
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo, MD, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | The proximal humerus is the most common site of primary and metastatic disease in
the upper extremity. Historically, the goal of an endoprosthesis (EPR) reconstruction was to provide a
stable platform for hand and elbow function with little shoulder function. Allograft prosthetic
composites (APC) utilizing a hemiarthroplasty or reverse prosthesis have emerged as common
reconstruction techniques with improved shoulder function. The purpose of this study is to compare
functional outcomes, implant survival, and complications following proximal humeral reconstructions.
Materials & METHOD | 78 consecutive patients undergoing an oncologic intraarticular resection from
2000-2016 were reviewed. Reconstructions included hemiarthroplasty EPR (n=35), hemiarthroplasty
APC (n=16), reverse EPR (n=18) and reverse APC (n=9). All surviving patients had minimum 2-year
clinical follow-up. Mean follow-up was 7±4 years. Mean time to death was 3±3 years.
RESULTS | Patients undergoing hemiarthroplasty APC were younger at the time of surgery while
patients undergoing EPR procedure were more likely to have a non-primary malignancy, presence of a
pathological fracture, and shorter surgical procedures. When comparing a reverse prosthesis (APC or
EPR) to a hemiarthroplasty (APC or EPR), there was no difference in mean operative time (221±77
minutes vs. 239±86 minutes, P=0.39). Two and five-year survival following the procedure were 60% and
43%. Patients with metastatic disease had worse 5-year survival compared to those with primary disease
(25% vs. 74%, P<0.001). A reverse prosthesis had improved forward elevation (83±37o vs. 44±29o,
P<0.001) and external rotation (28±18o vs. 19±13o, P=0.03) compared to a hemiarthroplasty. When
comparing reconstruction types, patients with a reverse APC (P<0.001) had the greatest arc of motion
(FE 101±36o, ER 36±11o). A reverse prosthesis had improved Simple Shoulder Tests (7±2 vs. 4±2,
P=0.08), ASES scores (67±10 vs. 57±15, P=0.01) and MSTS93 scores (73±11 vs. 63±14, P<0.001)
compared to a hemiarthroplasty. Subluxation was the most common complication (n=23, 29%), and
only occurred in patients undergoing a hemiarthroplasty reconstruction [EPR (n=13, 36%) and APC
(n=10, 63%)].
CONCLUSION | Oncologic reconstructions of the proximal humerus involving a reverse prosthesis
resulted in improved function and complication rates compared to hemiarthroplasty. Reverse APC
demonstrate reliable pain relief and functional improvement and is our preferred reconstruction
technique in patients with primary sarcomas.
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Has the Volume and Variability of Procedures Reported by Fellows in ACGMEAccredited Musculoskeletal Oncology Fellowship Programs Changed Over Time?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Ryan T. Voskuil, MD / Columbus, OH
Jae Baek, BS / Columbus, OH
John H. Alexander, MD / Tampa, FL
Thomas J. Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH
BACKGROUND | National societies have been concerned that the increasing number of orthopaedic
oncologists, coupled with a limited number of patients with bone and soft tissue sarcomas in the
country, may have led to an unintended impact on the training spectrum and/or exposure of
orthopaedic oncology fellows-in-training over time. Despite these concerns, the volume and variability
of procedures performed by fellows-in-training remains unknown. We aimed to answer the following
questions: (1) Has the median surgical procedure volume per fellow changed over time? (2) How much
variability in procedural volume exists between fellows, based on the most recent (2017) Accreditation
Council on Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) procedure log data? (3) What proportion of fellows
are meeting the minimum procedure volume thresholds, as recommended by the Musculoskeletal
Tumor Society (MSTS)?
METHOD | The 2010 to 2017 ACGME fellowship procedure logs for musculoskeletal oncology
fellowships were retrieved from the council’s official website. The 2010 to 2016 anatomic site-based
procedure log data were used to evaluate fellows’ overall and location-specific median operative or
patient volume, using descriptive statistics. Linear regression analyses were used to assess changes in
the median procedure volume over time. The 2017 categorized procedure log data were used to assess
variability in procedure volume between the lowest (10th percentile) and highest (90th percentile) of all
fellows. Using 2017 procedure logs, we compared the minimum procedure volume standards, as
defined by the MSTS, against the number of procedures performed by fellows across the 10th, 30th,
50th (median), 70th, and 90th percentiles.
RESULTS | There was no change in the median procedural volume per fellow from 2010 (292 procedures
[range 131 to 634]) to 2017 (312 procedures [range 174 to 479]; p = 0.58). Based on 2017 categorized
procedure log data, there was considerable variability in procedural volume between the lowest (10th)
centile and highest (90th) centile of fellows across programs: pediatric oncologic procedures (10-fold
difference), surgical management of complications from limb-salvage surgery (sevenfold difference),
soft-tissue resections or reconstructions (fourfold difference), bone sarcoma resections or limb-salvage
surgery (fourfold difference), and spine, sacrum, and pelvis procedures (threefold difference). A fair
proportion of fellows did not meet the minimum procedure volume standards, as recommended by the
MSTS across certain categories. For the spine and pelvis (minimum = 10 procedures), fellows in the
lowest 10th centile performed only six procedures. For patients with bone sarcomas or limb salvage
(minimum = 20 procedures), fellows in the lowest 10th centile performed only 14 procedures. For
pediatric patients with oncologic conditions (minimum = 15 procedures), fellows in the 50th centile (13
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procedures) and below failed to meet the thresholds. For surgical management of complications from
limb-salvage procedures (minimum = five procedures), fellows in the lowest 10th centile performed
only three procedures.
CONCLUSION | Although we were encouraged to observe that the median number of procedures
performed by musculoskeletal oncology fellows over this time has not changed, we observed wide
variability in the procedure volume among fellows for pediatric sarcomas, soft-tissue resection and
reconstruction, limb salvage procedures, and spine procedures. Although we recognize that the
education of fellows entails much more than performing operations, national societies have recognized
a need to bring about more uniformity or standardization of training in musculoskeletal oncology.
Limiting the number of orthopaedic oncology fellowships to high-volume institutions, expanding the
training time period, and/or introducing subspecialty certification may be possible avenues through
which standardization of training can be defined.
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Factors Considered in Ranking Orthopedic Trauma Fellowship Applicants: A Survey of
Program Directors
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kevin P. Sandhu, MD / Madison, WI
Natasha M. Simske, BS / Madison, WI
Porter Young, MD / Jacksonville, FL
Nathaniel M. Wilson, MD / Madison, WI
Lisa K. Cannada, MD / Jacksonville, FL
Paul S. Whiting, MD / Madison, WI
INTRODUCTION | Orthopaedic surgery is a competitive specialty, and the vast majority of orthopaedic
residency graduates pursue fellowship training. Between 2010 and 2017, the number of training
positions offered increased for all subspecialties except for spine and trauma. Furthermore, orthopaedic
trauma had the lowest applicant-matching success at 80.0%.
The purpose of this study is to identify the factors considered most important by orthopaedic trauma
fellowship program directors (PDs) in ranking fellowship candidates.
METHOD | A web-based questionnaire was sent to all 59 Orthopaedic Trauma Association accredited
fellowship PDs via email. A list of 12 factors was presented in the survey. PDs were asked to rank all 12
factors in order of importance. A weighted score for each factor was calculated using the following
scale: 5 points each time a factor was ranked 1st, 4 points each time a factor was ranked 2nd, 3 points
for each 3rd place rank, 2 points for each 4th place rank, and 1 point for each 5th place rank. PDs were
also allowed to write-in other factors they considered important when ranking fellowship candidates.
Reminders were sent 2 and 4 weeks after initial survey distribution. Surveys could only be completed
once.
RESULTS | Response rate was 83% (49/59 programs). 45% of responding PDs (22/49) listed interview as
the most important factor in ranking fellowship applicants . Other factors considered important by PDs
included letters of recommendation (ranked first by 22% of PDs), personal connections to applicant
(ranked first by 18% of PDs), and strength of applicant’s background in trauma (ranked first by 8% of
PDs). Results of the weighted score for each are shown in . The interview was found to be the most
important factor in ranking fellowship candidates (weighted score of 192 points), followed by letters of
recommendation (141 points), personal connections to applicant (95 points), residency program of
applicant (73 points), strength of applicant’s background in trauma (35 points), and research
experience (34 points).
CONCLUSION | Orthopaedic trauma fellowship program directors clearly consider certain factors more
highly than others when ranking fellowship candidates. Other factors include the interview, letters of
recommendation, and personal connections to applicant and/or letter writers are considered most
important by fellowship directors. Our results provide useful information to orthopaedic residents who
intend to pursue fellowship training in orthopaedic trauma.
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What are Orthopedic Surgery Residency Program Director Opinions of the Current
Match Process?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Keegan T. Conry, MD / Akron, OH
Nicholas L. Kolodychuk, MD / Akron, OH
Steven B. Lippitt, MD / Akron, OH
Joseph N. Gabra, D.Eng. / Akron, OH
Gregory A. Vrabec, MD / Akron, OH
INTRODUCTION | The orthopaedic surgery residency Match process comes at great economic, time,
and labor cost to both applicants and residency programs. Due to the competitive nature of the
specialty, there has been an increase in applications with estimates of >83,000 applications for 700
positions. This article aims to examine orthopaedic surgery residency program director opinions of the
current Match process.
METHOD | An IRB approved, anonymous, voluntary survey was sent to orthopaedic surgery residency
program directors via the Collaborative Orthopaedic Education Research Group (COERG.) Data was
analyzed for associations and correlations between program characteristics and program director
perceptions of the Match process.
RESULTS | A total of 44/90 (48.9%) program director survey responses were received. Program directors
reported receiving a mean of 626.9 applications for 4.8 positions: a mean of 130.6 applications per
position. Programs endorse eliminating 283.7 applications (45.5%) based on numeric thresholds before
formal review. A mean of 15 minutes was spent reviewing applications that passed initial screening.
Only 45.5% (20/44) of program directors feel that the application process is effective in applicant
stratification, while 79.5% (35/44) feel that the interview process is effective. The majority of program
directors (84.1%) are opposed to the change in USMLE Step 1 score reporting to a pass/fail format. The
majority of program directors (68.2%, 30/44) felt that the Match process requires reform. An application
limit is supported by 70.5% (31/44) of program directors, with a mean proposed maximum of 34
applications per applicant. Other changes such as tiered applications, in which applicants indicate
preference by submitting applications based on rank, (59.1%,) a rolling timeline of application
submission (38.6%,) and video interviews (38.6%) are supported to a lesser degree.
DISCUSSION | Programs currently receive more applications than can be thoroughly reviewed and rely
on numeric thresholds to screen nearly half of applications. Less than half of program directors feel that
the current process is effective in stratifying applicants. The majority of program directors feel that the
Match process is in need of reform, with most survey respondents favoring a universal application limit.
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Residency Program Reputation Influences Fellowship Match
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Lisa K. Cannada MD / Jacksonville, FL
Chad Krueger MD / Philadelphia, PA
Jonathan Helms MD / Greenville, NC
Anthony Bell MD / Jacksonville, FL
Heidi Isreal, PhD / St. Louis, MO
PURPOSE |The primary goal of this study was to determine if applicants from top tier orthopaedic
surgery residency programs fared better in the match.
METHOD | San Francisco Match (SF Match) provided results regarding applicant data and match results
from 2014-2018 for all orthopaedic subspecialties except hand and shoulder & elbow. Data included
match specialty, applicants’ residency program, number of programs to which each applicant applied,
number of interviews granted to each applicant, matched fellowship program, the matching fellowship
programs’ rank of each applicant and the applicant’s rank list. Residency programs were divided into 5
tiers (with tier 1 being the most reputable residency programs and tier 5 being the least reputable
programs) based on 2017 Doximity rankings of Orthopaedic Residency Programs. Statistical analysis
consisted of descriptive Chi-Square and ANOVA analyses.
RESULTS | 2811 applicants met our inclusion criteria. Applicants from residency programs in tiers 1 and
2 applied to significantly few programs than those from tiers 3, 4 or 5 (p<0.0001). Applicants from tier 1
or 2 residencies were invited to interview at a higher percentage of fellowship programs to which they
applied .Applicants from tier 1 residency programs had a ‘successful match’ (defined as matching to one
of their top two choices) 78% of the time compared to 55% of applicants from tier 5 residencies .
Applicants from higher tier residency programs were ranked more desirably by fellowship programs.
Applicants from tier 1 residency programs matched at a significantly higher position (p<0.001) on their
rank list (more desirable by the resident) compared to all other tiers. Similarly, applicants from tier 1
(p=0.003) were ranked significantly higher by programs (more desirably ranked by the fellowship
program) compared to tiers 2, 3, 4 and 5.
DISCUSSION | The fellowship match process is a competitive, expensive and time-consuming process.
Our study found that residency prestige plays a large role in the match process. Applicants who
attended a residency program with a higher ranking on Doximity apply to fewer programs, interview at
a greater percentage of these programs and are more likely to match to a higher ranked program.
Furthermore, applicants from more reputable residency programs are also ranked as more desirable by
fellowship programs. These findings may help future applicants in formulating their rank lists and
should lead to future investigations as to why a residency program reputation appears to influence the
fellowship match process.
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Is Surgical Resection of the Primary Site Associated with an Improved Overall Survival
for Patients with Primary Malignant Bone Tumors who have Metastatic Disease at
Presentation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Azeem T. Malik, M.B.BS / Columbus, OH
John H. Alexander, MD / Tampa, FL
Joel L. Mayerson, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N. Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Thomas J. Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH
*Carl Quinion, MD
INTRODUCTION | Although surgical resection has been a mainstay in the management of nonmetastatic malignant bone tumors, there is a lack of large-scale evidence-based guidance on whether
surgery of the primary site/tumor improves overall survival in malignant bone tumors with metastatic
disease at presentation.
METHOD | The 2004 to 2016 National Cancer Database (NCDB), was queried using International
Classification of Diseases, 3rd Edition, topographical codes to identify patients with primary malignant
bone tumors (osteosarcomas, chondrosarcomas, Ewing sarcomas) of the extremities (C40.0-C40.3,
C40.8, and C40.9) and/or pelvis (C41.4) with metastatic disease at presentation. The study sample was
divided into two distinct groups: those who underwent surgical resection of the primary tumor and
those who did not receive any operation for the primary tumor. In order to account for baseline
differences within the patient population, as well as adjust for additional confounding variables,
multivariate Cox regression analyses were used to assess whether undergoing surgical resection of the
primary tumor was associated with improved overall survival, after controlling for differences in baseline
demographics, tumor characteristics (grade, location, histologic type, and tumor size), and treatment
patterns (resection of distant or regional metastatic sites, positive or negative surgical margins, and use
of radiation therapy or chemotherapy). Additional sensitivity analyses, stratified by histologic type for
osteosarcomas, chondrosarcomas, and Ewing sarcomas, were used to assess factors associated with
overall survival for each tumor type.
RESULTS | A total of 2,288 patients with primary malignant bone tumors (1,121 osteosarcomas, 345
chondrosarcomas, and 822 Ewing sarcomas) with metastatic disease at presentation were included, of
whom 46% (1,053 of 2,288) underwent surgical resection of the primary site. After controlling for
differences in baseline demographics, tumor characteristics, and treatment patterns, we found that
surgical resection of the primary site was associated with reduced overall mortality (hazard ratio 0.42;
95% confidence interval, 0.36-0.49; p < 0.001). Among other factors, in the stratified analysis, radiation
therapy was associated with improved overall survival for patients with Ewing sarcoma (HR 0.71; 95% CI,
0.57-0.88; p = 0.002), but not for those with osteosarcoma (HR 1.14; 95% CI, 0.91-1.43; p = 0.643) or
chondrosarcoma (HR 1.08; 95% CI, 0.78-1.50; p = 0.643). Chemotherapy was associated with improved
overall survival for those with osteosarcoma (HR 0.50; 95% CI, 0.39-0.64; p < 0.001) and those with
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chondrosarcoma (HR 0.62; 95% CI, 0.45-0.85; p = 0.003), but not those with Ewing sarcoma (HR 0.79;
95% CI, 0.46-1.35; p = 0.385).
CONCLUSION | Surgical resection of the primary site was associated with an overall survival advantage
in patients with primary malignant bone tumors who presented with metastatic disease. Further
research, using more detailed data on metastatic sites (i.e. size, location, number), chemotherapy
regimen, and location of radiation (primary or metastatic site) is warranted to better understand the
most effective way of ensuring local control in primary malignant bone tumors with metastatic disease
at presentation.
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What Are Preoperative Risk Factors for Fibrosarcomatous Transformation in
Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans (DFSP)
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Katherine Mallett, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew R. Claxton, BS / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans (DFSP) is a rare, often superficial soft tissue
sarcoma. This tumor has been classified as one that has a high risk of local tumor recurrence, however
typically never metastasizes. Rarely, DFSP can transform into a high-grade fibrosarcoma (DFSP-FS)
which has a risk of metastatic disease. Currently treatment for DFSP includes Moh’s micrographic
surgery, however this technique is not recommend for DFSP-FS. Often the transformation to a DFSP-FS
is not recognized until the final histological diagnosis, and re-excision of the previous Moh’s surgery
sites can be morbid. As such analyzing risk factors for DFSP-FS transformation are important in order to
appropriately manage patients with a Moh’s micrographic surgery versus a wide local excision. The
purpose of the current study was to analyze our institutions experience treating DFSP and DFSP-FS to
analyze preoperative risk factors which may suggest a diagnosis of DFSP-FS.
METHOD | We reviewed 182 (95 female, 87 male) patients with a mean age of 40±17 years at the time
of surgery. Of these, 167 (92%) of patients had a history of DFSP and 15 (8%) had a history of DFSP-FS.
Preoperative patient characteristics were compared in order to identify risk factors for DFSP-FS.
RESULTS | The mean tumor size was 4±3 cm, and 27 (15%) had a history of a painful mass, with 25
(14%) patients reporting the mass they had present for a period of time rapidly started to grow.
When comparing patients with a DFSP to those with a DFSP-FS, there was no difference in the mean
patient age between groups, however patients with a DFSP were noted to have smaller tumors
compared to those with a DFSP-FS (3±2 vs. 6±6 cm, p=0.002).. A history of painful mass (OR 3.78, 95%
CI 1.18-12.04, p=0.02) and a rapidly enlarging mass (OR 30.1, 95% CI 7.48-121.15, p<0.001) were
strongly associated with DFSP-FS.
DISCUSSION | The results of the current study reveal rapid tumor growth, a painful tumor, and
increased tumor size as features associated with FS transformation of DFSP. Although Moh’s
micrographic surgery can provide local tumor control in DFSP, a microscopic margin around DFSP-FS is
likely not adequate for tumor control. As such patients who present with a history of these symptoms
should be referred to an orthopedic oncologist for a wide local excision.
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Can the Addition of Robotic Terminal Cleaning Via Pulsed-Xenon Ultraviolet Light
Reduce Bioburden in the Operating Room
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Methods for operating room (OR) cleaning have seen little innovation. Pulsed-Xenon Ultraviolet (PXUV) disinfection is an opportunity for standardized, touch-free disinfection that may augment current
manual cleaning protocols. The combination of manual and PX-UV disinfection may provide the
greatest reduction in OR bioburden, as measured by Colony Forming Units (CFUs), and frequency of site
contamination. This study tests the hypothesis that the addition of PX-UV robotic disinfection can
significantly reduce bioburden in the operating room following terminal cleaning.
METHOD |
Fifteen ORs were sampled at three time points – before terminal manual cleaning, after terminal manual
cleaning, and after PX-UV. For each OR, at each time point, five high-touch surfaces were cultured using
a Tryptone Soy Agar touch plate. A total of 225 touch plate samples were acquired. Samples were
incubated and the number of CFUs reported. Distinct colonies were identified and counted. Descriptive
statistics and Rank Sum Testing with a Bonferroni correction were used to analyze results.
RESULTS |
There was a 26.8% reduction of CFUs after manual cleaning (p>0.8014) and a further 81.0% reduction of
CFUs after PXUV (p = 0.0086). Overall, the combination of manual and PX-UV disinfection resulted in an
86.1% reduction in CFUs (p = 0.004). The frequency of sites with CFUs prior to cleaning was 26.7%.
There was no change in frequency of sites with CFUs after manual cleaning. Following PX-UV cleaning,
the frequency of sites with CFUs reduced to 8.0%, which is a 70.0% reduction in sites with CFUs.
Interestingly, the frequency of sites with an increase in CFUs after manual cleaning was 20.0%. There
was no occurrence of an increase in CFUs after PX-UV disinfection.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION |
The combination of PX-UV with manual cleaning yields the greatest reduction in OR bioburden as
measured by CFUs. Manual cleaning alone resulted in a low reduction of CFUs and almost no change in
the frequency of site contamination. The increase in CFUs following manual cleaning may represent
cross contamination due to inconsistent manual terminal cleaning.
The use of PX-UV disinfection resulted in a significant reduction in CFUs when compared to both the
pre- and post-manual cleaning time points. There was no cross-contamination with PX-UV disinfection.
This reduction in bioburden may contribute to a decreased risk of surgical site infection. Further
research into the benefits of combining between case and terminal PX-UV disinfection, as well as the
relationship between reduced bioburden and surgical site infection, are needed.
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Closed Incision Negative-Pressure Therapy for Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty: A
Randomized Control Trial
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INTRODUCTION | Wound complications following revision total hip arthroplasty (THA) are associated
with increased risk of superficial and deep infections. The purpose of this study was to assess if ciNPT
decreases the rate of wound complications following revision THA versus a conventional, silverimpregnated dressing.
METHOD | This was a single-center, randomized control trial of patients undergoing revision THA.
Patients received ciNPT or conventional dressing for 7 days. Wound complications within 90 days were
recorded, including: surgical site infection (SSI), periprosthetic joint infection (PJI), drainage > 5 days,
erythema requiring antibiotics, and hematoma formation. An a priori power analysis determined 201
patients per cohort were necessary to demonstrate a 10% decrease in wound complications.
RESULTS | Between 2017-2020, 113 patients were enrolled: 50.4% ciNPT; 49.6% conventional dressing.
All procedures were preformed via posterior approach except two (1.8%) via direct lateral approach.
There were no differences in age, BMI, ASA score, revision performed, wound closure method (staples,
sutures), or postoperative anti-coagulation. Seven (12.3%) ciNPT patients sustained a wound
complication versus 4 (7.1%) in the control cohort (p=0.2). There was no difference in type of wound
complication (p=0.4). Four (7.0%) ciNPT patients underwent re-operation for wound-related
complications (2 PJI, 1 SSI, 1 prolonged drainage) versus zero in the control cohort (p=0.04).
CONCLUSION | Prior studies have shown ciNPT decreases the rate of wound complications. Preliminary
results of this trial did not demonstrate a decrease in wound complications with ciNPT following
revision THA. Continued enrollment is required to confirm these initial findings.
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Fascia Iliaca Blocks Performed in the Emergency Department Decrease Opioid
Consumption and Length of Stay in Hip Fracture Patients
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Hip fracture patients often arrive in the emergency department (ED) in pain and receive opioid
medications. Opioids are effective in relieving pain, they increase the risk delirium and altered mental
status. The use of multimodal analgesia and regional nerve blocks have become of increasing interest
as an alternative to opioids for pain control in hip fracture patients. In this study, we report our
institution’s experience with the use of fascia iliaca (FI) blocks performed in the emergency department
for pain control in hip fractures.
METHOD | Our institution instituted an initiative to perform fascia iliaca blocks in the emergency
department on hip fracture patients on January 1, 2020. After IRB approval, prospectively collected data
was gathered on hip fracture patients from January 1, 2020 to May 31, 2020. Opioid consumption
during the inpatient hospital stay was recorded in morphine milliequivalents (MME). Patients were
grouped based on receiving (FI block group) or not receiving FI block (control group) in the emergency
department. Opioid consumption, length of stay, and discharge disposition were compared between
groups. Student t test and chi-square tests were used for analysis with p<0.05 indicating statistical
significance.
RESULTS | During study period 81 patients with hip fractures presented to our institution. Twenty-six
patients had contraindication to FIB. Thirty-three of 55 patients (60%) without contraindications to
undergoing FIB received fascia iliaca block. Mean age (82.1 vs 79.5), BMI (22.9 vs 25.0), and fracture type
(femoral neck vs peritrochanteric) were similar between patients receiving FI block and not receiving
block. The FI block group had significantly lower opioid consumption pre-operatively (4.74 vs 17.30
MMEs), post-operatively (24.88 vs 65.99 MMEs), over total hospital stay (33.82 vs 82.92 MMEs), and
mean opioid consumption per day of hospital stay (8.39 vs 17.34 MMEs). Patients in FI block group had
shorter length of stay compared to control group (4.15 vs 5.02 days). There was no significant difference
in discharge disposition destination between groups. No patients reported complications of FI block.
Discussion/CONCLUSION |
This study demonstrates that FI block can provide adequate pain control while significantly decreasing
the amount of opioid medication consumed by hip fracture patients. Additionally, we found that
patients who received FI block had shorter length of stay. Given the lack of complications and
significant decreases in opioid consumption and length of stay, our institution plans to continue use of
FI blocks performed in the emergency department.
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Extended Oral Antibiotics Prevent PJI in High-Risk Cases: 3,855 Patients with OneYear Follow-Up
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BACKGROUND | Surgical and host factors predispose patients to periprosthetic joint infection (PJI)
following primary total knee (TKA) and hip (THA) arthroplasty. While surgical factors are readily
modifiable, host factors can be challenging and there are limited data demonstrating that preoperative
optimization decreases risk. This study expanded the follow-up period and sample size of our prior
study demonstrating that extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis reduces 90-day infection rates in highrisk patients.
METHOD | 3,862 consecutive primary TKAs and THAs performed between 2011 and 2019 at a suburban
academic hospital with modern perioperative and infection-prevention protocols were retrospectively
reviewed. Beginning in 2015, a 7-day oral antibiotic prophylaxis protocol was implemented after
discharge for patients at high risk for PJI. The percentage of high-risk patients diagnosed with PJI within
1 year were compared between groups that did and did not receive extended antibiotic prophylaxis.
Logistic regression was performed, with p ≤ 0.05 statistically significant.
RESULTS | Overall 1-year infection rates were 0.8% and 2.3% after TKA and THA, respectively. High-risk
patients without extended antibiotic prophylaxis were 3.1 (p=0.025) and 3.2 (p=0.008) times more likely
to develop PJI after TKA and THA, respectively, than high-risk patients with antibiotic prophylaxis. There
was no difference in the infection rate between high-risk patients who received antibiotics and low-risk
patients (0.9% vs. 1.3%, respectively; p=0.391) with numbers available.
CONCLUSION | Extended antibiotic prophylaxis led to a statistically significant and clinically meaningful
reduction in 1-year infection rates of patients at high risk for infection. In fact, the PJI rate in high-risk
patients who received antibiotics was less than in low-risk patients. The 90-day PJI prevention results
from our original study were upheld out to one year, and in a much larger expanded dataset. Extended
oral antibiotic prophylaxis may be a simple measure to effectively counteract poor host factors and
further study is warranted.
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Dual-Mobility Bearings Fail to Reduce Dislocation Rates vs. Jumbo Ceramic Heads in
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INTRODUCTION | Dual-mobility (DM) bearings have been popularized to reduce instability in revision
total hip arthroplasty (THA); however, DM bearings are costly and reports of corrosion have recently
emerged. Further, no study has compared DM to traditional bearings greater than 40mm. This study
purpose was to compare dislocation rates of DM and large femoral heads greater than 40mm in
revision THA.
METHOD | A retrospectively review of 267 consecutive revision THAs performed between 2010-2019 at
mean 31 months follow-up was performed. Inclusion criteria were all revision THAs with either DM
bearings or traditional bearing with maximum available femoral head size. Most common reasons for
revision were aseptic loosening (30.0%), infection (23.6%), corrosion induced adverse local tissue
reaction (17.2%), and instability (16.1%). Primary outcomes were postoperative dislocation and
reoperation within 90-days.
RESULTS | 70 THAs utilized DM (26.2%) and 197 traditional bearings (73.8%). There were no differences
in revision indication between groups with available numbers (p=0.570). The overall dislocation rate was
8.6%. With outer bearing and femoral head diameters less than 40mm excluded, large femoral head
(40mm and 44mm) dislocation rate was 3.8% vs 7.4% in DM (p=0.675). In multivariate analysis,
decreased BMI (OR 1.7), female sex (OR 2.9), and decreased outer bearing diameter/cup component
size ratio (OR 1.5) were predictive of dislocation regardless of bearing type.
CONCLUSION | This study showed no difference in revision THA dislocation rates between DM and
large diameter femoral head bearings when comparing similar outer head diameters of ≥40mm.
Irrespective of bearing type, lower BMI, female sex, and decreased outer head/cup ratio were associated
with higher dislocation rates. Considering the cost and potential deleterious issues associated with
additional interfaces, DM bearings should be used judiciously considering similar results can be
achieved with newly available large ceramic femoral heads 40mm diameter and greater in conjunction
with highly-crosslinked polyethylene.
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A Retrospective Review of Distal Tibiofibular Arthrodesis and Stabilization to Salvage
Chronic Instability of the Syndesmosis: Revisited with Long-Term Follow-Up
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BACKGROUND | Reduction of the syndesmosis significantly influences outcomes after fractures. Missed
injuries or malreduced syndesmoses lead to instability and poor outcomes. No consensus exists
regarding treatment of chronic syndesmotic instability. This study aims to assess clinical and
radiographic outcomes in patients undergoing distal tibiofibular arthrodesis and stabilization.
METHOD | A retrospective chart review identified patients who underwent isolated distal tibiofibular
arthrodesis or stabilization from 2003-2019. Demographics, surgical factors, and revision surgeries were
collected. Composite AOFAS ankle-hindfoot scores were collected during preoperative and
postoperative visits. Preoperative and latest postoperative radiographs were independently evaluated
by four surgeons using established techniques.1,2,4,7 Subgroup analysis was performed between
arthrodesis or stabilization procedures.
RESULTS | Seventy-one procedures were performed, 32/71 (45%) arthrodeses and 39/71 (55%)
stabilization procedure. Average patient age was 42 years old. In 33 patients, AOFAS scores improved
from 48+/-16 preoperatively to 85+/-14 (p<0.001) at longest follow-up (average 31 months). In 47
patients, the Kellgren scores increased from 2.1+/-1 to 2.5+/-1 (p<0.001) and the medial clear space
decreased from 3.2mm+/-0.8mm to 2.8mm+/-0.8mm (p<0.001) at an average follow-up of 18 months.
There were no differences in functional outcomes or radiographic changes between the stabilization
and arthrodesis groups. 16/71 (23%) patients underwent a re-operation procedure at an average time
of 17.4 months, most commonly removal of hardware (7/71, 10%), arthroscopic debridement (3/71, 4%),
and revision stabilization or arthrodesis (3/71, 4%).
Reoperation rate was 5/39 (13%) in the stabilization group and 11/32 (34%) in the arthrodesis group.
No patients progressed to ankle arthroplasty or fusion to the authors’ knowledge.
Patients with low Kellgren scores 1 and 2 on preoperative radiographs improved in AOFAS score by an
average of 36 points (p<0.001) at follow-up (average 30 months). Patients with high Kellgren scores 3
and 4 on preoperative radiographs improved in AOFAS score by an average of 41 points (p<0.001) at
follow-up (average 7 months).
CONCLUSION | Patients demonstrated significant improvement in functional outcomes after distal
tibiofibular arthrodesis and stabilization. Progression of arthritis, while statistically significant, was not
clinically significant as differences were within the measurement error of medial clear space and
Kellgren scores.3,5,6 Distal tibiofibular arthrodesis and stabilization are viable options for chronic
syndesmotic instability and should be included in treatment algorithms.
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Predictive Variables for Patient Compliance with Physician-Prescribed Orthotics
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INTRODUCTION | Custom and off-the-shelf orthotics frequently are prescribed by foot and
ankle orthpaedic surgeons. This study aimed to quantify the rate at which patients receive their
prescribed orthotic and explore the variables that could be predictive of patients’ receiving and
using orthotics.
METHOD | We analyzed the demographics of 382 patients who received an orthotic
prescription from a group of foot and ankle surgeons to assess variables predictive of patients
receiving their prescribed orthotic. Of these 382 patients, 186 (49%) completed a survey
regarding insurance status, cost of the orthotic, education, income, and satisfaction with the
orthotic. This information was used to identify variables that may help identify patients who are
at an increased risk of failing to receive their prescribed orthotic.
RESULTS | Patients received their orthotic at an overall rate of 61.2% (235/382). Patients with
commercial insurance were more likely to receive their orthotic (67%) than patients with
Medicaid (40%). Of the 186 patients who completed the survey, those whose insurance
covered all or part of their orthotic were more likely to receive their orthotic (100% and 96%,
respectively) compared to those whose insurance did not cover the orthotic (81.5%). Overall
86.5% reported being “better” or “completely relieved” with orthotic use, and 13.4% reported
“no difference” or “worse.” There were no differences in receive rates according to age or
gender, but there was a disparity in race, with 71% (155/219) of white and only 48% (72/151) of
black patients receiving their orthotics.
CONCLUSION | A substantial number of patients (38.8%) do not receive their physicianprescribed
orthotic. Patients who do receive and use their orthotic report positive results.
Insurance status, race, and coverage of costs by the insurance company play important roles in
predicting which patients are at risk for failing to receive their orthotic.
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Treatment of Ankle Fractures: Does Time Matter?
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While studies have examined the unmodifiable predictors of poor healing after ankle surgery, little is
known about the modifiable factors impacting the recovery of these patients. For closed ankle fractures,
there is no established standard of care for timing of internal fixation after initial injury. This study aims
to determine if early surgical treatment can be performed safely without increasing a patient’s risk for
postoperative wound complication and how time to surgery affects surgical outcomes including
fracture healing. Secondarily, this study aims to investigate the impact of fracture classification on
wound complications and fracture healing.
METHOD | A retrospective analysis of 311 patients records who underwent open reduction and internal
fixation (ORIF) for an ankle fracture was conducted. All surgeries were performed by three fellowship
trained foot and ankle orthopedic surgeons at a single institution between July 1st, 2011 and July 1st,
2018. Patients with open fractures, high energy fractures with ipsilateral lower extremity injuries, pilon
fractures, and revision cases were excluded. Additionally, patients were excluded if they were lost to
follow-up prior to radiographic evidence of union or non-union. After exclusion criteria, there were 216
patients that remained. All patients were then stratified by time to surgery after injury and injury
classification.
RESULTS | The average time to union for patients who were operated on within 48 hours of injury was
108.48 days, 105.69 days for patients operated on between 3-7 days, and 98.18 days for patients
operated on after 7 days. Wound complications were highest in the cohort operated on within 48 hours
at 11.11%. Patients who had surgery between 3 and 7 days had the lowest rate of wound complications
at 3.23%. Patients with PAB Lauge-Hansen classification had the fastest time to union at 92.00 days and
individuals with SAD injury mechanism 6had the longest at 146.33 days. Wound complications were
highest for SER 3 and SER 4 injury mechanisms at 10.26% and 12.90% respectively (p=0.050).
CONCLUSION | Early surgical intervention did not significantly increase time to union or wound
complications. Wound complication rate was greatest in the cohort that had surgery within 48 hours of
injury. Injury classification did not significantly influence union time but did increase the incidence of
wound complications. Surgeons should remain warry of the increased rate of wound complications in
SER 3 and SER 4 patients.
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Factors Affecting Unplanned Events Within 30 Days of Ankle Surgery
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INTRODUCTION | Hospital readmissions and surgery related emergency department (ED) visits
following ankle surgery are costly and inconvenient to both patients and hospital systems. The
presurgical risk factors that predispose patients to readmission and ankle surgery related ED visits are
not well understood. Identifying these risk factors preoperatively would allow for decreased costs and
improved patient outcomes. This large, single institution study aims to evaluate characteristics of
patients who are at increased risk of short-term ED visits, readmission or reoperation within thirty days
of ankle fracture surgery.
METHOD | This retrospective review of patients at a Level 1 trauma center evaluated 30-day outcomes
after ankle fracture surgery over a 4-year period (2015-2018). The outcome measures assessed were
emergency department (ED) visits within 30 days, unplanned readmissions within 30 days and
unplanned return to the operating room (OR) within 30 days. Patient and injury characteristics were
investigated as potential factors related to these 30-day outcomes. Multiple linear regression was used
for outcomes.
RESULTS | A total of 619 patients were identified. After exclusion of concurrent pilon fractures, 596
patients were eligible for final analysis. Forty-three (7.2%) patients visited the ED within thirty days, 30
(5.0%) patients were readmitted within thirty days, and 10 (1.7%) patients requiring unplanned return to
the OR within thirty days. Sex, insurance status, several comorbidities, smoking status, and fracture
type/location were not found to be significantly related to 30-day events. Age less than 45 was a
significant risk factor for returning to the ED within 30 days (RR 2.1, p=0.016). Open fractures were more
likely to require unplanned reoperation than closed fractures (RR 5.7, p<0.01). Fifty-four percent of ED
visits were for postoperative pain. On average, these ED visits occurred 8.1 days (SD 7.2, 1-24) after
discharge.
CONCLUSION | This study represents the largest single institution study to date evaluating risk factors
for 30-day outcomes after ankle fracture surgery. Age less than 45 years old was a risk factor for early
ED visits, highlighting a potential “at-risk” population after ankle fracture surgery. Surgical site pain was
the most common reason for ED visits within 30 days of surgery suggesting postoperative pain
counseling and postoperative pain management may be avenues to decrease unnecessary ED
utilization.
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Factors Affecting the Outcomes of Tibiotalocalcaneal Fusion
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BACKGROUND | Tibiotalocalcaneal (TTC) fusion is used to treat a variety of conditions affecting the
ankle and subtalar joint, including osteoarthritis (OA), Charcot arthropathy, avascular necrosis (AVN) of
the talus, failed total ankle arthroplasty, and severe deformity. The prevalence of postoperative
complications remains high due to the complexity of hindfoot disease seen in these patients. The aim of
this study was to analyze the relationship between preoperative conditions and postoperative
complications in order to predict the outcome following primary TTC fusion.
METHOD | We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 101 patients who underwent TTC fusion
at the same institution between 2011 and 2019. Risk ratios (RRs) associated with age, sex, diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, smoking, preoperative ankle deformity, and the use of bone graft during surgery
were related to the postoperative complications. We determined from these data which pre- and
perioperative factors significantly affected the outcome.
RESULTS | Patients with a preoperative diagnosis of Charcot arthropathy and non-traumatic OA had
significantly higher nonunion rates of 44.4% (12 patients) and 39.1% (18 patients) (p = 0.016) and
infection rates of 29.6% (eight patients) and 37% (17 patients) compared to patients with traumatic
arthritis, respectively (p = 0.002). There was a significantly increased rate of nonunion in diabetic
patients (RR 2.22; p = 0.010). Patients with chronic kidney disease were 2.37-times more likely to have a
nonunion (p = 0.006). Patients aged over 60 years had more than a three-fold increase in the rate of
postoperative infection (RR 3.60; p = 0.006). The use of bone graft appeared to be significantly
protective against postoperative infection (p = 0.019).
CONCLUSION | We were able to confirm, in the largest series of TTC ankle fusions currently in the
literature, that there remains a high rate of complications following this procedure. Those with diabetes,
chronic kidney disease, or aged over 60 years had an increased risk of nonunion. These findings help to
confirm those of previous studies. Additionally, our study adds to the literature by showing that
autologous bone graft may help in decreasing infection rates. This helps surgeons further understand
which patients are at a higher risk for postoperative complications when undergoing TTC fusion.
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Tibial Torsion and Ankle Arthritis: Is External Tibial Rotation Associated with Varus
Deformity in Patients with Ankle Arthritis?
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Introduction/PURPOSE |The effect of tibial torsion on lower extremity mechanical alignment has been
well studied in the literature, including its effect on lower extremity osteoarthritis. It has been suggested
that external tibial torsion is associated with cavus hindfoot deformity and may lead to varus
osteoarthritis of the ankle. To our knowledge, there are no studies investigating this relationship. The
purpose of this study is to characterize the relationship of tibial torsion with ankle coronal plane
deformity in patients with ankle arthritis.
METHOD | The study is a retrospective, cohort of 223 patients who have undergone total ankle
arthroplasty at a single institution. Preoperative computerized tomography was used to measure tibial
torsion and coronal deformity. Descriptive statistics and regression analysis were used to analyze the
data.
RESULTS | Descriptive analysis of all 223 patients demonstrated a maximum of 23.9 degrees varus and
20.5 degrees valgus among all patients. The mean for varus deformity was 6.86 degrees with a standard
deviation of ± 6.39. Tibial rotation was calculated at an average of 20.8 degrees external rotation, with a
maximum of 15.2 degrees internal rotation and 59.5 degrees external rotation in all patients. Plotting
overall coronal ankle tilt versus tibial torsion revealed overall varus deformity with R2 of 0.016.
Regression analysis of all varus deformities against external tibial torsion revealed a R2 of 0.02. Varus
deformity 1 standard deviation above the mean against external tibial torsion revealed a R2 of 0.072.
Valgus deformity against external tibial torsion revealed a R2 of 6.75 x10-5.
CONCLUSION | An association between external tibial torsion and varus ankle arthritis has been
proposed in the literature. The results of our study did not show an association between tibial torsion
and coronal deformity in ankle arthritis in all patients undergoing total ankle arthroplasty at our
institution. A difference may exist in certain subgroups, such as patients with neuromuscular disorders,
but further investigation will be necessary to determine this relationship.
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INTRODUCTION | Instability of the first tarsometarsal (TMT) joint has been proposed as a cause of
hallux valgus. While there is literature demonstrating how first TMT arthrodesis effects hallux valgus,
there is little published on how correction of the hallux valgus impacts the first TMT joint alignment. The
purpose of this study was to determine if correction of hallux valgus impacts the first TMT alignment
and congruency. Improvement in alignment would provide evidence that hallux valgus contributes to
first TMT instability, not vice-a-versa. Our hypothesis was that correcting hallux valgus angle (HVA)
would have no effect on the first TMT alignment and congruency.
METHOD | Radiographs of patients who underwent first metatarsophalangeal (MTP) joint arthrodesis
for hallux valgus were retrospectively reviewed. The HVA, 1-2 intermetatarsal angle (IMA), medial
cuneiform-first metatarsal angle (MC1A), distal medial cuneiform angle (DMCA), relative cuneiform
slope (RCS), and first metatarsal-medial cuneiform angle (1MCA) were measured and recorded for all
patients preoperatively and postoperatively.
RESULTS | Of the 76 feet that met inclusion criteria, statistically significant radiographic improvements
were noted in HVA (23.6 degrees, p<0.0001), 1-2 IMA (6.2 degrees, p<0.0001), MC1A (6.50 degrees,
p<0.0001), 1MCA (6.38 degrees, p<0.0001) and RCS (3.33 degrees, p=0.002) comparing preoperative
and postoperative radiographs.
CONCLUSION | Our findings suggest that the radiographic alignment and subluxation of the first TMT
joint will reduce with isolated treatment of the first MTP joint. This provides direct evidence that a
change in the HVA can improve radiographic alignment and subluxation of the first TMT joint.
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Anatomic Structures at Risk in Proximal Fifth Metatarsal Fracture Fixation: A Cadaver
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Intro/PURPOSE |Jones fractures have an increased risk for refracture, delayed union and nonunion
secondary to poor vascularization. When chosen for surgical treatment, percutaneous fixation with
screws is most often used. It has been shown that the peroneal brevis and longus, the cuboid, and the
sural nerve lie in close proximity to the pins’ starting point and, therefore have theoretical risk of injury.
The study aims to evaluate the presence of injury of the structures at risk and to measure the distance
of these structures to the entry point.
METHOD | Eleven fresh-frozen below-the-knee specimens underwent standard operative fixation for a
Jones fracture via the “High and inside” percutaneous technique. A guide wire was placed through the
medullary canal and confirmed on fluoroscopy. The cannulated drill with drill sleeve was then placed
over the wire and advanced to the diaphysis. The guide wire was left and the skin and subcutaneous
tissues were carefully removed from the lateral midfoot to fully expose the structures at risk. The
guidewire was then removed, and then the solid screw was placed.
The distance of the wire in the base of fifth metatarsal and these structures was measured and
documented, including the branches of the sural nerve, cuboid, fourth metatarsal, peroneus longus, and
peroneus brevis tendons.
RESULTS | The structure with the shortest average distance from the pin was the peroneus brevis,
measuring 0.91 mm (±1.22 mm S.D.), followed by the cuboid articular surface, sural nerve, peroneus
longus, and base of the fourth metatarsal, respectively. The pin had damaged the peroneus brevis in 5
of 11 cadavers. The average distance from the tendon insertion point was 7.2 mm. The furthest
measured distance was 10mm, while the closest was 3 mm. The screw head contacted the articular
surface of the cuboid in 3 of 11 cadavers.
CONCLUSION | This is the only study that evaluated the risk of injury to nearby structures after a
procedure that simulated an actual surgical act. It is also the only one that was aware of the risk of
tendon injury not only in its insertion but also in its path during the placement of the wire and drill. We
conclude that percutaneous fixation of fractures of the base of the fifth metatarsus presents a risk of
partial lesion of the peroneus brevis tendon and lateral aspect of the cuboid.
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Perioperative Complications and Modifiable Risk Factors in Charcot Foot
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Introduction
The modern patient safety movement focuses on optimization of medical comorbidities prior to surgery
and the use of patient care pathway checklists during the perioperative period. The American Academy
of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) Risk Reduction Toolkit and the American College of Surgeons (ACS)
Fit For Surgery programs both provide guidelines designed to improve patient outcomes and decrease
the risk for treatment associated morbidity during the perioperative period. These guidelines and
associated outcomes have not been studied in patients undergoing Charcot foot reconstruction.
Methods
Eighty-five consecutive diabetic patients with multiple diabetes-associated medical comorbidities were
risk optimized and stratified using the AAOS Risk Reduction Toolkit, prior to undergoing surgical
correction of acquired Charcot Foot deformities with use of a static circular external fixator. Medical
optimization emphasized hemoglobin A1C, anemia, and hypertension, in addition to overall cardiac,
renal and pulmonary function. General anesthesia was only performed when regional anesthesia was
not sufficient. Hospitalist-Orthopaedic co-management was used during the perioperative period in all
patients. Patients were retrospectively risk stratified using the ACS National Surgical Quality
Improvement Program (NSQIP) risk calculator. Patient care metrics and complications were analyzed.
Results
The hospital length of stay for patients with a preoperative hemoglobin less than 12 was approximately
36% longer (RR=1.36, 95% CI:1.07-1.72)(p=.01). The hospital length of stay for patients with congestive
heart failure was 42% longer (RR=1.42, CI: 1.06-1.90)(p=.02). The overall rate of serious complications in
the patient group was 11.7%. Complications included acute kidney injury (n=6), cardiac (n=1),
pulmonary embolus (n=1), and sepsis (n=2). The probability of predicting a complication using the
NSQIP risk calculator was 74% (95% CI: 63% - 85%), and the probability of predicting a complication
using our patient group was also 74% (95% CI: 62% - 86%).
Discussion/Conclusion
Conventional wisdom would suggest that medical optimization prior to elective surgery would lead to
improved patient outcomes and a lower rate of perioperative complications. Our observations support
the role of medical optimization prior to elective complex reconstructive Orthopaedic Surgery.
Additionally, the results indicate that both preoperative anemia and congestive heart failure are
associated with longer hospitalizations in this patient group. Finally, the ACS NSQIP risk calculator is a
reasonable tool for assessing preoperative risk for complication in this population.
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Accuracy of Talonavicular Injection Using Ultrasound vs. Anatomical Landmark: A
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INTRODUCTION | Intra articular injections play diagnostic as well as therapeutic roles in foot and ankle
pathologies owing to the complex anatomy, small size, diverse bones and joints with close proximity in
this region. Conventionally, these injections have been carried out using the anatomical landmark
technique and/or under fluoroscopic guidance. The small joint space and needle size make the injection
challenging. Fluoroscopy is not readily available in the clinical setting, and ultrasound guidance for
injections is therefore increasingly being used in these settings. The purpose of this cadaveric study was
to compare the accuracy of intra-articular talonavicular injections using the anatomical landmark
technique versus ultrasound guided method.
METHOD | The study was carried out in 10 foot and ankle cadaveric specimens that were harvested
transversely at mid-calf level. The foot was held in neutral position by an assistant while a fellowshiptrained foot and ankle orthopaedic surgeon injected 2 cc of radiopaque dye using the anatomical
landmarks and palpation method in 5 specimens. Same amount of radiopaque dye was injected in the
remaining 5 specimens under ultrasound guidance. The needles were left in situ in all specimens and
intraarticular placement was confirmed fluoroscopically.
RESULTS | In 4 out of the 5 specimens injected under ultrasound guidance, the needle was found to be
in the joint under fluoroscopic examination. Fluoroscopic data for one specimen injected under
ultrasound guidance could not be obtained due to missing film. All 5 needles injected by palpation
method were found to be out of the joint, with one injected into the naviculo-cuneiform joint.
Ultrasound-guided intra-articular injections were found to be significantly superior in terms of accuracy
to the ones injected by palpatory method alone.
CONCLUSION | Intra-articular injections of the foot and ankle have considerable diagnostic as well as
therapeutic values. Although injections using anatomical landmarks and palpation are easily performed
at the office set-up, correct placement of the needle cannot be confirmed. Ultrasound guided injections
cannot only confirm correct needle placement but can also delineate any tendon and/or joint pathology
simultaneously.
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Divergent vs. Parallel Screw Configurations for Subtalar Arthrodesis: Comparing
Clinical Outcomes
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INTRODUCTION | Subtalar arthrodesis is a frequently performed surgery used to treat several
conditions in the foot and ankle. Rigid fixation is essential for successful fusion and percutaneous
screws are most commonly used. Controversy still exists regarding the most optimal screw
configuration and while biomechanical studies have shown diverging screws to be superior to parallel,
this has never been proven outside of cadavers. The purpose of this study was to compare fusion rates
and clinical outcomes between patients treated with divergent versus parallel screw constructs for
subtalar arthrodesis.
METHOD | We conducted a retrospective review of 58 patients that underwent subtalar arthrodesis
during a four-year period at our institution. Patients were divided into two groups based on screw
construct. Outcomes measured were clinical and radiographic evidence of fusion at 3 months, American
Orthopedic Foot and Ankle (AOFAS) ankle-hindfoot scores at final follow up and post-operative
complications.
RESULTS | Thirty patients underwent subtalar fusion with a divergent screw construct and twenty-four
with parallel screws. The mean age was 58.5 ± 13.9 years and mean follow up period was 44.5 ± 20.8
months. The overall fusion rate at 3 months was 94.8%. There was no statistically significant difference
in fusion rate between the two groups. Overall, the mean AOFAS score improved post-operatively by
28.1± 5.49 points (p<.0001). There was no statistically significant difference in the mean post-operative
AOFAS score improvement between the two groups. The overall complication rate was 5.2% with no
statistically significant difference between the two groups.
CONCLUSION | When used for fixation during subtalar arthrodesis divergent and parallel screw
constructs have similar clinical outcomes when it comes to fusion rate at 3 months, post-operative
improvement in AOFAS scores and complication rate. Screw configuration should be determined by
surgeon experience and comfort level.
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AP Screw Fixation for Posterior Malleolus Fractures: A Cadaver Study
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BACKGROUND | Percutaneous anterior-posterior (AP) screw is an option for posterior malleolus fracture
fixation when the fracture fragment can be reduced indirectly by the mean of ligamentotaxis. However,
anterior anatomic structures could be injured during screw placement. We assessed this risk in cadavers.
METHOD | Eleven below-knee cadavers were employed for the placement of AP screws in an attempt of
fixing assumed Haraguchi Type-I posterior malleolar fractures. Three entry point, medial, middle, and
lateral, were selected as medial to the tendon of tibialis anterior (TAT), lateral to the TAT, and lateral to
the extensor digitorum longus (EDL). On each cadaver, three AP screws were placed under the guidance
of fluoroscopy. After dissection, measurements were made (mm) from each screw to nearby structures.
Mean, minimum, maximum distances, and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. Instances of
damage to the structures were recorded.
RESULTS | Mean, minimum, and maximum distances from the medial screw to the saphenous vein, TA,
EHL, anterior tibial artery (ATA), and deep peroneal nerve (DPN), were 18.1 (12-25) mm, 2.0 (0-5) mm,
13.6 (9-20) mm, 16.6 (9-25) mm, and 20.1 (12-27) mm. From the middle screw to the ATA, DPN, TA, EHL,
and EDL, were 1.2 (0-3) mm, 4.9 (3-9) mm, 3.8 (1-7) mm, 0.4 (0-2) mm, and 13.6 (10-18) mm. From the
lateral screw to the superficial peroneal nerve (SPN), EDL, DPN, and ATA, were 10.8 (0-16) mm, 1.2 (0-4)
mm, 15.9 (11-25) mm, 19 (15-27) mm. The SPN was found partially cut by the lateral screw on 1
specimen. The middle screws were adjacent to the ATA and DPN without damaging to them.
CONCLUSION | Lateral and middle percutaneous AP screw placement put certain anatomic structures
at-risk of injury. Medial screw placement did not result in appreciable damage to adjacent structures.
Entry point of AP screws should be selected with respect to posterior malleolar fracture and anatomic
structures. Meticulous dissection should be performed when placing anteroposterior screws.
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Is There an Optimal Dilution of Liposomal Bupivacaine In Multimodal Pain
Management after Rotator Cuff Repair?
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BACKGROUND | Arthroscopic rotator cuff repairs are one of the most painful orthopedics procedures
and it has been established that postoperative pain management can be difficult. Liposomal
bupivacaine has been an addition to this multimodal pain management that has been shown to be
effective in reducing pain, narcotic consumption, and hospital length of stay in shoulder arthroplasty
but limited literature exists on its application to RCR. The purpose of this study was identify the optimal
of LB to assess the optimal dilution for pain control and decreased opioid consumption.
METHOD | A prospective RCT was conducted with 39 patients undergoing RCR randomized into 40mL
or 60mL dilution of LB with saline. Patient reported pain scores, opioid consumption, and opioid related
side-effects were recorded at 24, 48, and 72 hours, and 7 days. Opioids consumed were converted to
total morphine equivalents (TMEs) and Student’s t-tests were performed to compare between groups.
RESULTS | There were 27 males with an average age of 59.2 years, BMI of 28.68 and ASA class of 2.07 in
the cohort. There were no significant differences between groups in demographic variables. Twenty-one
patients were included in the 40mL group and 18 were included in the 60mL group. Our results showed
there were no significant differences in pain scores between the groups at 24, 48 and 72 hours (p>0.05).
There was a significant difference in opioid consumption between the two groups postoperatively, with
the 40mL group being less (at 15 TMEs) compared to the 60mL group (37.5 TMEs)(p<0.05).
CONCLUSION | Our results demonstrated that adequate pain control can be achieved with LB as part
of multimodal pain control in RCR, the optimal dilution appears to be 40mL (20mL LB and 20mL of
saline) to reduce the need for postoperative opioids.
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Rotator Cuff Training with Upper Extremity Blood Flow Restriction Produces
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OBJECTIVES: Rehabilitation combined with blood flow restriction (BFR) therapy has been shown to
mitigate muscle atrophy and reduce recovery timelines for injuries distal to the site of occlusion. It has
also been postulated that BFR may elicit benefits directly proximal to the occlusion site. Recently, we
observed that 8-weeks of combined BFR and low intensity rotator cuff training (LIRC) in 32 healthy
adults produced greater increases in shoulder muscle mass (+2fold) and strength endurance (+41%)
compared to LIRC alone (p<0.05). This was partially attributed to greater activation (EMG) of shoulder
region muscle groups (+10-20%) (p<0.05). Therefore, the objective of the present investigation was to
determine BFR-LIRC training would yield similar chronic responses in Division IA collegiate pitchers.
METHOD | Fourteen Division IA collegiate baseball pitchers were recruited and randomized into two
groups controlling for collegiate class [BFR(n=8); NoBFR(n=6)] that performed 8wks of shoulder LIRC
[2/wk, 4 sets (30/15/15/fatigue), starting at 20% isometric max] using four common RC exercises [cable
external and internal rotation (ER/IR), dumbbell scaption (SCAP), and side-lying dumbbell ER (SLER)].
The BFR group also trained with an automated tourniquet placed at the proximal arm (50%-occlusion,
Delfi®). Training sessions were performed directly after live pitching practice. Arm and shoulder lean
mass (DEXA, GE®), isometric strength, and fastball pitching performance (10 consecutive maximal effort
pitches, velocity, spin rate, release vectors; Vicon®, Rabsodo®) were measured before and after
training. Weekly achievable training volume (WAV-sets*reps*resistance) was also recorded. A group by
time ANCOVA (covaried on baseline measures) followed by a Bonferroni post-hoc test was used to
detect absolute and relative changes in primary outcome measures within and between groups (Type I
error; α=0.05).
RESULTS | Results are shown in Table and . Following training, increases in pitching arm and shoulder
lean mass as well as average and fastball velocity were observed in the BFR group only, p<0.05). No
effect of training was observed in either group on vertical or lateral pitch release measures or isometric
strength measures. Both groups experienced increases in WAV for all RC exercises (p<0.05) with the BFR
group having marked greater improvements in the IR, SCAP, and overall on average at various training
timepoints (p<0.05, Fig.1). (Completed Data, N=32 anticipated by time of conference).
CONCLUSION | Combined BFR-LIRC training performed in conjunction with a standardized baseball
offseason program may augment increases in whole-arm and shoulder lean mass, improve muscular
endurance, and potentially contribute to favorable performance outcomes.
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Short-Term Outcomes of Surgical Intervention for Massive Rotator Cuff Tear: An
Institutional Comparison of Superior Capsular Reconstruction, Partial Arthroscopic
Repair, and Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
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INTRODUCTION | The management of massive and irreparable rotator cuff tears remains a challenge for
orthopaedic surgeons. Multiple surgical options exist to address this pathology. The purpose of this
study was to 1) determine complications and if there is any significant loss of range of motion (ROM) or
strength following surgical intervention for massive rotator cuff tear; and 2) to determine any outcome
differences between superior capsular reconstruction (SCR), partial arthroscopic repair (PR), and reverse
total shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA).
METHOD | A retrospective chart review of all patients at a single institution having undergone surgical
intervention with a primary diagnosis of massive rotator cuff tear from January 1, 2006 to January 1,
2018 was conducted. Surgical groups included SCR, PR (margin convergence), and rTSA. Patients with
evidence of cuff arthropathy or humeral head migration were excluded, thus those undergoing rTSA
had no evidence of cuff arthropathy or arthritis. Demographic data and pre- and post-operative
measures of ROM and strength were recorded for forward flexion (FF), internal rotation (IR), and
external rotation (ER).
RESULTS | 123 patients met inclusion criteria (SCR n=41; PR n=30; rTSA n=52). Patients undergoing
rTSA were older (median SCR – 57.0; median PR – 59.0; median rTSA – 66.0 ; p<0.001), but otherwise
there was no difference between groups in duration of pre-operative symptoms, prior surgery, smoking
status, or presence of diabetes (p>0.05). There was also no difference in length of follow-up (median
SCR – 240 days; median PR – 282 days; median rTSA – 295 days; p=0.327). All patients receiving surgical
intervention for massive cuff tear demonstrated significant improvement in post-operative strength in
all planes compared to pre-operative measurements (p<0.002 for all). The SCR group experienced a
7.3% complication rate, partial repair 3.3%, and rTSA 13.5%. In the SCR group, two patients experienced
persistent pain, with one improving after a 7-month post-op subacromial injection, and the other
requiring conversion to rTSA approximately 3 years post-op. One additional patient suffered a fall and
subsequent HAGL lesion. In the partial repair group, one patient was converted to rTSA at 15 months
post-op. In the rTSA group, there were 3 patients with persistent pain, 2 with acromial stress fractures (1
ORIF, 1 non-op), 1 with dislocation, and 1 with severe stiffness.
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When comparing between groups, there were no significant differences in post-operative strength (FF
p=0.35; IR p=0.47; ER p=0.06). In regards to ROM, patients undergoing SCR or rTSA demonstrated
improved FF compared to pre-operative measures (SCR – 121.6° vs. 148.2°; p=0.004; rTSA – 107.8° vs
137.7°; p<0.001). Those undergoing PR did not have significantly improved post-operative ROM in any
plane (FF p =0.162; IR p =0.337; ER p=0.076). When comparing ROM between groups, patients
undergoing PR had significantly better baseline FF (140.8°) and IR (35.5°) than those selected for rTSA
(FF – 107.8° p=0.007; IR – 26.7° p=0.002), and this was redemonstrated post-operatively as well (FF – PR
153.5° vs rTSA 137.7° p =0.036; IR – PR 33.3° vs rTSA 26.8° p=0.002). Furthermore, rTSA had significantly
worse ER post-operatively when compared to SCR or PR (SCR – 48.6°; PR – 50.4°; rTSA – 38.6°; p<0.001),
despite no significant pre-operative difference (p=0.183).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | SCR, PR, and rTSA for massive rotator cuff tear all significantly
improved post-operative strength. SCR and rTSA also improved post-operative FF and IR. Between
groups, PR had better baseline ROM than rTSA, and this was redemonstrated post-operatively. rTSA
had decreased post-operative ER compared to SCR or PR, as well as the highest complication rate
overall.
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Identification of Trends in Pitch Selection, Velocity, and Spin Rate Prior to Ulnar
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INTRODUCTION | Ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) reconstruction is a common surgery among Major
League Baseball (MLB) pitchers. The purpose of this study is to determine if there is a patterned change
in MLB pitcher’s pitch selection, velocity, or spin rate in games leading up to Tommy John surgery.
METHOD | A retrospective review of MLB pitchers who underwent primary UCL reconstruction between
2009-2019 was performed. Pitch characteristics were evaluated on a game-by-game basis for the 15
games leading up to surgery. A Mann-Kendall Trend Test was used to identify trends in pitch
characteristics. A Kendall Rank Correlation Coefficient was used to identify monotonic trends. The level
of significance was set at P value <0.05. A Lowess line was used to graphically depict the trend of
means.
RESULTS | A total of 223 MLB pitchers underwent UCL Reconstruction in the time period. In the 15
games leading up to surgery, there was a significant positive trend in the percentage of curveballs
thrown. There was a significant negative trend in pitch velocity over the 15 games for four-seam
fastballs, two-seam fastballs, and sliders. There was a positive trend in the spin rate for cutters and a
negative trend in spin rate for four-seam.
CONCLUSION | The results of this study suggests that there is a patterned trend in certain pitch
statistics in MLB pitchers in the games leading up to Tommy John surgery that may be used to identify
a player at risk for injury requiring surgery. There is an identifiable decrease in fastball and slider
velocity, and increase in the percentage of curveballs thrown as well as cutter spin rate. It may be
possible to monitor these trends and potentially intervene prior to a player becoming injured.
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Lateral Elbow Overuse Injuries in Pediatric Female Gymnasts: A Comparison of Radial
Head Stress Fractures and Capitellar OCD
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BACKGROUND | Radial head stress fractures (RHSF) and capitellar osteochondritis dissecans (OCD) are
rare and may be seen in pediatric gymnasts. Clinical and radiographic factors correlating with these
differential lesions are unclear.
PURPOSE |To describe the clinical presetantion of RHSF and compare the demographic, radiographic,
and clinical characteristics of elbows in pediatric gymnasts presenting with either RHSF or OCD of the
capitellum.
METHOD | An IRB-approved retrospective review of female gymnasts presenting with RHSF or capitellar
OCD over a 5-year period (1/2014-2/2019) was performed. Gymnasts <18 years old at the time of
presentation with signs of a radial head stress fracture (Salter-Harris III or IV) or with diagnostic features
of capitellar OCD were included. Those with congenital anatomic elbow abnormalities or prior ipsilateral
elbow surgery were excluded. Patients were dichotomized into either the RHSF or OCD group.
Demographic, radiographic, and clinical characteristics were compared. Statistical analysis was
performed using a Mann-Whitney test for continuous variables and a chi-square test for categorical
variables.
RESULTS | Forty-five patients (9 with bilateral OCD, 1 with bilateral RHSF, and 3 with each lesion in
alternate elbows), contributing 58 elbows, met inclusion criteria. Thirty-nine elbows in the OCD group
and 19 elbows in the RHSF group were studied. Average age was 11.58 years (9-16 years), with no
difference between groups (OCD: 11.47 vs RHSF: 11.78; p=0.34). No differences in height, weight, BMI,
or laterality were noted. Gymnasts presenting with RHSF were competing at a higher level than those
with OCD, with 94.74% of RHSF group competing at level 7 or greater compared to 66.67% of OCD
patients (p=0.02).
Compared to those with OCD, the RHSF group presented more acutely following onset of symptoms
(p=0.014), reported significantly more pain with valgus stress (p<0.001), and concurrent medial elbow
pain than those with OCD (p<0.01). The RHSF group demonstrated significantly smaller distal humeral
width and decreased height of the proximal radial epiphysis, as well as increased valgus angulation of
the radial neck shaft angle (p<0.01). No differences in olecranon or medial epicondyle hypertrophy, or
avulsive changes were identified.
CONCLUSION | Gymnasts competing at a high competitive level and presenting more acutely may be at
risk for RHSF. Additionally, differing anatomy in the lateral elbow may be a predisposing risk factor for
RHSF as opposed to OCD and merits further investigation.
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Elbow Torque is Reduced in College Pitchers with Elbow Laxity: A Dynamic
Ultrasound Study
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INTRODUCTION | The literature suggests that adaptations of the medial elbow on dynamic ultrasound
imaging may be present in competitive pitchers and predict future injury. Recently, the use of wearable
sensor technology has allowed live-measurement of pitching kinematics and the moment torque placed
on the pitching elbow. The purpose of this study is to determine the relationship between medial elbow
torque measured with wearable sensor technology during pitching and anatomic adaptations of the
dominant elbow in collegiate pitchers using dynamic ultrasound.
METHOD | College pitchers were eligible for inclusion during preseason. Exclusion criteria included a
history of surgery or current restriction due to pain. Pitchers were fitted with a wearable sensor sleeve
which recorded medial elbow torque, arm slot, arm speed, and arm rotation, while a radar gun
measured pitch velocity. Pitchers threw 5 fastballs in a standardized manner off the mound at gamespeed effort. Pitchers also underwent formal dynamic ultrasound imaging of their elbow by an
experienced musculoskeletal sonographer. All images were deidentified and measurements of the UCL
and ulnohumeral joint space (UHJS) were performed by a blinded, board-certified, fellowship trained
musculoskeletal radiologist.
RESULTS | Twenty-eight pitchers with average (standard deviation) age and playing experience of
20.1(1.3) and 15.3(1.8) years were included. Dominant UCL thickness and UHJS were greater than nondominant (p<0.05). Every 1mm increase in UHJS significantly reduced elbow torque by 2.27 Nm
(P<0.05) and increased arm rotation by 5.3 (P<0.05), while loaded UHJS and elbow torque were
inversely correlated (r=-0.4,P<0.05). Pitchers with loaded UHJS ≥4.4mm and delta UHJS ≥1.25mm had
reduced elbow torque (P<0.001). Pitchers with UCL thickness ≥1.65mm had increased elbow torque
(P=.006).
DISCUSSION | Pitchers with increased elbow laxity experienced reduced medial elbow torque and
increased arm rotation as compared to pitchers with stiffer elbows. Likewise, pitchers who experience
increased elbow torque while pitching also display greater UCL thickness adaptations. The decrease in
rigidity of the elbow in those with elbow laxity may allow the distribution of stress elsewhere in the
throwing arm. Conversely, pitchers without elbow laxity are subject to concentration of forces and
increased medial elbow torque during throwing, which may result in thickening of the UCL. The findings
of the present study represent a snapshot of a single time point however, and future studies would
need longitudinal analysis to establish the temporal and multifactorial relationship describing the
interaction of elbow laxity and medial elbow torque adaptations with respect to one another.
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Introduction/PURPOSE |Subscapularis tendon have been difficult to visualize on MRI and diagnose
preoperatively. The purpose of this study was to use machine learning to develop a predictive model of
subscapularis tears and delineate physical examination findings and imaging features most helpful in
identifying subscapularis tears preoperatively.
METHOD | Between 2010 and 2020, 202 consecutive shoulders (57% male, mean age 58.8 years, SD 13.1
years) underwent arthroscopic cuff repair by a single surgeon with particular attention to the
arthroscopic diagnosis and management of subscapularis tears. Overall, 60% of patients had
intraoperatively verified partial or full thickness tears of the subscapularis. All radiographs and MRIs
were reviewed independently in a blinded manner by two board-certified musculoskeletal radiologists.
Patient demographics, physical exam, and imaging were included for model creation. An eXtreme
Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) algorithm was selected due to its predictive power and efficiency. We used
nested cross-validation to optimize hyperparameters.
RESULTS | The first model was built using only imaging related parameters such as presence of tear on
axial T2 images, fatty atrophy on sagittal T1, and others. The second model was built using imaging
related parameters in addition to patient and physical exam parameters. The top five features included
metrics related presence of tearing as evidenced on MRI though surprisingly, the quality of the MRI as
3T in addition to biceps pathology were tied for the fifth most important factor . The overall area under
the curve (AUC) of the model was 84.5% (SD 8%, ), which was deemed to be a very good model. The
model’s accuracy did not significantly increase with the addition of patient or physical exam parameters.
In addition, isolating the model to only the top five features maintained the AUC of the model to 83.8%
(SD 9%).
CONCLUSION | Machine learning was successful in predicting subscapularis tears in close to 85% of the
patients and this accuracy did not decrease by isolating the model to the top features. Lastly, it appears
that in advanced modeling, the addition of physical exam or patient characteristics does not make a
significant difference in the predictive ability of this particular model.
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Longer Careers and Similar Performance Following Operative Treatment of Shoulder
Instability in National Football League Athletes
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BACKGROUND | Of all injuries sustained by NFL players during their career, glenohumeral instability
makes up a significant portion of the injuries, with a reported prevalence of 10% to 14%. The purpose of
this study is to investigate the career longevity and performance of NFL athletes following
glenohumeral instability events treated either operatively or nonoperatively.
METHOD | Public resources where used to identify NFL players that suffered a glenohumeral instability
event from 2000 to 2019 . Demographic information, utilization (games and seasons player), and season
approximate value (SAV) statistics were recorded for each player one year prior to injury and three years
following return to play. Statistical analysis was used to compare outcomes for athletes managed
operatively versus nonoperatively.
RESULTS | 97 NFL players were identified who suffered shoulder instability events. 85 (87.6%) were
dislocations and the remained 12 (12.4%) were subluxations. A total of 37 (38.1%) players were
managed operatively after their first injury and 60 (61.9%) players elected for conservative
management. There was no significant difference in demographics between these groups. When
breaking down players based on position, Quarterbacks were significantly more likely to undergo
surgical management compared to other positions (P=0.023). Players electing for surgical repair took
longer to RTP (median, 34.47 weeks vs. 7.64 weeks; P <.001), however they experienced less recurrent
instability (27% v. 50%; P =0.035) and a longer interval between recurrent instability events (median,
34.47 weeks vs. 7.64 weeks; P <.001). Of the 60 players managed conservatively after their initial
instability event, 25 (42%) ultimately underwent surgical intervention at the end of the index season,
while the remaining 35 (58%) did not. When analyzing utilization and performance statistics between
surgical and non-surgical cohorts there was no significant difference with respect to average games
played per season post injury, between the two groups (median, 11.05 vs. 12.70), but players
undergoing surgical repair experience significantly longer careers following RTP (4.06 seasons vs. 2.82
seasons; P = .015).
CONCLUSION | Athletes who RTP in the NFL following a shoulder instability injury do so with similar
workload and performance irrespective of surgical or non-surgical management. While nonoperative
treatment enables athletes to return to play quicker, operative management is associated with fewer
recurrent instability events and greater time between recurrent instability events. Athletes who opt to
RTP quicker may delay surgical intervention for the offseason.
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Risk Factors for Postoperative Opioid Use In Arthroscopic Shoulder Labrum Surgery
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PURPOSE |Opioid medications are frequently used to manage postoperative pain in arthroscopic
shoulder labral surgery. The purpose of this study was to determine the correlation between pre- and
postoperative opioid use in patients undergoing arthroscopic labral surgery, as well as patient risk
factors associated with increased postoperative opioid use following the procedure.
METHOD | A retrospective review of all patients undergoing arthroscopic shoulder labral surgery at a
single institution between August 2013 and November 2017 was performed. Patients were stratified as
opioid non-users, acute users, and chronic users based on preoperative consumption. Patient
demographics, injury characteristics, surgical interventions, and postoperative opioid use for the first 12
months after surgery were then analyzed. Prescriptions were corroborated using a state-based
prescription monitoring program.
RESULTS | A total of 340 patients were included. The average age was 26.3 years old (range 13-68) and
the average body mass index was 27.5 kg/m2 (range 18.4-45.0). Preoperative opioid users (acute and
chronic) were found to require opioid medications for extended time points beyond 2 months
postoperatively compared to non-users (P < .001). Accordingly, total postoperative refill counts were
significantly higher as chronicity of preoperative opioid use increased. Patients with intraoperatively
identified SLAP tears experienced significantly more preoperative pain, leading to greater postoperative
opioid prescription totals in this group (P <.018). Upon stratifying for other subtypes of sequalae, there
were no differences between the number of postoperative opioid prescriptions filled and incidence of
Bankart, Hill Sachs, Reverse Hill Sachs, anterior labroligamentous periosteal sleeve avulsion, glenolabral
articular disruption, or humeral avulsion of the glenohumeral ligament lesions, (P > .05).
CONCLUSION | In patients undergoing arthroscopic labral surgery, the chronicity of preoperative opioid
use and presence of a SLAP tear were found to significantly increase postoperative opioid demand.
Orthopaedic surgeons should recognize these risk factors for increased opioid use postoperatively and
counsel their patients accordingly.
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The Safety and Efficacy of a Liposomal Bupivacaine Adjunct to Eliminate Opioid
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INTRODUCTION | With 130 people dying each day from opioid-related overdoses in the US, physicians
are being called upon to find alternative pain management options. Shoulder arthroscopy has been
established as one of the most painful orthopedic procedures, and multimodal pain management
protocols, including liposomal bupivacaine, have helped avoid excessive opioid consumption in the
postoperative period. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the efficacy of LB as part of a
multimodal pain management protocol in reducing opioid consumption following rotator cuff repair
(RCR).
METHOD | A prospective study was done with a cohort of 80 patients undergoing arthroscopic RCR was
divided into two groups: group 1 was administered a local infiltration of 20mg liposomal bupivacaine
(LB) as part of the multimodal pain management protocol, and group 2 was a control group without LB.
Upon discharge, both groups were prescribed nonopioid based pain management prescriptions and
opioid medication for severe breakthrough pain. Patients were called after the surgery, and seen in
follow up, to be asked about specific opioid consumption, opioid refills, opioid-related side effects,
complications, pain scores, and functional scores. A statistical analysis using a student’s t-test was done.
RESULTS | There were no significant differences in age, gender, or ASA class between groups (p>0.05).
The average age of the cohort was 59.1 years, and there were 44 males and 36 females with an average
ASA class of 2.09. There was a significant difference in BMI between patients with an average of
28.7kg/m2 in group 1 and 31.3kg/m2 in group 2 (p<0.05). On postoperative day 1, the LB group
reported an average pain score of 3.38 compared to 8 in the control group, and 40% reported taking an
opioid medication compared to 100% of the control. By postoperative day 7, the LB group reported an
average pain score of 2.2 and the control group reported an average pain score of 3.38, and only 10%
of patients reported taking an opioid compared to 80% of the control group. The LB group reported
taking an average of 12.6 TME’s in their postoperative course compared to 140 TME’s in the control
group (p<0.001). There were no readmissions reported in the LB group. Opioid-related side effects were
not different between groups (p>0.05).
CONCLUSION | The integration of a novel technique using locally administered LB, prior to closure
during RCR with a multimodal pain protocol, significantly reduced pain and opioid consumption with
no adverse events, readmissions, or opioid-related side-effects.
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BACKGROUND | A number of psychsocial factors have been shown to influence shoulder pain and
function during recovery from rotator cuff repair. Resilience, or the ability to bounce back and recover
from stress may be able to predict how well patients recovery from this painful and challenging surgery.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate (1) the correlation between pre-operative resilience, as
measured by the Brief Resilience Scale (BRS), and post-operative American Society of Shoulder and
Elbow Surgeons (ASES) shoulder scores, (2) the correlation between pre-operative BRS and other postoperative outcomes including Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Information System Global
Health-10 (PROMIS-10) at 3- and 6-month follow-up, and (3) the correlation between concurrent BRS
and post-operative outcomes.
METHOD | One-hundred-four consecutive patients scheduled to undergo arthroscopic rotator cuff
repair were prospectively enrolled. BRS, ASES, PROMIS-10, as well as Single Assessment Numeric
Evaluation (SANE), and Visual Analog Pain Scale (VAS) scores were obtained pre-operatively and postoperatively at 3- and 6-months. A Spearman correlation coefficient (r) was used to assess the
relationship between variables. Statistical significance was defined by a p-value < 0.05 and a BenjaminiHocberg correction was performed on all p-values to adjust for false discovery rate.
RESULTS | Ninety-eight patients ultimately underwent rotator cuff repair and were included in analysis;
76 and 68 patients provided 3-month and 6-month follow-up, respectively. There was no statistically
significant correlation between pre-operative BRS and 6-month ASES (r = 0.1233, p = 0.6266) and 6month PROMIS-10 (r = 0.2439, p = 0.262). There was a statistically significant correlation between preoperative BRS and 3-month PROMIS-10 (r = 0.3763, p = 0.009) and concurrent BRS and PROMIS-10 at
3-months (r = 0.5657, p = 0.0025) and 6-months (r = 0.5308, p = 0.0025).
CONCLUSION | In our study, pre-operative resilience did not correlate with shoulder pain or function,
but did correlate with a global measure of physical and mental health (PROMIS-10) at 3-month followup. This correlation was stronger when BRS and PROMIS-10 were measured concurrently.
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Hypothesis/PURPOSE |The purpose of this study is to define the impact of preoperative opioid use on
post-operative opioid use, patient-reported outcomes and revision rates in a cohort of patients
receiving arthroscopic shoulder surgery
STUDY DESIGN | Retrospective cohort study, Level III
METHOD | Patients who underwent shoulder arthroscopy were identified from an institutional database.
Inclusion criteria were completion of preoperative and postoperative PROMs at one-year follow- up, in
addition to a questionnaire on use of opioids and number of pills per day. One-year and 2- year
outcomes assessed included postoperative PROM scores, postoperative opioid use, persistent pain, and
achievement of the patient acceptable symptomatic state. A stepwise multivariate logistic regression
was performed to evaluate the impact of preoperative opioid use on achievement of postoperative
outcomes while controlling for modifiable and non-modifiable risk factors. Receiver operating
characteristic curves were used to establish threshold values in oral morphine equivalents (OME) that
predicted each outcome.
RESULTS | A total of 247 (16.3%) were included in the opioid use (OU) group and 1265 in the N-OU
group. The OU and non-opioid use (N-OU) group demonstrated statistically significant differences in
both preoperative and postoperative scores across all PROMs (P<0.001). Multivariate logistic regression
identified preoperative opioid use as a significant predictor of reduced achievement of PASS (OR: 0.49,
95% CI: 0.29-0.83, P = 0.008), increased likelihood to endorse persistent pain (OR: 1.78, 95% CI: 1.092.91, P=0.008), increased opioid use at 1-year (OR: 23.53, 95% CI: 9.67-57.25, P<0.001), and increased
risk of revision surgery (OR: 5.22, 95% CI: 1.83-14.92, P<0.001). ROC analysis found that total OME >
1430 mg/day in the perioperative period (AUC: 0.71) or preoperative daily OME >32.5 predicted
postoperative opioid consumption (AUC: 0.73), while total OME >396 in the perioperative period (AUC:
0.74) or daily OME >9 predicted revision surgery (AUC: 0.76).
CONCLUSION | Preoperative opioid use negatively impacts patients’ level of satisfaction and is a
significant predictor of pain, continued opioid usage, and revision surgery at after shoulder arthroscopy.
Patients with risk factors can be targeted for narcotic-sparing, multimodal pain management
approaches with the potential to reduce the risk for long-term abuse and related adverse events.
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INTRODUCTION | Despite modern approaches to management of open fractures, infection rates remain
relatively high. Recent studies have evaluated causative organisms in infection following open fracture
and demonstrate both seasonal and regional variability. This study aims to understand the causative
organisms in infection following open fracture and examine modifiable preoperative risk factors for
infections at a single level one trauma center
METHOD | All patients that underwent irrigation and debridement of open fracture at a single level one
trauma center between 2007-2019 were retrospectively reviewed. Patients that developed infection
after initial injury were included. Exclusion criteria included gunshot wounds, hand injuries, and
inadequate documentation or follow-up. Injury characteristics, patient demographics, initial antibiotic
and surgical management, and culture data (when available) was collected.
RESULTS | Seventy-nine patients developed infection after open fracture and met inclusion criteria.
79.4% had gram positive species, 56.2% had gram negative species, 57.5% had polymicrobial infections,
and 10.1% had no organisms identified. When compared to fall/winter injuries, patients injured in the
spring/summer were significantly more likely to have polymicrobial infections (74.19% vs 48.39%, p =
0.0375) and gram negative organisms (70.97% vs 46.34%, p = 0.0370). Patient’s that were transferred
from an outside hospital had significantly higher rates of polymicrobial infection when compared to
those who arrived from the field (69.05% vs 41.94%, p = 0.0203). There was no difference in the
incidence of polymicrobial, gram positive, or gram negative infection between Gustilo Anderson (GA)
injury type. There was no difference in incidence of organisms resistant to initial prophylactic antibiotic
therapy based on season of injury, transfer status, or anatomic site of injury. Bacterial resistance was
associated with less severe GA type (I/II = 66.7%, III = 31.8%, p = 0.011).
Discussion/CONCLUSION | We have identified two preoperative risk factors for polymicrobial infection
following open fracture at our institution: inter-hospital transfers and warm/humid weather. Broadening
antibiotic prophylaxis for patients with open fracture during spring/summer months or that are
transferred to a higher level of care may result in more targeted antibiotic coverage and fewer
infections.
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Outcomes of Vancouver B Periprosthetic Femur Fractures Treated with Open
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BACKGROUND | Treatment of periprosthetic proximal femur fractures is a complex problem. The
Vancouver classification has traditionally guided treatment of these fractures. The distinction between
B1 and B2 fractures is of particular clinical interest. B1 fractures have a well fixed stem despite the
fracture and are treated with ORIF. B2 fractures have a loose stem and are traditionally treated with a
more distally fixed revision arthroplasty. Recent literature has begun to suggest that ORIF of B2
fractures may provide adequate stability.
METHOD | Patients treated with Vancouver B periprosthetic proximal femur fractures from 2007 to 2017
at a single institution were queried. Demographic data including age, gender, BMI, and CCI was
collected. Radiographic classification was performed by both an arthroplasty and a trauma trained
surgeon. Interobserver reliability was assessed. Classification, mode of treatment, and treating surgeon
specialty was analyzed. Outcomes included reoperation for any reason and satisfaction at final follow
up.
RESULTS | 45 Vancouver B fractures were available for review. 30 cases were classified as Vancouver B2
by either a trauma-trained or arthroplasty-trained surgeon. The trauma-trained surgeon was more likely
to classify the fracture as B2 (28 of 30 vs. 18 of 30, p < 0.01), but trauma-trained surgeons were more
likely to perform ORIF without revision arthroplasty (14 of 19 cases) than arthroplasty-trained surgeons
(1 of 11 cases), p < 0.01. There were similar rates of revision surgery after these disparate treatments. At
average final follow up of 45 weeks, 1 patient treated with ORIF required revision arthroplasty for
aseptic loosening. At average final follow up of 75 weeks, 2 patients treated with revision arthroplasty
required revision for infection. 1 patient in each group required an I&D for surgical site infection.
CONCLUSION | Periprosthetic proximal femur fractures present complex surgical problems. Surgical
training appears to significantly bias treatment of these injuries with trauma fellowship-trained
surgeons being more likely to perform isolated ORIF, despite high concern for compromise of the
implant/bone interface. Arthroplasty trained surgeons are more comfortable treating Vancouver B2
fractures with revision arthroplasty whereas trauma-trained surgeons are more comfortable with ORIF.
Both of these treatment modalities appear to be an effective treatment in the short and mid-term
management of Vancouver B2 fractures with similar rates of revision procedures within 1 year.
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INTRODUCTION | Hip fractures frequently present in complicated patients and are frought with high
morbidity and mortality rates. Postoperatively, delayed ambulation has been identified as a factor
associated with increased mortality, although its magnitude has yet to be quantified. Therefore, this
article aims to evaluate mortality after hip fracture surgery as it relates to early postoperative
ambulation, taking into account pre-existing comorbidity burden.
METHOD | This is a retrospective review of patients greater than age 65 who underwent surgical fixation
for hip fractures as a result of a low-energy mechanism. Ambulation during the first 3 postoperative
days was recorded along with age and pre-existing comorbidity burden (modified 5-Factor Frailty Index,
mFI-5), and 30-day and 1-year mortality status were examined. Multivariable logistic regression was
used to analyze the association between postoperative ambulation and mortality.
RESULTS | Of 485 patients initially identified, 218 met inclusion criteria. Overall mortality rates were 6.4%
at 30 days and 18.8% at 1 year. Two-thirds of patients ambulated in the first 3 postoperative days
versus one-third who did not. Patients who did not ambulate had both significantly increased 30-day
mortality (OR 4.42, p=0.010, 95% confidence intervals [CI] 1.42 – 13.75) and 1-year mortality (OR 2.26,
p=0.022, 95% CI 1.12 – 4.53). After multivariable logistic regression accounting for age and comorbidity
status, ambulation remained strongly associated with 30-day (OR 3.87, p=0.024, 95% CI 1.20 – 12.50)
but not 1-year mortality (OR 1.66, p=0.176, 95% CI 0.80 – 3.48). Although neither were significant at 30
days, both increasing age (OR 1.05, p=0.020, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.10) and mFI-5 (OR 1.62, p=0.005, 95% CI
1.16 – 2.26) correlated with increased mortality at 1 year.
DISCUSSION | Early ambulation following hip fracture surgery bears a significant, almost 4-fold,
association with early postoperative mortality independent of age and medical comorbidities. Our
results support a growing body of evidence that ambulation is a powerful tool that should continue to
be emphasized to optimize mortality in hip fracture patients.
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BACKGROUND | Tranexamic Acid (TXA) has been shown to decrease blood loss in orthopaedic trauma
surgery and potentially decrease wound complications in total elbow arthroplasty. However, its effect
on postoperative wound complications after orthopaedic trauma surgery, in general, has not been
investigated. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate postsurgical wound complications
in patients with and without preoperative use of TXA who underwent hip hemiarthroplasty for femoral
neck fractures via a formal open approach.
METHOD | A retrospective chart review was performed on patients who had presented to a large
midwestern level one trauma center over a five-year period between January 2014 and 2019. The
primary outcome was surgeon reported wound complications within 90 days of surgery, including
surgical site infection, hematoma, seroma, wound related reoperation, and wound-related antibiotic
use. A chi-squared test was performed to assess for any difference in wound complications between
those who received TXA preoperatively, and those that did not.
RESULTS | In total, 310 patients met inclusion criteria, the average age of which was 79.5 years. Of these,
138 received TXA preoperatively, and 172 did not. Of the patients receiving TXA, 21 (15.2%) had a
postsurgical complication. Of the patients who did not receive TXA, 12 (7.0%) had a complication. The
P-value was measured at 0.019 with a statistically significant increase in wound complications among
those receiving TXA. Subgroup analysis revealed a significantly higher percentage of current smokers in
the TXA group. However, when controlling for current smokers, individuals who received TXA were still
2.4 times more likely to have a wound complication than those who did not (Odds Ratio: 2.4; 95% CI:
1.1 – 5.2, p = 0.023).
CONCLUSION | TXA use has become a commonly used medication preoperatively in orthopaedic
trauma surgery secondary to a substantial body of literature indicating a reduced risk of transfusion and
decrease blood loss without any increased risk of symptomatic thrombotic events. Contradictory to
logic, however, the current retrospective study suggests that TXA use may be related to an increase risk
of surgeon reported wound complications after hip hemiarthroplasty.
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INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to evaluate if surgical intervention in the setting of an
elevated INR or continued use of clopidogrel lead to elevated post-operative mortality, increased blood
loss or an increase in wound infections when compared to INR reversal or surgical delay.
METHOD | We retrospectively reviewed all 1,007 patients age > 55 undergoing hip fracture fixation at
our institution over a 10 year span. We placed patients into four groups based upon their status at the
time of surgery: 1) patients not on Coumadin or clopidogrel; 2) patients only on clopidogrel; 3) patients
on Coumadin upon presentation with INR <1.5 at the time of surgery; 4) patients on Coumadin upon
presentation with INR >1.5 at the time of surgery. Descriptive statistics were utilized to evaluate for
differences in estimated blood loss, changes in hemoglobin, transfusion rates, mortality rates, time to
surgery and wound complications.
RESULTS | Comorbid conditions such as congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, chronic kidney
disease, and diabetes occurred at a higher rate in patients on either anticoagulant when compared to
patients not on anticoagulants (p<.0001; p<.0001; p=.0035; p=.008 respectively). There was found to be
no difference (p>.05) between all four groups in regards to units of blood transfused, net preoperative
to post-operative hemoglobin change, 30 day mortality, wound infections, and post-operative
thromboembolic events. There was a statistically significant difference in estimated intra-operative
blood loss between groups 1 and 3 (p=.0079). Average time to surgery was 1.6 days for group 1, 1.9
days for group 2, 1.95 days for group 3, and 1.42 days in group three (p=0.14).
CONCLUSION | In this retrospective cohort study patients who underwent surgery with an INR > 1.5 did
not have statistically significant elevations in post-operative mortality, increased objective blood loss,
greater occurrence of wound infections, or an increase in thromboembolic events. While there was a
statistical difference in estimated blood loss in patients on coumadin, this had no effect on outcomes
and may not be clinically relevant. While not statistically different, there was a trend towards decreased
time to surgery in patients who underwent surgery in the setting of an INR >1.5. This study suggests
that an INR > 1.5 may not be a reason to delay surgery in the setting of a geriatric hip fracture.
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INTRODUCTION | Critics of Relative Value Unit (RVU) based physician reimbursements in orthopaedic
trauma have often voiced concerns with regards to the relatively low reimbursement associated with
surgical management of non-unions, as compared to native fractures despite the higher complexity and
effort required in managing the former. We have performed a comprehensive RVU cost-analysis to
report differences in reimbursement rates between native femoral shaft fractures treated with an intramedullary nail versus those undergoing repair of non-union of femoral shaft fractures.
METHOD | The 2016-2017 American College of Surgeons – National Surgical Quality Improvement
Program (ACS-NSQIP) was queried using CPT and International Classification of Diseases 10th Edition
(ICD-10) diagnosis codes to identify patients undergoing surgery for native femoral shaft fractures
(27506) and/or repair of non-union of femoral shaft fracture (27470, 27472). Mean total RVU, operative
time and RVU/min for each procedure type (Native/27506 vs. Repair w/o graft/27470 vs. Repair w/
graft/27472) were calculated. Reimbursement rate ($/min) was derived by multiplying the RVU/min by a
CMS conversion factor. Average reimbursement/case was calculated by multiplying the reimbursement
rate ($/min) by the total operative time.
RESULTS | A total of 425 patients were included in the final cohort – out of which 358 (84.2%)
underwent IM nailing for a native femoral shaft fracture, 33 (7.8%) underwent repair of non-union of
femoral shaft fracture without use of graft and 34 (8.0%) underwent repair of non-union of femoral
shaft fracture with use of a bone graft. The mean total RVU and operative time for each group were as
follows:- 1) Native (RVU=19.70, Operative time=97.4 mins), 2) Non-union w/out graft (RVU=17.23,
Operative time = 135.8 mins), 3) Non-union w/ graft (RVU=18.88, Operative time = 164.5 mins).
Reimbursement rates decreased significantly as complexity of case grew (Native = $8.74/min vs. Nonunion w/graft = $6.07/min vs. Non-union w/graft = $5.27/min; p<0.001). The average
reimbursement/case was $707 for native femoral shaft fracture, $618 for repair of femoral shaft nonunion w/out graft and $678 for repair of non-union of femoral shaft with bone graft.
CONCLUSION | Orthopaedic surgeons are reimbursed at a lower rate ($/min) for femoral shaft nonunions as compared to IM nailing for native femoral shaft fractures, despite the higher complexity,
greater effort and longer operative times required in the former. The study highlights the need for a
change in the RVUs assigned to non-unions of the femur to ensure surgeons and being adequately
compensated for treating a more complex and technical case.
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Risk Factors for Nonunion Following Locked Plating of Distal Femur Fractures
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PURPOSE | Investigate risk factors for nonunion following locked plating of distal femur fractures and to
compare clinical and radiographic union using the Radiographic Union Scale for Tibia (RUST) and
modified RUST scores, which have previously been validated in metadiaphyseal fractures.
METHOD | We performed a 10 year retrospective review of all distal femur fractures treated with locked
plating at our institution. Fisher’s exact test was used to assess the impact of variables including weight
bearing status and rigidity score on rates of nonunion. RUST and modified RUST scores were calculated
at final follow-up or nonunion diagnosis. Associations between nonunion and average RUST/modified
RUST scores were investigated using two-sample t-tests.
RESULTS | 78 of 90 patients (87%) achieved clinical union, for an overall nonunion rate of 13%. Rigidity
score was significantly associated with risk of nonunion (p=0.002). No significant association was
detected between nonunion and postop weight bearing status (p=0.76) or other previously identified
risk factors. Patients who achieved fracture union had significantly higher mean RUST (10.67 vs. 6.53,
p<0.001) and modified RUST (13.47 vs. 6.94, p<0.001) scores than patients who developed nonunion.
Classification analyses identified a RUST score threshold of 9 for diagnosing clinical union (sensitivity
(Sn) 93.6% and specificity (Sp) 91.7%) and a modified RUST score threshold of 8 (Sn 93.6%, Sp 91.7%).
CONCLUSION | We observed a statistically significant association between rigidity score and
nonunion. Postoperative weight bearing status was not associated with nonunion rates. Our study is the
first to validate RUST/modified RUST scores with clinical union in distal femur fractures treated with
locked plating.
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Evaluation of Intraoperative Fluoroscopic Techniques to Estimate Femoral Rotation: A
Cadaveric Study
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PURPOSE |Several methods of intraoperative evaluation of femoral rotation (FR) to prevent malrotation
of femur fractures treated with intramedullary nailing have been described. Minimal data exists
comparing these methods. We sought to compare different fluoroscopic techniques for estimating
rotation of uninjured femurs, as well as establishing rotation of the injured side utilizing cadavers.
METHOD | Measurement of native FR via computed tomography (CT) was performed in 10 cadavers
that yielded 20 intact femurs. A transverse diaphyseal osteotomy was created in each right femur. Four
surgeons utilized the following fluoroscopic techniques to match the rotation of the fractured side to
uninjured side: the lesser trochanter profile (LTP), the true lateral (TL), and neck-horizontal (NH) angle
techniques, as previously described1–3. Accuracy was assessed via measurement of the angle
subtended by two pins above and below the osteotomy. By comparing this angle to the angle
subtended by the same pins prior to the osteotomy, the accuracy of each observation was assessed. For
the TL and NH techniques, each surgeon also estimated the FR of the intact femur.
RESULTS | The absolute mean error in estimating FR of the intact femur using the TL and NH methods
compared to CT was 8.2° (95% confidence interval [CI] 6.5, 10.0), and 4.4° (CI 3.3, 5.4), respectively, but
was not statistically significant (p=0.52). The absolute mean rotational error in the fractured femur was
6.0° (CI 4.6, 7.6) for the TL method, 6.6° (CI 5.03, 8.15) for the NH method, and 8.5°(CI 6.5, 10.6) for the
LTP method, but the difference was not statistically significant (p=0.10). Significantly more femurs were
malrotated by > 15° using the LTP method than the TL or NH method (20% versus 2.5%, p-value =0.03).
CONCLUSION | The TL and NH methods had similar accuracy in estimating the rotation of the intact
femur. In the fractured femur, the differences in rotational error were not statistically significant.
However, significantly more femurs were malrotated utilizing the LTP method. We therefore advocate
for use of the NH or TL method to determine femoral version intraoperatively.
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Early Weight Bearing after Distal Femur Fractures in the Elderly: A Prospective,
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PURPOSE |To determine if early weight bearing in distal femur fractures in the geriatric population
maintains fracture reduction and allows early return to function.
METHOD | We performed a prospective cohort pilot study (NCT# #02475941) involving 5 Level 1
Trauma Centers. Patients 64-90 with an OTA 33 distal femur fracture were eligible for inclusion. All
patients were household ambulators or higher at time of the injury. The patients were treated with
surgical stabilization. Following surgery the surgeon decided if patients would be weight bear as
tolerated (EWB) or protective/non weight bearing (NWB). Patients were followed at regular intervals
clinically and with radiographs until healed. ANOVA, was performed within each group to detect
differences between time points. T tests and Chi square was performed to detect differences between
the groups at each time point.
RESULTS | There were 46 patients with an average age 75. 11 patients (24%) were in the EWB group.
There were 37 33A, 2 33 B and 7 33C fractures. 44/46 patients were injured in ground level falls. In the
NWB group, there were 2 hardware failures and the remaining patients were healed by 12 weeks. In the
EWB group, all patients were healed at 12 weeks with no hardware failures. The VAS scores were
reported as < 5 in 44/46 patients at 6 and 12 weeks. Narcotic use is of concern in orthopaedics,
especially in the elderly. 22/46 (48%) never used narcotic pain medication and 19/46 (41%) used
narcotics for less than one week. Oxford scores at baseline ranged from 16-48; at week 6 was 5-44 and
at week 12 was 5-43.The average Oxford score was 37 (17-47). There were no significant differences
between the groups in any outcome variables. The mortality rate was 6.5%. All patients who died had
multiple medical co- morbidities and were in the NWB group.
CONCLUSION | We investigated a prospect cohort of geriatric patients with distal femur fractures to
determine efficacy of EWB. We chose a prospective cohort design, so the surgeon felt comfortable with
WB choice after surgery in this patient population. The majority of surgeons chose NWB. Our results
demonstrate EWB can be safely done in a small cohort study for geriatric distal femur fractures with
minimal complications. Early mobilization has the advantage of a more rapid return to function for the
geriatric patient with minimal complications. A randomized clinic trial could be useful in geriatric distal
femur population.
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Coronal Plane Fractures in Intercondylar Distal Femur Fractures: An Analysis of
Incidence and Major Fracture Fragments
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INTRODUCTION | Many surgeons now treat intercondylar distal femur fractures (AO/OTA type 33B,C)
with retrograde intramedullary nailing (RIMN) and standalone, interfragmentary compression screws. All
large articular fracture fragments need to be recognized as RIMN may not capture all articular
fragments with standard interlocking screws, particularly when coronal plane fractures are present. No
recent studies have visually mapped out the distal femur articular fracture fragments necessary for
absolute fixation. Objectives of the study were to determine the incidence of concomitant coronal plane
fractures with AO/OTA type 33B,C distal femur fractures and to describe the major distal femur fracture
fragments in a manner analogous to the named fracture fragments of the tibial plafond.
Materials and METHOD | Our hospital’s trauma registry was queried for surgical cases logged under CPT
codes 27513, 27514 (distal femur open reduction internal fixation) in the past 4 years. A retrospective
chart review was performed on resulting patients’ charts using the electronic medical record and PACS.
Fracture patterns were surveyed and drawn out by hand on a template . Authors reviewed the fracture
drawings and categorized them into the following groups: fractures with no intraarticular coronal plane
fractures, medial coronal fractures, lateral coronal fractures, or those with both medial and lateral
coronal fractures. Major fracture fragments were identified.
RESULTS | A total of 55 patients met inclusion criteria. 26 patients (47.3%) were found to have no
intraarticular coronal fracture; 6 patients (10.9%) were found to have a medial coronal plane fracture; 15
patients (27.3%) were found to have a lateral coronal fracture. Collectively, intraarticular coronal plane
fractures were identified in 29 (52.7%) of patients with intercondylar distal femur fractures. Four major
fracture fragments along with intercondylar and condylar comminution sites were identified.
DISCUSSION | Distal femur intraarticular coronal plane fractures can yield large anterior and posterior
condylar fracture fragments of either the medial condyle, lateral condyle, or both condyles. Our study
found a higher rate of coronal plane fracture line incidence (52.7%) as compared to prior commonly
cited studies. Surgeons must be on the lookout for both anterior and posterior fracture fragments when
treating intercondylar femur fractures with retrograde IMNs and interfragmentary compression screws.
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Dual vs. Lateral Plating for Bicondylar Tibial Plateau Fractures: Factors Influencing
Decision Making
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INTRODUCTION | Lateral plating (LP) alone has been postulated as an alternative for fixation of
bicondylar tibial plateau fractures to limit morbidity associated with dual plating (DP). Concerns arise
regarding adequate medial fixation with LP alone in presence of posterior medial fractures. This study
aims to determine patient populations and fracture characteristics that may allow for LP in bicondylar
tibial plateau fractures. We hypothesize LP alone may be employed in older patients with larger, less
comminuted medial condylar components with sagittal articular fracture angles.
METHOD | Retrospective chart review from April 2012 to December 2018 identified AO/OTA 41 C1-C3
fractures stabilized with DP or LP alone. Patient demographics, AO/OTA classification, number of medial
articular fragments and proximal medial articular fracture angle (PMAFA) recorded. Use of external
fixation, estimated blood loss and time to definitive fixation noted. Proximal medial/posterior tibial
angles were measured postoperatively and final follow up. Time to union, weight bearing, non-union,
and infection recorded. Malreduction over 4 degrees and change in alignment over 4 degrees in
coronal or sagittal planes were considered failures.
RESULTS | 123 patients met inclusion criteria with 67 in DP and 56 in LP group. Average age was 55.2 in
lateral and 48.0 in dual group (p=0.01). More patients in LP group had cardiac/smoking/COPD history
(p<0.05). Significantly more 41 C1/C2 fractures underwent LP with more C3 fractures in DP group. More
patients in DP group required temporary external fixation (p=0.009). DP group had 1.7 medial articular
fragments with average PMAFA of 47.5 degrees. LP group had 1.3 fragments with PMAFA of 69.9
degrees (p=0.008). 39 patients in DP and 16 patients in LP group had PMAFA under 45 degrees
(p=0.001). Time to definitive fixation and estimated blood loss was significantly less in LP group.
Average postoperative and final follow up coronal and sagittal alignment were not statistically different
between both groups. No catastrophic failures noted with 2 non-unions in dual group and 0 in LP
group (p=0.49). 9 infections noted in dual group and 5 in LP group (p=0.57). Rates of malreduction and
alignment failure at final follow up were not significantly different between both groups. Significantly
more secondary procedures for implant removal and stiffness performed in DP group.
CONCLUSION | LP alone may be a safe alternative to DP in older patients with AO/OTA 41 C1/C2
fractures with sagittally oriented medial articular fractures angles.
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Re-Operation and Complication Rates Following Patellar Fracture Repair with Plates.
A Retrospective Review of 60 Patients
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BACKGROUND | Fractures of the patella significantly affect knee function through loss of the extensor
mechanism. Operative treatment is generally reserved for displaced fractures and the fixation is often
dependent on the fracture type. Non-comminuted displaced fractures can be treated with modified
tension band wiring. Most comminuted displaced fractures will not be amenable to tension band wiring
and often need a formal ORIF. Recent work has suggested good functional results with dorsal surface
plating. The primary outcome measurement of this project was reoperation rates for patella fractures
treated with dorsal plating.
METHOD | This work consists of a retrospective review of clinical data following repair of a patella
fracture with low profile dorsal plates (all off label). We obtained IRB approval for this study and then
conducted an eight-year consecutive review of our groups trauma practice. The patients were selected
by searching our medical records using the patella repair Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code:
27524. The primary outcome of this study was the need for secondary surgery in patients with patella
fracture plating.
RESULTS | 59 patients with 60 patellar fractures were treated with ORIF plating over the 8 years. The
average age of the included patients was 50.77 years. The average BMI of our patient population was
28.29. 7 (11.66%) of our patients required reoperation. Of these reoperations, 3 (5.00%) were needed
due to wound dehiscence (two of which were due to non-compliance resulting in falls, and one patient
had significant peripheral vascular disease), 2 (3.33%) were needed due to painful hardware, and 1
(1.66%) each was needed for loss of reduction and posttraumatic contractures about the knee joint. Of
the patients needing reoperation, 4/7 (57.14%) had comorbid medical conditions or risk factors. 58 of
the 60 patients (96.66%) achieved successful union and healing of their fracture at 16 weeks postoperation. 57 of the 60 patients (95.00%) maintained the reduction of their fracture at 16 weeks postoperation. On average, patients were able to flex their knee to 110 degrees at the 16-week
postoperative period.
CONCLUSION | Our results indicate that plating of comminuted patellar fractures is a safe viable
treatment strategy. Favorable outcomes were seen especially in patients without comorbid conditions
and/or risk factors. Additionally, it may allow for early return of function and less postoperative bracing.
Low profile dorsal tension band plating of the patella should be considered for comminuted patella
fractures. Patient reported outcomes are currently being collected.
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Education Increases Disposal of Unused Opioids after Total Joint Arthroplasty: A
Randomized Controlled Trial
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BACKGROUND | The purpose of this study was to determine the rate of proper disposal of unused
opioids and the impact of education on disposal rates.
METHOD | Following IRB approval, 563 patients undergoing primary total hip (183 patients) and knee
arthroplasty (380 patients) were randomized to receive no education (Group 1), an educational
pamphlet (Group 2), or an educational pamphlet plus text messages reminding the patient to dispose
of their opioids (Group 3). Patients were surveyed at their 6 weeks post-operative visit to determine if
they had disposed of their unused opioid pills using an FDA recommended method. To avoid
behavioral modifications, patients were blinded to participation in the study. Assuming a 10% difference
in opioid disposal rates as a clinically relevant difference, an a priori power analysis determined that 140
patients per group (420 total) were required. An as treated statistical analysis was conducted with
Fisher’s Exact and ANOVA tests with alpha= 0.05.
RESULTS | 539 (95.7%) Patients completed the survey. 342 Patients (60.1%) indicated that they had
unused opioid pills at 6 weeks post-operatively. Of these 342 patients 9.0%, 32.8%, and 38.4% properly
disposed of their unused opioids in Groups 1, 2, & 3, respectively (p<0.001 for no education vs. either
strategy with no difference between the two educational strategies). Unused opioid pills were kept by
82.0%, 64.1%, and 54.4% of patients in Groups 1, 2, & 3, respectively (p<0.001 for no education vs.
either educational strategy). There were no differences between groups including daily inpatient opioid
use, refill requirements, and preoperative opioid use other than gender (41.5%, 55.0% and 37.4% male;
p=0.001), suggesting appropriate randomization.
CONCLUSION | Education on proper opioid disposal more than triples the rate of proper opioid
disposal compared to no education. Further innovation is warranted given the inadequate rates of
disposal even with appropriate education.
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Is Preoperative Tramadol a Safe Alternative to Opioids in Total Knee Arthroplasty?
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INTRODUCTION | Preoperative opioid use has been shown to lead to postoperative opioid use
following total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Tramadol is recommended for symptomatic treatment of
osteoarthritis, however it acts on opioid receptors and may confer similar adverse effects. The purpose
of this study was to assess postoperative opioid use in the setting of preoperative opioid and tramadol
use.
METHOD | Patients undergoing primary TKA between 2007 and 2016 were identified in the Humana
administrative claims database using CPT code 27447. Patients were stratified by whether they filled a
prescription for an opioid, tramadol, either, or neither within 3 months prior to TKA. Prescription claims
for opioids and tramadol were tracked for 12 months postoperatively. Relative risk for each group was
calculated.
RESULTS | 107,973 patients undergoing TKA were identified. Preoperatively, 29,890 (27.7%) patients
filled a prescription for only opioids, 8,049 (7.5%) for only tramadol, 44,403 (41.1%) for either tramadol
or opioids, and 63,570 (58.9%) did not fill a prescription for either. At 12 months after TKA, an opioid
prescription was filled by 6.0% of preoperative opioid free patients, 35.2% preoperative opioid users
(RR: 5.83 [5.63-6.03], p<0.0001), 9.2% preoperative tramadol users (RR: 1.52 [1.40-1.63], p<0.0001), and
29.5% preoperative opioid or tramadol users (RR: 4.88 [4.72-5.05], p<0.0001). Opioid or tramadol
prescriptions were filled by 7.7% of preoperative opioid free patients, 37.3% preoperative opioid users
(RR: 4.84 [4.70-4.99],p<0.0001), 26.2% preoperative tramadol users (RR: 4.34 [4.14-4.56], p<0.0001), and
35.7% preoperative opioid or tramadol users (RR: 5.91 [5.72-6.11], p<0.0001) at 12 months after TKA.
CONCLUSION | Patients taking tramadol preoperatively were found to be at lower risk for prolonged
postoperative opioid use following TKA compared to those taking opioids preoperatively. However,
patients taking either tramadol or opioids preoperatively continued to fill prescriptions for these
medications at a significantly higher rate than those who were not. Additional studies are needed to
assess if preoperative tramadol use is associated with inferior clinical outcomes after TKA.
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BACKGROUND | Preoperative opioid use is detrimental to outcomes following hip and knee
arthroplasty. This study aims to identify the prevalence of preoperative opioid prescriptions and the
specialty and practice setting of the prescriber.
METHOD | 461 Consecutive new patients evaluated for an arthritic hip or knee were retrospectively
studied using institutional data and the state Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP) to identify opioid
prescriptions within 6-months prior to their first appointment. Patients were separated into opioid and
non-opioid cohorts for statistical analysis using t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests for continuous
variables, Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables and multiple linear regression.
RESULTS | 105 Patients (22.8%) received an opioid prior to the appointment. Fifty-two (11.3%) received
schedule II or III opioids, 43 (9.3%) received tramadol, and 10 (2.2%) received both. Primary care
physicians were the most common prescriber (59.5%, p < 0.001) followed by pain medicine specialists
(11.3%) and orthopaedic surgeons (11.3%). More prescribers practiced in the community than academic
setting (63.8% versus 36.2%, p < 0.001). 78 Patients (74.3%) self-reported their opioid prescriptions with
the remaining 27 patients (25.7%; 14 schedule II or III opioids and 13 tramadol) identified only after
query of the PMP. In regression analysis, higher BMI, a diagnosis other than osteoarthritis, and
benzodiazepine use were associated with receiving opioids (p < 0.05), while anti-depressant use
decreased the likelihood of self-reporting opioids prescriptions (p = 0.044).
CONCLUSION | A striking number of patients are being treated with opioids for hip and knee arthritis.
Further, many patients who have received opioids within six months do not report their prescriptions.
While primary care physicians prescribed the majority of opioids for nonoperative treatment of arthritis,
a substantial percentage came from orthopaedic surgeons. Further education of physicians and patients
on the ill effects of opioids when used for the non-operative treatment of hip and knee arthritis is
warranted.
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Can the ORT, SOAPP, or PROMIS Predict Opioid Consumption Following Shoulder
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BACKGROUND | Currently 130 people die daily from opioid-related overdoses in the US leading to
increased pressure on physicians to help curtail prescriptions. It has been shown that chronic opioid
usage is most common in surgical patients with its highest prevalence in orthopedics, instigating a
search for a viable means to guide postoperative prescription decision-making. The Opioid Risk Tool
(ORT), the Screener and Opioid Assessment for Patient with Pain (SOAPP), and the Patient-Reported
Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) scores are assessments that have been used to
predict opioid use. The purpose of this study is to compare the applicability of these three scores to
predict postoperative opioid use and dependence in shoulder surgery patients.
METHOD | A retrospective review of 86 shoulder surgeries that also completed the assessments within a
single hospital system from 2018-2020 was performed. Demographic variables and ORT, SOAPP,
PROMIS scores were recorded from preoperative assessments. Opioid prescriptions were recorded from
physician drug monitoring program. Risk assessment score were compared and tested against
postoperative opioid prescriptions from PDMPs using log regression modeling. Dependence was
defined as continuous prescriptions for three months.
RESULTS | 40 females and 46 males were included in the analysis with an average age of 77.34 years
and BMI of 27.1. Preoperatively, average pain scores were 6.4 and 10% of patients reported prolonged
preoperative opioid use. The average ORT score was 3.02, 53 patients fell into the low risk category, 31
patients scores in the mid risk category and 2 patients into the high category. There was a 50%
predictability of the ORT score for postoperative opioid usage. There were 27% positive SOAPP scores
and these correlated with 50% of patients who used opioids. The average PROMIS pain score
preoperatively was 10.79 and this did not correlate significantly with postoperative opioid use (R=0.29).
The strongest predictor of postoperative opioid use was preoperative opioid dependence with a
statistically significant odds ratio of 3.5 and 60% predictability (p<0.05).
CONCLUSION | With recent focus on preoperative risk assessments to predict postoperative opioid use,
it is important to understand how well these tools predict dependence in shoulder surgery patients. Our
analyses demonstrated preoperative dependence as the strongest predictor of opioid use. While these
tests may be helpful in other fields, it seems that they do not strongly correlate with predicting opioid
use in patients undergoing shoulder arthroplasty and future studies need to focus on what factors
predict opioid use in this population.
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Patterns in Opioid and Non-Opioid Prescriptions for Patients Operatively Treated for
Ankle Fractures Following Implementation of 2017 Ohio Opioid Prescriber Law: A
One-Year Follow-Up
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INTRODUCTION | The state of Ohio implemented legislation in August of 2017, limiting the quantity
of opioid medications a provider could prescribe for the treatment of acute pain. This may
impact the management of pain by orthopaedic surgeons.
PURPOSE |Report patterns of opioid and non-opioid prescriptions in patients surgically treated
for ankle fractures before and after implementation of the law up to 1 year postoperatively.
METHOD | A retrospective review of 144 patients treated for isolated ankle fractures during two
six-month periods. A pre-law group from January 2017 to July 2017 (n = 73) and a post-law
group from January 2018 to July 2018 (n = 71). Postoperative narcotic and non-narcotic use was
reviewed using electronic medical records and a legal prescriber database. Total number of
prescriptions and milligrams of morphine equivalents (MME) per patient prescribed during
incremental 90-day postoperative periods up to 1 year were compared between those treated
before implementation of opioid legislation and those treated after. Additionally, non-opioid
prescriptions, clinical visits and last x-ray dates were documented.
RESULTS | Mean number of opioid prescriptions prescribed per patient in the immediate 90-day
postoperative period was 1.36 in the pre-law group and 1.15 in the post law group (p = 0.23).
Only 1 patient in the pre-law group and 2 in the post-law group continued to take opioids 1
year post-operatively (total = 2.1%). Mean MME prescribed per patient decreased from 817.2
MME pre-law to 380.9 post-law (p = 0.0009) in the immediate 90-day postoperative period.
Mean number of non-opioid prescriptions prescribed in the immediate 90-day postoperative
period decreased from 1.85 in the pre-law group to 1.58 in the post law group (p = 0.15).
However, the number of non-opioid prescriptions increased from 2.0 in the pre-law group to
2.33 in the post-law group at 1 year postoperation (p = 0.33). 11 out of the 144 patients (7.6%)
were seen after 1 year surgery. 15 (10.4%) received x-ray imaging at greater than 1-year followup.
CONCLUSION | There was a significant decline in the number of prescriptions and MME in the
immediate 90 day post-operative period after enforcement of the Ohio Opioid Law. There was
no significant difference in non-opioid analgesic prescriptions between pre-law and post-law
groups suggesting non-opioid analgesics may not be replacing opioids for pain management.
Approximately 10% of patients continued to be seen for chronic pain at 1 year follow-up.
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INTRODUCTION | Prescription opioids are commonly used to control postoperative pain in foot/ankle
surgery, but include potential side effects– sedation, respiratory depression, and addiction. In foot/ankle
surgery, pain commonly delays hospital discharge and decreases movement, thereby slowing recovery.
Gabapentin decreases lesion-induced hyperexcitability of posterior horn neurons and central
sensitization, and has been explored as a potential addition to patients’ pain regimen. Studies have
previously assessed effects of gabapentin on pain relief, but not whether gabapentin is effective in
opioid consumption reduction beyond the immediate postoperative period. The purpose of this study is
to assess whether gabapentin acts synergistically to improve postoperative pain among patients
undergoing foot/ankle surgery.
METHOD | Patients from a single institution who underwent elective foot/ankle surgery were identified
using CPT codes 27700, 27702, 27870, 28705, 28715, 28725, 28730, and 28740. Those prescribed
opioids postoperatively were included. A retrospective chart review was conducted for each patient to
identify prescription dose, number of pills, date in which prescription was filled, and dates of refills for
oxycodone, hydrocodone, oxycodone-acetaminophen, hydrocodone-acetaminophen, tramadol, and
gabapentin. Medication information was collected for prescriptions by the operating surgeon, nurse
practitioner, physician assistant, resident, or fellow which were pertinent to the foot/ankle surgery
performed; prescriptions from other services or providers were not included in order to ensure
medications prescribed were specific to postoperative pain. Opioid quantities were converted to
morphine equivalents and compared at various time intervals between patients who were prescribed
only opioids, and patients who were prescribed opioids and gabapentin.
RESULTS | Among patients prescribed gabapentin plus opioids, total opioids prescribed (in morphine
equivalents, OME) was 68.33, 221.25, 87.50, and 400.83 at weeks 1-2, 3-6, 7-12, and greater than 12,
respectively. Although not statistically significantly different, patients prescribed only opioids had
greater average amounts of opioids prescribed at all time intervals, equaling 98.34 OME, 553.52 OME,
540.53 OME, and 766.25 OME at weeks 1-2, 3-6, 7-12, and greater than 12, respectively. When
excluding patients taking opioids preoperatively, total morphine equivalents prescribed was
significantly less among patients prescribed gabapentin(196.94 OME) in comparison to those prescribed
only opiods(457.41 OME) (p=0.0255).
CONCLUSION | Findings of this study suggest gabapentin may be effective in reducing postoperative
opioid consumption beyond the immediate postoperative period among elective foot and ankle
surgery patients. Gabapentin may be particularly beneficial postoperatively within three to six weeks.
Prospective clinical trials are warranted to further validate these results.
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INTRODUCTION | In response to the opioid epidemic, multiple states in the United States have
implemented opioid prescription policies and passed mandatory prescription limits for such
medications. The state of Florida recently joined the list by passing a law limiting the duration of opioid
prescription for acute pain, which has been effective since July 1st, 2018. However, the impact of this
legislation on changing orthopedic surgery practice of opioid prescription after total joint arthroplasty
(TJA) has not been elucidated. Thus, the primary objective of this investigation was to assess if this new
law led to reduced opioid prescription in the immediate peri-and postoperative period after TJA. The
secondary objective was also to determine its impact on perioperative clinical outcomes in TJA.
METHOD | L A retrospective chart review was conducted on a consecutive series of 658 primary total
joint arthroplasties (618 patients), performed by four surgeons in a single institution [1/2/2018 to
10/23/2018]. Based on effective date of the law, cases were divided into: first pre-law (327 cases; 168
hips and 159 knees) and second post-law (331 cases; 191 hips and 140 knees) stages. Baseline
demographics, patient and surgical characteristics were compared between pre-law and post-law
stages of cases. The effect of the law on perioperative outcomes including mean length of stay,
hospital/inpatient complications, emergency department visits, office visits, patient phone calls,
reoperation or readmission within 90 days of surgery, and opioid prescription indicators [number and
morphine equivalents of each prescribed opioid, and total morphine equivalents for all prescriptions]
was investigated. Independent sample t-tests, and Chi-square analyses were performed.
RESULTS | Pre-law and Post-law stages had no significant difference in baseline demographics and
characteristics. The mean operative time was found to be significantly longer in the cases performed
after the implementation of law (post-law), in comparison to pre-law cases [p=0.007]. However, no
difference was found in the mean length of stay between two groups. Opioid law implementation was
associated with significantly lower total oral morphine equivalents after total joint arthroplasties [Prelaw: 1059.9825.4; Post-law: 942.8691.7; p=0.04], but did not result in a significant increase in
complications, patient visits or phone calls, reoperation or readmission within 90 days after surgery.
CONCLUSION | Our data suggests that Florida state opioid prescription limiting law has resulted in a
marked decline in opioid prescription by orthopedic surgeons without any detrimental effect on
perioperative clinical outcomes after total joint arthroplasty.
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INTRODUCTION | The use of preoperative opioids is associated with increased complications after total
hip arthroplasty (THA), but the dosing threshold that constitutes a higher risk is not known. The
purpose of this study was to identify the preoperative daily opioid dose associated with increased
complications after primary THA.
METHOD | Unilateral primary THA patients in the Humana claims database (2007-2016) with an opioid
prescription within three months prior to surgery were identified. All opioids prescribed within the 3month period prior to THA were converted to milligram morphine equivalents (MME). Patients were
stratified based on daily opioid dose: Tier 1) <5 MME, Tier 2) 5-10 MME, Tier 3) 10-25 MME, Tier 4) 2550 MME, Tier 5) > 50 MME. Each tier was matched 1:1 to opioid naïve patients by comorbidities, age,
and gender. Emergency department (ED) visits and readmissions were compared at 90 days
postoperatively. Surgical complications and revision surgery were compared at 90 days, 1 and 2 years
postoperatively. Relative risks (RR) were calculated.
RESULTS | 48,972 patients using preoperative opioids were identified and matched. Readmissions within
90 days were significantly higher in opioid user tiers 2, 3, 4, and 5 and increased in a dose dependent
response (RR: 1.17, 1.30, 1.41, 1.56, respectively). ED visits within 90 days were significantly higher in all
opioid users across all tiers (RR: 1.10, 1.08, 1.22, 1.37, 1.57). Dislocation within 90 days was higher in
opioid users in Tiers 3, 4, and 5 (RR 1.30, 1.40, 2.48, respectively). Rates of PJI were increased in opioid
users in Tiers 2, 3, 4, and 5 (RR 1.28, 1.45, 1.43, 1.59, respectively). Patients in Tier 5 had an increased risk
of revision surgery (RR 2.04) and risk of periprosthetic fracture (RR 1.59) at 2 years.
CONCLUSION | Preoperative opioid use is associated with a dose-dependent increase in postoperative
complications after THA. Less than one 5mg hydrocodone tablet daily leads to a significant increase in
ED visits, while two 5 mg hydrocodone tablets daily increases the risk of early readmission and PJI.
Patients prescribed higher doses of opioids are at a significantly higher risk for revision surgery and
periprosthetic fracture.
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BACKGROUND | Recovery following elective knee arthroscopy can be compromised by prolonged
postoperative opioid utilization, yet an effective and validated risk calculator for this outcome remains
elusive. The purpose of this study is to develop and validate a machine learning algorithm that can
reliably and effectively predict prolonged opioid consumption in patients following elective knee
arthroscopy.
METHOD | A retrospective review of an institutional outcomes database was performed at a tertiary
academic medical center to identify adult patients who underwent knee arthroscopy between January 1,
2016 and October 1, 2018. Patients undergoing concurrent ligamentous reconstruction, meniscal
transplant, or cartilage restoration were excluded. Extended postoperative opioid consumption was
defined as opioid consumption at least 150 days following surgery. Five machine learning algorithms
were assessed for the ability to predict this outcome. Performance of the algorithms was assessed
through discrimination, calibration, and decision curve analysis.
RESULTS | Overall, of the 381 patients included, 60 (20.3%) demonstrated sustained postoperative
opioid consumption. The factors determined for prediction of prolonged postoperative opioid
prescriptions were reduced preoperative scores on the following patient-reported outcomes: the IKDC,
KOOS ADL, VR12 MCS, KOOS pain, and KOOS Sport and Activities; additional risk factors were age
extremes, increasing months of symptoms, higher preoperative pain, increased total OME consumed
during the perioperative period, previous injections or nerve blocks, and fewer days of exercise per
week. The ensemble model achieved the best performance based on discrimination (AUC = 0.74),
calibration, and decision curve analysis. This model was integrated into a web-based open-access
application able to provide both predictions and explanations.
CONCLUSION | Following appropriate external validation, the algorithm developed presently could
facilitate timely identification of high-risk surgical candidates and prompt early mobilization of
interdisciplinary resources, which in turn has the potential to optimize value-based care and prevent
undesirable outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION | Preoperative counseling may reduce postoperative opioid requirements; however,
there is a paucity of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) demonstrating efficacy. The purpose of this
study was to perform an interventional, telehealth-based RCT evaluating the effect of perioperative
counseling on opioid consumption following primary total joint arthroplasty (TJA).
METHOD | Patients were randomized into three groups: 1. Control group, no perioperative counseling;
2. Intervention group, preoperative educational video; 3. Intervention group, preoperative educational
video and postoperative acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT) delivered by automated textmessaging. Opioid consumption, defined by morphine milligram equivalents and refills, was evaluated
daily for 14 days and again at 6 weeks postoperatively. Intention to treat analyses were performed to
compare opioid consumption between groups.
RESULTS | Overall, 183 patients were analyzed (63 in Group 1, 55 in Group 2, and 65 in Group 3). Mean
age was 58 years, 61% were female and 57% underwent total knee arthroplasty. There was no
difference in demographics, surgery type, or preoperative opioid use between groups. In best-case
analyses, Group 2 and Group 3 consumed 12% and 26% less opioids than Group 1, respectively, at 2weeks (p=0.24, p=0.03) and 30% and 61% less opioids, respectively, at 6-weeks (p=0.03, p<0.01). Group
3 consumed 44% less opioids at 6-weeks compared to Group 2 (p<0.01). In worst-case analyses, Group
2 and Group 3 consumed 18% less opioids than Group 3 at 2-weeks (p=0.03, p=0.02) and 27% less
opioids than Group 3 at 6-weeks (p=0.01, p<0.01). Groups 2 and 3 ceased opioid consumption an
average of 6 days sooner than Group 1 (p<0.01).
CONCLUSION | Perioperative counseling reduces quantity and duration of opioid consumption
following TJA. Text-based ACT with a preoperative educational video was most effective, but video
alone also significantly reduced opioid consumption. Implementation of these telehealth-based
interventions into TJA care pathways should be considered.
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BACKGROUND | Studies have shown that physician biases, both conscious and unconscious, can
negatively impact the delivery of quality care. The purposes of this study were 1: to quantify a
physician’s expectation of a patient’s reliability when reporting opioid use and 2: evaluate explicit
physician bias towards patient demographics perceived as increasing or decreasing the reliability of a
patient’s opioid reporting.
METHOD | An anonymous online survey utilizing Likert scale questions was sent to residency programs
across the United States. Demographics of survey responders were obtained and used as a reference for
statistical comparisons (chi square tests).
RESULTS | The sample included 71 complete physician surveys. Responders were broadly pessimistic
about overall patient accuracy rates, with 45.1% of responders estimating that 35-64% of patients
accurately report their opioid use . Physicians were significantly more suspicious of male patients under
the age of 25 years, patients presenting to the emergency department or acute trauma setting,
uninsured or Medicare patients, and those with high school education or less. . There was no increased
suspicion based on patient race/ethnicity. When comparing providers, orthopedic surgeons
demonstrated the highest levels of suspicion, with only 28.1% estimating a >65% rate of patient
accuracy. Comparatively, estimating >65% rate of patient accuracy was reported by 35.7% and 41.4% of
emergency medicine and family medicine physicians, respectively.
CONCLUSION | Physicians overall demonstrate a wide level of suspicion regarding the accuracy by
which patients report opioid usage. Orthopedic surgeons demonstrated the highest levels of suspicion.
The greatest bias appeared to be against younger male smokers, with a high school education or less.
Physicians did not demonstrate any explicit bias toward or against any particular racial group. These
findings suggest that either physicians have no explicit racial bias toward the accuracy of patient
reported opioid use, or otherwise are more hesitant to explicitly acknowledge their racial biases versus
biases based on age, sex, education, or class.
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INTRODUCTION | Periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) remains the gold standard procedure for joint
preservation in symptomatic developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH). To date, the role for hip
arthroscopy to address and correct intra-articular and labral pathology for patients with unsatisfactory
outcomes following PAO remains controversial, with few and small available series to guide clinicians.
The purpose of this study was to harness the combined Academic Network of Conservational Hip
Outcomes Research (ANCHOR) database in order to provide guidance regarding outcomes and
arthroplasty rates in patients undergoing hip arthroscopy for persistent pain following PAO.
METHOD | The ANCHOR database was reviewed for all PAOs performed between 2008 and 2018
undergoing subsequent PAO. Patient demographics, patient reported outcome scores (Hip disability
and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score [HOOS], Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis
index [WOMAC], UCLA score, and Harris Hip Score [HHS]), and total hip arthroplasty rates were
determined to evaluate the utility of arthroscopy following PAO.
RESULTS | A total of 29 patients (5 males, 24 females, age: 23.4±8.4 years) undergoing 32 PAOs (21
right, 11 left) with subsequent arthroscopy at 7 high-volume academic centers were evaluated. Mean
preoperative lateral center edge angle (LCEA) was 17.5±9.3° which was corrected to a mean of
32.0±4.7° at the time of PAO. Patients were followed for a mean of 3.9±2.0 years (range: 0.8 – 9.1) from
the time of PAO and underwent hip arthroscopy at a mean of 1.5±1.1 years, with 23 (72%) undergoing
concurrent hardware removal.
Following arthroscopy, no patient reported outcome measure demonstrated a statistically significant
postoperative difference. HOOS changed from 56.5±18.5 preoperatively to 58.1±20.5 postoperatively
(p=0.74), WOMAC changed from 73.7±18.5 to 69.7±20.7 (p=0.63), UCLA score from 6.6±2.8 to 6.0±2.7
(p=0.64), and HHS from 63.6±17.0 to 65.0±19.8 (p=0.91). At the time of final follow-up, one hip (3%)
had converted to THA at 4.1 years following PAO and 3.0 years following hip arthroscopy.
Discussion and CONCLUSION | In the largest available cohort of its kind, patients undergoing hip
arthroscopy following PAO demonstrated no statistically significant postoperative change in HOOS,
WOMAC, UCLA, or HHS scores. Given these findings, patients and surgeons alike should expect a
guarded prognosis for persistent pain following PAO undergoing evaluation for revision arthroscopic
management.
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INTRODUCTION | Increasing evidence has shown a high prevalence of femoroacetabular impingement
(FAI) in the athletic population. This study aims to study athletes undergoing hip arthroscopy for FAI,
analyze patient-reported outcome scores (PROs) and present a return-to-sport analysis in the athletic
group. We hypothesize elevated acetabular cartilage damage in this cohort along with concomitant
labral pathology. When treated, athletes will present significant improvement in symptomatology and
pain and will return to sport (RTS) at a high rate and competition level.
METHOD | Cochrane, Embase, and Pubmed databases were searched according to the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses guidelines to distinguish articles that
reported PROs after hip arthroscopy in athletes. The standardized mean difference was calculated to
compare the effect size of hip arthroscopy on various PROs and return-to-sport analysis.
RESULTS | Eighteen studies, with 904 athlete hips and a collective study period of January 1993-April
2017, were included. The mean age and body mass index (BMI) were 25.2 years (range, 15.7-36.7 years)
and 23.4 kg/m2 (range, 20.3-26.3 kg/m2), respectively. The follow-up range was 124-240 months. The
mean preoperative alpha angle ranged from 57.7o-80.0o. Compared to nonathletes, more severe
acetabular cartilage damage was a common finding with patients undergoing femoroplasty (90.1%),
labral management (82.7%) and acetabuloplasty (59.8%) among others. Looking at modified Harris Hip
Score at latest follow-up, scores were excellent in 6 studies (range, 92.1-98), good in 10 studies (range,
84.2-88.5), and fair in one study (77.1). All athletes also showed significant improvement in various PROs
(P< .05). Finally, the collective RTS rate among athletes was 91.5%, with 75% of these patients returning
to pre-injury or higher level.
CONCLUSION | Athletes undergoing arthroscopic hip surgery in the setting of FAI exhibit significant
functional improvement and have high rate of RTS at the same or higher competition level compared to
preinjury level.
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BACKGROUND | Although hip arthroscopy has been shown to have favorable results, there is a paucity
of literature describing predictive factors of 5-year clinical outcomes.
PURPOSE |Identify predictive factors of midterm outcomes after hip arthroscopy in a cohort of 1038
patients, whose outcomes at minimum 2-year follow-up have previously been reported. In addition, to
provide a comparison of short-term and midterm predictive factors in outcome measures following hip
arthroscopy.
STUDY DESIGN | Case-control study; Level of evidence, 3.
METHOD | Data were prospectively collected and retrospectively reviewed on all patients undergoing
hip arthroscopy between February 2008 and June 2012. Patients were included if they had minimum 5year follow-up on 3 patient reported outcomes: Nonarthritic Hip Score (NAHS), modified Harris Hip
Score (mHHS), and Hip Outcome Score-Sport Specific Subscale (HOS-SSS). Patients were excluded if
they had any prior ipsilateral hip conditions. Using bivariate and multivariate analyses, we analyzed the
effect of 36 preoperative and intraoperative variables on NAHS.
RESULTS | A total of 1038 patients met our listed inclusion and exclusion criteria, with a mean follow-up
time of 62.0 months (range, 60.0 - 120.0 months). The bivariate analysis identified 11 variables (4
categorical and 7 continuous) that were predictive of 5-year postoperative NAHS. For the multivariate
analysis, 7 variables were identified as being significant: preoperative NAHS, body mass index (BMI),
age, lateral joint space, alpha angle, revision hip arthroscopy, and acetabular microfracture. These 7
variables were also predictive in the bivariate analysis.
CONCLUSION | This study reports favorable midterm clinical outcomes in the largest cohort of hip
arthroscopies with minimum 5-year follow up in the literature to date. Seven variables were identified as
being significant predictors in both the bivariate and multivariate analysis: preoperative NAHS, body
mass index (BMI), age, lateral joint space, alpha angle, revision hip arthroscopy, and acetabular
microfracture. Of these, preoperative NAHS, BMI, age, and revision hip arthroscopy were predictive of
both 2-year and 5-year postoperative NAHS. These predictive factors may prove useful to clinicians in
determining indications for hip arthroscopy and counseling patients on its expected outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION | Femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) frequently results from mixed osseous
abnormalities of the acetabulum (pincer-type) and/or the femur (cam-type), resulting in premature
contact between the two structures. The goal of surgery is to decompress the impinging osseous
structures, thus an isolated decompression of the pincer lesion (acetabuloplasty) should allow for
adequate decompression without the need to resect portions of the femoral neck. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate long-term patient reported outcomes following this procedure.
METHOD | A retrospective review of patients undergoing isolated acetabular osteoplasty and labral
repair for FAI was performed. Patient reported outcomes (PROs), using both traditional legacy measures
and a computer adaptive testing (CAT) tool, the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System (PROMIS), were assessed at minimum of 2-year follow up. PROs included the PROMIS for
Physical Function (PROMIS-PF) and Pain Intensity (PROMIS-Pain), and the traditional legacy measures
included the modified Harris Hip Score (mHHS), Hip Outcome Score (HOS) for ADLs and Sport,
International Hip Outcome Tool-12 (iHOT-12), Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS), and Visual Analog
Scale (VAS) for pain. Pre-operative x-rays were reviewed to assign Tonnis grades, and mean PRO scores
were compared between Tonnis grades.
RESULTS | We identified 88 patients with an average age of 38.6 (range, 17-64) and an average clinical
follow-up of 5.2 years (range, 2-9.8). Patients were grouped according to pre-operative Tonnis grade:
Tonnis 0 (n=47, 53.4%) and Tonnis 1 (n=41, 46.4%). There was no significant difference in length of
follow-up between Tonnis 1 and Tonnis 2 (5.0 years vs 5.3 years, p=0.46). Patients with a Tonnis grade
of 0 had significantly better PROs than those with a Tonnis grade of 1 for all PROs (Figures 1-4):
PROMIS-PF (55.2 vs 49.5, p=0.0006), PROMIS-Pain (36.0 vs 42.4, p<0.0001), mHHS (84.0 vs 75.0,
p<0.0001), HOS-ADL (95.6 vs 89.2, p=0.0031), HOS-Sport (90.1 vs 77.7, p=0.0024), HOS-Total (93.9 vs
85.5, p=0.0016), iHOT-12 (86.6 vs 66.6, p<0.0001), NPRS (1.0 vs 2.8, p<0.0001), and VAS (1.3 vs 2.9,
p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | Isolated acetabuloplasty for the treatment of FAI provides excellent long-term PROs at
5-year average follow-up in patients with no preoperative evidence of hip arthritis, according to both
traditional legacy measures and the more generalizable PROMIS-CATs with respect to pain and physical
functioning. Patients without any evidence hip arthritis had significantly improved long-term outcomes
compared to patients with early signs of hip arthritis.
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INTRODUCTION | Periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) reorients the acetabulum in patients with
developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH) or retroversion. Common radiographic measurements for
determining acetabular position include the lateral center-edge angle (LCEA), anterior center-edge
angle (ACEA), and Tönnis angle. All three of these metrics rely upon the sourcil, a zone of sclerosis
formed in response to weight bearing. The purpose of this study was to determine if the postoperative
LCEA, ACEA, and Tönnis angles change over time in response to a new weight bearing zone.
METHOD | We evaluated all patients undergoing PAO from 1996-2012 at one academic institution.
Inclusion criteria were PAO for DDH or DDH and concomitant acetabular retroversion with minimum 5year radiographic follow-up. Exclusion criteria were PAO for isolated acetabular retroversion,
neurogenic dysplasia, Legg-Calve-Perthes, and any prior surgery about the hip including arthroscopy
and childhood osteotomies. There were 159 patients in the final cohort with 83% women; mean age
was 29 years and mean BMI was 25 kg/m2. Mean clinical and radiographic follow-up was 9 years
(range, 5-21). All available postoperative radiographs were used to determine LCEA, ACEA, and Tönnis
angle at each time point.
RESULTS | All 3 of the assessed radiographic parameters changed over time in the postoperative period,
with a stable new position achieved after a mean of 2 years (range, 0.5 to 10). LCEA changed by at least
2° in 77% patients with a mean change of -2.3° (range,-37° to 13.9°). ACEA changed by at least 2° in
86% patients with a mean change of -2° (range, -34.5° to 13°). Tönnis angle changed by at least 2° in
66% patients with a mean change of -0.6° (range,-20.9° to 28.5°). The amount of change observed in
the postoperative period was correlated with the size of correction at the time of PAO for each of the
measurements as follows: LCEA (correlation =0.32; p=0.005), ACEA (correlation =0.26; p=0.074), Tönnis
angle (correlation =0.57; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | This study demonstrates that the acetabular sourcil undergoes evolution in the
postoperative period following PAO. Furthermore, the degree of change is proportional to the amount
of correction at the time of PAO with the new sourcil reaching final stability after approximately 2 years.
Data from the presented work highlight inherent plasticity of the acetabulum, which raises questions
about how hip preservation surgeons should optimally assess acetabular position and quality of
correction following PAO.
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BACKGROUND | Accurate pelvic radiographic measurements is of clear clinical importance, as these
measurements can drive the indications for surgery, the surgical approach utilized, and/or the degree of
correction during hip preservation surgery. Currently, there are a large number of measurements
available and reported on the literature when referencing anterior-posterior (AP) pelvic radiographs.
However, there is no standardization of whether these pelvic radiographs are obtained in the standing
or supine position.
Hypothesis/PURPOSE |Standing vs. Supine radiographs, obtained in the same patient, will result in
different value for standard radiographic measurements used in making hip pathology diagnoses.
METHOD | All new patients who presented for evaluation of hip pain between September 2016 and July
2018 were retrospectively reviewed. Inclusion criteria included age 18-50, no prior hip surgery/injury,
and both standing and supine AP pelvis radiographs dated within 2 years of each other. Measurements
were obtained on 26 radiographs (52 hips), blinded to patient demographics and standing versus
supine radiograph. Measurements included minimum joint space, lateral center edge angle (LCEA),
acetabular depth, acetabular inclination, Tönnis Grade, crossover sign, posterior wall sign, ischial spine
sign.
RESULTS | Standing films resulted in significantly lower LCEA and acetabular depth measurements, and
higher acetabular inclination. Supine measurements for crossover sign were 5.69 times more likely to be
positive than standing measurements. Similarly, supine measurements for ischial spine were 7.93 times
more likely to be positive.
CONCLUSION | Based on our study, supine films are almost 6 times more likely to give a positive
crossover sign and almost 8 times more likely to give a positive ischial spine sign than a standing film in
the same patient. Additionally, LCEA, acetabular depth will be lower and acetabular inclination will be
higher on standing films. As such, our recommendation is to obtain standing AP pelvis radiographs to
obtain the most accurate pelvic radiographic measurements in hip preservation patients.
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INTRODUCTION | Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are being increasingly utilized in both research
and clinical practice to predict which patients are the best candidates for orthopaedic procedures. The
primary objectives of this study were to prospectively analyze if Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) scores can predict meaningful clinical improvement
following hip arthroscopy and to establish cutoff scores for patient stratification.
METHOD | English-speaking patients, age 18-60 with the diagnosis of femoral acetabular impingement
and undergoing hip arthroscopy were enrolled from April 2017 to July 2018. PROMIS Physical Function
(PF) and Pain Interference (PI) domains were collected preoperatively and at multiple points in the first
year postoperatively. Minimum clinically important differences (MCIDs) were calculated using a
distribution-based method. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were calculated to determine
the ability of baseline PROMIS PF and PI scores to predict postoperative achievement of MCID using
area under the curve (AUC) to determine accuracy. Threshold cutoff PROMIS PF and PI t-scores with
90% specificity were calculated to stratify patients with higher and lower probability of achieving MCID.
RESULTS | 62 patients met inclusion criteria with PROMIS scores at each time point. Mean age ±SD of
patients was 43 ± 12.9, 17 (27%) were male and 46 (73%) were female. PROMIS PI and PF scores
showed significant improvement at 12 months with a mean change in PF and PI of 9.6 ±7.5 (p<0.0001)
and 9 ±7.2 (p<0.0001), respectively. Preoperative scores from both PF and PI demonstrated strong
predictive ability of MCID with areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.8 and 0.82.
Optimal cutoffs for preoperative PROMIS scores showed that patients with a preoperative PF score of
<37.1or a PI score of >61.5 were likely to achieve MCID. Patient characteristics including age, sex, race,
BMI, preoperative narcotic use, smoking history were not shown to have a significant effect on
achievement of MCID.
CONCLUSION | Preoperative PROMIS PF and PI scores were highly predictive of postoperative
improvement following hip arthroscopy. Patients who are more severely impaired preoperatively were
more likely to benefit from surgical treatment, as measured by achieving MCID. Hip arthroscopy is
rapidly becoming a more widely used treatment for intra-articular hip pathology. However, not all
patients equally benefit from this procedure. The stratification of patients using the calculated cutoff
values may assist surgeons in patient selection and managing pre- and postoperative expectations.
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BACKGROUND | Hip dysplasia is a common source of hip pain and is a known cause of early
osteoarthritis of the hip.
PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was (1) to define the population based incidence of hip dysplasia
diagnosis in young patients presenting with hip pain in a large geographically defined cohort, (2) to
analyze trends regarding presentation and diagnosis of hip dysplasia, and (3) to report the rate and
type of surgical interventions used to treat this population.
STUDY DESIGN | Cohort Study; Level of evidence, 4.
METHOD | A geographic epidemiological database was queried to identify patients aged 14 – 50 years
old presenting with hip pain and radiographic imaging between years 2000-2016. Patient medical
records were analyzed and demographic, imaging, clinical, and treatment history were recorded.
Incidence trends were examined by use of linear regression with confidence intervals for age and
calendar year.
RESULTS | 1,893 patients were included. Of these, there were 156 patients (196 hips) diagnosed with hip
dysplasia. The incidence of hip dysplasia diagnosis in patients presenting with hip pain was 12.7 per
100,000 person-years. Patients with dysplasia had a mean age of 26.7 ± 9.8 years, while the highest age
adjusted incidence occurred in the age range of 14-18 in both respective sexes. Females had double the
age adjusted incidence of males (16.8 [95% CI, 13.9-19.7] vs. 8.7 [95% CI, 6.6-10.8]; P < 0.01). 82.7% of
those undergoing MRI had imaging consistent with labral pathology. Patients were treated with intraarticular steroid injection (29%), hip arthroscopy (10%), and PAO (9%). The use of hip arthroscopy
significantly increased over time (P < 0.01), while steroid injection and PAO did not (P < 0.28; P < 0.08).
CONCLUSION | The incidence of hip dysplasia diagnosis in patients presenting with hip pain was 12.7
per 100,000 person-years. Females had twice the age adjusted incidence of males, and the highest age
adjusted incidence occurred in the age range of 14-18 in both respective sexes. The utilization of hip
arthroscopy significantly increased over time.
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INTRODUCTION | Hip dysplasia is a very common cause of hip pain and is a known risk factor for hip
osteoarthritis (OA). Unfortunately, little is known about the specific factors associated with an increased
risk of OA. The purpose was to 1) to report the overall rate of symptomatic hip OA and total hip
arthroplasty in patients with hip dysplasia without surgical intervention, 2) to identify radiographic
features and patient characteristics associated with hip OA.
METHOD | A geographic database was used to identify all patients with hip pain and radiographs
between 2000 and 2016. Chart and radiographic review was performed to identify patients with hip
dysplasia. Patients were diagnosed with dysplasia if their lateral center edge angle (LCEA) was <25° or
their Tonnis angle was >10°.Patient medical records were reviewed to obtain demographic information,
clinical history, physical exam findings, imaging details, and treatment details. Patients were excluded if
they underwent hip preservation surgery. Kaplan-Meier analysis was used to determine the rate of hip
OA. Univariate and multivariate proportional hazard regression models were performed to determine
risk factors for OA.
RESULTS | There were 159 hips (144 patients) with hip dysplasia (52 F: 107 M) included. Of these, 45
(28%) had severe hip dysplasia with a LCEA ≤ 18°. Mean age at time of presentation was 26.1 (±10.1)
years. Mean follow-up time was 8.2 (± 5) years. The rate of OA was 20%. THA was performed in 11% of
patients. BMI>29 and increased age were risk factors for OA (BMI>29: HR 2.52, p=0.03; Increased age:
HR 4.79, p<0.01.). Smoking, sex, and diabetes mellitus were not significant risk factors. Patients with
severe hip dysplasia (LCEA≤ 18°) were at increased risk of OA (HR 4.94, p<0.01). No additional
radiographic morphologies were found to be significant risk factors for OA. Mean survival time from
presentation with pain until development of OA was 11.3 years.
CONCLUSION | This large geographic cohort study demonstrated that patients with symptomatic hip
dysplasia are at significant risk of developing hip OA. At mean follow up of 8 years, 20% of hips had
symptomatic OA and 11% underwent THA. BMI > 29 and increased age at the time of presentation with
hip pain were risk factors for hip OA. Patients with LCEA≤ 18° were at an increased of hip OA.
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BACKGROUND | Previous studies suggested that the size of the acetabulum is inversely proportional to
the size of the labrum. Although a previous association between the severity of the acetabular dysplasia
has been established, it is still not clear whether large labrum plays a protective role in dysplastic hips in
terms of intraarticular damage. Thus, this study aims (1) to confirm the relationship between osseous
coverage and labral size, and (2) to investigate the severity of intraarticular damage in dysplastic hips in
correlation to labral size.
METHOD | All patients treated with primary hip arthroscopy for symptomatic labral tears between
February 2010 to December 2018 were considered for this study. Patients were included if they had
preoperative radiographic measures and intraoperative assessments of the labra and cartilage. The
labrum was measured in four quadrants: anterosuperior (AS), anteroinferior (AI), posterosuperior (PS),
and posteroinferior (PI). Additionally, to assess the difference in cartilage damage in dysplastic hips,
findings of hips with average labral size in the top quartile were compared to findings of hips with
average labral size in the bottom quartile.
RESULTS | A total of 1765 hips (1589 patients) were included in the study. The study group was divided
into dysplastic and non-dysplastic groups via three different measurements, lateral center edge angle
(LCEA), acetabular index (Ax), and anterior center edge angle (ACEA). The mean LCEA for both groups
were 22.20 ± 2.65° and 32.90 ± 5.20°, respectively (P <0.001). The average Ax was 13.08 ± 2.20° and
3.85 ± 3.96° respectively (P <0.001). The average ACEA was 17.17 ± 3.54° and 32.08 ± 6.42°, respectively
(P <0.001). According to the Ax classification, there was significant evidence that dysplastic hips had
larger labra which was supported by similar trends with LCEA and ACEA. Among the dysplastic group,
there was significantly more cartilage damage along both the acetabulum and femoral head in hips
with labra in the upper quartile.
CONCLUSION | An inverse relationship may exist between acetabular depth and labral size. Additionally,
specifically in dysplastic hips, a relatively large labrum correlates with worse intra-articular damage
compared to dysplastic hips with a relatively small labrum.
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INTRODUCTION | Spinal anesthesia provides several benefits for patients undergoing total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) and total hip arthroplasty (THA), but historically comes at the cost of slower return of
lower extremity motor function. In this prospective, double-blind, randomized clinical trial we sought to
determine if a mepivacaine spinal would allow substantially quicker and more predictable return of
motor function as compared to our traditional low-dose bupivacaine spinal anesthesia during primary
TKA and THA.
METHOD | This trial was conducted at a single academic institution. Prior to trial initiation strong
internal pilot data determined that 154 patients were required to achieve 80% power. Patients were
randomized in a 1:1 fashion with advanced computerized stratification based on procedure, sex, age
group, and BMI. Following surgery, motor function was assessed in the non-operative lower extremity
according to the Bromage scale and discontinued once Bromage 0 was achieved (spontaneous
movement at hip/knee/ankle).
RESULTS | Mean time to return of lower extremity motor function was 29 minutes quicker and less
variable in patients receiving mepivacaine: 184 minutes (95% CI=168-199 minutes) compared to lowdose bupivacaine 213 minutes (95% CI=184-241 minutes). Mean time to successful participation in
physical therapy including ambulation was 20 minutes quicker and less variable in patients receiving
mepivacaine 399 minutes (95% CI=375-423 minutes) compared to low-dose bupivacaine 419 minutes
(95% CI=388-451 minutes). The proportion of patients experiencing postoperative orthostatic
hypotension or transient neurologic symptoms in patients receiving mepivacaine compared to lowdose bupivacaine was 18% vs. 11% and 0% vs. 0%, respectively (non-significant).
CONCLUSION | For patients undergoing primary TKA and THA, spinal anesthesia with mepivacaine
allowed quicker and less variable return of lower extremity motor function compared to low-dose
bupivacaine, without a concomitant increase in complications potentially associated with spinal
anesthetics. This is particularly of value in an era of short-stay and outpatient surgery.
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INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to evaluate the incidence, natural history, response to
treatment and risk factors for anterior iliopsoas impingement (AIPI) after direct anterior approach (DAA)
total hip arthroplasty (THA).
METHOD | Between January 1, 2009 and January 4, 2014, 600 patients (655 hips) who underwent
primary DAA THA were retrospectively reviewed. Patients with less than two years follow-up,
conversions of previous surgery, and infections were excluded. AIPI was defined as groin pain six or
more weeks postoperatively, exacerbated by resisted hip flexion or when standing from a seated
position. AIPI incidence was calculated. Natural history and response to a stepwise treatment approach
was assessed. Radiographic anterior component overhang on the false-profile view was measured.
Asymptomatic controls were used to identify risk factors for the development of AIPI using a logistic
regression analysis.
RESULTS | 518 patients (559 hips) met the inclusion criteria. There were 152 instances of reported
postoperative pain either during routine clinical evaluation or as part of telephone follow-up. From
those, 32 cases of AIPI were diagnosed, resulting in an incidence of 32/559 (5.7%). The incidence was
significantly higher among female patients, 25/321 (7.8%), than male patients, 7/238 (2.9%) (p=0.015).
Symptom resolution occurred in 22/32 (68.8%) at final follow-up. Nonoperative management was
successful in 15/32 (46.9%). Operative intervention resulted in symptom resolution in 5/8 (62.5%)
patients. On logistic regression analysis, female gender (OR 2.79), acetabular component to native
femoral head diameter ratio above 1.1 (OR 3.85), and any measurable anterior component overhang
(OR 7.07) significantly increased the odds of AIPI, while increasing native femoral head diameter was
protective for AIPI (OR 0.83) (p<0.01 for all).
CONCLUSION | To date, AIPI has been exclusively studied after THA performed via a
posterior/posterolateral surgical approach. This study found AIPI is a cause of groin pain after DAA THA,
which often improves with conservative measures. Significant predisposing factors for AIPI include
female sex, small native femoral head diameter, increased acetabular component to femoral head
diameter ratio, and most notably, any measurable acetabular component anterior overhang.
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BACKGROUND | Total hip arthroplasty (THA) in patients 20 years old and younger historically has poor
survivorship due to bearing-surface wear with conventional polyethylene, acetabular loosening with
cemented sockets, and liner fracture in ceramic-on-ceramic (CoC) THA. There is a paucity of data on
outcomes of THA in this population using modern implants and bearing surfaces. The purpose of this
study was to examine the mid- to long-term outcomes of modern THA in this population.
Patients and METHOD | Utilizing a single-institution, prospectively collected total joint registry, we
retrospectively identified 91 primary THAs in 84 patients 20 years old or younger from 1999 to 2016.
Average age was 17 (range 11-20) years and BMI was 26 (range 16-49) kg/m2. Forty-eight (53%) THAs
were performed in male patients. Bearing surfaces included CoC (53 THAs, 58%), metal on highlycrosslinked polyethylene (MoP, 28 THAs, 31%), and ceramic on highly-crosslinked polyethylene (CoP, 10
THAs, 11%). Outcomes studied included reoperations, revisions, complications, clinical outcomes scores
and bearing surface wear utilizing Martell software.
RESULTS | At mean follow-up of 8 (range 2-18) years, modified Harris Hip score averaged 92 (range 54100). At 5 and 10 years, survivorship from reoperation was 96.7% and 95.0%; from revision was 98.9%
and 97.2%; and from complications was 91.2% and 89.5%, respectively. The most common
complications were instability (3%), aseptic acetabular loosening (2%), and post-operative foot drop
(2%). Linear wear averaged 0.019 mm/year and 62.5 mm3/year. There were no correlations between
age, gender, BMI, bearing surface, head size, or operative time and survivorship from complications
(p=0.0584-0.8284), reoperations (p=0.1094-0.4881) or revisions (p=0.0600-0.8767). There was no
difference in linear wear between CoC, CoP, and MoP bearings (p=0.1142-0.6992).
CONCLUSION | Total hip arthroplasty in patients aged 20 and younger demonstrates excellent clinical
outcomes and long term survivorship, with minimal radiographic wear when modern bearing surfaces
are used.
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INTRODUCTION | Hip Periprosthetic fractures (PPF) are associated with high morbidity, mortality and
costs to patients and hospital systems. The purpose of this study is to compare trends among surgical
treatments of hip PPFs and form variables predictive of treatment outcome.
METHOD | The National Inpatient Sample (NIS) database was analyzed via secondary cross-sectional
analysis from 2007 to 2014. Patients older than 18 who had a diagnosis of periprosthetic fracture of the
proximal femur or hip were included. Patients were categorized into groups based on treatment with
revision hip arthroplasty, Open Reduction and Internal Fixation (ORIF) or both. Patient demographics,
co-existing diagnoses of prosthetic loosening and dislocation/ instability, Charlson Comorbidity Index,
and expected primary payor were collected. R statistical programing was used to perform univariate
and multivariate logistic regression models.
RESULTS | 99,090 patients with PFF were identified from the years 2007-2014. 28,874 (29%) underwent
ORIF, 27,952 (28%) underwent revision hip arthroplasty and 10,341 (10%) underwent ORIF and revision
hip arthroplasty. The number of PPF was constant over the study period (Beta = 0.00, p=0.89). Rates of
revision hip arthroplasty without ORIF decreased (Odds = 0.88, p <0.001), while rates of revision hip
arthroplasty and ORIF (Odds = 1.10, p <0.001) and ORIF alone increased (Odds = 1.05, p <0.001).
Younger patients (mean age 76, beta = -0.006, p <0.001), patients with private insurance (odds: 1.15, p
<0.001), patients with diagnoses of loose prostheses (3.30, p<0.001) or prosthesis dislocation (odds:
3.69, p<0.001), and patients with lower CCI scores (odds: 1.76, p < 0.001) were more likely to be treated
with revision arthroplasty.
CONCLUSION | Rates of revision hip arthroplasty without ORIF after PPF decreased over the study
period, while rates of ORIF and revision arthroplasty and ORIF increased. Younger patient age, private
insurance payor, presence of diagnosis of prosthetic loosening/ dislocation, and lower comorbidity
score were associated with higher odds of being treated with a revision arthroplasty. Increasing
provider comfort with ORIF may explain the treatment trends observed in our study.
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Introduction
Several radiological methods of measuring acetabular component anteversion and inclination after total
hip arthroplasty (THA) have been described. All current methods are time consuming and have low
reproducibility. Meanwhile, artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms are quick, accurate, and reproducible.
The purpose of this study is to design an AI program to autonomously determine cup orientation from
only a given radiograph and compare its accuracy to hand and CT measurements.
Methods
2,945 patients with CT scans were reviewed between 2012 and 2019, 504 subjects were identified to
have total hip arthroplasty components. 504 CT scans and a total of 5,201 radiographs of their THA
were used for the purposes of the study. 3D reconstruction was performed on all CT scans with
Materialise Mimics, where cup orientation (anteversion and inclination) was measured in reference to
the anterior pelvic plane and the patient’s sagittal plane. The anterior pelvic plane was defined by the
right and left anterior superior iliac spine and the pubic symphysis. The AI program was trained to
measure cup orientation from a combination of 15,000 digitally constructed radiographs and 4,511 true
radiographs. 126 (25%) patients who had prior CTs, corresponding to 690 radiographs, where selected
at random to be isolated from the training group and used for validation. AI, hand, and CT
measurements were compared using a Wilcoxon signed rank test on only the isolated patient series.
Results
The AI predictions averaged 0.47 + 0.06 seconds to run on an iPhone 6s. AI measurements were not
statistically different from CT (p=.675), while Hand measurements were statistically different from CT
(p=.002) and AI measurements (p=.013). The AI algorithm identified 17 x-ray radiographs as having
retroverted cups with 100% accuracy in the unique patient series. 45 radiographs total had retroverted
cups, showing a 37.8% sensitivity and 100.0% specificity. Overall, AI and CT measurements showed a
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.692 (p<.001).
Conclusion
AI algorithms may offer timely and accurate solutions to conveniently measure cup orientation. This is
the first algorithm to accurately identify retroverted cups in two-dimensional radiographs.
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INTRODUCTION | Dislocation after total hip arthroplasty (THA) is the most common postoperative
complication in contemporary practice. While spino-pelvic alignment influences the risk of dislocation,
knowledge of readily measured, actionable parameters has been limited. As such, our goal was to
determine effect of pelvic tilt, using an easily measured pelvic parameter, on risk of dislocation by
evaluating two distinct cohorts: those with and without a history of dislocation.
METHOD | Using our institutional total joint registry, we identified 8,597 patients (10,082 THAs) who
underwent primary THA from 2006 to 2015. Patients who underwent primary THA for acute fracture,
tumor, infection, or high-grade dysplasia were excluded. One hundred and seventy seven THAs
dislocated postoperatively (1.7%). Mean time to dislocation was 15 months. Cases were matched 1:1
(age, sex, BMI, and surgical year) to controls who did not dislocate. Pelvic tilt was calculated using the
pubic symphysis to sacrococcygeal junction distance (PSCD) on a single postoperative supine
anteroposterior (AP) pelvic radiograph obtained prior to or following dislocation. The association
between dislocation and the PSCD was evaluated by logistic regression analysis. Mean follow-up was 3
years.
RESULTS | Patients who dislocated had more posteriorly rotated pelvises versus controls. The mean
pelvic tilt in this group was 57° (versus 60°; p=0.02) and the PSCD was 41 mm (versus 46 mm; p=0.04).
Patients with a PSCD of <0 mm (symphysis above sacrococcygeal junction) had 9-fold odds of
dislocation compared to those with a PSCD of >50 (OR 9; p=0.006).
CONCLUSION | Patients who dislocated following primary THA had pelvises that had more mean
posterior pelvic rotation. Additionally, those with a PSCD <0 on a supine AP pelvic radiograph had 9fold increased odds of dislocation. This simple technique could alert a surgeon to those at higher risk
for dislocation and avoid the need for supplemental spine radiographs.
SUMMARY | In this case-control study, mean pelvic tilt in patients who dislocated following THA was
more posteriorly rotated by 3 degrees with odds of dislocation increasing with increasing posterior
rotation.
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What Factors Reduce the Incidence of Early Dislocations in Liner and Acetabular Hip
Revisions?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jesus M. Villa, MD / Weston, FL
Tejbir S. Pannu, MD, MS / Weston, FL
Preetesh D. Patel, MD / Weston, FL
Wael K. Barsoum, MD / Weston, FL
Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Weston, FL
Aldo M. Riesgo, MD / Weston, FL
INTRODUCTION | It is unclear which factors are the most important protectors of postoperative
dislocation in aseptic revisions of the head, liner and/or acetabular component in total hip arthroplasty
(THA). Therefore, we reviewed baseline patient characteristics, perioperative factors, and postoperative
complications in a consecutive series of THA revisions with stem retention.
METHOD | 83 consecutive aseptic THA revisions of the head, liner and/or acetabular component
performed by 5 surgeons in a single institution (August/2017 to January/2020) were retrospectively
reviewed. Those cases with preoperative diagnosis of infection and/or femoral component revision were
excluded. Baseline demographics, preoperative diagnosis, and perioperative variables such as surgical
approach, use of dual mobility systems, cup revision, and complications (mean follow-up, 10 months)
with particular attention to dislocations were assessed in all cases. Pearson correlation and logistic
regression analyses were used to determine association and independent predictors of dislocation.
Alpha was set at 0.05.
RESULTS | The overall dislocation rate in the entire series was 12% (10/83). In Pearson correlation
analyses, only preoperative diagnosis (instability/other, -0.241, p=0.028) and type of procedure (onlyliner-revised/cup-revised, -0.304, p=0.005) were significantly associated with dislocations. In logistic
regression analyses, preoperative diagnosis other than instability (OR=0.23, 95% C.I. 0.060-0.922;
p=0.038) and cup revision (OR=0.130, 95% C.I. 0.026-0.660; p=0.014) were found to be protective
against dislocation. Surgical approach and the use of dual mobility systems were not significant
predictors of dislocations (p=0.184 and p=0.083, respectively). When cases were set apart between
those that had the cup revised (n=50) and those that did not (n=33), the dislocation rates were
significantly different between both groups (4.0%-cup-revised vs. 24.2%-no-cup-revised, p=0.012). It is
important to note, however, that the surgical skin-to-skin time was significantly higher in the group that
underwent cup revision.
CONCLUSION | In our series, a preoperative diagnosis other than instability and the revision of the
acetabular component seemed to be protective of dislocation. In aseptic partial revisions of the head,
liner and/or acetabular component, improving the position of the cup seems to be the most important
factor to avoid dislocations. The role of isolated liner exchanges in revision total hip arthroplasty
continues to evolve and should be reserved for appropriately selected patients. The use of dual mobility
alone does not reduce the risk of complications in these patients.
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Application of Neural Networks in Determining Implant Name from Total Hip
Arthroplasty Radiograph
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael P. Murphy, MD / Maywood, IL
Cameron Killen, MD / Maywood, IL
Robert Burnham, MD / Maywood, IL
Fahad Sarvari, BS / Maywood, IL
Karen Wu, MD / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Accurate identification of implants is a critical part of planning for revision surgery.
Software accurate in identifying implants may prove beneficial for preparation and recognizing implant
designs.
METHOD | 2,675 total hip arthroplasty (THA) operative notes were identified between January, 2002 and
January, 2019 at Loyola University Medical Center. 1,594 operative notes contained mention of one of
eight femoral stems. 2,116 AP Hip post-operative radiographs were identified to contain one of the
eight femoral stems referenced in the operative note – Accolade (659), Summit (313), Corail (267),
Restoration Modular (223), S-ROM (209), AML Solution (195), TriLock BPS (141), or Exeter (109). From
these, a convolutional neural network was developed from 1,410 AP Hip radiographs, and tested on a
subsequent 706 AP Hip radiographs. The neural network was then run on an iPhone 6 to evaluate its
potential use in app design.
RESULTS | The convolutional neural network achieved 100.00% accuracy on the 1,410 learning
radiographs. When tested on the novel 706 radiographs, the convolutional neural network achieved
95.15% accuracy in classifying femoral stem constructs. The convolutional neural network also displayed
the probability (confidence) of the femoral stem classification for any input radiograph. This neural
network averaged a runtime of 1.03 + 0.05 seconds for an iPhone 6 to calculate from a given
radiograph.
CONCLUSION | Relatively simple convolutional neural networks may generate high accuracy in
identifying implant design. They may run on a personal device and offer benefit to the learning resident
or attending surgeon.
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Cementing Liners into Well-Fixed Acetabular Components: Should We Be Concerned
about Long-Term Fixation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
Matthew W. Tetreault, MD / Rochester, MN
Arlen D. Hanssen, MD / Rochester, MN
David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel J. Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew P. Abdel, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Cementation of a new liner into an existing well-fixed acetabular component is
common during revision total hip arthroplasties (THAs) for many indications, but most commonly for
lack of a modern compatible crosslinked polyethylene liner. However, little is known about the longterm durability of this strategy. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the long-term implant
survivorship, risk of complications, clinical outcomes, and radiographic results of cementing a new
highly cross-linked polyethylene (HXLPE) liner into a well-fixed acetabular component.
METHOD | We retrospectively identified 326 revision THAs where a non-constrained HXLPE liner was
cemented into a well-fixed acetabular component. Mean age at revision THA was 63 years, with 50%
being female. The most common indications for revision THA were wear and osteolysis (49%), aseptic
femoral loosening (35%), and instability (8%). Mean follow-up was 10 years.
RESULTS | Polyethylene liner failure occurred in 15 cases (5%). In all cases, the cemented liner
dissociated from the acetabular component. Survivorships free from any revision and any reoperation
were 79% and 77% at 10 years, respectively. The most common reason for re-revision was dislocation
(56% of re-revisions). The cumulative incidence of dislocation was 17% at 10 years. Hips revised at the
index revision for instability were significantly more likely to have a subsequent dislocation when
compared to those revised for polyethylene liner wear (HR 2.5, p<0.01). Harris hip scores significantly
improved from a mean of 65 preoperatively to 88 postoperatively (p < 0.01).
CONCLUSION | Cementation of a non-constrained HXLPE liner into a well-fixed acetabular component
during revision THA provided durable fixation at 10 years with only a small number of failures at the
cement interface (5%). Instability after this procedure remains a concern, but this is likely multi-factorial
in nature. These new long-term data support continued use of this technique, when necessary, during
revision THAs.
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Long-Term Survivorship, Performance, and Predictors of Outcome for Patients
Undergoing Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty with a Porous Tantalum Femoral
Prosthesis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Faisal Akram, MD / Kentwood, MI
Kyle N. Kunze, MD / New York, NY
Benjamin Kerzner, BS / Chicago, IL
Alejandro Gonzalez, BS / Chicago, IL
Arnold Palacios, M.A. / Chicago, IL
Brett R. Levine, MD, MS / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Femoral stem subsidence is a known cause of early implant failure, increasing risk for
aseptic loosening and periprosthetic fracture. Overall survivorship and subsidence in a novel porous
tantalum coated femoral prosthesis have not been well-studied.
METHOD | Consecutive patients undergoing primary THA with a porous tantalum coated femoral
prosthesis between January 2008 and January 2015 with minimum 5-year follow-up were included.
Clinical and radiographic data were obtained from hospital and office records. Multivariate logisticregression analyses were used to determine predictors of subsidence and clinical outcomes. KaplanMeier survivorship curves were performed to illustrate primary failure endpoints of (1) all-cause revision
and (2) femoral prosthesis revision.
RESULTS | A total of 398 patients with a mean (standard deviation) age of 61.011.5 years, body mass
index (BMI) 32.88.0 kg/m2, and follow-up of 6.9 (range, 5.0 – 11.2 years) were included. Survivorship at
5 years was 94.9% for all-cause revision and 98.0% for femoral component revision ( and 2). Average
subsidence was 1.81.3 mm (range, 0 – 15.5 mm), with 8.1% patients experiencing subsidence >5 mm.
Statistically significant mean improvements were observed at latest follow-up in the HOOS JR
(40.611.5 vs. 85.210.1; p<0.001), HHS (38.012.0 vs. 79.512.8; p<0.001), and hip flexion (92.815.3
vs. 103.310.3 degrees, p<0.001). Multivariate logistic-regression analyses revealed greater BMI (Odds
ratio [OR] 1.17; p<0.001) non-white/Caucasian race (OR: 2.0, p=0.036), and female sex (OR: 2.4;
p=0.005) conferred a higher likelihood of subsidence >3 mm. BMI was a statistically significant and
independent predictor of subsidence >5mm (OR:1.25; p<0.001) and subsidence >7mm (OR:1.25;
p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | The TMT femoral prosthesis conferred excellent clinical outcome improvement and
survivorship. Increasing BMI was independently associated with an increased risk of subsidence in these
patients and caution is recommended in utilizing this implant in obese, morbidly obese and supermorbidly obese populations.
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Does It Matter How We Define Obesity to Predict Perioperative Outcomes Following
Total Joint Arthroplasty (TJA)?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Ramon A. Ruberte Thiele, MD, MS / Cincinnati, OH
Nathaniel Scarberry, BS / Cincinnati, OH
Todd Kelley, MD / Cincinnati, OH
Theodore Le, MD / Cincinnati, OH
INTRODUCTION | Obesity is a growing epidemic, and obese patients as defined by body mass index
(BMI) are at increased risk for complications following TJA. However, BMI does not differentiate
between muscle and adipose mass, or account for its distribution. The purpose of this prospective
cohort study was to identify which obesity definition as determined by BMI, percent body fat (PBF),
waist circumference (WC) and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) best predicted perioperative outcomes
following TJA. We hypothesized that PBF would be a better predictor than BMI, WC and WHR.
METHOD | Following IRB approval, prospective perioperative data was collected on adults undergoing
primary elective TJA up to their acute hospitalization. Height, weight, anthropometric measurements,
and PBF via bioelectrical impedance analysis were obtained preoperatively. Obesity was defined as
BMI>30kg/m2 (NIH), PBF: M>25% and F>38% (ACSM), WC: M>40in and F>35in (NHLBI), WHR: M>0.90
and F>0.85 (WHO). Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test was used for continuous measures, and Chi-Square and
Fishers analyses for categorical variables with significance set at p<0.05. Modeling analyses adjusting
for age, gender, primary indication, and ASA score were performed.
RESULTS | The study included 170 patients, the majority female (n=102) and undergoing total knee
arthroplasty (n=90). Mean age was 63.4 years and 75% had osteoarthritis as primary indication.
Following obesity definition guidelines, 56% were obese per BMI, 74% per PBF, 79% per WC, and 76%
per WHR. BMI, PBF and WC were significant predictors of higher ASA score whereas WHR was not
(p<0.05). BMI, but not PBF, WC or WHR, was predictive of longer OR time (p=0.03). BMI, PBF and WC
were significant predictors of length of stay, but not WHR (p<0.05). No obesity definition correlated
with blood loss, wound complications, adverse hospital events, or discharge to an extended care facility
(ECF). Multivariate analyses demonstrated trends for increased risk for length of stay and discharge to
an ECF with all obesity definitions, but none achieved statistical significance.
CONCLUSION | Our results demonstrate that obesity definitions based on PBF and WC
may be an alternative to BMI when discussing perioperative TJA outcomes. Further
studies evaluating which obesity definition best predicts short-term and long-term
postoperative outcomes in TJA are currently ongoing at our institution.
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Revision Surgery for Instability Following Total Hip Arthroplasty: Does Timing
Matter?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Nathanael D. Heckmann, MD / Los Angeles, CA
*JaeWon Yang, BA / Chicago, IL
Kevin L. Ong, PhD / Philadelphia, PA
Edmund C. Lau, MS / Menlo Park, CA
Brian C. Fuller, MD / Irving, TX
Daniel D. Bohl, MD, MPH / Chicago, IL
Craig J. Della Valle, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | Instability is a common reason for revision surgery following total hip arthroplasty
(THA). Recent data suggests that revisions performed in the early postoperative period are associated
with higher rates of complications. The purpose of this study is to assess the effect of timing of revision
for instability on the rates of subsequent complications.
METHOD | The Medicare Part A claims database was queried from 2010-2017 to identify patients who
underwent revision THA for instability. Patients were divided based on time between index and revision
surgeries: < 1 month, 1-2 months, 2- 3 months, 3-6 months, 6-9 months, 9-12 months, and >12
months. Patient demographics and complication rates were compared between groups using
multivariate analyses to adjust for baseline demographics and comorbidities.
RESULTS | Of 492,340 THAs identified, 9,298 (1.9%) underwent revision for instability: 1,433 (15.4%)
within 0-1 months, 1,042 (11.2%) 1-2 months, 677 (7.3%) 2-3 months, 1,009 (10.9%) 3-6 months, 578
(6.2%) 6-9 months, 428 (4.6%) 9-12 months, and 4,131 (44.4%) at >12 months. Revision THA within 3
months had the highest rate of periprosthetic joint infection (PJI): 14.7% at < 1 month, 12.7% 1-2
months, and 10.6% 2-3 months vs 6.9% at >12 months (p< 0.001). After adjusting for confounding
factors, PJI risk remained elevated at earlier timepoints: < 1 month (adjusted odds ratio [OR] 1.84, 95%
confidence interval [CI] 1.51-2.23, p< 0.001), 1-2 months (OR 1.45, 95% CI 1.16-1.82, p=0.001), 2-3
months (OR 1.35, 95% CI 1.02-1.78, p=0.036). Revisions performed at >12 months, however, had higher
rates of subsequent instability (19.2% vs 16.7% < 1 month, OR 1.49, 95% CI 1.27-1.75, p=0.001). This
may be due to a lower rate of acetabular revisions (10.7% vs. 20.8%, p< 0.001) and higher rate of headliner exchanges (37.8% vs. 18.8%, p< 0.001).
CONCLUSION | Revision THA for instability performed in the early postoperative period was associated
with significantly higher rates of PJI.
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Robotic-Assisted vs. Conventional Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Contemporary
Systematic Review of Outcomes at Minimum Two-Year Follow-Up
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Matthew C. Sweet, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
George J. Borrelli, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
Shaan S. Manawar, BS / Kalamazoo, MI
Nicholas Miladore, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
INTRODUCTION | Robotic-assisted total hip arthroplasty (rTHA) has emerged as a method to increase
the radiographic accuracy of THA implant placement, with the potential of improved functional
outcomes and survivorship. However, it is not clear whether outcomes differ between rTHA and
conventional manual total hip arthroplasty (mTHA). The purpose of this systematic review was to
present an updated analysis of the evidence comparing outcomes between rTHA and mTHA.
METHOD | A Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses systematic review
was conducted using PubMed, MEDLINE, Embase, and the Cochrane library through March 2020.
Controlled studies (prospective and retrospective) comparing primary rTHA and mTHA utilizing patientreported outcome measures (PROMs) at a minimum follow-up of 2 years were included. We also
investigated radiographic outcomes, dislocation rates, and revision surgeries between groups. The
methodological quality of each study was assessed using a modified version of the Coleman
Methodology Score. Given the overall lack of level I evidence and heterogeneity between eligible
studies, data pooling (meta-analysis) was not performed.
RESULTS | Of 765 studies identified, 7 articles comparing rTHA to mTHA met inclusion criteria. A total of
658 patients were assessed, of which 335 underwent rTHA. The majority of studies found no significant
differences in PROMs between the two techniques. Two low-quality studies (level III) found statistically
better postoperative PROMs favoring rTHA. When assessing radiographic outcomes, 6 studies reported
that rTHA resulted in more consistent and accurate component placement. Postoperative dislocations,
complications, and revision rates were comparable between groups.
CONCLUSION | Current evidence does not demonstrate clear superiority of rTHA when compared with
mTHA. Although decisive evidence exists to support that rTHA increases the accuracy and predictability
of THA component placement, this has not clearly been shown to reduce postoperative dislocation or
revision rates. Only low-quality evidence is available, highlighting the need for prospective, randomized
controlled trials to justify widespread implementation of rTHA.
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Identifying At-Risk Patients in the Transition to Bundled Payments: Disparities in Hip
Arthroplasty Outcomes from 2016 to 2018
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Akash Adhia, BS / Chicago, IL
Joseph A. Weiner, MD / Chicago, IL
Joseph Feinglass, PhD / Chicago, IL
David W. Manning, MD / Chicago, IL
Linda Suleiman, MD / Chicago, IL
*Benjan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) Comprehensive Care for Joint
Replacement (CJR) model aims to support more efficient care for beneficiaries undergoing hip and knee
arthroplasty. However, with more financial risk shifted to the providers, hospitals may choose to avoid
high-cost patients. These include patients who have prolonged hospitalizations and discharge to skilled
nursing facilities. Health disparities in hip arthroplasty may worsen as patients are “risk stratified” preoperatively to minimize the possibility for cost outliers in bundled care. We aimed to evaluate which
patient characteristics are associated with extended length of stay (eLOS)—greater than two days—and
non-home discharge in patients undergoing hip arthroplasty.
METHOD | The Illinois Hospital and Health Systems Association COMPdata administrative database was
queried for total hip arthroplasties (41,832) from January 2016 to June 2018. Patient variables analyzed
included age, sex, race, median household income by zip code, Illinois region, insurance status, principal
diagnosis, Charlson comorbidity index (CCI), obesity, discharge disposition, and LOS. Hospital
characteristics included bundled payment participation and arthroplasty volume. Using multiple Poisson
regressions, we examined the association between these factors and non-home discharge and eLOS.
Standard errors were adjusted for clustering within hospitals.
RESULTS | Median LOS was 2 days (range 0-41 days). 36% had LOS greater than two midnights. 25.3%
of patients had non-home discharges. Female gender (IRR 1.35 [1.29-1.40]), black race (IRR 1.11[1.001.23]), age over 75 (IRR 1.88 [1.77-2.00]), obesity (IRR 1.21 [1.12-1.30]), Medicaid or uninsured status
(IRR 1.30 [1.13-1.49]), high CCI (IRR 1.77 [1.63-1.91]), and hip arthroplasty for fracture (IRR 1.97 [1.812.15]) were associated with increased risk for non-home discharge. Female gender (IRR 1.35 [1.29-1.40]),
age over 75 (IRR 1.47 [1.40-1.50]), obesity (IRR 1.16 [1.10-1.23]), Medicaid or uninsured status (IRR 1.35
[1.21-1.50]), high CCI (IRR 1.59 [1.48-1.70]), and hip arthroplasty for fracture (IRR 1.81 [1.65-1.99]) were
associated with eLOS. IRR= incidence rate ratio.
CONCLUSION | Black race, female gender, obesity, Medicaid and uninsured status, age over 75, and
high comorbidity scores were all risk factors for extended length of stay and non-home discharge
disposition. With an emphasis on cost-containment in the Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement
model, patients at risk for extended stay or non-home discharge may be deemed “high-risk” and having
difficulty accessing arthroplasty care. These are potentially vulnerable groups during the transition to
the bundled payment model.
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Pain Control after Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Randomized Trial Determining Efficacy of
Fascia Iliaca Compartment Blocks in the Immediate Postoperative Period
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Kamil Bober, MD / Detroit, MI
Allen Kadado, MD / Detroit, MI
Wayne Trevor North, MD / Detroit, MI
Michael Charters, MD / Detroit, MI
Kevin Lindsay-Rivera, MD / Detroit, MI
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this randomized trial was to identify if fascia iliaca blockade reduces
postoperative pain and narcotic consumption and improves early functional outcomes in primary THA
performed through the mini-posterior approach.
METHOD | Patients were recruited from September 2017 to May 2019. Eligible patients had to receive a
primary THA with epidural anesthesia. All arthroplasties were performed using a mini-posterior
approach to the hip. Postoperatively, patients were randomized to receive a fascia iliaca compartment
block or a placebo block. VAS pain scores and narcotic consumption were recorded at regular time
intervals after surgery. Functional outcomes including distance walked during therapy, timed-up-andgo testing, and quadriceps strength were recorded. The patients completed PROMIS pain and physical
function surveys at 4 weeks post-operatively.
RESULTS | During the study period 120 patients were recruited and included in the analysis. There was
no difference in the average pain scores at any time interval between the placebo and block groups
during the first 24 hours (p = 0.21-0.99). There was no difference between the pre-block and post-block
pain scores in the block group (4.42 vs. 3.83, p = 0.97). There was no difference in the cumulative
morphine equivalents consumed between the placebo and block group during any 4 hour time interval
postoperatively (p=0.06 - 0.25). Functional testing showed no difference between the two groups in
regards to distance walked during the first therapy session (65.6 vs. 76.8 ft., p=0.33) and timed-up-andgo testing (63.7 vs. 64.7 sec, p=0.95). There was an increased incidence of nausea and vomiting in the
placebo group, although this did not reach statistical significance (22% vs 40%, p = 0.052). There was an
increased incidence of quadriceps weakness in the block group (22% vs 0%, p = 0.004). All patients with
quadriceps weakness required a knee immobilizer and alterations in the post-operative therapy
protocols.
CONCLUSION | This randomized trial shows that the fascia iliaca compartment blockade does not
improve functional performance and does not decrease pain levels or narcotic usage after miniposterior THA. It does, however, increase the risk of quadriceps weakness post-operatively leading to an
increased fall risk and need to alter therapy protocols. Based on these results we do not recommend
routine fascia iliaca compartment blocks after THA performed with the posterior approach.
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Intraoperative Imaging in Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty - Optimizing Placement and
Balancing Time
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
WIlliam Ralston, DO / Columbia, MO
Ajay Aggarwal, MD / Columbia, MO
John F. Nettrour, MD / Columbia, MO
Benjamin J. Hansen, MD / Las Vegas, Nevada
*James A Keeney, MD / Columbia, MO
INTRODUCTION | Optimizing acetabular and femoral component relationships during total hip
arthroplasty (THA) is important to reduce impingement, instability, bearing surface wear and leg length
inequality. Intraoperative imaging may improve implant positioning, but few studies have assessed
comparative placement accuracy based on both surgical approach and intraoperative imaging use. We
performed this study to determine whether intraoperative radiography used during THA is associated
with improved acetabular and femoral relationships.
METHOD | We performed a retrospective analysis of 405 contemporary total hip replacements
performed by experienced fellowship trained adult reconstruction surgeons with their preferred surgical
approach. This included 135 posterolateral THA performed without imaging (Group PL), 135
posterolateral THA performed with intraoperative radiography (PLxr), and 135 direct anterior THA
performed with fluoroscopy (DAf). We assessed acetabular alignment (inclination and anteversion),
femoral reconstruction (length and offset), and operating room time. Statistical assessment was
performed using a paired student’s t-test or Fisher’s exact test with a p-value <0.01 designated for
significance.
RESULTS | Intraoperative imaging in Group DAf and Group PLxr was associated with fewer outliers
including acetabular inclination (0.7% vs 8.1%, p<0.001), acetabular anteversion (8.5% vs 28.9%,
p<0.0001), leg length difference > 11 mm (1.5% vs 10.4%, p<0.0001), and femoral offset difference > 11
mm (3.0% vs 9.6%, p<0.01). DAf procedures were the most accurate, but were associated with increased
mean operating room (58.7 +/- 7.5 minutes longer) and increased mean procedure time (43.2 +/- 7.4
minutes longer) compared with posterolateral approaches (p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | Intraoperative imaging improves component placement accuracy during THA. While the
direct anterior approach had advantages with component positioning accuracy and precision, this
occurred at the expense of increased surgical time and total operating room time. Intraoperative
radiography during PL-THA was associated with decreased component outliers without a substantial
increase in operative time.
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Factors Affecting Access to Care Among Medicaid- and Privately-Insured Total Hip
Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Alan Hsu, MD / Birmingham, AL
Adam Almaguer, MD / Birmingham, AL
Jeffrey Pearson, MD / Birmingham, AL
Haley M. McKissack, B.S / Birmingham, AL
James Rush Jones, BS / Birmingham, AL

Joshua Washington, BS / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Brahmbhatt, MD / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL
Sameer M. Naranje, MD / Birmingham, AL
*Matt Young, BS / Birmingham, AL

INTRODUCTION | Medicaid provides health coverage to those beneath the federal poverty line. The
literature shows that patients with Medicaid experience barriers to scheduling initial and follow-up
visits, although this has not been studied in patients undergoing total hip arthroplasty (THA). The
purpose of this study is to assess whether geographic location, Medicaid expansion, or academic
affiliation affect access to care among Medicaid-insured patients undergoing THA.
METHOD | The AAOS directory was used to call a total of 100 practices. Five random private and five
random academic medical facilities were called from each of five Medicaid-expanded and five nonexpanded states representing different U.S. geographic regions. Calls were made by an investigator
requesting the earliest available appointment for their fictitious parent to be evaluated for a THA. Half
of the calls were made with the investigator reporting private insurance of Blue Cross Blue Shield
(BCBS), and half reporting Medicaid. Appointment success rate and average time to appointment were
compared. Further comparisons were drawn between Medicaid-expanded versus non-expanded states,
geographic regions, and private versus academic affiliation.
RESULTS | Appointments were successful for 99 of 100 (99%) calls made with BCBS, and 72 (72%) with
Medicaid (p<0.001). Success rates were significantly higher for BCBS, regardless of academic versus
private affiliation. In all geographic regions, appointment success rate was significantly lower with
Medicaid than with BCBS (p≤0.01). Average time to appointment was also significantly longer for
Medicaid (26 days) than private (13 days) insurance (p=0.020). In the Medicaid group, appointment
success rate was significantly greater for academically-affiliated practices compared to private practices
(84.0% vs. 60.0%, respectively; p=0.008).
CONCLUSION | Patients with Medicaid seeking consultation for THA experience limits in access to care
when compared to patients with private insurance, regardless of geographic region or academic
affiliation.
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What are the Costs of Hip Osteoarthritis in the Year Prior to a Total Hip Arthroplasty
(THA)?
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*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
John H. Alexander, MD / Columbus, OH
Daniel Li, MD / Columbus, OH

Mengnai Li, MD, PhD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Thomas J. Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH

INTRODUCTION | Majority of the cost-minimization/cost-analysis literature on THAs has been focused
around the peri-operative and post-operative period. No study has evaluated costs associated with hip
osteoarthritis in the year prior to THA.
Materials and METHOD | The 2007-2017 Humana Administrative Claims (HAC) database was queried
using Current Procedural Terminology codes 27130 to identify patients undergoing elective THA for hip
osteoarthritis. Patients undergoing THA for osteonecrosis, fracture, deformity, peri-prosthetic fracture
and/or bilateral replacements were excluded. The study sample was stratified into two groups (based on
insurance plan) – Medicare advantage (MA) and Commercial beneficiaries. Total 1-year costs and PerPatient average reimbursements (PPARs) for the following Pre-operative healthcare resource categories
were reported - office visits, X-rays, MRIs, CT scans, intra-articular steroid and hyaluronic acid injections,
physical therapy and pain medications (opioid and non-opioids). Trends in healthcare utilization for
physical therapy, opioids, and steroid injections over the 1-year pre-operative period have also been
reported.
RESULTS | A total of 41,625 MA and 5,965 Commercial beneficiaries undergoing a THA were included in
the study. Total 1-year pre-operative costs amounted to $21,022,883 (Average = $512/patient; Median
= $349/patient) and $4,481,401 (Average = $764/patient; Median = $460/patient) for MA and
Commercial beneficiaries, respectively. The largest proportion of total 1-year costs for both MA and
Commercial beneficiaries was accounted for by office visits (35% in Commercial; 41% in MA) followed
by pain medications (28% in Commercial; 35% in MA). Despite strong recommendations supporting the
use of physical therapy, only 7-8% of patients utilized this conservative treatment modality with a total
1-year cost contribution of 3.8%-4.0%. Per-patient average reimbursements (PPAR) for each healthcare
resource category were as follows:- office visits (MA=$222, Commercial=$289), X-rays (MA=$63,
Commercial=$111), MRIs (MA=$370, Commercial=$932), CT scans (MA=$187, Commercial=$765),
Steroid injections (MA=$141, Commercial=$365), HA injections (MA=$399, Commercial=$1,020),
physical therapy (MA=$287, Commercial=$339) and pain medications (MA=$234; Commercial=$288). A
high healthcare utilization within the last three months prior to surgery was noted for physical therapy,
opioids, steroid injections with up to 42%-79% of 1-year PPARs being accounted for within this time
period alone.
CONCLUSION | Around $500-$700/patient is spent on hip osteoarthritis-related care in the year prior to
a THA. Despite strong recommendations, physical therapy appears to be poorly utilized a conservative
treatment modality. Despite their negative effects on post-operative outcomes, opioids and steroid
injections are strongly utilized in the last three months prior to surgery.
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Anesthesia and Surgical Time in Direct Anterior vs. Posterior Approach Total Hip
Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kent R. Kraus, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Julian E. Dilley / Indianapolis, IN
Mary Ziemba-Davis BA / Indianapolis, IN
R. Michael Meneghini / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | While additional resources associated with direct anterior (DA) approach total hip
arthroplasty (THA) such as fluoroscopy, staff, and special tables are well recognized, time consumption
is not well studied. The purpose of this study was to analyze anesthesia and surgical time in DA and
posterior approach THA in a large healthcare system across multiple facilities and surgeons.
METHOD | 3,155 unilateral primary THAs performed via DA or posterior approaches between 1/1/2017
and 06/30/2019 at nine hospitals and ambulatory surgery centers (ASC) in a large metropolitan
healthcare system were retrospectively reviewed. All surgeons were experienced and beyond learning
curves. 247 cases were excluded to eliminate confounds. Operating room (OR) in and out times and
surgical times were collected via EMR electronic and manual data extraction with verification.
Multivariate statistical analyses were utilized with p<0.05 significant.
RESULTS | 1261 DA approach (43%) and 1647 posterior approach (57%) THAs were analyzed. Mean
total OR time, including anesthesia and positioning, was greatest for hospital-based DA THAs (146
mins), followed by hospital posterior approach THAs (126.4 mins), ASC-based DA THAs (118.1 mins) and
ASC posterior THAs (90.1 mins) (p<0.001). In multivariate analysis, compared to the optimal ASC
posterior approach group, the total OR time predictive model added 31 minutes per ASC DA THA, 33
minutes per hospital posterior THA, and 56 minutes for hospital DA THA (p<0.001). Similar predictive
effect was observed for surgical time, which added 18 minutes per ASC-based DA THA, 22 minutes for
hospital posterior THA and 29 minutes for hospital DA THA (p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | In the COVID era, efficiency should be enhanced to maximize patient access for elective
procedures and facilitate the healthcare system financial recovery. Despite equivocal clinical results, DA
approach THA consumes substantially more OR time when compared to the posterior approach in both
the hospital and ASC setting.
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Anterior Cervical Osteophyte Resection for Treatment of Dysphagia
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*Joshua M. Kolz, MD, M.S / Rochester, MN
Mohammed A. Alvi, M.B.B.S / Rochester, MN
Atiq R. Bhatti / Rochester, MN
Mohamad Bydon, M.D / Rochester, MN
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INTRODUCTION | Anterior cervical osteophytes are usually asymptomatic, however when large enough
they can cause dysphagia. There is currently a paucity of work examining outcomes of anterior cervical
osteophyte resection for dysphagia. The purpose of this study was to review demographics, clinical
characteristics, preoperative assessment, swallowing outcome, need for cervical fusion, delayed cervical
instability, and osteophyte regrowth following primary resection of anterior cervical osteophytes as a
treatment of dysphagia.
METHOD | Using an internal medical record search tool, we identified 19 patients who underwent an
anterior cervical osteophyte resection for a diagnosis of dysphagia between 1999 and 2017. There were
17 (89%) males, a mean age of 71 years, and mean BMI of 27 kg/m2. Mean follow-up was 3.9 years. The
most common spinal level operated on was C4 . Surgeries were performed by either a spine fellowship
trained orthopedic surgeon or neurosurgeon with the assistance of an otolaryngologist. Preoperative
work-up included videofluoroscopic swallowing exam (100%), CT scan (74%), MRI (73%,) cervical spine
xrays (37%), EMG (5%), and evaluation by Gastroenterology (47%), Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation/Speech (37%), and Neurology (11%).
RESULTS | Following anterior cervical osteophyte resection for a diagnosis of dysphagia 15 of the 19
patients (79%) had a significant improvement in their dysphagia. Six patients (32%) underwent cervical
fusion in conjunction with the osteophyte resection. There were no episodes of delayed instability
requiring fusion; however, there was one pseudoarthrosis that was lost to follow-up after 2 years. There
was a single case of osteophyte regrowth at the index level along with the proximal level. Other
complications included: one esophageal injury, one case of bilateral vocal cord dysfunction, one
superior laryngeal nerve injury, one case of diskitis/osteomyelitis, and one case of aspiration
pneumonia. Mean operative time was 178 minutes (33-561 minutes) and mean length of stay was 2.5
(1-8 days) days after surgery.
DISCUSSION | Anterior cervical osteophyte resection improves swallowing function in the majority of
patients with symptomatic osteophytes. Prior to surgery, patients should undergo thorough swallow
evaluation to ensure their anterior cervical osteophytes are the primary cause of dysphagia.
Additionally, there is a relatively high complication rate (32%), which highlights the need for a
multidisciplinary approach to the workup and treatment of these patients.
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Risk Factors for Allograft Subsidence following ACDF
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Arjun Sebastian, MD / Rochester, MN
*Ryder Reed, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | The primary purpose of this study was to utilize computed tomography to
characterize subsidence of allograft interbodies in ACDF. The secondary aim of this study was to
determine the impact of patient- and graft-related variables on subsidence in ACDF.
METHOD | We performed a retrospective review of a prospective cohort of patients undergoing 1 to 3
level ACDF with an allograft interbody at a single institution between the years of 2011-2017. Graft
subsidence was assessed on CT scan performed at least 6 months postoperatively. We classified
subsidence as none if <2mm, mild if 2-3mm, moderate if 3-4mm, and severe if >4mm. Student’s t-test
and ANOVA were used to compare all means between groups.
RESULTS | We identified 98 patients (152 levels) for inclusion. On sagittal CT for the entire cohort, the
mean superior endplate subsidence was 1.62mm+/-0.90 and the mean inferior endplate subsidence
was 1.62mm+/-0.91. The number of levels that underwent <2mm, >2mm, and >4mm of subsidence
was 73 (48.0%), 79 (51.9%), and 18 (11.8%), respectively. Of the 18 levels with severe subsidence, 14
occurred in multi-level constructs, 2 of which occurred in both levels of a two-level ACDF in one patient.
Of the remaining 12 levels of severe subsidence, 11 (92%) occurred at the caudal level and to a
significantly higher degree at the inferior end plate (p<0.001). On univariate analysis of levels with
severe subsidence, a decrease in the distance from the screw tip to the inferior endplate was associated
with an increase in subsidence (p<0.05). Additionally, both mild and severe subsidence were
significantly influenced by loss of vertebral body height on immediate postoperative x-rays (p<0.005).
16 patients (94.1%) with severe subsidence experienced pseudarthrosis compared to only 11 patients
(13.6%) with <4mm subsidence (p<0.001). However, reoperation rate was not significantly different
between the severe subsidence and non-severe subsidence groups (11.8% vs 17.3%, p=0.44).
CONCLUSION | Based upon our study, some allograft subsidence in ACDF is expected, but too inferior
screw placement at the caudal vertebral level and excessive endplate resection should be avoided to
prevent severe subsidence.
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Role of Sagittal Balance in Degenerative Spondylolisthesis
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*Gurmit Singh, MD / Minneapolis, MN
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David W. Polly / Minneapolis, MN
BACKGROUND | Spondylolisthesis is a degenerative spine disease that leads to forward slippage of a
vertebral body. Different risk factors have been associated with the pathogenesis of spondylolisthesis
including age, body mass index, sagittal alignment lumbar facet joints, and ligament hyperlaxity.
Currently, there are limited studies that describe the lumbar lordosis angulation in these patients. This
retrospective cohort study aims to determine if there is relative hypolordosis of the lumbar spine in
degenerative spondylolisthesis.
METHOD | Patient encounters were identified using ICD codes for spondylolisthesis. After application of
the exclusion criteria, each patient radiograph was measured for L4 slippage over L5, LI-S1 cobb angle,
L4-S1 cobb angle, L5-S1 cobb angle, pelvic incidence, and pelvic tilt. Lumbar distribution index (LDI),
ideal lumbar lordosis (PI x 0.62 + 29; IDL), pelvic incidence-lumbar lordosis (PI-LL) mismatch, and
relative lumbar lordosis (LL-IDL; RLL) were calculated for each radiograph. Lastly, L5-S1 lordosis, defined
as 40% of lumbar lordosis (LL), was evaluated using the following equations: L5-S1 lordosis/PI; L5-S1
lordosis/IDL; L5-S1 lordosis/measured LL.
RESULTS | The cohort that met the inclusion criteria consists of 117 participants (40 Males, 77 Females)
with an average age of 67.2 years at the time of the radiograph. The evaluation of L5-S1 lordosis
showed dominance of hypolordosis with maximum value of 73.5% when the lordosis is evaluated in
relation to the IDL (L5-S1 lordosis/IDL; ). On the contrary, the L1-S1 lordosis, PI-LL mismatch, and RLL
measurements demonstrated majority of the patients were adequately aligned while some showed
evidence of hypolordosis (aligned 74.4%, 47%, 51.3%; hypolordosis 12%, 43.6%, 46.2%, respectively; see
). Similarly, the L4-S1 sagittal alignment showed evidence of both adequate alignment and hypolordosis
when evaluated using LDI and L4-S1 lordosis (aligned 59.8%, 65.8%; hypolordosis 35.9%, 29.9%,
respectively).
CONCLUSION | The overall sagittal balance of the lumbar spine was not associated with degenerative
spondylolisthesis. The high incidence of hypolordosis of L5-S1 in this cohort suggests the possibility
that there may be compensatory L4-L5 hyperlordosis that may lead to development of
spondylolisthesis while L4-S1 lordosis is within normal limits.
The cohort does not show there is an association between lower lumbar hypolordosis and L4-L5
degenerative spondylolisthesis.
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Does a Reported Penicillin Allergy Affect Outcomes Following Elective Posterior
Lumbar Fusions?
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*Austin J. Roebke, MD / Columbus, OH
Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Elizabeth M. Yu, MD / Columbus, OH
Background Context: Patients with a reported penicillin allergy (PA) receive alternative antibiotics that
may not be as effective as cephalosporins for surgical site infection (SSI) prophylaxis. While patients
with a reported PA have been correlated to increased complications in other surgical fields, this has not
been conclusively shown in spine surgery.
PURPOSE |To investigate the impact of reported PA on 90-day complications and inpatient
charges/costs after elective posterior lumbar fusion between PA and non-PA cohorts.
METHOD | The 2005 to 2014 SAF100 database was queried using International Classification of Diseases
9th Edition (ICD-9) procedure codes to identify patients undergoing elective posterior lumbar fusions.
The reported PA ICD-9 code was used to divide the study sample into a PA cohort and non-PA cohort.
Multi-variate logistic regression analyses were used to assess for significant differences in 90-day
complications between PA and non-PA groups, after controlling for confounding factors. Generalized
linear regression modeling was used to assess for differences in inpatient charges and costs.
RESULTS | A total of 286,042 patients, 7,497 (2.6%) with a reported PA, undergoing elective posterior
lumbar fusions were included. Following adjustment for confounding factors, patients in the PA group
had significantly higher odds of experiencing SSIs (3.8% vs. 3.1%, OR 1.20 [95% CI 1.07-1.36]; p=0.002),
UTIs (12.3% vs. 10.0%, OR 1.16 [95% CI 1.08-1.24]; p<0.001), sepsis (1.5% vs. 1.2%, OR 1.24 [95% CI 1.021.50]; p=0.026), AKIs (3.8% vs. 3.2%, OR 1.19 [95% CI 1.05-1.34]; p=0.006), readmissions (9.8% vs. 8.5%,
OR 1.15 [95% CI 1.07-1.25]; p<0.001), increased inpatient charges (+$4,340; p<0.001), and
reimbursements (+$1,221; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | Patients with reported a PA experienced significantly higher rates of 90-day
complications and cost following elective posterior lumbar fusion. The findings of the study highlight
the importance of preoperative penicillin allergy testing to minimize the use of alternative antibiotics
and potentially improve patient outcomes.
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Lateral Lumbar Interbody Fusion with Percutaneous Pedicle Screw Fixation (LLIFPPS): Are We Getting the Sagittal Alignment Right?
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*Breana J. Siljander, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Nicholas R. Dick, BS / Minneapolis, MN
J. Alex Thomas, MD / Wilmington, NC
Jonathan N. Sembrano, MD / Minneapolis, MN
PURPOSE |LLIF-PPS is a circumferential minimally-invasive surgery (MIS) that achieves indirect
decompression, stabilization and interbody fusion for treatment of lumbar pathologies. Advantages of
MIS include lower blood loss, less postoperative pain, and quicker recovery. The importance of sagittal
balance in spinal fusion is increasingly recognized. This study evaluated the efficacy of LLIF-PPS in
achieving optimal sagittal alignment using accepted alignment goals.
Materials and METHOD | Patients (84) who underwent LLIF-PPS (115 levels) by two surgeons at two
institutions from 2009-2018 were included. Exclusion criteria included: concomitant ALIF/TLIF; corrective
osteotomies; pre-psoas approach; planned anterior longitudinal ligament release; pelvic fixation;
extension of fusion to the thoracic spine; and fusion for diskitis, osteomyelitis, or acute trauma.
Preoperative and postoperative lumbar radiographs obtained within 6-12 weeks of the operation were
reviewed. The following parameters were measured: lumbar lordosis (LL), pelvic incidence (PI), pelvic tilt
(PT), and L4-S1 lordosis. The frequency of meeting the following goals in preoperative and
postoperative radiographs was determined: (1)PI minus LL (PI-LL) < 10 ; (2)PT < 20; and (3)L4-S1 60%
of PI.
RESULTS | We found no difference in achievement of accepted alignment goals preoperatively versus
postoperatively after LLIF-PPS (p >0.05). The average number of alignment goals met was higher
preoperatively than postoperatively (1.68 vs 1.48, p=0.03; ). Postoperatively, 51% of patients met the
same number of alignment goals compared to preoperative state, while 17% met more alignment goals
and 31% of patients met fewer alignment goals.
CONCLUSION | Our results show no difference in the number of patients who met specific alignment
goals before and after LLIF-PPS surgery. Fewer cumulative alignments goals were met after LLIF-PPS.
These findings suggest that patients with preoperative sagittal malalignment should be considered for
procedures that provide more significant correction of lordosis.
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Intravenous and Oral Tranexamic Acid are Equivalent at Reducing Blood Loss in
Thoracolumbar Spinal Fusion: A Prospective Randomized Trial Phase 3
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*Charles C. Yu MD / Detroit, MI
Omar Kadri MD / Detroit, MI
Allen Kadado MD / Detroit, MI
Mohsin Fidai MD / Detroit, MI
Justin Jabara MD / Detroit, MI

Jacob Pawloski MD / Detroit, MI
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Gregory Graziano MD / Detroit, MI

INTRODUCTION | The use of antifibrinolytic agents such as tranexamic acid (TXA) to decrease operative
blood loss and allogenic blood transfusions is well documented in the literature. While evidence
supports the use of intravenous (IV) and topical formulations of TXA in spine surgery, the use of oral
(PO) TXA has not been studied. The objective of the study is to compare perioperative blood loss in
patients undergoing elective posterior thoracolumbar fusion who were treated with IV versus PO TXA.
METHOD | A prospective randomized trial of patients enrolled at a university affiliated tertiary medical
center between February 2017 and October 2018. 171 patients undergoing thoracolumbar fusion were
randomized to receive 1.95g of PO TXA 2 hours preoperatively or 2g IV TXA (1g before incision and 1g
before wound closure) intraoperatively. The sample was further stratified into 3 categories based on
number of levels fused (1-2 level fusions, 3-5, and >5). The primary outcome was the reduction of
hemoglobin. Secondary outcomes included calculated blood loss, drain output, postoperative
transfusion, complications, and length of hospital stay. Equivalence analysis was performed with a two
one-sided test (TOST). A P-value of <0.05 suggested equivalence between treatments.
RESULTS | 91 patients received IV TXA and 80 patients received PO TXA. Patient demographic factors
were similar between groups except for age, weight, and BMI. The mean reduction of hemoglobin was
similar between IV and PO groups (3.48 g/dL vs. 3.19 g/dL, respectively; P = 0.004, equivalence).
Similarly, the calculated blood loss was equivalent (1274 mL vs. 1206 mL, respectively; P = 0.001,
equivalence). 21 patients (23%) in IV TXA group received a transfusion compared with 10 patients in PO
TXA group (13%) (P = 0.07). 2 patients (2% and 3% in IV and PO, respectively) in each group
experienced a DVT/PE (P = 0.90). This is the last phase of an ongoing trial, so we predict that we will
achieve over 300 patients by MAOA meeting time.
Discussion and CONCLUSION | Patients treated with IV and PO TXA experienced the same perioperative
blood loss after spinal fusions. Given its lower cost, PO TXA represents an excellent alternative to IV TXA
in patients undergoing elective posterior thoracolumbar fusion and may improve healthcare costefficiency in the studied population.
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Efficacy, Safety, and Cost Effectiveness of Intraoperative Tranexamic Acid in Adult
Spinal Surgery: A Retrospective Analysis of 214 Cases
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BACKGROUND | To date, there are no guidelines for TXA dosing in complex spinal surgeries. The
objective of this study is to offer insight on such guidelines by characterizing the efficacy, safety, and
cost effectiveness of two different TXA dosing regimens in complex spinal surgeries.
METHOD | In this retrospective analysis, patients undergoing long, complex deformity spinal correction
surgery at a single institution from January 2015 to December 2018 were identified. Patients receiving
either a low-dose (10 mg/kg loading dose & 1 mg/kg/h maintenance infusion) or high-dose (50 mg/kg
loading dose & 5 mg/kg/h maintenance infusion) TXA regimen intraoperatively were included in the
study. Patient demographics and procedure-specific information were compared between each cohort.
RESULTS | 214 patients met criteria for inclusion. Ninety-five patients (41M/54F) received the low-dose
protocol, and 119 (39M/80F) patients received the high-dose protocol. There was no significant
difference in patient baseline characteristics (age, BMI, case duration, fusion levels, primary vs. revision,
hospital length of stay), EBL, Cellsaver or postoperative thrombosis between each regimen. However,
low-dose TXA patients required significantly more PRBC units during their hospital stay than high-dose
patients (1.69 vs 0.86, p < 0.001). This translated to a higher cost burden of $602.34 (p<0.001) per
patient when compared to those receiving the high-dose TXA protocol.
CONCLUSION | These results suggest that high-dose intravenous TXA is significantly more effective at
reducing perioperative transfusion requirements than low-dose counterparts, while being more costeffective for the patient. Guidelines for TXA dosing should reflect the cost-benefit profile of high vs low
protocols.
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S. aureus Decolonization Program Reduces Surgical Site Infection in Pediatric
Neuromuscular and Syndromic Spinal Fusion Patients
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*Matthew D. Smith, BS / San Antonio, TX
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Chris Geyer, R.N. / Dallas, TX
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BACKGROUND | Surgical site infection (SSI) following spinal fusion surgery in pediatric patients with
underlying neuromuscular and syndromic (NMS) conditions leads to high morbidity and cost. Our
institution implemented a standardized pre-operative infection prevention bundle in 2015. However,
the 90-day SSI rate increased to 10.2% (9/88) in NMS patients who underwent spinal fusion in 2018. The
majority (7/9) of these infections were due to S. aureus species.
METHOD | A preoperative S. aureus screening and decolonization protocol was implemented for NMS
scoliosis patients. Cultures of both nares, tracheostomy and/or gastrostomy tube sites were performed.
A positive culture for either methicillin-sensitive S. aureus (MSSA) and methicillin-resistant S. aureus
(MRSA) was followed by decolonization with nasal mupirocin 2x/day and chlorhexidine gluconate (CHG)
bath daily for five days prior to the surgical date. Successful decolonization was considered to have
been achieved if the NMS scoliosis patient did not experience a S. aureus related SSI within 90 days
following the operation. Statistical analysis was performed to compare the control (2018 NMS spinal
fusion SSI) and intervention groups (2019 NMS spinal fusion SSI).
RESULTS | Pre-surgical screening for both MSSA and MRSA occurred in 68 patients with neuromuscular
and syndromic scoliosis who underwent spinal fusion at our institution in 2019. Of the 68 patients
screened, 36.8% (25) tested positive for S. aureus colonization. The prevalence of MSSA was 30.9%
(21/68), while the prevalence of MRSA was 5.88% (4/68). The majority (68%) of organisms were culture
positive in the anterior nares, 16 % from the gastrostomy tube, and 16% in both nares and gastrostomy
tube. Decolonization in these patients led to a reduction in 90-day SSI rates for spinal fusion NMS
patients from 10.2% (9/88) in 2018 to 0% (0/74) in 2019 (p= 0.003).
CONCLUSION | Over one-third of pre-surgical NMS scoliosis patients were colonized with S. aureus.
This project is unique because it prospectively evaluated the benefit of screening and decolonization of
S. aureus species in NMS scoliosis spinal fusion patients. Adding S. aureus screening and decolonization
to the pre-operative and intra-operative infection prevention bundle reduced the 90-day SSI rate to
zero in pediatric NMS patients undergoing spinal fusion surgery at our institution within one year’s
time.
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Can a Standardized Infection Reduction Bundle Decrease Pediatric Spinal Deformity
Infections?
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INTRODUCTION | Surgical site infection (SSI) is a major concern in pediatric spinal deformity surgery.
Can a standardized, hospital-wide care bundle decrease (SSI) rate in pediatric spinal deformity surgery?
METHOD | We performed a retrospective review of our primary scoliosis surgeries between 1999 and
2017. In 2008, we implemented a standardized infection reduction bundle. Interventions included
preoperative nares screening for methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus or methicillin sensitive
staphylococcus aureus two weeks preoperatively, and treatment with intranasal mupirocin when
positive, a chlorohexidine bath or shower the night before surgery, a preoperative chlorohexidine scrub,
timing of standardized antibiotic administration, standardized intraoperative re-dosing of antibiotics,
limiting operating room traffic, and standardized postoperative wound care. In 2011, we added
intrawound vancomycin powder at wound closure.
Our inclusion criteria were patients 21 years of age or less with idiopathic, neuromuscular, syndromic, or
congenital scoliosis who had a primary spinal fusion or a same day anterior and posterior spine fusion
with segmental spinal instrumentation of 6 levels more.
We compared the incidence of early (within 90 days of surgery) and late (>91 days) SSI during the first
postoperative year.
RESULTS | There were 804 patients who met inclusion criteria: 404 in the non-bundle group (NBG) for
cases prior to protocol change and 400 in the bundle group (BG) for cases after the protocol change.
Postoperatively, there were 29 infections (7.2% of total cases) in the NBG: 9 early (2.2%) and 20 late
(5.0%) while in the BG there were only 10 infection (2.5%): 6 early (1.5%) and 4 late (1.0%). The reduction
in overall SSIs was statistically significant (p=0.01). There was a trend toward decreased early infections,
but this did not reach statistical significance (p=0.14).
CONCLUSION | Standardized care bundles appear effective in reducing the incidence of postoperative
pediatric spine SSIs.
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Effectiveness of an Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis Care Path
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STUDY DESIGN | Retrospective Study.
OBJECTIVE | To evaluate the effectiveness of an Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) Care Path designed
to assist pediatricians, family practitioners, orthopaedic surgeons and other caregivers involved in the
diagnosis and treatment of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis from initial presentation to final disposition.
The guidelines suggested in this care path ideally improve the value-based care of adolescent
idiopathic scoliosis by minimizing cost, reducing variations in care, decreasing length of stay and
optimizing patient outcomes.
SUMMARY OF BACKGROUND DATA | The AIS Care Path was initiated in 2016 and consists of an
algorithm of the most current evidenced-based practices for the management of AIS. Care path metrics
included both process measures and outcomes measures.
METHOD | 100 patients were reviewed from 2014 -2015 before the Care Path was initiated and 100
patients were reviewed from 2016-2017 after the Care Path was initiated. Patients were between 10 and
18 years old. Process measures included >90% of patients referred to the orthopaedic specialist with a
curve >10 degrees, >90% of patients with the first obtained xray at the first orthopaedic visit, >90% of
patients achieving edge-of-bed activity on POD #0, and >90% of patients discharged on POD #3.
Outcome measures included patient complications and rate of surgical site infection between 1-3 %.
RESULTS | Analysis of process measures analysis revealed that percentage of patients referred to the
orthopaedic specialist with a curve >10 degrees improved slightly from 90% pre-care path to 92% postcare path. The frequency of obtaining the first xray at the first orthopaedic visit also improved slightly
from 35% to 39%, while the frequency of edge-of-bed activity increased from 19% to 34%. The
percentage of patients discharged by Postop Day #3 increased substantially from 34% pre-care path to
62% post-care path.
Analysis of outcomes measures revealed that patient complication rates decreased from 23% pre-care
path to 12% post-care path. Importantly, surgical site infection also markedly decreased from 9% precare path to 1% post care-path.
CONCLUSION | Development of a standardized care path for the treatment of AIS resulted in
improvements in both process measures and outcomes measures, thus improving the quality of patient
care. It will be important to keep monitoring these measures going forward to ensure that these
improvements are not transient.
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Pediatric Supracondylar Humerus Fractures Can Be Safely Treated by Orthopedic
Surgeons with and without Pediatric Fellowship Training
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Keith Kenter, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was to compare the outcomes of pediatric patients who were
surgically treated for a supracondylar humerus fracture by pediatric fellowship-trained orthopaedic
surgeons (PFT) to the outcomes of those surgically treated by orthopaedic surgeons without pediatric
fellowship training (NPFT). We hypothesized that there would be no differences in patient outcomes.
METHOD | After IRB approval, a retrospective review of all pediatric patients (aged 0-16 years) who
underwent surgical treatment for a supracondylar humerus fracture with closed reduction and
percutaneous pinning (CRPP) or open reduction and percutaneous pinning (ORPP) at a regional trauma
center between January 1, 2013, and December 31, 2017, was performed. Exclusion criteria were
inadequate follow up or absence of postoperative radiographs. Patient demographics, operative details,
radiographic outcomes at final follow up, and postoperative complications were recorded.
RESULTS | A total of 201 patients were surgically treated for supracondylar humerus fracture and met
the inclusion criteria during the time period. Pediatric-fellowship trained orthopaedic surgeons treated
15.9% of patients (n=32). The measured demographic variables were similar between PFT group and
NPFT group. The average age was 5.4 (range 1.2-12.7) years and 49.3% were female. 1.5% of patients
had open fractures. There was no statistically significant difference in carrying angle (11.75 vs. 11.24),
Baumann’s angle (74.16 vs. 75.18), or lateral rotation percentage (4.9 vs. 5.95) at final follow up between
PFT and NPFT groups. The amount of time in hours from admission to presentation to the operating
room was similar between groups, as was the operative duration. Patients treated by NPFT were more
likely to return to the operating room for pin removal (19.5% vs. 3.1%).
CONCLUSION | In this study, there was no difference in radiographic outcomes for patients with
supracondylar humerus fractures treated by orthopaedic surgeons without pediatric fellowship training
compared to those treated by orthopaedic surgeons with pediatric fellowship training. This suggests
that pediatric supracondylar humerus fractures may be appropriately treated in communities without a
pediatric-fellowship trained orthopaedic surgeon without compromised outcomes. This surgical
technique can be considered a general orthopaedic surgery procedure and should be emphasized as
part of an orthopaedic residency. This approach could reduce the need for transfer to another facility,
and decrease time between presentation and surgical treatment, thus reducing days of hospitalization
and unnecessary costs in this patient population.
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Comparison of Spica Casting by Pediatric Trained Orthopedic Surgeons vs. NonPediatric Trained Orthopedic Surgeons for Pediatric Femoral Shaft Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

R. Garrett Steinmetz, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Margaret A. Baldwin, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Samuel F. Thompson, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Christian McCartney, MD / Oklahoma City, OK

Dylan J. Cannon, BS / Oklahoma City, OK
William R. Puffinbarger, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
*Hannah Hoopes, MD / Oklahoma City, OK

PURPOSE | Femoral shaft fractures are common among the pediatric population and are commonly
treated with spica casting. The purpose of this study is to determine differences in outcomes between
casting performed by pediatric trained orthopedic surgeons and non-pediatric trained orthopedic
surgeons.
METHOD | We performed a retrospective review of a consecutive series of 273 patients age 0-5 treated
with a hip spica cast for isolated closed femoral shaft fracture over a 7 year period. The cohort of
patients was subdivided based on if cast was applied by a pediatric or non-pediatric fellowship trained
surgeon. After the casts were placed, all patients were followed in the pediatric orthopedic clinic.
Clinical records and radiographs were reviewed, and data was collected for routine demographics, injury
mechanism, fracture pattern, surgery length, intraoperative radiation exposure, length of hospital stay,
time in cast, time to weight bearing, femur malunions and complications. Malunions were determined
by values lying outside of previously published guidelines on acceptable angulation and shortening for
pediatric femur fractures.
RESULTS | 61 patients were treated by non-pediatric trained orthopedic surgeons and 213 by pediatric
trained surgeons. All casts were placed in the operating room under general anesthesia. Average
operating room time was 37 minutes with non-pediatric trained surgeons and 32.4 minutes by
pediatrics surgeons (p=.01). The malunion rate was 39% with non-pediatric trained surgeons and 17.5%
with pediatric trained surgeons (p=.0013), however, none of these malunions required any further
surgical intervention at final follow up. There was no significant difference in the length of hospital stay,
cast complications, need for cast wedging, need for revision surgery, time to weightbearing or amount
of radiation exposure.
CONCLUSION | Although pediatric orthopedic surgeons were found to have a shorter operating room
time and lower malunion rate when compared to non-pediatric orthopedic surgeons, no patients that
healed with a malunion required further surgical intervention for malunion or leg length discrepancy.
This suggests that spica casting remains a reliable option for treating femur fractures for both pediatric
trained and non-pediatric trained orthopedic surgeons.
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Which Radiographic Technique Better Predicts Postoperative Correction in Idiopathic
Scoliosis?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mehmet Erkilinc, MD / Cleveland, OH
Anne Marie Dumaine, MD / Cleveland, OH
Jerry Du, MD / Cleveland, OH

Connie Poe-Kochert, CNP / Cleveland, OH
George H. Thompson, MD / Cleveland, OH
*R Justin Mistovich, MD, MBA / Cleveland, OH

INTRODUCTION | Preoperative radiographic assessment of curve flexibility in patients with idiopathic
scoliosis (IS) is important to determine Lenke classification, operative levels, and post-operative
correction; however, no consensus exists as to the best technique for obtaining these radiographs. We
compared measurements from supine bending (SB) and intra-operative traction radiographs under
general anesthesia (TUGA) with actual post-operative correction.
METHOD | We performed a retrospective review of all patients with IS and posterior spinal fusion from
2010-2018. Pre-operative radiographs including posterior anterior (PA), lateral, SB, and TUGA and postoperative standing PA and lateral radiographs at one month, 5 months, and one year were reviewed.
Flexibility was calculated from the SB and TUGA radiographs and correction rates were calculated from
the one month and 12-month. Univariate and multivariate linear regression models were utilized for
statistical analysis. Bending radiographs that correlated significantly with post-operative correction with
p<0.10 were eligible for inclusion. Preoperative demographics, etiology, deformity details, and surgical
details were included in the multivariate models.
RESULTS | On univariate analysis, traction radiographs correlated with post-operative correction at one
month and one year on the major curves [(r=0.214, p=0.001), (r=0.209, p=0.001)] and distal curves
[(r=0.280, p<0.001), (r=0.181, p=0.006)]. SB radiographs did not correlate with post-operative correction
on either major or distal curves. Neither SB radiographs or TUGA radiographs of proximal curves
correlated with post-op correction at one month or one year.
On multivariate analysis, major curve traction correction radiographs were independently associated
with post-operative major curve correction at one month (beta: 0.158, 95% confidence interval [CI]:
0.035-0.280, p=0.012) and one year (beta: 0.195, 95% CI: 0.049-0.340, p=0.009). Major curve SB
radiographs were not associated with post-operative major curve correction at one month (p=0.088).
Distal curve TUGA correction radiographs were independently associated with post-operative distal
curve correction at one month (beta: 0.251, 95% CI: 0.144-0.357, p<0.001) and at one year (beta: 0.280,
95% CI: 0.149-0.412, p<0.001). Distal curve supine SB radiographs were associated with post-operative
distal curve correction at one year (beta: 0.092, 95% CI: 0.014-0.169, p=0.021).
CONCLUSION | TUGA radiographs independently correlated with post-operative major and distal curve
correction at one month and one year post-operatively. SB radiographs independently correlated only
with distal curve correction at one year post-operatively. However, the correlation was not as strong as
TUGA correction (beta of 0.280 vs beta of 0.092). TUGA radiographs appear superior to SB radiographs
in predicting curve correction after surgery.
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Safety and Efficacy of Waterproof Mehta Casting for Early Onset Scoliosis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Keegan T. Conry, MD / Akron, OH
Lorena Floccari, MD / Akron, OH
Melanie Morscher, BS / Akron, OH
Todd Ritzman, MD / Akron, OH
INTRODUCTION | Multiple studies have demonstrated the efficacy of traditional Mehta casting in the
treatment of early onset scoliosis (EOS). However, the use of waterproof Mehta casting has not been
previously described. Inherent advantages of waterproof casting include clearance for
bathing/swimming, avoiding cast holidays, and improved family satisfaction. The purpose of this study
was to assess the safety and efficacy of waterproof serial Mehta casting at controlling curve progression
in EOS.
METHOD | The current study is an IRB approved Level IV retrospective consecutive cohort of EOS
patients who underwent a serial 75% body weight traction-elongation-flexion Mehta cast protocol with
waterproof cast padding. The addition of 3-point apical translation with stockinettes was utilized during
casting. Bracing was initiated after correction <15° or 1 year of serial casting.
RESULTS | 17 patients at mean age 22 months, with pre-cast Cobb angle 52.4° (R: 35°-75°), underwent
10.6 months of casting with 5.7 casts. In-cast correction index was 66%, for post-cast Cobb angle 18.1°.
At mean 5.1 years (R: 2.1–9.4 years), 14/17 (82%) successfully avoided surgical intervention, and 9/17
(53%) maintained correction <25°. 3/17 (18%) ultimately required surgery with halo-gravity traction
followed by magnetic growing rod therapy at 6.2 years post-casting; 2/3 had significant noncompliance
with loss to follow-up of ≥3 years prior to surgery. 3/17 (18%) required a 2nd round of casting; one
underwent surgical conversion at 5.3 years, and two had curve control at 30° and 54°at 4.2- and 5.1years post-casting, respectively. No major cast related complications, decubiti, or cast holidays were
encountered. One patient incurred a superficial 2 cm cast saw burn during creation of an abdominal
window, and one required early final cast removal due to parental perception of discomfort. Final incast correction ratio (p=0.006) and post-cast Cobb angle (p=0.003) were the only variables predictive of
ultimate need for surgical conversion.
CONCLUSION | Serial waterproof Mehta casting is safe and efficacious in EOS when compared to
published literature of traditional Mehta casting. Of 17 patients with mean pre-cast Cobb 52.4°, 82%
successfully avoided surgery and 53% maintained mild curves <25° magnitude at 5.1 years follow-up.
No major complications or skin decubiti occurred, and advantages include clearance for bathing and
avoidance of need for cast holidays during treatment.
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Aborted AIS Spinal Fusion Due to Perisistent Loss of IONM: When is it Safe to Return
to the OR
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Kiley Pippino / Dallas, TX
Spenser Freeman / Dallas, TX
*Amy L. McIntosh, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | The use of intraoperative neurophysiologic monitoring (IONM) in adolescent
idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) surgery is critical for detecting potential neurologic injury. No current literature
indicates when it's safe to return to the OR after case abortion due to persistent abnormal IONM. This
study's purpose was to report a single institution’s experience with aborted AIS surgery due to critical
IONM changes and describe predictive factors for safe case completion.
METHOD | IRB-approved review of AIS patients who underwent PSFI with IONM from January 2007-July
2019 at a single center. Postoperative neurologic examinations performed by neurologists and advance
imaging reports were reviewed.
RESULTS | From 2007 to 2019, 1427 patients underwent AIS PSF and 9(0.63%) (F:3,M:6) had case
abortion. Mean age was 15.5 years and preoperative major Cobb of 87.6 ̊ (73 ̊-110 )̊ . IONM changes
were associated with hypovolemia (11.1%), anchor placement (55.6%), and corrective maneuvers
(33.3%). Multimodality IONM changes were detected by TcMEP alone in 6 patients, and SSEP and
TcMEP changes in the other 3. All hardware was removed in 5 patients and 2 were placed into halo
gravity traction. Transient neurologic deficits were observed in 5 patients, 4 were given IV steroids. The
other 4 awoke without deficit. Motor strength returned to a 4+/5 or 5/5 at 2.6 days (0-18). Return to the
OR for case completion occurred in 12.7 days (1-23). The 5 patients who returned to the OR within 2
weeks had no abnormal cord signal and full motor strength on POD 0 or POD1. Of the 4 patients who
returned to the OR ≥14 days, 3 had lower limb paresis upon wakening that resolved at an average of
6.7 days. All completion surgeries occurred when the patients demonstrated 4+ motor strength, and
TcMEPs were ≥50% of their original baseline. The average post-operative major cobb was (37.0°), 58 %
correction, on 1st standing x-ray.
CONCLUSION | Completion surgery for aborted AIS cases due to persistent abnormal IONM can be
divided into 2 categories: 1) awake with neurologic deficit, and 2) awake without deficit. Patients that
wake with a neurologic deficit require a longer period of recovery to allow safe return (≥ 14 days).
Regardless, safe return to the OR occurred in all cases (average = 12.7 days) with when motor strength
was 4+/5, and Tc MEPS were ≥ 50% of their original baseline. This allowed for 58% correction at
completion surgery.
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Low BMI (<10th Percentile) Increases Complications and Readmissions after Posterior
Spinal Fusion in Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Farzam Farahani, BSA. / Dallas, TX
Brandon Ramo, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | While obesity has been shown to predict negative 30-day outcomes following PSF in
AIS patients, less is known about the effects of low BMI. We sought to elucidate the impact of low BMI
status on 30-day outcomes in this patient population.
METHOD | AIS (ICD10 M4.12) patients undergoing PSF (CPT 22800-4) were identified using the 2015-17
ACS NSQIP-Pediatric database. Patients were placed in underweight (UW, <10th %ile) and normal
weight (NW, 10th-90th %ile) cohorts based off of CDC BMI-to-age growth charts. Demographics,
comorbidities, intra-, and postoperative factors were compared via univariate analysis with false
discovery rate adjustment. Multivariable logistic regression models were generated to assess UW status
as an independent predictor of outcomes.
RESULTS | 2,799 AIS patients undergoing PSF (NW: 2,517, UW: 282) were identified. UW patients were
older (15.6 years vs. 14.7 years), less female dominant (62.4% vs. 79.5%), and had more pulmonary (2.5%
vs. 0.4%) and minor cardiac comorbidities (6% vs. 1.5%) compared to NW patients (all p<0.001). UW
patients had a greater % blood loss (6.7% v 5.3%, p<0.001) and higher complication (3.9% vs. 1.4%,
p=0.008), pneumonia (1.4% vs. 0.12%, p=0.003), and unplanned readmission (3.5% v 1.2%, p=0.001)
rates compared to NW patients in univariate analyses. Contributing to the complication rate was
surgical space infection (0.4%), sepsis (0.7%), reintubation (0.4%), pneumonia (1.4%), and nerve injury
(0.7%). In multivariate analysis, UW status was a predictor of ≥15% blood volume loss (adjusted
OR=2.70; 95% CI=1.79, 4.02; p<0.001), pneumonia (adjusted OR= 7.00; 95% CI=1.90, 6.1; p=0.004), and
unplanned readmission (adjusted OR=2.47; 95% CI=1.04, 5.90; p=0.047).
CONCLUSION | There is a higher occurrence of overall complications and pneumonia in thin AIS
patients undergoing PSF. Low BMI is an independent predictor of complications such as ≥15% blood
loss, pneumonia, and unplanned readmissions. Similar to heavier counterparts, thin AIS patients have an
increased postoperative risk for, sometimes serious, complications, requiring readmission and
hospitalization.
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A Retrospective Study to Identify Factors Contributing to Pressure Ulcers in Pediatric
Patients with Lower Extremity Splints
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Ryan J Furdock, MD / Cleveland, OH
Alex Benedick, MD / Cleveland, OH
Grant Nelson, MD / Cleveland, OH
Don T Li, MS / New Haven, CT

Daniel R Cooperman, MD / New Haven, CT
James O Sanders, MD / Chapel Hill, NC
Raymond W Liu, MD / Cleveland, OH
*Joshua Perrin / Dayton, OH

BACKGROUND | Ulcers are a preventable splinting complication with lower extremity fractures that
cause increases in patient morbidity and medical care costs. The primary purpose of this study was to
identify factors that are involved in pressure ulcer development while assessing the incidence of
pressure ulcers with lower extremity fractures splinted in a pediatric emergency department (ED).
METHOD | In this retrospective study, pediatric patients’ charts from 2016-2019 were reviewed. Patients
were under 11 years old, had a lower extremity injury splinted in an ED, and followed up with a pediatric
orthopedist. Variables gathered included age, weight, gender, mechanism of injury, time from injury to
orthopedic specialist visit, time in splint before seeing the specialist, pressure ulcer location and
grading, and method of splinting.
RESULTS | In total, 250 patients’ charts were reviewed. Univariate analysis showed age, weight, time
from injury to specialist visit, and number of days in splint were highly correlated to the occurrence of
pressure ulcers. Multiple logistic regression showed that for every 1-day increase in time from initial
injury to the follow-up orthopedic visit, the odds of a pressure ulcer increased by 18% (p <0.05). Neither
age nor method of splinting (long leg vs short leg) were significantly related to pressure ulcer formation
when controlled for other variables. Patients who did not go to the pediatric ER, but instead an outside
ER, were 6.23 times likely to develop pressure ulcers (95% CI 2.2-17.9) after controlling for age, method
of splinting, and time from injury to specialist visit (days).
CONCLUSION | Based on these findings, future efforts will be tailored towards educating ED providers
about proper splinting techniques in order to decrease incidence of pressure ulcers.
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Systematic Isolation of Key Parameters for Estimating Skeletal Maturity on Hip
Radiographs
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael W. Perry, MD / Chicago, IL
Cameron Killen, MD / Chicago, IL
Daniel Schmitt, MD / Chicago, IL
Eddie Chaharbakhshi / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Chicago, IL
*Raymond W. Lui, MD / Cleveland, OH
INTRODUCTION | Estimating skeletal maturity using a hip radiograph would be useful in the treatment
of multiple orthopaedic conditions. Currently, an accurate and reproducible method is not available.
METHOD | Serial AP hip radiographs ranging from three years before to two years after the skeletal age
associated with 90% final height (an enhanced skeletal maturity gold standard compared to peak height
velocity) were evaluated in 78 children. Chronological age, sex, the five modified oxford criteria, and 9
additional quantitative hip parameters were collected by two authors on 20 radiographs. Parameters
poorly correlated with years from 90% final height (r<0.4) or with poor inter-or intra-rater reliability
(intraclass correlation coefficient or Spearman’s rho <0.6) were excluded from further analysis. The
remaining parameters were collected on 212 radiographs by a single author. The Greulich and Pyle (GP)
left hand bone age was also obtained. Stepwise multiple linear regression was used to isolate key hip
parameters. The accuracy of a system of demographics + hip parameters in predicting years from 90%
final height was compared to a system of demographics + GP.
RESULTS | 41 girls (mean age 10.6 years, range 7-15 years) and 36 boys (mean age 12.1 years, range 916 years) were included. Of the 14 hip parameters considered, 3 were excluded for poor correlation in
predicting years from 90% final height and/or poor inter-rater reliability. Six parameters were excluded
from the demographics + hip parameters model created by stepwise linear regression, with 5
parameters (2 femoral head, 2 greater trochanter, 1 acetabulum) remaining in the final model. The
system of demographics + hip parameters had greater correlation predicting years from 90% final
height (R2=.890) compared to demographics + GP (R2=.877). The two systems did not differ in average
discrepancy of predicted years from 90% final height (p=.723)
CONCLUSION | A high level of precision in predicting skeletal maturity is possible by using only 5
discrete hip radiographic parameters. This system performs at least as well as Greulich and Pyle, and
does not require a dedicated left hand radiograph.
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The Frequency of Mediastinal Injury in Acute Posterior Sternoclavicular Dislocation: A
Multicenter Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Matthew Fournier MD / Memphis, TN
Mark Sinclair MD / Kansas City, MO
Evan Zheng, BS / Boston, MA
David Spiegel, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Anna Johnson, MD / Mobile, AL
Apurva Shah, MD / Philadelphia, PA

Anthony Riccio, MD / Dallas, TX
Marilyn Elliott, BS / Dallas, TX
Donald Bae, MD / Boston, MA
Jeffrey Sawyer, MD / Memphis, TN
*Nathaniel B. Alexander, MD / Memphis, TN

BACKGROUND | Acute posterior sternoclavicular dislocations (APSCD) are rare injuries that historically
have prompted concern for injury to the great vessels and other mediastinal structures from initial
trauma or subsequent treatment, and the presence or availability of a vascular surgeon usually is
recommended during the surgical treatment of these injuries. To our knowledge, however, there are no
large studies characterizing the frequency of injury to vascular and mediastinal structures with APSCD.
The purpose of this study was to determine the frequency and characteristics of vascular injury with
APSCD in a large multicenter cohort.
METHOD | Following IRB approval, records of consecutive patients ≤ 25 years of age treated for APSCD
were collected from each participating center. Patient demographic information, injury mechanism,
associated mediastinal injuries, and need for vascular/general surgery intervention were recorded.
Mediastinal structures that were injured or compressed by mass effect were specifically characterized by
review of pre-operative computed tomography (CT) imaging.
RESULTS | One hundred and twenty five patients with a mean age of 14.7 years were identified; 88%
were male. APSCD most commonly resulted from a sporting injury (74%); same-level falls and highenergy motor vehicle trauma accounted for 10% each. The most common findings on cross-sectional
imaging were compression of the ipsilateral subclavian or brachiocephalic veins (35%). Eleven patients
had successful closed reduction, and 114 (90%) had open reduction and internal fixation, with 25 failed
or unstable closed reductions preceding open treatment. There were no vascular or mediastinal injuries
during reduction or fixation that required intervention.
CONCLUSION | In this multicenter series of 125 APSCDs, which is the largest in the literature to date, no
injuries to the great vessels/mediastinal structures requiring intervention were identified. While this
study suggests vascular injuries following APSCD are quite rare, vascular complications are catastrophic
when they do occur. Treating providers should consider this data and their own institutional resources
to maximize patient safety during the treatment of APSCD.
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Pediatric Elbow Dislocations: Which Ones Require Surgical Management?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Laura Lewallen, MD / Dallas, TX
Marilyn Elliott, BA / Dallas, TX
Amy McIntosh, MD / Dallas, TX
Christine Ho, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to examine pediatric patients with an acute elbow
dislocation, and/or associated elbow fractures, to determine the number which require surgical
intervention.
METHOD | This was a single institution, IRB approved retrospective review from 2008-2016. Pediatric
patients who presented to the Emergency Department (ED) with an acute elbow dislocation were
reviewed. Patients were identified using a fluoroscopy log from our institution’s radiology department
of all elbow injuries presenting to the Emergency Department.
Demographic data was obtained including: age, gender, mechanism of injury, initial treatment
performed (whether closed reduction was attempted), number who went on to surgery, time from initial
treatment (closed reduction) to surgery, procedure performed, and follow-up time.
Inclusion criteria were: age 18 years or younger at the time of injury, acute elbow dislocation injury with
or without associated elbow fractures, with appropriate imaging.
RESULTS | 303 patients with acute elbow injuries were identified. 118 met the inclusion criteria.
37 patients had a simple elbow dislocation. 81 had an associated fracture (medial epicondyle 60, lateral
condyle 9, radial head/neck 7, other 5). 74 (62.7%) were male, and 44 were female (37.3%). The average
age at the time of injury was 10.3 years (range 4-17). The mechanisms of injury included: fall from
height/playground equipment (39.8%, 47/118), sporting activity (48.3%, 57/118), and trampoline (11.9%,
14/118).
All except one of the 118 total patients underwent closed reduction with sedation in the ED. The one
patient who did not undergo closed reduction in the ED had an open injury, and went immediately to
surgery.
The 37 patients with a simple elbow dislocation were all successfully treated with closed reduction (one
patient required this to be done in the operating room). Of the 81 patients with an associated fracture,
60 (74%) had a medial epicondyle fracture. 25/60 (41.7%) of the patients with a medial epicondyle
fracture went on to open reduction internal fixation. Indication for surgery was the amount of fracture
displacement in 76% (19/25), an incarcerated fracture fragment in 20% (5/25), and open injury in the
remaining patient.
9 patients had a lateral condyle fracture. 5/9 (55.5%) of these patients underwent open reduction
internal fixation. Indication for surgery was the amount of fracture displacement in 80% (4/5), an
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incarcerated fracture fragment in 20% (1/5). One patient was treated with closed reduction in the
operating room, due to ongoing instability after initial reduction in the ED.
7 patients had a radial head/neck fracture. One of these patients underwent open reduction internal
fixation, due to entrapment of the fracture fragment within the joint.
5 patients had various other associated fractures (coronoid, olecranon). None of these patients were
treated surgically.
The average time from initial treatment to surgery was 2.8 days (range 0-13 days, median 1 day). The
average follow-up was 65 days (range 0-666 days, median 47 days).
CONCLUSION | None of the patients who presented with a simple elbow dislocation required operative
intervention, suggesting that these injuries may be treated successfully with a closed reduction in the
ED. Nearly half of the patients with an elbow dislocation and associated medial epicondyle fracture or
lateral condyle fracture underwent operative management. This calls to question the value of closed
reduction in the ED in pediatric elbow dislocations with an associated medial epicondyle fracture or
lateral condyle fracture.
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Differentiating Conversion Total Knee Arthroplasty from Primary Total Knee
Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas B. Frisch, MD, M.B.A. / Rochester, MI
*Timothy C. Keating, MD / Chicago, IL
Tyler E. Calkins, MD / Memphis, TN
Chris Culvern, MS / Chicago, IL
Craig J. Della Valle, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | With the continued push toward increased efficiency and improved clinical outcome
pathways, there is a growing need to differentiate routine primary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) from
more complex primary TKA procedures. Patients with a previous fracture or corrective osteotomy about
the knee often require complex primary, or “conversion,” total knee arthroplasty due to retained
hardware, scarred tissue, malalignment, bone loss, and other patient factors. The objective of this study
is to compare short-term outcomes and resource utilization of primary and conversion TKA, and to
differentiate what previous surgeries or injuries are likely to require conversion TKA.
METHOD | Retrospective chart review of 1319 primary TKA performed by a single surgeon at a single
institution between 2011 and 2017 identified 130 patients with a history of previous knee surgery to
form a ‘conversion’ cohort. One-to-one nearest-neighbor matching was used to identify 130 patients of
similar age, ASA BMI, and sex without a history of previous knee surgery for a ‘primary’ cohort. Patient
demographics, hospital stay, operative resource utilization, and outcomes for each group were
compared. Patients in the conversion group were further stratified into those who had a previous
fracture about the knee, osteotomy, ligament repair, open arthrotomy, or extensor mechanism
realignment or repair.
RESULTS | The conversion group as a whole had longer operative times (96.1 vs. 90.8 minutes, p =
0.022) and revision component utilization (15.4% vs. 3.1%, p = 0.003) compared to the primary cohort.
Comparing patients with prior fracture and osteotomy to the remaining patients in the conversion
group who had previous soft-tissue procedures showed a larger difference in operative time (107.1
minutes vs. 91.3 minutes, p < 0.001), higher 90-day readmission rate (21.1% vs. 4.4%, p = 0.006) and
utilized more revision components (36.8% vs. 6.6%, p < 0.001).
CONCLUSION | Compared to routine primary TKA, conversion TKA requires increased resource
utilization, specifically operative time and revision components. Conversion patients with prior fracture
or osteotomy about the knee showed significantly longer operative times, revision component
utilization and higher readmission rates compared to patients with previous soft tissue procedures.
Policymakers should consider these variables, as they did in conversion THA, to consider adding an
additional code to account for the increased complexity and resource utilization of select patients
undergoing TKA.
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Comparison of Revision Risk Based on Timing of Knee Arthroscopy Prior to Total
Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Safa C. Fassihi, MD / Washington, DC
Alex Gu, MD / Washington, DC
Lauren Wessel, MD / New York, NY
Michael P. Ast, MD / New York, NY
Peter K. Sculco, MD / New York, NY
Ryan Nunley, MD / St. Louis, MO
*Alisa Malyavko / Washington, DC
INTRODUCTION | Knee arthroscopy is often performed prior to total knee arthroplasty (TKA) in patients
who have symptomatic degenerative knee changes but are not yet indicated for TKA. The purpose of
this study was to determine if the timing of knee arthroscopy prior to TKA is associated with changes in
rates of revision and selected complications following TKA.
METHOD | Data was collected from a national insurance database from 2006-2017. Patients who
underwent knee arthroscopy within two years prior to TKA were identified and stratified into the
following cohorts: <3, 3-6, 6-9, 9-12 and 12-24 months from time of knee arthroscopy to TKA. These
cohorts were compared to a control cohort, defined as patients who underwent TKA without having
undergone ipsilateral knee arthroscopy in the two preceding years. Univariate and multivariate analyses
were conducted to determine the association between specific time intervals and outcomes.
RESULTS | In total, 132,886 patients were included in this study. Among those, 8,863 (5.1%) patients
underwent knee arthroscopy within two years prior to TKA and 124,023 (94.9%) patients did not.
Relative to controls, patients who underwent knee arthroscopy <3 months (OR:3.430; 95% CI:2.9174.008;p<0.001), 3-6 months (OR:2.286; 95% CI:2.005-2.596;p<0.001), and 6-9 months (OR:1.909; 95%
CI:1.636-2.214;p<0.001) prior to TKA had an increased likelihood of requiring revision surgery (Figures 1
and 2). Patients were at increased risk for periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) if they had <3 months
(OR:2.045; 95% CI:1.677-2.467;p<0.001), 3-6 months (OR:1.913;95% CI: 1.665-2.186;p<0.001), and 6-9
months (OR:1.517; 95% CI:1.284-1.780;p<0.001) between knee arthroscopy and TKA . Finally, all patients
who underwent knee arthroscopy within two years prior to TKA were at elevated risk for manipulation
under anesthesia relative to the control cohort (p<0.001; ).
CONCLUSION | There is a time-dependent relationship between the timing of knee arthroscopy and
complications following TKA, as the incidence of revision surgery and PJI increases as knee arthroscopy
is performed closer to the time of TKA. This study suggests that an interval of at least 9 months should
be maintained between the two procedures to minimize risks of PJI and revision surgery.
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Is There a Difference Between One Dose and Two Doses of Tranexamic Acid in Total
Joint Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Andrew G. Golz, MD / Maywood, IL
Heather Yee, BS / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
*Benjamin J. Davis, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Despite its widespread use, a single formulation or dosing regimen of tranexamic acid
(TXA) has not been universally agreed upon. Comparisons of various single-dose and two-dose
regimens have yielded variable results. The purpose of this study is to compare previously
uninvestigated single-dose and two-dose regimens used at our institution in terms of maximum change
in pre-operative to post-operative hemoglobin level and secondary outcomes of transfusion
requirement, hospital length of stay, and post-operative complications occurring within 30 days of the
procedure. We hypothesized there would be no differences between groups for any of these variables.
METHOD | A retrospective search of our institution’s database of patients who underwent primary total
knee arthroplasty and primary total hip arthroplasty between 1/1/2017 and 12/31/2018 was performed.
One group received a 1 gram (g) intravenous bolus of TXA just prior to incision and another 1 g
intravenous bolus during wound closure, and the second group received a single 1 g intravenous bolus
of TXA just prior to incision. The two-dose regimen was replaced by the single-dose regimen at our
institution in September 2018. The change in hemoglobin level was calculated by subtracting the
baseline, pre-operative hemoglobin from the nadir hemoglobin level on post-operative days one
through five.
RESULTS | For the overall cohort, 875 patients received two 1 g doses of TXA, and 301 patients received
a single dose. Sub-group analyses were performed on patients who underwent primary TKA and
primary THA. For the overall cohort and both sub-group analyses, there was a smaller drop in
hemoglobin for patients receiving a single dose of TXA compared to patients receiving two doses. This
was confirmed using a hierarchical regression analysis that controlled for age, sex, body mass index,
preoperative hemoglobin level, and length of procedure. There were no differences between groups in
the rates of post-operative transfusion, wound complications related to hematoma, or other 30-day
post-operative medical complications. Length of stay was shorter for TKA patients who received a single
dose.
CONCLUSION | Compared to using two doses of TXA during total knee arthroplasty and total hip
arthroplasty, administering a single dose prior to incision resulted in a smaller decrease in hemoglobin,
similar hospital length of stay, and no difference in the rate of transfusion or post-operative
complications.
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Revision Rates of Cementless Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*William W. Behrens JR, MD / Saint Louis, MO
Jeffrey B. Whiting, MD / Saint Louis, MO
Heidi Israel, PhD / Saint Louis, MO
BACKGROUND | There is still much debate regarding cemented vs cementless total knee arthroplasty.
Concern over cementless arthroplasty exists since there is a high reported rate of aseptic loosening and
revisions among all knee arthroplasties which contribute to almost $3 billion in healthcare costs
annually. Previous reports have suggested a higher rate with cementless designs. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate all cause revision rates of cementless total knee arthroplasties at our institution
over the last fifteen years and compare these findings to results reported from other centers.
METHOD | This was an institutional review board-approved, retrospective review performed at a single
academic institution. Patients over 18 who received a primary total knee arthroplasty from January 2004
through January 2018 were included. All patients received cementless total knee arthroplasties from
one of two arthroplasty specialists. Statistical analysis was performed to compare our revision rates to
those found at two other centers.
RESULTS | There were 730 primary total knee arthroplasties included in the study. Of the 730 knees,
only 25 required revisions (rate of 3.4%). Of the 25 revisions, 14 were for infections and only 4 were due
to aseptic loosening (rate of 0.55%). The revision rate at our institution was then compared to the
revision rates found by Nugent et al and Ali et al and found to be not statistically significantly different
from either Nugent et al (p-value=0.173) or Ali et al (p-value=0.538)
CONCLUSION | Data from cementless total knee arthroplasties over the last fifteen years at our
institution demonstrate excellent results. The revision rate and survivorship of the primary total knee
arthroplasties performed at our institution (p=0.55) are not statistically significantly different than those
reported in the literature previously. These results reinforce that cementless primary total knee
arthroplasty is a successful and viable surgical fixation method.
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Survivorship of Primary Nexgen Knee Replacement Comparing Cementless
Trabecular Metal to Other Designs of Tibial Component
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael Charters, MD / Detroit, Michigan
*Ayooluwa S. Ayoola, BS / Detroit, Michigan
Luke Wesemann, BS / Detroit, Michigan
Peter L. Lewis, MBBS, FRACS(Orth), FAOrthA / Adelaide, South Australia.
Yi Peng, MMed (Epi & Stats) / Adelaide, South Australia.
Wayne T. North, MD / Detroit, MI
PURPOSE |Cementless trabecular metal-coated implants have recently increased in their role in joint
revisions, while their role and impact on implant survivorship are not well delineated. This study
compares implant survival and revision rates for cementless trabecular metal (TM) coated Nexgen
components compared to cemented and other cementless Nexgen implants for primary total knee
arthroplasty (TKA).
METHOD | Data from the Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Arthroplasty Registry for
TKA procedures performed for osteoarthritis from 1999 to 2018 were used in this study. The risk of
revision of three implant types was compared: cementless TM Nexgen, non-TM coated cementless
Nexgen, and non-TM coated cemented Nexgen, using Cox regression models.
RESULTS | Overall, there was a higher risk of revision for cementless TM Nexgen components compared
to cemented non-TM coated Nexgen implants (HR = 1.56 (1.33, 1.83); p < 0.001). Cementless TM
Nexgen implants showed a higher risk of revision when compared to other cementless Nexgen
prostheses (HR = 1.59 (1.29, 1.96); p = < 0.001). For non-TM Nexgen prostheses, cementless Nexgen
posed equal risk of revision compared to cemented Nexgen (HR = 0.98 (0.84, 1.15); p = 0.817). Both
men and women had a higher risk of revision with cementless TM coated components. For patients
younger than 55 there was no difference in revision rates between cementless TM Nexgen and
cemented Nexgen (HR = 1.32 (0.77, 2.25), p = 0.31) or between non-TM coated nexgen implants
cemented or cementless (HR = 1.08 (0.73, 1.59), p = 0.69). For patients older than 55 there was a higher
risk of revision for cementless TM Nexgen compared to cemented Nexgen (HR = 1.58 (1.22, 2.04), p <
0.001) and non-TM coated Nexgen cementless compared to cemented Nexgen (HR = 1.41 (1.02, 1.97),
p = 0.04). Cementless TM Nexgen implants had a shorter follow-up period compared to the other
components (p <0.001). The primary reason for revision for cementless components were loosening for
Non-TM components (35%) and TM coated components (26.4%), while cemented components were
primarily revised due to infection (35.8%).
CONCLUSION | The study shows that although the risk of revision for younger patients (<55) is similar
between TM coated cementless implants and non-TM coated implants, risk of revision with TM
cementless Nexgen implants are higher for elderly patients. These results support careful consideration
when choosing to use TM coated implants for patients over the age of 55 during primary TKA.
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25-Year Function after Proximal Tibial Osteotomy: Paired Outcomes in Patients with
Bilateral TKAs Following Unilateral Osteotomy
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mario Hevesi MD PhD / Rochester, MN
*Ryan Wilbur BA / Rochester, MN
Lucas K Keyt MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew P Abdel MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T Trousdale MD / Rochester, MN

Bruce A Levy MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel B F Saris MD PhD / Rochester, MN
Michael J Stuart MD / Rochester, MN
Aaron J Krych MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | Proximal tibial osteotomy (PTO) is a well-established extra-articular technique for the
treatment of varus deformity and medial compartment osteoarthritis. However, the utility of nonarthroplasty interventions must be weighed against their potential effects on subsequent total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). The purpose of this study was to robustly evaluate the long-term effect of PTO on
subsequent TKA by employing paired outcomes in patients with bilateral TKAs following unilateral
osteotomy.
METHOD | All patients undergoing unilateral PTO performed between 1980–2007 with subsequent
bilateral TKAs at a single institution were reviewed. Knee Society scores (KSS), Forgotten Joint Score 12
(FJS-12), subjective knee preference, and revision rates were compared between the PTO-TKA side and
contralateral TKA-only side, with each patient serving as their paired control.
RESULTS | We evaluated 140 TKAs performed in 70 patients (21F, 39M) who underwent unilateral PTO
with subsequent conversion to bilateral primary TKA (16 simultaneous, 54 staged). Mean age at the
time of PTO was 50±7 years, with patients converting to TKA at a mean of 14±7 years following
ipsilateral PTO. Patients were followed for a mean of 25±7 years (Range: 6–40).
PTOs demonstrated similar KSS (41±16) compared to their contralateral side (KSS: 39±16, p=0.67)
immediately prior to arthroplasty, Patients had significant post-TKA improvements in KSS (p<0.001),
with no significant difference in scores at 1, 2, 5, 10, and 15 years following TKA when comparing their
knees in a pairwise fashion (p≥0.10, ). Revision rates were similar (p=0.76), with 5 PTO-TKA knees (7%)
and 4 control TKA-only knees (6%) undergoing revision at a mean of 5 years postoperatively.
At the time of final follow-up, PTO-TKA knees demonstrated similar KSS (75±6) and FJS-12 scores
(72±26) compared to the contralateral TKA-only side (KSS: 69±13, p=0.09; FJS-12: 70±28, p=0.73).
When queried, 19% of patients preferred their PTO-TKA knee, 19% preferred the contralateral knee, and
63% stated their knees were equivalent. Tegner activity score at final follow-up was 2.5±1.4.
CONCLUSION | PTO demonstrates satisfactory durability, with a mean of 14 years between PTO and
conversion to TKA. Long-term function of TKA following PTO is excellent, with patients demonstrating
comparable outcome scores and equivalent knee preference between PTO-TKA and TKA-only knees.
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Has Removal from the Inpatient Only List Increased Complications after Total Knee
Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

David E. DeMik, MD, PharmD / Iowa City, IA
Christopher N. Carender, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MBBS, MPH / Iowa City, IA
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | On 1/1/2018, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services removed total knee
arthroplasty (TKA) from Inpatient-Only (IPO) list. This change allowed for expansion of outpatient TKA,
potentially to include older, more frail patients at greater risk for perioperative complications. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of removing TKA from the IPO list on early
complications using a large, national database.
METHOD | We identified patients undergoing elective, primary TKA in the American College of
Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP) database using CPT code 27447.
Only cases with length of stay of zero days were included. Rates of 30-day complications, readmissions,
and reoperation were compared before and after TKA was removed from the IPO List (2015-2017 vs
2018). Analysis was performed both with and without propensity matching.
RESULTS | In total, 212,313 patients underwent TKA during the study period. 2,466 (1.5%) were
outpatient TKA in 2015-2017 and 3,189 (5.6%) were outpatient in 2018, a relative increase of 273%. BMI
was significantly lower in 2018 (31.2 kg/m2; 2015-2017: 32.0 kg/m2), otherwise there were no
differences in comorbidities. After propensity matching, there were 2,458 patients in each cohort. Rates
of total 30-day complications were significantly lower in 2018 (3.7%) compared to the years TKA
remained on the IPO (4.5%, p=0.04). Similarly, rates of any reoperation decreased from 1.2% during
2015-2017 to 0.6% in 2018 (p=0.03). There were no significant changes in rates of readmission (2.5% vs
2.2%, p=0.5) or wound complications (0.8% vs 0.8%, p=1.0).
CONCLUSION | After removal of TKA from the IPO list, outpatient TKA increased dramatically within the
NSQIP database. Removal of TKA from the IPO list did not result in an increase in early complications,
reoperations, or readmissions. These data suggest, despite the regulatory change, surgeons have
continued to exercise sound judgement as to what patients can safely undergo outpatient TKA.
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Impact of Perioperative Pain Control on Knee Range of Motion and Development of
Arthrofibrosis Following Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Joshua R. Harmer, MD / Rochester, MN
Cody C. Wyles, MD / Rochester, MN
Kristin C. Mara, MS / Rochester, MN
Nafisseh S. Warner, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Obtaining adequate pain control following total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a clinical
challenge and has been postulated to impact the development of limited range of motion (ROM). We
sought to determine the association between perioperative pain levels and knee ROM at 3-month
follow-up as well as need for manipulation under anesthesia (MUA).
METHOD | We retrospectively reviewed 2243 primary TKAs performed from 2002 to 2019 at a single
academic center using an institutional total joint registry. Mean age was 68, mean body mass index was
32.8, and 59% were female. Knee ROM was measured preoperatively and 3 months postoperatively.
Change in knee ROM, rates of soft tissue contracture and MUA were assessed in relation to in-hospital
10 point pain visual analogue scale (VAS) measurements.
RESULTS | Overall, 53% had improved ROM at 3-month follow-up, 16% had no change in ROM, and
31% had worsened ROM. There was no significant difference in mean VAS scores of patients with
improved, unchanged, or worsened ROM postoperatively (2.9 vs 2.9 vs 3.0; p=0.41). There was no
significant difference in mean VAS scores of patients who developed a soft tissue contracture or
required MUA versus those who did not develop these complications (2.7 vs 2.9; p=0.24). Similarly, no
significant relationship with these outcomes was identified when maximum and discharge VAS scores
were analyzed.
CONCLUSION | Comparable ROM and rates of MUA based on in-hospital pain levels were observed in
this large series of primary TKA patients. While significant early pain may limit participation in ROM
exercises initially, this does not appear to have a marked impact on ROM-related complications for
most patients.
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Impact of Inpatient Advanced Practice Nurse (APN) Role on Postoperative Outcomes
and Patient Satisfaction within a Total Joint Arthroplasty Perioperative Surgical
Home
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

D*aniel A. Hu / Chicago, IL
Ryan E. Harold, MD / Chicago, IL
Albert D'Heurle, MD / Chicago, IL
Kevin D. Hardt, MD / Chicago, IL
David W. Manning, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | Primary total joint arthroplasty (TJA) accounts for a large portion of the American
annual healthcare expenditure and utilization is expected to continue to rise. In response, payers have
created value based reimbursement models that incentivize providers and institutions to reduce costs
and optimize quality. The perioperative surgical home (PSH) is designed to manage value via
coordination of care, efficiencies, and quality monitoring but is associated with unreimbursed
administrative and personnel costs. This study analyzes the impact of the inpatient APN role on postoperative outcomes and patient satisfaction within a TJA-PSH.
METHOD | Retrospective review of patients undergoing primary and revision unilateral THA and TKA at
a large, urban, tertiary academic center 6 months prior (389 patients) and following (446 patients)
implementation of inpatient APN position. Outcomes of interest included hospital length of stay (LOS),
30-day readmission rate, CMS-reportable complications, discharge disposition, and Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (HCAHPS) satisfaction surveys. Statistical models
accounted for demographic, medical comorbidity and surgical variables between the groups.
Continuous variables were analyzed using a 2-sample Student t test, while categorical variables utilized
a Chi-squared test or Fisher exact test for counts <5. Significance level was set to 0.05.
RESULTS | No significant demographic or medical comorbidity differences were observed between the
groups. Post-APN patients had significantly shorter LOS (P=0.029), decreased frequency of
postoperative complications (P=0.009), and higher rate of being discharged to home (P=0.021)
compared to pre-APN patients. There was no difference in 30-day readmission. Post-APN
implementation patients reported significantly better scores in 5 of 8 HCAHPS survey domains,
including higher overall hospital rating (P=0.049) and higher likelihood of recommending the hospital
to friends and family (P=0.001).
CONCLUSION | TJA patients with inpatient APNs on their healthcare team had decreased LOS, fewer
postoperative complications, more likely to be discharged home without increase in 30-day
readmission, and had greater overall satisfaction with their care. The inpatient APN role provides value
within the construct of bundled care and public reporting of outcomes for TJA patients.
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Arthrofibrosis after Total Knee Arthroplasty: Incidence, Results, and Risk Factors over
25 Years
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Aaron, R, Owen, MD / Rochester, MN
Meagan, E, Tibbo, MD / Rochester, MN
Andre, J, van Wijnen, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
Mark, W, Pagnano, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel, J, Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew, P, Abdel, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Contemporary total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is durable and reliable. However,
arthrofibrosis remains a common failure mode. The current study aimed to investigate the incidence of
arthrofibrosis and manipulation under anesthesia (MUA) at a single institution over time, determine the
outcomes of MUAs, and identify risk factors associated with arthrofibrosis and MUA.
METHOD | We identified 9771 patients (12,735 knees) who underwent primary TKAs with cemented,
modular metal-backed, posterior-stabilized implants from 2000 to 2016 using our institutional total
joint registry. Mean age was 68 years, 57% were female, and mean BMI was 33 kg/m2. Mean follow-up
was 7 years. Demographic, surgical, and comorbidity data were investigated via univariate Cox
proportional hazard models and fit to an adjusted multivariate model to access risk for arthrofibrosis
and MUA.
RESULTS | During the study period, 589 knees (5%) developed arthrofibrosis and 346 knees (3%)
underwent MUA. In the preceding decade (1990–1999), the incidence of arthrofibrosis and MUA were
5% and 3%, respectively. Range of motion (ROM) increased a mean of 34° after the MUA; however,
ROM for patients requiring MUA was inferior to patients without arthrofibrosis at final follow-up (101°
vs. 113°, p<0.0001). Significant risk factors associated with arthrofibrosis and MUA included younger
age (HR 2.4, p<0.0001), increased tourniquet (HR 1.01, p<0.0001) and operative (HR 1.01, p=0.004)
times, general anesthesia (HR 1.4, p=0.0004), and diabetes (HR 1.4, p=0.007). Reduced risk was
associated with BMI >30 kg/m2 (HR 0.8, p<0.01), hypertension (HR 0.8, p=0.01), and renal disease (HR
0.6, p=0.03).
DISCUSSION | Arthrofibrosis has continued to adversely impact the outcomes of a small, but important
subset of patients undergoing primary TKAs. When required, MUA improved mean ROM by 34°, but
patients treated with MUA still had decreased ROM compared to patients without arthrofibrosis.
Importantly, we identified several significant risk factors associated with arthrofibrosis and subsequent
MUA.
SUMMARY | The incidence of arthrofibrosis (5%) and MUA (3%) have remained unchanged over 3
decades, but younger age, BMI<30, longer operative times, and diabetes were associated with
increased risk.
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Extensor Mechanism Reconstruction Using Marlex Mesh, is Postoperative Casting
Mandatory?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Lucian Warth, MD / Fishers, IN
Evan R. Deckard, BSE / Fishers, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Fishers, IN
*Leonard T. Buller, MD / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | Extensor mechanism (EM) disruption following total knee arthroplasty is a
catastrophe. Reconstruction using monofilament polypropylene mesh (i.e. Marlex) has emerged as the
preferred treatment, but reports are limited to the designing institution. This study purpose was to
describe a non-designer experience and compare different postoperative immobilization strategies:
long-leg cast versus knee immobilizer.
METHOD | A retrospective review of consecutive EM reconstructions between 2012 and 2019 was
performed. Primary repairs and allograft reconstructions were excluded, leaving 30 patients (33 knees)
who underwent Marlex mesh reconstruction. Mean time from disruption to reconstruction was 14
months and 14/33 (42%) had previous repair or reconstruction attempts. The mean age was 69 years
and mean BMI was 35 kg/m2. Postoperatively, 19/33 (58%) were immobilized in extension for 12 weeks,
whereas 14/33 (42%) were long-leg casted for six weeks and transitioned to a locked immobilizer for
eight additional weeks. Kaplan-Meier analysis determined all-cause survivorship free of mesh failure.
Mean follow-up was two years.
RESULTS | At most recent follow-up, 19/33 (58%) EM reconstructions were intact. When excluding
explanted infections (five recurrent, two new), 19/26 (73%) EM reconstructions were in-situ. Mechanical
failures resulted from falls (3), graft separation from host tissue (2), and mobile-bearing rotating-hinge
abrasion (2). Six-year survivorship was 69% and not influenced by immobilization type (cast: 67% versus
immobilizer: 71%; p=0.74). Extensor lag was not associated with immobilization type, improving a mean
of 34° to a mean postoperative lag measuring 9°. Among successes, UCLA activity and KOOS, JR score
improvements exceeded MCID (2.2 to 3.3 and 52.5 to 64.0, respectively).
CONCLUSION | Marlex mesh EM reconstruction is a durable and reliable treatment for this devastating
complication with acceptable clinical results achievable outside the designer institution. Provided
sufficient duration and compliance with postoperative immobilization, similar outcomes are obtained
regardless of whether a cast or knee immobilizer is utilized.
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Results of a 3D Printed Porous Titanium Cone Utilizing a Novel Preparation
Technique in Revision TKA
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Fishers, IN
Lucian C. Warth, MD / Fishers, IN
Abhi Seetharam, MD / Fishers, IN
BACKGROUND | Modern strategy for addressing tibial bone loss in revision total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) is to obtain cementless metaphyseal fixation. The study aim was to evaluate early radiographic
results and assess for clinical failure in revision TKA using a porous titanium tibial cone implanted with a
novel ream-preparation technique.
METHOD | A retrospective review of a prospectively collected database from 2015-2018 was performed
to identify revision TKAs utilizing porous titanium tibial cones. Tibial bone loss was classified using the
Anderson Orthopaedic Research Institution classification based on preoperative radiographs and
intraoperative evaluation. Radiographic analysis of latest radiographs was performed for evidence of
osseointegration utilizing the Modern Knee Society Radiographic Evaluation System.
RESULTS | 104 cones were included for analysis. Mean age and BMI were 65.2 years and 35.1 kg/m2
with 57% females. Indication for revision was most commonly re-implantation (34%), aseptic loosening
(29%), and global/flexion instability (25%). Tibial bone loss was classified as IIA in 51%, IIB in 23%, and III
in 26% of cases. 88 cases obtained minimum 1-year follow-up (range 1.0–4.3 years). 97% of cones were
intact and demonstrated evidence of radiographic osseointegration. 16% required re-operation, but all
demonstrated evidence of bony ingrowth of the tibial cone at time of revision. A subset of cases
(58/104) obtained minimum 2-year follow-up (range 1.7–4.3 years). 95% (55/58) of cones were intact at
minimum 2-year follow-up. Kaplan-Meier estimated all-cause and aseptic survivorship was 93% and
100%; respectively at 4.1 years with numbers available.
CONCLUSION | Early radiographic results of an additive manufactured porous titanium cone
demonstrated excellent ingrowth in 97% of revision TKAs. The ream-preparation technique resulted in
excellent apposition of the porous surface to bone. Tibial preparation in this manner may result in
increased simplicity and decreased variability due to surgeon experience. While our early results are
promising, longer follow-up is warranted.
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Demographic Data is More Predictive of Component Size than Digital Templating in
Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Michael P. Murphy, MD / Maywood, IL
Stephen J. Wallace, MD / Maywood, IL
Corey J. Schiffman, MD / Maywood IL
William H. Adams, Ph.D. / Maywood, IL
Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
William J. Hopkinson / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Preoperative templating for total knee arthroplasty (TKA) attempts to predict
component size before implantation. Multiple studies have shown the digital templating is inaccurate.
Patient demographic data such as gender, height, weight, age, and race may be more predictive of
implanted component size in total knee arthroplasty.
METHOD | Patient demographic data from 382 consecutive patients undergoing TKA were collected. A
general linear model was formulated using approximately half of the patient database, then tested
prospectively on the remaining patient population to predict both femoral and tibial component sizes.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test and Paired Student’s t-test were used to compare the general linear model
with routine digital templating in their ability to predict true
intraoperative implanted femoral and tibial component size.
RESULTS | Patient gender, height, weight, age, and race were most predictive of implanted component
size in TKA. The GLM more accurately predicted implanted component size compared to digital
templated sizes for both the femur (p = 0.04) and tibia (p < 0.01) components. The general linear model
exactly predicted both the femur and tibia sizes 44% of the time. Digital manual templating matched
the femur 35% of the time and tibia 36% of the time. The model was predictive within one size of the
implanted femur and tibia components 90% and 96% of the time, respectively, compared to 86% and
85% with templating. The model predicted the femoral and tibial components within two sizes in every
case. Templated sizes varied up to four and three sizes from the size implanted for the femur and tibia,
respectively.
CONCLUSION | The general linear model calculates femoral and tibial component sizes based on
patient demographic data and is more predictive of component size than digital templating. The use of
this model could have beneficial implications for increasing preoperative efficiency and decreasing
implant inventory.
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Factors Affecting the Risk of Patellar Complications in Primary Total Knee
Arthroplasty
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INTRODUCTION | Patellar complications are an important cause of failure in primary total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). This study sought to evaluate the association of demographic factors and the longterm risk of patellar complications as a function of time in a large series of primary TKA. The study
provides a benchmark against which modified surgical methods and newer implants may be compared.
METHOD | We identified 26,957 all-polyethylene resurfaced patellae in primary TKAs performed at a
single institution from 1977-2015. We defined complications as loosening, instability, wear, fracture, or
clunk/crepitus. Mean BMI was 32 kg/m2, with 57% of patients being female. The primary diagnosis was
osteoarthritis for 83% of patients. TKA design was posterior stabilized in 70% of knees. Mean follow-up
was 8 years. Risk factors for each outcome were evaluated with Cox regression models.
RESULTS | 1518 knees with all-polyethylene patellae developed patellar complications. Survivorship free
from any patellar complication was 88% at 20 years. Twenty-year survivorship free from any patellar
component revision was 92%. Univariate analysis of patellar complication risk demonstrated HRs of 1.4
for males, 1.3 for patients <65 years of age, and 1.2 for those with a BMI ≥30 kg/m2 (all p<0.05)
Additionally, patellae implanted after the year 2000 were found to have decreased overall risk of any
complication, aseptic loosening, and patellar fracture (HRs 0.8, 0.2, 0.4, p<0.01). Patellar reoperations
and revisions significantly decreased after the year 2000 (HRs 0.5 and 0.5, p<0.01). Posterior stabilized
designs were associated with fewer patellar reoperations and revisions (HRs 0.6 and 0.6, p<0.01) overall,
but a higher risk of reoperation for patellar clunk/crepitus (HR 7.1, p=0.03).
CONCLUSION | The 20-year survivorship free from any patellar complication in this series of allpolyethylene patellae was excellent at 88%. Significant risk factors for patellar complications were male
sex, age <65, BMI ≥30 kg/m2and patellae implanted before 2000.
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Minimal Clinically Important Difference Achievement in Robotic-Assisted Total Knee
Arthroplasty vs. Standard Manual Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Kevin Lindsay-Rivera, MD / Detroit, MI
Patrick Buckley, BS / Detroit, MI
Robb M Weir, MD / Detroit, MI
Trevor R Banka, MD / Detroit, MI
Jason J Davis, MD / Detroit, MI
PURPOSE | Robotic-assisted total knee arthroplasty (R-TKA) has theoretic soft-tissue and alignment
advantages that remain of current debate. The purpose of this study was to determine whether R-TKA
showed evidence of improved achievement of minimal clinically important difference (MCID) in early
(<4 weeks) and mid-year (4-8 month) patient-reported outcomes compared to manual total knee
arthroplasty (M-TKA).
METHOD | A prospectively collected database was reviewed from a three-surgeon cohort of 1158
consecutive patients undergoing R-TKA or M-TKA over a two-year period at a tertiary medical center
(259 R-TKA, 899 M-TKA). Primary outcomes consisted of Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score
(KOOS-JR) and Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Global Health
Measures of Physical Health (PH) and Mental Health (MH). Statistical analysis included MCID via the
distribution method and chi-square analysis to evaluate postoperative MCID.
RESULTS | The initial analysis demonstrated similar preoperative condition and short-term outcomes.
Early 4-week outcomes yielded similar PROMIS MCID achievement (PH 33.2% vs 36.0%; p=.44 and MH
23.6% vs 26.7%; p=.35) for R-TKA and M-TKA respectively, but statistically significant improvement
favoring the M-TKA for KOOS-JR (62.3% vs 70.1%; p=0.03). Achievement of MCID at the 6-month point
illustrated no differences. Mean comparison at the mid-year point favored R-TKA for PROMIS-MH (54.8
vs. 51.6; p= 0.01), but no difference in KOOS-JR or PROMIS-PH.
CONCLUSION | R-TKA demonstrated comparable improvement to M-TKA. It was less likely to surpass
MCID in KOOS-JR at the first postoperative visit with similar results in both PROMIS global health
domains. This conflicting data was further highlighted with no difference in KOOS-JR or PROMIS-PH at
mid-year follow-up, but favored R-TKA in PROMIS-MH. Confounding variables such as surgeon
technique, implant fixation, and responsiveness of an outcome measure may be as important as simply
what tools are used in surgery. Such granular data should be sought out in future studies with larger
volume.
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Total Knee Arthroplasty: Assessment of Online Patient Education Material
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mary K Skalitzky, BA / Iowa City, IA
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen, MD / Iowa City, IA
Alan G. Shamrock, MD / Iowa City, IA
Burke Gao, MD / Iowa City, IA
Jacob Elkins, MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
Nicholas Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | The American Medical Association (AMA) and National Institutes of Health (NIH)
recommend that publicly available online health information to be written at a 6th grade or lower
reading level in order to be fully understood by the average adult in the United States. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate online resources regarding total knee arthroplasty (TKA) utilizing measures of
readability, understandability, and actionability.
METHOD | Using the trends analysis (trends.google.com), the most common searched term “knee
replacement” was determined .The top 50 results from each search were collected. Audiovisual
websites, news/research/industry websites, and unrelated resources were excluded. Readability was
quantified using the Flesch-Kincaid Grade-Level (FKGL) Index. The Patient Education Materials
Assessment Tool (PEMAT) was utilized to assess actionability and understandability (0-100%). PEMAT
uses a threshold score of 70% or higher as acceptable understandability and actionability. The
relationship between Google search rank with FKGL and PEMAT scores was quantified.
RESULTS | Thirty-four unique websites were included. The mean FKGL was 11.8 (11th grade reading
level). None of the websites scored ≤6th grade level. Mean understandability and actionability scores
were 54.9 (31.7-84.4) and 30.3 (0-80). Only 5.9% (n=2) and 2.9% (n=1) of websites met the >70%
threshold for understandability and actionability, respectively . Only 29.4% (n=10) sources used
common language and only 35.3% (n=12) defined complicated medical terms. Based on website type,
the mean understandability scores for academic institution, private practice, and health information
publisher websites was 57.2±8.8%, 52.6±11.1%, and 54.3±15.3% (p=0.67), respectively. Readability
(rho:-0.07; p=0.69), understandability (rho:-0.02; p=0.93), and actionability (rho:-0.22; p=0.23) scores
were not associated with Google search rank.
CONCLUSION | TKA materials scored poorly with respect to readability, understandability, and
actionability with none of the resources scoring at or below the AMA/NIH recommended reading level.
Only 5.9% scored adequately on understandability measures. Substantial efforts are needed to improve
the readability, understandability and actionability of online resources in order to optimize patient
knowledge and facilitate informed decision-making.
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Robotic-Assisted vs. Manual Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty: Equivalent
Functional Outcomes in Contemporary Systematic Literature Review and MetaAnalysis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael A. Gaudiani, BA / Cleveland, OH
Linsen T. Samuel, MD, MBA / Cleveland, OH
Atul F. Kamath, MD / Cleveland, OH
P. Maxwell Courtney, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Gwo-Chin Lee, MD / Philadelphia, PA
INTRODUCTION | Robotic-assisted unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (RA-UKA) has been developed
to improve accuracy of component placement. Studies have shown improvement in radiographic
positioning and alignment with RA-UKA, but whether RA-UKA results in better clinical outcomes has yet
to be addressed in the literature. The purpose of this study was to determine if RA-UKA is associated
with improved revision rates and functional outcomes when compared to manual UKA.
METHOD | A systematic review was conducted to identify all English language articles from 1999-2019
on RA-UKA using the Medline, EMBASE, Scopus, and Web of Science databases. Of the 277 initial
studies in our search, 7 articles met the inclusion criteria and were included in the review, including 3
randomized controlled trials. We pooled data for comparative analysis of revision rates and functional
outcome scores between RA-UKA and manual UKA. Data was then extracted and aggregated using
inverse variance and Mantel-Haenszel fixed effects meta-analysis.
RESULTS | The 7 articles included an aggregate 363 RA-UKA patients and 425 manual UKA patients.
Mean age was 663.5 and 654.0 years, and mean body mass index (BMI) was 26.82.1 and 27.1 1.5
kg/m2 for RA-UKA and manual UKA patients, respectively. Mean follow up for the RA-UKA patients was
25.5 months (4.5-48) and 29.1 months (4.5-48) for the manual UKA patients. At latest follow-up, RAUKA patients had a 26% 12 improvement in clinical outcome scores versus 24% 12 improvement for
manual UKA patients (p=0.6). The revision rate was 3% for both RA-UKA and manual UKA groups
(p=0.8). RA-UKA had improved return to sport and early post-operative pain scores compared to
manual UKA (p<0.01 and p<0.001).
DISCUSSION | Both robotic and conventional UKA had positive early outcomes, with a low revision rate
and high functional outcome scores. We found no clear advantage between robotic and conventional
UKA at short-term follow-up. The effect of duration of follow-up, potential ceiling effects of clinical
outcome measures, and surgeon volume/ experience with the particular techniques is unknown. Longer
term follow-up in direct comparison studies may inform the clinical advantages of robotic and manual
UKA, along with any important differences with respect to long-term component durability and
functional improvement.
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Do Intra-Articular Corticosteroid Injections Prior to TKA Increase Complication Rates?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Deena Kishawi, BS / Chicago, IL
David Rhode, BS / Chicago, IL
Elan Volchenko, BS / Chicago, IL
*Matthew Siegel, BS / Chicago, IL
Garrett Schwarzman, MD / Chicago, IL
Alfonso Mejia, MD, M.P.H / Chicago, IL
Mark H. Gonzalez, MD, Ph.D / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | There has been controversy surrounding the use of intra-articular injection before total
joint replacements. The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons has indicated that the use of
injections before THA or TKA can contribute to the increased risk of infections and post-operative
complications. Some studies published prior to, and after, the AAOS recommendation, indicated that
there was no difference in surgical outcomes; whereas other reports agreed with the recommendation
of AAOS. Thus, it would serve beneficial to do a systematic review of all the TKA operations performed
at a large urban hospital and to analyze the effects of intra-articular injections on the outcomes. Further
analysis of the temporal relationship between injections and the date of operation may provide
important evidence for future patient care.
METHOD | We retrospectively reviewed over 1,190 patients who received TKA from a group of
fellowship-trained orthopaedic surgeons between 2009 to 2016 at a single academic medical center.
The patients were separated into two groups: those who received an injection and those who did not
receive an injection. We further divided injected patients into subgroups: most recent injection within 03 months, 3-6 months, 6-9 months, 9-12 months, and 12+ months before TKA. After controlling for
confounding variables, demographics, and comorbidities, we analyzed the differences between the
groups using a chi-square test.
RESULTS | In our patient population, we did not observe statistically significant variance in rates of
infection (p=.582), the later need for revision TKA (p=.837), the later need for manipulation under
anesthesia (MUA) (p=.348), or prolonged postoperative pain (p=.889) in patients who had intra-articular
corticosteroid injections compared to patients who received no injections prior to TKA . Timing between
most recent injection and TKA, was also not associated with statistically significant variance in rates of
infection (p=.409), the later need for revision TKA (p=.985), the later need for MUA (p=.732), and
prolonged postoperative pain (p=.582).
CONCLUSION | This study revealed no association between injections and complications after TKA, such
as infection and stiffness. Because intra-articular corticosteroid injections are a common treatment
modality used prior to TKA, further studies should be conducted on a nationwide basis to draw
concrete conclusions regarding its relationship with postoperative complications after TKA.
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One vs. Two-Year Patient-Reported Outcomes after Total Knee Arthroplasty:
Determining Minimum Required Follow-Up
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter Surace, MD / Cleveland, OH
Marcelo B. Siqueira, MD / Cleveland, OH
Alison K. Klika, MS / Cleveland, OH
Isaac Briskin, MS / Cleveland, OH
Gregory J. Strnad, MS / Cleveland, OH

Kurt P. Spindler, MD / Cleveland, OH
Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Cleveland, OH
Nicolas S. Piuzzi, MD / Cleveland, OH
*Hiba K. Anis, MD / Cleveland, OH

INTRODUCTION | Since the implementation of the bundled payment model implemented by the
Comprehensive Care for Joint Replacement (CJR), the voluntary use of patient-reported outcome
measures (PROMs) has been incentivized. As payment models transition to mandatory reporting of
PROMs, the use of these metrics have increased even further. Although the CJR only requires 9-12
months postoperative scores, most orthopaedic journals require minimum 2-year PROMs. The goal of
this study was to test for equivalence between PROMs obtained at 1- and 2-years following primary
TKA.
METHOD | Between July 2015 and June 2016 n=419 patients underwent TKA at a single academic
institution. Of these, a prospective cohort of n=414 were enrolled and baseline PROMs collected.
Patients who underwent revision or had contralateral arthroplasty (n=35) or died prior to the 2-year
follow-up (n=4) were excluded. Clinical, demographic and PROMs data were collected at 1- and 2-years
post-operatively. PROMs included the Veterans Rand 12-item (VR-12), Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis
Outcomes Score (KOOS) Pain subscore, and KOOS-Physical Function Shortform (KOOSPS). Equivalence
testing was used to compare 1- and 2-year scores. An equivalence margin of 10 points was selected for
all PROMs based on minimal detectable change and minimal clinically important difference thresholds
reported in literature.
RESULTS | A total of 240 patients (of 375, 64%) followed-up at 1 year and 174 patients (of 227 with 1
year, 76%) followed-up at 2 years after exclusions and lost to follow-up. Mean KOOS pain score at 1
and 2 years were 83.8 and 85.0, respectively (p<0.001), thereby confirming equivalency. Equivalence at 1
and 2 years was also demonstrated for KOOS-PS scores (p<0.001), VR-12 PCS (p<0.001) and VR-12
MCS scores (p<0.001). Comparison between the 1-year TKA cohort who followed-up at 2-years with
those who were lost to follow-up between the 1- and 2-year mark revealed increased presence of nonwhite patients (p=0.008) and decreased VR-21 MCS (p=0.003) in the group lost to follow-up.
DISCUSSION | PROMs were equivalent at 1- and 2-year time points for all subscales analyzed. Only two
variables reached statistically significant difference between patients who were lost to follow-up at 2
years and those who were not (race and VR-12 MCS), suggesting minimal selection bias. This study
supports a 1-year minimum follow-up for PROMs following TKA. One-year PROMs appears to provide
similar metrics to 2-year PROMs with the added benefit of reduced costs potentially increasing output
of meaningful practice-changing publications when the primary outcome are PROMs.
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Primary Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty with Glenoid and Humeral Lateralization Does
Not Result in Increased Blood Metal Ion Levels Regardless of Glenosphere Size: A
Randomized Controlled Trial
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Ayoosh Pareek, MD / Rochester, MN
Ngoc Tram V. Nguyen, BA / Rochester, MN
Mark E Morrey, MD / Rochester, MN
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo, MD, PhD / Rochester, MN
*Rachel L. Honig, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Metal ions have been identified as a source for adverse tissue reactions and implant
failure in hip arthroplasty. Most reverse shoulder arthroplasty designs incorporate one or more
trunnions. However, changes in blood metal ions levels have not been investigated to date in reverse
shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA), and they may change depending on design features and sphere size. The
purpose of this study was to (1) determine in vivo levels of cobalt, chromium, and nickel in a
randomized controlled trial of patients undergoing reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA) with one
of four glenosphere sizes, and (2) to identify possible factors affecting metal ion levels.
METHOD | Between 2016 and 2018, 67 RTSA were performed for cuff tear arthropathy, massive
irreparable cuff tear or osteoarthritis as part of a prospective randomized controlled trial. Patients had a
mean age of 72 years (54% female). All procedures were performed with implantation of a cementless
design with both glenoid and humeral lateralization, and a 135-degree polyethylene opening angle
(ReUnion, Stryker). Shoulders were randomized to receive one of four glenosphere sizes (36mm or
40mm heads, with 2mm or 6mm of lateral offset for four combinations). All patients were assessed
preoperatively, at three months and at one year for pain, motion, QuickDASH, ASES Score, Oxford
Shoulder Score (OSS), and Subjective Shoulder Value (SSV). Ion levels for cobalt, chromium and nickel
were measured at these same time points. Categorical variables were assessed using Chi-square tests
and continuous variables were assessed using Wilcoxon Rank-Sum tests. Analyses were conducted in a
matched-pairs fashion.
RESULTS | RTSA did not lead to statistically significant changes in blood cobalt, chrome or nickel levels.
At most recent follow-up, average levels were 0.45 ng/mL for cobalt, 0.33 ng/mL for chromium, and
0.54 mg/mL for nickel, well below levels considered toxic after hip replacement surgery. With the
numbers available, there were no statistically significant differences in blood metal ion levels when
stratified by age, gender, diagnosis, glenosphere diameter or glenosphere offset.
CONCLUSION | Primary RTSA with implantation of a cementless implant with lateralization on both the
glenoid and the humeral side does not lead to increased blood metal ion levels during the first
postoperative year.
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Does Early Mobilization Rehabilitation Protocol Affect Pain Scores and Opioid
Consumption in Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty?
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Gregory Gilot, MD / Weston, FL
Vani J Sabesan, MD / Boca Raton, FL
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INTRODUCTION | Reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) has demonstrated exponential growth in the US
over the past two decades due to its success in providing pain relief and improved function for patients.
Recent literature suggests that early range of motion (ROM) may provide more rapid return of function
and prevent stiffness, however, no studies have looked specifically at how this may impact pain and
opioid consumption. This is of significant interest due to the current opioid abuse climate. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate the impact of an immediate mobilization rehabilitation program on pain
and opioid consumption following RSA.
METHOD | A retrospective case-controlled study was performed on 65 patients who underwent RSA at
a single institution by two fellowship trained shoulder surgeons. Two groups included: immediate
mobilization (IM) group (n=29) and delayed mobilization (DM) group which started PT progression after
4-6 weeks (n=36). Pain scores (NRS and ASES), time to return to work, opioid dependency, and opioid
consumption were compared using total morphine equivalents (TME) per day from the state
prescription drug monitoring database. Statistical analyses included Chi-squared, independent and
paired t tests.
RESULTS | The average patient age was 72.6 (± 7.6) and the average BMI was 30.4 ± 6.45. Preoperatively
there was no significant difference seen between groups in age (p=0.81), gender (p=0.58), BMI
(p=0.72), insurance type (p=0.40), NRS (5.77 vs 6.35)(p=0.48), ASES for pain (24.2 vs 17.8) (p=0.15),
opioid dependence (IM=13% vs DM=11%) (p=0.82) and opioid consumption (IM=69.93TME vs
DM=78.69 TME) (p=0.88). Postoperatively, there was no significant difference in opioid dependence
(IM=13% vs DM=19%) (p=0.48), opioid consumption (IM=102.39TME vs 155.39TME) (p=0.41) and ASES
for pain (p=0.06) between the groups, however there was a significant difference in NRS with lower
scores for the IM group (0.61) compared to DM group (2.79) (p=0.02) at 3 months postoperatively.
CONCLUSION | In the setting of the opioid crisis, especially with painful procedures like RSA, our study
showed that the immediate mobilization rehab can achieve lower reported pain scores postoperatively,
however this advantage did not translate to less opioid consumption or lower rates of dependence.
When surgeons are deciding on proper rehab progression for a patient following RSA, they can focus
on function and intraoperative assessments of the repair as immediate or delayed rehabilitation does
not significantly affect patient pain levels or opioid consumption.
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Dexamethasone Improves Postoperative Pain and Nausea after Total Shoulder
Arthroplasty: A Prospective, Randomized Controlled Trial
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Stephanie J Muh MD / Detroit, MI
*Elizabeth A. Klag, MD / Detroit, MI
PURPOSE | Preoperative administration of dexamethasone has been shown to decrease postoperative
nausea and vomiting and improve pain control in patients undergoing hip and knee arthroplasty. There
are few studies showing the effectiveness of dexamethasone in shoulder arthroplasty. Our aim was to
perform a prospective, randomized controlled trial on the effect of dexamethasone on postoperative
pain, morphine use, and nausea in shoulder arthroplasty patients.
METHOD | Ninety patients undergoing primary shoulder arthroplasty were evaluated for inclusion in the
study. Patients were randomized to receive 10 mg intravenous dexamethasone with 90 minutes of
surgery versus no dexamethasone. All patients received local infiltration analgesia intra-operatively with
a cocktail of ropivacaine, ketorolac and epinephrine. Patients were followed for 24 hours postoperatively and primary outcomes included visual analog scale (VAS) scores, morphine equivalent
usage, and anti-emetic use. Secondary outcomes included patient-reported nausea and length of
hospital stay.
RESULTS | Preliminary results of this study show lower VAS scores in the dexamethasone group
compared to the control group, 3.56 vs 5.44, respectively (p<0.001). Morphine equivalent use was also
lower in the dexamethasone group, 3.02 vs 4.43 (p=0.010) in the control group. The dexamethasone
group has significantly lower anti-emetic use compared to controls, 0.058 vs 0.260 (p=0.047)
respectively. There was no significant difference in length of stay or blood glucose elevation.
CONCLUSION | Pre-operative administration of intravenous dexamethasone leads to improved pain
control and decreased nausea and vomiting in patients undergoing shoulder arthroplasty.
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The Utility and Cost of Atypical Cultures in Revision Shoulder Arthroplasty
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*Erik S. Contreras, MD / Columbus, OH
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INTRODUCTION | At the time of revision shoulder arthroplasty, the standard of care is to obtain cultures
if no other obvious cause of failure has been identified. The 2018 International Consensus Meeting
guidelines recommend obtaining multiple deep specimens from various aspects of the shoulder.
Although isolation of fungal or acid-fast organisms is rare, it remains common practice to send all
specimens for aerobic, anaerobic, and atypical (fungal and acid-fast) cultures. We hypothesize that the
rate of positive atypical cultures at the time of revision shoulder arthroplasty is very low and imposes a
considerable cost burden on the healthcare system.
METHOD | A retrospective review of all revision shoulder arthroplasties performed between January 1,
2010 and December 31, 2019 at our institution was performed. Patients with a hemiarthroplasty (HA),
total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA), or reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) who underwent revision to HA,
TSA, RSA, antibiotic spacer, or resection arthroplasty were included. Electronic patient charts were
reviewed to gather patient, surgical, and culture data. A cost-analysis was performed using our hospital
billing database and the CPT codes for aerobic, anaerobic, fungal, and acid-fast cultures.
RESULTS | A total of 237 revision shoulder arthroplasties performed on 189 patients were analyzed.
Cultures were sent on 158/237 (66.7%) surgeries with an average of 2.2 specimens per surgery. A total
of 341 aerobic, 331 anaerobic, 187 fungal, and 174 acid-fast cultures were collected. Positive cultures
were found in 52/341 (15.2%) aerobic cultures and 37/331 (11.2%) anaerobic cultures. The most
commonly isolated organism was Cutibacterium acnes (39.7%), followed by coagulase-negative
Staphylococcus species (24.1%). There were zero positive fungal or acid-fast cultures in our series. The
total cost for aerobic, anaerobic, fungal, and acid-fast cultures over the study period was $77,748,
$23,832, $8,789, and $106,662, respectively, with atypical cultures accounting for 53.2% of the total cost
of all cultures.
CONCLUSION | Isolation of fungal or acid-fast organisms at the time of revision shoulder arthroplasty is
rare and imposes a considerable cost burden when these atypical cultures are sent on a routine basis.
The collection of fungal and acid-fast cultures should be reserved for patients whom risk factors for
these atypical organisms have been identified.
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Intraoperative Efficiency in Contemporary Total Shoulder Arthroplasty: Is Manual
Pressure During Cement Curing Still Necessary with Interference Fit Pegged
Glenoids?
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Rebecca G. Burr, MD / Maywood, IL
Andrew M. Schneider, MD / Maywood, IL
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Dane H. Salazar, MD / Maywood, IL
*Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | There has been no prior data demonstrating the effect of manual pressure during
cement curing on glenoid peg fixation in total shoulder arthroplasty. The operating room time (OR)
spent holding manual pressure represents a potential opportunity cost and area for improved efficiency
in this procedure. In this study, we compared implant seating using two different methods of securing
the glenoid implant to cemented peg holes: a manual pressure technique versus a pressureless
technique.
METHOD | Sixteen cadaveric scapulae were harvested and their glenoids were prepared for component
insertion. Glenoids with an interference-fit central peg were cemented into the peripheral holes and
fully seated. Two techniques were employed during cement curing: a (1) “manual pressure” technique (8
glenoids), which used a static 70N load application to each implant for 10 minutes, and a (2) “no
pressure” technique (8 glenoids), which used no pressure application and the implant was left to set
without intervention. Each glenoid was subsequently imaged via micro-computed tomography and
analyzed for differences in cement morphology characteristics.
RESULTS | The average incongruity in the first group was 1.0mm. The average incongruity of the second
group was 0.63mm. A linear mixed effects model with a Kenward-Roger correction was used to
compare the two groups. No significant difference was found between the two groups (Mdiff = -0.386,
95% CI: -0.978 to 0.206; p = .17)
DISCUSSION | Manual pressure of the glenoid during cement curing yielded no difference in final
seating and cortical contact of the implant compared to a pressureless technique. This knowledge could
potentially benefit both the surgeon and the patient by increasing efficiency in total shoulder
arthroplasty and decreasing time under anesthesia for the patient.
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Effect of 24-Hour vs. Single-Dose Antibiotic Prophylaxis on Infection and Revision
Rate Among Patients Undergoing Anatomic and Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
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*Daniel Smigielski, MD / Memphis, TN

BACKGROUND | Perioperative prophylactic antibiotic administration is a well-established strategy to
reduce periprosthetic joint infection. There is a paucity of literature to guide surgeons on perioperative
antibiotic dosing of outpatient total shoulder arthroplasty performed in the ambulatory surgical setting.
This study evaluates infection and revision rates of 24 hour (24hr) versus single dose (SD) intravenous
(IV) antibiotic prophylaxis in the setting of total shoulder arthroplasty.
METHOD | Institutional database query of patients undergoing primary anatomic or reverse total
shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA) returned 896 and 126 patients who received 24hr perioperative IV
antibiotics in an inpatient setting or SD preoperative IV antibiotics in an ambulatory setting,
respectively. Demographics including body mass index, age, average follow up, procedure, indication,
history of surgery on the operative limb, employment, smoking status, comorbidities and chronic
immunosuppression were examined. Infection and revision rates were measured. Wilcoxon rank sum
and chi-square or fisher exact tests were used to compare continuous and categorical variables,
respectively. P-values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | Patients in the 24hr group were 10.3 years older (67.6 years vs 57.3 years, p=<0.0001), more
likely to undergo rTSA (61.5% vs 29.4%, p=<0.0001), have diabetes (23.0% vs 0.3%, p=0.001) or
hypertension (69.3% vs 47.6%, p=<0.0001), and less likely to have undergone previous shoulder surgery
(16.5% vs 23.8%, p=0.04). Employment status (p=<0.0001) and procedure indication (p=0.001) varied
significantly. Length of follow up was 23.0±21.0 months for the 24hr group and 17.8±15.6 months for
the SD group. No difference in overall infection rate (24hr: 1.5% vs SD: 1.6%, p=0.71), revision rate (24hr:
4.6% vs SD: 3.2%, p=0.47), rate of superficial (24hr: 0.2% vs SD: 0%) or deep infection (24hr: 1.2%, SD
1.6%, p=0.73), timing of infection (24hr: <3months=0.6%, >3months=0.9% vs SD: <3months=0%,
>3months=1.6%, p=0.53), and revision indication (infection 24hr: 1.1% vs SD: 0.8% and non-infectious
24hr: 4.6% vs SD: 3.2%, p=0.92) was found.
CONCLUSION | Both SD and 24hr protocols resulted in low and statistically insignificant post-operative
infection and revision rates. One deep infection in the SD group refused revision surgery and elected for
chronic suppression. The single dose group was younger, healthier and more likely to have undergone
previous surgery than the 24hr group. This suggests stricter patient selection for outpatient total
shoulder arthroplasty compared to hospital based total shoulder arthroplasty. Ultimately, this study
shows that single dose IV antibiotic prophylaxis protocols can be safely used in patients undergoing
total shoulder arthroplasty in an ambulatory center.
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Relative Risks of Complications after Revision Shoulder Arthroplasty for Infection
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Vani Sabesan, MD / Boca Raton, FL
Shad Sommerville, BS / Boynton Beach, FL
Carlos Rivera / Weston, FL
Kiran Chatha, MD / Weston, FL
*Payton Yerke-Hansen / Boynton Beach, FL
BACKGROUND | As a result of progressive innovation and research, reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA)
is being utilized at increased volumes. As the spectrum of indications for RSA broadens, it is no surprise
that complication rates are increasing as well, thus increasing revision shoulder arthroplasty (SA) rates.
Prosthetic joint infection is a devastating complication that commonly results in revision SA. The
frequency of complications in hip revisions for prosthetic joint infection relative to noninfectious
revisions is well documented in the literature. The primary objective for this study was to investigate
whether patients with a diagnosis of infection have increased complications after shoulder revision
surgery relative to noninfectious revisions.
METHOD | Patients who underwent shoulder revision surgery from 2012-2016 were identified using CPT
coding and verification of patient charts. Demographics including age, gender, BMI, comorbidities and
ASA class were collected. Patient charts were reviewed and analyzed for complications within 90 days of
surgery. Complications were classified into the following categories: infection, dislocation, glenoid
loosening, fracture, and neurological changes. All revisions due to infections were compared to
noninfectious revision surgery cases.
RESULTS | The revision SA cohort included 55 patients with an average age of 65.3 and 28 males.
Twenty-two patients underwent revision for infection (IRG) and 33 patients underwent revision for other
diagnoses (ORG). Of the IRG, 18/22 were male which was significantly higher than ORG (10/33). The
average time spent on revisions due to infection was 220.3 minutes and the average time spent on all
other revisions was 213.4 minutes (p<0.05). Patients who underwent shoulder revision surgeries due to
infection had a similar complication rate (31.8%) within 90 days of surgery compared to 39.5%
complication rate for ORG. The most common complication reported among all patients was shoulder
dislocation. Other forms of complication included infection, neurological changes, hematoma, fracture,
and rotator cuff tear.
CONCLUSION | Patients undergoing revision SA for infection are not at increased risk of complexity or
complications compared to revision surgery for other diagnoses. Overall, revision SA has a high
complication rate and patients must be aware and educated regarding the risks of revision SA in up to
1/3 of patients.
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Is Total Shoulder Arthroplasty (TSA) or Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty (RTSA)
Candidacy in an Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC) Dictated by Safety or Insurance?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Anthony J. Marois, MD / Memphis, TN
Caleb A. Jones, MD / Memphis, TN
David L. Bernholt, MD / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN
INTRODUCTION | Outpatient total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) and reverse total shoulder arthroplasty
(RTSA) performed in ambulatory surgery centers (ASC) has been increasingly shown to be a safe
alternative to inpatient hospitalization when done with appropriate patient selection. We hypothesized
that the decision to proceed with shoulder arthroplasty in an inpatient setting is not based solely on
medical risk stratification, but rather is multifactorial in nature.
METHOD | All patients that underwent TSA or RTSA between January 2014 and February 2020 were
identified and included. A standardized patient selection algorithm using age and cardiopulmonary
comorbidities was used to determine candidacy for outpatient shoulder arthroplasty. Medical and
billing records were reviewed to determine the primary reason for inpatient procedure. The primary
reason for inpatient procedure was stratified into one of the following categories: not an outpatient
candidate, medical/social factors, insurance payer requirements, surgeon choice, or complexity of
pathology. Student’s t-test, Chi-square test, and logistic regression were performed. P-values <0.05
were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | The study cohort consisted of 1017 patients: 335 (32.9%) TSA and 682 (67.1%) RTSA. Average
age was 66.7 years. 69.4% were covered by government payors and 30.6% had private insurance. 51.3%
patients were candidates for outpatient surgery and 48.7% were not candidates. There were 837 (82.3%)
procedures performed inpatient and 180 (17.7%) done outpatient. 342 patients were identified as
candidates for outpatient but ultimately had surgery performed as an inpatient. Among those who were
not candidates for outpatient arthroplasty (n = 495), the reasons were: age >70 (79.8%, p = <0.001),
pulmonary comorbidities (14.5%), and cardiac comorbidities (5.7%). Among all procedures performed
inpatient (n = 837), reasons for inpatient included: not a candidate for outpatient (59.1%, p = <0.001),
insurance (27.6%), surgeon choice (6.6%), medial/ social (4.8%), and pathology (1.9%). Among those
who were outpatient candidates but ultimately were performed inpatient (n = 342), the reasons were:
insurance (67.5%, p = <0.001), surgeon choice (16.1%), social (11.7%), and pathology (4.7%).
CONCLUSION | As outpatient shoulder arthroplasty performed in ambulatory surgery centers continues
to expand, it remains crucial to proceed with careful patient selection. These data suggest that safety
remains the most important factor in determining operative setting. However, insurance payor source
also plays a significant role in decision making, most notably in patients deemed acceptable outpatient
candidates.
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Subscapularis Repair Technique Does Not Influence Outcomes Following Reverse
Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jacob T. Hartline, MD / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN
Jim Y. Wan, Ph.D. / Memphis, TN
Daniel T. Dibaba, Ph.D. / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
BACKGROUND | Repair of the subscapularis in reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA) remains
controversial although its effect on outcomes is not well understood. Furthermore, no study to our
knowledge has compared different repair techniques in rTSA. In this study, we compare outcomes and
complications between primary tendon repair (PTR), transosseous repair (TOR), and no repair (NR) of
the subscapularis in patients undergoing primary rTSA.
METHOD | Institutional database query yielded 210 patients undergoing primary rTSA by a single
surgeon with a minimum of 2 years follow up. PTR was performed in 82 patients, TOR in 88 patients,
and no repair in 40 patients. Visual analog scale (VAS) pain scores, American Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons (ASES) scores, active range of motion (ROM), strength, complications, and re-operations were
recorded at the pre-operative and 2-year post-operative visits. Demographics and comorbidities were
also recorded for each patient. To examine outcomes, ANOVA was performed and adjusted for
covariates. To examine complications and reoperations, logistic regression was used, adjusting for
potential confounders. Differences with p<0.05 were considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | VAS scores between pre-operative and 2-year post-operative visits were significantly
improved among all groups, with both PTR (-4.4) and TOR (-4.5) yielding greater improvements than
NR (-3.0; p=0.036). There were no significant differences regarding the degree of improvement in ASES,
active ROM, or strength among groups (all p>0.05). No differences were found in any pre-operative
measure between groups with the exception of forward elevation ROM (PTR 75 degrees, TOR 80, NR 60;
p=0.045). Complication rates (PTR 11.0%, TOR 13.6%, NR 15%) and reoperation rates (PTR 2.4%, TOR
2.3%, NR 5.0%) did not differ significantly between groups (all p>0.05).
CONCLUSION | Improvements in pain and functional outcomes following reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty are seen regardless of subscapularis management or repair technique. However, in this
study, repair of the subscapularis using either transosseous or primary technique led to greater
improvements in pain compared to no repair. There were no other outcomes differences noted
between repair techniques. Similarly, subscapularis management did not affect complication or
reoperation rates.
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Acute vs. Delayed Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty for Proximal Humerus
Fractures in the Elderly
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Noah A Kuhlmann, MS BS / West Bloomfield, MI
Kevin A Taylor, MD / West Bloomfield, MI
Sreten Franovic, MS BS / West Bloomfield, MI
Christopher P Roche, MBA / Gainesville, FL
Pierre-Henri Flurin / Bourdeaux, France
Bradley S Schoch, MD / Gainesville, FL
Bradley C Carofino, MD / Virginia Beach, VA
Thomas W Wright, MD / Gainesville, FL
Joseph D Zuckerman, MD / New York, NY
Stephanie J Muh, MD / West Bloomfield, MI
BACKGROUND | Treatment of proximal humerus fractures (PHFs) via reverse total shoulder arthroplasty
(RTSA) has shown early promise when compared to historical treatment modalities. Ideal surgical timing
remains unclear. The purpose of this study was to compare the outcomes of early versus delayed RTSA
for PHF. We hypothesized that acute RTSA would display superior outcomes compared to those
receiving delayed surgical intervention.
METHOD | This multicenter study retrospectively analyzed 142 patients who underwent RTSA for
fracture. Patients treated within 4 weeks of injury were placed in the acute group (n=102), and patients
treated longer than 4 weeks after injury were placed in the chronic group (n=38). A comprehensive
panel of patient reported outcome measures, VAS pain scores, range of motion, and patient satisfaction
were evaluated.
RESULTS | The acute group had significantly better final follow-up SPADI scores (20.8  23.9 vs. 30.7 
31.7) (p<0.05). The acute group demonstrated higher passive external rotation compared to the chronic
group (47.8  16.5 vs. 40.4  16.1) (p<0.05). No further differences were detected in other postoperative
range of motion measurements, subjective outcomes, or VAS scores.
CONCLUSION | Our results suggest that patients treated acutely display similar mid-term outcomes to
those who receive delayed treatment. With this in mind, surgeons may first give consideration to a
period of nonoperative treatment.
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Short-Term Complications Associated with Custom Glenoid Replacements in
Complex Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*David M. Matson, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Jonathan P. Braman, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Alicia K. Harrison, MD / Minneapolis, MN
INTRODUCTION | Shoulder arthroplasty has become an increasingly common procedure to treat a
variety of shoulder ailments. With the proliferation of shoulder arthroplasty, revision shoulder
arthroplasty has become a burgeoning epidemic. Shoulder revision in the setting of profound glenoid
bone loss presents a serious challenge for orthopedic surgeons. Most commonly, glenoid bone loss is a
result of revision shoulder arthroplasty, but can also occur in the setting of infection, trauma, and severe
primary or secondary arthritis. Limited options exist to treat these complex bone deficiencies. Patient
specific glenoid implants were developed to address the unique challenge of severe glenoid bone loss
in shoulder arthroplasty. The primary purpose of this study is to assess the short-term complications
associated with the patient-specific custom glenoid replacements.
METHOD | 20 consecutive patients with severe glenoid bone loss who underwent custom reverse total
shoulder arthroplasty were followed for a minimum 12 weeks (average 42 weeks). All patients followed
the treatment protocol for custom reverse total shoulder arthroplasty. Of the 20 patients, 6 patients
underwent primary and 14 underwent revision reverse total shoulder arthroplasty with a custom
glenoid implant. The indication for reverse shoulder arthroplasty with custom glenoid implant was
profound glenoid vault deficiency that was not amenable to standard or off-the-shelf glenoid augments
with deficient rotator cuff. All patients were treated at a single institution by one of two surgeons.
Medical and surgical complications were recorded for each patient through the latest follow up.
Shoulder functional scores were evaluated using the Single Assessment Numeric Evaluation (SANE)
shoulder outcome score.
RESULTS | The average hospital length of stay was 2.3 days. No patients experienced major short-term
surgical complications. One patient sustained a periprosthetic metaphyseal humerus fracture with
humeral stem loosening at 11 months postop that required revision of the humeral component only.
One patient experienced axillary nerve sensory paresthesias with preserved motor function. Three
patients sustained medical complications. The average SANE score improved from 17 preoperatively to
44 at three-months (p<0.02), and 61 at the latest visit (p<0.0005).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | Reverse total shoulder with a patient-specific custom glenoid implant
is a safe option for severe glenoid bone loss and was associated with improvements in SANE scores at
follow up. In 20 patients, there were two surgical complications and three medical complications.
Lengthier follow up is needed to determine the longevity and long-term complication profile of these
implants.
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Natural History of Glenoid Bone Loss in Primary Glenohumeral Osteoarthritis: How
Does Bone Loss Progress Over a Decade?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Anthony L. Logli, MD / Rochester, MN
Ayoosh Pareek, MD / Rochester, MN
Ngoc Tram V. Nguyen, BS / Rochester, MN
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo, MD, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
*Yining Lu, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | The modified Walch classification is most commonly used to describe bone loss and
subluxation in primary glenohumeral osteoarthritis (GHOA). However, very few studies have evaluated
patterns of bone loss over time. The purpose of this study was to compare subluxation and glenoid
bone loss in radiographs obtained 5 to 15 years prior in shoulders that eventually underwent
arthroplasty.
METHOD | A retrospective review of our Institution’s imaging database identified 47 patients (30 males,
17 females) with radiographs of the same shoulder both prior to arthroplasty and at least once 5 to 15
years earlier. Axillary radiographs were used to classify glenoid morphology using the modified Walch
classification and to digitally measure humeral head subluxation (HHS) using Friedman’s Index (FI) on
the oldest, most recent, and all intervening x-rays. Mean interval time between the oldest and most
recent radiographs for each shoulder was 8.9 years (range 5-15). 19 patients had a single intervening xray (mean, 6.7 years from most recent radiographs; range 4.4-8.9), 6 patients had two (mean, 5.6 years;
range 0.2-13.9), 3 had three (mean, 5 years; range 2.4-8.3), 2 had five (mean, 3.4 years; range 1.1-5.7),
and 1 had six (mean, 0.5 years).
RESULTS | On initial presentation, there were 20 A1, 11 A2, 2 B1, 8 B2, 2 B3, and 4 D glenoids. Prior to
arthroplasty there were 2 A1, 14 A2, 2 B1, 10 B2, 9 B3, and 10 D glenoids. Pathologic progression is
demonstrated in . Mean FI for each subtype was 0.48 for A1, 0.49 for A2, 0.53 for B1, 0.59 for B2, 0.51
for B3, 0.42 for D.
CONCLUSION | The future pattern of GHOA is difficult to predict in a concentric glenohumeral joint
with little to no bone loss. While the majority of A2 glenoids continue to wear concentrically, evolution
to an asymmetric wear pattern can occur. If B-type glenoids progress, the pattern of progression
appears predictable. Anterior or posterior HHS appears to correlate with the wear pattern seen in
GHOA.
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Incidence of and Risk Factors for Glenohumeral Osteoarthritis Following Anterior
Shoulder Instability: A U.S. Population-Based Study with an Average 15-Year FollowUp
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Bradley M. Kruckeberg, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin P. Leland, MD / Rochester, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
Christopher D. Bernard, MD / Rochester, MN

Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Diane L. Dahm, MD / Rochester, MN
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN

BACKGROUND | The rate of osteoarthritis (OA) in patients with a history of prior anterior shoulder
instability (ASI) varies within the literature, with the majority of studies investigating rates after surgical
stabilization. ASI appears to lead to increased rates of OA, although risk factors for developing OA in
non-operative and operative cohorts are not well defined.
PURPOSE |To determine the incidence of clinically symptomatic OA and identify potential risk factors for
the development of OA in patients with a known history of ASI under the age of 40.
STUDY DESIGN | Retrospective cohort study with subgroup analysis; Level of evidence, 3
METHOD | An established geographic database was used to identify patients less than 40 years old
diagnosed with ASI between 1994 and 2014. Patient information, including demographics, imaging and
surgical details, was collected. Comparative analysis was performed between groups with and without
OA at final follow-up, as well as between patients who underwent surgical and non-surgical
management.
RESULTS | 154 patients with a mean follow-up of 15.2 years (range 5.1-29.8) were included in the study.
The mean age at initial instability event was 20.9 years (95% CI 19.9-22.0) Overall, 22.7% of patients
were identified with clinically symptomatic glenohumeral OA. There was no difference in the number of
prior dislocations or number of prior instability events in patients with and without symptomatic
osteoarthritis. Multivariate analysis revealed current or former smokers (OR 4.3, 95% CI 1.1-16.5,
p=0.030), hyperlaxity (OR 10.1, 95% CI 1.4-72.4, p=0.020), laborer occupation (OR 6.1, 95% CI 1.02-36.1,
p=0.043), BMI (1.15, 95% CI 1.03-1.3, p=0.012) and age at initial instability (OR 1.12, 95% CI 1.02-1.2,
p=0.013) as potential independent risk factors when accounting for other demographic and clinical
variables.
CONCLUSION | In a U.S. geographic population of patients less than 40 years old with ASI,
approximately one-fourth of patients developed symptomatic OA at a mean follow-up of 15 years from
their first instability event. When accounting for differences in patient demographics and clinical data,
there was a potential increased risk for the development of OA in current or former smokers, patients
with hyperlaxity, laborers, higher BMI and increased age at initial instability event. Smoking status,
occupation and BMI are modifiable factors that could potentially decrease risk for the development of
symptomatic OA in these patients.
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Value Analysis of Anatomic and Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty for Glenohumeral
Osteoarthritis with an Intact Rotator Cuff
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Gagan Grewal, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Ryan Colley, DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jonathan C Levy, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
*Hugo C. Rodriguez, Jr, DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL
INTRODUCTION | While anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA) has historically been the choice
treatment for end stage glenohumeral osteoarthritis (OA), reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) has
recently gained popularity. With large differences in implant cost between TSA and RSA, further
investigation of outcomes and value are needed to support recent trends. The purpose of this study is
to examine differences in value between TSA and RSA for the OA population using the procedure value
index (PVI).
METHOD | A retrospective matched-cohort study was performed on patients with glenohumeral OA
with an intact cuff treated with primary shoulder arthroplasty by a single surgeon and with a minimum
2-year follow-up. PVI was calculated as outcome improvement in units of minimal clinically important
difference (MCID) over the cost of care. TSA patients were matched 4:1 to RSA based on gender, age,
and pre-operative function (Simple Shoulder Test, SST). PVIs for TSA and RSA were compared.
Radiographs were analyzed for pre-operative glenoid classification and post-operative radiolucent lines
and gross loosening.
RESULTS | 140 TSA patients were matched to 35 RSA patients with no differences in gender, age, preoperative SST, body mass index, ASA comorbidity score, and glenoid wear. Total hospitalization cost,
charges, and reimbursements as well as with outcome improvements in units of MCIDs and patient
satisfaction were not different between the groups. For RSA, implant cost was significantly higher, but
operative room, anesthesia, and cement costs were lower. The TSA group saw a 4.3% rate of gross
glenoid loosening and a 2.1% revision rate. The RSA group did not demonstrate loosening, and none
were revised. None of the PVI values were significantly different, even after inclusion of the outcomes
and costs of early revisions.
CONCLUSION | There are no short-term outcome, total cost, and value differences between TSA and
RSA for the treatment of glenohumeral OA with an intact rotator cuff.
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Similar Outcomes for Rotator Cuff Intact and Rotator Cuff Deficient Reverse Total
Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Zachary K. Pharr, MD / Memphis, TN
Jordan D. Walters, MD / Memphis, TN
Ryan N. Walsh, BS / Memphis, TN
Richard A. Smith, Ph.D. / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
*Tanner Poppe, MD / Memphis, TN
INTRODUCTION | Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA) is a reliable treatment for multiple endstage shoulder pathologies including conditions with rotator cuff deficiency and/or with advanced
glenoid bone loss. Controversy exists regarding the biomechanical and clinical effects of RTSA in
shoulders with an intact versus a deficient rotator cuff (RC). We compared clinical and radiographic
outcomes of RTSA performed for rotator cuff intact versus cuff deficient conditions at a minimum of
two years follow-up.
METHOD | Retrospective review of an institutional database revealed 182 patients with at least two
years of clinical and radiographic follow-up after primary RTSA. Thirty-two patients had an intact rotator
cuff but advanced glenoid bone loss, and 150 patients had rotator cuff deficiency. From these 150
patients, an age and co-morbidities matched cohort was created to compare the 32 RTSA’s with an
intact rotator cuff to 32 RTSA’s performed in the setting of cuff deficiency. Assessments included
preoperative and postoperative visual analog pain scores (VAS), American Shoulder and Elbow
Surgeons (ASES) scores, post-operative narcotic use, strength, range of motion (ROM), complications,
and revisions. Radiographs were analyzed for signs of loosening or mechanical failure. Chi-square tests
were performed for categorical data, independent student T-tests were performed for continuous data,
and Related-Samples Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests were performed to determine preoperative to
postoperative differences. P-values less than 0.05 defined statistically significant differences.
RESULTS | The mean patient age for the overall cohort was 71.7 years old (range 61-82 years), and the
mean follow-up time was 2.7 years (2.0-5.5 years). Preoperatively, the RC deficient and intact groups
were similar in almost every functional category except that RC deficient patients had greater internal
rotation ROM (34° vs. 44°, p<0.05). No differences were found between groups regarding gender,
laterality, age, pre-operative narcotic use, body mass index, or other co-morbidities. At most recent
follow up, both groups showed significant improvements in all categories measured (all p<0.05) except
for a trend toward significance in the cuff deficient group regarding external rotation ROM (p=0.077).
However, no significant differences were found between the RC intact or RC deficient groups regarding
VAS, ASES, ROM, strength, complication rate, revision rate, rate of post-operative narcotic use,
loosening, or mechanical failure (all p>0.05).
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CONCLUSION | RTSA is a versatile tool that provides reliable improvements in functional outcomes in
indicated patients regardless of the preoperative status of the rotator cuff. Though the pathophysiology
of glenohumeral osteoarthritis with advanced glenoid bone loss differs from cuff deficient conditions,
shoulders with both disease processes perform similarly following RTSA at minimum two years followup.
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Patients Undergoing Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty have Less Pain and Require
Less Opioid Pain Medications Compared to Anatomic Total Shoulder Arthroplasty in
the Early Postoperative Period
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Caleb A. Jones, MD / Memphis, TN
Stephen Chambers, MD / Memphis, TN
Andrew D. Renshaw, B.A / Memphis, TN
Mary Virginia Portera, B.A. / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
David L. Bernholt, MD / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN
INTRODUCTION | Recovery following anatomic (aTSA) and reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA)
has many similarities, however, recently surgeons have suggested patients undergoing RTSA have a less
difficult postoperative period with less pain compared to aTSA. Given the heightened awareness to
postoperative pain control and opioid consumption, we sought to determine the differences in pain
and opiate consumption between aTSA and RTSA patients in the 3-month postoperative period. We
hypothesized that aTSA and RTSA groups would have similar post-operative pain and opioid
requirements.
METHOD | A retrospective chart review was performed to isolate all patients that underwent a primary
aTSA or RTSA from January 2013 to April 2018 at a single institution. Patients with recorded visual
analog scale (VAS) and American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) scores were included for
analysis. Patients who underwent revision shoulder arthroplasty were excluded. VAS scores were
captured for each patient preoperatively as well as at standard 2-week, 6-week, and 3-month
postoperative time points. The electronic medical record (EMR) was queried for standard demographic
data including medical comorbidities. The Controlled Substance Monitoring Database (CSMD) was
queried for each patient to determine preoperative narcotic use as well as the amount of OME (opioid
morphine equivalents) prescribed in the 3-month postoperative period. Logistic regression was used to
determine factors leading to being on opiates at the 3-month follow up visit. P-values <0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | A total of 690 patients underwent TSA (278 aTSA, 412 RTSA). Preoperatively, aTSA and RTSA
patient groups had similar VAS scores (p = 0.38). However, the aTSA group had a higher VAS at the 6week visit, compared to RTSA patients (2.8 versus 2.2, p = 0.003). Similar VAS scores were seen at 2week (p = 0.4) and 3-month visits (p = 0.77). aTSA patients used opiates at a higher rate at the 2-week
(62.4% versus 45.6%, p = <0.001) and 6-week (40.3% versus 30.9%, p = 0.01) periods. However, this
difference diminished by 3 months (p = 0.7). No correlation was found between preoperative VAS and
opiate use at 3 months for patients receiving either aTSA (p = 0.72) or RTSA (p = 0.29). aTSA patients
needed more opiate prescription refills before the 2-week (61.7% versus 45.5%, p = <0.001) and 6-week
(40.4% versus 30.7%, p = 0.01) follow-up visits compared to RTSA patients. aTSA patients taking opiates
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pre-operatively were more likely to require opiates at the 3-month postoperative visit than those who
were opiate naïve (OR = 3.19, CI 1.29 – 7.99, p = 0.01). However, this was not seen in the RTSA group.
aTSA patients had a higher preoperative ASES score compared to the RTSA group (38.1 versus 34.4, p =
0.016). By 3 months, both groups had similar ASES scores (RTSA = 65.8, TSA = 67.2, p = 0.42).
CONCLUSION | Despite similar preoperative VAS scores, aTSA patients had a higher VAS at the 6-week
follow up visit than those undergoing RTSA. Additionally, aTSA patients needed more opiate refills and
used opiates at a higher rate at the 2- and 6-week postoperative visits. This study suggests that the
recovery from RTSA is less painful compared to aTSA as indicated by VAS and opiate consumption.
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Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty for Patients with Minimal Preoperative Pain: A
Matched Cohort Analysis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Teja S. Polisetty, BS / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Andrew Malarkey, DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Ryan Colley, DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Gagan Grewal, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jonathan C. Levy, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
*Andrew Ardeljan, BS / Fort Lauderdale, FL
INTRODUCTION | Profound improvements in function have been described for patients following
reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA). Previous studies have demonstrated young age, high pre-operative
function, and neurologic dysfunction to be predictors of poor functional improvement. However, there
is no study to date that has focused on patients electing to have RSA for function more than pain. The
purpose of this study is to compare the outcomes of RSA for patients with minimal pre-operative pain
with those that have higher baseline pain.
METHOD | A retrospective matched-cohort study was performed on RSA patients treated by a single
surgeon with a minimum 2-years follow-up. Patients with at least moderate baseline pain
(“Function+Pain”), pre-defined by existing literature as a Visual Analog Scale (VAS) pain score > 3, were
matched 3:1 based on gender, indication, and age to those with a minimal pain with VAS score ≤ 3
(“Function”). Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs), active range of motion, and overall
satisfaction were compared. The percent of maximal improvement in outcomes and the proportion of
patients exceeding the established threshold that predicts an excellent satisfaction were also compared.
RESULTS | A total of 260 patients (195 Function+Pain, 65 Function) were selected for matched analysis
with a similar gender distribution, mean age of 73.1 years, and mean follow-up of 50 months. Patients
in both groups showed no differences in most recent post-operative function, overall improvement in
functional scores, and active motion (p>0.05). However, pain scores improved only for patients with at
least moderate baseline pain (p<0.0001). Patient satisfaction was significantly different (p=0.035), as
10.8% of patients who elected to have RSA for function were unsatisfied. The Function cohort also had
worse percent of maximal SST (p=0.034) and ASES (p<0.0001) improvement, and a lower proportion of
these patients exceeded the threshold in percent of maximal improvement that predicts an “excellent”
outcome (p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | RSA patients with minimal pre-operative pain achieve significant improvements in
function and motion similar to those who choose to have RSA for both pain and function, but are less
satisfied and are less likely to achieve an “excellent” outcome. Patients electing to proceed with RSA
with minimal pain should be counseled accordingly.
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Revision Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty for Anatomic Glenoid Component Loosening
was not Universally Successful: A Detailed Analysis of 129 Consecutive Shoulders
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Douglas W. Bartels / Rochester, MN
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Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Glenoid component loosening is the most common reason for long-term failure after
anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty. Revision to a reverse prosthesis is commonly considered in these
circumstances. However, most studies to date on the outcome of revision shoulder arthroplasty have
reported on multiple diagnosis, and the outcome of revision to a reverse prosthesis specifically for
loosening of anatomic glenoid components is largely unknown.
METHOD | Between 2010 and 2017, 129 consecutive revision reverse shoulder arthroplasties were
performed at a single institution for failure of an anatomic shoulder arthroplasty with loosening of the
glenoid component. Most shoulders (111 – 86%) had associated cuff insufficiency or severe soft-tissue
imbalance at the time of revision surgery. Glenoid bone grafting was utilized in 92 shoulders,
morselized cancellous allograft in 75 shoulders and structural corticocancellous graft in 17 shoulders. A
retrospective review of the medical records and radiographs was conducted to determine reoperation
and complication rates as well as overall outcomes.
RESULTS | At most recent follow-up, 23 shoulders (18%) had required a reoperation for glenoid
loosening (14), deep infection (3), dislocation (2), humeral loosening (1), diagnostic arthroscopy for
unexplained pain (2), and drainage of a hematoma (1). One additional glenoid component was
considered to be radiographically loose. Five patients were recommended chronic suppression with
antibiotics for unexpected positive cultures at the time of revision surgery. One shoulder experienced a
postoperative acromial stress fracture. The most common intraoperative complication was fracture of
the greater tuberosity (20 shoulders) at the time of humeral component removal or exposure. Bone
graft had been required in 10 of the 15 shoulders that eventually developed loosening of the revision
reverse glenoid component (cancellous chips in 7 shoulders, structural allograft in 3 shoulders).
CONCLUSION | Durable glenoid component fixation was achieved in 88% of the shoulders revised to a
reverse prosthesis for failure of an anatomic shoulder arthroplasty with a loose glenoid component. In
addition to the 12% glenoid failure rate, other less frequent complications included deep infection,
dislocation and humeral loosening, for an overall reoperation rate of 18%. Failed glenoid components
had commonly been implanted in conjunction with bone graft, likely indicating more severe bone loss.
Despite not being universally successful, revision to a reverse prosthesis did improve pain and overall
outcomes in the majority of the patients.
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The Effect of Compression Stockings on Cerebral Desaturation Events in Obese
Patients Undergoing Shoulder Arthroscopy in the Beach-Chair Position: A
Randomized Prospective Study
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INTRODUCTION | Despite the advantages of performing shoulder arthroscopy in the beach chair
position (BCP), ophthalmologic and neurologic complications have been reported. The high cost and
limited availability of cerebral perfusion monitoring may not be cost-effective given the rare incidence
of post-operative neurocognitive deficits. More cost-effective measures are being investigated to
determine if they limit the incidence of CDEs. Currently, the data is limited on the efficacy of
compression stockings, especially for obese patients, who are at increased risk for CDEs. We
hypothesized that thigh-high compression stockings would decrease the incidence, frequency, and
magnitude of CDEs in obese patients undergoing shoulder arthroscopy in the BCP.
METHOD | Using block randomization, 66 obese (body mass index, BMI > 30 kg/m2) patients were
randomized into two groups: 33 patients in the treatment group wore thigh-high compression
stockings with sequential compression devices (SCDs) over them, and the remaining 33 patients in the
control group wore SCDs alone. Cerebral oximetry was monitored during surgery using near-infrared
spectroscopy. A CDE was defined as a decrease in the rSO2 of 20% or greater from the pre-operative
baseline.
RESULTS | The incidence of CDEs was equal between groups, with 9 patients (27%) in each experiencing
desaturation events. The median number of CDEs per patient was 3 for the control group and 1 for
patients wearing compression stockings (p = 0.286). There were no differences between groups in the
median time from induction of anesthesia to onset of CDE (p=0.791) and median time from upright
positioning to onset of CDE (p=0.596). The mean CDE duration was 4.4 minutes per patient for the
control group and 2.6 minutes for the treatment group (p = 0.216). Although there was a trend toward
higher median cumulative CDE duration for patients in the control group, 16.8 minutes versus 2.6
minutes, the difference did not meet statistical significance (p = 0.185). The median maximal
desaturation from baseline was also not different between groups: 27.6% in the control group and
24.3% in the treatment group (p = 0.354).
CONCLUSION | Thigh-high compression stockings do not decrease the incidence, frequency, or
magnitude of CDEs in patients undergoing shoulder arthroscopy in the BCP. Further research is
required to identify cost-effective methods of decreasing the incidence of CDEs during this common
surgical procedure.
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PROMs or Demographics Do Not Effectively Predict Satisfaction Following Reverse
Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
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Robert N Matar, MD / Cincinnati, OH
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Brian Grawe, MD / Cincinnati, OH
BACKGROUND | There has been a shift in evaluating outcomes in orthopaedic surgery through patientreported outcome measurements (PROMs). The amount of research on these measurement tools is
increasing, however, it is not fully clear how well satisfaction is captured or predicted by these metrics in
patients undergoing reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA). The purpose of this study was to
determine if these demographic factors or PROMs can be predictive of satisfaction in patients
undergoing RTSA.
METHOD | Patients who were undergoing RTSA for a rotator cuff tear or arthropathy were approached
preoperatively for enrollment in this study. Demographics, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons
(ASES) scores, and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) pain scores were collected. At 6 months, 12 months, and 2
years these scores were collected again along with a Likert scale satisfaction score and overall
“satisfaction” or “dissatisfaction”. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated between PROMs and
satisfaction scores. ANOVA analysis was used to evaluate differences in the “satisfied” and “dissatisfied”
cohorts in terms of VAS Pain scores, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) scores, and age.
RESULTS | 94 patients were available for 1 year follow up. There were no significant correlations
between postoperative satisfaction scores and age, VAS scores, or ASES scores. When post-operative
satisfaction results were grouped into a “satisfied” and “dissatisfied” no significant difference in
preoperative age, gender, VAS Pain and ASES scores between groups was found at 6 months and 12
months. There was no statistically significant difference in mean satisfaction score between men and
women.
CONCLUSION | This study, in which 2 year satisfaction data is being actively collected, demonstrates
that patients undergoing RTSA for treatment of rotator cuff tear or arthropathy do not demonstrate
significant associations between age, VAS Pain, or ASES scores at 6 and 12 months of follow up. There
was no demographic factor that was associated with higher satisfaction in this study.
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Concussion is Associated with Increased Odds of Lower Extremity Musculoskeletal
Injury Among National Basketball Association Players
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INTRODUCTION | To determine the odds of sustaining an acute lower extremity (LE) musculoskeletal
injury during the 90-day period after return-to-play (RTP) from concussion in National Basketball
Association (NBA) athletes.
METHOD | Concussion data for NBA players was collected from the 1999-00 to 2017-18 seasons, from
publicly available sources. Age, position, injury, time to RTP and demographic factors were collected.
The 90-day period after each case of concussion was reviewed for acute noncontact LE musculoskeletal
injury. Control athletes without a documented history of concussion were matched to concussed
athletes by age, body mass index (BMI), position, and experience. Conditional logistic regression with a
calculated odds ratio and a 95% confidence interval were used to assess the association between
concussion and subsequent risk of LE injury.
RESULTS | 189 concussions were documented in 153 athletes. Of these, 140 cases were the first
recorded instance of concussion in players with publicly available data. Thirty-six (25.7%) athletes
sustained a LE injury within 90 days of concussion; twenty-six (20.2%) were non-season ending and
included in RTP analysis. The odds of sustaining an acute LE musculoskeletal injury within the 90-day
period after concussion was 4.69 times greater in concussed players compared to controls (95% CI 1.9611.23, p<0.001). There was no significant difference in games (4.2 ± 5.0 vs. 4.7 ± 4.7 games, p=0.566) or
days (18.5 ± 39.1 days vs. 10.9 ± 10.6 days, p=0.912) missed between concussed players and nonconcussed controls. Similarly, no difference was found in RTP between concussed athletes who
sustained an LE injury and controls who sustained an LE injury (18.5±39.1 days vs. 10.9 ±10.6 days,
p=0.912). The most common LE injuries in concussed athletes were ligament sprains/tears (65%).
CONCLUSION | Concussed NBA athletes have increased odds for sustaining an acute lower extremity
musculoskeletal injury within 90 days of RTP compared to non-concussed controls. The most common
injuries were ligament strains or tears. Changes in neuromotor control and proprioception following a
concussion should be evaluated in high level basketball players returning to sport.
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The Baseball Swing and Force at the Elbow: Entering Uncharted Territory Through
Advanced Motion Capture
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INTRODUCTION | Little data exists on the difference between various progressive hitting phases that
may be involved with return to baseball after elbow injury. The purpose of this study was to critically
analyze and report the kinetic force of the medial elbow during various phases and intensities of hitting
in Division I collegiate baseball athletes.
METHOD | Sixteen position players of a Division I collegiate baseball team were included in the study.
Each performed 15 swings [light (25-50% effort), 5 swings moderate (50-75% effort), and 5 swings high
intensity (75-100% effort)] in the following conditions: dry swings with reduced weight (wiffleball bat),
dry swings with regulation bat, live hitting from a tee, soft toss, and a pitching machine. 3D Motion
capture (Vicon® 20-camera system; force plates) data was recorded for each swing whereby medial
force (Newtons/body mass; N/kg) was measured for each elbow: top hand (cranial most hand position
on the bat) and bottom hand (caudal hand position on the bat) (Fig.1). A mixed model ANOVA followed
by a Tukey’s post-hoc test was used for comparison of force on each elbow for each intensity level and
to compare force on each elbow between swing types within each intensity. Type I error was set at
alpha=0.05.
RESULTS | Results are presented in . In the top hand, there was a statistically significant increase in force
at the medial elbow with increasing intensity of dry swings (wiffle bat, regulation bat)(p<0.05) with
similar forces across all swing intensities during live swinging at a ball (tee, soft toss, pitching machine).
Dry swings with a regulation bat yielded the highest medial force on the top hand elbow at all
intensities (p<0.05). For the bottom hand, force was similar and significantly lower compared to the top
hand for all swing types and intensities (p<0.05).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | We conclude that the top hand experiences the greatest medial
stress and that that force at the elbow is similar when any contact with the ball is made, irrespective of
hitting type or effort (tee vs. soft toss vs pitching machine). In live swinging scenarios, players are often
unable to physically differentiate swing intensity when coached to do so. Although often utilized in
swinging progressions when returning from injury, dry swings with a regulation bat should not be
considered benign. These data will aid physicians, physical therapists, and coaches in decision making
for progressive return to batting following elbow injuries.
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Pitching Behaviors in Youth Baseball Pitchers: A Comparison to Pitch Smart
Guidelines
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INTRODUCTION | Overuse injuries in youth baseball pitchers are common and associated with certain
pitching behaviors. To reduce overuse injuries the Pitch Smart (PS) guidelines were developed as an
initiative between Major League Baseball (MLB) and USA Baseball. Unfortunately youth often participate
in tournament or showcase events that are noncompliant with the PS guideline recommendations. The
purpose of this study was to perform a quantitative analysis of pitch counts in youth baseball players
participating in tournaments and evaluate compliance with regard to the PS guidelines.
METHOD | One hundred youth baseball teams competing in eight and under (8U) to fifteen and under
(15U) age brackets during the 2019 summer tournament baseball season were included. A pitch
recording electronic application was used to record pitches for each pitcher. Pitching data was
compared to the PS guidelines pitching recommendations and violations identified as 1) exceeding
maximum daily pitch count, 2) inadequate rest between pitching events, and 3) pitching more than one
event on the same day. Games played on consecutive days were recorded. Pitchers throwing more than
20% of the team total pitchers were considered high volume. Statistical analysis utilized mixed effects
Poisson regression for rates of pitching violations.
RESULTS | One hundred teams including 1046 pitchers competing in 2439 games were analyzed. There
were 1866 total Pitch Smart guideline violations. At least one pitcher violated guidelines in 94% of
teams. Violation for any reason, maximum pitch count, inadequate rest, and same day pitching
violations occurred in 48.6%, 9.5%, 43.3%, and 26.7% of pitchers. 8U had the highest rate of any
violation and maximum pitch count violations (p<0.05) compared to other age groups. No difference
with inadequate rest or same day pitching violations were seen between age groups. Violation rates for
high volume pitchers was significantly increased (OR 15.29) compared to lower volume pitchers.
Compared to single game violation rates of 2.71, consecutive games of two, three, four, and five or
more had violation rates of 3.21 (OR 1.19, p=0.264), 5.87 (OR 2.17, p<0.001), 6.43 (OR 2.38, p<0.001),
and 6.7 (OR 2.48, p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | Nearly all youth baseball teams and half of all youth baseball pitchers are noncompliant
with PS guidelines. Inadequate rest between games was the most common reason for noncompliance.
High volume pitchers and participation in multiple games on consecutive days increases the risk of a
violation occurring. Further education of tournament directors, coaches, parents, and athletes regarding
these guidelines is necessary.
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Time to Achieving Clinically Significant Outcomes after Meniscal Allograft
Transplantation
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INTRODUCTION | Meniscal allograft transplantation (MAT) is a surgical treatment option for patients
with meniscus deficiencies. Prior studies have defined clinically significant outcomes such as minimal
clinical important difference (MCID) and patient acceptable symptomatic state (PASS) for commonly
administered patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) after MAT. The purpose of this study was to
determine the time to achieving MCID and PASS and to identify any risk factors affecting achievement
in patients undergoing MAT.
METHOD | A prospectively maintained MAT registry was retrospectively reviewed from April 2014-May
2020. Patients who underwent revision MAT or did not complete preoperative PROMs were excluded.
International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) and Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome
Scores (KOOS) were administered preoperatively and at 6-months, 1-year, and 2-years postoperatively.
Previously defined MCID and PASS thresholds were utilized and Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis
with interval censoring was used to calculate the cumulative percentages of MCID, and PASS
achievement at each follow-up time interval (5-7, 11-13, and 23-25 months).
RESULTS | Eighty-four patients (mean age: 28.2±9.7) were included. Previously reported PASS values for
KOOS Pain, Symptoms, and Sport did not reach an AUC>0.70 and thus were not included in analysis.
Worker’s compensation status was found to delay time to achieving MCID for all PROs (HR=0.2380.305, P=0.008-0.020) and PASS for KOOS Symptoms (HR=0.171, P = 0.026) and IKDC (HR=1.88,
P<0.001). Higher preoperative PRO score was associated with delaying time to achieving MCID for all
PROs (HR=0.947-0.970, P<0.001), while higher preoperative PRO scores were associated with shorter
time to achieving PASS on KOOS Symptoms and KOOS QOL (HR=1.030-1.043, P=0.001). Greater BMI
(HR=0.946, P=0.020) and the number of focal chondral defects (HR=0.083-0.255, P=0.007-0.029) was
associated with delayed MCID for KOOS ADL and QOL, respectively, while concomitant realignment
surgery decreased time to MCID on KOOS Sports (HR=2.542, P=0.008).
CONCLUSION | This study defined the time to achieving MCID and PASS on IKDC and KOOS subscores
for patients undergoing MAT. Worker’s compensation status, BMI, and the presence of focal chondral
defects may prolong time to achievement of MCID and PASS after MAT.
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A 10-Year Analysis of Surgical Costs for Arthroscopic Meniscectomy: Hospital
Reimbursement Increased Steadily as Surgeon Payments Declined
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PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was to analyze regional and national charge and reimbursement
trends for surgeons, anesthesiologists, and hospital/surgery centers for outpatient arthroscopic partial
meniscectomies (APM) performed in the United States between 2005 and 2014.
METHOD | Surgeon, anesthesiologist, and hospital charge and reimbursement trends for outpatient
isolated APM were analyzed. Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) codes were used to capture charge
and reimbursement information using the nationally representative 5% Medicare sample. National and
regional trends for charge, reimbursement, and Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) were evaluated using
linear regression analysis.
RESULTS | 31,717 patients were included in this study. Charges across all groups increased significantly
during the 10 year period, with an increase of 18.4% for surgeons, 85.5% for anesthesiologists, and
116.8% for hospitals (p < 0.001; ). Surgeon reimbursements declined by 15.5% (p=0.072) while
anesthesiologist and hospital reimbursements increased significantly by 36.5% and 28.9%, respectively
(p<0.001; ). The total number of APM performed yearly decreased significantly (p=0.009), while the CCI
did not change significantly (p = 0.798).
CONCLUSION | Hospital and anesthesiologist reimbursements for outpatient APM increased
significantly while surgeon reimbursements decreased between 2005 and 2014. In 2005, hospitals were
reimbursed 205% more than surgeons, and by 2014 they were reimbursed 365% more, indicating that
the gap between hospital and surgeon reimbursement is rising.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level IV, economic analysis
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Medial Meniscus Posterior Root Tear Treatment: A Matched Cohort Comparison of
Nonoperative Management, Partial Meniscectomy, and Repair
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INTRODUCTION | There is limited data comparing the outcomes of similarly matched patients with a
medial meniscus posterior root tear treated with non-operative management, partial meniscectomy or
repair. The purpose of this study is to compare treatment failure, clinical outcome scores and
radiographic ﬁndings for a matched cohort of patients who underwent either non-operative
management, partial
meniscectomy, or transtibial pull-through repair for a medial meniscus posterior root tear (MMPRT).
Our hypothesis is that patients who underwent meniscus root repair will have lower rates of progression
to arthroplasty than patients who were treated with non-operative management or partial
meniscectomy.
METHOD | The purpose of this study is to compare treatment failure, clinical outcome scores and
radiographic ﬁndings for a matched cohort of patients who underwent either non-operative
management, partial meniscectomy, or transtibial pull-through repair for a medial meniscus posterior
root tear (MMPRT). Our hypothesis is that patients who underwent meniscus root repair will have lower
rates of progression to arthroplasty than patients who were treated with non-operative management or
partial meniscectomy.
RESULTS | Forty-ﬁve patients were included in this study (15 non-operative, 15 partial meniscectomy, 15
root repair). Progression to arthroplasty demonstrated signiﬁcant diﬀerences among treatment groups
at a mean 74 months (non-operative 4/15, partial meniscectomy 9/15, meniscus repair 0/15, p=.0003).
The meniscus root repair group had signiﬁcantly less arthritic progression, as measured by change in KL grade from pre-op to post-op (non-operative 1.0, partial mensicectomy 1.1, and meniscus repair 0.1,
p=.001).
CONCLUSION | Meniscus root repair leads to signiﬁcantly less arthritis progression and subsequent
knee arthroplasty compared to non-operative management and partial meniscectomy in a
demographically matched cohort.
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Are the Results of Knee Arthroplasty for Arthritis Secondary to Meniscus Root Tear
Similar to Primary Osteoarthritis? A Matched Case-Control Comparison
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BACKGROUND | There is limited data comparing the outcomes of knee arthroplasty for arthritis
secondary to meniscus root tear versus primary osteoarthritis. This 2:1 matched case control series
compares patients who underwent arthroplasty for arthritis following a meniscus root tear (Root Tear
Cohort – “RTC”) with a control group of patients with primary osteoarthritis ( “controls”). The analysis
included 1) baseline similarity and 2) arthroplasty clinical outcomes for each group. We hypothesized
that the meniscus root tear patients would have similar clinical outcomes, return to activity,
complication and reoperation rates as their matched controls.
METHOD | Patients who had a clinically and radiographically confirmed meniscus root tear at mean 4.8
year follow up that developed secondary arthritis were matched 2:1 by laterality, surgery, age at
surgery, date of surgery, sex, and surgeon to a control group of patients with primary osteoarthritis,
without a root tear, who underwent arthroplasty. No patients were lost to follow up. Patient
demographics, K-L grades at the time of surgery, pre and post-operative KSS pain and function scores,
Tegner scores, complications, and survival free of reoperation were analyzed between groups.
RESULTS | 225 subjects were identified, including 75 RTC patients (13 UKA, 62 TKA) and 150 control
patients. The RTC had a significantly lower K-L grades than the control group at the time of arthroplasty
(p= < 0.001), but similar baseline pre-operative KSS pain, KSS function, and Tegner activity scale scores.
Post-operatively, KSS pain scores were comparable, and RTC KSS function scores (p= 0.007) were
statistically significantly improved. Complication rates and survival free of reoperation at final follow up
were not statistically significantly different between groups.
CONCLUSION | Patients treated with arthroplasty for secondary arthritis after a meniscus root tear
demonstrated less severe radiographic arthritis, but similar pre-operative pain levels compared to
matched controls with primary osteoarthritis. The RTC patients demonstrated improved outcomes with
respect to function, and similar outcomes with respect to pain, activity level, complication rates, and
reoperation rates.
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Positive Reframing: An Important But Underutilized Coping Strategy in Youth
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INTRODUCTION | Effective coping strategies can improve recovery and rehabilitation after sportsrelated knee surgery, but it is unknown whether this relationship is age or sex specific. The purpose of
this study is to determine the following among athletes undergoing sports-related knee surgery: 1) selfreported coping strategies by sex and age group, and 2) the sex and age-specific relationship between
coping strategies and surgery outcomes
METHOD | 184 athletes undergoing sports-related knee surgery (57% male; n=38 age <20 years, n=35
age 20-25, n=36 age 26-31, n=36 age 32-40, n=39 age >40) pre-operatively completed the brief COPE
inventory (frequency of use of specific coping strategies on a 2-8 point scale) subscales for selfdistraction, use of emotional or instrumental support, venting, positive reframing, and acceptance. The
association between specific coping strategies and outcomes including post-operative satisfaction,
return to prior level of sport, Tegner activity score, International Knee Documentation Committeesubjective scores (IKDC-S) and Tampa Sale for Kinesiophobia (TSK-11) scores were assessed at mean
12.4 months follow-up.
RESULTS | Return to prior level of sport was 72% and satisfaction was 86% overall. Coping strategies
other than venting and acceptance had age-specific utilization rates (p<0.05) with under-utilization of
positive reframing in athletes age <20 years (mean 3.9/8 SD 1.1, max 6/8) compared to ≥20 years
(mean 4.6/8 SD 0.9, max 8/8) (p=0.001). Positive reframing increased odds of return to sport in ages
≤31 years (per point: OR 2.36 CI 0.12, 5.10; p=0.009) and satisfaction in all athletes (per point: OR 1.60
CI 0.99, 2.63; p=0.06), particularly athletes <20 years (satisfaction: OR 6.21 CI 1.29, 115 p=0.02); the
beneficial effect of positive reframing did not vary by surgical procedure (p>0.30 all comparisons).
Positive reframing correlated with post-operative Tegner scores in ages <20 (r=0.52; p=0.02) and >40
years (r=0.45, p=0.03) as well as lower post-operative kinesiophobia in ages <20 years (r=-0.53,
p=0.02). Instrumental support was correlated with greater improvement in kinesiophobia (r=0.59,
p=0.002) and higher post-operative Tegner activity scores (r=0.70, p<0.001) in ages >40 years only.
CONCLUSION | Coping strategies among athletes undergoing sports-related knee surgery have agespecific associations with outcomes. Positive reframing is an underutilized but effective coping strategy
in youth athletes regardless of surgical procedure. Greater use of instrumental support appears to
improve activity levels and reduce kinesiophobia for older athletes
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Novel Cadaver Model Used to Predict Posterolateral Corner Injury Progression
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Joseph D. Henningsen, MD / Dayton, OH
Scott W. Huff, MD / Dayton, OH
Andrew Reichard, BS / Dayton, OH
Andrew W. Froehle, PhD / Dayton, OH
Anil Krishnamurthy, MBBS / Dayton, OH
INTRODUCTION | Posterolateral corner (PLC) knee structures restrain posterolateral rotational, varus,
and hyperextension forces around the knee. PLC injuries can be difficult to diagnose and a reproducible
injury model would facilitate further study. A novel cadaver model of PLC injury is proposed and tested.
METHOD | PLC injury was induced by fixing each cadaver native knee at the hip and ankle and applying
increasing posterolateral force to the knee. The model was complete once obvious varus and
hyperextension deformity could be seen upon stress fluoroscopy. Stress fluoroscopy obtained on each
specimen measured varus stress angle (VSA) and hyperextension angle (HEA) pre- and post-model.
Dissection allowed identification of injured PLC structures. Prior to arthrotomy, the knee was saline
loaded to assess for capsular injury. Structures are presented in order from deep-posterior to
superficial-lateral: posterior collateral ligament (PCL), popliteus tendon (PLT), popliteofibular ligament
(PFL), lateral collateral ligament (LCL), lateral gastrocnemius tendon (LGT), and lateral biceps femoris
tendon (LBFT).
RESULTS | Of 8 knees studied (#1-8), six (#2-6, & #8) showed injured PLC structures after an average of
838 N was applied. A traumatic capsular arthrotomy was found in all injured knees (6 PCL injuries/6
knees). Similarly, complete injury to remaining PLC structures were recorded as injuries per injured knee
(PCL: 1/6, PLT: 2/6, PFL: 4/6, LCL: 3/6, LGT: 3/6, LBFT: 1/6). Radiographically, 5/6 knees had ΔMVAs >10°
post-injury and 4/6 knees had ΔHEAs measured >10° post-injury.
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION | This represents the first cadaver model of PLC injury successfully shown
to induce PLC injury in 6/8 specimens. Our results imply that the first structure injured during PLC injury
is the posterolateral capsule followed by tearing of the PFL. Subsequent injury extends both laterally
and posteriorly in relation to the PFL ending with LBFT and PCL tears. Increasing ΔMVA and ΔHEA
correlates with more injured structures.
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The Effect of Staging Associated Procedures on Outcomes in the Multiligament
Injured Knee: A Matched Cohort Analysis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
N*icholas I. Kennedy, MD / Rochester, MN
Benjamin Freychet, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin P. Leland, BS / Rochester, MN
Thomas Sanders, MD / Rochester, MN
Nate Levy, BS / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael J. Stuart, MD / Rochester, MN
Bruce A. Levy, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Multiple-ligament knee injuries are rare and complex. Whether to perform single
versus staged surgery and their effects on patient outcomes remains debated.
Hypothesis: Patients with staged surgery will demonstrate lower functional knee scores compared to
patients who underwent a single surgery for MLKI.
STUDY DESIGN | Retrospective case control study. Level of Evidence III
METHOD | This study was performed at an academic sports medicine center between September 1992
and December 2015. Patients were included if they sustained a MLKI (defined as injury ≥2 ligaments),
were treated with surgical ligament reconstruction/repair, and had a minimum of 2 surgical procedures
between injury and final reconstruction/repair. Patients treated with staged surgeries were matched
with patients who did not undergo staged procedures for a control cohort. Matching was based on age
at injury, sex, knee dislocation (KD) grade, and primary or revision cases. Lysholm and International
Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) subjective scores were obtained at final follow-up. A Wilcoxon
rank-sum test was used to compare mean values of continuous variable and Spearman’s correlation
coefficients were used to test for correlation between different continuous variables effect on IKDC and
Lysholm scores.
RESULTS | Thirty-eight staged patients were matched patients were (38 staged, 38 control) according to
age at injury, sex and knee dislocation (KD) grade at the time of injury with thirty-eight “control”
patients. There were no significant differences in functional knee scores between staged surgery and
single surgery cohorts for both Lysholm (p=.99) and IKDC (p=.83) scores. Peroneal nerve, vascular,
meniscal and cartilage lesions all demonstrated no statistically significant effect on objective outcome
scores.
CONCLUSION | This study demonstrates that both staged surgery and single surgery cohorts reported
good to excellent IKDC and Lysholm outcome scores at minimum 2-year follow-up in a wide array of
multi-ligament knee injuries. Surgical timing, the need for staged surgery, and the order of ligamentous
reconstruction should be individualized based on specific knee and patient related factors.
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Accuracy of MRI to Detect Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament Tears
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Austin B. Murphy, MD / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN
David L. Bernholt, MD
BACKGROUND | The utility of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to detect tears of the lateral ulnar
collateral ligament (LUCL) has been uncertain as historical studies suggest it may not be accurate in
making the diagnosis. We proposed to compare preoperative MRI to surgical findings in a series of
patients undergoing surgery for lateral elbow pathology. We hypothesized that modern MRI sequences
would show improved accuracy in detecting LUCL tears.
METHOD | This retrospective cohort study was conducted at a single institution and consisted of
patients undergoing surgery for lateral elbow pathology between 2012 and 2019. Inclusion criteria
consisted of a preoperative elbow MRI and surgical treatment with intra-operative assessment of LUCL
integrity. Exclusion criteria included patients without pre-operative MRI or the presence of multiple preoperative scans which may have produced conflicting findings. Two shoulder and elbow fellowshiptrained surgeons blindly reviewed preoperative MRIs to determine the presence of complete lateral
ulnar collateral ligament tears. In cases of disagreement, the radiology report served as a tiebreaker.
The consensus of MRI interpretations was compared to operative reports that revealed the true status
of the lateral ulnar collateral ligament.
RESULTS | Fifty-nine patients were included in the study. There were 27 men and 32 women. The
average age was 46 years (range 16-73). Eleven patients had LUCL tears that were confirmed intraoperatively. The remaining patients underwent surgery for recalcitrant lateral epicondylitis and were
found to have intact LUCL’s. Inter-observer reliability of the 2 fellowship-trained shoulder and elbow
surgeons was moderate (k=0.54). Sensitivity of the MRI in detecting LUCL tears was 100% and
specificity was 95.8%. Positive predictive value was 84.6% while negative predictive value was 100%. The
overall accuracy was 96.6%.
CONCLUSION | Visualization of the LUCL on MRI has been felt to be difficult due to the oblique
orientation of its fibers and variability in the clarity of scanning protocols and magnet strength. While
inter-observer reliability was moderate between surgeons, this study indicates excellent accuracy of MRI
in detecting full thickness LUCL tears.
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The Incidence of Posterolateral Tibial Plateau and Central Lateral Femoral Condylar
Impaction Fractures in a Pediatric and Young Adult Population
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Jessica Welter, DO / Germantown, TN
Dexter A. Witte III, MD / Germantown, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Germantown, TN

Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Germantown, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Germantown, TN
*David L. Bernholt, MD / Germantown, TN

BACKGROUND | Posterolateral tibial plateau and central lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures are
known to occur in the setting of ACL tears. Recent studies have documented the incidence and
morphology of posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures; however these studies were performed
in a mostly adult population. There have been no prior investigations into the incidence and
morphology of posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures in the setting of ACL injury in a pediatric
population.
PURPOSE | 1) To determine the incidence of posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures in pediatric
and young adult patients, and 2) to determine if physeal status has an effect on the incidence of these
fractures.
METHOD | This retrospective cohort study was performed by performing a query for patients between
the ages of 6 and 22 years of age with knee MRIs performed from 1/1/2015 to 6/30/2019. MRI images
were reviewed to denote the presence of ACL, PCL, MCL, or LCL tears, meniscus tears, cartilage lesions,
bone bruise pattern, and physeal status of femoral and tibial physes. MRIs were reviewed by two
fellowship-trained orthopedic surgeons to denote the presence of posterolateral tibial plateau and
central lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures. Posterolateral tibial impaction fractures were
classified according to subtype based on prior reported classification system. Statistical analysis
performed included chi-square analysis and Student’s T-testing.
RESULTS | A total of 328 Patients with a primary ACL tear were identified. The mean age of patients
included was 16.5 years (range: 9.0 - 21.5). The incidence of posterolateral tibial plateau impaction
fractures was 86/328 (26.2%) while the incidence of lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures was
119/328 (36.3%). Patients with lateral tibial plateau impaction fractures were older than those with no
fracture (17.2 vs. 16.3, p = .002) while there was no difference in BMI between groups (p = .350). Only
3/38 (7.9%) patients with an open tibial physis sustained a tibial plateau impaction fracture compared to
83/290 (28.6) with a closed tibial physis (Chi-square value: 7.5, p = .006). There was no difference in
proportion of patients with lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures based on femoral physeal
status (p = .484).
CONCLUSION | The incidence of posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures in the setting of ACL
tear in a pediatric and young adult patient population appears to be lower when comparing to
previously reported incidences in the literature. Posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures occur
less frequently in those with an open proximal tibial physis.
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Adductor Canal Nerve Block vs. Intra-Articular Anesthetic in Knee Arthroscopy: A
Prospective Randomized Trial
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Michael W. Perry, MD / Maywood, IL
Ryan LeDuc / Maywood, IL
Steven Stakenas, P.A. / Maywood, IL
Audrice Francois, MD / Maywood, IL
Douglas Evans, MD / Maywood, IL
*Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
BACKGROUND | Effective perioperative pain control following knee arthroscopy allows patients to
reduce narcotic intake, avoid side effects of these medications, and recover more quickly. Adductor
canal nerve blockade has been described as an alternative for post-operative pain control following
surgery of the knee. Intra-articular injection of local anesthetic has also been shown to reduce pain and
narcotic use for a variety of orthopaedic procedures in the knee. There are currently no studies directly
comparing these two methods of peri-operative pain management for knee arthroscopy.
METHOD | Patients undergoing knee arthroscopy were blinded and randomized to receive either an
adductor canal nerve block or intra-articular injection of local anesthetic. Outcome measures were VAS
pain scores as reported by the patient at 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 36, 48 hours and 1 week and total narcotic
consumption at 12, 24, and 48 hours post-operatively. All patients were discharged home with a
prescription for 7.5/325mg tabs of hydrocodone/acetaminophen.
RESULTS | 140 patients met inclusion criteria and were enrolled in the study. There were 54 patients
randomized to the adductor canal nerve block and 60 to the intra-articular injection whom completed
follow up. Average VAS scores for the intra-articular group were 1.37 lower at 1 hour (2.47 vs. 3.83) and
1.20 lower at 2 hours (2.59 vs. 3.15), which was statistically significant (p=0.01). The difference in
average VAS score at 2 hours, 4 hours, 8 hours, 16 hours, 36 hours, 48 hours, and 1 week postoperatively was not statistically significant (P>0.05). By 1 week post-operatively the VAS score average
for the intra-articular group was 0.48 higher than the adductor canal block group (2.33 vs. 1.85, p=0.08).
Total narcotic consumption for the adductor canal block group was 1.27 tabs at 12 hours, 2.20 tabs at
24 hours and 3.29 tabs at 48 hours. For the intra-articular injection group these values were 1.30 tabs at
12 hours, 2.53 tabs at 24 hours and 4.30 tabs at 48 hours. (p>0.05)
CONCLUSION | At 1 and 2 hours post-procedure, there were lower VAS scores with intra-articular
injection compared to adductor canal blockade. The two methods of pain management following knee
arthroscopy were equal at all other time points. While there are many modalities of pain management
following knee arthroscopy, intra-articular local anesthetic may provide additional benefit in the
perioperative period compared to adductor canal nerve block.
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Hamstring Autograft Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction with and without
Internal Brace Augmentation: A Matched Cohort Comparison
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Chad W. Parkes, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin P. Leland, BS / Rochester, MN
Bruce A. Levy, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael J. Stuart, MD / Rochester, MN
Diane L. Dahm / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Re-injury is a major concern in patients undergoing anterior cruciate ligament
reconstruction (ACLR). Recently, the use of suture tape for ligament augmentation with hamstring
autograft ACLR has been described in order to provide biomechanical support during graft healing
phases. The purpose of this study was to compare (1) rates of complication and reoperation, (2) rate of
ACL failure, and (3) patient reported outcomes (PRO) among matched patients following hamstring
autograft ACLR with and without internal brace augmentation at a minimum 2-year clinical follow-up.
METHOD | A 2:1 matched cohort comparison was performed on patients who underwent hamstring
autograft ACLR with and without internal brace augmentation at a single institution between August
2011 and April 2017. Patients were matched by age (±2 years), sex, and concomitant meniscus injury.
Medical records were reviewed for patient demographics, additional injuries, intraoperative details, and
concomitant procedures. Physical exam findings at latest follow-up were recorded. PRO consisting of
Tegner Activity Score, Lysholm score, and International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) score
were collected preoperatively and at a minimum of 2 years postoperatively.
RESULTS | Thirty-six patients (mean age 25.3 years, range 13-44) who underwent ACLR with internal
brace augmentation and 72 patients (mean age 24.3 years, range 13-43) without internal brace
augmentation were included in this study. Overall, 5/36 (14%) internal brace patients and 8/72 (11%)
matched control patients underwent reoperation. One patient in each group experienced ACL failure
and underwent revision ACLR. There were no statistically significant differences between the internal
brace and control groups for preoperative and postoperative Tegner activity scores (7.2 to 7.1, 6.9 to
6.6), postoperative IKDC scores (94.4 and 94.1), and Lysholm scores (95.6 and 94.8) at an average
follow-up of 26.1 and 33.7 months, respectively.
DISCUSSTION & CONCLUSION | Hamstring autograft ACLR with and without internal brace
augmentation resulted in excellent clinical and PRO at a minimum two-year follow-up. In this matchedcohort comparison, no significant differences were observed in rates of complication and reoperation,
rate of ACL failure, and PRO between cohorts. Additional larger studies are required to determine the
potential clinical benefit of internal brace augmentation in ACLR.
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Evaluating the Early Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Sports Surgery Fellowship
Education
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Peter R. Swiatek, MD / Chicago, IL
Joseph A. Weiner, MD / Chicago, IL
Bejan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL
Daniel J. Johnson, MD / Chicago, IL
Bennet Butler, MD / Chicago, IL
Vehniah Tjong, MD / Chicago, IL
Michael A. Terry, MD / Chicago, IL
*Haley E. Smith, MD / Chicago, IL
PURPOSE | The COVID-19 pandemic forced many hospitals to cancel elective surgeries to minimize risk
of viral transmission and ensure availability of vital health resources. The unintended consequences of
this action on education and training of orthopaedic sports surgeons is unknown. The purpose of this
study is to measure the impact of COVID-19 on orthopaedic sports surgery fellows, their education and
training, and their readiness for practice.
METHOD | A comprehensive survey was created and distributed to all U.S. fellows and fellowship
directors registered with the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine (AOSSM). Responses
were collected between April 22, 2020 - May 5, 2020.
RESULTS | Fifty-one sports fellows and twenty-nine sports fellowship directors completed the survey.
80.4% of fellows reported a greater than 50% decrease in case volume since cessation of elective cases.
Average hours worked per week decreased by 58.2% during the pandemic. Fellows reported
completing an average of 324.6 ± 97.4 cases prior to the COVID-19 crisis and 86.0% expected to
complete at least 11% to 25% fewer cases by graduation compared to previous fellows. 87.5% of fellows
were not concerned about their ability to complete their fellowship training but more than one-third of
fellows voiced concerns to their fellowship directors regarding their readiness for independent practice.
Fellowship directors were generally not concerned that COVID-19 would prevent their fellows from
completing fellowship. 54.2% are at least somewhat concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on their
future job opportunities.
CONCLUSION | The COVID-19 pandemic has universally affected work hours and case volume of sports
fellows. Nevertheless, most sports fellows feel prepared to enter practice and are generally supported
by the confidence of their fellowship directors. The results of this survey emphasize the importance of
the fellowship year in sports training and highlight the future of online education and simulation as
useful adjuncts.
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The Difference in Failure Risk When Using Platelet-Rich Plasma for Isolated Meniscus
Repairs Compared to Meniscal Repairs with Anterior Cruciate Ligament
Reconstruction
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Parker A. Cavendish, BS / Columbus, OH
Alexander Eikenberry, BS / Columbus, OH
Robert A. Magnussen, MD / Columbus, OH
Christopher C. Kaeding, MD / Columbus, OH
Joshua S. Everhart, MD MPH / Columbus, OH
*David C. Flanigan, MD / Columbus, OH
BACKGROUND | The effect of platelet-rich plasma (PRP) on the risk of meniscal repair failure is unclear.
Current evidence is limited to small studies without comparison between isolated repairs and meniscal
repairs with concomitant anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR). It is also unclear whether the
efficacy of PRP differs between preparation systems.
PURPOSE |To determine whether intraoperative PRP affects the risk of meniscal repair failure and to
determine whether the effect of PRP on meniscal failure risk is influenced by ACLR status or by PRP
preparation system.
METHOD | The study entailed 550 patients (mean ± SD age, 28.8 ± 11.2 years) who underwent meniscal
repair surgery with PRP (n = 203 total; n = 148 prepared with GPS III system, n = 55 prepared with
Angel system) or without PRP (n = 347) and with (n = 399) or without (n = 151) concurrent ACL
reconstruction. The patients were assessed for meniscal repair failure within 3 years. The independent
effect of PRP on the risk of meniscal repair failure was determined by multivariate Cox proportional
hazards modeling with adjustment for patient variability.
RESULTS | Failures within 3 years occurred in 17.0% of patients without PRP and 14.6% of patients with
PRP (P = .60) (Angel PRP, 15.9%; GPS III PRP, 14.2%; P = .58). Increased patient age was protective
against meniscal failure regardless of ACL or PRP status (per 5-year increase in age: adjusted hazard
ratio [aHR], 0.90; 95% CI, 0.81-1.0; P = .047). The effect of PRP on meniscal failure risk was dependent on
concomitant ACL injury status. Among isolated meniscal repairs (20.3% failures at 3 years), PRP was
independently associated with lower risk of failure (aHR, 0.18; 95% CI, 0.03-0.59; P = .002) with no
difference between PRP preparation systems (P = .84). Among meniscal repairs with concomitant ACL
reconstruction (14.1% failures at 3 years), PRP was not independently associated with risk of failure
(aHR, 1.39; 95% CI, 0.81-2.36; P = .23) with no difference between PRP preparation systems (P = .78).
CONCLUSION | Both PRP preparations used in the current study had a substantial protective effect in
terms of the risk of isolated meniscal repair failure over 3 years. In the setting of concomitant ACL
reconstruction, PRP does not reduce the risk of meniscal repair failure.
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Factors Predicting Lesion Expansion and New Lesion Formation Following Biopsy in
Two Stage Cartilage Restoration Procedures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert J. Pettit, MD / Columbus, OH
Alex C. DiBartola MD / Columbus, OH
Joshua S. Everhart MD / Columbus, OH
Robert A. Magnussen MD / Columbus, OH
Christopher C. Kaeding MD / Columbus, OH
David C. Flanigan MD / Columbus, OH
*Nicholas Walla, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation (ACI) and Matrix Autologous Chondrocyte
Implantation (MACI) involve a two-stage surgical approach from cartilage biopsy to chondrocyte
implantation. There are several reasons for a delay between biopsy to implantation. The purpose of this
study was to determine factors associated with cartilage lesion expansion and formation of new
cartilage lesions in the timeframe between biopsy and implantation of ACI or MACI.
METHOD | Retrospective chart review of ACI and MACI cases (CPT 27412) by a single surgeon over a
ten-year period. Operative notes and arthroscopic images were reviewed to record measurements
(cm2), characteristics of cartilage lesions at time of biopsy and time of implantation, and new high-grade
cartilage lesions noted at second stage. Statistical analysis was performed with multivariate linear and
logistic regression models.
RESULTS | The average size of the largest high-grade lesion in each knee was 4.50 cm2
Mean time to surgery (from biopsy) was 155 days
RESULTS | Lesion expansion
Lesion expansion increased an average 0.11 cm2 (SE 0.03) per month delay from biopsy to implantation
(p=0.001; R-square=0.085). Independent predictors of lesion expansion were male sex, smaller initial
lesion size, and greater time delay from biopsy to implantation (adjusted mean 0.15 cm2 per month
delay).
RESULTS | Risk of new high-grade defect formation
A total of 16.2% of patients (n=18/111) had a new high-grade lesion at time of re-implantation (n=22
lesions in 18 patients) which occurred in the patella in 10/22, trochlea in 5/22, MFC in 4/22, and LFC in
3/22. In the multivariate linear regression analysis, independent predictors of development of a new
high-grade lesion was presence of grade 2 changes opposite or ‘kissing’ a high-grade lesion and
increased time today from biopsy to implantation (per 1.0-month increase, adjusted Odds Ratio 1.21,
95% CI 1.01, 1.44; p=0.036).
CONCLUSION | The results of the study demonstrate the importance of minimizing delay from time of
biopsy to implantation in ACI and MACI procedures. Each additional month leads to defect expansion
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of 0.11 cm2 and in 16.2% of patients a new high-grade lesion. Male sex, initial lesion size, and time delay
to implantation predict lesion expansion. Presence of a kissing lesion and time delay to implantation are
predictive of developing a new high-grade lesion. These results assist the sur geon in counseling
patients on the timeliness of implantation especially in high risk patients.
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Do Financial Conflicts of Interest Influence the Outcomes in Clinical Studies Involving
Autologous Chondrocyte Implantation?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Benjamin C. Mayo, MD / Chicago, IL
Aimee Bobko, MD / Chicago, IL
Garrett R. Schwarzman, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew J. Steffes, MD / Chicago, IL

*Krishna C. Ravella, MD / Chicago, IL
Leonard T. Onsen, MD / Chicago, IL
Erwin Secretov, MD / Chicago, IL
Mark R. Hutchinson, MD / Chicago, IL

BACKGROUND | Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) is a technique for the treatment of articular
cartilage defects that several companies have significant financial interest in. The purpose of this study
is to determine if there is an association between the presence of financial COI of study authors and
published outcomes of ACI studies.
METHOD | A search of PubMed and MEDLINE databases for “autologous chondrocyte implantation”
was performed. Studies published in English, after the year 2012, with clinical outcomes were included.
Studies were determined to have financial conflicts of interest if any of study authors met any of the
following criteria: Conflicts listed in the journal disclosures section, relevant disclosures on the American
Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons Disclosure database from the year of publication or prior, or
relevant conflicts on the Medicare Open Reporting database from the year of publication or prior.
Outcomes of each study were rated as favorable, equivocal, or unfavorable based on pre-defined
criteria. Outcomes were compared between studies with and without COI and tested for association
using Fisher’s exact test.
RESULTS | A total of 79 studies met inclusion criteria and were included in analysis. Nearly all (93.67%)
of studies were level III or IV evidence. A majority (70.89%) of the studies were performed outside of the
United States. The knee was the most common surgical location reported (84.81%). Conflicts of interest
were established in 51.9% of studies (n=41). Level of evidence was not associated with conflict of
interest (p=0.852). There was no statistically significant difference in the rate of favorable outcomes
between conflicted (92.68%) and non-conflicted (81.58%) studies (p=0.126). Publications with authors
with United States affiliations were more likely to have financial conflicts of interest (p=0.003). There
was 91.14% agreement between reviewers for determining outcome, with a kappa value of 0.594
(p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | The results of this study suggest that favorable results are reported in a majority of
studies involving ACI. No statistical association was found between frequency of favorable outcomes
and presence of financial conflicts of interest, country of authorship, or level of evidence. However,
there appeared to be a trend towards more favorable outcomes in conflicted studies. It is critical for
orthopaedic surgeons to judiciously evaluate published studies, and consider financial conflicts of
interest before performing new ACI techniques on patients.
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Aspirin May Not Be Effective in Prevention of Deep Vein Thrombosis after Meniscus
Root Repair
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Scott A. Smith, MD / Columbus, OH
*Alex C. Dibartola, MD / Columbus, OH
David C. Flanigan / Columbus, OH
Robert A. Magnussen / Columbus, OH
BACKGROUND | Meniscus root repair is being performed with increased frequency. While the incidence
of deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in simple knee arthroscopy is low, the risk of DVT may be elevated in this
population compared to those undergoing other arthroscopic procedures due to underlying patient
factors and postoperative restrictions. The ideal DVT prophylaxis in this population is unknown.
PURPOSE |The purpose of this study was to determine the incidence of symptomatic DVT in patients
after meniscal root repair and determine the effectiveness of aspirin versus other anticoagulants in the
prevention of DVT in this population. The authors hypothesize that there is no difference in the
incidence of DVT following meniscus root repair with when aspirin is used for prophylaxis versus low
molecular weight heparin (LMWH) or apixaban.
METHOD | Retrospective chart review was performed to identify patients who underwent medial or
lateral meniscus root repair over a three year period by two surgeons at a single institution. Three
outcome measures were identified: presence of a symptomatic DVT diagnosed by venous duplex
ultrasound, wound complications (defined as requiring a course of antibiotics or operative
debridement), or bleeding events (defined as the decision to stop anticoagulation for excess bleeding,
bruising, etc) in the first 90 days postoperatively. Patients were grouped based upon receiving either
aspirin or other anticoagulants (apixaban or low molecular weight heparin) for DVT prophylaxis.
RESULTS | Fifty-eight patients who underwent root repair (39 medial, 19 lateral) were identified.
Symptomatic DVT occurred in 3 of 16 patients (19%) who received aspirin and 0 of 42 patients (0%)
who received LMWH or apixaban (p = 0.018). No significant differences in patient sex or body mass
index, medial versus lateral repair, concurrent procedures, or smoking status were noted between the
two prophylaxis groups. There was no statistical difference in the incidence of bleeding events or
wound complications between the two groups. Patients in the aspirin group were older (mean: 49 years)
than those in the other anticoagulant group (mean: 39 years)
CONCLUSION | Post-operative DVT prophylaxis with aspirin following meniscus root repair results in a
significantly increased risk of symptomatic DVT when compared with prophylaxis with LMWH or
apixaban. Further research is needed to further evaluate the ideal method for prophylaxis in this
population.
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Patient Outcomes after Contemporary Two-Stage Reimplantation for Infected Hip
and Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christian Sikoski, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Mary Ziemba-Davis, BA / Indianapolis, IN
*R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | With claims of less morbidity and promotion of single-stage treatment for all
periprosthetic joint infections (PJI) ramping up, it is critical to investigate and report patient outcomes
(PROMS) following treatment with contemporary two-stage exchange. This study examined PROMS
following contemporary two-stage treatment for PJI.
METHODS | 39 hips and 40 knees consecutively treated with two-stage exchange arthroplasty by a
single surgeon using standardized contemporary protocols were reviewed. UCLA activity level, WOMAC
and Knee Society pain scores, HOOS/KOOS joint health, and satisfaction were prospectively collected.
Covariates included sex, age, BMI, fibromyalgia, autoimmune disease, lumbar spine disease, depression,
preoperative narcotic use, and McPherson infection stage.
RESULTS | 50% of hips and knees were female. Mean BMI was higher in knees than hips (34.0 vs 29.4;
p=0.006). Mean age at reimplantation was equivalent (66.2 years). Mean follow-up was 37 months.
Preoperative activity level improved from 2.9 (sometimes mild activities) to 4.7 (sometimes moderate
activities) at follow-up, with no differences based on joint (p≥0.399). In hips, mean pain scores improved
from 58.2 preoperatively to 80.0. In knees, walking pain improved from 5.5 preoperatively to 2.6 at
follow-up. Patients with lumbar spine disease (p=0.030) or autoimmune disease (p=0.017) had more
walking pain. 83% of patients were satisfied or very satisfied at follow-up with no difference between
joints (p=1.00). Significantly more knees (70%) than hips (46.2%) were chronically infected poor hosts
(p=0.041); however, PROMS did not vary based on infection stage (p≥0.133) with numbers available.
CONCLUSION | Activity level was modest in reimplantation patients at latest follow-up, and pain
improved from baseline but remained moderate for both hip and knee patients. Nonetheless, 83% of
patients were satisfied or very satisfied following two-stage reimplantation despite remaining clinical
and functional limitations. This contemporary benchmark should be considered when analyzing singlestage treatment results and claims of patient preference.
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Do Septic Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty Patients have Improved Pain and Function
at 1 Year and What Factors Drive Their Outcomes?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Hiba K. Anis, MD / Cleveland, OH
Olivia Krebs, B.Eng / Cleveland, OH
Jared A. Warren, DO / Cleveland, OH
Alison K. Klika, MS / Cleveland, OH
Isaac Briskin, MS / Cleveland, OH

Viktor E. Krebs, MD / Cleveland, OH
Trevor G. Murray / Cleveland, OH
Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Cleveland, OH
Nicolas S. Piuzzi, MD / Cleveland, OH

INTRODUCTION | Current literature on septic revision total hip arthroplasty (rTHA) outcomes largely
focus on re-infection, implant survivorship, and technical surgical features to improve post-operative
success rates. In contrast, there is a relative paucity of literature on patient reported outcome measures
(PROMs) which are widely used in arthroplasty to quantify patient outcomes. By identifying contributors
to improved PROMs, clinicians can incorporate a holistic evaluation of post-operative outcomes which
can better guide the clinical decision-making process and optimize the quality of care patients receive.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine 1) PROMS improvements at one-year, and 2)
factors that influence pain- and function-related PROMs after septic rTHA.
METHODS | A validated, proprietary database which prospectively collects baseline characteristics,
baseline PROMs, and 1-year PROMs at a large integrated health system was used to analyze 214
revision THAs performed between January 2016 and December 2017. Baseline (pre-operative) and 1year PROMs were available for 99 (65% of eligible cohort) patients meeting the inclusion criteria. The
primary outcomes of interest were: Hip injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) pain score and
HOOS Physical Function Shortform (KOOS-PS) at 1-year follow up. Mean 1-year change in PROMS and
the percent of patients that improved by 10 points were calculated. The baseline predictors of 1-year
PROMs were evaluated with multiple linear regression models which were constructed for each of the
continuous PROMs.
RESULTS | Mean 1-year postoperative PROMS improved for all septic rTHAs patients overall. Mean
HOOS-pain score improvements were 26.4 (SD ± 28.7). Of all patients, 73.2% had improved, 14.4%
unchanged, and 12% had worse HOOS-pain scores. One-year HOOS-PS scores improved by -18.56 (SD
± 22.5). HOOS-PS scores improved for 61.6%, remained unchanged for 16.3%, and were worse for
22.1% of all patients. Multivariate analyses revealed that the only significant predictor for increased
(better) 1-year postoperative HOOS-Pain were higher baseline HOOS-Pain scores. No significant
baseline risk factors were found to be predictors of 1-year HOOS-PS scores.
DISCUSSION | Overall patients undergoing septic rTHA had improved 1-year pain- and function-related
PROMs. Seventy percent of the patients had improvements in pain scores whereas 60% had
improvements in function. The only predictors of 1-year pain was identified as baseline pain. Clinicians
may use these results in the shared decision-making process and in setting expectations before surgery.
Further research is required in the field of rTHA to continue to explore PROMs in conjunction with
traditional survivorship analysis.
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Reduced Infection Rate after Aseptic Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty with Extended
Antibiotic Protocol
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Amer Mohiuddin, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Justin Rice, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Mary Ziemba-Davis, BA / Indianapolis, IN
*R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) after aseptic revision total hip arthroplasty (RTHA)
can be catastrophic due to larger revision acetabular and femoral components, bone loss, and softtissue compromise. While well documented in the primary setting, perioperative antibiotic duration is
not well described in RTHA where risk of PJI is reported to be up to 8%. The purpose of this study was
to evaluate whether extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis minimizes PJI in aseptic RTHA patients
compared to the published literature.
METHODS | 142 consecutive aseptic RTHAs performed from 01/2013 to 05/2018 at a single academic
institution with modern perioperative and infection prevention protocols were retrospectively reviewed.
Intraoperative cultures were obtained in all but two surgeries and patients received IV antibiotics during
the inpatient stay. Patients were discharged on 7-day oral antibiotic prophylaxis until intraoperative
cultures were final. Subsequent complications, reoperations, and infections were documented.
RESULTS | Average age and BMI were 64 years and 31 kg/m2, respectively. 65% of patients were ASAIII/IV, signifying the comorbidity burden in this revision cohort. Instability (23%), ALTR (25%), and
loosening (32%) were the most common diagnoses. 82.4% of intraoperative cultures were negative and
17.6% (25 cases) had isolated positive cultures considered contaminants. No cases underwent
reoperation for infection within 90 days. Four cases were treated for deep infection 110, 161, 579, and
1038 days following RTHA, with 97.2% of cases infection free at mean follow-up of 51 months (range,
13 to 78 months). No patients were diagnosed with an antibiotic-related complication within 90 days.
CONCLUSION | Compared to published infection rates following RTHA, our protocol of extended oral
antibiotics while intraoperative cultures were incubating resulted in a clinically meaningful decrease in
PJI in these challenging patients with substantial medical comorbidities. We encourage further study
regarding extended oral antibiotic prophylaxis in RTHA weighed appropriately against potential
consequences.
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Incidence and Risk Factors for Failure of Primary Hip Arthroscopy within One Year: A
Population-Based Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Zain M. Khazi, BS / Iowa City, IA
Steven R. Dayton / Iowa City, IA
Daniel J. Johnson, MD / Chicago, IL
Richard W. Nicolay, MD / Chicago, IL

Vehniah K. Tjong, MD, FRCS(C) / Chicago, IL
Michael A. Terry, MD / Chicago, IL
*Benjan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL

PURPOSE | To determine the incidence and risk factors for revision hip arthroscopy (HA) or conversion
to total hip arthroplasty (THA) within 1 year following index HA.
METHODS | Patients that underwent primary hip arthroscopy between 2007 to 2017q1 were
longitudinally tracked for 1 year to identify patients that failed primary HA in the Humana Inc. database.
Failed primary HA was defined as revision HA or conversion to total hip arthroplasty (THA) within 1 year
following index HA. Patients that were not active in the database for at least l-year or with incomplete
laterality information were excluded from the study. A control group of patients that did not fail primary
HA were identified to compare patient demographics and medical comorbidities between those who
failed primary HA. Additionally, multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed to identify
independent risk factors for failed primary HA within the first year following primary hip arthroscopy,
with statistical significance defined as P<0.05.
RESULTS | There were 836 patients (37.3% male) that underwent primary hip arthroscopy and met our
inclusion criteria in the database. Of these, 9.9% (n=83) failed primary HA within the first year with 46
patients converting to THA and 39 undergoing revision HA. There was a significantly higher incidence of
diabetes mellitus (21.7% vs 11.7%, P=0.0094), hypertension (48.2% vs 33.5, P=0.0076), hip osteoarthritis
(71.1% vs 36.5%, P<0.0001), depression or anxiety (29.4% vs 24.3%, P<0.0001), and tobacco use (27.7%
vs 10.8%, P<0.0001) in patients that failed primary HA compared to the control group . The multivariate
model identified age >40 years (OR: 2.15, 95% CI: 1.05-4.76, P=0.0455), hip osteoarthritis (OR: 2.28, 95%
CI: 1.24-4.45, P=0.0111), and diagnosis of depression or anxiety (OR: 2.77, 95% CI: 1.57-5.04, P=0.006)
as independent risk factors for failing primary HA .
Subgroup analysis identified hypertension (OR: 2.95, 95% CI: 1.20-7.25, P=0.0181) and depression or
anxiety (OR: 2.62, 95% CI: 1.21-5.65, P=0.0143) as independent risk factors for conversion to THA.
Similarly, depression or anxiety (OR: 2.77, 95% CI: 1.24-6.51, P=0.0151) was independently associated
with revision HA, whereas, hypertension (OR: 0.15, 95% CI: 0.05-0.45, P=0.0011) was protective for
revision HA.
CONCLUSION | Nearly 10% of patients required THA or revision HA within 1 year following primary HA.
Age >40 years, hip osteoarthritis, and preoperative diagnosis of depression or anxiety are risk factors
for THA or revision HA within 1-year following primary HA.
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Comparative Efficacy of Preoperative Quadratus Lumborum Blocks in Hip
Arthroscopy
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Ryan E. Blackwell, MD / Columbus, OH
Michael Kushelev, MD / Columbus, OH
John Norton, MD / Columbus, OH
W. Kelton Vasileff, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Significant postoperative pain remains one of the most frequently cited negative
effects of hip arthroscopy. With the current opioid epidemic and the rapidly increasing number of hip
arthroscopy procedures performed in the outpatient setting, the balance between providing adequate
analgesia while minimizing postoperative opioid consumption has become more important. Multimodal
pain control algorithms form an important part of the hip arthroscopy peri-operative algorithm and
helps to ensure the overall success of the procedure. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect
of the single shot quadratus lumborum (QL) block versus the more traditional femoral and fascia iliacus
(F/FI) blocks performed pre-operatively on immediate postoperative outcomes.
METHODS | 40 patients were retrospectively reviewed. 21 patients received preoperative QL blocks and
19 patients received preoperative femoral or fascia iliacus blocks. Intraoperative, post-anesthesia care
unit (PACU), and total morphine equivalents were analyzed using unpaired t-test. Secondary outcome
measures including total time in PACU and block-related complications were recorded and analyzed as
well.
RESULTS | QL block patients required significantly lower total morphine equivalents (64.3 vs 84.4,
p=0.02). The QL block patients also had shorter PACU stays (117 vs 147 minutes, p=0.01), and lower
subjective pain scores at time of discharge (3.05 vs 5.38, p=0.003) compared to the F/FI block group.
There were no significant differences in intraoperative opioids (p=0.17) or PACU opioids (p=0.06) given
when analyzed separately. One patient in the femoral nerve block group had noted a fall
postoperatively. No patients in the QL block group had a block-related complication noted in the
record.
CONCLUSION | Patients receiving a preoperative QL block for hip arthroscopy had lower total opioid
requirements, shorter PACU stay, and lower pain scores at discharge than patients receiving
preoperative F/FI blocks with no reported adverse events. This dataset suggests that further prospective
data may be worthwhile to collect and analyze to further confirm the utility of QL blocks for hip
arthroscopy surgery.
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Identifying Variables for Progression to Poor Outcomes after Periacetabular
Osteotomy, a Multi-Center Study Utilizing Machine Learning
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Joshua R. Labott, MD / Rochester, MN
Ayoosh Pareek, MD / Rochester, MN
Alexander G. Athey, MD / Rochester, MN
Cody C. Wyles, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Peters, MD / Salt Lake City, UT
John C. Clohisy, MD / St. Louis, MO
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
Rafael J. Sierra, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Periacetabular osteotomy (PAO) is a common procedure for symptomatic hip dysplasia
(DDH) and is thought to prevent progression of arthritis and to arthroplasty. Still, current studies
evaluating risk factors for poor outcome are limited by power, long follow-up, or both.
PURPOSE | The goal of this study was to use machine learning utilizing preoperative demographic and
radiographic characteristics to evaluate factors which increase the likelihood of poor outcome after
PAO, defined as progression to arthroplasty or progression of at least one Tonnis grade.
METHODS | All patients who underwent PAO for DDH from 1996 to 2012 at 3 academic institutions in
the U.S. for DDH with a minimum radiographic follow-up of 5 years were included. Patients with prior
surgery on that hip were excluded. Every preoperative and postoperative radiograph was assessed for
radiographic characteristics including but not limited to osteoarthritis grade by Tonnis classification.
This resulted in inclusion of 221 patients with 83% female, mean age of 29.5 years, and mean clinical
and radiographic follow-up of 9.5 years (range, 5 to 21 years). Preoperative patient and radiographic
factors were used as candidate variables in building predictive models for progression to arthroplasty
with 50:25:25 splits in Train:Validation:Test data subsets. Models created included (1) Lasso Regression,
(2) Ridge Regression, (3) Bootstrap/Random Forest, (4) Boosted Tree, (5) Neural network models.
RESULTS | At final follow-up, 53% of the patients had progressed at least one Tonnis grade or to THA.
Boosted tree model (AUC 75%) was superior to other models, and was chosen due to the relative ease
of interpretability. Variables, in order of importance, were preoperative retroversion, Tonnis grade, joint
space, BMI, anterior center edge angle (ACEA), lateral center edge angle (LCEA), Tonnis angle, age, and
gender. First five variables explained >75% of the model and when used in a logistic regression for
creation of a model, resulted in a final AUC of 84% on test data.
CONCLUSION | DDH can be a source of functional limitation and progress to arthritis/arthroplasty.
Periacetabular arthroplasty can allow patients to return to previous activity and in this validated
machine learning model, we have discovered the most important preoperative variables to accurately
predict poor prognosis after PAO. This model assists in patient treatment in addition to patient
counseling in providing prognostic information.
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Decisional Conflict Changes after Evaluation in a Hip Preservation Clinic
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*W. Kelton Vasileff, MD / Columbus, OH
Lindsey Brown, P.T., D.P.T. / Columbus, OH
John M. Ryan, MD / Columbus, OH
Stephanie DiStasi, Ph.D. / Columbus, OH
PURPOSE | Patients presenting for femoroacetabular impingement syndrome (FAIS) have often seen
many providers, report years of symptoms, and experience physical and mental distress which may
produce high decisional conflict during treatment planning. The purpose of this study was to identify
factors associated with decisional conflict for patients with FAIS in a hip preservation clinic. We
hypothesized that 1) longer duration of symptoms, worse pain and function, and no prior physical
therapy (PT) would be associated with higher pre-evaluation conflict, that 2) receipt of an
interdisciplinary evaluation and more time spent during the evaluation would be associated with
greater reductions in conflict, and that 3) participants who agreed with provider(s) regarding the final
treatment plan would report lower post-evaluation conflict.
SUBJECTS | 78 participants with FAIS (66% female, 38±11y.o.) were recruited for a randomized
controlled trial to evaluate the impact of interdisciplinary evaluation between an orthopaedic surgeon
and physical therapist.
METHODS | Participants completed the Decisional Conflict Scale (DCS) before evaluation regarding
anticipated treatment, then were randomized to receive standard or interdisciplinary evaluation with an
orthopaedic surgeon or the surgeon and a physical therapist, respectively. Time spent with providers
and provider recommendation were recorded. Participants indicated their post-evaluation treatment
plan and completed the DCS regarding this plan. Duration of symptoms was recorded. Groin pain was
collected using a visual analog scale. The 33-item International Hip Outcome Tool was used to collect
hip function. Pearson correlations and independent sample t tests were used to evaluate relationships
between decisional conflict and continuous versus categorical variables, respectively (P<0.05).
Nonparametric tests were used if assumptions were violated.
RESULTS | Participants presented with considerable baseline decisional conflict. Those who reported
symptoms >1yr reported higher baseline conflict than those with symptoms <1yr (P=0.05). Better hip
function (ρ=0.28, P=0.01), but not groin pain (ρ=-0.16, P=0.15), was weakly associated with more
conflict. Baseline conflict was not associated with prior PT (P=0.64). Interdisciplinary evaluation patients
reported similar reductions in conflict to standard evaluation (P=0.66). More time spent with providers
was not associated with greater reductions in conflict (r=-0.07, P=0.55). Only two participants continued
to report considerable levels of conflict (>37.5) after evaluation. Participants whose self-reported
treatment plan agreed with the providers reported lower conflict (P=0.10).
CONCLUSIONS | Persons with FAIS in a hip preservation clinic reported considerable decisional conflict
before their appointment. Those with better function reported higher conflict, suggesting that less
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severe symptoms may contribute to more patient confusion during treatment planning. The evaluation
process, whether standard or interdisciplinary, contributed to a major reduction in conflict. Current
clinical processes in this hip preservation clinic reduced decisional conflict experienced by patients with
FAIS.
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Complications in Over 1,000 Joint Arthroplasty Procedures Performed in Ambulatory
Surgery Centers
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
James S. Chambers, MD / Memphis, TN
Anthony M. Mascoli / Memphis, TN
*Anthony J. Marois, MD / Memphis, TN
INTRODUCTION | Advancements in technology, surgical techniques, and pharmacology have allowed
total joint procedures to be effectively performed in ambulatory surgical centers.The purpose of this
study were to determine the frequency of, and risk factors for, complications in outpatient joint
arthroplasty procedures performed at ambulatory surgery centers and to identify predictors of
complications.
METHODS | Retrospective chart review at three ambulatory surgical centers (ASC) identified patients
who had primary joint replacement surgery from 2008 to 2017. Intraoperative and postoperative
complications were determined from operative reports and subsequent clinic visits. Gender, age,
medical comorbidities, tobacco use, and body mass index were recorded as potential predictors of
complications. Only complications that occurred within 90 days of the procedure were included.
Descriptive statistics were generated for all demographic and clinical variables and multivariable logistic
regression was performed to identify risk factors for complications.
RESULTS | Of the 1038 primary joint arthroplasties, there were 459 (44.2%) total hip, 302 (29.1%) total
knee, 148 (14.3%) unicompartmental knee, 69 total shoulder (6.6%), 26 (2.5%) reverse shoulder
arthroplasty and 24 (2.3%) total ankle arthroplasties and 10 (1%) hemiarthoplasties. Overall, there were
4 (0.39%) intraoperative complications and 62 (5.9%) postoperative complications. History of
thromboembolism was associated with both intra-operative (OR 11.95; 95%CI 1.31-107.7, P= 0.001) and
post-operative complications (OR 4.57; 95%CI 1.5-14.3, P=0.009). While not statically significant current
tobacco use, depression, and restrictive airway disease were associated with increased risk of
postoperative complications.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | Compared to previously published in-hospital arthroplasty data,
procedures performed at ASCs have similar rates of complications. Patients with a history of
thromboembolism appear to be more likely to have intraoperative and postoperative complications.
Outpatient arthoplasty procedures done at ASCs are a safe and cost-effective alternative to inpatient
procedures for low-risk patients, with similar complication rates.
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Is it Safe? Using Big Heads and Small Cups with Highly Crosslinked Polyethylene in
Total Hip Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Courtney E. Baker, MD / Rochester, MN
*Brandon R. Bukowski, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Using larger femoral heads during total hip arthroplasty (THA) may help minimize
impingement and instability. However, the particular combination of large heads and small cups poses
a potential risk for implant failure secondary to liner fracture or liner wear. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate reoperation and revision rates and linear wear rates in THA using large heads and small
cups.
METHODS | Eighteen patients undergoing primary THAs from 2000-2016 with heads ≥ 36mm and cups
≤ 52mm and highly crosslinked polyethylene liners with minimum 10-year follow-up were identified
through a total joint registry. Mean age was 64 years and 77% of patients were female. Mean body
mass index (BMI) was 28 kg/m2. Radiographs from first post-operative appointment and most recent
follow up were analyzed for femoral head penetration and osteolysis using a validated radiographic
analysis software package. Harris hip scores, revision and reoperation events were all recorded up to
last clinical follow up.
RESULTS | At final clinical follow-up (average 10.7 years), median femoral head penetration was 0.25mm
(IQR -0.1 to 0.8) and median steady state femoral head penetration was 0.023mm/yr (IQR -0.01 to 0.07). When excluding hips with negative wear (n=6), median femoral head penetration was 0.63mm
(IQR 0.25 to 0.99) and steady state femoral head penetration was 0.05mm/yr (IQR 0.02 to 0.10). No hips
demonstrated radiographic evidence of component loosening or liner fracture. There were no
reoperations or revisions. Mean Harris hip score at final follow-up was 85 points (range 56.8 to 100).
CONCLUSION | In a small cohort with minimum 10 year follow-up, utilizing large heads and small cups
with highly crosslinked polyethylene liners had excellent wear characteristics, durability, with no liner
fractures or revision surgeries.
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Anterior Acetabular Retractors and the Femoral Neurovascular Bundle in Anterior
Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Cadaveric Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Trevor Stubbs, MD / Birmingham, AL
*Romil K. Patel, BS / Birmingham, AL
Andrew Moon, BS / Birmingham, AL
Nicholas Dahlgren, BS / Birmingham, AL
Harshadkumar Patel, MD / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL
Sameer Naranje, MD / Birmingham, AL
PURPOSE | The direct anterior approach for primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) has become
increasingly popular in recent years. Nerve compression or traction with a retractor is a common cause
of nerve injury in this approach. The purpose of this cadaveric study was to evaluate the anatomic
relationship of the femoral neurovascular bundle to the anterior acetabular retractor during direct
anterior approach THA.
METHODS | Eleven fresh-frozen cadavers underwent a standard direct anterior THA, with placement of
an anterior acetabular retractor in the usual fashion between the iliopsoas and acetabulum for
visualization during acetabular preparation. Careful dissection of the femoral triangle was performed
and the distances from the anterior retractor tip to the femoral nerve, artery, and vein were recorded
and analyzed as mean distance ± standard deviation.
RESULTS | In all 11 cadavers, the retractor tip was medial to the femoral nerve. The mean distance from
retractor tip to femoral artery and vein were 5.9 mm (S.D. = 5.5, range 0- 20) and 12.6 mm (S.D. = 10.7,
range 0-35), respectively.
CONCLUSIONS | Surgeons should be aware of the proximity of the neurovascular structures in relation
to the anterior acetabular retractor in the direct anterior approach, taking care to avoid perforating the
iliopsoas muscle during retractor insertion and limit excessive traction to prevent nerve injury.
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Echocardiographic Changes in Metal-on-Metal vs. Non-Metal-on-Metal Total Hip
Arthroplasty: Are Increased Metal Ion Levels Associated with Cardiomyopathy?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Brian Darrith, MD / Detroit, MI
Jonathan H. Shaw, MD / Detroit, MI
Rahman Tahsin, BS / Detroit, MI
Karthikeyan Ananthasubramaniam, MD, FACC / Detroit, MI
Nicholas B. Frisch, MD, M.B.A. / Rochester, MI
Joshua J. Jacobs, MD / Chicago, IL
Craig D. Silverton, DO / Detroit, MI
BACKGROUND | The purpose of this study is to determine if there is a difference in echocardiographic
results between patients with metal-on-metal (MoM) versus non-MoM total hip arthroplasty and to
determine if serum cobalt and chromium levels independently predict echocardiographic changes.
METHODS | Seventy-five patients with the same dual-modular total hip arthroplasty (THA) were
enrolled in this prospective cohort study, and 49 of these patients had MoM bearings. Serum cobalt,
chromium, and titanium levels were drawn twice during the study period, initially at ≥ 2 years postoperatively and again 3 to 5 years later. Patients underwent a transthoracic echocardiogram at the
second study visit. Serum metal concentrations and echocardiographic parameters between MoM and
non-MoM groups were compared with two-way t-tests. Pearson correlation coefficients and multiple
linear regression analyses were used to identify any independent predictors of echocardiographic
outcomes.
RESULTS | Mean serum cobalt and chromium levels were significantly greater in the MoM group
compared to the non-MoM group at both the initial (p<.001) and subsequent visits (p < 0.05). Titanium
levels were similar between groups (p > 0.05). When compared to the non-MoM group, MoM patients
had significantly lower global longitudinal strain (18.4% vs. 20.2%; p = 0.026). Serum cobalt
concentration was found to be an independent predictor of tricuspid annular plane systolic excursion
(p=0.004).
CONCLUSIONS | Patients with MoM THAs had increased serum cobalt and chromium levels and
decreased global longitudinal strain. This measure of left ventricular function remained within normal
range for both groups, and therefore the statistical difference does not imply clinical significance.
Subsequent follow-up may reveal further decline indicative of pathologic left ventricular dysfunction.
The clinical impact of the positive association between serum cobalt concentration and tricuspid
annular plane systolic excursion, a marker of right ventricular function, remains less clear, and further
studies are needed to better understand this relationship.
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Do More Potent Opioids Have Greater Risk for Postoperative Opioid Use After Total
Hip Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
David E. DeMik, MD, PharmD / Iowa City, IA
Christopher N. Carender, MD / Iowa City, IA
Rory W. Metcalf, BS / Iowa City, IA
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Opioid use prior to total hip arthroplasty (THA) is common and known to confer
increased risk for postoperative opioid use. While some opioids are perceived as being more addictive,
there is limited evidence about risk pertaining to particular opioids. The purpose of this study was to
assess postoperative opioid use based on the specific opioid a patient is taking before THA.
METHODS | Patients undergoing primary THA between 2010 and 2018 were identified in a national
administrative claims database using PearlDiver. Patients were stratified based on whether they filled an
opioid prescription 3 months prior to THA, then further stratified to isolate the specific opioid
(oxycodone, hydrocodone, hydromorphone, or tramadol). Patients with chronic pain diagnoses or
opioid dependency were excluded. Opioid prescription fills, including tramadol as an opioid, were
assessed at monthly intervals. Monthly refill rates were compared between groups utilizing odds ratios
(OR) and monthly morphine milligram equivalents (MME) per patient were calculated.
RESULTS | In total, 319,547 patients underwent THA and 208,422 (65%) were not taking opioids
preoperatively. Of the 111,125 patients (35%) had taken multiple different opioids preoperatively, 419
(0.1%) were taking only hydromorphone, 29,293 (9%) hydrocodone, 3,689 (1%) oxycodone, and 30,497
(10%) tramadol. One year after THA, 7% of patients not taking opioids preoperatively filled narcotic
prescriptions, compared to 22% (OR: 3.8 [3.7-3.9]) of those taking any opioid. Opioid use out to 12
months was similar for those taking hydromorphone (12%; OR: 1.9 [1.4-2.6]), hydrocodone (14%; OR:
2.2 [2.1-2.3]), oxycodone (11%; OR: 1.7 [1.6-1.9]), and tramadol (15%; OR: 2.4 [2.3-2.5]). Greater MME
per person was found with drugs with greater potency (oxycodone: 3,074 MME) compared to those
with less (tramadol: 555 MME).
CONCLUSION | Opioid type, including those with greater potency, did not appear to be associated with
clinically significant differential risk for postoperative opioid use. Greater MME prescribed per patient
for more potent opioids may be related to MME conversation factors.
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Risk Factors for a Failed Arthrocentesis in the Setting of Total Hip Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Richard W. Nicolay, MD / Chicago, IL
Pratik B. Patel, MD / Chicago, IL
Daniel J. Johnson, MD / Chicago, IL
Joshua P. Castle / Chicago, IL
Michael T. Peabody / Chicago, IL
Kevin D. Hardt, MD / Chicago, IL
David W. Manning, MD / Chicago, IL
*Haley E. Smith, MD / Chicago, IL
METHODS | Cases of painful THA requiring image-guided arthrocentesis between 05/01/2008 and
05/01/2018 were identified in our institution’s Enterprise Data Warehouse. Patient demographics,
comorbidities, laboratory values and surgical histories were assessed. Aspirations performed by
musculoskeletal radiologists (MR) and arthroplasty surgeons (AS) (2:1 case match) were compared,
controlling for body mass index (BMI). Continuous variables were compared using Student t-test,
Wilcoxon and analysis of variance; categorical variables with Pearson chi-square and Fisher’s Exact test,
as appropriate to identify variables associated with successful aspiration - defined as a procedure
yielding greater than one milliliter (ml) of synovial fluid without lavage.
RESULTS | 467 patients required 600 arthrocenteses by 61 different providers. 82 aspirations were
performed by an AS, 518 by a MR. In 41 cases, an AS performed the initial aspiration, these cases were
matched with 82 MR cases. 65.9% of AS aspirations were right-sided versus 64.6% of MR cases (p=0.99),
56.1% were male versus 45.1% (p=0.25), and 65.9% were diagnosed with a prosthetic joint infection
versus 62.2% (p=0.69), respectively. The average BMI was 30.1 for both groups (p=0.99). MR aspiration
was associated with an increased risk for failed aspiration compared to AS aspiration (OR: 2.64; 95% CI:
1.1-6.5; p=0.03). 24 failed MR aspirations required subsequent AS aspiration (66.7% successful). The
median AS synovial fluid yield was 4.5 ml (interquartile range (IQR) 3,15) versus 2 ml in MR cases (IQR
1,7.8) (p=0.0078). Anterior needle placement (MR 9.8%, AS 0.0%; p=0.008) had an increased proportion
of failed aspiration compared to all other described needle positions (58.3% versus 29.7%; p=0.044).
CONCLUSION | Successful aspiration was associated with provider type and needle location.
Musculoskeletal radiologists performing image-based aspiration should be encouraged to avoid
placing the needle tip anterior to the implant.
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Does Presence of an Intramedullary Fixation Device Adversely Affect Durability of
Cemented Femoral Fixation after Conversion Hip Arthroplasty for Failed
Intertrochanteric Hip Fracture?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Juan S. Vargas-Hernandez, MD / Rochester, MN
William W. Cross, MD. / Rochester, MN
Kevin I. Perry, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel J. Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew P. Abdel, MD / Rochester, MN
*Brandon J. Yuan, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Conversion hip arthroplasty in the presence of a previous femoral intramedullary
device (IMD) is a complex procedure with elevated complication rates. Previous studies have
demonstrated inferior outcomes when utilizing cemented femoral fixation in the revision hip
arthroplasty setting where the cancellous bone bed is compromised. However, it is unknown if presence
of an IMD, which also disrupts the cancellous bone bed, has the same deleterious effect on cemented
femoral fixation. The purpose of this study was to determine outcomes of conversion hip arthroplasty in
patients with a femoral IMD, focusing on durability of the femoral fixation.
METHODS | We retrospectively reviewed patients who underwent conversion hip arthroplasty with
previous IMD between 1990 and 2017. After excluding infected intertrochanteric non-unions,
osteomyelitis and oncologic pathologic fractures, 101 hips were included. Femoral components were
cemented in 39 hips and uncemented in 62. The mean age at conversion hip arthroplasty was 68 years,
with 59% being female. The mean follow-up was 5.6 years.
RESULTS | Revisions due to femoral component loosening occurred once each in the cemented and
uncemented groups (p= 0.76). The cemented group had 5 (13%) revisions and 7 (18%) reoperations for
any reason, whereas the uncemented group had 6 (10%) revisions and 10 (16%) reoperations for any
reason. 10-year survivorship free of revision and any reoperation was not statistically significantly
different between groups: 75% cemented vs 83% uncemented (p= 0.53), and 71% cemented vs 76%
uncemented (p=0.75), respectively. Radiographic analysis of unrevised stems did not reveal progressive
radiolucencies or subsidence, suggesting stable femoral component fixation. Intraoperative and
postoperative periprosthetic fracture rates between the groups were not significantly different (p-values
> 0.5).
CONCLUSION | Femoral fixation method was not associated with different mid-term implant survival in
patients with previous intramedullary devices. Radiographic analysis of fixation was concordant with
these findings.
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Use of Natural Language Processing Tools to Identify and Classify Periprosthetic
Femur Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Meagan E. Tibbo, MD / Rochester, MN
Cody C. Wyles, MD / Rochester, MN
Sunyang Fu, M.H.I. / Rochester, MN
Sunghwan Sohn, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN

David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel J. Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Hilal Maradit-Kremers, MD, MSc. / Rochester,
MN

BACKGROUND | Manual chart review is labor-intensive and requires specialized knowledge possessed
by highly-trained medical professionals. The cost and infrastructure challenges required to implement
this is prohibitive for most hospitals. Natural language processing (NLP) tools are distinctive in their
ability to extract critical information from unstructured text in the electronic health records (EHR).
Questions/purposes: As a simple proof-of-concept for the potential application of NLP technology in
total hip arthroplasty (THA), we examined its ability to identify periprosthetic femur fractures (PPFFx)
followed by more complex Vancouver classification.
METHODS | PPFFx were identified among all THA performed at a single academic institution between
1998 and 2016. A randomly selected training cohort (1538 THA with 89 PPFFx cases) was used to
develop the prototype NLP algorithm and an additional randomly-selected cohort (2982 THA with 84
PPFFx cases) was used to further validate the algorithm. Keywords to identify, and subsequently classify,
Vancouver type PPFFx about THA were defined. The gold standard was confirmed by experienced
orthopaedic surgeons using chart and radiographic review. The algorithm was applied to consult and
operative notes to evaluate language used by surgeons as a means to predict the correct pathology in
the absence of a listed, precise diagnosis. Given the variability inherent to fracture descriptions by
different surgeons, an iterative process was used to improve the algorithm during the training phase
following error identification. Validation statistics were calculated using manual chart review as the gold
standard.
RESULTS | In distinguishing PPFFx, the NLP algorithm demonstrated 100% sensitivity and 99.8%
specificity. All 6 cases that were falsely detected as PPFFx were complex, and hard to classify even by
manual chart review. Among 84 PPFFx test cases, algorithm sensitivity and specificity for Vancouver
classification were 78.6% and 94.8%, respectively. The performance of Vancouver B class was higher:
sensitivity of 88.2% and a specificity of 94.0%. Except for operative notes, poor documentation in
radiology reports and surgical consult notes is the primary reason for the low sensitivity.
CONCLUSIONS | NLP-enabled algorithms are a promising alternative to manual chart review for
identifying THA outcomes. NLP algorithms applied to surgeon notes demonstrated excellent accuracy
in delineating PPFFx, but accuracy was low for Vancouver classification subtype. This proof-of-concept
study supports the use of NLP technology to extract THA-specific data elements from the unstructured
text in EHR in an expeditious and cost-effective manner.
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Preoperative Factors Are Minimally Associated with Weight Change Following Total
Knee and Total Hip Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*George J. Borrelli, MD / Maywood, IL
Patrick K. Strotman, M.D> / Maywood, IL
Amy Wozniak, MD / Maywood, IL
Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL/
BACKGROUND | Previous studies exploring the relationship between primary total joint arthroplasty
(TJA) and post-operative weight change are inconsistent. Additionally, there is little literature identifying
demographic and comorbidity data that may predict weight change following TJA. The purpose of this
study is to identify patient characteristics that are predictive of weight loss following TJA and to
determine if a significant portion of post-arthroplasty patients experience clinically significant weight
loss at 2 years after TJA.
METHODS | Patients who underwent elective total hip arthroplasty (THA) or total knee arthroplasty
(TKA) by a single fellowship trained surgeon and had a minimum of a two-year follow-up were queried.
Patients were classified by arthroplasty procedure and stratified based on pre-operative BMI (Body
Mass Index) into groups: Normal weight (18.5-<25), Overweight (25-<30), Obese (30-<35), and Severely
Obese (35 and higher). Baseline patient characteristics were identified using ICD 9/10 codes during
surgical admission encounter. Pre-operative functional status via metabolic equivalents (METs) score
was also collected. Logistic regression was used to examine associations between patient characteristics
and weight change.
RESULTS | There was no significant difference in average weight change 2 years after surgery between
THA and TKA patients for any of the BMI categories. Seventeen percent of obese or severely obese
patients experienced greater than a 5% decrease in weight 2 years after TJA compared to 10% of
overweight or normal BMI patients. The obese and severely obese patient groups with a METs score
between 4-7 were less likely to achieve a 5% decrease in weight 2 years after TJA when compared to a
METs score of <4 (OR 0.41 [95% CI, 0.19 – 0.87], p=0.021). Rheumatoid arthritis was also associated with
weight loss (OR 5.24 [95% CI, 1.45 – 19.02], p = 0.012).
CONCLUSION | There is no significant difference in average weight change between THA and TKA
patients 2 years after TJA, regardless of pre-operative BMI category. Patient demographics and
comorbidities minimally predict weight change. Obese and severely obese patients with lower preoperative activity levels were the most likely to lose a clinically significant amount of weight 2 years
after TJA.
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Utility of Serum D-Dimer Test for the Diagnosis of Periprosthetic Joint Infection in
Revision Total Hip and Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Tejbir S. Pannu, MD, MS / Weston, FL
*Jesus M. Villa, MD / Weston, FL
Aldo M. Riesgo / Weston, FL
Alison Klika, MS / Cleveland, OH
Preetesh D. Patel, MD / Weston, FL
Wael K. Barsoum, MD / Weston, FL
Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Weston, FL
INTRODUCTION | Serum D-Dimer seems promising to aid in the diagnosis of periprosthetic joint
infection (PJI). However, there is a paucity of data supporting the use of this inflammatory marker for
this indication in revision THA and TKA. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to test the accuracy of
serum D-Dimer when compared to 2013 Musculoskeletal Infection Society (MSIS) criteria for diagnosis
of PJI.
METHODS | A retrospective review of the electronic medical records was performed on a consecutive
series of 172 revision THA and TKA patients (same number of operations) who had serum D-Dimer
tested before the procedure as part of the diagnostic workup for PJI. Surgeries were performed by 3
fellowship trained surgeons at a single institution between August 2017 and May 2019. Out of 172
patients, 61 did not have complete MSIS criteria and were excluded. As a result, a total of 111 cases (42
THA and 69 TKA) were included for statistical analyses. Septic and aseptic revisions were categorized
using MSIS criteria. The optimal threshold value for serum D-Dimer in the diagnosis of PJI has been
previously determined to be 850 ng/ml. We used this cut-off value to define D-Dimer test results as
positive (septic) or negative (aseptic). Sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, positive and negative
predictive values were determined. Independent t-tests, Fisher’s exact tests, Chi-square, and a receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis (a plot to further test serum D-Dimer against MSIS criteria)
were performed.
RESULTS | There was no statistically significant differences in baseline demographics between septic and
aseptic cases as determined by MSIS criteria . Serum D-dimer demonstrated high sensitivity (95.9%) and
negative predictive value (90.9%) but low specificity (32.3%), positive predictive value (52.8%), and
overall accuracy (61%) to diagnose PJI. Positive likelihood ratio (LR) was 1.42 while negative LR was 0.13
. ROC curve analysis showed that the area under the curve (AUC) was 0.64 .
CONCLUSION | Serum D-Dimer has poor accuracy to discriminate between septic and aseptic cases in
the setting of revision total knee and hip arthroplasty. However, it seems to be useful as a rule-out test
for the diagnosis of periprosthetic joint infection.
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Management of Periprosthetic Joint Infection and Extensor Mechanism Disruption
with Modular Knee Fusion: Clinical and Biomechanical Outcomes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Wesley H. Mayes, MD / Little Rock, AR
Anna Severin, PhD / Little Rock, AR
Jeffrey B. Stambough, MD / Little Rock, AR
Paul K. Edwards, MD / Little Rock, AR

C. Lowry Barnes, MD / Little Rock, AR
Erin M. Mannen, PhD / Little Rock, AR
Simon C. Mears, MD / Little Rock, AR

INTRODUCTION | Periprosthetic joint infection (PJI) combined with extensor mechanism disruption
(EMD) is difficult to treat. Typical clinical outcomes are important to consider for patients with knee
fusion, but quantitative functional measures, such as balance ability, may provide additional insight into
the level of success of the surgery. The purpose of this study is to retrospectively review patients who
have undergone modular knee fusion surgery and evaluate their balance using center of pressure (COP)
analysis.
METHODS | Fourteen patients underwent two-stage reconstruction with modular knee fusion by three
surgeons at a single institution. Indications for performing a modular knee fusion at our institution
include PJI, EMD, and poor remaining bone stock. A static spacer is placed, followed by a modular knee
fusion after completion of at least six weeks of intravenous antibiotics. A 60-second quiet standing task,
where the patients stood on two force platforms, was conducted on patients with follow-up greater
than 12 months (n=4). The COP parameters, including mediolateral (ML) excursion, anteroposterior (AP)
excursion, 95% confidence ellipse area, and path length, were analyzed. These patients also completed
a knee injury and osteoarthritis outcome scores (KOOS) prior to testing.
RESULTS | At most recent follow-up, 14 patients were available for review. Of those excluded, one opted
for amputation in the early post-operative period, and the other patient passed away after surgery.
Average follow-up was 11.5 months for remaining cases (range 1.5 – 36 months). All were ambulating
with some sort of assistive device (walker or cane), and none had recurrence of infection. The average
length of the intercalary segment bridged by the modular knee fusion was 96mm (range 30-270mm).
For the four patients who underwent biomechanical balance testing, the average KOOS score reported
was 76.3±10.8, the ML excursion was 2.6±0.8, the AP excursion was 3.5±0.8, the area was 7.2±3.0cm2
and path length was 123.2±31.2 cm.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION | Our results indicate that modular knee fusion is a reasonable surgical
alternative to amputation and two-stage reconstruction for select patients. Further, the COP analysis
showed that patients who had undergone modular knee fusion had a path length that was comparable
to healthy, age-matched controls, while the AP and ML excursions were only slightly higher, indicating
that the proprioception that modular knee fusion patients maintain may offer benefits to their ability to
balance. Given the results from this study, the modular knee fusion shows promise to manage even
large bone defects associated with PJI and extensor mechanism disruption.
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The Relationship Between Degree of Preoperative Opioid Use and Total Knee
Arthroplasty Complications
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Charles Qin, MD / Chicago, IL
*Cody S. Lee, MD / Chicago, IL
Aravind Athiviraham, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | While recent attention has been paid to pre-operative opioid use in total knee
arthroplasty (TKA), the relationship between degree of opioid use and peri-operative outcomes is
unknown. This study aims to compare peri-operative complications following TKA among naïve,
sporadic, and chronic pre-operative opioid users.
METHODS | Patients undergoing total knee arthroplasty were identified by Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) codes in the Humana Claims Dataset through Pearldiver. Patients were stratified by
their level of pre-operative use based on the number of times they filled an opioid prescription within 6
months of surgery (naïve 0; sporadic 1; chronic 2 or greater). 90-day outcomes were compared among
groups via chi-square tests for categorical variables and t-test for continuous variables. Complications
of interest included Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)-reportable complications
(myocardial infarction, pneumonia, venous thromboembolism, sepsis, post-operative bleeding, wound
infection, septic arthritis), need for post-operative supplemental oxygen, and hospital length of stay.
Logistic regression analysis was used to determine the association between pre-operative opioid use
and peri-operative complications. In all statistical analysis, significance was defined as P<.05.
RESULTS | A total of 52,061 patients were identified in our study, 34286 of whom were opioid naïve,
7474 were sporadic users, and 10,301 were chronic users. Rates of CMS complications (6.2% vs 5.5% vs
8.0%; p<.01), need for supplemental oxygen post-operatively (2.4% vs 2.5% vs 4.2%; p=.03), and mean
length of stay (2.8 vs 3.1 vs 3.8; p<.01) were significant different among the groups. On logistic
regression, only the chronic opioid use group was associated with significantly increased likelihood of
both CMS complications and need for post-operative supplemental oxygen.
CONCLUSION | Patients who filled an opioid prescription twice or more within 6 months of their total
knee arthroplasty were associated with increased likelihood of adverse events following surgery. Efforts
to mitigate peri-operative morbidity in this higher risk group are warranted.
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Dose of Preoperative Opioids affects Outcomes after Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*E. Bailey Terhune, MD / Chicago, IL
Charles P Hannon, MD / Chicago, IL
Robert A Burnett, MD / Chicago, IL
Craige Della Valle, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | The use of preoperative opioids is associated with increased complications after total
knee arthroplasty (TKA), but the dosing threshold that constitutes a higher risk is not known. The
purpose of this study was to identify the preoperative daily opioid dose associated with increased
complications after primary TKA.
METHODS | Unilateral primary TKA patients in the Humana claims database (2007-2016) with an opioid
prescription within three months prior to surgery were identified. All opioids prescribed within the 3month period prior to TKA were converted to milligram morphine equivalents (MME). Patients were
stratified based on daily opioid dose ((quantity * strength)/days): Tier 1) <10 MME (equivalent to two
5mg hydrocodone tablets), Tier 2) 10-25 MME, Tier 3) 25-50 MME, Tier 4) >50 MME. Each tier was
matched 1:1 to opioid naïve patients by comorbidities, age, and gender. Emergency department (ED)
visits and readmissions were compared at 90 days postoperatively. Surgical complications and revision
surgery were compared at 90 days, 1 and 2 years postoperatively. Relative risks (RR) were calculated.
RESULTS | 20,019 patients using preoperative opioids were identified and matched. ED visits and
readmissions within 90 days were significantly higher in opioid users in all tiers (RR of ED visit: 1.25,
1.28, 1.34, 1.25, respectively and RR of readmission: 1.13, 1.17, 1.22, 1.19, respectively). Rates of PJI were
increased in opioid users in Tiers 2, 3 and 4 and the risk increased in a dose-dependent manner (RR
1.37, 1.39, 1.50, respectively). Patients in Tier 4 had an increased risk of revision surgery (RR 1.44) at 2
years.
CONCLUSION | Preoperative opioid use is associated with a dose-dependent increase in postoperative
complications after TKA. Just two 5mg hydrocodone tablets daily leads to a significant increase in ED
visits and readmission while higher doses leads to an increased risk of PJI. Patients prescribed more
than 50 MME daily are at higher risk for revision surgery.
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Outcomes of a Novel Technique Combining Diaphyseal Impaction Grafting and
Metaphyseal Cones for Severe Bone Loss in Revision Total Knee Arthroplasties
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas A Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Robert A. Cates, DO / Rochester, MN
David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
Arlen D. Hanssen, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel J. Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew P. Abdel, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Metaphyseal cones with cemented stems are frequently used in revision total knee
arthroplasties (TKAs). However, if the diaphysis has been previously violated (as in revision of a failed
stemmed implant), the resultant sclerotic canal can impair cemented stem fixation, which is vital for
cone ingrowth and long-term fixation. We report the outcomes of our novel solution to this problem, in
which impaction grafting and a cemented stem in the diaphysis was combined with an uncemented
metaphyseal cone for revision TKAs with severely compromised bone.
METHODS | A metaphyseal cone was combined with diaphyseal impaction grafting and cemented
stems in a novel fashion for 35 revision TKAs. Mean age at revision TKA was 70 years, with 63% being
male. Patients had a mean of 4 prior knee arthroplasty procedures. Indications for the revision with this
construct were aseptic loosening (80%) and two-stage re-implantation for periprosthetic infection (PJI;
20%). Mean follow-up was 3 years.
RESULTS | Survivorship free from revision of the cone/impaction grafting construct due to aseptic
loosening was 100% at 5 years. Survivorships free from any revision of the cone/impaction grafting
construct and free from any reoperation were 92% and 73% at 5 years, respectively. Six knees (17%)
required a reoperation (4 for infection/wound issues and 2 for periprosthetic fractures).
Radiographically, 97% of cones were ingrown (1 loose cone in setting of PJI). In all but one case,
impacted diaphyseal bone graft appeared to have incorporated radiographically.
CONCLUSIONS | When presented with a sclerotic diaphysis and substantial metaphyseal bone loss, this
innovative technique combining diaphyseal impaction grafting with a metaphyseal cone provided near
universal success in regards to implant fixation. Moreover, radiographs revealed incorporation of the
bone graft, and ingrowth of the cones. While long-term follow-up is required, this novel technique
provides an excellent option in the most difficult of revision TKAs.
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Selective Patella Resurfacing in Contemporary Total Knee Arthroplasty: A Matched
Cohort Analysis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Gregory J. Schmidt, MD / Indianpolis, IN
*Hassan Farooq, MD / Indianpolis, IN
Evan R. Deckard, BSE. / Fischers, IN
Mary Ziemba-Davis, B.A. / Fischers, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Fischers, IN
BACKGROUND | Leaving the patella unresurfaced in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is increasingly popular
due to modern patella-friendly implants, awareness that complications are not uncommon with patella
resurfacing, and knowledge that historical studies were confounded by flexion instability. The purpose
of this study was to examine the effect of selective patellar resurfacing on patient outcome measures
using modern implants and techniques.
METHODS | 175 TKAs performed between 2012 and 2019 with patellar resurfacing were propensityscore matched to 175 TKAs without patella resurfacing. Indications for leaving the patella unresurfaced
were central tracking, preservation of joint space radiographically and ≤ grade 3 chondral damage on
central and medial patellar facets. Propensity matching was based on age, sex, BMI, ASA-PS
classification, preoperative comorbidities, and pre- and postoperative coronal alignment. All TKAs were
performed with contemporary patella-friendly components and modern perioperative protocols.
Prospectively collected patient-reported outcomes were evaluated at 4-month and 1-year follow-up.
Statistical analysis was performed with p≤0.05 significant.
RESULTS | There were no significant differences between cohorts in demographics, comorbidities, or
coronal alignment (p≥0.1) with numbers available. At 4-months, there were no differences between
cohorts in UCLA activity level (p=0.107), KOOS Jr. (p=0.147), pain walking on a level surface (p=0.409),
pain climbing stairs (p=0.230), whether the knee always feels normal (p=0.875), or satisfaction (p=0.465)
with the numbers available. Kaplan-Meier analysis showed no difference in patella-based reoperations
between resurfaced (98.9%) and unresurfaced (100%) cohorts. At 1-year, satisfaction was 91.2% in the
unresurfaced patella group and 86.8% in the resurfaced patella cohort.
CONCLUSION | These modern study data support that leaving the patella unresurfaced in select
patients with contemporary TKA achieves equivalent short-term outcomes as TKA with patella
resurfacing. Leaving select patellae unresurfaced will likely conserve healthcare resources, decrease cost,
improve operative efficiency, and minimize resurfacing-related complications to the extensor
mechanism. Continued study with scientific rigor is warranted.
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Simplified Low-Cost Revision Knee System Patient Outcomes are Not Different than
Outcomes with High-Cost Premium Implants
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Abhi Seetharam, MD / Indianapolis, IN
Mary Ziemba-Davis, BA / Indianapolis, IN
Evan R. Deckard, BSE / Indianapolis, IN
Lucian C. Warth, MD / Indianapolis, IN
*R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | Implants utilized in revision total knee arthroplasty (rTKA) are approximately three
times more costly and are a substantial portion of revision TKA procedure costs. We examined patient
reported outcomes (PROMS) in matched cohorts of rTKA patients with lower and higher cost revision
knee systems.
METHODS | 39 aseptic rTKAs performed by a surgeon using a low-cost simplified revision system
(limited sizing, options and trays; 1/3 cost) were matched to 39 rTKAs performed by the same surgeon
(surgeon 1) using a premium revision system, and 39 revisions by a second surgeon (surgeon 2) using
another premium system. Procedures were at the same academic institution using identical protocols.
Cases were tightly matched on sex, BMI, ASA classification, Anderson Bone Classification, and revision
etiology. Preoperative and minimum 1-year PROMS included the modern Knee Society Score, UCLA
Activity Score and Likert Patient Satisfaction.
RESULTS | No matching variables (p≥0.321) differed among the three rTKA systems with numbers
available. Between surgeon 1 low-cost and premium rTKA systems, preoperative and minimum oneyear walking and stair pain, activity level, proportion reporting their knee never feels normal, and knee
satisfaction did not differ (p≥0.118). Similarly, PROMS did not differ between low-cost and surgeon 2
premium rTKAs (p≥0.140). No low-cost rTKA had been revised, a surgeon 1 premium rTKA was revised
for tibial loosening at 4 years; a surgeon 2 premium rTKA was revise for polyethylene dislocation at 16
months. Mean revision follow-up months were 30±8, 60±14, and 51±20 for the low-cost, surgeon 1
premium, and surgeon 2 premium rTKAs, respectively.
CONCLUSION | In the era of healthcare cost reduction, PROMS are substantially equivalent in revision
TKA performed with an implant system with simplified instrumentation, limited sizing and one-third the
cost of premium systems. It is probable that surgical technique, fixation, and balance are the most
critical factors to optimize outcomes.
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What are the Pain and Functional Outcomes of Aseptic Total Knee Arthroplasty
Revision and Can We Predict Improvement?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Jared A. Warren, DO / Cleveland, OH
Olivia Krebs, BS / Cleveland, OH
Hiba Anis, MD / Cleveland, OH
Alison K. Klika, MS / Cleveland, OH
Greg Strnad, MS / Cleveland, OH
Jonathan L. Schaffer, MD / Cleveland, OH
Robert M. Molloy, MD / Cleveland, OH
*Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Weston, FL
Nicolas S. Piuzzi, MD / Cleveland, OH
INTRODUCTION | Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) are increasingly incorporated into
evaluations of orthopaedic surgeries. However, there is limited research predictors of PROM in revision
total knee arthroplasty (rTKA). Therefore the aims of this study were to determine: 1) PROMS
improvements at one-year, and 2) what risk factors have an effect on PROMs related to pain and
function following aseptic rTKA.
METHODS | A prospective cohort of aseptic rTKA (n=356) were performed between January 2016 and
December 2017. Baseline and one-year postoperative PROMs were completed for 246 (69%) patients.
The PROMs included in this study were Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) pain and
KOOS-Physical Function Shortform (KOOS-PS). Mean 1-year change in PROMS and the percent of that
improved or worsened, or did not change 10 points were calculated. Using baseline available risk
factors and preoperative PROMs, multivariable linear regression models were created for predicting
scores of one-year postoperative KOOS-Pain and KOOS-PS. The mean patient age was 64.9 (Standard
Deviation [SD] ±9.63) years, female patients comprised 57.3%, and the mean BMI was 33.1 (SD±7.65)
kg/m2.
RESULTS | Mean one-year postoperative PROMS improvement for overall aseptic revisions were 30.3
(±24.5) (79.5% improved) for KOOS- Pain and -19.15 (±22.5) (66.2% improved) for KOOS-PS.
Multivariate analyses demonstrated that one year postoperative KOOS-Pain increased (better) with age,
not normal extension and flexion, baseline KOOS-Pain, and
non-Medicare/Medicaid insurance, but decreased with multiple prior surgeries and instability compared
to implant failure. KOOS-PS was increased (worsen) by baseline KOOS-PS, multiple prior surgeries and
length-of-stay, but decreased by female gender, not normal extension and flexion, and instability.
CONCLUSION | Patient baseline characteristics such as multiple previous surgeries, instability, and
female gender may be indicative of lower scores for short term postoperative PROMs in patients
receiving aseptic revision total knee arthroscopy.
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Refuting Dogma with Science: Posterior Cruciate Ligament Resection Does Not
Consistently Increase the Flexion Space
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Lucian C. Warth, MD / Indianapolis, IN
*Evan R. Deckard, BSE / Indianapolis, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Indianapolis, IN
INTRODUCTION | It is accepted dogma in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) that resecting the posterior
cruciate ligament (PCL) increases the flexion space by approximately 4mm, which significantly affects
intra-operative decisions and surgical techniques. Unfortunately, this doctrine is based on historical
cadaveric studies of limited size. This study purpose was to more accurately determine the effect of PCL
resection on the tibiofemoral flexion gap dimension in vivo in a large sample.
METHODS | Tibiofemoral joint space measurements were made during 127 standardized TKAs by two
arthroplasty surgeons. A medial parapatellar approach, computer navigation and provisional tibial and
femoral bone cuts were performed in all cases with particular attention to preserving PCL integrity.
Cases with an incompetent or damaged PCL were excluded. The tibiofemoral gap dimension was
measured with a calibrated tension device at full extension, 45-degrees, and 90-degrees before and
after complete PCL resection.
RESULTS | 52% of patients were female (66/127), with mean age and BMI of 69.4 years and 34.3 kg/m2,
respectively. After PCL resection, the mean joint space dimension increased 0.3mm (range, 0-3mm) at
extension, 0.9mm (range, 0-4mm) at 45-degrees, and 1.7mm (range, 0-5mm) at 90-degrees (p<0.001).
The 90-degree flexion space opened ≤1mm in 48% of patients and >3mm in only 10%. Dividing the
flexion gap change by the femoral implant dimension to account and calibrate for patient size, the joint
space at 90-degrees increased more in females (0.031 vs. 0.023, p=0.022).
CONCLUSION | The tibiofemoral joint space increases progressively from extension, to mid-flexion
through 90-degrees flexion after PCL resection, yet is substantially less than reported in historical
studies. However, large variation in the degree of flexion space opening was observed with some
patients failing to increase their flexion space whatsoever with PCL resection. This runs counter to
conventional TKA understanding and should be considered in modern surgical techniques and
education.
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Resident Involvment is Not Associated with Increased Risk of Postoperative
Complications after Arthroscopic Knee Surgery: A Propensitiy Matched Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Zain M. Khazi, BS / Iowa City, IA
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen, MD / Iowa City, IA
Alan G. Shamrock, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MPH / Iowa City, IA
Kyle R. Duchman, MD / Iowa City, IA
Brian R. Wolf, MS, MD / Iowa City, IA
Robert W. Westermann, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | The impact of resident involvement on postoperative complications and operative
time following knee arthroscopy cases is unknown. Therefore, the purpose of the current study was to
investigate whether resident involvement in knee arthroscopic procedures impacts postoperative
complication rates and operative time.
METHODS | The American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program
(NSQIP) registry was queried to identify patients who underwent common knee arthroscopy procedures
between 2005 through 2012. Patients with a history of knee arthroplasty, treatment for septic arthritis or
osteomyelitis of the knee, or concomitant open or mini-open procedures were excluded from the study.
Cases without information on resident involvement were also excluded. A 1:1 propensity score match
was utilized based on age, sex, body mass index (BMI), obesity, smoking history, and American Society
of Anesthesiologist (ASA) classification to match cases with resident involvement to attending only
cases. Fisher’s exact test, Pearson’s Chi-square tests, and student t-tests were utilized to compare
patient demographics, comorbidities, and 30-day postoperative complications. Poisson regression
analysis were used to compare operative time between the two groups, with statistically significance
defined as P<0.05.
RESULTS | Overall, 15,536 patients that underwent knee arthroscopy were identified, of which 32.8%
(n=5092) were excluded due to missing information on resident involvement, concomitant open or
mini-open procedures, or treatment of septic arthritis or osteomyelitis of the knee. After propensity
score matching, 2,954 cases (50% with resident involvement) were included in the study. Both groups
were similar in all demographic factors confirming an appropriate match. The overall rate of 30-day
complications was similar in the attending only (1.31%) group compared to the resident (1.11%) group
(P=0.610). There was no significant difference in postoperative surgical complications including
superficial wound infection (P=1.00), deep wound infection (P=0.625), wound dehiscence (P=0.250),
neurological deficit (P=1.00), or blood transfusion (P=0.375). Furthermore, there was no significant
difference in postoperative medical complications including pulmonary embolism (P=0.500), deep vein
thrombosis (P=0.616), urinary tract infection (P=1.00), or sepsis (P=1.00). Knee arthroscopy cases with
resident involvement had significantly longer operative time (69.6 minutes vs 60.9 minutes, P<0.0001)
when compared to cases performed without a resident.
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CONCLUSIONS | Resident involvement in knee arthroscopy procedures is not a significant risk for
medical or surgical 30-day postoperative complications. Resident participation in knee arthroscopy
cases did increase operative time, however, this finding is likely clinically insignificant. This information
is valuable for resident education and patient reassurance.
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Unmatched Orthopedic Applicants: Similar Outcome Between Surgical Internship and
Research Year
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael M. Kheir, MD / Indianapolis, IN
Timothy L. Tan, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Alexander J. Rondon, MD M.B.A. / Philadelphia, PA
Antonia F. Chen, MD M.B.A. / Boston, MA
BACKGROUND | Obtaining an orthopedic residency is extremely competitive and is the most applied to
surgical subspecialty, with approximately one-third of applicants not matching yearly. For unmatched
applicants, the new application cycle is a perplexing and disconcerting period, where unique decisions
must be addressed by the applicant. The aims of this study were to investigate the risk factors and
outcomes of unmatched orthopedic applicants.
METHODS | A retrospective survey-based questionnaire was administered to medical students annually
from 2015-2018 after Match Day, which included 934 orthopedic applicant responses, of which 81
were unmatched. Variables collected included demographics, United States Medical Licensing
Examination (USMLE) scores, Electronic Residency Application Service (ERAS) application characteristics,
and interim pursuits (research year, surgical internship, etc.). Fisher’s exact test and Student’s t-test were
performed.
RESULTS | Overall, 58.0% (47/81) of unmatched applicants subsequently matched into an orthopedic
residency. Applicants who pursued an interim research year or surgical internship after not matching
had a subsequent match rate of 52.1% (25/48) and 64.0% (16/25), respectively (p=0.46, see ). 34.1%
(14/41) of subsequently matched applicants matched at the institution where they pursued their
research year or surgical internship. Applicants who matched had more interviews compared to those
who did not match (9.3 vs 6.0, p=0.03). Applicants were more likely to interview at different programs
during their subsequent attempt, as they were only offered on average 1.7 interviews from same
programs as their first attempt. Of those that matched, 9/47 were Alpha Omega Alpha (AOA) compared
to 1/34 in the unmatched group (p=0.04). 83.3% of females (15/18) matched compared to 50.8% of
males (32/63, p=0.02, see ). There were no differences in Step 1 USMLE scores (p=0.60), Step 2 clinical
knowledge (CK) scores (p=0.60), or number of publications (p=0.28) between applicants who matched
or did not match.
CONCLUSION | Our findings demonstrate that the majority of orthopedic applicants matched during
their subsequent attempt. Females and those with AOA status had significantly higher match rates than
their counterparts. There was no difference in outcomes with regards to pursuing a research year or
surgical internship, Step 1 or 2CK scores, or number of publications. Applicants are unlikely to be
interviewed by the same programs as the first cycle. Further study is needed to analyze other risk
factors for not matching into orthopedic surgery on a subsequent attempt.
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Effects of C-UVC Filtration on Operating Room Airborne Bacterial Concentration
During Pediatric Orthopedic Procedures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*David J. Ulery, DO / Toledo, OH
James T. Lehner, MD / Dayton, OH
Michael C. Albert, MD / Dayton, OH
BACKGROUND |
Airborne bacteria are known to be a source of wound contamination in major orthopaedic procedures.
Crystalline ultraviolet C (C-UVC) filter units have been designed to disinfect and then recirculate air in
the operating room (OR). To our knowledge, the effect of viable particle count reduction with C-UVC
filters on infection rates in pediatric and/or spinal surgeries has never been studied. This preliminary
study was designed to assess the effectiveness at reducing particles of C-UVC filtration units in pediatric
orthopaedic operating rooms.
METHODS |
A particle counter was used in a single positive-pressure OR during a series of 8 consecutive pediatric
scoliosis deformity correction surgeries. The particle counter measured total and viable particle counts
(TPC/VPC). The particle counter was used alone as a control in the first 4 cases. For the second 4 cases, a
C-UVC filtration unit was also deployed. The surgical events collected included patient time in OR and
time out of OR. Outcomes included overall TPC and VPC and change in TPC and VPC between the 2
study groups.
RESULTS |
When compared to controls, the surgeries in which the C-UVC filter was used had significantly lower
TPC and VPC levels. For TPC at 5 microns, the control group demonstrated an average of 9,084 total
particles over the collection period vs 5,370 particles in the C-UVC group (p-value < .05). Similarly, a
reduction was seen for 10 microns with the control group showing 3,528 average total particles versus
2,110 for the C-UVC group (p-value < .05). When examining VPC at 5 microns, the control group had an
average of 246 particles versus 123 for the C-UVC group (p-value < .05). Finally, VPC at 10 microns in
the control group showed an average of 192 versus 91 for the C-UVC group ((p-value < .05). The C-UVC
unit was able to reduce TPC by 40% and VPC by 50%.
CONCLUSIONS |
C-UVC filters have proven effective at significantly reducing TPC and VPC in a standard pediatric
scoliosis OR. With this reduction in airborne particles, C-UVC units may be capable of reducing overall
infection rates and the risk of infection in pediatric scoliosis surgery. Further studies examining specific
variables as well as infection rates with and without C-UVC units need to be performed.
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A Prospective, Surgeon Blinded, Randomized Control Trial in Knee Arthroscopy: Can
We Eliminate Opioid Medications for Postoperative Pain Control?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew J. Hartwell, MD / Chicago, IL
*Benjan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL
Ryan S. Selley, MD / Chicago, IL
Michael A. Terry, MD / Chicago, IL
Vehniah K. Tjong, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | Opiates are frequently used as part of a multi-modal pain strategy following
orthopedic surgery. There are limited studies regarding the appropriate number of opioids to prescribe
post-operatively. The aim of this pilot study was to determine if patients require opioids for adequate
pain control following knee arthroscopy.
METHODS | Patients undergoing isolated arthroscopic partial meniscectomy were enrolled in the study
and questionnaires were used to obtain preoperative demographics and risk factors for increased
narcotic usage. All patients received 14 days of Naproxen 500mg BID, ASA 325mg BID, and Tylenol
1000mg TID post-operatively. Patients were randomized into two groups: Group 1 was prescribed
Oxycodone 10mg every 6 hours as needed (#20 tabs), and physically given to them following surgery;
Group 2 was provided a paper prescription for the same number of tablets and patients were instructed
only to fill the prescription if needed. Patients were then called at various timepoints after surgery. Pain
scores, opioid side effects, and number of opioid tablets consumed were recorded. Post-operative
opioid use was then compared between groups. Pre-operative variables were also used to assess for
risk factors for increased narcotic usage.
RESULTS | 52 patients were enrolled (27 in group 1, 25 in group 2). Baseline demographic information
was similar between groups with the exception of family history of narcotic use (0.0% vs 16%, p=0.031) .
There were no significant differences between groups in total number of tablets consumed (3.6 vs 6.7,
p=0.079), tablets remaining (16.4 vs 13.2, p=0.079), number of days narcotics were required (2.6 vs 4.4,
p=0.15), or pain level at final follow-up (2.0 vs 2.8, p=0.19). Patients overall required an average of 5.1
tablets (range 0-20 tablets), with 31% (n=16) requiring more than 5 tablets. 31% (n=16) did not require
any narcotic use. Pain scores at 2 hours post-op identified 36% of patients as having pain scores <5,
with these patients having significantly increased odds of not needing any narcotic pain medications
(OR 4.60, p=0.030).
CONCLUSION | A majority of patients required less than 5 opioid tablets following knee arthroscopy. 2hour post-operative pain scores predict total narcotic consumption and could be used to tailor specific
prescription amounts to patients. The burden imposed on patients to fill a separate prescription does
not appear to have a significant effect on pain scores or total narcotics consumed.
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Arthroscopic vs. Open Irrigation and Debridement in Native Septic Knees: A
Retrospective Review
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Theodore L. Schoenfeldt, MD / Maywood, IL
Madeline M. Lyons, MD / Maywood, IL
Michael W. Perry, MD / Maywood, IL
*Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Historically, open irrigation and debridement of a septic native knee joint was
thought to be superior to arthroscopic irrigation and debridement, but the minimal data regarding
these treatment options were limited to small case studies. Recent literature has suggested lower
reoperation rates and improved post-operative range of motion with arthroscopic treatment compared
to open treatment of a native septic knee. Given the limited literature on this topic, the purpose of this
study was to further investigate the difference between these two treatment options in patients with
native septic knees.
METHODS | Utilizing electronic medical records to perform a retrospective chart review at a single
academic center in the United States, we identified all patients that were treated for septic arthritis of
the knee with either open or arthroscopic irrigation and debridement from January 2007 to August
2018. Demographic information, laboratory results, mortality, reoperation, number of total operations,
length of stay and comorbidities we collected and compared.
RESULTS | 81 patients and 83 knees were treated surgically for native knee septic arthritis, of which 50
were culture positive. 49 knees underwent arthroscopy and 34 knees underwent open arthrotomy as
their initial treatment. Treatment method was significantly impacted by the subspecialty of the
attending surgeon on the case (P=0.00001). 16 of 49 (32.7%) knees initially treated with arthroscopic
I&D required reoperation whereas 5 of 34 (14.7%) knees treated with open I&D required reoperation
(P=0.064). There was no significant difference in length of stay (9.6 days vs. 10.0 days, P=0.322) or total
number of operations (1.44 vs. 1.42, P=0.596). There was one death within 90 days of surgery and this
patient was in the open irrigation and debridement group.
CONCLUSION | There is no significant difference in outcomes between native septic knees treated with
arthroscopic versus open irrigation and debridement. We have observed a trend for higher reoperation
rates with arthroscopically treated septic knee, but this difference is not statistically significant. Surgical
treatment is significantly influenced by the subspecialty of the attending surgeon.
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The Effect of Shoulder Range of Motion on Arm Stress in College Pitchers: A MOTUS
Baseball Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Lafi S. Khalil, MD / Detroit, MI
Caleb M. Gulledge, BS / Detroit, MI
Toufic R. Jildeh, MD / Detroit, MI
Joseph S. Tramer, MD / Detroit, MI
Fabien Meta, MD / Detroit, MI
Kevin Taylor, MD / Detroit, MI
Grace Smith, BS / Detroit, MI
Eric C. Makhni, MD, MBA / Detroit, MI
Kelechi R. Okoroha, MD / Detroit, MI
Vasilios Moutzouros, MD / Detroit, MI
BACKGROUND | Overuse injuries in overhead athletes are becoming more prevalent, with an unclear
relationship between shoulder biomechanics and medial elbow symptoms and injury. The purpose of
this study was to investigate the relationship of shoulder range of motion to torque across the medial
elbow in college pitchers using a validated MOTUS sensor baseball sleeve.
METHODS | Pitchers were recruited from three local university baseball teams. Exclusion criteria
included injury or restricted activity due to pain. They were evaluated in the preseason, within two
weeks before their first game of the season. Pitchers completed workload questionnaires and patient
reported outcome measurement information system (PROMIS) pain interference (PI), physical function
(PF), and upper extremity (UE) surveys. Shoulder range of motion and upper extremity lengths were
measured bilaterally. After adequate warm-up, pitchers were fitted with a MOTUS sensor baseball
sleeve (Motus Global, Massapequa, NY) and instructed to throw 5 fastballs in a standardized manner off
the mound at game-speed effort. The sensor placed at the medial elbow reported elbow torque, arm
speed, arm slot, and shoulder rotation for each pitch, while a radar gun measured peak ball velocity.
The primary outcome was to evaluate the relationship between shoulder range of motion and increased
stress across the medial elbow. Additional outcomes evaluated pitcher characteristics, demographics,
and outcome scores. Outcomes were assessed via a multivariable model, which controlled for possible
covariates.
RESULTS | Twenty-eight pitchers were included in the preseason analysis with an average (SD) age of
20.1 (1.3) years and playing experience of 15.3 (1.8) years, 2.5 (1.2) of those years at collegiate level. The
dominant shoulder demonstrated decreased internal rotation (54.5+/-10.6 vs 65.8+/-9.1) and increased
external rotation (94.1+/-10.4 vs 88.4+/-9.2) relative to the non-dominant side (p < 0.001), while total
rotational range of motion (TRROM) was significantly decreased in the dominant arm (148.6+/-12.4 vs
154.1+/-10.6, p < 0.001). The average glenohumeral internal rotation deficiency (GIRD) was 11.25 (9.87)
and average external rotation gain (ERG) was 5.71 (8.8). Average arm stress (46.09+/-0.48) and arm
rotation was (151.40+/-1.16) as measured by the MOTUS sleeve correlated with years played, r = 0.43
and r = 0.40 (p < 0.001), respectively. External rotation was found to be a predictor of arm stress (beta =
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0.35+/-0.11, p = 0.003). ERG greater than 10 degrees as compared to less than five degrees was
significantly associated with decreasing pitching velocity (75.5+/-0.8 versus 77.4+/-0.5 mph, p = 0.047),
decreasing arm speed (846.6+/-12.5 versus 898.4+/-8.9), and decreased arm slot (38.6+/-2.9 versus
46.4+/-2.1, p = 0.032). Decreased arm speed was associated with loss of TRROM greater than five
degrees, ERG greater than 10 degrees, and GIRD less than 15 degrees (p<0.05). GIRD greater than 20
degrees as compared to less than 15 degrees was associated with decreased shoulder rotation
(140.3+/-3.7 versus 151.7+/-1.2, p < 0.001). Multivariate analysis demonstrated significant predictors of
PROMIS PF and UE scores were arm stress, ERG, and GIRD (p<0.05), while increased PROMIS PI scores
were predicted by increased ERG and GIRD (p<0.05).
CONCLUSIONS | We found medial elbow stress, arm speed, arm slot, and shoulder rotation as
measured by the MOTUS baseball sensor sleeve were influenced by rotational adaptations of the
pitching shoulder in collegiate throwing athletes prior to their season. Likewise, arm stress and shoulder
rotational adaptations were reflected as predictors of PROMIS PF, UE, and PI scores.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Descriptive Cross-Sectional Study
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Should We Operate after a First Time Anterior Shoulder Dislocation? A Comparison
of Pathology, Surgical Techniques, and Outcomes of Patients Undergoing Surgery
after One vs. Multiple Dislocations
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher D. Bernard, BS / Rochester, MN
*Bradley M. Kruckeberg, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin P. Leland, BS / Rochester, MN
Lucas K. Keyt, BS / Rochester, MN
Matthew D. LaPrade, BS / Rochester, MN

Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Diane L. Dahm, MD / Rochester, MN
Jonathan D. Barlow, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN

BACKGROUND | There has recently been a shift in approach to the optimal treatment for a first time
anterior shoulder dislocation in high-risk patients, as some individuals may benefit from early surgical
intervention. However, studies have provided conflicting results on whether or not to perform surgery
after a single dislocation event.
PURPOSE | To compare the difference in pathology, surgical technique and outcomes between patients
treated surgically after a single dislocation event compared to those with multiple dislocations.
STUDY DESIGN | Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3
METHODS | The Rochester Epidemiology Project was utilized to identify all patients <40 years old
undergoing surgery for anterior shoulder instability between January 1, 1994 to July 31, 2016 in a
defined geographic area. Patient medical records were reviewed to obtain demographic information,
patient history, physical exam findings, imaging findings, clinical progression, surgical details and
outcomes. Comparative analysis was performed between patients who had surgery following a single
dislocation and those with multiple pre-operative dislocations.
RESULTS | The study population consisted of 187 patients who had a single (n=55) or multiple (n=132)
anterior shoulder dislocations prior to surgery. Mean follow up was 103.3 months (range 0.3 – 328.4
months). Demographics were not significantly different between groups. While the presence of HillSachs lesions on X-ray was more common for the multiple dislocation group (42.1%) compared to the
single dislocation group (18.8%; p=0.005), there were no other significant differences in concomitant
pathology between groups. Latarjet procedures were more commonly performed for the multiple
dislocation group (12.5% vs. 2.1% for the single dislocation group, p=0.04). There were no other
significant differences among surgical techniques and characteristics between groups. Survival free from
recurrent instability (p=0.790), revision surgery (p=0.726) and from progression to symptomatic
osteoarthritis (p=0.588) was not significantly different between groups.
CONCLUSION | Although patients with multiple dislocations prior to surgery were more likely to
demonstrate radiographic evidence of Hill Sachs lesions, and undergo a Latarjet procedure compared
to those who received surgery after a single dislocation, no significant differences in outcomes with
respect to recurrent instability, revision surgery or progression to symptomatic osteoarthritis were
found between these two groups.
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Incidence and Epidemiological Factors of Injuries Requiring Hip Arthroscopy in
National Collegiate Athletic Association Division-I Football Bowl Subdivision
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Ajay C. Lall, MD, MS / Des Plaines, IL
Cynthia Kyin, B.A. / Des Plaines, IL
Philip J. Rosinsky, MD / Des Plaines, IL
David R. Maldonado, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Jacob Shapira, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Benjamin G. Domb, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Shawn Annin, MD / Des Plaines, IL
*Andrew Jimenez, MD / Des Plaines, IL
INTRODUCTION | To assess the incidence of injuries requiring HA in the Division I Football Bowl
Subdivision (FBS) of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). It is hypothesized that there
would be a high incidence of hip injury at the collegiate level and a significantly higher rate of injury
occurring in senior players with more accumulated game time.
METHODS | Head athletic trainers of FBS Division I college programs were sent an electronic
questionnaire compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. Incidence of HA
was assessed January 1st to December 31st, 2018, with demographic information and return to play
status reported.
RESULTS | Forty-seven of 48 teams completed the survey. Overall, 19 players (20 hips) underwent HA.
Sixteen (33.3%) of the responding teams had at least one player undergo surgery. Upperclassmen
underwent HA 3.25 times higher than that of underclassmen (P=0.0291). Starters underwent HA 2.4
times more than that of nonstarters (P=0.0896). Five (31.3%) players returned to sport after HA whereas
four (25.0%) did not. The remaining seven (43.8%) were either not yet cleared (1/7), had exhausted
eligibility (1/7), or had the procedure post-season (5/7). Most procedures (52.9%) occurred near the end
of the season.
CONCLUSION | The incidence of HA in FBS NCAA Division I football players shows a considerable
indisposition to the upperclassman demographic. A baseline surgical hip injury per team of 0.42 per
year was associated with a 0.40% annual surgical injury rate. Upperclassmen had the highest risk for HA,
with a surgery rate 3.25 times higher than that of underclassmen. There was a strong predominance of
starters undergoing HA at a rate 2.4 times higher than that of nonstarters. Acknowledgement of these
factors at the collegiate football level is important for injury risk prevention.
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Clinical Tests Used to Diagnose Anterior Cruciate Ligament Tear are Less Accurate in
Obese Patients: A Retrospective Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Sravya P Vajapey, MD, M.B.A / Columbus, OH
Timothy L Miller, MD / Columbus, OH
BACKGROUND | Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture is a common athletic injury both in the
pediatric and adult patient population. Multiple clinical studies have evaluated the accuracy of physical
examination tests—Lachman, anterior drawer, pivot shift—used to diagnose ACL injury. Though there is
still debate regarding the most accurate test, all three physical examination maneuvers have
demonstrated fairly high sensitivity and specificity, especially when used in combination.
OBJECTIVE | To determine if the accuracy of these clinical tests is affected by a patient’s body habitus.
HYPOTHESIS | The accuracy of the Lachman, anterior drawer and pivot shift tests is lower in obese
patients than in patients with a normal body mass index (BMI).
METHODS | This is a retrospective cohort study comparing the sensitivity of three clinical tests—
Lachman, anterior drawer, and pivot shift—in obese patients versus non-obese controls. A total of 181
adult patients who had undergone ACL reconstruction by a single surgeon at a tertiary care center from
November 2011 to December 2017 were included in the study.
RESULTS | The sensitivity of the Lachman test was 87.3% in obese patients versus 94.1% in nonobese
controls. The sensitivity of the anterior drawer test was 76.3% in obese patients compared to 88.2% in
controls. The sensitivity of the pivot shift test could not be accurately assessed because pain and
swelling prevented the physician from performing this test in most patients on their initial presentation
to the clinic.
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Asymmetries in Functional Lower Extremity Movements in Professional Baseball
Players
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Lucas T. Buchler, MD / Denver, CO
Charles A. Thigpen, PhD, PT, ATC / Greenville, SC
Ellen Shanley PhD, PT, OCS / Greenville, SC
Matthew Nabers, PTA / Denver, CO
Michael J. Kissenberth, MD / Greenville, SC
Thomas J. Noonan, MD / Denver, CO
Objectives: Lower extremity functional tests are a common tool for assessing the kinetic chain of an
overhead athlete. It is thought that lack of lower extremity and core control may increase stress on the
upper extremity and as a result increase arm injury risk. The objective of this study was to examine
lower extremity functional movement tests in professional baseball pitchers and position players to
assess for asymmetry and differences between positions.
METHODS | Professional pitchers for a single Major League Baseball (MLB) organization underwent a
series of lower extremity functional tests measured by the PhysimaxTM system. The stance and stride
extremity were evaluated for each catcher (10), infielder (24), outfielder (16), and pitcher (79) for a total
of 258 limbs evaluated. Tasks completed were the 1) Dorsiflexion lunge (DL), 2) Single leg squat (SLS), 3)
Drop jump (DJ), and 4) Countermovement jump (CMJ). Trunk, hip, knee kinematics were captured for
each player and then exported for statistical analysis. A mixed model ANVOA was used to compare
each variable (⍺=0.05).
RESULTS | When performing SLS, significant differences were noted when comparing maximal knee
flexion (stride = 85 12; stance=8012; P=0.003), pelvic/hip drop (stride =6 4; stance=3 3; P<0.01),
trunk rotation (stride 5 4; stance=2 4; P<0.001), and maximal hip flexion (stride = 5812; stance=
5412; P=0.01) between the stride and stance legs. There were no significant differences noted in trunk
flexion, anterior knee displacement, or medial knee displacement during the SLS (P>0.05). Outfielders
performing SLS demonstrated greater trunk flexion (p=0.033) compared with other positions. When
evaluating DJ, outfielder/infielders jumped higher than pitchers/catchers (p=0.025). There were no other
significant differences noted across the DJ, CMJ, or DL (P>0.05).
CONCLUSIONS | Our results demonstrate that professional baseball players demonstrate asymmetry in
functional lower extremity movements during a SLS – but not noted in double leg assessments. This
suggests that a SLS may elucidate side to side differences in baseball players where double leg tasks do
not. No significant differences were noted when comparing between each position group. Future
studies are needed to determine if these functional motion asymmetries place baseball players at any
increased or decreased risk for injury.
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Incidence of Displaced Posterolateral Tibial Plateau and Lateral Femoral Condyle
Impaction Fractures in the Setting of Primary ACL Tear
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*David L. Bernholt, MD / Germantown, TN
Nicholas N. DePhillipo, MS, ATC, OTC / Edina, MN
W. Jeffrey Grantham, MD / Lexington, KY
Zachary S. Aman, BA / Philidelphia, PA
Matthew D. Crawford, MD / Austin, TX
Robert F. LaPrade, MD, PhD / Edina, MN
INTRODUCTION | Bone bruising of the posterolateral tibial plateau and of the lateral femoral condyle
have a well-established association with ACL tear. Impaction fractures may occur in these locations as
well; however, there is a paucity of literature describing these lesions.
METHODS | Patients with available MRI images who were treated for primary ACL tear by a single
surgeon were retrospectively identified and images were reviewed for displaced posterolateral tibial
plateau and lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures. Measurements were taken for displaced lateral
tibial plateau fractures in order to characterize the size and location of the lesion. We analyzed for
associations of these impaction injuries with concomitant meniscal or ligamentous injuries using chisquare testing.
RESULTS | Displaced posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures were present in 407 knees (49.3%)
and displaced lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures were present in 214 knees (25.9). Patients
with posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures were older than patients without these fractures
(42.6 vs 32.7, p < .001) while patients with lateral femoral condylar impaction fractures were younger
(23.8 vs 32.7, p < .001). Seventy-one knees (8.6%) had a posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fracture
with greater than 10% loss of lateral tibial plateau depth.
Medial meniscus ramp lesions occurred more frequently in knees with tibial, femoral, and bipolar
impaction fractures. Femoral impaction fractures showed the strongest association with incidence of
lateral meniscal tears (66.7% vs. 53.9%, p = .001), while bipolar impaction fracture also had a significant
association with lateral meniscal tears. Femoral impaction fractures showed significant correlations with
lateral meniscus posterior root tears, but the largest differential in incidence was in patients with greater
than 10% lateral tibial plateau depth bone loss percentage (22.1% vs. 12.0%,p = .02). Posterolateral
corner injuries were less frequent in the setting of tibial, femoral and bipolar impaction fractures.
DISCUSSION | Displaced posterolateral tibial plateau impaction fractures occur with high incidence
(49.3%) in patients with primary ACL injuries and demonstrate increased association with lateral
meniscus posterior horn root tears as their size increases. Lateral condylar impaction fractures occurred
in 25.9% of patients with primary ACL injuries, were more likely to occur in relatively younger patients,
and showed increased incidence of lateral meniscus tears and medial meniscal ramp lesions.
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Risk for Re-Rupture after ACL Reconstruction with Relative Workload Changes in
NBA Players
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Lafi Khalil, MD / Detroit, MI
*Sreten Franovic, BS / Detroit, MI
Tahsin Rahman / Detroit, MI
Robert Matar / Detroit, MI
Erika Carter / Detroit, MI
Vasilios Moutzouros, MD / Detroit, MI
Nima Mehran, MD, MS / Detroit, MI
BACKGROUND | Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears continue to demonstrate improved return to
play (RTP) in the National Basketball Association (NBA). The purpose of this study was to investigate
whether relative workload after primary ACL surgery conferred any increased risk of re-tear in NBA
players.
METHODS | Since 1975, we identified eight NBA players who underwent primary ACL reconstruction
and subsequently required reoperation and compared them to 80 NBA players who underwent only
primary ACL reconstruction without revision surgery. Games played, minutes played, and in-game
statistics were evaluated three years before the primary reconstruction and three seasons after RTP.
Statistical analysis compared the re-tear and primary only groups to identify relative workload
differences.
RESULTS | NBA players in the re-tear group did not show significant differences in age, BMI, or number
of seasons before primary injury as compared to primary group, p>0.05. Players in the re-tear group
played in more games (59.6+/-26.9 versus 43.5+/-25.3, p = 0.092) during their first season returning
from primary surgery. Players who never required a reoperation showed a relative decrease in minutes
played per game (MPG) in their three post-injury seasons as compared to their three pre-injury seasons
(19.16+/-1.06 versus 23.74+/-1.19, p>0.05), while those in the re-tear group showed an increased MPG
relative to pre-injury (25.08+/-3.21 versus 21.89+/-4.26, p>0.05). When comparing the change in MPG
over time between the primary and re-tear groups, there is a significant difference in relative workload
(p = 0.042). Pairwise comparison showed that for the primary only group, the MPG post-injury was
significantly less than prior to initial injury (p < 0.0001).
CONCLUSIONS | This study’s findings suggest that after ACL reconstruction, NBA players who sustained
a re-tear played increased MPG relative to their pre-ACL reconstruction workload, whereas decreasing
relative MPH may be protective of reinjury.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level III; Retrospective Cohort Design
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The Timing and Factors Behind Sport Specialization in Major League Soccer Athletes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Derrick M. Knapik, MD / Cleveland, OH
Katherine H. Rizzone, MD / Rochester, NY
James E. Voos, MD / Cleveland, OH
*Andrew S. Paliobeis, BS / Cleveland, OH
BACKGROUND | Soccer is one of the most popular youth sports. Current culture in youth sports is
trending towards early sport specialization, defined by intense year round training in a single sport at
the exclusion of other sports. While early specialization is believed to be necessary to develop and
attain sufficient skill to achieve elite status, specialization has not been validated as being essential to
attain collegiate scholarships or attain future professional status. The purpose of this study was to
survey Major League Soccer (MLS) athletes to examine factors influencing the timing of single sport
specialization in soccer.
METHODS | An anonymous twelve-question survey was distributed to three MLS organizations and
completed by MLS athletes during preseason physicals. Surveys questions evaluated the age and
reason(s) behind athlete’s decision to specialize in soccer, while also determining the influence of birth
location (United States versus international), geographic high school location for US-born athletes
(West, South, Midwest Northeast), participation in a developmental league, receiving a college
scholarship, years in the MLS and position played on specialization timing. Surveys were collected and
responses were analysed. Continuous data was analysed using an unpaired Student’s t-test while a oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare three or more response variables with
post hoc comparisons using the Tukey test.
RESULTS | Sixty-four athletes returned completed surveys. Athletes reported beginning soccer at a
mean age of 5.1 ± 2.1 years and specializing at age 12.6 ± 4.3 years. Athletes who participated in no
other sports prior to specialization (p<0.001), athletes reporting soccer to be their first sport played at
an advanced level (p<0.001) and athletes receiving a college scholarship (p=0.02) specialized at a
significantly younger age. Internationally born athletes specialized at significantly younger ages when
compared to US-born athletes (p<0.001). No significant impact was appreciated based on high school
region (p=0.89), developmental league participation (p=0.92), years of experience in the MLS (p=0.31)
or primary position (p=0.13).
CONCLUSION | The timing of sport specialization in professional MLS athletes was associated with the
absence of multisport participation prior to specialization, playing soccer at an advanced level prior to
other sports, receiving a college scholarship and being born outside the United States. Future
prospective investigations are required to determine the differences in specialization between US-born
and international athletes, as well as the effect of specialization timing on prospective MLS
performance, career length and injury risks.
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Isolated Meniscus Extrusion and the Role of the Meniscotibial Ligament
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher D. Bernard, BS / Rochester, MN
*Devin P. Leland, BS / Rochester, MN
Lucas K. Keyt, BS / Rochester, MN
Matthew Laprade, BS / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN
Adam Johnson, MD / Rochester, MN
Jonathan Finnoff, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael A. Stuart, MD / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to describe meniscus extrusion, present imaging
characteristics and provide clinical correlations for patients with isolated meniscus extrusion.
METHODS | Of the 3,244 MRI reports identiﬁed as having meniscus extrusion, 20 patients were
identiﬁed to have isolated meniscus extrusion (0.62%). Patients with moderate to severe
chondromalacia, meniscus tears, intra-articular fractures, tumors and ligament tears were excluded.
Radiographs were reviewed and graded using Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) scores. MRI’s were reviewed for
the extent of extrusion and whether or not the meniscotibial ligament was intact. Clinical presentation
and management were recorded.
RESULTS | The study population consisted of 12 females and 8 males with a mean age of 40.5,
diagnosed with meniscus extrusion and minimal concomitant knee pathology. 68% of patients were
considered symptomatic as their knee pain correlated with the side of their meniscus extrusion and no
other reason for pain was identiﬁed. The mean amount of meniscus extrusion was 2.5 mm (SD, ± 1.1
mm) with 45% (9 of 20) having 3+ mm of extrusion. Meniscotibial ligament abnormality was identiﬁed
in 65% of cases (13 of 20). Patients with 3+ mm of meniscus extrusion were much more likely to have
associated meniscotibial ligament abnormality (100%, 9 of 9) compared to those with <3 mm of
extrusion (36%, 4 of 11) (RR 2.75, P = .048). The mean K-L grade obtained at the initial visit was 0.9 (95%
CI, 0.7-1.4) and the mean K-L grade obtained on ﬁnal follow-up was 1.3 (95% CI, 0.8-2.8) (P = 0.52) at a
mean of 44.7 months. No correlation was found between K-L grade, gender, age, acute injury, and BMI
in relation to meniscotibial ligament abnormality or amount of meniscal extrusion.
CONCLUSION | Meniscus extrusion often occurs in the presence of signiﬁcant knee pathology,
predominantly with meniscus tears or osteoarthritis. Isolated meniscus extrusion is a rare occurrence
that may present clinically with knee pain, commonly to the side in which the extrusion occurs. In
patients with three or more millimeters of meniscus extrusion, an intact meniscus and minimal knee
pathology, meniscotibial ligament abnormality is likely.
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The Contrasting Impacts of an Orthopedic Procedure on Major League Baseball
Pitchers and Position Players
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Gurmit Singh, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Andrew D. Schneider, MD / Chicago, IL
Graham Englert / Chicago, IL
Sumender Sharma / Chicago, IL
Duy K Nguyen / Chicago, IL
Matthew D. Saltzman, MD / Chicago, IL
Stephen M. Gryzlo, MD / Chicago, IL
Wellington K. Hsu, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Multiple studies have examined outcomes of Major League Baseball (MLB) players after
an individual orthopaedic procedure, yet, no study has previously compared outcomes among these
procedures. This is a retrospective cohort study that evaluates performance outcomes in MLB players
after common orthopaedic procedures.
METHODS | Professional athletes who underwent a common orthopaedic procedure were identified
using publicly available archives. Demographic, performance, and career longevity statistics were
evaluated for each athlete prior to and after an orthopaedic procedure. Successful “return to play” was
defined as returning to an active roster for at least one professional league game. The pre- and postoperative performance was evaluated using multiple previously established position based measures
including earned run average (ERA), walks and hits per inning pitched (WHIP), strikeouts divided by
number of base on ball (SO/W), on-base plus slugging (OPS), runs batted in (RBI), and batting average
(BA).
RESULTS | A total of 518 MLB athletes successfully returned to play at a rate of 82.7% after a total of 602
procedures. The average time to RTP after an orthopaedic procedure was 247.8 days. While athletes
who had hand/wrist soft tissue tendon repair (97% position players) had a significantly higher RTP
(100%, P < 0.05), players undergoing a shoulder arthroscopy (70% pitchers) had the worst RTP rate
(64%, P < 0.05). Overall, postoperative performance was comparable to pre-injury statistics except for
players in the knee arthroscopy cohort (79% position players) who had a significant decrease in game
participation and performance scores. Athletes undergoing hip arthroscopy also had significant
decrease in performance score in seasons 2-3 post-operatively in terms of OPS and BA (-10%, -10%,
respectively, P < 0.01).
CONCLUSIONS | While MLB athletes exhibited a high RTP rate, performance-based outcomes varied
based on the orthopaedic procedure. Pitchers undergoing shoulder arthroscopy and position players
undergoing knee or hip arthroscopy had the worst performance after surgery. These findings can likely
be explained by the critical nature of these respective joints to the success of such precise and complex
motions in pitching and batting.
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A Qualitative Assessment of Return to Sport Following Ulnar Collateral Ligament
Reconstruction
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Mitesh P. Mehta, B.A. / Chicago, IL
Joshua G. Peterson, BS / Chicago, IL
Robert A. Christian, MD / Chicago, IL
*Haley E. Smith, MD / Chicago, IL
Vehniah K. Tjong, MD / Chicago, IL
Stephen M. Gryzlo, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | The rate of ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) reconstruction has been increasing at all
levels of play. With excellent outcomes, UCL reconstruction has allowed many overhead athletes to
return to their preinjury AE224sport. However, the subjective factors influencing this decision to return
to sport have yet to be studied.
PURPOSE | To understand the factors influencing an athlete’s decision to return to preinjury level of
sport after primary UCL reconstruction.
STUDY DESIGN | Case series; LOE, 4.
METHODS | An experienced interviewer conducted qualitative, semi-structured interviews of patients
aged 18-35 years who had undergone primary UCL reconstruction by one fellowship trained, MLB team
orthopedic surgeon. All subjects were throwing athletes prior to injury and had a minimum two-year
follow-up with no revisions. Qualitative analysis was then performed to derive codes, categories, and
themes. Patients were surveyed to assess familiarity with UCL reconstruction as well as to obtain
WOMAC, KJOC, and ASES scores highlighting preinjury and current activity and function levels along
with sport participation.
RESULTS | Twenty-two athletes were interviewed to elucidate three predominant themes motivating
their return to sport: trust in surgeon reputation, innate drive and optimism, and misconceptions
regarding postoperative athletic ability. Subjective outcome measurements of patient familiarity with
UCL reconstruction indicated that, compared to three years and one year prior to surgery, a majority of
players felt they would have superior post-operative athletic ability. Athletes who did not return to sport
cited lifestyle changes and years of eligibility as limiting factors.
CONCLUSION | Patients chose to return to their preinjury level of sport after primary UCL reconstruction
based on trust in their surgeon’s reputation, intrinsic personality traits, and anecdotal evidence about
post-operative outcomes. This study emphasizes the importance for health care providers to educate
patients toward realistic expectations upon return to sport. On a larger scale, this study illustrates the
effects the media and anecdotal experiences of a growing population of players undergoing UCL
reconstruction have had on the game of baseball and players’ decisions to return to sport.
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Players' Perspectives on Successfully Returning to Professional Baseball After Medial
Ulnar Collateral Ligament Reconstruction
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN
Andrew R. Jensen, MD / Rochester, MN
Devin P. Leland, MD / Rochester, MN
Nancy Flynn, ATC / Santa Clara, CA

Jeff Lahti, DPT / Minneapolis, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
Stan Conte, PT, DPT, ATC / Santa Clara, CA

INTRODUCTION | As the incidence of ulnar collateral ligament reconstruction (UCLR) surgery continues
to rise, an improved understanding of baseball pitchers’ perspectives on the post-operative recovery
process and return to pitching is needed.
METHODS | During the 2018 baseball season, an online questionnaire was distributed to the certified
athletic trainers of all 30 Major League Baseball (MLB) organizations. These trainers administered the
survey to all players within their organization including MLB and six levels of Minor League Baseball
(MiLB). MLB or MiLB pitchers who had previously undergone UCLR and participated in a rehabilitation
program (or were currently participating in one at time of the survey) were included in the study.
RESULTS | There were 530 professional pitchers who met inclusion criteria. The majority (81%) of
pitchers began rehabilitation within 2 weeks of surgery, with 51% beginning within one week. The
majority of pitchers began a long-toss throwing program at 5 and 6 months after surgery (27% and
21%), with 52% making their first throw off a mound between 7-9 months. The number of pitchers who
participated in a weighted ball throwing program decreased significantly following surgery (20% to
11%, P < .001). Following UCLR, 56% of pitchers reported no changes regarding pitching mechanics or
types of pitches thrown, 42% reported changed mechanics, and only 3% either decreased or stopped
throwing a certain pitch type. Overall, 54% reported their current throwing velocity to be faster than
their velocity before UCL injury during rehabilitation. Twenty percent of pitchers reported experiencing
a setback that resulted in a temporary stoppage of their rehabilitation program, the most common
reason being flexor tightness or tendonitis (53%). Seventy-six percent of pitchers reported they were
not concerned about sustaining another elbow injury; however, significantly less (61%; P < .001) stated
they would have UCLR again if necessary.
CONCLUSIONS | While UCLR is generally reported to have excellent clinical outcomes, 20% of pitchers
experienced a significant setback during rehabilitation and only 61% of pitchers, having gone through
UCLR and the subsequent recovery, would be willing to undergo revision surgery and repeat the
rehabilitation process if it were to become necessary. Additionally, 42% of pitchers felt they had to alter
their throwing mechanics to return to pitching. Surgeons and trainers should aim to understand the
UCLR recovery process from the pitchers’ perspective to better counsel future patients recovering from
UCLR.
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Forearm Position Matters During Eccentric Shoulder Exercises: An EMG Recruitment
Study with Implications for Rehabilitation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Corbin A Hedt, PT / Houston, TX
*Bradley S Lambert, PhD / Houston, TX
Jentry M Pearson, PT / Houston, TX
Joshua Daum, BS / Houston, TX
Patrick C McCulloch, MD / Houston, TX
STUDY DESIGN | Prospective randomized descriptive study
BACKGROUND | Eccentric exercise has demonstrated great utility in the rehabilitation of various
shoulder pathologies. Research on the electromyographic (EMG) activity of the shoulder musculature
during these activities is limited, however. Furthermore, no studies have observed how forearm
positioning during exercise affects EMG output.
Objectives: Investigators wanted to examine the degree of specific muscle recruitment between
commonly used eccentric exercises in rehabilitation of the upper extremity and shoulder. Secondly,
hand/forearm positions were varied throughout the exercises to determine if differences exist in
amplitude of EMG activity within the targeted musculature.
METHODS | This observational study analyzed EMG data obtained from 10 healthy individuals during 5
randomized eccentric exercises of the dominant extremity. Each exercise was performed with 2-3
forearm position variants, including neutral, pronation, or supination. EMG collection was from the
upper trapezius, infraspinatus, teres minor, latissimus dorsi, and anterior/middle/posterior deltoid. Data
were analyzed using a mixed-model ANOVA repeated across forearm positions for each exercise
followed by a Tukey’s post hoc test for pairwise comparisons.
RESULTS | Significant differences in EMG activity for the selected musculature exist between forearm
positions for 4 of the 5 exercises with p < 0.05 and Cohen’s d effect sizes 0.178 – 1.159.
CONCLUSION | Specific eccentric shoulder exercises activate muscles of the shoulder complex
differently based on forearm positioning. This data provides rehabilitation professionals with
information to more selectively and efficaciously prescribe exercises for the shoulder.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level 2
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The Impact of Resident Involvement on Postoperative Complications Following
Shoulder Arthroscopy
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen, MD / Iowa City, IA
Zain M. Khazi, BS / Iowa City, IA
Alan G. Shamrock, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MBBS / Iowa City, IA
Kyle R. Duchman, MD / Iowa City, IA
J. Lawrence Marsh, MD / Iowa City, IA
Robert R. Westermann, MD / Iowa City, IA
Brian R. Wolf, MD, MS / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Arthroscopy is an essential component to orthopedic resident training. While other
surgical specialties (general surgery, ophthalmology, neurosurgery) have demonstrated varied results
with associated complications and resident involvement, previous studies have demonstrated that
resident involvement is not associated with increased short-term complications after common
orthopedic surgeries. However, the impact of resident involvement on complications following shoulder
arthroscopy is poorly understood. Our purpose is to evaluate shoulder arthroscopic procedures and
how resident involvement impacts intraoperative variables and post-operative complications.
METHODS | The American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program registry
was queried to identify patients who underwent common shoulder arthroscopy procedures 2005
through 2012. Patients with a history of shoulder arthroplasty, treatment for septic arthritis or
osteomyelitis of the shoulder, or concomitant open or mini-open procedures were excluded from the
study. A 1:1 propensity score match was utilized based on age, sex, body mass index (BMI), smoking
history, and American Society of Anesthesiologist (ASA) classification to match resident involvement
cases to attending only cases. Patient demographics, comorbidities, and 30-day postoperative
complications were analyzed. Poisson regression analysis were used to compare operative time
between the two groups, with statistically significance defined as p<0.05.
RESULTS | Overall, 15,857 patients that underwent shoulder arthroscopy were identified, of which 36.9%
(n=5,858) were excluded. After propensity score matching, 3,474 cases (50% with resident involvement)
were included in the study. Both groups were similar in age (p=0.58), sex (p=0.92), BMI (p=0.91),
diabetes mellitus (p=0.52), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (p=0.33), smoking history (p=0.59),
and ASA classification (p=0.37). The overall rate of 30-day complications was similar in the attending
only (0.92%) group compared to the resident (0.75%) group (P=0.58). There was no significant
difference in postoperative surgical complications including superficial wound infection (p=1.00), deep
wound infection (p=1.00), neurological deficit (p=1.00), or blood transfusion (p=1.00). Furthermore,
there was no significant difference in postoperative medical complications including pulmonary
embolism (p=0.22), deep vein thrombosis (p=0.25), urinary tract infection (p=1.00), pneumonia (p=1.00)
or sepsis (p=1.00). Shoulder arthroscopy cases with resident involvement had significantly longer
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operative time (75.9 minutes vs 75.1 minutes, p=0.03) when compared to cases performed without a
resident.
CONCLUSIONS | Resident involvement in shoulder arthroscopy procedures is not a significant risk for
medical or surgical 30-day postoperative complications. Resident participation in shoulder arthroscopy
cases did increase operative time, however, this finding is likely clinically insignificant. This information
is valuable for resident education and patient reassurance.
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Anterior Shoulder Instability: Outcome of Initial Nonoperative Treatment in 739
Patients with a Mean Follow-Up of 15 Years
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Nicholas C. Duethman, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher D. Bernard / Rochester, MN
Devin Leland / Rochester, MN
Lucas Keyt / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Diane L. Dahm, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Rate of recurrence of anterior shoulder instability varies widely throughout the
literature. There remains a paucity of data describing the natural history of shoulders treated nonoperatively following an index anterior instability event.
PURPOSE | The purpose of our study was to: 1) Define the success rate of initial non-operative
treatment for anterior shoulder instability 2) Describe the long-term outcomes of non-operative
treatment, and 3) Describe factors that predict conversion to surgery after initial non-operative
management.
STUDY DESIGN | Cohort study; Level of evidence, 3
METHODS | The Rochester Epidemiology Project database was utilized to retrospectively identify
patients under the age of 40 treated for anterior shoulder instability between January 1, 1994 and July
31, 2016. Patient demographics, comorbidities, injury characteristics, instability history, activity level, xrays, advanced imaging, treatment course, and outcomes were evaluated. Patients treated nonoperatively for the first 6 months following index instability event were analyzed to determine success
rate of continued non-operative treatment, long-term outcomes, and factors predicting conversion to
surgery.
RESULTS | 739 patients met criteria with average follow-up of 190 months (range 0.13 to 490 months).
Average age was 23.8, mean BMI was 25.6, 9.1% had a history of hyperlaxity, and 83.9% of instability
events were due to trauma. 29.7% of patients had a Hill-Sachs lesion on index x-ray, and 6.3% had a
bony Bankart. 198 shoulders went on to operative treatment (26.8%) with a mean time to surgery of
62.7 months following initial instability event. At final follow-up, 24.0% reported mild pain, 6.2% as
moderate, 0.2% as severe. 16.0% of patients had evidence of glenohumeral arthritis on final follow-up
x-rays compared to 1.6% on initial radiographs. Factors associated with conversion to surgery included
2 or more dislocations prior to first clinical evaluation (RR=1.75, p<0.01), labor intense occupation
(RR=1.49, p=0.03), Hill Sachs lesion on index x-ray (RR=1.31, p=0.03), and MRI findings including:
anteroinferior labral tear (RR=2.15, p<0.01), posteroinferior labral tear (RR=1.38, p=0.05), SLAP tear
(RR=1.29, p=0.05), Hill-Sachs lesion (RR=1.85, p<0.01), glenohumeral ligament tear (RR=1.1, p=0.01),
and glenohumeral cartilage injury (RR=1.26, p=0.04).
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CONCLUSIONS | The majority of patients are treated with continued non-operative treatment after
initial 6 month episode of non-operative treatment. A small proportion will report pain over the longterm and/or develop glenohumeral arthritis. Multiple factors upon initial evaluation are associated with
conversion to surgical treatment including number of prior instability events, occupation, and soft tissue
injury pattern on MRI.
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Does an Early Mobilization Rehabilitation Protocol Influence Pain Scores and Opioid
Consumption in Patients Undergoing Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repair?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Mauricio Drummond, MD / Weston, FL
John Merriam, BS / Boca Raton, FL
Conner Dalton, BS / Boca Raton, FL
Gregory Gilot, MD / Weston, FL
Vani J Sabesan, MD / Boca Raton, FL
*Laila H. Khoury, BS / Granada Hills, CA
INTRODUCTION | The United States is facing a crisis with opioid medication misuse and abuse and
efforts are being made to explore alternatives. Rotator cuff repairs (RCR) have increased in volume over
the past decade, but the procedure has a reported slow and painful recovery. Recent literature suggests
that early mobilization after a number of orthopaedic surgeries may provide more rapid return of
function and prevent stiffness, however no studies have looked at effect on pain and opioid
consumption specifically. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of early mobilization
rehabilitation program on pain scores, opioid consumption, and time to return to work following RCR.
METHODS | A prospective case-controlled study was performed on 65 patients who underwent RCR at a
single institution by two fellowship trained shoulder surgeons. Two groups included: immediate
mobilization (IM) group (n=29) and delayed mobilization (DM) group which started PT progression after
4-6 weeks (n=36). Pain scores (NRS and ASES), time to return to work, opioid dependency and
consumption were recorded using total morphine equivalents (TME) per day from state prescription
drug monitoring database preoperatively and postoperatively for all patients. Opioid dependence was
defined as more than 3 consecutive months of opioid prescriptions. Demographic data were collected.
Statistical analyses included Chi-square, Independent and paired t tests.
RESULTS | Preoperatively there were no significant differences seen between groups for age (p=0.26),
gender (p=0.33), BMI (p=0.06), opioid dependence (IM=7% vs DM=0%) (p=0.11) or opioid
consumption (IM=20.18 TME vs DM=10.22 TME) (p=0.34). The IM group had higher ASES scores for
pain (29.35 vs 17.05) (p<0.01) and lower NRS (4.1vs 6.6) (p<0.01) preoperatively. Postoperatively, there
was no significant difference in NRS (p=0.31), ASES for pain (p=0.15), or time to return to work (1.88 vs
2.21 weeks) (p=0.08). The opioid dependence rates (IM=13% and DM=19%) (p=0.37) and narcotic
consumption (IM=64.7 TME vs DM=85.3 TME) (p=0.14) were similar between the groups.
CONCLUSION | In the setting of the opioid crisis especially with painful procedures like RCR, it appears
that early mobilization is not effective in decreasing pain, opioid consumption, dependence, or time to
return to work. When surgeons are deciding on proper rehab progression for a patient, they can focus
on function and intraoperative assessments of the repair as early and delayed mobilization do not
significantly affect patient pain levels or opioid consumption.
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Acute Surgical Management of Proximal Humerus Fractures: ORIF vs.
Hemiarthroplasty vs. Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*B. Israel Yahuaca, MD / Tampa, FL
Peter Simon, PhD / Tampa, FL
Kaitlyn N. Christmas, BS, CCRC / Tampa, FL
Shaan Patel, MD / Tampa, FL
R. Allen Gorman, II, MD / Tampa, FL
Mark A. Mighell, MD / Tampa, FL
Mark A. Frankle, MD / Tampa, FL
BACKGROUND | Proximal humerus fracture (PHF) treatment varies by surgeon preference and patient
factors. This study compares patient and fracture characteristics, with outcomes between current
surgical treatment options.
METHODS | Between 1999-2018, 425 PHF underwent acute surgical management, ORIF (n=211), HA
(n=108), or RSA (n=106). Patient and fracture characteristics included age, ASA, and fracture
classification. Postoperative motion at 3-, 6, and minimum 12-months (avg 20±21 months),
radiographic outcomes, and postoperative falls were analyzed.
RESULTS | Average age for treatment groups was 65±13 years (range: 18-93). Fractures were classified
as 2- (11%), 3- (41%), or 4-part (48%). Age, ASA, and fracture classification were associated with
selected surgical management (p<0.0001, =0.001, <0.0001, respectively). Outcomes showed significant
improvement in forward flexion from 3 months to 6 months in all groups (p<0.0001). Only significant
difference in final motion was between ORIF and HA (p=0.002). Radiographic union was higher in ORIF
(89%), and similar between HA (79%), and RSA (77%, p=0.005). Rate of reoperation was RSA 6.6%, ORIF
17.5%, Hemi 15.7% (p=0.029). Postoperatively, 23% patients had at least one fall, of which 73% resulted
in fractures.
CONCLUSION | Older patients with high ASA were treated with arthroplasty, younger patients with
lower ASA were treated with ORIF. All groups showed improvements in motion. At minimum 1 year of
follow up, there was only difference between ORIF and HA. . ORIF and HA showed significantly more
reoperations compared to RSA. Recurrent falls and fractures are a tremendous public health concern,
patients should be counseled about reoperation, fall risk, and prevention.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level III, Retrospective Cohort
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The Accuracy of the Superomedial Approach for Glenohumeral Injections
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Matthew F. Dilisio, MD / Omaha, NE
INTRODUCTION | Intra-articular glenohumeral injections are an important diagnostic and therapeutic
modality for the treatment of a variety of pathologic conditions about the shoulder. However, the ability
to direct the needle accurately into the glenohumeral joint can be challenging. Image guided injections,
often with fluoroscopy or ultrasound, can improve the accuracy of the injections but can be time, cost,
and/or resource prohibitive in many situations. A superomedial approach to the glenohumeral joint is
another option for intra-articular access. This trajectory, sometimes referred to as the “Nevaiser’s portal”
approach, is useful to achieve access to the superior glenoid during shoulder arthroscopy. However,
there is limited published evidence investigating the accuracy of this approach for glenohumeral
injections. The purpose of this study is to investigate the accuracy of achieving intra-articular needle
placement of the superomedial approach for non-image guided glenohumeral injections using a
standard 1.5 inch needle. The hypothesis is that the superomedial approach is an accurate technique to
penetrate the glenohumeral joint.
METHODS | A superomedial injection through “Nevaiser’s portal” was performed during routine
shoulder arthroscopy after introduction of the arthroscope through a standard posterior viewing portal
prior to saline insufflation of the glenohumeral joint. A standard 22 gauge 1.5 inch needle was utilized
angled 20 degrees anterolaterally towards the central aspect of the humeral head. 30ml of saline was
then injected through the syringe. The primary outcome measure is direct intra-articular needle
visualization.
RESULTS | 43 patients with a mean age of 51 years were included in the study. Successful intra-articular
glenohumeral injection was directly visualized arthroscopically in 35 of the 43 patients included (81.4%).
The needle was visualized penetrating the superior capsule medial to the rotator cable in all patients
with an intact rotator cuff. The tip of the needle reached the humeral head in 11 patients (25.6%).
CONCLUSION | The superomedial approach can accurately penetrate the glenohumeral joint for
diagnostic and therapeutic intra-articular shoulder injections utilizing a standard 1.5 inch needle.
Utilizing a longer needle may improve the ability to penetrate the joint. This approach could be a useful
alternative to traditional anterior or posterior glenohumeral injections.
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Cost Analysis and Complication Profile of Primary Shoulder Arthroplasty at a HighVolume Institution
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Erick M. Marigi, MD / Rochester, MN
Justin C. Kennon MD / Rochester, MN
Chad Songy MD / Rochester, MN
Sue L. Visscher, PhD / Rochester, MN
Bijan J. Borah, PhD / Rochester, MN
Cathy D. Schleck / Rochester, MN
Robert H. Cofield MD / Rochester, MN
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo MD, PhD / Rochester, MN
John W. Sperling MD, MBA / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Paralleling the increased utilization of shoulder arthroplasty, bundled payment
reimbursement is becoming increasingly common. A central component of risk based reimbursement is
a clear understanding of costs for each of the components of care. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to perform a comprehensive and detailed analysis of complications, readmission rates, and cost of
primary shoulder arthroplasty at a high-volume institution.
METHODS | Between 2012 and 2016, 1794 consecutive patients underwent primary total shoulder
arthroplasty at a single institution: 636 total shoulder arthroplasties (TSA), 1081 reverse shoulder
arthroplasties (RSA), and 77 hemiarthroplasties (HA). Cost analysis was designed to include a period 60
days preoperatively, the index surgical hospitalization, and 90 days postoperatively, including costs for
any readmission or re-operation. Costs during the perioperative period included preoperative medical
evaluation, orthopedic consultation, standard shoulder radiographs, and computed tomography (CT).
The 90-day post-operative period typically entailed one clinic visit, an average of 4 physical therapy
sessions, and a single shoulder radiograph session. Ninety-day postoperative complications and
hospital readmissions were reviewed to determine the cumulative incidence.
RESULTS | The 90-day success rates free of complication, reoperation, and readmission were 97.66%,
99.37%, and 98.18% respectively. There was no significant difference in complication, reoperation, or
readmission rates with regard to gender or BMI (> or < 30). There were 9 shoulder and implant-related
causes for readmission including dislocation (n=4), periprosthetic joint infection (n=2), periprosthetic
fracture requiring reoperation (n=1), implant loosening (n=1), and hematoma (n=1). Non-shoulder
related complications accounted for the 22 other readmissions. Median standardized costs for our
cohort were as follows: preoperative evaluation $481, index surgical hospitalization $15,758 and
postoperative care $183. Preoperative and postoperative costs did not vary significantly based on the
type of arthroplasty performed. However, index surgical hospitalization median standardized costs were
affected by the procedure type: TSA $14,010, RSA $16,741, and HA $12,709.
CONCLUSION | In a healthcare system with standardized preoperative and postoperative protocols and
high-volume shoulder surgeons, primary shoulder arthroplasty yielded low 90-day reoperation and
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complication rates of 0.63% and 2.34%, respectively. Median standardized costs for primary total
shoulder arthroplasty inclusive of 60-day preoperative work-up and 90-day postoperative recovery were
$14,675 and $17,407 for TSA and RSA, respectively. This retrospective cost analysis and complication
profile may serve as a useful reference as surgeons consider engaging in bundled payment for shoulder
arthroplasty.
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Total Shoulder Arthroplasties in Physician-Owned Hospitals: Is it Time to Reconsider
the Restrictions of the Affordable Care Act (ACA)?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
*Mathangi Sridharan, BS / Columbus, OH
Julie Y. Bishop, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Andrew S. Neviaser, MD / Columbus, OH
Gregory L. Cvetanovich / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Due to concerns regarding higher cost, low quality of care and “cherry-picking” of
patients in physician owned hospitals, the Affordable Care Act (ACA) imposed restrictions that
prevented the formation of new physician-owned hospitals and limited expansion of current physicianowned facilities. With an increasing trend in the utilization of total shoulder arthroplasties (TSA) across
the United States, there is a need for re-evaluation and assessment of quality and cost of TSAs
performed at these physician-owned hospitals.
METHODS | The 2011-2014 Medicare 100% Standard Analytical Files (SAF100) was queried using
International Classification of Diseases 9th Edition (ICD-9) procedure code for patients undergoing a
reverse TSA/RTSA or anatomic TSA. The Medicare Hospital Compare database was used to identify
physician-owned hospitals. Multi-variate logistic and linear regression analyses were used to assess
significant differences in 90-day and 1-year rates of post-operative stiffness, dislocation, periprosthetic
fracture, revision arthroplasty, medical complications, all-cause readmissions, charges and costs
between the two groups.
RESULTS | A total of 1,626 (2.2%) patients received a TSA at a physician owned hospital (N=50; 1.9% of
all facilities) whereas 72,937 (97.8%) received surgery at non-physician owned hospital (N=2,645; 98.1%
of all facilities). After controlling for age, gender, region, hospital factors (socio-economic status area,
urban vs. rural location and volume), type (ATSA vs. RTSA), diagnosis (avascular necrosis, rheumatoid
arthritis, fracture, unspecified arthropathy and osteoarthritis) and ECI, no significant differences were
noted between physician owned vs. non-physician owned hospitals with regards to 90-day rates of
infections (p=0.645), dislocation (p=0.068), peri-prosthetic fractures (p=0.556), revision arthroplasty
(p=0.114), pulmonary embolism (p=0.155), deep venous thrombosis (p=0.208), acute myocardial
infarction (p=0.219), sepsis (p=0.288), urinary tract infections (p=0.186) and all-cause readmissions
(p=0.427). No significant differences were observed between physician-owned vs. non-physician owned
hospitals for 1-year rates of dislocations (p=0.475), peri-prosthetic fractures (p=0.697) and revision
arthroplasties (p=0.225). However, TSAs performed at physician-owned facilities did have higher odds
of experience post-operative stiffness at 90-day (OR 1.39; p<0.001) and 1-year follow-up points (OR
1.51; p<0.001).
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TSAs being performed at physician owned hospitals vs. non-physician owned hospitals also had
significantly lower risk-adjusted inpatient charges (-$9,842), inpatient costs (- $1,723), 90-day charges ($8,904) and 90-day costs (- $1,659).
CONCLUSION | Patients undergoing TSAs at physician-owned hospitals (vs. non-physician owned
hospitals), are not at a higher risk for experiencing adverse events, while having lower costs of care. The
findings call into the need for revaluation of the ACAs restriction on the expansion of these physicianowned hospitals.
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Association Between Rotator Cuff Fatty Infiltration and Posterior Glenoid Wear in
Glenohumeral Osteoarthritis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew J. Hartwell, MD / Chicago, IL
*Bejan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL
Ryan E. Harold, MD / Chicago, IL
Patrick T. Sweeney, MD / Chicago, IL

Amee L. Seitz / Chicago, IL
Guido M. Marra, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew D. Saltzman, MD / Chicago, IL

BACKGROUND | Recent studies have suggested a correlation between posterior-superior rotator cuff
fatty infiltration and posterior glenoid wear using CT scan data. However, other studies report a poor
correlation between Goutallier classification as measured on MRI versus CT scan, with MRI having
increased sensitivity for identifying fatty infiltration. Therefore, we sought to investigate the association
between Goutallier classification of rotator cuff fatty infiltration and glenoid morphology in the setting
of glenohumeral osteoarthritis, using both MRI and CT scans. In particular, we sought to evaluate the
relationship between Goutallier classification, and glenoid version and Walch classification of glenoid
wear.
METHODS | We identified patients that had both CT and MRI scans within 6 months of each other, in
preparation for total shoulder replacement. Three of the authors assigned Goutallier classification to all
four rotator cuff muscles using MRI, Walch classification to the glenoid and measured glenoid version
on CT scan. A Modified Goutallier classification was used, where grades 0 and 1 were combined into
one group, grade 2 remained as a second group, and grade 3 and 4 were combined into a third group.
Multivariate statistical analysis was used to determine correlations (r-values) and statistical significance;
inter-rater agreement kappa values were also determined between authors’ measurements.
RESULTS | 15 patients had both CT and MRI imaging available for review between the years 2015-2018.
Their average age was 60.1 years (range 52-68) and 5 (33%) were female. There was a moderate
correlation (r=0.65, p=0.008) between increasing supraspinatus fatty infiltration and increasing glenoid
version angle. The correlation was not significant between infraspinatus (r=0.32, p=0.23), teres minor
(r=0.33, p=0.22), and subscapularis (r=0.11, p=0.68) fatty infiltration and glenoid version angle.
Furthermore, when Walch classification was simplified into either type A or B, there was no significant
correlation of Goutallier classification to any of the four rotator cuff muscles (all p>0.05). Additionally,
there was no correlation between increasing body mass index (BMI) and rotator cuff fatty infiltration (all
p>0.05).
CONCLUSION | In our patient population, fatty infiltration of the supraspinatus on MRI correlated with
increasing glenoid version and posterior wear on CT. However, there was no correlation between
posterior rotator cuff fatty infiltration on MRI and posterior glenoid wear on CT, contrary to recently
published data. We additionally found no correlation between increasing BMI and rotator cuff fatty
infiltration.
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Correlation Between Goutallier Classification, Glenoid Version Angle, and Walch
Classification on MRI vs. CT Scan in Glenohumeral Osteoarthritis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Ryan E. Harold, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew J. Hartwell, MD / Chicago, IL
*Bejan A. Alvandi, MD / Chicago, IL
Patrick T. Sweeney, MD / Chicago, IL
Amee L. Seitz / Chicago, IL
Guido Marra, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew D. Saltzman, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Bony glenoid morphology and the quality of rotator cuff musculature play important
roles in the long-term outcomes of anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty. Glenoid morphology is most
commonly defined using the Walch classification and glenoid version angle, while rotator cuff muscle
quality is defined using the Goutallier classification. These classification systems are known to have
variable inter-rater reliabilities, but the correlation and inter-rater reliability between classifications as
assigned using MRI versus CT scan remains to be further elucidated.
METHODS | We identified 15 patients preparing for total shoulder replacement surgery that had both
CT and MRI scans completed within 6 months of each other. Three of the authors assigned Goutallier
classification to all four rotator cuff muscles, Walch classification to the glenoid and measured glenoid
version on CT and MRI. A Modified Goutallier classification was also used, where grades 0 and 1 were
combined into one group, grade 2 remained as a second group, and grades 3 and 4 were combined
into a third group. Multivariate statistical analysis was used to determine correlations (r-values) and
statistical significance; inter-rater agreement kappa values were also determined between authors’
measurements.
RESULTS | 15 patients had both CT and MRI imaging available for review between the years 2015-2018.
Their average age was 60.1 years (range 52-68) and 5 (33%) were female. There was a strong correlation
(r=0.71) between glenoid version as measured on CT scan versus MRI; Walch classification reached
significance in agreement between CT and MRI (p<0.001). Both Goutallier and Modified Goutallier were
weakly correlated (r<0.50) on CT and MRI . Lastly, inter-rater agreement between graders was fair on
MRI (r=0.14, 0.17, 0.42, and 0.13) and moderate on CT scan (r=0.39, 0.38, 0.54, and 0.33). Inter-rater
agreement improved on both MRI (0.17, 0.26, 0.62, 0.14) and CT scan (0.65, 0.93, 0.93, 0.43) when
switching to the Modified Goutallier classification.
CONCLUSION | Glenoid version angle measurement and Walch classification assignment are
significantly correlated using MRI and CT scan, thus either imaging modality can provide adequate
information related to bony glenoid morphology. Goutallier classification, using either the original
classification system or a more simplified grading system with three groups, is poorly correlated
between MRI and CT. Further, the-inter-rater agreement was only fair using both MRI and CT.
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Osteoporosis is Common and Undertreated Prior to Elective Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*James T. Bernatz, MD / Madison, WI
Andrew E. Brooks, MD / Madison, WI
Benjamin P. Nguyen, BS / Madison, WI
Edward D. Shin, BS / Madison, WI
Neil C. Binkley, MD / Madison, WI
Paul A. Anderson, MD, MS / Madison, WI
Brian F. Grogan, MD / Madison, WI
INTRODUCTION | Osteoporosis is common in patients with shoulder arthritis and rotator cuff tear
arthropathy. However, the prevalence of osteoporosis in patients undergoing elective shoulder
arthroplasty is inadequately studied. We hypothesize that preoperative osteoporosis is underrecognized and undertreated in this population. The purpose of this study is to report preoperative
osteoporosis screening rates, osteoporosis prevalence prior to surgery, and rates of pharmacologic
osteoporosis treatment in the shoulder arthroplasty population.
METHODS | This is a retrospective case series of all adults age 50 years or older who underwent elective
shoulder arthroplasty (anatomic total shoulder arthroplasty, reverse total shoulder arthroplasty, or
hemiarthroplasty) at a single tertiary care center over an eight year period (May 2011 – May 2019).
Charts were retrospectively reviewed to determine preoperative osteoporosis risk factors, prior dualenergy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) testing, and prior osteoporosis pharmacotherapy. Fracture risk was
estimated using the Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX) and the National Osteoporosis Foundation
(NOF) criteria for screening and treatment were applied to all patients.
RESULTS | Two hundred fifty-one patients met inclusion criteria. Of the 251 patients, 171 (68%) met
criteria for DXA testing. Of those 171 patients, 31 (18%) had DXA testing in the two years prior to
surgery and 52% had osteopenia or osteoporosis by T-score. Eighty patients (32%) met NOF criteria for
pharmacologic osteoporosis treatment and 17 of those 80 received a prescription for pharmacotherapy
within 6 months before or after surgery.
CONCLUSION | One in three elective shoulder arthroplasty patients meet criteria to receive
osteoporosis medications, but only 7% receive therapy pre- or post-operatively. This lack of
preoperative osteoporosis screening and treatment may contribute to component subsidence, aseptic
loosening, need for revision surgery, and periprosthetic fracture risk.
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Deltoid Volume Effects on Range of Motion and Outcomes Following Reverse Total
Shoulder Arthroplasty in Rotator Cuff Intact and Deficient Conditions
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

S. Gray McClatchy, MD / Memphis, TN
*Anthony J. Marois, MD / Memphis, TN
Griffin M. Heise, BS / Memphis, TN
William M. Mihalko, MD / Memphis, TN
Frederick M. Azar, MD / Memphis, TN

Richard A. Smith, Ph.D. / Memphis, TN
Dexter H. Witte III, MD / Memphis, TN
John G. Stanfill, MD / Memphis, TN
Thomas W. Throckmorton, MD / Memphis, TN
Tyler J. Brolin, MD / Memphis, TN

BACKGROUND | Deltoid muscle function is paramount to the success of reverse total shoulder
arthroplasty (RTSA). The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of deltoid volume on shoulder
range of motion and outcomes following RTSA in both rotator cuff intact and deficient conditions.
METHODS | Records of patients who underwent primary RTSA were retrospectively obtained and
reviewed. Inclusion criteria were at least 2-years of postoperative clinical follow-up, patient reported
outcome scores including ASES and SANE scores, preoperative CT and/or MRI, and were performed for
indications that did not disrupt proximal humeral anatomy. The rotator cuff integrity was evaluated by
two musculoskeletal-trained radiologists. Volumetric deltoid measurements were calculated from
preoperative CT or MRI scans using ImageJ digital image processing software. Satisfactory outcomes
were defined as FE of at least 135o, ER of at least 35o, ASES and SANE scores of at least 70.
RESULTS | Final analysis consisted of 107 patients who met inclusion criteria. Mean total deltoid muscle
volume was significantly higher in patients with satisfactory FE (57.8 cm³ ± 18.1 cm³) versus
unsatisfactory FE (48.6 cm³ ± 19.5 cm³) (p = 0.013). Similarly, deltoid muscle volume adjusted for BMI
was significantly higher in patients with satisfactory post-operative FE (1.9 cm³ ± 0.5 versus 1.6 cm³ ±
0.6) (p = 0.013). When separated into rotator cuff deficient and intact conditions, total deltoid volume
was significantly higher (p = 0.030) in patients who achieved satisfactory FE in the deficient group but
not the intact group (p = 0.533). Total deltoid volume positively correlated (Pearson correlation
coefficient 0.278, p = 0.014) with improved FE in rotator cuff deficient patients. When subdivided by
individual deltoid heads, anterior and middle heads had no effect on ROM or outcome scores. The
mean posterior deltoid volume was significantly higher in the ASES satisfactory group in patients with
rotator cuff deficient conditions but not rotator cuff intact conditions (p = 0.005 versus 0.166).
CONCLUSION | Preoperative deltoid volume directly correlated with achieving satisfactory forward
elevation after RTSA in rotator cuff deficient conditions. Deltoid volume had a more direct effect on FE
and outcomes in rotator cuff deficient conditions. Preoperative deltoid volume may be one factor in
determining the ability to achieve satisfactory outcomes postoperatively in the rotator cuff deficient
patient.
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Does Acromion Anatomy Affect Acromion Stress Fracture after Reverse Shoulder
Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Vani J Sabesan, MD / Boca Raton, FL
Yang Yang, PhD / Detroit, MI
Diego J Lima, MD / Weston, FL
Ravi T Rudraraju / Weston, FL
Matthew Stankard, BS / Boca Raton, FL
William Liou, PhD / Detroit, MI
*Alessia C. Lavin / Miami, FL
INTRODUCTION | Acromial fractures after reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) have been reported to
leave patients with inferior clinical outcomes and greater risk of revision surgery. Because RSA alters
normal anatomic relationships, the resulting forces of the deltoid alter physiologic stress patterns in the
acromion. Other reasons for reaching this critical stress could be altered stresses patterns in an
osteoporotic patient, wear to the acromion before surgery, or patient specific anatomic factors. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of acromion size on the stress levels and increased risk
of fracture at the acromion after RSA.
METHODS | A lateralized RSA design was used for all four different acromial sizes (ranging from -5.0
mm to +5.0 mm) and compared to standard normal shoulder model (acromial size 0). An FEA model
was then constructed for each case with the information obtained from the kinematic analysis. The
quasi-static analysis was carried out to determine the highest minimum principal stress for each case
and this was used to predict fatigue life percentage of the acromion under the compressive cyclic
loading.
RESULTS | For smaller acromion sizes of – 5 mm and -2.5 mm, the HMPS was found to be 1.87 and 1.24
times higher than the standard, respectively. The HMPS for the +2.5 mm acromial size was 0.95 times
compared to the standard and 1.04 times higher for the +5 mm acromial size. According to our model,
the highest FLP was seen when the acromion size was +2.5 mm (case 4 - 178%) when compared to the
normal and the lowest FLP was seen when it was -5 mm (-0.06%).
CONCLUSION | Our results suggest there is a bell shaped curve for acromion size associated with
fatigue life and fracture risk, with the optimal size being +2.5mm larger than average sized male
acromion. In addition, there is a critical association between acromial sizes that may lead to increased
fracture risk. Surgeons must be aware of acromion size as a critical factor in deltoid tensioning and risk
of acromial fracture when selecting optimal implant designs and sizes for RSA.
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Risk Factors for Postoperative Blood Transfusion after Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kyle J. Kopechek, BS / Columbus, OH
Joshua S. Everhart, MD, M.P.H. / Columbus, OH
Travis L. Frantz, MD / Columbus, OH
Richard Samade, MD, P.h.D. / Columbus, OH
Julie Y. Bishop, MD / Columbus, OH
Andrew S. Neviaser, MD / Columbus, OH
Gregory L. Cvetanovich, MD / Columbus, OH
BACKGROUND | Transfusion after shoulder arthroplasty can increase hospital stay and post-operative
complications. The purpose of the current study is to identify risk factors for transfusion after shoulder
arthroplasty for various indications.
METHODS | A total of 274 shoulder arthroplasties from a 3-year period were analyzed. Risk factors for
perioperative blood transfusion were assessed including patient demographics, surgical indication,
history of prior surgeries, and preoperative laboratory values.
RESULTS | A total of 25 patients (9%) received blood transfusions. Twenty two percent of infection cases
required transfusion, 18% for fracture, 0% for osteoarthritis (cuff intact), 4% for osteoarthritis (cuff
deficient), 3.5% for revisions, non-infected. The mean pre-operative hemoglobin was 13.3 g/dl (SD 1.6)
without fracture or infection, 12.4 SD 1.8 with fracture >4 weeks old, 11.6 SD 2.3 with fracture <4 weeks,
and 12.2 SD 2.2 with chronic periprosthetic infection (p<0.001) with no differences between other
surgical indications. Independent risk factors for transfusion included lower pre-operative hemoglobin
(p<0.001), surgery for periprosthetic infection (p=0.02) and surgery for fracture (p=0.02) with no
difference for fracture greater than 4 weeks old or less than 4 weeks (p=0.53). Pre-operative
hemoglobin, surgery for periprosthetic infection, and surgery for fracture (acute or chronic) together
had good discriminatory capability at predicting need for blood transfusion (area under receiveroperator curve: 0.81). Age, sex, primary versus revision status, history of prior procedures, and
procedure performed (anatomic n=52, reverse n=151, or humeral head replacement n=36) were not
predictive of need for blood transfusion.
CONCLUSION | Decreased pre-operative hemoglobin and arthroplasty for fracture or infection are risk
factors for post-shoulder arthroplasty blood transfusion.
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Novel Tricep Tenotomy Approach to Distal Humerus: Clinical Outcomes and
Anatomic Characterization
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Aaron R. Owen, MD / Rochester, MN
David V. Ivanov / Rochester, MN
Jonathan P. Barlow, MD / Rochester, MN

Michael E. Torchia, MD / Rochester, MN
Brandon J. Yuan, MD / Rochester, MN

PURPOSE | Operative fixation of complex distal humerus fractures remains a technical challenge. The
olecranon osteotomy (OO) is considered the gold standard of distal humerus fracture fixation; however,
complications with osteotomy site nonunion and painful hardware have led to the development of
alternative exposure techniques. Herein, we describe the clinical outcomes and anatomic features of a
novel triceps tenotomy (TT) approach to the distal humerus.
METHODS | A retrospective review of AO/OTA Type C fractures treated at our institution between 20042017 yielded 13 cases utilizing a TT approach. The TT cohort was matched 2:1 by age and fracture
classification with a cohort of patients managed by OO. Outcomes including initial reduction quality,
nonunion, hardware failure, tourniquet time, and development of post-traumatic arthrosis were
documented.
Cadaveric exposures utilizing these approaches were performed using a pair of fresh frozen upper
extremities from a single donor. After TT and OO approaches were performed, exposed distal humerus
articular cartilage was marked with ink. After disarticulation of the elbow, measurements of the articular
surfaces were obtained.
RESULTS | Average follow-up time was approximately 14 months for TT and 18 months for OO.
Fractures repaired with OO were associated with a lower incidence of articular step-off greater than 1
mm after initial radiographic assessment, 4.0% versus 31.0%, (p=0.035). No difference was observed in
progression to post-traumatic arthrosis, non-union or fixation failure (p=1.000). TT patients required
fewer reoperations compared to OO patients, 15% versus 46% (p=0.083). Additionally, TT patients had a
mean tourniquet time of 91 minutes versus 114 minutes for OO patients, (p=0.069).
Anatomically, the OO approach exposed 105.7cm3 of articular surface – 82.10% of the total articular
surface of the left arm. The TT approach exposed 52.6 cm3 of articular surface – 35.95% of the total
articular surface of the right arm. OO exposed 2.01 times more articular surface, and 2.3 times more
relative articular surface compared to TT.
CONCLUSION | In our cohort the greater exposure afforded by the OO approach resulted in
radiographically superior outcomes. Despite this, patients did not differ significantly in progression to
fracture union, post-traumatic arthrosis or hardware failure. Although not statistically significant, our
OO cohort experienced an increased incidence of post-operative complications and need for
reoperation compared to the TT group. Notably, the majority of re-operations were performed for
symptomatic or infected olecranon hardware. In conclusion, TT offers a novel, viable alternative to distal
humerus exposure for fracture fixation with comparable clinical outcomes to OO.
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Primary ORIF vs. Staged Fixation of Gustilo II Open Ankle Fractures: A Retrospective
Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Brandi R. Hartley, MD / Louisville, KY
Jon B. Carlson, MD / Louisville, KY
Lauren M. Nelson, MD / Louisville, KY
*Jordan L. Pamplin, BS / Louisville, KY
Grant O. Schmidt, B.A. / Louisville, KY
PURPOSE | Management of Gustilo II open ankle fractures typically consists of either primary open
reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) or external fixation followed by ORIF at a later date (staged).
However, controversy exists regarding the appropriate treatment of these fractures, and there is a lack
of recent literature discerning the differences in outcomes between these two approaches. The purpose
of this study is to evaluate the complication rates associated with primary ORIF versus staged treatment
of Gustilo II open ankle fractures.
METHODS | A retrospective review was performed on 54 patients with Gustilo II open ankle fractures
treated from April 2016 to May 2019. Data was collected from a database of ankle procedures
performed by seven orthopedic traumatologists. Fracture types included bimalleolar, trimalleolar,
medial malleolar, and distal fibular fractures, and were subclassified by Weber criteria. Primary ORIF was
defined as ORIF upon first surgical encounter, while “staged” fixation was defined as external fixation
upon first surgical encounter, with subsequent ORIF at a later date. Primary outcome measures included
rates of infection, fixation failure, nonunion, and DVT/PE. Groups were controlled for pre-existing
diabetes mellitus (DM), smoking status, and peripheral vascular disease (PVD). Statistical analyses were
conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 25.
RESULTS | A total of 54 patients who underwent ORIF following Gustilo II open ankle fractures were
identified (N = 33 “primary ORIF”, 21 “staged”). No significant differences were identified between the
two groups for rates of infection (X2 (1) = 2.048, p = 0.152), fixation failure (X2 (1) = 0.351, p = 0.554),
or nonunion (X2 (1) = 0.037, p = 0.847). There were no instances of DVT or PE. Analysis showed no
difference between groups in smoking status, DM, or PVD.
CONCLUSION | Primary ORIF of Gustilo II open ankle fractures does not appear to be associated with
increased complication rates, including rates of postoperative infection, compared to staged fixation.
However, additional studies are warranted to further elucidate this relationship as well as to determine
the additional benefits of primary ORIF.
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Does Delayed Closure of Both Bone Forearm Fractures Increase Infection Rates?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kelly M. Bridgham, BS / Baltimore, MD
Nathan O'Hara, MHA / Baltimore, MD
Robert O'Toole, MD / Baltimore, MD
Raymond Pensy, MD / Baltimore, MD
BACKGROUND | Adult both bone forearm fractures are common. Primary closure is sometimes not
possible due to edema, thus delayed wound closure is then required. We aimed to identify risk factors
for delayed closure and to compare differences in complication rates between primary and delayed
closure in both bone forearm fracture patients. We hypothesize that risk factors can be identified and
that complications will be higher in the secondary closure group.
METHODS | We retrospectively identified adult patients who underwent ORIF for both bone forearm
fractures at a single center from January 2007-April 2019. Primary closure was attempted unless the skin
was too tight as indicated by excessive skin blanching or Doppler Allen’s test abnormality upon
attempted closure. Demographic and injury descriptors were compared for the primary and delayed
closure groups. The primary outcome measure was deep surgical site infection. Penalized regression
was used to determine risk factors for delayed closure. Time to event analysis was used to estimate and
compare infection and wound complications rates requiring unplanned re-operation, censoring nonevent patients at last follow up. Hazard ratios are reported with primary closure as the reference value.
RESULTS | 340 patients met eligibility criteria. The mean age was 41 years (SD: 17), 67% were male, and
43% were open fractures. Primary closure was possible in 79% of the sample and in 68% of the open
fractures. Open fractures were identified as the primary risk factor for delayed wound closure (OR 4.0,
95% CI 2.2-7.1; p<0.01). Only eight patients (2%) developed a deep surgical site infection. When
censored for follow up, the 1-year infection rate among delayed closure patients was 14% (95% CI: 1.324.9) compared to 2% (95% CI: 0.0-4.5) in the primary closure group (adjusted hazard ratio: 2.1, 95% CI:
0.9 – 18.3, p=0.07). Five patients in the primary closure patients developed postoperative wound
dehiscence (1.1%, 95%: 0.0 – 2.4%). Zero secondary wound closure patients had wound complications
(p=0.62).
CONCLUSION | A large percentage (21%) of both bone fractures at our center required delayed closure.
An open fracture was the only identifiable risk factor for delayed closure in this high energy cohort.
Wound problems were rare in both groups, but the risk of a deep infection in the delayed wound
closure showed a trend towards increased infection (14% vs 2%, p=0.07) likely due to selection bias of
more severe open injuries requiring delayed closure.
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Locked Plating of Geriatric Olecranon Fractures and Early Mobilization Leads to Low
Fixation Failure in Patients Over the Age of 75
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Kelsey Wise, MD / St. Paul, MN
Sarah C. Peck, BS / St. Paul, MN
Lauren Casnovsky, MD / St. Paul, MN
Chad Myeroff, MD / St. Paul, MN
PURPOSE | The purpose of this study was to report the rate of major complications, including fixation
failure or deep infection requiring return to the operating room (OR), in patients with geriatric
olecranon fractures managed operatively with a locking plate and early mobilization.
METHODS | A retrospective review of isolated geriatric olecranon fractures presenting from 2006-2019
was performed at a single level I trauma center. Inclusion criteria was ≥75 years of age, operative
management with a locking plate, and clinic follow-up until evidence of radiographic union or a major
complication (return to the OR for loss of fixation or deep infection). Exclusion criteria included nonoperative management, insufficient follow-up, and absence of locking plate. Variables examined
included demographic information, Charleston Comorbidity Index (CCI), living independence, gait
assistance, mechanism of injury, time to surgery, length of post-operative immobilization, time until
radiographic union, range of motion (ROM) at final follow-up, Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) score at final
follow-up, major and minor complications, and return to OR. The primary outcome measure was
presence of a major complication.
RESULTS | A total of 36 patients (26 females, 10 males) ≥75 years of age (mean 83.8 years) with
olecranon fractures met inclusion criteria. Average follow-up was 23 weeks (range 5-207 weeks). Mean
age-adjusted CCI was 5.6. Most patients lived independently (77.8%; 28/36) and walked with no
assistive devices (72.2%; 26/36). The most common mechanism of injury was ground level fall (88.9%;
32/36). Mean time from injury to surgery was 4.81 days (range 1-21 days). Mean length of
immobilization was 13 days (range 0-29 days). Thirty-two patients achieved radiographic evidence of
union (88.8%, 32/36), of those without major complications 100% united. There were 4 (11.1%; 4/36)
major complications, including one deep infection (2.8%) and three failures of fixation (8.3%). Mean
time to union was 8.9 weeks (range 5.3-24.1 weeks). There were 8 minor complications in 6/36 (16.7%)
patients, including symptomatic hardware leading to elective removal (8.3%; 3/36), malreduction
(<5mm), (5.6%; 2/36), loss of fixation (<5mm) with no return to operating room (5.6%; 2/36), and
heterotopic ossification (2.8%; 1/36). At final follow-up, the average VAS score was 2.6 and the average
elbow ROM was: 13-128° flexion/extension, 87/82° pronation/supination.
CONCLUSION/DISCUSSION | Management of geriatric olecranon fractures is controversial. We present
the largest series of geriatric olecranon fractures treated with locked plates. This study supports use of
operative anatomic fixation with pre-contoured locked plates and early mobilization with an acceptable
failure rate.
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Cut Cortical Screw Purchase in Diaphyseal Bone: A Biomechanical Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Alexander C. Wendling, MD / Wichita, KS
Benjamin J. Cooper, MD / Wichita, KS
Joel D. White, MS / Wichita, KS
Chad M. Corrigan, MD / Wichita, KS
Bradley R. Dart, MD / Wichita, KS
INTRODUCTION | Cortical screws used during osteosynthesis can be too long and protrude from the far
cortex of bone. Some surgeons remove the screw, cut it to the appropriate length, and reinsert it
instead of getting a new screw of appropriate length. The rationale behind this is based on cost-savings
as any screw inserted into a patient cannot be reused. By using a new screw, surgeons “burn” the long
screw increasing the operations cost to the health care system. The goal of our study is to determine if
cutting a screw and reinserting decreases the screw purchase in bone. Our hypothesis is that cutting a
screw alters the distal thread in such a way that reinserting a screw removes additional bone and will
decrease screw purchase.
METHODS | Synthetic bone models 30 mm in diameter were used to approximate femoral diaphyseal
bone and had a 7mm outer “cortical” density of 1650kg/m3 and an inner “medullary” density of 270
kg/m3. Screw purchase was determined by measuring the maximal insertional torque (MIT) before
stripping. MIT was measured on the following 3.5mm cortical screws: long screw inserted into predilled
bone analog (control), a cut screw inserted after long screw was removed, and a screw of appropriate
length after long screw was removed. Five stainless steel screws were inserted for each group.
Insertional torque was measured continuously on a torque measuring load frame up to 550 Newtoncentimeters (N*cm). If the screw MIT was >300 N*cm, the screw was considered as not stripping under
clinical conditions.
RESULTS | The MIT of long screws was 546±6 N*cm with a 95% confidence interval of 539-553 N*cm.
Reinserted screws of appropriate length had an MIT of 465±61 N*cm and a 95% confidence interval of
458-472 N*cm. Resinserted cut screws had an MIT of 457±108 N*cm with a 95% confidence interval of
451-464 N*cm. None of the screws stripped at the screw-bone interface in this study. All screws that
failed below the machine limit stripped or broke at the screw head- screw driver interface. All groups
had 95% confidence intervals above the MIT of clinical relevance of 300 N*cm (p<0.05).
CONCLUSIONS | Cutting and resinserting a stainless steel cut screw in normal cortical bone will not
affect its purchase to a level of clinical significance. Further studies aimed at examining cut screw MIT in
osteoporotic bone models may be clinically useful.
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Length of Stay Following Geriatric Hip Fracture Surgery; Do Physical Therapy
Availability and Day of Surgery Matter?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Paul S. Whiting, MD / Madison, WI
James T. Bernatz, MD / Madison, WI
*Andrew E. Brooks, MD / Madison, WI
Ryan M. Graf, MD / Madison, WI
Alexander B. Siy, BS / Madison, WI
Christopher J. Doro, MD / Madison, WI
David C. Goodspeed, MD / Madison, WI
Gerald J. Lang, MD / Madison, WI
PURPOSE | Management of geriatric hip fractures requires a multidisciplinary approach, and multiple
factors impact hospital length-of-stay (LOS) after hip fracture surgery. Day of surgery and availability of
rehabilitation personnel have been shown to be independent predictors of LOS following total joint
arthroplasty. The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of day of surgery and postoperative physical therapy sessions on LOS following hip fracture surgery.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective analysis of all surgically treated geriatric hip fractures (age 60
and above) at a level 1 trauma center over a 2-year period. The primary outcome variable was hospital
LOS. Patient demographics, ASA scores, and medical comorbidities were recorded, as were surgical
characteristics including procedure performed and day of the week of surgery. Hospital unit, admitting
and discharging service, and number of PT sessions received in the first three post-operative days
(PODs) were also recorded. All variables associated, univariably, with LOS were identified by KruskalWallis tests. A multivariable negative binomial regression analysis was then performed adjusting for
patient age and medical comorbidities.
RESULTS | Three hundred fifteen patients met inclusion criteria with an average age of 79.8 (Std dev
9.87) years; 71% of patients were female. On multivariable analysis, LOS was significantly associated
with day of surgery, ASA score, day of surgery, discharging service, discharge disposition, and number
of PT sessions within 3 days. After adjusting for other variables in the model, patients who had surgery
Thurs/Fri/Sat (weekend surgery) stayed in the hospital 15% longer than those who had surgery on
another day (p=0.02). Patients not seen by PT on the first three PODs stayed 2.37 times longer than
patients seen all three days (p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | Day of surgery and availability of PT during the first 3 post-operative days significantly
impact length of stay following geriatric hip fracture surgery.
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Polymeric Brushite Cement (P-DCPD): A New Injectable Drug-Eluting Bone Void Filler
for the Repair of Load-Bearing Bone Defects
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Weiping Ren, MD, PhD / Detroit, MI
Tong Shi, MS. / Detroit, MI
David C. Markel, MD / Southfield, MI
*Brendan Comer, MD / Southfield, MI
INTRODUCTION | Developing injectable ceramic drug-eluting bone void filler for the repair of loadbearing bone defects is challenging. We developed a polymeric dicalcium phosphate cement (P-DCPD).
We have demonstrated that P-DCPD is superior to existing calcium phosphate cements (CPCs)
including, but not limited to, mechanical strong, excellent anti-washout, controllable setting,
injectability and sustained drug release. The aim of this study was to provide a summary of the in vitro
release of different drugs from P-DCPD cement and the molecular interaction between embedded
drugs and P-DCPD matrix.
METHOD | P-DCPD was prepared by reacting of calcium polyphosphate (CPP) gel with tetracalcium
phosphate. Drugs (erythromycin, tobramycin, peptide, protein and strontium, Sr2+) were added to PDCPD cement by simply mixing with CPP gel before setting. The drug release was measured by UV-VIS,
ELISA or by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES, for Sr2+). Bactericidal
activity of released antibiotics was evaluated by a modified bacterial inhibition assay. Raman was used
to define the molecular interaction between embedded drugs and P-DCPD matrix.
RESULTS | A sustained release of drugs from P-DCPD was observed. Antibiotics released remained their
bactericidal activity. Sr2+ was continuously released over 140 days (~ 5 months) from P-DCPD cements.
A zero-order release of Sr2+ is mainly due to the ionic interaction between Sr2+ and the ionic
polyphosphate backbone of CPP gel, which was validated by Raman analysis. Sr2+-doped P-DCPD
cements significantly enhanced new bone formation in a rat femur defect model.
DISCUSSION | Load-bearing bone defects cause significant disability in patients and remain a major
clinical and socioeconomic problem. The synergy between P-DCPD and pharmacology has opened a
wide field of possibilities, especially for the load-bearing bone defect healing and the treatment of bone
infections. There is an urgent clinical need to develop new injectable and self-setting bone cements that
can be used to rebuild contaminated bone defects and avoid drawbacks of CPC/PMMA cements. Data
generated from this study is very promising. We believe that P-DCPD cement represents unique
injectable and functional bone void filler cement with a plethora of applications by including growth
factors, antibiotics and other biomolecules.
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Far Cortical Locking Constructs Generate Increased Callus Area in Distal Femur
Fractures Compared to Standard Locking Plates
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Brandon G. Wilkinson, MD / Iowa City, IA
Yanin Plumarom, MD / Ratchathewi, BangkokThailand
Nathan R. Hendrickson MD / Iowa City, IA
Natalie A. Glass, Ph.D / Iowa City, IA
Michael C.Willey, MD / Iowa City, IA
J. Lawrence Marsh, MD / Iowa City, IA
Matthew D. Karam, MD / Iowa City, IA
PURPOSE | Distal femur fractures are commonly treated with locking plate fixation. These fractures are
often comminuted and depend on some degree of interfragmentary motion to stimulate osseous
union. Far cortical locking (FCL) screw constructs are designed to permit increased, controlled
interfragmentary motion—which has been shown in animal models to increase callus formation to a
greater extent than standard locking plate (LP) constructs. However, data on FCL constructs in humans
is limited. The purpose of this study is to quantify callus area (mm2) from radiographs of distal femur
fractures treated with FCL as compared to traditional locking plate constructs.
METHODS | A retrospective medical records review was conducted to identify patients ≥age 16 with
distal femur fractures (no AO/OTA Type B or non-union). Average range of follow up was 12 months (355 months). Medial callus area from AP radiographs was quantified from 6-, 12- and 24-week postop
radiographs (OrthoRead). Callus areas were compared between groups using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum
test due to non-normal distributions. Following callus area results presented as median (min-max).
RESULTS | A total of 96 (65.3% women, mean age 66.2±18.0 years) out of 143 patients met eligibility
criteria and were included in analyses. There were no significant differences between FCL (n=52) and LP
(n=44) in terms of demographic data or rates of complications (18%), fixation failures (10%), union
(90%) or revision (10%) ( all p>0.05). Callus areas did not significantly differ between FCL vs LP at 6
(195.2 mm2 (0.0-2007.1) vs 200.7 mm2(0.0-1137.0), p=0.737) or 12 (372.1 mm2 (0.0-2241.9) vs 298.1
mm2 (0.0-1959.9), p=0.351) weeks postop. However, between group differences were statistically
significant at 24 weeks postop (FCL:455.7 mm2 (30.4-2388.2) vs LP:287.8 mm2 (0.0-1514.7), p=0.023)
(fig. 1). Similar results were found when analyses were limited to titanium materials.
CONCLUSIONS | In this study larger medial callus was formed as duration from surgery increased in the
FCL as compared to the LP group (p=0.02) at 24 weeks. This is in accordance with previous animal
models and indicates a potential advantage of FCL over standard LP constructs. Future prospective
studies are needed to further compare FCL and LP constructs in distal femur fractures.
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Patient and Surgical Factors Influence Postoperative Opioid Prescription in Single
Admission, Single Surgery Orthopedic Trauma Patients
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
John P. Mickley / Columbus, OH
*Austin J. Roebke / Columbus, OH
Josh Everhart, MD MPH / Columbus, OH
Kanu S. Goyal, MD / Columbus, OH
Thuan V. Ly, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this retrospective cohort was to determine the patient and surgical
factors associated with increased postoperative opioid prescription after single admission, single
surgery orthopaedic trauma patients.
METHODS | 131 total patients, categorized by anatomical location (hip/pelvis n=50, lower extremity
n=74, upper extremity n=7), operated on by one senior orthopaedic traumatologist were included in
the study. Opioid usage converted to morphine milligram equivalent (MME) was recorded during the
inpatient stay and 42 days postoperatively. A series of multivariate linear regression models and logistic
regression models were created to determine independent predictors (p<0.05) and risk factors (p<0.05).
RESULTS | A history of opioid use (11.6 MMEs more) and longer length of surgery (0.31 MME per
additional minute of surgery) were found to be significant factors for greater opioid use the day prior to
discharge. While increasing patient age (0.58 MME less per 1.0 year increase in age), inpatient
gabapentin or pregabalin use (9 MMEs less) and inpatient muscle relaxant (13.5 MMEs less) were all
found to be significant factors for decreased opioid use the day prior to discharge.
Inpatient opioid use the day prior to discharge was the best predictor of increased outpatient
prescription. For each additional 1.0 MME required in the day prior to discharge, patients required 6.2
greater MMEs in the 42 day postoperative period. Unemployed patients required on average 56.2
additional oxycodone 5 mg pills (i.e., 281 greater MMEs) and patients with a history of opioid use
required on average 55.9 additional oxycodone 5 mg pills (i.e., 279.6 greater MMEs) during the 42 day
outpatient period. A history of opioid usage was an independent predictor of trips to the ED or another
provider for pain control and use opioids beyond 42 days. Male sex was an independent predictor of
opioid use beyond 42 days as well.
CONCLUSION | Opioid prescription following single admission, single surgery orthopaedic trauma cases
is strongly predicted by surgical and patient factors. Length of surgery, not the actual procedure or
anatomic site, was a better predictor of inpatient requirements. The best predictors of postoperative
opioid prescription are the amount of opioids prescribed the day prior to discharge, a history of opioid
use, and unemployment. Interestingly, regional or neuraxial anesthesia and anatomical site of surgery
had no effect on postoperative opioid prescription amounts, opioid refill requests, or pain related calls
or office visits.
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Innovative Methods to Achieve Opioid Free Arthroscopic Rotator Cuff Repair
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Kiran Chatha, MD / Miami, FL
Sandra Koen, ATC / Aventura, FL
Gregory Gilot, MD / Weston, FL
Wilfredo Borroto, BS / Ponce, Puerto Rico
John Merriam, BS / Weston, FL
Vani J Sabesan, MD / Weston, FL
*Laila H. Khoury, B.S. / Granada Hills, CA
BACKGROUND | Creation of pain as the 5th vital sign has led to skyrocketing opioid prescriptions and a
crisis with addiction and abuse among Americans. In the realm of shoulder surgery, literature has
established that arthroscopic RCR is one of the most painful procedures and is often associated with
higher opioid consumption. The purpose of this study was to evaluate effectiveness of preoperative
patient education and multimodal pain management to achieve an opioid free postoperative recovery
after arthroscopic rotator cuff repair (RCR).
METHODS | Forty patients who underwent RCR were divided in two groups. The Opioid Free group
(OFG) patients received preoperative education on expectations of pain, non- opioid pain protocol, and
alternate therapies to minimize pain. All patients received an interscalene block and local infiltration of
liposomal bupivacaine. Patients were compared on pain levels and opioid consumption at 48 hours, and
2 weeks as well as PROs at baseline and 3 months postoperatively. Student’s t-tests were used to
compare opioid usage, pain levels and outcome scores.
RESULTS | Of the 40 patients in the cohort, 20 patients were in the OFG and matched with 20 patients in
the (CG) control. There were no significant differences in demographics. In the OFG, 15% of patients
reported use of rescue opioids in the first 48 hours following surgery, and no patients reported opioid
use at 2 weeks compared to 100% on opioids at 48 hours and 90% at 2 weeks in the CG. Patients in
both groups showed significant improvements in outcome scores (p≤0.05). At last follow-up, there were
no significant differences in PROs (ASES pain, ASES function, PENN function, Constant, Satisfaction).
CONCLUSIONS | RCR has been reported as one of the most painful surgeries requiring significant
amounts of opioids for extended periods of time. Application of patient education tools and innovative
multimodal pain management protocols successfully eliminates the need for opioid use while
maintaining excellent patient satisfaction and outcomes. Further research in application of these
methods to a broader RCR patient population is needed.
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Opioid Prescribing Patterns in Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty: What Surgeons Need
to Know
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Vani J Sabesan, MD / Boca Raton, FL
Jordan Grauer, B.S. / Boca Raton, FL
Matthew Stankard, B.S. / Boca Raton, FL
Nikolas Echeverry, B.S. / Boca Raton, FL

Arjun Meiyappan, MD / Weston, FL
Kiran Chatha, MD / Miami, FL
*Alessia C. Lavin / Miami, FL

INTRODUCTION | Orthopedic surgeons are the third highest prescribers of opioid medications and the
declaration of the recent opioid crisis has placed more scrutiny on physicians and their prescribing
habits. Many patients undergoing reverse shoulder arthroplasty suffer from chronic pain requiring
opioids even before and after surgery. Preoperative opioid use can result in increased postoperative
opioid use and dependence. The purpose of this study was to understand opioid usage and prescribing
patterns for patients undergoing shoulder arthroplasty.
METHODS | A retrospective review of opioid prescriptions in 523 patients who underwent a reverse
shoulder arthroplasty from 2014-2016 was performed. Demographics including age, gender, race,
ethnicity, BMI, ASA class and smoking status were collected for all patients. Opioid prescriptions within
90 days before and after surgery were collected using the state mandated opioid dispensation
database. Prescriber specialty was recorded as orthopedic surgeon or other. Opioid dependence was
defined as 3 months of continuous opioid prescriptions surrounding surgery. Descriptive statistics were
performed and a Chi square test was performed for all categorical variables and frequency of opioid
prescriptions between prescriber specialties.
RESULTS | Average age was 71 years old, with 275 females and 192 males. Average BMI was 30.38 and
average ASA class was 2.85. Preoperatively dependence rate was 33%. 46% of patients had a
preoperative opioid prescription, 24.7% written by orthopedists compared to 60% by internal medicine
specialties. Preoperatively, 14.2% of patients received opioid prescriptions from both orthopedists and
other specialists and 20% of patients received >2 overlapping prescriptions with an average of 33.88
TMEs. Postoperatively, 92% of patients filled at least one opioid prescription with an average of 2.37
opioid prescriptions filled by each patient. Postoperatively, 60.3% of prescriptions were written by
orthopedists while 26.5% were made by all other specialties and 13.2% were prescribed by both
orthopedists and other specialty physicians. 36.4% of patients received >3 opioid prescriptions. Three
months postoperatively, 34% of patients were dependent. Postoperatively, 62% of preoperatively
dependent patients remained dependent and 80% received multiple opioid prescriptions from their
orthopedic surgeon.
CONCLUSIONS | Orthopaedic surgeons must be aware of their prescribing patterns and contribution to
dependence in the shoulder patient population. With 1/3rd of patients being opioid dependent and
receiving more than three prescriptions from their orthopaedic surgeon we need to lead the charge for
better physician prescribing practices and patient education on the risks.
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Can We Eliminate Opioids after Common Orthopedic Sports Procedures? A Novel
Multimodal Pain Protocol
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Toufic R. Jildeh, MD / Detroit, MI
Vasilios Moutzouros, MD / Detroit, MI
Lafi S. Khalil, MD / Detroit, MI
Kaylin Schwartz, PA / Detroit, MI
Laith Hasan, BS / New Orleans, LA
Kelechi R. Okoroha, MD / Detroit, MI
BACKGROUND | The opioid epidemic has increased concerns about the safety of opioids and the
appropriate management of pain with opioid medications. We sought to determine if postsurgical pain
following common orthopedic sports procedures could be managed effectively with a nonnarcotic
multimodal analgesic protocol.
STUDY DESIGN | Level IV
METHODS | We performed a prospective study evaluating a novel multimodal non-opioid pain protocol
in all patients undergoing common orthopedic sports procedures by a single sports surgeon from May
2018 to December 2018. The non-opioid pain protocol consisted of preoperative analgesics,
intraoperative local infiltration analgesia, and a postoperative pain regimen. Patient pain levels were
reported at 1 week postoperatively using the visual analogue scale and rescue opioids (oxycodone 5
mg) used were recorded.
RESULTS | A total of 141 patients were included. The average age of patients included was 37.8 ± 18.9
years, the average BMI was 29.3 ± 7.1 kg/m2, and 66.0% of the patients were male. One week following
surgery patients reported a mean visual analogue scale level of 3.1 ± 2.3 and required on average 2.6 ±
3.6 breakthrough oxycodone pills, correlating to 8.6 ± 12.0 morphine equivalents. Forty-five percent of
patients did not require any breakthrough narcotics and reported satisfaction with pain management.
Patients who required opioids were more likely to have a history of anxiety/depression (44.2% vs. 23.8%,
P = .012) and reported higher pain scores as compared to non-users (3.94 ± 2.5 vs. 2.41 ± 1.75, P =
.016). All patients were satisfied with their pain management postoperatively.
CONCLUSION | Our study found that a novel multimodal non-opioid pain protocol was effective in
managing postoperative pain following common orthopedic sports procedures. Patients were found to
have low levels of pain, require minimal rescue opioids and had no severe complications while using the
protocol. Requirement of opioids postoperatively was found to be associated with pain level, procedure
type and psychiatric diagnosis. These results suggest a non-opioid alternative to pain management
following common orthopedic sports procedures.
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Opioid Requirement Following Arthroscopic Knee Surgery: Are There Predictive
Factors Associated with Long-Term Use?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Georgina Glogovac, MD / Cincinnati, OH
Mark Kennedy, BS / Cincinnati, OH
*Michael D. Parman, MD / Cincinnati, OH
Robert Matar, MD / Cincinnati, OH
Katherine A. Bowers, Ph.D., M.P.H. / Cincinnati, OH
Angelo J. Colosimo, MD / Cincinnati, OH
Brian M. Grawe, MD / Cincinnati, OH
PURPOSE | To identify patterns of postoperative narcotic use and determine the impact of psychosocial
and perioperative factors on postoperative opioid consumption following arthroscopic knee surgery.
METHODS | Fifty consecutive patients undergoing arthroscopic knee surgery were prospectively
enrolled. Patients were contacted via telephone at 1 week postoperatively to report their pain level and
opioid consumption. The patient was contacted again at 2 weeks, 4 weeks, and 90 days as necessary
until opioid cessation, at which time the patient’s plan for unused pills was inquired. Opioid
consumption was compared using t-tests and one-way analysis of variance for demographic and
surgical factors. Linear regression was used to determine whether the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS),
Resilience Scale (RS-11), International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC) questionnaire, or patientreported pain at 1 week predicted higher opioid consumption.
RESULTS | The average morphine equivalent dose of opioid consumption was 142 mg. Sixty-four
percent consumed less than 100 mg, and 68% discontinued opioid use by one week postoperatively.
Seventy-four percent reported surplus pills, and 49% of those patients plans for pill disposal. Factors
associated with higher consumption included undergoing a major procedure, having a regional
anesthesia block, and higher Area Deprivation Index score (p<0.05). Higher Pain Catastrophizing Scale
scores and reported average pain level at 1 week were predictive of higher opioid consumption
(p<0.05).
CONCLUSION | A majority of patients undergoing outpatient knee surgery did not require the entirety
of their narcotic prescription. The majority of patients consumed less than 100 mg of morphine
equivalents and discontinued opioid use by one week postoperatively. Ligament reconstruction, living
in an area with a higher index of deprivation, and higher score on the Pain Catastrophizing Scale were
associated with greater opioid consumption. Overall, patient knowledge regarding opioid disposal was
poor, and patients would likely benefit from additional education prior to surgery.
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Mid-Term Results of Tantalum Acetabular Cup for Total Hip Arthroplasty after Pelvic
Radiation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew P. Abdel, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
Arlen D. Hanssen, MD / Rochester, MN
David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
*Cory G. Couch, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | High failure rates have been reported with conventional total hip arthroplasty (THAs)
in patients who have had prior pelvic radiation. Although small studies have shown promising results at
mid-term with the use of tantalum acetabular components, it is unclear what longer-term implant
survivorship and clinical outcomes are in a much larger series.
METHODS | We retrospectively reviewed 119 patients with prior pelvic radiation who had 134 primary
THAs using a tantalum acetabular component from 2001 to 2016. The mean number of acetabular
screws was 4, and 30 patients had a supplemental cage. The mean pelvic radiation dose was 5200 cGy,
and mean time from radiation to THA was 7 years. Implant survivorship via Kaplan-Meier curves,
radiographic results, and clinical outcomes via Harris hip scores (HHS) were assessed. Of note, 31
patients died prior to 2 years of follow-up. Mean follow-up was 6 years.
RESULTS | The 10-year survivorships free of revision for aseptic loosening, free of any revision or
implant removal, and free of any reoperation were 92%, 90%, and 89%, respectively. At most recent
follow-up, 2 tantalum acetabular components were revised for aseptic loosening. These patients had
pathologic pelvic discontinuities as their indication for the index THA. There were only 3 infections. On
radiographic analysis, five acetabular components had progressive radiolucent lines (two in zone 1, two
in zone 2, and one in zone 3). The mean HHS improved from 39 preoperatively to 79 at 2 years, and 83
at 10 years postoperatively (p <0.001 for all analyses).
CONCLUSION | Tantalum acetabular components with supplemental screws, and cages when needed,
provided excellent mid-term implant fixation in patients with prior pelvic radiation. At 10 years, only 2
acetabular components were revised for aseptic loosening, resulting in a survivorship of 92%. Moreover,
there was a significant and maintained improvement in clinical function.
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Can We Identify Meaningful Thresholds for the Facility Volume-Outcome
Relationship in Treatment of Primary Malignant Bone Tumors?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
John Alexander, MD / Columbus, OH

Safdar N Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Thomas J. Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH

BACKGROUND | Current evidence regarding the impact of increasing hospital/facility volume on
treatment patterns and survival rates for primary malignant bone tumors remains limited.
METHODS | The 2004-2015 National Cancer Database (NCDB) was queried using International
Classification of Disease for Oncology (ICD-O-3) topographical codes to identify patients undergoing
treatment (surgery, chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy) for primary malignant bone tumors of
extremities (C40.0-C40.3, C40.8, C40.9) or pelvis (C41.4). Histological codes were used to group the
tumors into the following categories: osteosarcomas, Ewing sarcomas, chondrosarcomas, chordomas
and other/unspecified. Facility volume was calculated based on the average number of cases/year for
the entire study period. A preliminary stratified cox-regression model was used to identify evidencebased thresholds/cut-offs for high-volume and low-volume facilities, while adjusting for differences in
patient, tumor and treatment characteristics. Based on our cut-off, we identified high-volume facilities
as those treating at least 20 cases/year. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used to compare overall 5year survival rates between high and low volume facilities. Multi-variate cox regression analyses were
used to report the independent impact of undergoing treatment at a high-volume facility on overall risk
of mortality.
RESULTS | A total of 14,039 patients were included – out of which 2,115 (15.1%) underwent treatment in
a high-volume facility. Patients undergoing treatment at a high-volume facility were more likely to be
white, have tumors involving the pelvis, have larger tumor sizes, and have higher tumor grade at
presentation. Five-year overall survival rates were significantly greater for high-volume facilities as
compared to low-volume facilities (65.0 vs. 61.3%; p=0.003). After controlling for differences in patient
demographics, tumor characteristics (including histologic type, grade, stage, size and location) and
treatment factors in a multi-variate cox regression model, patients treated at high-volume facilities had
lower overall risk of mortality (HR 0.85 [95% CI 0.77-0.93]; p<0.001) as compared to low-volume
facilities. Patients treated at high-volume facilities were also were more likely to undergo resections with
limb-salvage surgery (OR 1.14 [95% CI 1.14-1.59]; p=0.001) as compared to amputations. Patients
undergoing surgical treatment at high-volume facilities also had lower odds of having positive resection
margins (OR 0.56 [95% CI 0.44-0.72]; p<0.001) as compared to low-volume facilities.
CONCLUSION | Patients undergoing treatment for primary malignant bone tumors at high-volume
facilities experience better 5-year survival as compared to those receiving treatment at low-volume
facilities. Health-policy makers can utilize the evidence-based volume thresholds identified in our study
to facilitate discussions regarding the need to centralize orthopaedic cancer care.
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Effect of Tranexamic Acid Dosing on the Percent of Total Blood Lost During
Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis Surgery
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Katherine M. Krenek, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Christopher S. Vara, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Kristen E. Jones, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Natalie Scholz, M.P.H. / Minneapolis, MN
Allison Wolf, M.P.H. / Minneapolis, MN
David W. Polly, Jr., MD / Minneapolis, MN
BACKGROUND | Posterior spinal fusion (PSF) for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is associated (AIS) with
significant intraoperative blood loss. Tranexamic acid (TXA) is an antifibrinolytic agent that is known to
reduce the percent of total blood volume lost during posterior spinal fusion, however the optimal
dosing regimen has not been defined.
METHODS | Forty-seven AIS patients underwent PSF in 2011-2018; 18 received no-TXA, 18 received low
dose TXA (30 mg/kg loading 10 mg/kg/hr infusion), and 11 received (10 mg/kg loading, 1 mg/kg/hr
infusion). We retrieved relevant demographic, hematologic, intraoperative, and outcomes information
from medical records. The primary outcome was percent total blood volume lost (%TBVL) per level
fused, calculated from estimates of intraoperative blood loss, estimated total blood volume per patient
(via Nadler’s equations), and number of levels fused. Unadjusted outcomes were compared using
standard statistical tests.
RESULTS | The %TBVL per level fused was significantly lower in the high dose TXA vs. no-TXA group (1%
vs. 1.8%; p=0.03) and in the low dose TXA vs. no-TXA group (1.% vs. 1.8%; p=0.03). There was no
significant difference in %TBVL per level fused between the high dose TXA and low dose TXA groups
(1.1 vs. 1.0; p=1.0). The study power to detect a difference in %TBVL per level fused was 30%.
CONCLUSION | Both high and low dose TXA significantly reduced the percentage of total blood volume
lost per level fused when comparted to no-TXA in AIS patients who underwent PSF using a
standardized blood loss measure. No significant difference in percentage of total blood volume lost per
level fused was found when comparing high dose TXA to low dose TXA, however the study did not have
adequate power to detect a difference between the groups.
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Gartland Type II Supracondylar Humerus Fractures: Outcomes of Closed Reduction in
the Emergency Department
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Samuel F. Thompson MD / Oklahoma City, OK
*Garrett Waller, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Scott H. Conant, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
David Y. Chong, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Thomas Hart MS3 / Oklahoma City, OK
John Parker, MS3 / Oklahoma City, OK
PURPOSE | The optimal treatment of Gartland type II supracondylar humerus fractures remains
controversial. There has been a recent trend towards closed reduction and percutaneous pinning over
closed management with casting. We report the results of a series of patients with type II fractures who
underwent closed reduction and immobilization using conscious sedation in the emergency
department. Our goal was to determine the rate of successful reductions and to identify predictors of
failure of non-operative management.
METHODS | This was a retrospective cohort study of pediatric patients who underwent closed reduction
of type II supracondylar humerus fractures with the use of conscious sedation in the emergency
department. The primary outcome measure was the need for operative intervention following
reduction. Pre- and post-reduction radiographs were reviewed to determine degree of fracture
extension, anterior humeral line index, Bauman’s angle, and splint flexion angle.
RESULTS | A total of 54 patients (54 elbows) were included in this study. The mean overall age was 5.2
+/- 2.5 years. Median follow-up was 40 days. Following closed reduction in the emergency department,
38 (70%) patients were successfully managed non-operatively with casting and 16 (30%) patients
required operative intervention. The degree of fracture extension on the injury radiograph was 13.2 +/8.4 degrees in the non-operative group compared with 19.8 +/- 7.5 degrees in the operative group (p =
0.008). The post-reduction degree of fracture extension was 3.0 +/- 3.4 degrees in the non-operative
group and 10.0 +/- 7.2 degrees in the operative group (p <0.0001). The mean anterior humeral line
index on the injury radiograph was 0.34 in the non-operative group and 0.13 in the operative group (p
= 0.104). The mean anterior humeral line index on the post-reduction radiograph was 1.2 in the nonoperative group and 0.38 in the operative group (p = 0.0002). Patient age, pre- and post-reduction
Bauman’s angle, and the post-reduction splint flexion angle did not differ significantly between groups.
CONCLUSIONS | Closed reduction in the emergency department is a viable treatment option for
Gartland type II supracondylar humerus fractures. Increasing fracture extension and decreasing anterior
humeral line index can help predict failure of non-operative management following closed reduction.
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Do We Need Orthopedic Follow-Up for Pediatric Clavicle Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Micah J. Neiboer, MD / Rochester, MN
Richard J. McLaughlin MD / Rochester, MN
Todd A. Milbrandt, MD / Rochester, MN
A. Noelle Larson, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Clavicle fractures are one of the most common pediatric orthopedic injuries. The
optimum number and frequency of follow-up visits and radiographs has not been fully explored. We
sought to determine outcomes and practice variability for pediatric clavicle fractures.
METHODS | A retrospective review was performed from 7/2004 to 1/2014 at a level 1 pediatric trauma
center identifying all acute clavicle fractures in patients less than 18 years old. Patient demographics,
injury severity, and initial treatment were documented as were outcomes including refracture, mean
number of follow up visits, and mean number of total x-rays.
RESULTS | 368 unique clavicle fractures were identified in 359 patients. There were two cohorts. One
was seen only in the emergency department (n=101) and discharged from care. The second cohort
(n=265) had a mean of 5.4 (+/- 3.7) x-rays, and 2.5 (+/- 1.5) follow-up visits. Of the 894 x-rays taken for
routine follow-up, only 6 (0.007%) resulted in a change of treatment plan in 3 patients, 2 of which
required ORIF.
Additionally, there was no difference between those who had refractured (n=24) and those who did not
(n=344) with respect to mean time off sports and activities (p=0.24). Comminution, patient age, and
injury mechanisms were not associated with a singular ED visit. Those who underwent operative
management (n=22) had a mean of 12.3 (+/- 3.9) x-rays (p<0.001), exclusive of fluoroscopy, and 5.2
(+/-1.2) follow-up visits. Injury severity, gender, and age were associated with operative intervention.
Refracture occurred in 4 (18%) operatively treated patients, necessitating revision ORIF in 1 patient.
Reoperation occurred in 4 (18%) patients, two for revision ORIF and two for hardware removal. Patients
who refractured (n=24) had no association with prolonged follow-up, prolonged return to sports, or
operative intervention after index injury. Three patients (12.5%) refractured during the initial healing
phase, but the remainder of refractures occurred at a median of 2.3 years.
CONCLUSIONS | Once follow-up had been recommended, there was wide variability in the number of
visits, number of radiographs, and time to return to sports. Treatment guidelines may help standardize
these practices. The decision for surgery was based on initial presenting radiographs. Further follow-up
for routine visits and repeat x-rays rarely affected treatment decisions. One possibility would be
radiographs at presentation and return to noncollision sports at 2 months and collision sports at 3
months.
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Assessment of 30-Day Adverse Events in Single-Event, Multi-Level Upper Extremity
Surgery in Adult Patients with Upper Motor Neuron Syndrome
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Raahil S. Patel, BS / Tampa, FL
Peter C. Rhee, DO / Rochester, MN
PURPOSE | Upper motor neuron (UMN) syndrome consists of muscle spasticity, weakness, and
dyssynergy due to a brain or spinal cord injury. The purpose of this study is to describe the
perioperative adverse events for adult patients undergoing single event, multilevel upper extremity
reconstruction due to UMN syndrome.
METHODS | A retrospective case series was performed for 12 consecutive adult patients who underwent
SEMLS to correct upper extremity dysfunction or deformity secondary to UMN syndrome. The
evaluation consisted of primary outcome measures from the American College of Surgeons National
Surgical Quality Improvement Program and a modified Clavien-Dindo Postoperative Complication
System to identify and classify adverse events that occurred within 30 days after surgery, respectively.
RESULTS | All twelve patients were functionally dependent with 50% (n=6) male and (n=6) female at a
mean age of 43.6 years (range: 21-73) with a mean of 5.92 (range: 0-16) comorbid diagnoses at the
time of surgery. There were no intraoperative complications, hospital readmissions, or deaths among
the twelve patients. Five patients experienced five minor post-operative complications that consisted of
cast or orthosis related skin breakdown (n=3) remote from the incision, incidental surgical site
hematoma (n=1) that required no surveillance or intervention, and contact dermatitis attributed to the
surgical dressing that resolved with topical corticosteroids.
CONCLUSIONS | There is minimal risk for developing perioperative and 30-day post-operative adverse
events for adults undergoing SEMLS to correct upper extremity deformities secondary to UMN
syndrome.
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Effect of Trapeziectomy on Carpal Stability
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Aaron W. Paul, MD / Tulsa, OK
Christian M. Athens, DO / Rochester, MN
Marco Rizzo, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter C. Rhee, DO, MSs. / Rochester, MN
*Raahil S. Patel, BS / Tampa, FL
INTRODUCTION | The scaphoid-trapezoid-trapezium (STT) articulation stabilizes the scaphoid and links
the proximal and distal carpal rows. The purpose of the study was to determine if trapezium excision, in
the treatment of trapeziometacarpal (TM) arthritis, affects carpal stability.
METHODS | A retrospective chart and radiographic review was performed on all wrists that underwent
trapeziectomy with suspensionplasty or ligament reconstruction, tendon interposition for TM arthritis
between 2004 and 2016. Radiographic outcome measures included the modified carpal height ratio
(MCHR), radioscaphoid (RS), radiolunate (RL), and scapholunate (SL) angles. Degenerative change at the
TM and STT joints were classified according to the Eaton-Littler and Knirk and Jupiter classification
system. Radiographic parameters were compared between pre-operative and final follow-up time
points.
RESULTS | A total of 122 wrists were included in the study with a mean follow-up of 3.5 years (range:
1.0-13.0). The mean RL (range: -2.2 ± 11.8 to -10.7 ± 16.5) and RS angles (range: 52.6 ± 13.8 to 44.4 ±
17.8) decreased significantly (<0.001) without significant change in SL angle (p=0.735) indicating
progressive lunate and scaphoid extension after trapeziectomy. The mean MCHR decreased significantly
(range: 1.6 ± 0.1 to 1.5 ± 0.1, p=0.037) following trapeziectomy, indicating progressive carpal collapse.
Progressive scaphoid-trapezoid arthrosis was observed following trapeziectomy (<0.001). No other
investigated pre-operative radiographic factors were associated with significant differences in pre- to
post-operative values for the radiographic outcome measures.
CONCLUSIONS | Trapeziectomy can lead to a loss of carpal height, coordinated extension of both the
lunate and scaphoid, and progressive scaphotrapezoid arthrosis.
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Safety of Regional vs. General Anesthesia in Revision Ulnar Nerve Decompression
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Lauren E. Dittman, MD / Rochester, MN
Courtney Carlson Strother, MD / Rochester, MN
Steven L. Moran, MD / Rochester, MN
Marco Rizzo, MD / Rochester, MN
Scott P. Steinmann, MD / Rochester, MN

Alexander Y. Shin, MD / Rochester, MN
Brian T. Carlsen, MD / Rochester, MN
David G. Dennison, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter C. Rhee, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | The double crush hypothesis theorizes that nerves damaged along an axon are more
susceptible to subsequent insults. As such, many surgeons and anesthetists hesitate utilizing regional
nerve blocks when patients’ operations necessitate nerve manipulation, particularly in revision surgeries.
The purpose of this study was to compare the 30 day post-operative complications of revision ulnar
nerve decompression with or without anterior transposition under general versus regional anesthesia.
METHODS | All surgical procedures performed for recurrent or persistent cubital tunnel syndrome after
initial surgical management between 2012-2020 at a single institution were examined. Patient charts
were retrospectively reviewed for baseline patient characteristics as well as operative details. The
primary outcome measure was any complication reported within the first 30 days postoperatively.
Secondary outcomes included pre- and postoperative McGowan scores. Variables between groups were
analyzed using either a chi-square test or a t-test assuming equal variances.
RESULTS | Of the 42 patients who met both inclusion and exclusion criteria, 11 received regional
anesthesia and 31 received general anesthesia. Surgical procedures included 10 in situ decompressions
(2 regional and 8 general), 6 subcutaneous transpositions (1 regional and 5 general), and 36
submuscular transpositions (8 regional and 18 general). Six patients (54.5%) in the regional anesthesia
group, and twelve patients (38.7%) in the general anesthesia group had a recorded complication in the
first 30 days postoperatively (p=0.36). The highest complication in either category was increased pain.
Despite a significantly higher preoperative McGowan score in the general versus regional anesthesia
cohort (2.00 and 1.40, respectively, p=0.04), there was not a significant difference in the change in
McGowan scores between groups (p=0.73). Patients who received general anesthesia were 3.5 times
more likely to be admitted to the hospital for at least one night compared to the regional anesthesia
group, though this was not statistically significant.
CONCLUSION | There is no difference in the 30 day post-operative complication rate after revision ulnar
nerve decompression for failed initial surgical management of cubital tunnel syndrome performed
under regional versus general anesthesia. Similarly, the magnitude of change in McGowan score was
similar regardless of the type of anesthesia utilized. Therefore, regional anesthesia should be considered
a safe method of anesthesia for patients undergoing revision ulnar nerve surgery for failed cubital
tunnel syndrome.
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Does Radiotherapy Impact Oncological and Functional Outcome in the Treatment of
Soft-Tissue Sarcomas of the Hand?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas F. Munaretto, MD / Rochester, MN
Anthony L. Logli, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Karim Bakri, MD / Rochester, MN
Steven L. Moran, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
*Lauren E. Dittman, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Previous reports have shown the use of radiotherapy for soft tissue sarcomas (STS) of
the hand to be associated with poor function. The aim of this study was to compare functional outcome
in patients with and without radiotherapy.
METHODS | We retrospectively reviewed the records of 46 hand STS. Mean age at diagnosis was 38±19
years with a mean follow-up of 10±5 years. The MSTS93 and the Quick DASH were used to assess
function. 18/46 (39%) patients received radiotherapy as a part of their treatment protocol.
RESULTS | The 10-year local recurrence (LR) free survival was 84%, with no difference in LR between
patients with and without radiotherapy (p=0.78). Surgical complication occurred more commonly in
patients with radiotherapy (33% vs. 18%, p=0.29).
Following surgical resection, the mean Quick DASH was 7±8 and MSTS93 score was 92±8%,
respectively. When comparing patients with and without radiotherapy, there was no difference between
the mean Quick DASH (5±5 vs 8±9, p=0.43) or MSTS93 (93±9% vs. 91±8%).
CONCLUSION | In contrast to previous reports, the use of radiotherapy was not associated with a worse
functional outcome in patients with STS of the hand. Therefore, these patients should expect excellent
hand function with a similar rate of complications.
Summary: Perioperative radiotherapy for soft tissue sarcomas of the hand is not associated with worse
functional outcomes.
CATEGORY | Musculoskeletal Oncology
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Natural History of Poland Syndrome: Functional and Psychosocial Outcomes in
Adulthood
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Sarah M. Schippers, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Hailee Reist, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, M.B.B.S., M.P.H. / Iowa City, iA
Joseph A. Buckwalter V, MD, Ph.D. / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Poland Syndrome (PS) is a congenital condition characterized by pectoral muscle
agenesis and ipsilateral limb hypoplasia or hand deformity. Theories on the etiology of this condition
are well published, but there is little data on how these patients function in adulthood. Our study
attempts to quantify clinical strength deficits and determine how this correlates with self-reported
outcomes of physical and psychosocial health in adulthood.
METHODS | Participants were recruited via diagnosis code search of our institution’s records and social
media exposure to the study. Patients returned to clinic for strength testing of their shoulder, elbow and
hand on both the affected and unaffected extremity using a hand-held dynamometer. Participants also
completed the Disabilities of the Hand and Shoulder (DASH), the Short Form Health Survey (SF-36), and
the Upper Extremity (UE) and Satisfaction with Social Roles sections of the Patient-Reported Outcome
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) as well as other assessments of psychosocial outcomes.
Aggregate scores were compared to the general population.
RESULTS | Twenty-eight patients were enrolled. Sixteen returned to clinic for strength testing and all 28
completed surveys. Average patient age was 42 years (range 18-65) with average length of follow up
being 25 years (range 1-52). Dynamometer testing demonstrated decreased shoulder strength with
internal rotation and abduction/adduction and decreased hand grip and key/tip-pinch strength
compared to the unaffected extremity. No compensatory strength increases were identified in the
affected extremity. The average DASH score of 11.6 was comparable to the normal population average
of 10.1. The PROMIS UE score of 46.2 was significantly lower than the population average of 50 however
the Social Roles score of 57.3 indicated less disability than normal. Patients reported significantly less
disability on the SF-36 Physical Functioning and Role Limitations sections. Seventy-nine percent
reported higher than average satisfaction with life, 82% had normal self-esteem, 21% met screening
criteria for depression and 4% for anxiety. The Derriford Appearance Scale revealed 68% identified PS as
their most self-conscious feature, but only 36% made subsequent significant life adjustments.
CONCLUSIONS | Our cohort of adult patients with PS self-reported more favorable functional,
psychological and emotional outcomes than might be expected based on the significant shoulder and
hand strength deficits found during clinical testing. Despite these deficits, patients appear to make
adaptations that allow them to lead fulfilling lives with psychosocial functioning similar to their peers.
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Minimally Invasive Fusion of the Sacroiliac Joint with Compression and Aggressive
Joint Preparation: Mid-term Patient Outcomes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jeremy C. Thompson, MD / Rochester, MN
Marko N. Tomov, MD / Rochester, MN
William W. Cross, III, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | The sacroiliac joint is a common source, if underrecognized, of low back pain. We
sought to evaluate a prospective group of patients that underwent sacroiliac joint fusion (SIJF) surgery
utilizing various patient reported outcome (PRO) measures.
METHODS | This study was a review of prospectively collected data with a continuous set of patients
presenting to a well-established SIJ clinic from September 2017 to August 2019. A novel SIJF device was
utilized that emphasized aggressive joint decortication, sacroiliac joint (SIJ) compression, and a
fenestrated design to allow for fusion ingrowth through the implant’s fusion zone. Outcome measures
were assessed and included the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), Numerical Rating Scale (NRS), Single
Assessment Numerical Evaluation (SANE) Score, and Patient Reported Outcome Measurement
Information System (PROMIS) scores. Outcomes were assessed at 8 weeks, 6 months, and 12 months,
post-operatively.
RESULTS | The study included 76 patients who underwent SIJF surgery. Mean follow-up for our cohort
was 14.2 months (8.2-23.3 months). At 8 weeks, 6 months, and 12 months post-operatively, ODI
improvements were 10.5 points (p = 0.012), 17.4 points (p < 0.0001), and 23.6 points (p = < 0.0001).
NRS improvements at the same time points were 4.6 points (p = < 0.0001), 4.4 points (p = < 0.0001),
and 4.6 points (p = < 0.0001). The SANE scores were 80.1%, 85.8%, and 91.6% at the same time points,
indicating high levels of patient satisfaction with the SIJF surgery. PROMIS physical function (PF) scores
improved by 2.65, 3.30, and 3.63, while the PROMIS mental health (MH) scores showed changes of 1.93, 1.57, and -0.47 at the respective post-operative time intervals. Minimal clinically important
differences (MCID) was reached with both ODI and NRS measurement.
CONCLUSIONS | Carefully selected patients with SIJ dysfunction show extremely high patient
satisfaction in regard to their SIJF surgery. ODI scores, while showing significant improvements, do not
appear to accurately reflect the high degrees of patient satisfaction as shown in the SANE scores and
the pain improvements in the NRS. It is clear from this study and a growing body of evidence that SIJF
surgery benefits patients with accurately diagnosed SIJ dysfunction. Furthermore, the utilization of a
novel SIJF device highlighting principles of fusion surgery provides early and durable improvements in
PROs.
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Retrospective Study of Donor-Site Morbidity Following Posterior Iliac Crest BoneGraft Harvest in Lumbar Spinal Fusion Operations
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Evan P. Larson, MD / Omaha, NE
Emmett J. Gannon, MD / Omaha, NE
Jake S. Long, BS / Omaha, NE
Tyler D. Evans, BS / Omaha, NE
Elizabeth R. Lyden, MS / Omaha, NE
Chris A. Cornett, MD / Omaha, NE
BACKGROUND | Historically, major complication rates reported in patients undergoing iliac crest bone
graft harvest during spinal fusion operations have been as high as 26%. More recently, several reports
have noted major complication rates of 3% to 10%, and minor complication rates of up to 40% of
patients undergoing these procedures. This retrospective study was conducted to determine the
prevalence of pain, complication rates, and pre- and postoperative SF-36 and VAS scores in patients
undergoing one and two-level posterior lumbar spinal fusion operations.
PURPOSE | To investigate whether complication rates, pain, and overall health and quality of life were
significantly affected following harvest of autogenous iliac crest bone graft by a single surgeon from the
posterior iliac crest for use in posterior-approach one and two-level lumbar spinal fusion operations.
METHODS | Two groups, a study group composed of 50 patients who underwent one and two level
posterior lumbar interbody fusion operations that involved posterior iliac crest harvest, and a control
group composed of 50 patients who underwent similar surgeries for the same indications and did not
undergo iliac crest harvest, were retrospectively enrolled. Demographic, surgical, and outcome data
were collected. Descriptive statistics were summarized between the groups. Categorical variables were
assessed using Fisher’s exact test and continuous measurements were assessed using Mann-Whitney
test. SAS statistical software was used for analysis.
RESULTS | No statistically significant differences were found between groups with respect to
demographic data including BMI, presence of bleeding disorder, home anticoagulation, diabetes,
smoking, or surgery type. No statistically significant differences were found between groups with
respect to complications including infection, sensory changes, pain, and drainage. Preoperative SF-36,
SF-36 at 6 months, 1 year, and 2 years postoperatively, and VAS preoperatively and at 6 months, 1 year,
and 2 years postoperatively were found to be statistically equivalent between the groups.
CONCLUSIONS | In our study group, autogenous iliac crest graft harvest during one and two-level
posterior lumbar interbody fusion operations was not found to be associated with increased rates of
infection, sensory changes, pain, or drainage when compared to patients undergoing similar surgeries
without crest harvest. Pre- and postoperative SF-36 and VAS scores were found to be equivalent
between groups. Based on the results of the current study, when performed using the senior author’s
technique, posterior iliac crest graft harvest should be considered as a safe means by which to obtain
biologically robust bone graft during these operations.
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Stability of the Sacral Table Angle in Pediatric Patients with Spinal Pathology
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
David G Wallington, MS / Kalamazoo, MI
Patrick D Albright, BS / Kalamazoo, MI
Alexandria I Chrumka, BS / Kalamazoo, MI
Rebecca D Funk, BS / Kalamazoo, MI

Dale E Rowe, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
Joseph K Weistroffer, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
*Karen M Bovid, MD / Kalamazoo, MI

INTRODUCTION | Pelvic incidence, lumbar lordosis, and pelvisacral angle are common radiographic
measures used to evaluate sagittal alignment of the spine and pelvis to assist in clinical decision
making. However, the natural history of the sacral table angle (STA) is not well characterized, and there
remains uncertainty regarding STA progression over time. Previous studies have established that the
STA is stable over time in adult patients, however this question has not been answered for younger
patients who have not reached skeletal maturity. In this study, we aim to determine sacral table angle
stability over time in a younger patient population.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective cohort study of predominantly pediatric patients cared for at
a single institution, 90% of whom had not yet reached skeletal maturity. Patients seen in the study
institution’s spine clinic with complete medical records and lateral radiographs were included in the
study. The electronic spine database consisted of patient demographic information, spine pathology
characteristics, and common spine radiographic measures. Relevant data was extracted, and analysis of
association of demographic and radiographic measures with STA progression were assessed with
generalized linear regression modeling.
RESULTS | We assessed the STA of 77 patients with a median age 13.1 years. The most common
pathology was adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) (27.3%). Mean STA was 96.30 ± 10.51, and there was
no change of STA over time with an average of 5-year follow-up. There was no significant association
between STA and visit age, gender, lumbar lordosis, presence of vertebral anomalies, or skeletal
maturity. When controlling for spinal pathology, there was lower variability of STA. Patients with AIS had
a SD of 7.65 and juvenile idiopathic scoliosis an SD of 4.49, which is similar to the variability seen in
previously published data on adult STA measurements.
CONCLUSIONS | The STA is stable over time in a largely pediatric population without spondylolysis or
spondylolisthesis. There appears to be no association between STA and skeletal maturity. The STA may
be a clinically useful marker of sagittal balance and lumbosacral stability in part due to its stability in
pediatric and adult populations.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level IV, prognostic
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Review of Variability in Rehabilitation Protocols after Lateral Ankle Ligament Repair
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christina A. Hermanns / Kansas City, KS
Reed G. Coda / Kansas City, KS
Sana G. Cheema / Kansas City, KS
Matthew L. Vopat, MD / Wichita, KS
Armin Tarakemeh / Kansas City, KS

*Alexander C. Wendling, MD / Kansas City, KS
J. Paul Schroeppel, MD / Kansas City, KS
Scott M. Mullen, MD / Kansas City, KS
Bryan G. Vopat, MD / Kansas City, KS

INTRODUCTION | Ankle sprains are one of the most common athletic injuries. Lateral ankle ligament
repair may be performed in patients who fail non-operative management. The purpose of this
study is to analyze the variability across different rehabilitation protocols after lateral ankle
ligament repair.
METHODS | A web-based search for rehabilitation protocols specifically for post-operative care
after a lateral ankle ligament repair was performed to find both academic and private practice
published protocols. Protocols for reconstructions using allografts or autografts, internal brace
procedures, multi-ligament surgeries and non-operative care were excluded. A scoring rubric
was created to analyze inclusion, exclusion, and timing of protocols in areas such as
weightbearing, range of motion (ROM), bracing, strengthening exercise, return to running, and
return to sport. Protocols were compared based on different recommendations pertaining to the
categories listed above.
RESULTS | 13 protocols were analyzed, of which 8 were academic and 5 were private practice. 92%
of protocols recommended no ROM post operatively, with return to full ROM anywhere from
week 6 to week 12 depending on the protocol. Inversion of the ankle was restricted to week 8 to
10 in 50% of protocols but ranged from week 6 to 12 total. Return to partial weight bearing
ranged from day 0 to week 6 with 38% recommending partial weight bearing at 2 to 4 weeks.
Full weight bearing ranged from week 4 to 10 with 41.6% recommending full weight at 6 to 8
weeks. 50% of protocols recommended post op bracing with a short leg cast. 76% of protocols
recommended returning to sport at week 12 and 50% recommended returning to running at week
12 to 14. The types and timing of strengthening exercises recommended for physical therapy
showed considerable variation across protocols.
CONCLUSIONS | 84% of protocols recommended some sort of post-operative bracing and return to
sport was generally consistent at 12 to 14 weeks in 76.9% of protocols, making these the most
consistent aspects of rehabilitation across protocols. There was significant variability between different
protocols, especially in weight bearing status, range of motion, and specific rehab exercises. The
rehabilitation protocols following a lateral ankle repair lack standardization of care and would benefit
from a consensus on how to best rehab and protect the post-surgical ankle while strengthening and
returning the patient to previous activity level after a lateral ankle repair
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Do Geographic Region, Pathologic Chronicity, and Hospital Affiliation Affect Access
to Care Among Medicaid- and Privately-Insured Foot and Ankle Surgery Patients?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Aaradhana J. Jha, MD / Birmingham, AL
Charles C. Pitts / Birmingham, AL
Haley M. McKissack, BS / Birmingham, AL
Mohit Jain, MD / Birmingham, AL
Jun Kit He, M.A. / Birmingham, AL

Alexander Dombrowsky, BS / Birmingham, AL
Matthew C. Anderson, BS / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Brahmbhatt, MD / Birmingham, AL
Ashish B. Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL
*Sean Young, B.S. / Birmingham, AL

BACKGROUND | Studies show that patients enrolled in Medicaid have difficulty obtaining access to care
compared to patients with private insurance. Whether variables such as geographic location, state
expansion vs. non-expansion, and private versus academic affiliation affect access to care among footankle surgery patients enrolled in Medicaid is not established. We assessed differences in access to care
between foot-ankle patients with privately-insurance and those with Medicaid.
METHOD | Twenty providers from each of five Medicaid-expanded and five non-expanded states in
different geographic regions were randomly chosen via American Orthopedic Foot&Ankle
Society(AOFAS) directory. Each office was contacted, requesting the earliest available appointment for a
fictitious patient’s acute Achilles rupture or hallux valgus. Insurance was stated to be Medicaid for half
the calls and, Blue-Cross Blue-Shield(BCBS) for the other half. Appointment success rate and average
time to appointment were compared between private-insurance and Medicaid. Results were further
compared across geographic regions, between private and academic practices, acute injury(Achilles
rupture) and chronic injury(hallux valgus).
RESULTS | Appointments were successful for all 100(100%) calls made with BCBS and for73 of
100calls(73%)with Medicaid(p<0.001). Both acute and chronic injuries had significantly higher success
rates with BCBS than Medicaid(p<0.001). Medicaid patients had similar appointment success rates for
complaints of hallux valgus(72.0%) and Achilles rupture(74.0%). Appointment success rate was
significantly lower with Medicaid than with BCBS(p≤0.01) in all geographic regions, with highest and
lowest success occurring in the West(80.0%) and Northeast(65.0%). There was no significant difference
in success rate between Medicaid-expanded(88.0%) and non-expanded(85.0%) states(p=0.53). Success
rate with Medicaid(66.7%) was significantly lower than with BCBS(100.0%, p<0.001) for private-practice
offices, but there was no significant difference in success rate for academic practices. Additionally, there
was no significant difference in appointment wait-time between insurance types.
CONCLUSION | Patients with Medicaid have difficulty obtaining outpatient appointments for common
non-emergent foot-ankle problems and may experience difficulty scheduling appointments at private
rather than academic institutions. Patients with Medicaid have decreased success of receiving an
appointment regardless of geographic region. The chronicity and time-sensitivity of the injury does not
appear to impact the ability to gain an appointment. The medical community should continue to seek
and identify potential interventions which can improve access to orthopaedic care for all patients,
regardless of insurance status.
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First Tarsometatarsal Fusion Using Saw Preparation vs. Standard Preparation of the
Joint: A Cadaver Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Karthikeyan Chinnakkannu, MD / Birmingham, AL
Haley M. McKissack, BS / Birmingham, AL
Aaradhana J. Jha, MD / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Brahmbhatt, MD / Birmingham, AL
Alexander Dombrowsky, BS / Birmingham, AL
*Jessyca L. Ray, BS / Birmingham, AL
Sameer M. Naranje, MD / Birmingham, AL
Ashish B. Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL
INTRODUCTION | First tarsometatarsal (TMT) joint fusion is indicated for several causes of first ray
dysfunction and pain. Preparation of the joint surface by denuding the articular cartilage is key for
arthrodesis. However, excessive removal of cartilage and bone may result in excessive shortening of the
ray. Despite the importance of joint preparation on the outcomes of fusion, the effects of using a bone
saw versus osteotome on ray length is poorly documented in the literature. The purpose of this study
was to investigate whether utilization of an osteotome or saw would minimize shortening of the first ray
in TMT arthrodesis.
METHODS | Ten fresh-frozen cadaver specimens without evidence of musculoskeletal abnormalities
were used for this study. A medial incision was made along the first ray from the medial aspect of the
medial cuneiform to the base of the first metatarsal. The first TMT joint was exposed through transverse
capsulotomy. The soft tissues surrounding the joint were not removed from the bone. The specimens
were randomly assigned to undergo cartilage removal and joint preparation using either an
osteotome(n=5) or saw(n=5). Care was taken to reach the plantar-most aspect of the joint. Fusion was
then performed using a cross-screw construct through the dorsal aspect of the proximal phalanx and
the medial cuneiform. Pre- and post-operative x-rays were taken with a radiopaque ruler in the field,
and length changes were compared between osteotome and sawblade groups.
RESULTS | The average change in metatarsal length was significantly smaller in the osteotome group
(1.6 mm) as compared to the saw group (4.4 mm) (p=0.031). The average percent change in metatarsal
length was also significantly smaller in the osteotome group (3.0%) compared to the saw group (8.4%)
(p=0.025). There was no significant difference between the two groups with respect to change in
cuneiform length. The osteotome group demonstrated a significantly smaller average measured change
(3.0 mm vs. 6.9 mm, p=0.001) and percent change (4.1% vs. 9.3%, p<0.001) in total length (cuneiform
plus metatarsal) in comparison to the saw group.
CONCLUSION | The results of this study demonstrate that first TMT joint preparation with an osteotome
may prevent over-shortening of the first ray. Judicious use of the bone saw for joint preparation may
still be beneficial in some cases.
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Biomechanical Comparison of a Novel Method of Tricortical Kirschner Wire Fixation
of First Metatarsal Distal Chevron Osteotomy vs. Traditional Fixation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jie Chen, MD, M.P.H. / Galveston, TX
Natalie Renee Black / Galveston, TX
Randal Morris / Galveston, TX
Vinod Kumar Panchbhavi, MD / Galveston, TX
INTRODUCTION | The distal chevron osteotomy of the first metatarsal is a frequently used and accepted
method to treat hallux valgus deformity. Traditional Kirschner wire (K-wire) stabilization of the
osteotomy involves one cortex of fixation. Fixation utilizing three cortices may be biomechanically
superior to traditional unicortical K-wire fixation and potentially equivalent to single screw fixation. We
biomechanically compared the fixation of a distal chevron osteotomy using a novel method of
tricortical K-wire fixation to traditional unicortical K-wire and screw fixation.
METHODS | Seventeen matched pairs (8 for tricortical vs unicortical testing, 9 for tricortical vs screw
testing) of fresh-frozen human cadaver first metatarsals were tested under physiologic axial loading and
cantilever bending in the intact condition, and following osteotomy, fixed with either tricortical K-wire
fixation, unicortical K-wire fixation, or single screw fixation. Differences in physiologic and cantilever
fixed/intact stiffness ratio and cantilever failure load were determined.
RESULTS | The tricortical fixation specimens had a significantly higher stiffness ratio in cantilever loading
than the unicortical fixation specimens (60.50% tricortical, 34.17% unicortical, P = 0.02). Stiffness ratio
was not significantly different in physiologic load (15.34% tricortical, 25.75% unicortical, P = 0.23). In
cantilever failure loading, the tricortical fixation specimens had a significantly higher load to failure than
the unicortical fixation specimens (132.81N tricortical, 58.58N unicortical P < 0.01). Stiffness ratio under
physiologic load, cantilever load, and ultimate load to failure were not significantly different between
tricortical K-wire and screw fixation groups (Physiologic 33.23% tricortical, 42.67% screw, P = 0.59.
Cantilever 72.61% tricortical, 52.71% screw, P = 0.34. Failure load 155.77N tricortical, 136.15N screw, P =
0.65).
CONCLUSION | Tricortical K-wire fixation for distal chevron osteotomies may be biomechanically
superior to traditional unicortical K-wire fixation, and equivalent to traditional single screw fixation, with
the added benefit of being less costly and having no permanent hardware.
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Patient-Reported Opioid Consumption Following Outpatient Foot and Ankle Surgery
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Samuel F. Thompson, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Zac P. Burrow, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Scott H. Conant, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Jonathan L. Tobey, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Ryan W. Morrisett, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Evan S. Fene, MD / Dallas, TX
Samantha P. Kelly, BS / Oklahoma City, OK
Jake Fox, BS / Oklahoma City, OK
Amgad M. Haleem, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
BACKGROUND | The expanding opioid crisis has forced orthopedic surgeons to evaluate their
prescribing practices, yet there remains limited evidence to guide providers in achieving safe and
effective postoperative analgesia. Our goal was to prospectively evaluate opioid consumption following
outpatient foot and ankle surgery and determine predictors of increased narcotic usage.
METHODS | A prospective observational study of 78 adult patients undergoing outpatient foot and
ankle surgery was conducted. Narcotic consumption was documented with phone and in-office follow
up surveys on postoperative days (PODs) 5, 10, 14, and 42. Additional data collected included age,
gender, BMI, payer status, education level, preoperative pain level, procedure performed, opioid
exposure in the 12 months preceding surgery, and the amount of narcotic prescribed postoperatively.
Prescription information was collected utilizing the state Prescription Monitoring Program (PMP)
database.
RESULTS | The median number of opioids prescribed postoperatively was 42 pills (range, 0-166). Overall,
the median postoperative reported opioid consumption was 31.5 pills, (75.8% utilization rate). At final
follow up, 91% of patients had discontinued opioid use and 72.2% reported having leftover pills. The
median number of pills consumed was greatest in the hindfoot/ankle region (40 pills), followed by the
midfoot region (17.5 pills), and the forefoot region (11 pills) (p = 0.08). Preoperative VAS pain score (p =
.005) and the quantity of pills prescribed at the first prescription (p < 0.0001) were significantly
associated with increased narcotic consumption.
CONCLUSIONS | We found the median number of opioids consumed following outpatient foot and
ankle surgery was 31.5 pills. The majority of patients had leftover pills, while maintaining adequate pain
control. Region of surgery, pre-operative pain level, and the number of pills provided at the first
prescription were predictive of increased narcotic usage.
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Total Hip Arthroplasty in Patients with Lymphedema: A Matched Cohort Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*William G. Rainer, III, DO / Rochester, MN
Joshua M. Kolz, MD / Rochester, MN
Cody C. Wyles, MD / Rochester, MN
Kevin I. Perry, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Lymphedema is a chronic disease characterized by fluid buildup and swelling which
can lead to skin and soft tissue fibrosis and recurring soft tissue infections. Literature regarding the
increased risk of complications following surgery in patients with lymphedema is emerging, but the
impact of lymphedema in the setting of primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) remains unknown. The
purpose of this study was to review outcomes following primary THA performed in patients with
lymphedema compared to a matched cohort without lymphedema.
METHODS | Review of our total joint registry identified 86 patients with a preceding diagnosis of
ipsilateral lymphedema that underwent primary THA. This cohort was comprised of 58 (67%) females
with a mean BMI of 35.9±9.5 kg/m2 and mean follow-up of 5±3 years. For comparison, these patients
were matched 1:2 (based on sex, age, date of surgery, and BMI) to a group of 172 patients without
lymphedema undergoing primary THA for osteoarthritis. Subsequently, postoperative complications
and implant survivorship were evaluated for each group.
RESULTS | In patients with a history of lymphedema, there was a significantly increased risk of
complications (40% vs 14%, P <0.001), including reoperation for any cause (HR 4.93, P<0.001),
postoperative infection (HR 3.53, P=0.04) and delayed wound healing (P<0.001). Additionally, these
patients trended towards increased risk of revision (HR 3.50, P=0.053). The 5-year infection free survival
for patients with lymphedema was 91% compared to 98% in patients without lymphedema.
DISCUSSION | Beyond the effect of other known risk factors, patients with lymphedema are at
significantly increased risk of complications, including reoperation and infection, following primary THA.
This data emphasizes the importance of appropriate pre-operative counseling in this population, and
should encourage efforts to identify methods to improve outcomes including further investigation into
the effects of pre- and post-operative optimization of lymphedema in the THA setting.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Therapeutic Level III
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Spine Pathology Better Predicts THA Dislocation than Health Status and Cup
Orientation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael P. Murphy, MD / Maywood, IL
Andrew Schneider, MD / Maywood, IL
Ryan LeDuc, MD / Maywood, IL
Cameron Killen, MD / Maywood, IL
Karen Wu, MD / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Multiple factors are associated with total hip arthroplasty (THA) dislocation, however
no study has compared risk of these factors relative to each other. The purpose of this study is to
identify and compare dislocation risk factors.
METHODS | 98 patients between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2019 were identified to have
dislocated from a primary THA. These patients were age and gender matched to 196 primary THAs
without known history of dislocating. A logistic regression model was designed from gender,
race/ethnicity, radiographic anteversion and inclination, insurance, BMI, charlson comorbidity index
(CCI), history of spine surgery and diagnosis, spine levels affected and if they were fused, radiographic
Kalgren Lawrence (KL) score, date of THA surgery, initial THA indication, approach used, and femoral
head size to predict dislocation.
RESULTS | The logistic model was 89.8% accurate after training, having an R2 value of .508. Variables
(Odds ratio) increasing risk of dislocation included spinal diagnosis of spondylolisthesis (25.663,
p=.026), radiculopathy (15.124, p=.017), or disc herniation (3.302, p=.077), L2 being affected (5.847,
p=.015), greater KL score (1.630, p=.003), greater CCI (1.252, p=.010), greater inclination (1.074, p=.020),
lower anteversion (.947, p=.020), decreased age (.945, p=.003), and lower BMI (.923, p=.052). From ROC
analysis, variables of greatest predictive value (AUC) were KL score (.708, p<.001), CCI (.683 p<.001),
number of levels with spinal pathology (.651, p=.003), anteversion difference from 29° (.647, p=.003),
and inclination (.602, p=.049).
CONCLUSION | Severity of spinal pathology, overall health status, and cup orientation were predictive
of dislocation. Anteversion of 29° was of lowest dislocation risk, while greater age and BMI were
protective. Approach used, time from surgery, and femoral head size were not predictive after
accounting for other variables.
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Patient Factors that Predict Surgeon Time Commitment and Hospital Cost for
Revision Total Joint Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Amir M. Boubekri, MD / Maywood, IL
Michael Murphy, MD / Maywood, IL
Heather Yee / Maywood, IL
*Nicholas M. Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Revision Hip and Knee Arthroplasty can demand a significant amount of a Surgeons
time and Hospital resources. The purpose of this study is to quantify the time spent during different
phases of revision TJA care and identify preoperative factors to predict these measures.
METHODS | A consecutive series of 784 patients were identified at two academic institutions between
January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2019. Data extracted from medical records included duration of
surgery, length of inpatient stay, number of clinic visits in a 90 day period, number of clinic visits in a 1
year period, 17 comorbidities, 8 patient demographic factors (age, gender, race, ethnicity, height,
weight, BMI, ASA score), and insurance status. A final multivariable model was created to investigate
which preoperative patient factors are predictive of surgeon work and hospital recourse utilization.
RESULTS | Factors increasing surgical time included lower ASA score (31.1%, p<.001), advanced BMI
(0.5% per unit, p=.001), African American race (14.2%, p=.004) and dementia (29.9%, p=.012). Factors
decreasing time included female gender (11.9%, p=.002), age (0.3% per year, p=.027), Diabetes with
complications (18.0%, p=.005), and having RA (12.7%, p=.052). Factors that increased inpatient length
of stay include greater ASA score (31.5%, p=.034), age (0.5% per year, p=.011), female gender (12.1%,
p=.041), height (1.6% per inch, p=.019), COPD (18.5%, p<.001), metastatic disease (58.0%, p=.003), PUD
(55.0%, p<001), CKD (19.6%, p=.006) Factors that shortened inpatient stay included diabetes with
complications (21.2%, p=.009) and localized tumor (16.9%, p=.033). Factors increasing number of clinic
visits included Worker’s Comp status (37.2%, p=.005), malignancy (16.0%, p=.011), and diabetes without
complications (10.9%, p=.015) while factors decreasing visits included being uninsured (40.2%, p=.036),
Medicaid (17.5%, p=.013), age (0.3% per year, p=.063), PUD (37.7%, p<.001), and CKD (21.1%, p<.001).
CONCLUSIONS | Numerous patient factors influence the amount of surgeon work and hospital resource
utilization during revision hip and knee arthroplasty. An understanding of these factors can aid in the
development of more cost-effective resource utilization protocols both pre and post-operatively while
potentially influencing reimbursement models in the future.
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Hospital Charges are Higher For Revision Compared to Fracture Fixation of
Periprosthetic Fractures of the Hip.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Samuel R. Boas, BS / Cleveland, OH
Matthew Kaufman, BA / Cleveland, OH
Alexander Rascoe, MD / Cleveland, OH
Yida Cai, BA / Cleveland, OH
Anand Kumar, MD / Cleveland, OH
Glen Wera, MD / Cleveland, OH
INTRODUCTION | Periprosthetic femur fractures (PFF) of the hip are gaining importance due to the
prevalence of hip arthroplasty. This study compares the trends of hospital charges associated with
treatment of periprosthetic hip fractures with open reduction internal fixation (ORIF), revision, or
combined ORIF plus revision and develops predative variables of cost variation based on hospital
characteristics.
METHODS | The National Inpatient Sample (NIS) was analyzed via secondary cross-sectional analysis
from 2007 to 2014. Patients older than 18 with a diagnosis of PFF of the hip were included. Patients
were categorized into 3 groups: 1) revision, 2) ORIF, or 3) combined revision plus ORIF. Outcomes of
interest included hospital characteristics, length of stay (LOS), and inflation adjusted total hospital
charges. Univariate and generalized linear models were used to examine associations between selected
variables and hospitalization charges.
RESULTS | 99,090 patients with PFF of the hip were identified from the years 2007-2014. 28,874 (29%)
underwent ORIF, 27,952 (28%) underwent revision, and 10,341 (10%) underwent ORIF plus revision. The
mean charge of all hospitalizations was $73,559 (Standard Error (SE) = $1,179). When controlling for
charlson comorbidity score, mean charges for revision were significantly higher (mean: $87,502, SE
$2,233, p<0.01) than ORIF (mean charge: $76,959 SE = $1,247, p <0.01) but significantly less than ORIF
plus revision (mean: $110,395, SE $2,233, p < 0.01). Despite a stable LOS throughout the study period,
(mean = 5.69 days, SE= 0.05, beta = -0.04/year, p= 0.07) the associated charge of each procedure
increased significantly from year to year: (revision beta = $5,443/year, p< 0.01, ORIF beta = $3,023/year,
p<0.01, revision plus ORIF beta = $2,838/year, p <0.01). Large hospital bedside (beta = $6,374, p =0.01),
urban academic teaching hospitals ($4,232, p= 0.04) and hospitals in western states (beta = $25,872, p<
0.01) were associated with significantly higher charges.
CONCLUSION | Charges associated with treatment of PFF increased from 2007-2014 despite a stable
length of stay. Urban teaching hospitals, large hospitals, and hospitals in the west were associated with
greater charges. Hospital charges were highest for revision plus ORIF followed by isolated revision. ORIF
of PFF had lowest hospital charges. Additional research is warranted to investigate the long term
outcome of these 3 treatment strategies due to differing costs.
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Postoperative Ileus Following Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Comparison of
Patient Demographics, In-Hospital Lengths of Stay, and Patient-Related Risk Factors.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Angelo Mannino, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Samuel J. Swiggett, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Mitchell Ng, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Jack Choueka, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Michael A. Mont, MD / New York, New York
Orry Erez, MD / Brooklyn, NY
INTRODUCTION | Postoperative ileus (POI) is a feared complication following orthopaedic surgery.
Studies investigating the relationship of POI following primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) are limited.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to: 1) compare patient demographics; 2) in-hospital lengths of
stay (LOS); and 3) identify patient related risk factors for developing POI amongst patients who did and
did not develop POI following primary THA.
METHODS | Using a nationwide administrative claims registry, all patients undergoing primary THA and
developing POI within 3-days following the index procedure were identified and served as the study
cohort. Patients who did not develop POI represented controls. Primary outcomes analyzed included
comparing patient-demographics such as age, sex, and comorbidity burden calculated by the
Elixhauser-Comorbidity Index (ECI) score; in addition to in-hospital LOS, and patient-related risk factors.
Chi-square analyses were used to compare patient demographics. Mann-Whitney-U tests were used to
test for significance for LOS. Multivariate binomial logistics regression was used to calculate the odds
(OR) for patient-related risk factors for developing POI within 3-days following primary THA.
RESULTS | Study group patients developing POI were generally older than the age of 75, male (60.90 vs.
38.70%), and had significantly higher comorbidity burden indicated by the weighted mean ECI scores (8
vs. 6, p<0.0001). POI patients were found to have significantly longer in-hospital LOS (5-days vs. 3-days,
p<0.0001). Additionally, multivariate binomial logistics regression analysis demonstrated the greatest
risk factors associated with developing POI within 3-days following primary THA were: male sex (OR:
2.86, p<0.0001), electrolyte and fluid imbalance (OR: 3.06, p<0.0001), pathologic weight loss (OR: 1.83,
p<0.0001), and iron deficiency anemia (OR: 1.46, p=0.002).
CONCLUSION | The study is useful as it can allow orthopaedists and other healthcare professionals to
identify these high-risk patients and properly educate and counsel them of the potential complication
following their procedure.
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Asymptomatic Gluteal Tendinopathies Negatively Impact Outcomes of Total Hip
Arthroplasty: A Propensity-Score Matched Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Philip J. Rosinsky, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Rishika Bheem, B.A. / Des Plaines, IL
Marshall Haden, MD / Chicago, IL
David R. Maldonado, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Jacob Shapira, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Mitchell B. Meghpara, MD / Des Plaines, IL
Benjamin G. Domb, MD / Des Plaines, IL
*Andrew Jimenez, MD / Des Plaines, IL
BACKGROUND | The gluteus medius and minimus (GMM) complex are important for hip stabilization
and function. While GMM pathologies are associated with hip osteoarthritis, their effect on outcomes
after total hip arthroplasty (THA) is underreported. The purpose of this study was to compare outcomes
after THA in patients with preoperative asymptomatic GMM pathology to a control group with no GMM
pathology. Our hypothesis was that patients with evidence of GMM pathology would demonstrate
inferior outcomes compared to patients without preexisting evidence of GMM pathology.
METHODS | Patients undergoing THA between May 2013 and June 2017 were retrospectively reviewed
for the presence of asymptomatic GMM pathology based on gluteal tendinopathy diagnosed by MRI
without the following clinical symptoms: Trendelenburg gait, positive Trendelenburg test, abductor
weakness, and lateral thigh tenderness. Patients with asymptomatic GMM pathology were matched
(1:2) to patients without GMM pathology on MRI. Two-year data were collected on PROs including
Harris hip score (HHS), Forgotten joint score (FJS), pain, and satisfaction. Postoperative clinical exam,
radiographic measures, complications, and revisions for both groups were reviewed.
RESULTS | Forty-five cases of asymptomatic GMM pathology were successfully matched to 90 patients
without GMM pathology. Patients with asymptomatic GMM pathology demonstrated significantly
worse outcomes regarding 2-year HHS (84.57 vs. 90.54, p=0.034), FJS (58.83 vs. 77.12, p=0.048), VAS for
pain (2.02 vs. 1.11, p=0.047), and patient satisfaction (7.56 vs. 8.81, p=0.021). The study group exhibited
higher rates of abductor weakness and lateral hip pain postoperatively. Two cases (2.2%) in the control
group underwent a revision THA and three cases (6.7%) in the study group underwent revision THA.
CONCLUSION | In patients undergoing THA for OA, those with asymptomatic GMM pathology
experience inferior two-year postoperative PROs compared to a matched group. This finding should
raise awareness surrounding this important pathology’s negative impact on surgical outcomes, thus
warranting increased vigilance and possibly justifying concomitant treatment, even in cases of
asymptomatic GMM tears.
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Resilience and Depression Influence Clinical Outcomes Following Primary Total Joint
Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Jonathan Q. Trinh, BS / Iowa City, IA
Christopher N. Carender, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MS / Iowa City, IA
Nicolas O. Noiseux, MD / Iowa City, IA
Jesse E. Otero, MD, PhD / Charlotte, NC
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Psychologic traits, such as resilience, and mental health disorders, such as depression
impact clinical outcomes following primary hip and knee arthroplasty (TJA). However, data evaluating
the potential influence of these factors are limited. The purposes of this study were to quantify patient
resilience and the prevalence of depression in patients undergoing primary TJA, and to evaluate how
baseline resilience and depressive symptoms influence clinical outcomes following primary TJA.
METHODS | We prospectively enrolled 145 patients undergoing primary TJA. Mean age was 61 years,
54% were female and 50% underwent total knee arthroplasty. Patients completed preoperative
questionnaires to measure resilience (Brief Resilience Scale or BRS), depression symptoms (PHQ-9), and
global physical and mental health (PROMIS-10). PHQ-9 and PROMIS-10 questionnaires were readministered at 3 months and 1 year postoperatively. Patients were stratified into no, mild, and major
depression groups, as well as low, normal, and high resilience groups. Nonparametric statistical testing
was performed, with significance set at p<0.05.
RESULTS | Preoperatively, 24% and 17% of patients demonstrated major and mild depression,
respectively. High resilience was identified in 34% of patients, normal resilience in 55%, and low
resilience in 10%. Female patients had lower mean preoperative resilience relative to male patients
(p=0.03). Preoperative depression correlated with lower resilience, global physical, and mental health
scores preoperatively, at 3 months, and at 1 year postoperatively (p<0.001). Higher levels of
preoperative resilience correlated with higher global physical and mental health scores preoperatively,
at 3 months, and at 1 year postoperatively (p<0.01).
CONCLUSION | Depression symptoms are common amongst patients undergoing primary TJA and are
associated with worse patient-reported outcomes. Patients with higher levels of resilience have higher
global physical and mental health scores before and after TJA. Psychologic traits and depression impact
clinical outcomes following TJA and should be viewed as modifiable risk factors.
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The Effects of Cannabis Use Disorder Following Primary Total Hip Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Angelo Mannino, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Samuel J Swiggett, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Michael A. Mont, MD / New York, New York
Jason Wong, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Orry Erez, MD / Brooklyn, NY
*Jordan Pasternack, MD / Brooklyn, NY
INTRODUCTION | With the continued legalization of cannabis use within the United States, wellpowered studies controlling for multiple confounding variables investigating the effects of cannabis use
disorder (CUD) following primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) are limited. Therefore, the purpose of this
study was to utilize a nationwide administrative database and determine whether CUD patients
undergoing primary THA have higher rates of: 1) in-hospital lengths of stay (LOS); 2) medical
complications; and 3) costs of care.
METHODS | CUD patients undergoing primary THA were identified and matched to controls in a 1:5
ratio by age, sex, and medical comorbidities by utilizing International Classification of Disease, Ninth
Revision (ICD-9) codes. The query yielded 44,154 patients within the CUD (n = 7,361) and control (n =
36,793) cohorts. Primary endpoints of the study included comparing in-hospital LOS, 90-day medical
complications, and 90-day episode of care (EOC) costs. Mann-Whitney-U tests were used to compare
LOS and costs. Multivariate logistic regression analyses was used to calculate the odds (OR) of
developing complications following the index procedure. A p-value less than 0.001 was considered
statistically significant.
RESULTS | The study found CUD patients had significantly longer in-hospital LOS (4- vs. 3-days,
p<0.0001) compared to controls. Additionally, CUD patients were found to have significantly higher
incidence and odds (11.23 vs. 4.82%; OR: 1.47, p<0.0001) of developing medical complications, within
90-days following the index procedures; such as pneumonia (1.30 vs. 0.27%; OR: 2.87, p<0.0001),
respiratory failure (1.24 vs. 0.26%; OR: 2.28, p<0.0001), cerebrovascular accidents (1.10 vs. 0.30%; OR:
2.01, p<0.0001) in addition to other complications. Furthermore, CUD patients incurred significantly
higher 90-day EOC costs ($24,585.96 vs. $23,725.93, p<0.0001)
CONCLUSION | With the continued legalization of cannabis use, the study is the first to investigate the
impacts of CUD following primary THA. Future studies should consider duration of cannabis use as this
could impact outcomes. The study is vital as it can allow orthopaedists and other healthcare
professionals to adequately educate CUD patients of the potential complications following their
procedure.
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Revision Surgery for Periprosthetic Fractures Following Total Hip Arthroplasty: Does
Timing Matter?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Nathanael D. Heckmann, MD / Los Angeles
*JaeWon Yang, BA / Chicago, IL
Kevin L. Ong, PhD / Philadelphia, PA
Edmund C. Lau, MS / Menlo Park, CA
Brian C. Fuller, MD / Irving, TX
Daniel D. Bohl, MD, MPH / Chicago, IL
Craig J. Della Valle, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | Periprosthetic femur fractures following total hip arthroplasty (THA) often occur in the
early postoperative period and require surgical intervention. Recent data has indicated that early
revisions are associated with higher rates of complications. The purpose of this study is to assess the
effect of timing of periprosthetic fracture surgery following THA on the rates of subsequent
complications.
METHODS | The Medicare Part A claims database was queried from 2010-2017 to identify patients who
underwent surgery for a periprosthetic femur fracture following a primary THA. Patients were divided
based on time between index and revision surgeries: < 1 month, 1-2 months, 2-3 months, 3-6 months,
6-9 months, 9-12 months, and >12 months. Patient demographics and complication rates were
compared between groups using multivariate analyses to adjust for baseline demographics and
comorbidities.
RESULTS | Of 492,340 THAs identified, 5,014 (1.0%) had a subsequent periprosthetic fracture requiring
surgery: 1,842 (36.7%) within 1 months, 747 (14.9%) 1-2 months, 223 (4.4%) 2-3 months, 280 (5.6%) 3-6
months, 150 (3.0%) 6-9 months, 110 (2.2%) 9-12 months, and 1,662 (33.1%) at >12 months. Early
periprosthetic fractures within 3 months of THA were not associated with increased risk of
periprosthetic joint infection (PJI): 11.3% within 1 month, 11.2% 1-2 months, 7.6% 2-3 month, 7.1% 3-6
months, 8.7% 6-9 months, 10.0% 9-12 months, and 8.7% at >12 months (p=0.528). After adjusting for
confounding factors, the risk of subsequent PJI following periprosthetic fracture surgery was similar
regardless of timing (p>0.05).
CONCLUSION | Surgery for periprosthetic fractures performed in the early postoperative period
following THA was not associated with increased risk of complications. However, the risk of subsequent
PJI remained high regardless of timing (7.1%-11.3%), underscoring the high-risk nature of this surgical
intervention.
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Total Hip Arthroplasty Dislocation Risk Using a Machine Learning Algorithm
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hilal Maradit-Kremers, MD / Rochester, MN
Poulami Barman, MS / Rochester, MN
Dirk R. Larson, MS / Rochester, MN
Eric C. Polley, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
David G. Lewallen, MD / Rochester, MN
Daniel J. Berry, MD / Rochester, MN
Mark W. Pagnano, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael J. Taunton, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
*Rafael J. Sierra, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Instability remains a common complication following total hip arthroplasty (THA) and
continues to account for the highest percentage of revisions in numerous registries. Many risk factors
have been described, yet a patient-specific risk assessment tool remains elusive. The purpose of this
study was to apply a machine learning algorithm to develop a patient-specific risk score capable of
dynamic adjustment based on operative decisions.
METHODS | 29,375 THA performed between 1998-2018 were evaluated including 22,086 primary and
7,289 revision cases. 1522 THA sustained a postoperative dislocation (2.9% primary, 12.1% revision,
5.2% overall). Patients were robustly characterized based on non-modifiable factors: demographics,
primary or revision, THA indication, spinal disease, spine surgery, neurologic disease, connective tissue
disease; and modifiable operative decisions: surgical approach, femoral head diameter, acetabular liner
(standard/elevated/constrained/dual-mobility). Hazard ratios (HR) for each covariate were estimated
from Cox-proportional hazard models. Machine learning models were built with a binary outcome
(event/no event) at 1-year and 5-years postoperatively. Inverse Probability Censoring Weighting
accounted for censoring bias. An ensemble algorithm was created that included Generalized Linear
Model, Generalized Additive Model, Lasso Penalized Regression, Kernel-Based Support Vector
Machines, Random Forest and Optimized Gradient Boosting Machine. Convex combination of weights
minimized the negative binomial log-likelihood loss function. Twenty-fold cross-validation accounted
for the rarity of dislocation events.
RESULTS | Cox-proportional hazard modeling demonstrated that the risk of dislocation was decreased
most by surgical approach: direct anterior versus posterior (HR=0.28, 95% CI=0.17-0.46, p<0.001), liner
type: elevated versus standard (HR=0.70, 95% CI=0.58-0.85, p<0.001), and head diameter: ≥36-mm
versus ≤32-mm (HR=0.77, 95% CI=0.67-0.87, p<0.001). Conversely, the risk of dislocation was increased
most by procedure type: revision versus primary (HR=4.27, 95% CI=3.75-4.85, p<0.001), surgical
indication: non-osteoarthritis versus osteoarthritis (HR=1.61, 95% CI=1.26-2.06, p<0.001), and
neurologic disease: presence versus absence (HR=1.43, 95% CI=1.19-1.70, p<0.001).
The 1-year machine learning model achieved an area under the curve (AUC)=0.73, sensitivity=64%,
specificity=72%, positive predictive value (PPV)=9% and negative predictive value (NPV)=97%. The 538TH MAOA ANNUAL MEETING | AMELIA ISLAND, FL
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year model achieved an AUC=0.72, sensitivity=65%, specificity=71%, PPV=16% and NPV=96%. All
cohort-level accuracy metrics performed better than chance. The three most influential predictors in the
model were procedure type (revision versus primary), surgical approach (posterior versus lateral/direct
anterior), and neurologic disease (presence versus absence).
CONCLUSIONS | This machine learning algorithm demonstrates high accuracy statistics and is
strengthened by a multivariable dataset portending differential dislocation risk that is responsive to
implant and surgical approach decisions. Algorithm development through machine learning facilitates
perpetual model performance enhancement with future data input.
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Does Outpatient Surgery Increase Early Complications After Total Hip Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
David E. DeMik, MD, PharmD / Iowa City, IA
Christopher N. Carender, MD / Iowa City, IA
Joshua M. Eisenberg, MD / Iowa City, IA
Qiang An, MBBS, MPH / Iowa City, IA
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services recently announced removal of total
hip arthroplasty (THA) from the Inpatient-Only List. This allows for further expansion of outpatient
procedures, however it was met with concerns regarding safety. The purpose of this study was to assess
early complications with outpatient THA compared to longer hospitalization.
METHODS | We identified patients undergoing primary, elective THA in the American College of
Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program database between 2015 and 2018. Patients
were stratified by length for stay (LOS) 0 days (LOS 0), 1-2 days (LOS 1-2), and 3 days (LOS 3). 30-day
rates of any complication, wound complications, readmissions, and reoperation were assessed.
Multivariate analysis was performed.
RESULTS | In total, 4,813 (4%) patients underwent outpatient THA, 84,627 (64%) had LOS of 1-2 days,
and 42,293 (32%) had 3 days LOS. The LOS 0 group was younger (62.2, LOS 1-2: 63.7, LOS 3: 68.2
years), had lower BMI (29.1, LOS1-2: 30.2, and LOS3: 30.7 kg/m2), and fewer diabetics (7.4%, LOS 1-2:
10.8%, LOS 3: 15.3%) (p<0.0001). Any complication was experienced in 3.2% of the LOS 0 group, 5.3%
of the LOS 1-2 group, and 15.6% for the LOS 3 group (p<0.0001). Wound complications occurred in
0.5%, 0.9%, and 1.6% of patients for the 3 groups, respectively (p<0.0001). Reoperation occurred in
1.1% of the LOS 0 group, 1.4% of the LOS 1-2 group, and 3.0% of the LOS 3 group (p<0.0001).
Readmission rates were 1.6%, 2.6%, and 4.7% for the 3 groups, respectively (p<0.0001). After
multivariate analysis, patients undergoing outpatient THA had lower odds for any complication (OR: 1.6
[1.3-1.84) and readmission (OR: 1.4 [1.1-1.8]) compared to patients with LOS 1-2 days.
CONCLUSION | Outpatient THA was not associated with higher rates of early complication. Further
study is needed to determine if lower observed odds for complications and readmission are related to
patient factors or shorter hospitalization. Patients with LOS 3 days had significantly more
complications and were more comorbid. This may be related to increased medical comorbidity or frailty
and postsurgical hospitalization remains an integral part of THA care.
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Impact of Leg-Length, Offset, and Stem Alignment on Patient Outcomes After Total
Hip Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Lauren Pitz, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Braeden W. Estes, BS / Indianapolis, IN
Evan R. Deckard, BSE / Indianapolis, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Indianapolis, IN
BACKGROUND | Proponents of intra-operative imaging during total hip arthroplasty (THA) cite benefits
of optimizing implant position and biomechanics. While studies have examined the effect of acetabular
cup position, femoral stem alignment and offset and leg length on dislocation rates, few studies have
investigated their effect on patient-reported outcome measures (PROMS). This study purpose was to
determine the impact of implant position and hip biomechanical parameters on PROMS after THA.
METHODS | 933 consecutive posterolateral approach primary THAs performed between 2011 and 2018
were retrospectively reviewed. Acetabular cup abduction, femoral stem alignment, changes in leg
length and femoral offset were measured on anteroposterior radiographs. Prospectively collected Hip
Disability and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS) Jr., University of California Los Angeles (UCLA)
Activity Level, and satisfaction (5-point Likert scale) were evaluated at minimum one-year follow up.
RESULTS | 743 THAs obtained minimum 1-year follow up and were analyzed. Mean age and BMI were
63 years and 31 kg/m2, respectively. After multivariate analysis, females with neutral to valgus stems
and all patients without lumbar spine disease and neutral to valgus stems were more satisfied
(p≤0.035). In addition, patients with lumbar disease (p<0.001) and increased BMI and increased
postoperative femoral offset (p=0.056) had significantly lower HOOS Jr scores. Interestingly, increasing
postoperative leg length was not a significant predictor of any PROMS (p≥0.599, [1-β] ≥88.4%).
CONCLUSION | Based on this data, uncemented femoral stems placed in varus adversely affect PROMS
and should be avoided when possible. In addition, high BMI with increased postoperative femoral offset
negatively influenced HOOS Jr scores. Surprisingly, increasing leg-length after THA does not adversely
affect PROMS. Unsurprisingly, symptomatic lumbar spine disease negatively affects PROMS after THA.
Further research is warranted on the influence of THA component placement, spinopelvic parameters,
and PROMS.
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Are Current DRG-Based Bundled Payment Models for Revision Total Joint
Arthroplasty (TJA) Risk-Adjusting Adequately? - An Analysis of Medicare
Beneficiaries
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Mengnai Li, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
John H. Alexander, MD / Columbus, OH
Daniel Li, MD / Columbus, OH
Thomas J. Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | With preliminary results from the Comprehensive Joint Replacement (CJR) model
showing bundled payments to save costs for primary total joint arthroplasties (TJAs), there has been an
increased interest towards implementing similar alternative payment systems for revision TJAs as well.
Currently, the Center for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) has been testing bundled payments in
revision TJAs through the voluntary Bundled Payment for Care Improvement (BPCI) program. Under the
BPCI, bundled payments for revision TJAs are defined on the basis of Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs).
However, these DRG-based bundled payment models may not be adequate enough to appropriately
account for the varying case-complexity seen in revision TJAs. For instance, the DRG codes for revision
TJAs (466, 467 and 468) do not account for the indication of surgery (mechanical loosening vs.
dislocation vs. periprosthetic fracture vs. infection). In the light of the latter observations, we sought to
do a comprehensive analysis to assess factors responsible for significant variation in 90-day costs
among Medicare patients undergoing revision TJAs under DRG codes 466, 467 and 468.
METHODS | The 2008-2014 Medicare 5% Standard Analytical Files (SAF5) were used to identify patients
undergoing revision TJAs under DRGs 466, 467 or 468. Patients who had missing data with regards to
age, gender, state were excluded from the study. Patients who had died during the 90-day follow-up
period and/or those who had incomplete follow-up data were also excluded from the study. All
payments/reimbursements made by Medicare to acute-care (hospital, surgeon, anesthesiologist) and
post-acute care (skilled nursing care, rehabilitation, radiology, office visits, emergency department visits
and readmissions) were used to calculate 90-day costs. Generalized linear regression models were built
to assess the independent marginal cost-impact (decrease/increase) of patient, procedural and
geographic characteristics on 90-day costs, while controlling for other co-variates.
RESULTS | A total of 9,263 patients (DRG-466=838, DRG-467=4,573 and DRG-468=3,842) undergoing
revision TJAs from 2008 to 2014 were included in the study. The average 90-day cost for all revision
TJAs was $31,716 ± $18,124, with the individual 90-day costs of each individual DRG cohort being
$45,102 ± $31,402 (DRG-466), $28,571 ± $15,477 (DRG-467) and $21,462 ± $11,772 (DRG-468). The
risk-adjusted 90-day cost of a female patient, aged 65-69 years with no/minimal co-morbidities,
undergoing a double-component revision TKA for mechanical loosening was $16,202 ± $1,007.
Undergoing a tibial-component revision TKA was associated with lower costs (- $2,055). Undergoing
revision for a dislocation (+ $1,221), peri-prosthetic fracture (+ $4,454) and prosthetic joint infection (+
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$5,268) were associated with higher 90-day costs, whereas undergoing revision for a broken implant ($1,802) was associated with lower 90-day costs. Several co-morbidities were associated with higher
costs, with malnutrition (+ $10,927), chronic liver disease (+ $3,894), congestive heart failure (+ $3,292),
anemia (+ $3,149) and coagulopathy (+ $2,997) having the highest marginal cost-increase. The top five
states with the highest 90-day costs were Alaska (+ $14,751), Maryland (+ $13,343), New York (+
$7,428), Nevada (+ $6,775) and California (+ $6,731).
CONCLUSIONS | Under the proposed DRG-based bundled payment methodology, physicians would be
reimbursed the same amount of money for revision TJAs, regardless of the indication (peri-prosthetic
fracture vs. prosthetic joint infection vs. mechanical loosening) and/or case complexity. Despite a limited
margin of time to pre-operatively optimize patients, the DRG-based bundled payments also do not riskadjust payments based on granular patient complexity, even though different co-morbidities having
varying resource utilization and associated costs. Physicians and health-policy makers need to advocate
for a better risk-adjustment methodology for revision TJAs, that accounts for the heterogeneity in cases,
to prevent the creation of a financial dis-incentive in taking care of sicker patients and/or performing
more complex cases.
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International Organism Profile of Periprosthetic Total Hip and Knee Infections
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jesus M. Villa, MD / Weston, FL
Tejbir S. Pannu, MD, MS / Weston, FL
Ibrahim Theeb, MD / Berlin, Germany
Martin Buttaro, MD / Buenos Aires, Argentina
Jose I. Oñativia, MD / Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lisandro Carbo, MD / Buenos Aires, Argentina
Daniel Rienzi, MD / Montevideo, Uruguay
Joseph Fregeiro, MD / Montevideo, Uruguay
Nikolai Kornilov, MD / St. Petersburg, Russia
Svetlana Bozhkova, MD / St. Petersburg, Russia
Nemandra A. Sandiford, MD / Invercargill, New Zealand
Carlos A. Higuera, MD / Weston, FL
Daniel Kendoff, MD / Berlin, Germany
INTRODUCTION | It is unclear if the prevalence of resistance organisms causing (PJI) in total hip/knee
arthroplasty is different among North/South American and European countries. Therefore, we sought to
compare causative organisms, rates of resistant organisms, and polymicrobial infections in hospitals in
North/South America, and Europe.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective study of 654 periprosthetic hip (n=361) and knee (n=293)
infections (January 2006-October 2019) identified at two facilities in the United States (US) (n=159), and
single institutions located in Argentina (n=99), Uruguay (n=130), United Kingdom (UK) (n=103),
Germany (n=59), and Russia (n=104). The analyses were performed for the entire cohort, knees, and
hips. Alpha was set at 0.05.
RESULTS | Overall, the most frequent organisms identified were Staphylococcus aureus (24.8%) and
Staphylococcus epidermidis (21.7%). The incidence of organisms resistant to at least one antibiotic was
58%. In this regard, there was a significant difference between hips (62.3%) and knees (52.6%)
(p=0.014). The rates of resistant organisms among countries were significantly different: 37.7% (US),
66.7% (Argentina), 71.5% (Uruguay), 40.8% (UK), 62.7% (Germany), and 77.9% (Russia) (p<0.001). The
overall incidence of polymicrobial infections was 9.3% and the rates across nations were: 9.4% in the US,
11.1% (Argentina), 4.6% (Uruguay), 4.9% (UK), 11.9% (Germany), and 16.3% (Russia) (p=0.026).
In an exclusive analysis of the hips, the incidence of resistant organisms was 62.3% while polymicrobial
infections accounted for 10.5% of all cultures. The rates of resistant organisms in each country were:
42.9% in the US, 59.2% (Argentina), 78.5% (Uruguay), 41.3% (UK), 63.9% (Germany), and 80.0% in Russia
(p<0.001). The incidences of polymicrobial infections were: 9.1% in the US, 6.1% (Argentina), 6.5%
(Uruguay), 6.5% (UK), 16.7% (Germany), and 21.7% in Russia (p=0.024).
Regarding the knees, the incidence of resistant organisms was 52.6% while the frequency of
polymicrobial infections was 7.8%. The rates of resistant organisms in each country were: 32.9% in the
US, 74% (Argentina), 54.1% (Uruguay), 40.4% (UK), 60.9% (Germany), and 75% in Russia (p<0.001). The
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frequencies of polymicrobial infections were: 9.8% in the US, 16% (Argentina), 0% (Uruguay), 3.5% (UK),
4.3% (Germany), and 9.1% in Russia (p=0.072).
CONCLUSIONS | Staphylococcus aureus and epidermidis accounted for almost 50% of all infections. The
US and the UK had the lowest incidence of resistant organisms while Germany and Russia had the
highest. The UK and Uruguay had the lowest rates of polymicrobial infections. These differences
between countries and continents may affect comparative studies that evaluate treatments for PJI.
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Artificial Intelligence with Demographic Data Accurately Predicts Total Joint
Component Sizes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Michael P. Murphy, MD / Maywood, IL
Amir Boubekri, MD / Maywood, IL
Steven Ralles, MD / Maywood, IL
Ryan LeDuc, MD / Maywood, IL
Sara Winfrey, BS / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Several studies have proposed demographic data-based regression equations to
predict total knee arthroplasty component sizes, although there exists a paucity of literature on total hip
arthroplasty (THA) models. This may be contributed by differing fit for stems by design, taper, and
coatings. Meanwhile, artificial intelligence (AI) may be used to timely and accurately preoperatively
template implants. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the accuracy and feasibility of using AI and
regression models in predicting total joint arthroplasty component sizes.
METHODS | A consecutive 1,740 index TKAs and 1,653 index THAs were reviewed, obtaining relevant
preoperative radiographs, age, gender, race, height, weight, and implanted component sizes. An AI
program was designed to predict femur, acetabular, and tibia component sizes for the respective
THA/TKA implant and preoperative radiographs. A multivariate linear regression model was formulated
to predict THA and TKA component sizes given the demographic data and AI output. Outputs were
compared to regression models without the use of preoperative imaging with the AI algorithm. A
phone application was made for ease of implementation.
RESULTS | With regard to the TKA models, the addition of AI predictions from preoperative radiographs
improved from R2 values of .468 and .472 to .845 and .894 for femur and tibia sizes, respectively (all
p<.001), improving its accuracy (p<.001). The predictions averaged 1.26 (SD: 0.12) seconds to run on an
iPhone 6s. The AI algorithm was within 1 size 88.4% and 85.1% for the femur and tibia components,
respectively, compared to 77.8% and 55.6% with traditional templating and 82.6% and 77.7% with
demographics alone. With regard to the THA model, the AI predictions averaged 1.13 (SD: 0.08)
seconds to run on an iPhone 6s. There was a significant linear correlation between AI prediction,
gender, age, implant model, age, height, and weight for femur (R2 = .878; p<.001) and acetabular sizes
(R2 = .572; p<.001). Mean difference from calculated femur and acetabular size from that implanted
was 0.71 and 0.70 sizes, respectively. Femur and acetabular sizes were predicted within 1 size 69.1% and
72.8% of the time, and within 2 sizes 93.6% and 97.5% of the time, respectively.
CONCLUSION | AI may be used in conjunction with demographic data to accurately and timely predict
total joint component sizes. The model allows for simplified preoperative planning that accounts for
bony abnormalities and potential cost-savings implementation.
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What is the Impact of Body Mass Index Cutoffs on Total Knee Arthroplasty
Complications?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
David E. DeMik, MD, PharmD / Iowa City, IA
Christopher N. Carender, MD / Iowa City, IA
Natalie A. Glass, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Timothy S. Brown, MD / Iowa City, IA
*Nicholas A. Bedard, MD / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Due to increased risk for postoperative complications, body mass index (BMI)
thresholds are commonly utilized to guide optimization of morbidly obese patients prior to total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). While BMI cutoffs may limit complications, some patients are denied complicationfree surgery as a consequence. The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of different BMI
cutoffs on the rates of complication-free surgery after TKA.
METHODS | Patients undergoing elective, primary TKA between 2011 and 2018 were identified in the
American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program database using CPT
code 27447. Non-elective, known trauma, tumor, and infectious cases were excluded. BMI and rates of
any thirty-day complication were collected. BMI cutoffs of 35, 40, 45, and 50 kg/m2 were applied to
model the incidence of complications if TKA would have been allowed or denied based on BMI.
RESULTS | In total, 313,856 patients underwent TKA and 46,279 (15%) had BMI 40 kg/m2. With a BMI
threshold of 40 kg/m2, 267,577 (85%) patients would have undergone TKA and 13,886 (5%) would have
experienced a complication. 43,378 (14%) patients would have been denied complication-free surgery,
equating to 1 complication prevented for every 15 patients denied TKA. With BMI cutoffs of 35 and 45
kg/m2, 101,661 (32%) and 15,295 (5%) patients would have been denied complication free surgery,
respectively. The number of patients denied TKA per complication prevented was 17 and 14, at BMI
cutoffs of 35 and 45 kg/m2. At a BMI 50 kg/m2 cutoff, 5,226 (2%) patients would be denied surgery;
461 (9%) would have a complication and 11 patients denied surgery per prevented complication.
CONCLUSION | A large percentage of morbidly obese patients are able undergo primary TKA without
experiencing an early complication. This data does not indicate TKA should be performed without
preoperative optimization, however it can help guide shared decision-making when deciding on
appropriate goal weight reduction prior to surgery.
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What are the Costs of Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty Compared to Total Knee
Arthroplasty Over 10 Years?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Robert A. Burnett, MD / Chicago, IL
JaeWon Yang, B.A. / Chicago, IL
Paul Maxwell Courtney, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Elizabeth B. Terhune, MD / Chicago, IL
Charles P. Hannon, MD / Chicago, IL
Craig Della Valle, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) has been shown to be an effective
procedure for end stage arthritis of the medial or lateral compartments, but concerns exist regarding
higher rates of revision compared to total knee arthroplasty (TKA). The purpose of this study is to
compare outcomes, revision rates, and longitudinal healthcare costs for patients undergoing UKA and
TKA.
METHODS | The Humana database was utilized to compare 2383 patients undergoing UKA from 20072016 who were matched 1:1 from a cohort of 63,036 primary TKA patients based on demographics and
comorbidities. Medical and surgical complications were tracked longitudinally for one year following
surgery. Rates of revision surgery and total related health care claims costs per patient were recorded
out to 10 years postoperatively and compared between the groups.
RESULTS | Revision rates were higher for UKA at 5 years (6.0% vs. 4.2%, p=0.007) and 10 years following
the index surgery (6.5% vs. 4.4%, p=0.002). TKA patients had higher rates of arthrofibrosis requiring
manipulation (3.9% vs. 0.9%, p<0.001), deep vein thrombosis (5.0% vs. 3.1%, p<0.001), pulmonary
embolism (1.5% vs. 0.8%, p=0.001) and renal failure (4.2% vs. 2.2%, p<0.001). Longitudinal related
health care costs for patients undergoing TKA were greater than those undergoing UKA at one year
($24,771 vs. $22,071, p<0.001) and 5 years following surgery ($26,549 vs. $25,730, p<0.001), however,
average costs of UKA and TKA patients were comparable at 10 years ($26,877 vs. $26,891, p=0.425).
CONCLUSIONS | Despite higher revision rates, UKA patients had lower average related healthcare costs
than TKA patients up to 10 years following the index procedure, at which point costs were comparable
between the groups. In the era of value-based care, patients, surgeons, and policymakers should be
aware of cost-effectiveness when deciding between these two procedures.
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Psychometric Analysis of Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures in Patients
Undergoing Medial Patellofemoral Ligament Reconstruction
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hailey P. Huddleston, BS / Chicago, IL
Justin Walsh, BS / Chicago, IL
Nabil Mehta, MD / Chicago, IL
Michael C. Fu, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew R. Cohn, MD / Chicago, IL

Brian Forsythe, MD / Chicago, IL
Nikhil N. Verma, MD / Chicago, IL
Brian J. Cole, MD MBA / Chicago, IL
Adam B. Yanke, MD PhD / Chicago, IL
*E. Bailey Terhune, MD / Chicago, IL

PURPOSE | The primary purpose of this investigation was to define the pre- and post-operative
psychometric properties of commonly used patient reported outcome measures (PROs) (KOOS, KOOS
JR, IDKC and Kujala) in patients undergoing medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) reconstruction.
Secondly, we performed a quantitative assessment of each item in these PROs to determine whether
the included questions test the underlying latent dimension (eg. function, pain) as intended in a patellar
instability population.
METHODS | Patients who underwent primary MPFL reconstruction between June 2015-March 2020
were identified using CPT codes. PROs including International Knee Documentation Committee (IKDC)
Score, Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) Symptoms, KOOS Pain, KOOS Activities of
Daily Living (ADL), KOOS Sport, KOOS Quality of Life (QOL), KOOS Joint Replacement (JR) and Kujala
were examined pre-operatively and at 6 months and 1 year post-operatively. Convergent validity was
investigated using correlation strength, classified as excellent (≥0.8), very good (0.71-0.80), good (0.610.70), fair (0.41-0.60), or poor (0.21-0.40). Absolute floor and ceiling effects were evaluated at each
timepoint and effect sizes were assessed to determine internal responsiveness. Confirmatory factor
analysis (CFA) using preoperative data was employed to investigate if each tested PRO (Kujala, KOOS JR,
and IKDC) tested each latent dimension as intended.
RESULTS | A total of 189 patients (mean age: 22.4±8.4, 66.7% female) were included in the analysis.
Kujala demonstrated very good to excellent correlations with IKDC, KOOS JR and all KOOS subscores
pre- and post-operatively except for preoperative KOOS QOL scores (r=0.443, P<0.01). Similarly, KOOS
JR demonstrated very good to excellent correlations at all timepoints with all PROs pre- and postoperatively except for preoperative KOOS QOL (r=0.381, P<0.01) and KOOS sport (r=0.667, P<0.01).
KOOS ADL, Sport, and QOL were the only PROs to demonstrate floor or ceiling effects >5% at any
timepoint. All PROs demonstrated large effect sizes, with Kujala demonstrating the largest at 6 months
and 1 year postoperatively followed by KOOS QOL, IKDC, and KOOS JR. KOOS JR and Kujala
demonstrated adequate CFA model fit with minimal adjustments while 6 questions were removed from
IKDC.
CONCLUSION | Kujala and KOOS JR demonstrated high internal responsiveness, minimal floor and
ceiling effects, and good convergent validity with legacy PROs. Kujala and KOOS JR appropriately test
their intended latent dimension, while legacy measures such as IKDC may contain multiple questions
not applicable to the patellar instability population.
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Effects of Preoperative Carbohydrate-Rich Drinks on Immediate Postoperative
Outcome in Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Jonathan Shaw, MD / Detroit, MI
Allen Kaddado, MD / Detroit, MI
Kamil Bober, MD / Detroit, MI
Ayooluwa S Ayoola, B.S / Detroit, MI
Ose Akioyamen, BS / Detroit, MI
Wayne T. North, MD / Detroit, MI
Michael Charters, MD / Detroit, MI
INTRODUCTION | Postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) impedes recovery after total knee
arthroplasty (TKA). Carbohydrate loading as part of the Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (ERAS)
protocol has been shown to decrease postoperative nausea, vomiting, pain, and lead to accelerated
recovery. This study investigates the effects of preoperative carbohydrate-rich drinks on PONV
following primary TKA.
METHODS | We prospectively randomized 153 consecutive patients undergoing primary TKA at one
institution. Patients were randomly assigned to one of three groups: Group 1 (50 pts) received
carbohydrate-rich drink, Group 2 (51 pts) received placebo drink, and Group 3 (52 pts) did not receive a
drink (control). All healthcare personnel and patients were blinded to group allocation. Controlling for
demographics, we analyzed the rate of PONV, length of stay (LOS), opiate consumption, pain scores
and serum glucose postoperatively. We performed further analysis on intraoperative and postoperative
fluid intake.
RESULTS | Demographics and comorbidities were similar besides surgical history of post-operative
nausea medication . Controlling for significant demographics, rate of vomiting in group 1 (4.7%, 2/43)
was not statistically different compared to group 2 (11.6%, 5/43; p=0.25) and group 3 (8.0%, 4/50;
p=0.54) . Patients requiring antiemetic medication in group 1 (30.2%, 13/43) did not differ significantly
from group 2 (p=0.81) and group 3 (p=0.33) . Controlling for blood loss, patients in the control group
required a significantly more one-time (500cc) postoperative boluses (100%, 10/10, p=0.03) than the
treatment group (57.1%, 4/7, p=0.02) and placebo group (57.1%, 4/7, p=0.02). There were no
differences in LOS, opiate consumption, pain scores, serum glucose, blood loss, or intraoperative net
fluid intake.
CONCLUSION | PONV is a common occurrence following TKA. Our RCT established that preoperative
carbohydrate loading does not affect PONV. However, through associated hydration, the number of
postoperative fluid boluses was significantly reduced compared to the control group who did not
receive a pre-operative drink.
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Utility and Prognostic Ability of a Diagnostic Injection Prior to Revision Total Knee
Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Kevin A. Sonn, MD / Indianapolis, IN
Evan R. Deckard, BSE. / Fishers, IN
Abdul Aasar, MD / Indianapolis, IN
Lily Wolf, MS / Indianapolis, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Fishers, IN
INTRODUCTION | Diagnostic injections are commonly utilized in the workup of painful total knee
arthroplasties (TKA) to assist in decision making, particularly when the diagnosis remains nebulous.
However, current literature provides limited guidance regarding the utility and prognostic capacity of
anesthetic injections in this scenario. This study sought to establish the role of diagnostic injections in
predicting successful revision TKA.
METHODS | A retrospective review of 144 consecutive revision TKAs performed between 2011-2019
with minimum 1-year follow-up was performed. Inclusion criteria were all aseptic revision TKAs that
received a pre-operative diagnostic injection. Reasons for revision included instability (57.6%), aseptic
loosening (33.3%), component malposition (5.6%), and wear/osteolysis (1.4%). Patient-reported
percentage relief with injection was recorded and primary outcomes were KOOS JR, KSS, UCLA Activity
Level, and patient satisfaction. Statistical analysis was performed with p<0.05 significant.
RESULTS | 107 revision TKA patients reported >50% pain relief with injection (74.3%) and 37 reported
<50% relief (25.7%). There were no differences in injection pain relief based on revision indication with
available numbers (p=0.841). At 1-year, improvement in UCLA Activity Level from preoperative was
greater in the injection relief group (p=0.024). 4-month patient satisfaction was not different between
the injection relief group versus those without injection relief with numbers available (67% vs. 66%;
p=0.13). However, at 1-year, the injection relief group maintained a 64% patient satisfaction, while
those without relief deteriorated to 47% (p<0.001) over the longer follow-up.
CONCLUSION | This study demonstrates that diagnostic injections have prognostic utility in revision
TKA. Study results showed that patients reporting >50% pain relief with injection have significantly
better UCLA Activity Level and maintain greater satisfaction at 1 year compared to those reporting
<50% pain relief with diagnostic injection. Expectations for improvement following revision TKA should
be tempered if diagnostic anesthetic injection yields minimal subjective pain relief.
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Early Osseointegration of a Modern 3D-Printed Highly Porous Patella Component
Used in Cementless TKA
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Ruben Prado, BA / Indianapolis, IN
*Evan R. Deckard, BSE / Fishers, IN
R. Michael Meneghini, MD / Fishers, IN
INTRODUCTION | Cementless fixation in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is experiencing a resurgence.
However, cementless patella components historically have been fraught with unacceptable failure and
considered by many to be the “Achilles heel” of cementless TKA. Advances in technology have provided
optimism that past failure mechanisms can be mitigated. This study purpose was to radiographically
evaluate a modern 3D-printed cementless patellar component.
METHODS | A retrospective review of 127 consecutive cementless TKAs from 2015 to 2018 utilizing one
cementless 3D-printed highly-porous titanium patellar component was performed. Radiographs were
evaluated with two blinded ratings for radiolucent lines and patellar tilt according to the Knee Society
Radiographic Evaluation System at baseline 1-month and latest radiographic follow-up.
RESULTS | Ninety-two cases obtained minimum one-year radiographic follow-up (mean 22.9 months).
Mean age and BMI were 57.0 years and 36.8 kg/m2; respectively and 60% male. Mean preoperative and
postoperative patellar tilt were 4.3 and 2.5 degrees, respectively. From 1-month to latest follow-up,
radiolucent lines decreased in all zones (range, -0.2% to -21%). All radiolucent lines were <1mm in
depth and 88% were isolated to the non-porous ends of pegs, indicating full ingrowth around the
porous peg periphery and the porous ingrowth patella baseplate surface. With available numbers, age,
BMI, gender, current tobacco use, and patellar tilt did not predict the presence of radiolucent lines
(p≥0.337). No patellar components were revised and no radiographic osteolysis was observed.
CONCLUSION | Early radiographic results of this 3D-printed patella component with a highly-porous
titanium ingrowth surface show promising osseointegration at minimum one-year. Radiolucent lines
were generally small and located at the end of the porous pegs. Radiographic osseointegration was
consistently evident around the highly-porous titanium pegs indicating some degree of differential
ingrowth between the pegs’ peripheral circumference and the ends. Further research is warranted for
long-term follow-up of this cementless patellar component.
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Incidence of Leg Length Discrepancy Following Index Hinge Total Knee Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Joshua R. Labott, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher N. Warne, MD / Rochester, MN
Cody C. Wyles, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Leg length discrepancies (LLD) are common after total hip replacement, and indeed
represent one of the most common reasons for patient dissatisfaction and legal action following
orthopedic surgery. LLD is not as commonly associated with total knee arthroplasty (TKA); however,
recent data suggests that patients undergoing primary TKA can have LLD >2 cm with 9% having a
discrepancy >1 cm. Hinge TKA is a complex form of knee reconstruction where functionality of all knee
ligaments is replaced by the TKA construct. As such, these implants are susceptible to changes in leg
length secondary to altered soft tissue constraints. The purpose of this study is to evaluate incidence of
LLD following hinge TKA and association with patient outcomes.
METHODS | A retrospective review was performed of all patients that underwent index hinge TKA at a
single academic institution from January 1999 – July 2019. Among 671 patients that had index hinge
TKA performed during this time period, 188 had full length standing anteroposterior hip to ankle
radiographs available for review both preoperatively and postoperatively. Two independent observers
measured leg length, femur length, tibia length, overall alignment and deformity present for all
radiographs. Mean age was 65 years, mean body mass index was 33 kg/m2, and 52 % were female.
Mean number of prior surgeries was 2 (range, 0 – 12).
RESULTS | The absolute mean and median change in leg lengths was 20 mm and 13 mm, respectively
(range, 0 – 130 mm). Lengthening occurred in 119 patients (63%) compared to shortening in 69 patients
(37%). A change in leg lengths > 1 cm was observed in 109 patients (58%), >2 cm in 63 patients (34%),
and > 5 cm in 15 patients (8%). Complications potentially related to change in leg length were observed
in 41 patients (22%). Of these, 18 patients (44%) had leg length changes greater than 2 cm. These
included limp (n=23), extensor mechanism weakness or impingement (n=6), need for shoe lifts (n=6),
need for gait aid (n=5), hinge dislocation or knee instability (n=5), and persistent foot drop (n=1).
Development of postoperative complications was not associated with magnitude of leg length change
or degree of coronal or sagittal plane correction.
CONCLUSION | Large changes in leg length are common following hinge TKA. The reasons for this are
likely multifactorial secondary to removal of ligamentous constraints prior to component implantation
as well as correction of preoperative angular deformity and/or soft tissue contracture. Complications or
patient dissatisfaction related to changes in leg length were relatively frequent and associated with the
degree of LLD. Surgeons should be cognizant of potential changes in leg length in the setting of hinge
TKA and incorporate this into preoperative planning and patient counseling.
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Good Short-Term Outcomes Using a Cementless Rotating Platform (RP) TKA: Interim
Clinical and Radiographic Data from a Multi-center, International Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Stephen Kantor, MD / Lebanon, NH
*George Brindley, MD / Lubbock TX
Mark Hollmann, MD / Deland, FL
Gary Hooper, MD / Christchurch, New Zealand
Norbert Freund, MD / Innkreis, A-4910, Austria

Caroline Tabor, Ph.D / Leeds, LS25 5AD, UK
James Lesko / Warsaw, IN
Verdonna Huey MS, BSN., CCRP / Warsaw, IN
Sue Kemp B.Sc., PhD / Leeds, LS11 8DT, UK

INTRODUCTION | There is increasing interest and utilization of cementless TKA. National registries have
demonstrated high rates of survivorship which are believed to stem from osseointegration. In order to
adopt new implant designs evidence of good initial fixation, good clinical outcomes and short-term
survivorship is required. This interim report provides early results from a recently introduced
cementless, rotating platform TKA implant.
METHODS | From Jan 2017-Nov 2019, 19 investigators prospectively enrolled 434 subjects into a
worldwide, non-comparative, multi-center post-market study of a cementless RP TKA (245 Cruciate
Retaining RP, 189 Posterior-Stabilized RP). Evaluation of patient reported outcome measures,
independent radiographic review (IRR) of radiolucent lines (RLLs) by size and progressiveness, and
adverse events (AEs) were conducted 6 weeks, 6 months, 1 year and 2 years post-operatively.
Summaries in this report are mean(SD), percentages, and Kaplan-Meier device survivorship.
RESULTS | Age and BMI were 63.6(8.6), 31.8(6.0); 50.9% female, 41.5% had patella resurfaced. Of those
not overdue at 2-years, 92%(162/177) have been seen. RLLs ≥1mm were evident in 56 subjects at some
post-operative timepoint. Femoral RLLs of size 1mm to <2mm were seen in 2.2% (6/267) at 6mo, 1.5%
(3/195) at 1yr, and 0% (0/134) at 2yr. Tibial RLLs of size 1mm to <2mm were seen in 13.4% (30/224) at
6mo, 12.1% (20/165) at 1yr, and 8.4% (10/119) at 2yr; 8 subjects had RLLs ≥2mm (all tibial) at some
post-operative timepoint, 1 of which was progressive . Twenty-one study knee AEs occurred in these 56
subjects; 7 AEs (in 3 subjects) related to pain, arthralgia, or arthrofibrosis; 1 of the 8 subjects with RLLs
≥2mm (not progressive) had reported AEs (crepitation and pain). Survivorship for removal of
femoral/tibial components was 99.1% at 2-years (95% CI: 95.9%-99.8%), with 2 revisions for aseptic
tibial loosening. Survivorship for removal of any component was 97.9% at 2-years (95% CI: 95.1%99.1%); 118 subjects remained with follow-up beyond 2-years. Significant improvements from preoperative to 2-years post-operative (p-values<0.05) were observed in all domains of KOOS, PKIP total
and subscores, EQ-5D-3L score and health-state VAS, and Subjective Knee Outcomes pain (rest and
activity).
CONCLUSION | These early results suggest that this implant is well-tolerated and provides good patient
outcomes. The presence of small, non-progressive RLLs are not indicative of clinical problems.
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Instability after TKA Revision - A Greater Challenge Than The Unstable Primary TKA
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Jason Tegethoff, B.A. / Columbia, MO
Rafael Walker-Santiago, MD / Columbia, MO
William Ralston, DO / Columbia, MO
James A. Keeney, MD / Columbia, MO
INTRODUCTION | Instability is a commonly identified indication for early revision total knee arthroplasty
(rTKA). The relative performance of revision TKA of an unstable primary TKA or rTKA for an unstable
previously revised TKA have not been well defined. We performed this study to determine the rate of
adverse outcomes for patients undergoing revision TKA (rTKA) and re-revision TKA (rrTKA).
Materials and
METHODS | After obtaining IRB approval, we retrospectively identified 126 rTKA and 28 rrTKA
component revision instability procedures performed between January 1, 2011- and April 30, 2018. We
exluded patients undergoing isolated liner exchange or single component revision for mid-flexion
instability. Patient demographic characteristics, medical comorbidities, time to initial revision TKA, and
adverse post-revision outcomes (reoperation, component revision, infection, amputation) were assessed
using paired student’s T-test or Fisher’s exact test with a p-value < 0.01 used to determine significance.
RESULTS | Patients in the rrTKA cohort were more commonly female (57.1% vs 27.8%, p<0.01), but there
were no difference in other demographic characteristics or medical comorbidities. There were no
significant differences in time between the index operation and rTKA or rrTKA. Higher rates of
reoperation (39.3% vs 18.4%, p=0.02), and component revision (25.0% vs 8.7%, p=0.03), with a trend
towards reoperation < 2 years (25.0% vs 11.1%, p=0.07). Component revisions for infection (14.3% vs
1.6%, p=0.01) and extensor mechanism failure (14.3% vs 3.2%, p=0.04) were more common in the rrTKA
cohort.
CONCLUSIONS | Component revision is beneficial for patients with TKA instability, however the
outcomes are more challenging when re-revision is being performed for patients with instability.
Infection prevention and extensor mechanism protection after surgical intervention are important for
reducing these adverse outcomes for patients undergoing re-revision TKA for instability.
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Total Joint Arthroplasty in Free-Standing Ambulatory Surgical Centers vs. HospitalOwned Outpatient Departments - An Analysis of 90-Day Complications and Costs
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem Tariq Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Adam M. Gordon, BS / Columbus, OH
Daniel Li, MD / Columbus, OH
Mengnai Li, MD, PhD / Columbus, OH
Ryan T Voskuil, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Thomas Scharschmidt, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Despite differences in structure and function of hospital-owned outpatient facilities
(HOPD) and free-standing ambulatory surgical centers (ASC), the safety and/or value of undergoing TJA
at ASCs versus HOPDs is limited.
METHODS | The 2007-2017Q1 Humana database, a private payer claims dataset of Medicare
Advantage, Medicaid Managed Care and commercially-insured patients, was used to identify patients
undergoing elective total hip arthroplasty (THA) or total knee arthroplasty (TKA) at HOPDs and ASCs.
After stratifying by surgery type (TKA or THA), the study cohort was divided into two distinct groups –
ASC vs. HOPDs. A propensity-scoring model, which accounted for differences in age, gender, race,
region, comorbidity burden and plan type, was used to create “matched” groups of patients.
Multivariable regression modeling was used to assess for significant differences in 90-day outcomes
and costs, between ASCs and HOPDs.
RESULTS | A total of 320 TKAs and 230 THAs were performed in ASCs, whereas a total of 3,901 TKAs and
1,700 THAs were performed in HOPDs. Following propensity score matching, there were 588 TKAs
(ASC=294, HOPD=294) and 426 THAs (ASC=213, HOPD=213) in the final study sample. For TKAs, there
were no significant differences, between ASCs and HOPDs, with regards to 90-day medical
complications (p=0.108), wound complications (p=0.735), bleeding (p=0.539), implant-related
complications (p=0.936), revisions (p=0.191) and emergency department visits (p=0.587). However,
readmission rates were significantly lower for TKAs done in an ASC (6.1%), as compared to a HOPD
(10.9%) (p=0.029). For THAs, apart from significantly lower rates of 90-day revisions (ASC= 0.5% vs.
HOPD= 5.2%; p= 0.016) and readmissions (ASC=6.6% vs. HOPD=12.7%; p=0.025) at ASCs, there were
no differences in medical complications, wound complications, bleeding, implant-related complications
and ED visits between either outpatient facility cohort. Performing surgery in an ASC versus HOPD
resulted in significant risk-adjusted cost savings (TKA = $5,400/case and THA = $7,800/case).
CONCLUSIONS | Based on the results, it appears that performing elective TJAs at a free-standing ASC,
versus a HOPD, is associated with lower readmission rates and approximately $5,000-$8,000 costsavings per case.
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Effective Pain Management with the Use of an Innovative, Replaceable, Synthetic
Medial Meniscus Implant: Findings from Two Clinical Trials and Case Study
Observations
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher C. Kaeding, MD / Columbus, OH
Wayne K. Gersoff, MD / Denver, CO
Joseph M. Berman, MD / Arlington, TX
Richard H. Alfred, MD / Albany, NY
R. Maxwell Alley, MD / Albany, NY

Thomas Giel, MD / Memphis, TN
Brian P. McKeon, MD / Waltham, MA
Elliott B. Hershman, MD / New York, NY
Kenneth R. Zaslav, MD / Richmond, VA
*David C. Flanigan, MD / Columbus, OH

INTRODUCTION | Arthroscopic partial meniscectomy (APM) is the most common surgical treatment for
symptomatic, irreparable meniscal tears, yet patients report persistent knee pain and function impact
within 6-months to 2-years. Treatment options are limited to palliative care or surgical procedures
including knee replacement. A novel medial meniscus implant (MMI) that functionally mimics the
natural medial meniscus may provide an intermediate step in the surgical continuum for patients with
persistent knee symptoms following APM.
METHODS | Patients participating in two clinical trials of the MMI prospectively completed the KOOS
questionnaire preoperatively and at set postoperative time points. Pain subscale scores at baseline and
1-year follow-up assessed the effect compared to a medically managed (i.e. non-surgical) control
group. Change scores were determined and compared to an a priori defined clinically important
difference (CID) of >20 from baseline. The incremental pain effect of the MMI was compared to control
group and to APM literature. Case study of KOOS pain and function observations of unplanned explant
due to a traumatic injury where there was >6 months of implant therapy, explant <6 months from last
KOOS pain measurement, and no further surgery at time of explant or through 1-year protocol visit to
confirm the MMI’s effect on pain and function.
RESULTS | 242 patients (176 MMI; 66 non-surgical control) at baseline; 222 (92%) had complete KOOS
data at 12-month follow-up. Mean KOOS pain values for the MMI showed a 25.8-point improvement,
exceeding the 20-point CID, with 61% achieving this threshold by the 12-month follow-up visit. The
non-surgical group showed a 15.3-point improvement (p<0.0001) less than the 20-point CID, with 30%
achieving this threshold by the 12-month follow-up visit. When comparing the MMI to non-surgical
control, and to APM alone, the pain effects were 1.88, 1.12 and 1.48, respectively, demonstrating a
notable pain effect for the MMI. An in-depth review of patient cases from one of the trials further
supports the pain effect of the MMI, and demonstrates the ability of an MMI patient to return to work
and daily function activities.
CONCLUSIONS | The MMI provided statistically significant and clinically important improvements in
pain relief compared to non-surgical management by 1-year of 2-year trials. Case studies support the
results, and also highlight the return to strenuous work activities for a case subject facilitated by the
MMI.
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Medial Proximal Tibial Resection is Superior to Soft Tissue Releases During Total
Knee Arthroplasty: A Minimum 3.5 Year Follow-Up Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Justin Toma, MD / Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Martin W. Roche, MD / Ft. Lauderdale, FL
*Jordan Pasternack, MD / Brooklyn, NY
INTRODUCTION | Patients with excessive varus deformities can undergo soft tissue releases (STR) or
bony resections of the medial proximal tibia (MPT) to achieve a balanced knee; however, studies
investigating these two modalities are limited. The purpose of this study was to compare differences in
MPT and STR in patients with a severe varus deformity. Specifically, we analyzed: 1) changes in
compartmental pressures; 2) intraoperative times; and 3) changes in patient-reported outcome
measurements (PROMs).
METHODS | A retrospective query of our institution’s knee registry was performed. The inclusion criteria
consisted of all patients undergoing primary sensor-assisted total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and requiring
either STR or MPT resections. The query yielded 207 patients, with a mean follow-up of 3.57 years,
requiring STR (n = 106) or MPT (n = 99) resections. Outcomes analyzed included changes in
compartmental pressures from extension to flexion, intraoperative times, and changes in Short-Form 12
Physical Component Score (SF-12 PCS) and Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis
Index (WOMAC) scores. A p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | MPT resections demonstrated significantly greater reduction in pressures within the medial
compartment through the entire range of motion [10° extension (43.3 lbs. vs. 27.2lbs.; p<0.0001), 45°
mid-flexion (43.7lbs. vs.14.53lbs.; p<0.0001), and 90° flexion (27.6 lbs. vs. 14.86lbs.; p<0.0001)].
Additionally, resection of the MPT demonstrated significantly lower mean intraoperative times (53 vs. 71
minutes; p<0.0001). MPT resection patients had significantly higher SF-12 PCS (69.31 vs. 64.33,
p<0.0001) and lower total WOMAC (1.13 vs. 2.67, p<0.0001) scores.
CONCLUSION | The study is the first to quantitatively assess compartmental changes utilizing MPT
resection compared to STR for patients with severe varus deformities. MPT resection had a greater
impact in reducing high medial compartmental pressures compared to STR. Furthermore, MPT
resections led to lower total intraoperative time, and greater improvement in PROMs.
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Predictors of Success with Chronic Antibiotic Suppression for Prosthetic Joint
Infections
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Rebecca G. Burr, MD / Maywood, IL
Carlo Eikani, BS / Maywood, IL
Andrew Schneider, MD / Maywood, IL
Adam Holzmeister, MD / Maywood, IL
William Hopkinson, MD / Maywood, IL
Nicholas Brown, MD / Maywood, IL
INTRODUCTION | Management of recurrent prosthetic joint infection (PJI) after attempted surgical
eradication remains a challenge. Chronic antibiotic suppression (CAS) is regarded as a reasonable
salvage treatment option. The purpose of this study is to compare the cohorts who succeed and fail
with CAS.
METHODS | This retrospective cohort study assesses patients who were treated with CAS for PJI
between 2007 and 2019. Cases were identified from the Electronic Medical Record using CPT codes and
key terms followed by manual review. Patients were included if they had a culture-proven PJI treated
with antibiotics with documented intent for chronic suppression. CAS was considered successful if the
patient remained on antibiotics without additional surgery and unsuccessful if the patient underwent
additional surgery. Groups were compared using standard parametric and non-parametric tests
according to data type, distribution, and variance.
RESULTS | We identified 48 PJIs (33 knees, 15 hips) managed with CAS. The median follow-up after
starting CAS was 28.3 months (IQR 12.9–50.0). CAS was successful in 68.8% (19 knees, 14 hips) and
unsuccessful in 31.2% (14 knees, 1 hip) of PJI patients. Hips were significantly more likely to be
successful with CAS than knees (93.3% vs 57.6%, p=0.02). Patients who failed suppression were more
likely to have a higher BMI (36.4 vs 32.4, p=0.08), diabetes (46.7% vs 36.4%, p=0.54), higher Charlson
Comorbidity Index (4.1 vs 3.5, p=0.25), greater number of previous procedures (2.7 vs 2.1, p=0.16), and
less likely to be infected with Staphylococcus (46.7% vs 72.7%, p=0.11). With the numbers available,
these additional findings did not reach statistical significance. Unsuccessful cases underwent additional
surgery at a median 13.0 months (IQR 8.0–30.2) after starting CAS.
CONCLUSION | Chronic suppression is a reasonable strategy with moderate outcomes in patients
without further surgical treatment options. Further investigation is needed to identify factors predictive
of success, although most hips treated with suppression in the cohort were successful.
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Intra-Articular Knee Injuries in Extensor Mechanism Ruptures Requiring Additional
Surgery
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Elizabeth H.G. Turner, B.A. / Madison, WI
Craig C. Akoh, MD / Durham, NC
B. Keegan Markhardt, MD / Madison, WI
Scott J. Hetzel, MS / Madison, WI
Andrea M. Spiker, MD / Madison WI
PURPOSE | Concomitant internal derangement can affect long-term outcomes after extensor
mechanism repair of the knee. The purpose of our study was to determine the prevalence of
intraarticular findings requiring subsequent surgical intervention at the time of extensor mechanism
injury.
METHODS | This retrospective study studied 67 knees in 66 patients (mean age 53.6 years, 95.6% male)
with extensor mechanism injury who had preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before
undergoing open primary surgical repair. Demographics, comorbidities, mechanism of injury, location
of injury, and internal derangements based on MRI findings were collated. Analyses were conducted
using t-tests and chi-square tests.
RESULTS | 51 knees (76.1%) had quadriceps tendon injury, 13 knees (19.4%) had patellar tendon injury,
and 3 knees (4.6%) had both. 34 cases (50.7%) with extensor mechanism injury had intra-articular
pathology and 3 (4.5%) required additional surgery, including 1 case (7.7%) with patellar tendon injury
and 2 cases (3.9%) with quadriceps tendon injury. The mean (SD) age of patients with quadriceps
tendon injury was significantly higher than patellar tendon injury (p<0.001). Anterior cruciate ligament
(ACL) injuries were more common with patellar tendon injury (p<0.01), and cartilage damage was more
common with quadriceps tendon injury (p<0.01). Meniscal tears were seen in both groups.
CONCLUSION | 50.7% of cases with extensor mechanism injury had intra-articular pathology, and 4.5%
required additional surgery at an average of 15.3 (±6.4) months after initial extensor mechanism repair.
MRI evaluation should be considered for routine evaluation of suspected extensor tendon injuries, as
concomitant intraarticular pathology may alter the course of rehabilitation or require additional surgery.
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Levels of Evidence Backing the AAOS Clinical Practice Guidelines
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Arjun Reddy, BS / Tulsa, OK
Jared Scott, DO / Tulsa, OK
Jake Checketts, DO / Jenks, OK
Kevin Middlemist, DO / Tulsa, OK
Keith Fishbeck, DO / Tulsa, OK
Matt Vassar, PhD / Tulsa, OK
PURPOSE | The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons produces clinical practice guidelines for
the treatment of orthopaedic injuries. We examined the strength of the evidence underlying these
recommendations in order to answer the following questions: 1. Have AAOS work groups improved
guideline creation practices to locate evidence to generate strong recommendations? 2. Is there
variability in the available evidence based on anatomic site or stage of care? 3. Has the level of evidence
supporting improved over time?
METHODS | Twenty-two current guidelines of the Academy were examined which yielded 408 individual
recommendations. These recommendations were assigned one of five strength of evidence ratings
(strong, moderate, limited, inconclusive, consensus) by the guideline panel, based on the availability
and quality of the supporting evidence. From these guidelines, we extracted all of the recommendations
and their corresponding evidence ratings. We then classified the recommendations by stage of care,
year, and anatomical site.
RESULTS | The distribution of the levels of evidence was as follows: 77 (18.9%) were based on
consensus; 53 (13.%) were inconclusive; 93 (22.8%) were based on limited evidence; 112 (27.5%) were
based on moderate evidence; and 73 were based on (17.9%) strong evidence. Strong strength of
evidence was found in 45.2% of the recommendations for preventive /screening/diagnostic care, 41.1%
of non-surgical treatment, 45.1% of surgical treatment, 51.1% of rehabilitation/postoperative treatment,
and 45.5% of the recommendations that had mixed stages of care. Inconclusive strength of evidence
was found to be prevalent from 2009-2013, but this category was eliminated in 2014.
CONCLUSIONS | Only 73 (17.9%) recommendations generated by the Academy in its twenty-two clinical
practice guidelines are based on a “strong” strength of evidence. More robust research is needed in
orthopaedics to bolster confidence in the recommendations in future guideline updates.
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A Novel Non-Invasive Method for Predicting Bone Mineral Density: A Field Screening
Tool for Approximating Fracture Risk
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Bradley S. Lambert, Ph.D / Houston, TX
Steven E. Martin, Ph.D / Houston, TX
Joshua R. Daum, BS / Houston, TX

Katharine D. Harper, MD / Washington, D.C.
Stephen J. Incavo, MD / Houston, TX
Patrick C. McCulloch, MD / Houston, TX

INTRODUCTION | The assessment of bone mineral density (BMD) using dual-energy-xrayabsorptiometry (DEXA) is common in clinical settings for the assessment of bone health and fracture
risk. However, DEXA analysis for bone health may not be readily available to all populations and is not
practical for large-scale high-volume screening. In light of this clinical need, the purpose of this
investigation was to develop a novel prediction equation for total and regional BMD using non-invasive
anthropometric measures.
METHODS | One-thousand-eight-hundred-forty-one volunteers (Age 15-76 years) consented to
undergo analysis of body composition and BMD using DEXA in two independent clinical laboratories
using the same scanner make and model (iDXA, GE®) between 2012-2019. In addition to total body
measures, BMD was also assessed for the arms, legs, spine, and pelvis. Regional and total measures of
height, weight, age, body mass index (BMI, kg/m2), sex, race, bone mass, lean-tissue mass, fat mass, and
%body fat were also collected. Multiple-linear-regression with step-wise removal was used to predict
BMD from the aforementioned independent variables with final prediction model selection determined
by the highest R2, lowest error of estimate, and lowest level of variance inflation (α=0.05).
RESULTS | Population demographics for each group were observed as follows: [M: n=906, 37±12yrs,
179±7cm, 92±18kg, 29±5 kg/m2, 28±9 %fat, 1.38±0.13 g/cm2(Total BMD), 1.2±0.9(BMD Z-Score) | F:
n=935, 35±15yrs, 165±7cm, 70±17kg, 26±6 kg/m2, 33±10 %fat, 1.23±0.13 g/cm2(Total BMD),
1.2±1.0(BMD Z-Score). Regression analysis revealed moderate prediction strength for all analyzed
regions (R2=0.4–0.6; Average %Error =5–11%; p<0.05) using measures of sex, age, height, BMI, %body
fat, fat free mass, and fat mass. Regression equations are presented in .
CONCLUSION | The results of this study indicate that common anthropometric measures may be
utilized to reasonably predict total and regional BMD. Importantly, nutrition, physical activity, race, and
genetic factors are also known to effect bone metabolism and future studies will be required to
determine the degree to which each may improve equation strength. The equations developed here
may be utilized as screening tools that can be applied in a number of environments where DEXA may
either be unavailable or impractical (physician’s office; wellness centers; geriatric or orthopedic care
settings; high school / collegiate screening; military screening; corporate fitness settings; and rural
areas). In these settings, those observed to be at risk for low BMD could be referred for further
evaluation, thus resulting in improved targeting for those who stand to benefit from intervention.
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Erythromycin-Loaded Polymeric Dicalcium Phosphate Dehydrate (P-DCPD) Bone
Cement For The Treatment of Orthopedic Infection
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
David C. Markel, MD / Southfield, MI
Tong Shi / Detroit, MI
Angelica Guardia, MS / Detroit, MI
Paula Dietz, MS / Southfield, MI
Bin Wu, MD / Southfield, MI
Weiping Ren, MD, PhD / Detroit, MI
*Brendan Comer, MD / Southfield, MI
INTRODUCTION | A novel injectable polymeric dicalcium phosphate dehydrate (P-DCPD) cement was
previously developed with superior mechanical strength, excellent anti-washout and controllable
delivery of embedded drugs as compared to calcium phosphate cements (CPCs). The purpose of this
study was to assess the performance of P-DCPD when loaded with the antibiotic Erythromycin (EM-P).
METHODS | P-DCPD without or with 10% EM (EM-P, wt/wt) was prepared. The applied properties of
EM-P include drug release, agar zone of inhibition (ZOI) against S. aureus growth, and effects on the
growth of osteoblastic MC3T3 cells were assessed. In addition, the impacts of EM-P on the injectability,
setting time and mechanical strength were also evaluated.
RESULTS | A sustained, and a favorable decreased burst release of EM from EM-P was observed. Eluents
collected from EM-P for up to 28 days showed a constant and strong ZOI without decay. Direct contact
of EM-P discs with agar plates showed similarly strong and constant ZOI up to 22 days. Interestingly,
the degrading cement residues retained a strong ZOI. While EM-P was injectable, a significant delay in
setting time was observed for EM-P (58 min) compared to control (P-DCPC) (16 min). A slight increase
in compressive strength (60.67±2.54 MPa) was observed for EM-P compared to control (53.09±8.64
MPa). EM-P was biocompatible although a slight reduction of cell growth was observed in the presence
of EM-P eluents.
CONCLUSION | The ability to retain high bactericidal activity for periods of weeks in-situ is crucial to
cure of orthopedic infections. Our data may shed light on the future application of P-DCPD in the
treatment of orthopaedic infections. In particular due to the materials handling characteristics and
mechanical strength compared to PMMA cements. The long-term mechanical performance and fatigue
resistance of EM-P in vivo will be critical in predicting the clinical performance of this new material.
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Fibroblast and Tenocyte Attachment and Viability Vary Based on Pore Size Within A
Printed Porous Ti In A Bioreactor Setting
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

David C. Markel, MD / Southfield, MI
Paula Dietz, MS / Southfield, MI
*Brendan Comer, MD / Southfield, MI
Wei-Ping Ren, MD, PhD / Detroit, MI
INTRODUCTION | Attachment of tendons to metallic implants is important in orthopaedic
reconstructions. Tissue integration depends on microstructure and composition of the substrate, in
particular the porosity. Using a dynamic bioreactor, the effect of the pore size of printed titanium
cylinders on the viability and function of fibroblasts and tenocytes were assessed.
METHODS | Ti porous cylinders with three pore sizes (400, 700 and 1000µm) were seeded with either
fibroblasts or tenocytes, incubated for one hour to promote attachment, then washed to remove
unattached cells. Cylinders were transferred to a custom bioreactor and cultured for 4 days (A). Cells
were analyzed via AlamarBlue assay. AlamarBlue is a cell health indicator with functioning cells reducing
dye from blue to pink. Cells were then quantified via spectroscopy and examined via scanning electron
microscopy (ESEM).
RESULTS | Three runs per cell type were performed (n=11 for each pore size). Fibroblasts cultured on
the 400, 700 and 1000µm Ti cylinders reduced AB by 24%, 45% and 48%; significant differences were
noted between the 700 and 1000µm versus the 400µm (p<0.001). The tenocytes reduced AB by 42%,
43% and 35%. There was a significant difference between the 400 and 1000µm pore sizes (p=0.046).
ESEM on fibroblast cylinders showed fibroblasts reached the surface of the cylinders confirming
interconnectivity.
DISCUSSION | Both fibroblasts and tenocytes penetrated the pores and attached to the printed Ti
substrate. Fibroblasts preferred larger pore sizes, whereas tenocytes favored smaller pore sizes. The
work highlights differing behavior of cells relative to the titanium substrate.
SIGNIFICANCE/CLINICAL RELEVANCE: Attachment of soft tissue to metal is difficult to achieve. This
work may advance understanding of patterns for structural soft tissue ingrowth.
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COVID-19 Impact on Total Joint Arthroplasty Patient Satisfaction Following Changes
to Surgical Date
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
W. Trevor North, MD / Detroit, MI
Michael A. Charters, MD / Detroit, MI
Timothy E. Ekpo, DO / Detroit, MI
Eddie El-Yussif, DO / Detroit, MI
Kenneth Scott, DO / Detroit, MI
*Ayooluwa Ayoola, BS / Detroit, MI
Luke D. Wesemann, BS / Detroit, MI
INTRODUCTION | The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic overwhelmed healthcare systems across the US.
Cancellation of elective joint replacement surgery ensued to ensure adequate resources to treat
patients affected by SARS-CoV-2. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the response of patients
following the cancellation of joint replacement surgery due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.
METHODS | Our large tertiary referral academic hospital conducted a survey that included 746 patients
who were affected through the cancellation of their planned joint replacement due to SARS-CoV-2. The
survey consisted of 9 questions regarding pain, function, interest in rescheduling surgery, and
perceptions of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. 604 responses were collected by clinical providers via phone
interview.
RESULTS | Surveys were performed a mean of 3 ± 27 days after the scheduled date of the joint
replacement surgery. The majority of the 604 participants, 59%, agreed that cancellation of their joint
replacement was necessary, with 35% expressing disappointment. 86% were relieved that the
cancellation occurred considering the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Despite this relief, 24% noted that the
delay increased their anxiety related to the pandemic. 53% endorsed an increased level of pain as a
result of the delay, with 46% admitting to worsening function and the ability to complete simple
activities of daily living. 92% of participants expressed an interest in having their surgery rescheduled
within six months, and the majority (61.2%) requested their surgery be scheduled as soon as possible.
CONCLUSION | The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic resulted in the suspension of elective joint replacement
surgery in many areas across the US. This delay led to worsening pain and function in patients waiting
for joint replacement surgery. Despite the uncertainty and patient anxiety surrounding the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic, an overwhelming percentage of patients were interested in rescheduling joint replacement
surgery within six months due to increased pain and decreased function.
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Factors That Influence Online Patients' Recommendations of Orthopedic Surgeons
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Bishoy M. Ezzat, B.A. / Newark, NJ
Gabriel Hanna, BS / Newark, NJ
Justin Luis, B.A. / Newark, NJ
Ashok Para, MD / Newark, NJ
Bria D. Batko, MD / Newark, NJ
Folorunsho Edobor-Osula, MD / Newark, NJ
BACKGROUND | In today’s world, patients are consulting online physician reviews prior to making
healthcare decisions. This is true in the field of orthopedics. This study is designed to investigate trends
in online reviews and determine which factors are strongly correlated with the likelihood to recommend
an orthopaedic surgeon.
METHODS | Healthgrades.com, the most comprehensive physician rating database, was queried for
“orthopaedic surgery” in New Jersey. Data was collected including demographic information, fellowship
training status, years of experience, malpractice actions, physician ratings and the likelihood to
recommend score (LTRS). Quantitative analysis was conducted using descriptive statistics, student t-test,
and one-way ANOVA. Randomly selected positive comments and all negative comments were analyzed
and common themes were identified using a frequency-based word cloud generator.
RESULTS | 834 board certified orthopaedic surgeons (800 Males, 34 Females), with a mean age of
55.7±12.5 years and an average LTRS of 4.1±0.84 were included for analysis. Fellowship trained
surgeons were more likely to be recommend compared to non-fellowship trained surgeons [4.3 vs. 3.8;
P< 0.0001]. Physicians with waiting time <10 minutes were more likely to be recommended compared
to their counterparts with waiting time >10 minutes (P< 0.0001). No differences were observed in LTRS
between male and female orthopaedic surgeons (P= 0.79) or based on malpractice status (P= 0.61).
Qualitative analysis of a randomly selected sample of 4,151 out of a total of 12,168 positive comments
and 1,113 total negative comments revealed that positive comments centered on surgeon competence
and professionalism while negative comments centered on surgeon personality and waiting time.
CONCLUSION | Orthopaedic surgeons generally have favorable ratings and mostly positive comments.
Fellowship status and waiting time are important factors that impact LTRS. Patients were more likely to
write positive comments regarding surgeon competence and professionalism and negative comments
regarding surgeon personality and waiting time. Knowledge of what surgeon specific attributes are
important to patients may educate orthopaedic surgeons to improve patient care, patient satisfaction
and online ratings.
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Wearable Sensor Technology Does Not Predict Adaptations to The Pitching Elbow: A
Dynamic Ultrasound Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Lafi S. Khalil, MD / Detroit, MI
Muhammad J. Abbas, BS / Detroit, MI
Chad Klochko, MD / Detroit, MI
Marnix Van Holsbeeck, MD / Detroit, MI

Eric C. Makhni, MD, M.B.A. / Detroit, MI
Vasilios Moutzouros, MD / Detroit, MI
Kelechi R. Okoroha, MD / Detroit, MI

INTRODUCTION | This study aims to evaluate throwing kinematics in competitive baseball pitchers
using wearable sensor technology in order to identify which if any measurements predict ultrasound
changes in the elbow before and after a season of competitive pitching.
METHODS | Twenty-eight pitchers from three NCAA division II universities where recruited in the
preseason for participation. Exclusion Criteria included history of dominant upper extremity surgery,
limited activity due to pain, and the presence of any current injury. Pitchers completed intake forms and
dominant upper extremity anthropometric measurements were taken. Pitchers were fitted with a
wearable sensor baseball compression sleeve (Motus Global, Massapequa, NY). Pitchers were asked to
throw five fastballs from a standard distance off a mound to a catcher while the sensor reported elbow
torque, arm speed, arm slot, and shoulder rotation directly to a mobile app. A radar gun was used to
measure peak ball velocity. Following testing all athletes underwent dynamic ultrasound imaging of
dominant elbow by an experienced musculoskeletal sonographer to identify ulnar collateral ligament
(UCL) thickness, ulnar nerve area, and ulnohumeral joint space (UHJS). All ultrasound images where
deidentified and measurements where performed by blinded, board-certified musculoskeletal
radiologists. All measurements were repeated again after the conclusion of the season and statistical
analysis compared changes relative to preseason.
RESULTS | Nine players did not follow-up after the season and therefore 19 pitchers were included in
the final analysis. The average (standard deviation) age and playing experience was 19.9 (1.2) and 14.7
(1.5) years. There were significant increases demonstrated in dominant UCL thickness, Ulnar Nerve Area,
and delta UHJS after a season of pitching (p<0.05), while no changes in pitching kinematic
measurements were observed. Preseason medial elbow torque was significantly associated with
decreased postseason UHJS (beta estimate -0.03, P=.03), which may not be clinically significant. Ball
velocity and other preseason pitching kinematic measurements did not correlate with postseason
dominant UCL width, loaded UHJS, or delta UHJS on ultrasound (P>0.05). Pitchers with increased weight
and total arm length demonstrated reduced medial elbow torque during pitching (P<0.05).
CONCLUSIONS | While adaptive changes of the medial elbow progressed after a competitive season of
pitching on ultrasound, these adaptations were not predictable based on various preseason pitching
kinematic measurements reported by wearable sensor technology. Body mass and arm length were
protective of medial elbow torque during pitching.
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A Strategy for Repair, Augmentation, and Reconstruction of the Extensor Mechanism
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Courtney R. Carlson Strother, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew D. Laprade / Rochester, MN
Lucas K. Keyt / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael J. Stuart, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | This study aims to describe a treatment strategy for extensor mechanism disruption
and evaluate the outcomes of three techniques: primary repair, repair with semitendinosus autograft
augmentation, and reconstruction with Achilles allograft.
METHODS | All extensor mechanism surgeries performed by a single surgeon between 1999 and 2019
at one institution were reviewed. Patient demographics, imaging studies, surgical technique and
outcomes were recorded. Primary ruptures with robust tissue quality were repaired primarily, and first
time ruptures with significant tendinosis or moderate tissue loss were repaired with semitendinosus
autograft augmentation. Patients with previous extensor mechanism surgeries and poor tissue quality
were reconstructed with Achilles allograft. Primary outcome was extensor mechanism integrity at a
minimum one year follow up, with extensor mechanism lag defined as greater than 5 degrees loss of
terminal, active knee extension. Secondary outcomes included postoperative International Knee
Documentation Committee (IKDC) and Tegner activity scores, radiographic Caton-Deschamps Index,
and range of motion.
RESULTS | Twenty-two patellar tendon and twenty quadriceps tendon surgeries were retrospectively
reviewed (83.3% male, mean 48 years, BMI 30.9). Seventeen (40%) patients underwent primary tendon
repair, 13 (31%) had repair with semitendinosus allograft augmentation, and 12 (29%) underwent
reconstruction using Achilles tendon allograft. Sixteen (38%) patients had at least one prior extensor
mechanism surgery performed at an outside facility. At last follow up, 3 (7.1%) patients had an extensor
mechanism lag, no patients required additional surgery, and all patients were able to achieve greater
than 90⁰ knee flexion. Postoperative IKDC scores were significantly improved in all methods of extensor
mechanism repair (p<0.05) .
CONCLUSION | Our strategy for treatment of patellar and quadriceps tendon rupture is based on native
tissue quality, chronicity of the extensor mechanism disruption, and history of prior surgery. Primary
repair alone, repair with semitendinosus autograft augmentation, and reconstruction with Achilles
tendon allograft are all effective methods to restore continuity and function of the extensor mechanism.
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Meniscus Injuries in Professional Baseball Players: Analysis of Injury Patterns, Current
Treatment Strategies, and Outcomes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Bradley M. Kruckeberg, MD / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Corey A. Wulf, MD / Edina, MN
Michael L. Knudsen, MD / Minneapolis, MN
Michael Salazar, ATC / Minneapolis, MN

Diane L. Dahm, MD / Rochester, MN
John Steubs, MD / Bloomington, MN
Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN

BACKGROUND | Recent epidemiologic studies have demonstrated higher lower extremity injury rates
than previously reported in Major League Baseball (MLB) and Minor League Baseball (MiLB). Baseball
injury related research has focused on upper extremity injuries; relatively little is known about meniscus
injuries and their impact on professional baseball players.
PURPOSE | The purposes of this study were to 1) determine the incidence, prevalence, and
characteristics of meniscus injuries in professional baseball players; 2) assess current treatment
strategies; 3) determine the time out of play and 4) identify prognostic factors.
STUDY DESIGN | Case Series; Level of evidence, 4.
METHODS | The MLB Health and Injury Tracking System (HITS) identified meniscus injuries in active MLB
and MiLB players from 2011 to 2017. Injuries included in the analysis were those that occurred during
normal baseball activity and resulted in at least 1 day out of play. Epidemiologic data, injury
characteristics, player characteristics, treatment characteristics, and days missed from play were
analyzed.
RESULTS | A total of 314 professional baseball players sustained a meniscus injury that resulted in
44,824 days missed from 2011 to 2017. Pitchers were the most commonly injured position (31.8%),
followed by infielders (26.4%), catchers (25.2%) and outfielders (15.9%). The incidence of injuries was
normalized per position and found to most frequently occur in pitchers and catchers. Catchers missed
the most median number of days (49) per injury followed by infielders (42 days) and pitchers (41 days).
Non-operatively treated injuries resulted in a median 18 days missed vs. 60 days missed for those
treated surgically (p=<.001). Batters with injuries to their back leg resulted in more days missed
compared to their front leg (p=0.013) but no differences in the percentage of injuries requiring surgery.
When comparing injuries to lead leg versus trailing leg in pitchers, there were no significant differences
in days missed or surgery required.
CONCLUSIONS | Over 7 seasons, 314 meniscus injuries resulted in nearly 45,000 days missed from play.
The annual number of meniscus injuries decreased per year, while the rate of meniscus injuries
requiring surgery trended upward. Meniscus injuries were most common in pitchers and catchers. The
number of days missed varied between positions and increased with surgical management. Additional
analysis suggests that meniscus injury to the back leg of batters may have a poorer prognosis, leading
to more days missed from play.
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Variations in Pitching Kinematics and Reproducibility of Wearable Elbow Sensor
Technology Measurements
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Muhammad J. Abbas, BS / Dearborn, MI
Lafi Khalil, MD / Berkley, MI
Austin Cross, BS / San Antonio, TX
Luke Hessburg / Grosse Pointe, MI
Eric Guo, BS / Detroit, MI
Eric Makhni, MD , M.B.A. / West Bloomfield, MI
INTRODUCTION | Wearable sensor technology is an accessible method of monitoring pitching
kinematic measurements. Currently there are no studies that have validated wearable sensors when
measuring variation among pitchers or between sessions. The purpose of this investigation is to
determine the reproducibility and reliability of measurements captured by wearable sensor technology
on the throwing arm of collegiate pitchers.
METHODS | NCAA pitchers from three institutions were recruited for this study preseason. A wearable
sensor baseball sleeve (Motus Global, Massapequa, NY) captured kinematic data during pitching (elbow
torque, arm slot, arm speed, arm rotation), while a radar gun measured peak ball velocity. Pitchers threw
10 fastballs at game-speed effort. This testing was repeated for a total of four sessions. Pitcher
demographic and arm measurements were documented. Coefficients of variation (CV) were computed
for each specific variable, enabling standardization of variables for statistical analysis of variation
between pitches and sessions. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) estimates and their 95%
confidence intervals were calculated using mixed effects models to asses for sensor reliability.
RESULTS | Twenty-one pitchers were included in the final analysis with an average (SD) age of 18.9
(0.94) years. Seven pitchers had erroneous data for the final session which was excluded from analysis.
Arm slot and elbow torque had the greatest variation across all pitches and sessions (CV: 27.96.56% and
21.63%), while arm rotation and arm speed had the least (CV: 9.00% and 12.31%). The range of CV
values were mostly within 5% across all sessions and pitches (elbow torque: CV of 19% - 24%; arm slot:
CV of 25% - 30%). Ball velocity as measured by radar gun had an average CV of 5.4%. ICC calculations
suggested that elbow torque, arm slot, arm speed and arm rotation display poor reliability between the
measurements (<0.6), while ball velocity showed excellent reliability (0.81).
CONCLUSION | Wearable sensor technology is not a reproducible or reliable method of monitoring
pitching kinematics, as a high variable and low ICC exists between pitches and sessions. Future studies
are required to fully validate wearable sensor technology against the gold standard. With the present
data, the high degree of variation measured by wearable sensor technology along with the low ICC
indicates a lack of reproducibility and reliability in measurements.
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Quicker Recovery and Improved Performance Among Professional Athletes Treated
Nonoperatively after Initial Patellar Instability Injury
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Lafi S. Khalil, M.D / Detroit, MI
*Chrystina L. James, MD / Detroit, MI
Muhammad J. Abbas, BS / Detroit, MI
Talal Bazzi, BS / Detroit, MI

Gauthier Dongmo, BS / Detroit, MI
Nicholas Cominos, BS / Detroit, MI
Kelechi R. Okoroha, MD / Detroit, MI

INTRODUCTION | This study compares outcomes in National Basketball Association (NBA), National
Football League (NFL), Major League Baseball (MLB), and National Hockey League (NHL) players
following patellar dislocation treated non-surgically versus surgically.
METHODS | We conducted a retrospective, web-based, case-control study of NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL
athletes with a patellar dislocation (1965-2020). Data collected included demographic characteristics,
treatment, and game statistics the season before and three seasons after injury. Metrics for all sports
included games, games started (NFL, NBA, NHL), at bats or innings (MLB), in-game usage including QBR
(NFL), minutes (NBA), hits/pitches (MLB), and time on ice (NHL), and a performance metric including
season approximate value (NFL), performance efficiency rating (NBA), batting average or earned run
average (MLB), and point shares (NHL). The above groupings were combined for all four sports to
compare non-surgically versus surgically treated players.
RESULTS | Final analysis included 43 athletes (NFL=16, NBA=10, MLB=6, and NHL=11) treated nonsurgically (n=16) and surgically (n=27). The non-surgical group averaged quicker RTP time (6.9±5.3 vs
11.2±4.4 months, P<.01) and equivalent career longevity following injury (5.6±4.1 vs 4.4±2.7 seasons,
P=.34). Only the NFL consisted of adequate power for independent analysis, which demonstrated that
players treated non-surgically had significantly greater GP and SAV at preinjury baseline, and while they
did not reconstitute their performance superiority over the surgical cohort during the first season after
RTP, they did during the second (10.4±4.7 vs 4.3±3.8 SAV, P=.01). Additionally, NFL players treated nonsurgically demonstrated significant improvement in performance relative to preinjury baseline when
compared to the nonoperative cohort during the 3rd season after injury (160% vs 60% relative
percentage SAV, P=.01). Combining all sports, after RTP the non-surgical cohort did not demonstrate
the reduction in performance that the surgical cohort experienced during the second season (0.3±3.5 vs
-2.0±3.0 mean diff, P=.05) and third season (110% vs 70% relative percentage, P=.05) after RTP. Only
the non-surgical cohort exceeded baseline GP per season during the first 3 seasons after RTP (season 3,
10.3±25.6 vs -7.3±17.7, P < .05).
CONCLUSION | Athletes with patellar dislocation treated nonsurgically may recover quicker than and
sustain their career longevity equally to surgically repaired athletes. Surgical treatment of patellar
dislocation among all athletes does not improve their performance during the first three seasons after
RTP relative to preinjury baseline when compared to athletes managed conservatively.
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ACL Surgery: Can Patients Read, Understand, and Act on Online Resources?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Burke Gao MD / Iowa City, IA
Alan G. Shamrock MD / Iowa City, IA
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen MD / Iowa City, IA

Olivia O’Reilly, MD / Iowa City, IA
Kyle R. Duchman MD / Iowa City, IA
Brian R. Wolf MD / Iowa City, IA

BACKGROUND | The American Medical Association (AMA) and National Institutes of Health (NIH)
recommend online health information be written at a 6th grade or lower reading level in order to be
fully understood by the average adult in the United States. While previous analyses have used
“readability” algorithms to calculate a text’s reading grade level, these analyses are based on word and
sentence length, and do not measure whether text has been written such that readers can process key
information (understandability) or identify available actions to take (actionability). The purpose of this
study was to evaluate online resources regarding ACL surgery utilizing measures of readability,
understandability, and actionability.
METHODS | Using the term “ACL surgery,” two independent online searches were performed utilizing a
public search engine (Google.com). Patient education materials were identified from the top 50 search
results. Audio-visual materials, news articles, materials intended primarily for advertising or medical
professionals, and materials unrelated to ACL surgery were excluded. Readability was quantified using
Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (FKGL), SMOG (Simple Measure of Gobbledygook)
Grade, Coleman-Liau Index, and Gunning-Fog Index. The Patient Education Materials Assessment Tool
(PEMAT) was utilized to assess actionability and understandability and materials. PEMAT scores range
from 0-100%, with a score of 70% or higher considered the threshold for adequate understandability
and actionability. The relationship between an online resource’s Google search rank (from first to last)
and its readability, understandability, and actionability were examined.
RESULTS | 68 unique websites were identified, of which 39 met inclusion criteria. The mean FKGL was
10.08±2.34 with no website scoring ≤6th grade level. Mean understandability and actionability were
59.18±10.86 (range: 33.64 to 79.17) and 34.41±22.31 (range: 0 to 81.67), respectively. Only 5 (12.82%)
and 1 (2.56%) resources scored above the 70% adequate PEMAT-P threshold mark for understandability
and actionability, respectively. Readability (lowest p-value: p = 0.103), understandability (rho= -0.13;
p=0.441), and actionability (rho= 0.28; p=0.096) scores were not associated with Google rank. Interrater
reliability demonstrated moderate agreement (kappa= 0.50±0.04; p<0.001).
CONCLUSION | Overall, ACL surgery patient education materials scored poorly with respect to
readability, understandability, and actionability. No online resource scored at the AMA and NIH
recommended reading level. Only 5 scored above the proven threshold for understandability and only
one for actionability. Future efforts should be made to improve the readability, understandability and
actionability of online resources to optimize patient knowledge and facilitate informed decision-making.
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Investigating the Chronology of Meniscus Root Tears: Do Medial Meniscus Posterior
Root Tears Cause Extrusion or the Other Way Around?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Matthew D. LaPrade, BS / Rochester, MN
Aaron J. Krych, MD / Rochester, MN
Mario Hevesi, MD, PhD / Rochester, MN
*Bryant M. Song, MS / Rochester, MN
Ryan R. Wilbur, BA / Rochester, MN
Nicholas G. Rhodes, MD / Rochester, MN
Adam C. Johnson, MD / Rochester, MN
Christopher L. Camp, MD / Rochester, MN
Michael J. Stuart, MD / Rochester, MN
BACKGROUND | Meniscus root tears are increasingly being recognized. Meniscus extrusion has
previously been associated with medial root tears; however, the relationship between secondary
meniscus restraints, such as the meniscotibial (MT) ligament, extrusion, and root tears has yet to be
formally evaluated.
PURPOSE | The purpose of this study was to better understand the association between MT ligament
competence, medial meniscus extrusion, and medial meniscus posterior root tears (MMPRT), as well as
to determine the progression of meniscus extrusion over time.
METHODS | Serial MRI’s from our institution were reviewed for patients who showed evidence of medial
meniscus extrusion and MMPRT on at least one of 2+ available MRI’s. All patients were symptomatic at
the time of diagnosis. All MRI’s were analyzed independently by two board-certified musculoskeletal
radiologists. MT ligament disruption, medial meniscus extrusion, and MMPRT presence was recorded
for each MRI. The time between MRI’s, presence of insufficiency fractures, and Outerbridge classification
for the medial femur and tibia were also evaluated.
RESULTS | 27 knees in 26 patients were included in this study, with a total of 63 MRI’s analyzed (21
knees with 2 MRI’s, 3 with 3 MRI’s, and 3 with 4 MRI’s). All patients demonstrated clear medial meniscus
extrusion and meniscotibial ligament disruption prior to the subsequent development of MMPRTs (p <
0.001). Mean extrusion at the time of initial MRI was 3.3 ± 1.1 mm, and increased significantly to 5.5 ±
1.8 mm at the time of first imaging with an identified MMPRT (p < 0.001). The average time between
initial MRI and the first identification of MMPRT on a later MRI was 1.7 ± 1.6 years.
CONCLUSIONS | In a sample of 27 symptomatic knees with serial MRI’s both before and after MMPRT
diagnosis, all patients demonstrated MT ligament disruption and associated meniscus extrusion prior to
the development of subsequent medial meniscus root tears. These findings suggest that MT ligament
disruption and medial meniscus extrusion represent early and predisposing events contributing to
MMPRT. Therefore, this provides a possible explanation of why meniscus extrusion is not corrected with
medial meniscus root repair.
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Body Mass Index and Preoperative Pain as Predictors of Patient Outcomes Following
Abbreviated Rehabilitation after ACL reconstruction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Martin J. Weaver, BS / Warren, MI
Vincent Bruno, BS / Detroit, MI
Muhuammad T. Padela MD, MSc / Detroit, MI
Nicholas Bolz, MD / Detroit, MI
Brett Chamernik, MD / Detroit, MI
Chaoyong Chen, PhD / Detroit, MI
Henry T. Goitz, MD / Detroit, MI
BACKGROUND | ACL rupture is a common knee injury with significant morbidity affecting over 100,000
individuals annually. Reconstruction is performed to restore joint stability, reduce the of post-injury
osteoarthrosis, and allow the safe return to sport and activity. Post-operative rehabilitation is a balance
between speedy recovery and complication risk. However, little is known about which patients may
experience greatest difficulty in an abbreviated rehabilitation period.
METHODS | After institutional review board approval, manual record extraction was performed on all
ACL reconstructed patients by a single surgeon at a single center between February 1, 2010 to June 30,
2015. Most pertinent data collected included date of surgery, date of maximum medical improvement
(defined by patient’s ability to achieve full range of knee motion, symmetric patellar mobility, symmetric
knee strength on manual muscle testing, and negative Lachman’s), patient BMI, and pre-operative pain
level. The primary outcome of interest in this study was the restoration to full functional recovery after
surgery and BMI associated with the status of return as quantified by achieving symmetry to the
contralateral extremity which equated to a release to full activity. Pearson test or Spearman test were
used, respectively, for bivariate correlation between pain scores and BMI. Binary logistic regression was
used to determine correlation between BMI and MMI.
RESULTS | A total of 159 patients (47% male; mean age, 39 years +/- 11 years; range 7-66 years) were
included. Patient BMI average was 28.3 kg/m2 +/- 6.4 kg/m2. 68.3% of patients reached all goals to
meet MMI requirements by 3 months; median time to MMI was 113 days. Binary logistic regression
analysis found a significant relationship between patient BMI and probability of reaching MMI, lower
BMI lead to higher probability of MMI (Wald test, p = 0.039) There was also a correlation between preoperative pain score and BMI. Higher BMI was associated with more pre-operative pain. (Pearson test,
p=0.047). Bivariate analysis demonstrated that there was correlation between pre-operative pain score
and time to MMI. Less pain led to earlier MMI (Spearman test, p=0.033).
CONCLUSIONS | While abbreviated rehabilitation after ACL reconstruction is an appealing postoperative plan, it should be noted that both a greater BMI and higher pre-operative pain scores may
result in the need for greater time to achieve similar results as compared to those with lower BMI and
less pre-operative pain complaints.
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Defining Return to Sport: A Systematic Review
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Joshua O. Doege, MS / New Orleans, LA
*Jack M. Ayres, BS / Overland Park, KS
Matthew J Mackay, MD / Overland Park, KS
Armin Tarakemeh, BS / Overland Park, KS
Symone Brown, BS / New Orleans, LA
Bryan G. Vopat, MD / Overland Park, KS
Mary K. Mulcahey, MD / New Orleans, LA
INTRODUCTION | Return to sport or play (RTS/RTP) commonly serves as a measure for assessment of
clinical outcomes in orthopaedic sports medicine surgery. Unfortunately, while RTS/RTP is commonly
utilized in research for this purpose, currently, there is no widely accepted or standardized definition for
when an athlete has officially returned to his or her sport.
METHODS | A systematic review was performed using PubMed, Embase and Cochrane databases per
PRISMA guidelines. The search terms consisted of variations of “RTS/RTP” combined with variations of
“orthopedic surgery” and “define” to capture as many relevant articles as possible. The definition of
return to sport was recorded and analyzed.
RESULTS | 718 articles were identified in the initial search, 29 of which met eligibility criteria, providing a
clear definition of RTS/RTP. The PRISMA flow diagram outlines the number of references included and
excluded at every phase of the systematic review. Of the 29 studies included, 20 (69.0%) defined
RTS/RTP as an athlete competing in a game or other competitive play. Three (10.3%) studies defined
this as the athlete competing in a game or other competitive play, but with an explicitly stated
performance-level modifier of the athlete returning to their pre-injury level of performance. Two articles
(6.9%) included returning to training or practice and the remaining four articles (13.8%) used
terminology other than the standard RTS/RTP.
CONCLUSION | There is substantial variability in the definition of RTS/RTP used in orthopaedic sports
medicine literature. Most studies refer to the athlete competing in a game or other competitive play.
Other variants include returning to practice/training and explicitly defined performance levels and
objectives. Future studies should aim to standardize the definition of RTS/RTP to facilitate more
accurate assessment of outcome following sports medicine surgery. Using terminology that describes
components of the recovery and rehabilitation process, such as “return to participation” and “return to
performance” in addition to RTS/RTP will allow us to more clearly understand the athlete’s recovery and
associated level of play or performance.
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Subsequent Surgery after Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction Utilizing
Autologous Hamstrings and Biologic Augmentation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Paul R. Fleissner Jr., MD / Akron, OH
PURPOSE | To report on subsequent surgeries of a subset of patients < 21 years of after anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction utilizing autologous hamstrings coupled with biologic
augmentation using platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and a porous collagen carrier.
METHODS | A cohort of 141 patients, involving 153 knees, were retrospectively reviewed after ACL
reconstruction utilizing autologous hamstrings. All reconstructive surgeries included biologic
augmentation in which the ACL graft was combined with PRP contained within a porous collagen
membrane. Patients were included if they maintained a minimum follow-up period of 24 months.
Patients were evaluated for revision surgery, subsequent non-ACL knee surgery, contralateral ACL injury
and meniscal healing.
RESULTS | Fifty-seven of the original 153 knees had associated surgery with their initial ACL
reconstruction. At an average of 52 months of follow-up, twenty-nine patients (19%) underwent
subsequent surgery on the ipsilateral knee, with 23 patients (15%) undergoing contralateral ACL
surgery. On the ipsilateral knee, 69% of the subsequent surgeries were done on the cartilage or
meniscus, 24% were revision ACL reconstruction (5% of the entire study group), and 10% were for
arthrofibrosis.
During the initial ACL reconstruction there were 18 medial meniscal repairs, 27 lateral meniscal repairs,
21 partial lateral menisectomies and 3 partial medial menisectomies. In the subsequent surgeries, there
were 7 partial medial menisectomies, 7 partial lateral menisectomies, 4 medial meniscal repairs and 1
lateral meniscal repair. Twenty-three percent of the originally repaired meniscal tears underwent a
subsequent surgery. Thirty-five percent of the initial medial meniscal repairs had subsequent surgery,
while lateral meniscal repair had a 15% reoperation rate.
CONCLUSION | At an average of 52 months follow-up, 19% of patients who had ACL reconstruction
utilizing autologous hamstrings and biologic augmentation underwent subsequent surgeries on the
ipsilateral knee with the majority (69%) of those surgeries being on the meniscus or cartilage. The
ipsilateral ACL graft rupture rate was 5% while the contralateral ACL reconstruction rate was 15%.
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Failure Risk and Patient Reported Outcomes Following an MPFL Reconstruction
Using a Peroneus Longus Allograft
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Joseph M Long, BS / Columbus, OH
Brian Flores BS / Columbus, OH
Alex Dibartola MD / Columbus, OH
Robert Duerr MD / Columbus, OH
Christopher C Kaeding MD / Columbus, OH
*David Flanigan MD / Columbus, OH
Robert Magnussen MD, MPH / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | For patients suffering from recurrent patellar dislocations, a medial patellofemoral
ligament (MPFL) reconstruction has become an increasingly popular option to restore stability. There
are currently several graft options at a surgeons’ disposal to reconstruct the MPFL, but there is no
current literature about the use of peroneus longus allograft tendon. With several studies supporting
the use of the peroneus longus tendon in other ligament reconstructions, we hypothesize that a
peroneus longus tendon allograft is a viable option for MPFL reconstruction.
METHODS | Patients who underwent isolated MPFL reconstruction with peroneus longus allograft at out
academic center between 2013 and 2016 were identified. Record review and patient contact were used
to identify any cases of recurrent patellar dislocation and collect patient-reported outcomes scores
(KOOS, Norwich, Marx activity scale). Repeat dislocation risk was calculated along with mean patientreported outcome scores.
RESULTS | Forty-six patients underwent MPFL reconstruction with peroneus longus allograft during the
study period. Thirty-three patients (72%) with one year minimum follow up were contacted at a mean of
3.8 years post-operative. The group included 10 males and 23 females. The mean age at time of surgery
was 22.4 ± 7.8 years. No recurrent dislocations were noted during the study period. Of the 24 cases with
patient reported outcome data, mean KOOS scores were: symptoms 84.2±17.5, pain 84.8±16.4,
activities of daily living 90.1±14.6, sports 77.3±28.2, quality of life 76.6±24.9. The mean Norwich patellar
instability score was 13.3%±16.5%, and the mean Marx activity score was 7.1±5.4.
CONCLUSION | The use of a peroneus longus allograft results in a low re-dislocation risk good patientreported outcome scores. This study supports the use of a peroneus longus allograft in MPFL
reconstructions.
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Concussion in National Football League Athletes is Not Associated with Increased
Risk of Lower Extremity Musculoskeletal Injury in a 90-Day Return to Play Period
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Toufic R. Jildeh, MD / Detroit, MI
*Fabien Meta, MD / Detroit, MI
Vincent Lizzio, MD / Detroit, MI
Brendan Page, BS / Detroit, MI
Jacob Young, BS / Detroit, MI
Kelechi R. Okoroha, MD / Detroit, MI
INTRODUCTION | Impaired neuromuscular function following a concussion has recently been linked to
increased risk of noncontact lower extremity injuries across several demographics. The purpose of this
study is to determine if there is an increased risk of sustaining an acute, noncontact, lower extremity
injury in National Football League (NFL) athletes in a 90-period following return to play from
concussion and if on-field performance differs pre- and post-concussion.
METHODS | NFL concussions to offensive players from the 2012-13 to the 2016-17 seasons were
documented. Age, position, injury location, injury type, time to return to play (RTP) and demographic
factors were noted. A 90-day post-concussive RTP period was analyzed for each concussed athlete and
noncontact lower extremity musculoskeletal injuries in that timeframe were tabulated. All nonconcussed offensive skill position NFL athletes from the 2012-13 to 2016-17 seasons were used as a
control, with the 2014 season as the reference season. Power ratings performance metrics were
calculated for ±1, ±2, and ±3 seasons pre- and post-concussion. Conditional logistic regression was
used to determine associations between concussion and risk of lower extremity injury, as well as the
relationship of concussions to on field performance.
RESULTS | A total of 117 concussions were recorded in 108 NFL athletes. There was no statistically
significant difference in the incidence of an acute noncontact lower extremity injury between concussed
athletes and the control (8% vs 13%, p=0.143). Days (66.4 ± 81.9 days vs. 45.1 ± 69.2 days p=0.423) and
games (3.67 ± 3.0 games vs. 2.9. ± 2.7 games p=0.470) missed were similar in concussed athletes and
control athletes following a lower extremity injury. The most common injuries sustained by concussed
athletes were ligament sprains/tears (67%). No significant changes in power ratings were noted in
concussed athletes in the acute period (± 1 season to injury) when comparing pre- and postconcussion.
CONCLUSION | Concussed NFL offensive athletes appear to have no increased risk of acute noncontact
lower extremity injury in a 90-day RTP period when compared to non-concussed controls. Furthermore,
immediate on field performance of skill position players does not appear to be impacted by a
concussion.
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How Does Statewide Opioid Prescribing Policy Affect Orthpaedic Sports Surgeons?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Joseph D. Henningsen, MD / Dayton, OH
Scott W. Huff, MD / Dayton, OH
Fady Y. Hijji, MD / Dayton, OH
Andrew D. Schneider, MD / Dayton, OH
Casey S. Whale, MD / Dayton, OH
Andrew W. Froehle, PhD / Dayton, OH
Anil Krishnamurthy, MBBS / Dayton, OH
BACKGROUND | As a response to the opioid epidemic, Ohio passed Opioid Prescribing Guidelines
(OPG) limiting narcotic prescriptions for acute pain in 2017. The OPG limitations on narcotics included a
restriction that no more than seven days of opioids may be prescribed and that the total morphine
equivalent dosage (MED) of the prescription cannot exceed an average of 30 MED per day. The use of
opioid prescriptions to manage the postoperative pain is standard practice for orthopaedic sports
surgeons but prescribed opioid medication after orthopaedic sports surgery has been shown to exceed
patient’s requirements. The present study sought to evaluate the effects of OPG on the prescribing
behavior of sports orthopedists following knee arthroscopy (KA), shoulder arthroscopy (SA), and
anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction (ACLR).
METHODS | An institutional database was queried to compare morphine equivalent dose (MED)
prescribed at discharge, acute follow-up (<90 days), and chronic follow-up (>90 days) pre- and postOPG. Cases were identified over a 2-year period starting 1 year prior to OPG implementation and
ending 1 year after OPG implementation. Individual surgeon data were tracked to control for intersurgeon prescribing variability.
RESULTS | A total of 1663 patients were included in the analysis (KA: N=519, SA: N=1033, ACLR:
N=111). Demographic variables were similar pre- and post-OPG for each procedure group. With all
surgeons included, average discharge MED decreased significantly for all procedures from pre- to postOPG (KA: -28%, P<0.01; SA: -46%, P<0.01; ACRL: -33%, P<0.01). Surgeons qualified for individual
analysis if they had at least 10 surgeries pre- and post-OPG. Of qualifying providers, 80% KA, 25% SA,
and 0% ACLR surgeons reduced discharge MED prescribed post-OPG (P<0.01, P<0.01, P=1
respectively). MED prescribed after discharge was largely unaffected by implementation of the OPG.
CONCLUSION | Average discharge MED prescribed after SA, KA, and ACLR were decreased following
the implementation of the OPG, but individual surgeon behavior varied. In addition, opioid
prescriptions analyzed at acute and chronic follow up time points were unchanged pre- and post-OPG.
Policy that restricts postoperative opioid prescriptions, like the OPG, can be an effective, but incomplete
method to address the opioid crisis.
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Changes in Major League Baseball Pitchers' Statistics Following Shoulder Injury
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Adam Miller, BS / Chicago, IL
Benjamin C. Mayo, MD / Chicago, IL
*Michael J. Patetta, MD / Chicago, IL
Garrett R. Schwarzman, MD / Chicago, IL
Erwin Secretov, MD / Chicago, IL
Marshall Haden, MD / Chicago, IL
Mark R. Hutchinson, MD / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Shoulder injuries are a common reason for Major League Baseball (MLB) pitchers to be
placed on the league’s disabled list (DL). The purpose of this study is to determine if there is a change in
MLB pitcher’s performance, pitch selection, velocity, or movement following time on DL for a shoulder
injury.
METHODS | A retrospective review of starting MLB pitchers between 2010-2017 was performed. Players
who went on the DL for a shoulder related reason were identified, and their statistics were evaluated for
365 days prior to DL placement, as well as the first and second 365 days following return. Standard
pitching statistics, as well as pitch selection, velocities, and ball movement were analyzed between pre
and post-DL periods using a paired t-test.
RESULTS | A total of 117 MLB pitchers were included in this study, 91 of which had data available in the
second year following DL return. Following return from shoulder injury, pitchers overall performed
worse statistically, with significantly fewer starts (p=0.002) and innings pitched (p=0.005), and a greater
earned run average (ERA) (p=0.008), hits (p=0.004) and runs (p=0.011) surrendered per 9 innings in the
first year following injury. Statistical performance did not improve at 2 years following injury, with
pitchers starting fewer games (p=0.001), giving up a higher ERA (p=0.042), and surrendering more hits
per 9 innings (p=0.006) when compared to their stats prior to DL placement. Statistical performance
continued to decline in the second year after return, with fewer starts (p=0.011) and more home runs
surrendered per 9 innings (p=0.017) when compared to the first post-injury year. The percentage of
fastballs thrown was significantly decreased following return from DL, with a higher percentage of
sliders. Fastball velocity was slightly decreased following return from DL. There was no significant
change in horizontal or vertical pitch movement for any pitch type following injury (p>0.05).
CONCLUSION | The results of this study suggest that MLB pitchers play less and perform worse
statistically at both one and two years following placement on the DL for a shoulder injury. Pitchers
threw significantly fewer fastballs and more sliders following injury, while fastball velocity decreased
slightly. It is possible that the mental effects of injury limit performance more than the physical effects.
Further studies are needed to determine the reasons pitch selection and performance changes
following shoulder injury.
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PROMIS Depression Psychometrically Underperforms and is Poorly Associated with
Postoperative Functional Outcomes Compared to Legacy Measures in Shoulder
Arthroplasty Patients
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Hailey P. Huddleston, BS / Chicago, IL
Ophelie Lavoie-Gagne, BS / Chicago, IL
Bhargavi Maheshwer, BS / Chicago, IL
Nabil Mehta, MD / Chicago, IL
Michael C. Fu, MD MHS / Chicago, IL

Brian J. Cole, MD MBA / Chicago, IL
Nikhil N Verma MD / Chicago, IL
Brian Forsythe, MD / Chicago, IL
Adam B. Yanke, MD, PhD / Chicago, IL
*E. Bailey Terhune, MD / Chicago, IL

INTRODUCTION | Patients with a diagnosis of depression have been shown to have lower postoperative
scores on American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) after total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA). The
goal of this study was to investigate the associations between Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Depression and Veteran Rand Short Form-12 (VR-12)
Mental with postoperative functional outcomes following shoulder arthroplasty, and to compare
psychometric properties of PROMIS Depression to the legacy VR-12 Mental measure.
METHODS | A retrospective review of patients who underwent shoulder arthroplasty from July 2018February 2019 was conducted; those without preoperative PROs and revision arthroplasties were
excluded. PROMIS Depression and VR-12 Mental were administered preoperatively; ASES and Single
Assessment Numeric Evaluation (SANE) were administered 6-months and 1-year postoperatively.
Associations between postoperative outcomes and mental health measures were assessed using linear
regressions. Psychometric analysis was performed for PROMIS Depression and VR-12 Mental using
Rasch analysis. Person-item maps were created to investigate distribution across a latent dimension of
mental outlook and model fit testing was performed, iteratively eliminating poorly fitting items.
Absolute floor and ceiling effects were calculated for each and convergent validity was assessed with a
Spearman correlation.
RESULTS | Ninety-three patients (age: 64.81±9.16) who underwent TSA (n=52), reverse TSA (n=39), or
hemiarthroplasty (n=2) were included. Preoperative PROMIS Depression scores were not associated
with 6-month or 1-year ASES or SANE scores. Preoperative VR-12 Mental scores were only associated
with ASES at 6-months (coefficient:0.52, P=0.026) and 1-year (coefficient:0.65, P=0.002). Psychometric
analysis demonstrated significant, negative convergent validity (r=-0.626, P<0.001), and significant floor
effects for PROMIS Depression (16%), with minimal ceiling effects (1.1%). VR-12 Mental demonstrated
minimal floor and ceiling effects (1.1% for both). In Rasch modeling, PROMIS Depression had limited
coverage of the latent dimension of mental outlook and poor model fit (Figures 1,2). VR-12 Mental
provided greater coverage and all items had adequate model fit after removal of one item (Figures 3,4).
CONCLUSION | Caution should be taken when adopting PROMIS Depression for shoulder arthroplasty
patients. In contrast to VR-12 Mental, PROMIS Depression was poorly associated with postoperative
ASES scores, which may in part be due to the significant floor effects observed and its inferior
psychometric capabilities.
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Onlay vs. Inlay Reverse Total Shoulder Arthroplasty: A Retrospective Comparison of
Radiographic and Clinical Outcomes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Teja S. Polisetty, BS / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Aaron M Baessler, MD / Indianapolis, IN
Jonathan C Levy, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
*Andrew Ardeljan, B.S. / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Brian L. Badman, MD / Avon, IN
INTRODUCTION | Recent innovations in reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) have presented two distinct
humeral stem designs: an onlay system that rests above the anatomic neck and an inlay component
that rests within the metaphysis. The purpose of this study is to compare clinical and radiographic
outcomes between inlay and onlay-designed humeral stems in lateral center of rotation RSA implant
systems.
METHODS | A retrospective cohort study was performed on primary RSA patients treated for
glenohumeral osteoarthritis with or without a rotator cuff tear by two surgeons at two separate
hospitals with a minimum 2-year follow-up. Patients were categorized based on treatment with an
onlay or inlay humeral design and matched 1:1 by indication and age. Patient-reported outcome
measures (PROMs), including the Simple Shoulder Test, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons, and
Visual Analog Score for pain, as well as active motion (forward elevation, internal rotation) were
recorded at pre- and post-operative intervals. An Inlay-Onlay index assessed the degree of inset or
offset of each particular implant referencing the anatomic neck. Radiographic analysis focused on
scapular notching, bone resorption around the humeral stem, and acromion stress fractures.
RESULTS | A total of 92 patients participated in the 1:1 matched analysis (46 each group). Cohorts were
similar in age, gender, indication, follow-up length, and preoperative PROMs, with the exception of
Simple Shoulder Test. At the most recent follow-up, there were no differences in all PROMs and range
of motion between groups. Greater tuberosity and calcar resorption occurred in 34 (74%) and 18 (39%)
patients with an onlay-designed prosthesis, compared to 13 (28%) and 1 (2%) in the inlay group,
respectively (p<0.0001). Both groups had low rates of scapular notching (p=1.0), while acromial
fractures occurred in 6 patients with an onlay stem and in 4 patients with the inlay stem (p=0.73).
CONCLUSION | There were no differences in clinical outcomes or incidence of acromial fractures
following RSA with an onlay- or inlay-style humeral stem prosthesis. Bone resorption of the proximal
humerus occurred more frequently in patients with an onlay prosthesis, suggesting that an inlay
prosthesis may afford better prevention of humeral stress shielding.
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Utility of the Outpatient Arthroplasty Risk Assessment Tool in Identifying Patients for
Safe Same-Day Discharge after Primary Shoulder Arthroplasty
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Teja S. Polisetty, BS / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Hans Drawbert, BS / Miami, FL
*Andew Ardeljan, BS / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Ryan Colley, DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Jonathan C. Levy, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
INTRODUCTION | Early discharge has been a target of cost control efforts given the growing demand
for joint replacement surgery. A medically based risk assessment score known as Outpatient
Arthroplasty Risk Assessment (OARA) has shown high predictive ability in achieving safe early discharge
following outpatient lower extremity arthroplasty. However, there has been no study utilizing OARA for
shoulder replacements. The purpose of this study is to determine the OARA score threshold for same
day discharge (SDD) following shoulder arthroplasty and evaluate its effectiveness in selecting patients
for SDD.
METHODS | A retrospective review was performed on 442 patients who underwent a primary anatomic
or reverse shoulder arthroplasty between April 2018-October 2019 by a single surgeon. Patients were
counseled preoperatively regarding SDD and given the choice to remain overnight. Medical history,
length of stay, and 90-day readmissions were obtained from medical records. Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) testing and statistical measures compared OARA score performance with American Society of
Anesthesiologist Physical Status (ASA-PS) and the OARA threshold used to define low risk for outpatient
hip and knee arthroplasty.
RESULTS | OARA scores ≤110 provided a 98.0% positive predictive value for SDD after shoulder
arthroplasty, compared to 66.7% using the hip and knee OARA threshold (p<0.0001) and 80.4% using
ASA-PS (p=0.01). OARA scores ≤110 also showed 98.6% specificity and 1.4% false positive rate but
remained incomprehensive with a 23.8% negative predictive value (p<0.0001). ANOVA demonstrated
that mean OARA scores increased significantly with length of stay (p=0.01) compared to ASA-PS
(p>0.05). Patients with OARA scores ≤110 were also 2.5 times less likely to have 90-day emergency
room visit (p=0.04) than those with >110. There was no difference in 30-day and 90-day readmission
rates for patients with OARA scores ≤59, ≤110, and ASA-PS ≤2.
CONCLUSION | Preoperative OARA threshold of 110 is effective and conservative in identifying patients
for SDD following shoulder arthroplasty with low rates of 90-day emergency room visits and
readmissions.
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The Impact of Healing after Lesser Tuberosity Osteotomy and Medial Calcar
Resorption in Total Shoulder Arthroplasty Outcomes
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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*Hugo C. Rodriguez, Jr., DO / Fort Lauderdale, FL

INTRODUCTION | Lesser tuberosity osteotomy (LTO) has gained popularity in anatomic total shoulder
arthroplasty (TSA); however, healing rates have not been universally high. With etiologies including
stress shielding, debris-induced osteolysis, and infection, the clinical impact of medial calcar resorption
has also not been specifically examined. This study examined differences in outcomes based on
variations in LTO healing and calcar resorption in TSA patients.
METHOD | A retrospective review identified 189 primary TSA patients with 2-year minimum follow up
treated with an LTO. Postoperative radiographs classified LTO healing as “bony union,” “nondisplaced
nonunion,” “displaced nonunion,” and “not seen,” creating 4 cohorts. Comparisons were made among
patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), motion, and radiographic evidence of component
loosening. A novel calcar resorption grading system was introduced to quantify the degree of
resorption and assess the progression.
RESULTS | Patients with LTO displaced nonunion had lower post-op SST (p<0.01) and ASES scores
(p<0.01), with higher post-op VAS Pain (p<0.01) Yet, 85.7% of patients reported they would have the
same procedure again, with only one patient with an unsatisfied outcome. Patients with LTO
nondisplaced nonunion showed no differences in post-operative PROMs or ROM when compared to
those with LTO union. There were also no significant differences amongst patients with and without
calcar resorption. Subgroup analysis noted that Grade 3 resorption had a higher incidence of glenoid
radiolucencies (50%, p=0.001) and progression from Grade 1 to Grade 3 had higher incidence of
glenoid (50%, p=0.003) and humeral (9%, p=0.039) radiolucencies.
CONCLUSION | Patients with a displaced nonunion LTO site have lower functional scores and higher
pain scores but still achieve substantial clinical improvement and high satisfaction rates. Moreover,
there were no differences in PROMs or radiographic loosening when compared to patients without
calcar resorption. However, grade 3 calcar resorption and more dramatic progression of resorption
should raise the suspicion of prosthetic loosening.
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Short-Term Outcomes of Superior Capsular Reconstruction for the Treatment of
Massive Irreparable Rotator Cuff Tears
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Julie Y. Bishop, MD / Columbus, OH
Gregory L. Cvetanovich, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Massive irreparable rotator cuff tears present unique challenges for the orthopaedic
surgeon. Although many surgical options exist to address this pathology, there is insufficient data to
effectively and consistently inform surgical decision-making. Superior capsular reconstruction (SCR) has
become an increasingly popular option. The purpose of this study was to report clinical and functional
outcomes following SCR and identify variables which may impact outcomes and future surgical
candidates.
METHODS | Patients undergoing SCR for the primary diagnosis of a massive irreparable rotator cuff tear
(final determination made intra-operatively) at a single academic institution from 12/1/2015 to
1/1/2018 with a minimum of 2-year follow-up were included. Demographics, pre- and post-operative
strength and range of motion (ROM), patient satisfaction, American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeon
(ASES) scores, visual analog scale (VAS) scores, single assessment numeric evaluation (SANE), and
surgical complications were analyzed.
RESULTS | 41 patients were eligible, with 31 meeting all inclusion criteria (27 males, mean age 57.3±6.7
years, mean follow up 3.2 years; 75.6% follow up rate - 1 deceased, 9 unable to obtain follow-up).
Strength significantly improved in all planes compared to their pre-operative measurements (FF
p<0.001; IR p=0.025; ER p=0.039). ROM demonstrated significant improvement in FF only (p=0.017; IR
p=0.726; ER p=0.182). Twenty-three patients indicated they were satisfied with their surgery (74.2%),
with pre-operative IR strength deficit being the only independent predictor of decreased satisfaction
(p=0.008). Patients also reported significant improvement in all functional outcome scores (ASES - 47.45
vs 77.13, p<0.001; SANE - 28.18 vs 73.32, p<0.001; VAS - 5.00 vs 2.45, p=0.012). Diabetes, tobacco use,
and pre-operative internal rotation strength deficit were identified as independent predictors of
decreased post-operative ASES score (p<0.05 for all). Seven complications were reported (22.6%
complication rate): 3 conversions to reverse shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA), 2 falls (one requiring ORIF
distal radius, 1 requiring HAGL repair), 2 persistent stiffness/pain. No independent predictors were
identified for complication or reoperation following SCR procedure. Subanalysis identified 20/31 (65%)
had subscapularis tear. Those with subscapularis tear had greater post-op ER ROM (51.8 vs 38.5,
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p=0.011), otherwise no difference in strength or ROM, functional scores (ASES p=0.558); SANE p=0.792;
VAS 0.324), or conversion to rTSA.
CONCLUSION | SCR for the treatment of massive rotator cuff tears significantly improved strength in all
planes, FF ROM, and functional outcome scores at minimum 2-year follow-up. However, SCR was not
without significant reported complications.
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Allograft Prosthetic Composite Reconstruction Using a Reverse Total Shoulder
Arthroplasty for Failed Oncologic Proximal Humerus Reconstructions
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Katherine Mallett, MD / Rochester, MN
Adam J. Tagliero, MD / Rochester, MN
Nicholas I. Kennedy, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Bassem T. Elhassan, MD / Rochester, MN

Jonathan D. Barlow, MD / Rochester, MN
Eric R. Wagner, MD / Atlanta, GA
Joaquin Sanchez-Sotelo, MD Ph.D. / Rochester,
MN

INTRODUCTION | The proximal humerus is a common location for bone tumors. Limb salvage is the
preferred means to treat tumors in this location and patients are typically reconstructed with an
endoprosthesis or an allograft. Failure of these reconstructions often occurs due to subluxation and
instability. Subsequent revision of an oncologic proximal humerus reconstruction is rare due the lack of
historic options. Advances in surgical techniques utilizing a reverse shoulder arthroplasty with an
allograft prosthetic composite (APC) provides a means to salvage these failed procedures. The purpose
of the current study was to examine the outcome of patients undergoing a revision of a failed proximal
humerus oncologic reconstruction.
METHODS | Twelve (6 male, 6 female) patients (mean age 52±16 years) underwent revision of a failed
oncologic reconstruction of the proximal humerus utilizing a reverse APC. Previous implants included a
modular endoprosthesis (n=6), hemiarthroplasty APC (n=3), and osteoarticular allograft (n=2).
Indications for revision included subluxation (n=7), allograft fracture or collapse (n=2) aseptic loosening
(n=2) and glenoid erosion (n=1). The mean time from the primary surgery to revision was 17 (range 138) years.
RESULTS | Revision with a reverse APC resulted in a reduction of pain (p<0.001) in addition to
improvements in shoulder elevation (23o vs. 76o , p=0.001), external rotation (12o vs. 25o, p=0.03),
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons score (39 vs. 64, p<0.001), Simple Shoulder Test (3 vs 5,
p=0.052) and Musculoskeletal Tumor Society Scores (47% vs 72%, p<0.001) between the pre- and
postoperative setting. Two patients had incomplete healing of the host/allograft junction. One patient
was asymptomatic, and the other patient had a fracture of the allograft 2 years postoperative and was
revised. There were no cases of dislocation.
DISCUSSION | Following oncologic resection of the proximal humerus, reconstructive options often
include the use of an endoprosthesis or an allograft. Revision of oncologic proximal humerus prosthesis
is rare and revision for soft-tissue failure has often not been undertaken due to the concern for
repeated instability. Reverse components which can provide stability to the glenohumeral joint have
been developed and successfully used to reconstruct oncologic defects in the primary setting, however
there is lack of data on the use of these techniques in the revision setting. The results of the current
series highlight the improvements in clinical and functional outcome of patients undergoing a revision a
failed oncologic reconstruction of the proximal humerus with a reverse APC.
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Mid-Term Outcomes Comparison of Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty Using the
Alternate Center Line for Glenoid Baseplate Fixation: A Case Controlled Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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INTRODUCTION | A critical step in reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) is glenoid baseplate fixation. In
cases of glenoid bone loss, use of the anatomic glenoid center line may not provide sufficient bone
support for fixation. Anteverting along the alternative center line is a described method for achieving
baseplate fixation in these cases. However, there remains concern regarding negative consequences in
functional outcomes and complications. The purpose of this study is to compare outcomes of RSA when
using the anatomic or alternative center line.
METHODS | A retrospective case-control study was performed on patients treated with RSA from
November 2006-September 2017 by a single surgeon and with a minimum 2-years follow-up. Patients
treated with the anatomic center line technique for baseplate fixation were matched 3:1 based on
gender, indication for surgery, and age to those treated with the alternative center line technique.
Patient reported outcome measures (PROMs), active range of motions, and ability to perform functional
tasks of internal rotation were compared. Evaluations of the most recent radiographs focused on
acromial fractures, scapular notching, and glenoid loosening.
RESULTS | A total of 88 patients (66 using anatomic and 22 using alternative center line) participated in
the matched analysis, with a mean age of 74.2 years (range, 58-89 years) and follow-up of 53 months
(range, 24-130 months). At the final follow-up, there were no significant differences in PROMs, including
the SST score (p=0.829), ASES score (p=0.601), VAS Pain score (p=0.068), and SANE score (p=0.674).
Both the overall improvements in these PROMs and all active motions and functional tasks of internal
rotation were also not different. There was no radiographic evidence of glenoid loosening in either
group, and two patients in each cohort (3% in anatomic, 9% in alternative) experienced an acromial
fracture. 15.2% of the anatomic group and 18.2% of the alternative center line group developed low
grade scapular notching (p=0.736).
CONCLUSION | The alternative center line can be utilized for baseplate fixation in settings of glenoid
bone loss and lead to similar patient outcomes, functional tasks of internal rotation, and low rate of
complications seen with the anatomic center line following RSA.
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Accuracy of the International Consensus Scoring System for Diagnosis of Shoulder
Arthroplasty Periprosthetic Joint Infection
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BACKGROUND | Shoulder arthroplasty continues to see dramatic growth as indications expand and
surgical techniques and implants improve. A major complication of total joint arthroplasty is periprosthetic joint infection (PJI), which, in shoulders remains difficult to diagnose and often is reduced to
clinical judgment. A definition of infection was established at the 2018 International Consensus Meeting
(ICM) on Musculoskeletal Infection. We sought to examine the accuracy of this scoring system in a
series of previously performed revision shoulder arthroplasties. We hypothesized that the ICM scoring
system would be a reliable instrument to determine the presence of shoulder PJI.
METHODS | This retrospective cohort study was performed by reviewing our institutional database for
all patients undergoing revision shoulder arthroplasty prior to the advent of the ICM PJI scoring system.
Clinical notes and operative reports were reviewed for data regarding preoperative clinical examination,
laboratory values, test results, and intraoperative findings. These findings were assigned point scores
based on the definition of probable PJI established by the ICM scoring system. These retrospective
scores were then compared to surgical treatment plans of infected vs non-infected patients. The
diagnosis of PJI was made using a combination of clinical examination, inflammatory indices, preoperative joint aspirate and culture, and intra-operative observation of clinical signs of infection
including the presence of turbid fluid and/or humeral stem loosening. Sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of the ICM scoring system were calculated.
RESULTS | We identified a total of 96 revision arthroplasties, 67 patients who underwent revision reverse
total shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA) and 29 patients who underwent revision anatomic total shoulder
arthroplasty (aTSA). Ten rTSA patients were treated as infected (10/67, 14.9%) and the scoring system
identified seven of those ten as being probable infections. The scoring system identified one as a
probable infection but who was treated for instability and judged to be not infected. Three aTSA
patients were treated as infected (3/29, 10.3%) and the scoring system identified one patient as being
probable infection (1/29, 3.4%). Three patients in the rTSA group and zero patients in the aTSA group
met criteria for definite infection. Using the threshold of probable infection to identify PJI, the sensitivity
of the scoring system was 0.53 and specificity was 0.99. The positive predictive value was 0.88 and
negative predictive value was 0.93. With the same threshold, the ICM scoring system was 92.7%
accurate.
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CONCLUSIONS | Identifying PJI in shoulder arthroplasty remains a difficult diagnostic dilemma in the
absence of definite signs of joint sepsis. In this retrospective review of 96 revision shoulder
arthroplasties using the threshold of probable infection to diagnose PJI, we found the ICM scoring
system to be highly accurate despite fairly modest sensitivity. We concluded that this system represents
a reliable tool for the clinician to diagnose infection following shoulder arthroplasty.
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Comparison of Patient Demographics and Patient-Related Risk Factors for
Dislocations Following Reverse Shoulder Arthroplasty
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INTRODUCTION | With the increasing number of reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (rTSA) procedures
being performed worldwide, studies evaluating risk factors for dislocation following this procedure are
limited. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to: 1) compare patient demographics; and 2) identify
risk factors for dislocations following primary rTSA.
METHODS | A retrospective query using a nationwide database was performed identifying patients who
underwent primary rTSA. The inclusion criteria for the study group consisted of all patients who had a
dislocation within 2 years following the index procedure. rTSA patients with a history of other
arthroplasty procedures were excluded. Study group patients were compared to controls according to
patient demographics such as age, sex, and medical comorbidities. The query yielded 45,578 patients
with (n = 896) and without (n = 45,578) dislocations following primary rTSA. Patient-related risk factors
for dislocations following primary rTSA were also assessed. Patient demographics were compared using
Pearson’s 2 analyses. Multivariate binomial logistics regression analysis was performed to calculate
odds-ratios (OR) and respective 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) on impact of patient-related risk
factors for dislocations following primary rTSA. Risk factors assessed are common risk factors that make
up the Charlson-Comorbidity Index and Elixhauser-Comorbidity Index. A p-value less than 0.01 was
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | Study group patients between the ages of 65 to 69 were found to have higher incidence of
dislocations (21.8 vs. 20.6%, p<0.0001). Patients experiencing dislocations following primary rTSA were
also more likely to be male patients (59.2 vs. 35.3%, p<0.0001). Study group patients also had higher
comorbidity burden compared to control patients, as demonstrated by higher Elixhauser-Comorbidity
Index scores (8 vs. 6, p<0.0001). The greatest patient-related risk factors for dislocations included being
male (OR: 3.00, p<0.0001), opioid use disorder (OR: 1.52, p=0.005), hypertension (OR: 1.35, p=0.02), BMI
greater than 40 kg/m2 (OR: 1.31, p=0.02), depression (OR: 1.29, p=0.0005), and tobacco use (OR: 1.21,
p=0.01).
CONCLUSION | As the number of primary rTSA procedures increase worldwide, identification of patientrelated risk factors for dislocations is of great importance. Our study found patients who dislocated
following primary rTSA were older and had significantly higher comorbidity burden. Additionally, we
found the greatest risk factors associated with dislocations within 2-years of the index procedure were
male sex, opioid use disorder, hypertension, BMI greater than 40kg/m2, depression, and tobacco use.
The study is vital as it can allow orthopedic surgeons to properly identify and educate these patients of
the potential complication following their procedure.
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Efficacy of a Single Image-Guided Corticosteroid Injection for Glenohumeral Arthritis
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BACKGROUND | It remains unclear how severity of radiographic GHOA, OSS, and VAS scores impact the
effect and longevity of single, image-guided corticosteroid injections. We hypothesize that patients with
more severe radiographic GHOA and poor baseline shoulder function would require earlier secondary
intervention with repeat injection or surgery.
METHODS | Patients with GHOA who received a single, image-guided corticosteroid injection for
primary intervention were enrolled. Phone interviews were conducted to record OSS and VAS scores at
baseline and months 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12. Endpoints were designated when patients required second
injection, surgery, or reached month 12. Patients were grouped by respective baseline OSS (mild,
moderate/severe) and Samilson-Prieto classification (mild, moderate, severe) for analysis.
RESULTS | 64.7% of the mild group and 50% of the moderate/severe group completed 12 months
without secondary intervention. No significant difference was seen in overall survival between these
groups. 87.5%, 46.2%, and 62.5% of the mild, moderate, and severe classes, respectively, completed 12
months without secondary intervention. No significant difference was seen in survival between these
classes. OSS and VAS scores at each follow-up were compared to baseline. Increase in OSS from
baseline to month 1 was significantly higher in the moderate/severe group than the mild group. As an
entire cohort, significant difference was seen between baseline and months 1-4 for OSS and between
baseline and months 1-4, 6,9, and 12 for VAS, both above MCID.
DISCUSSION | We established, patients with more severe shoulder dysfunction may experience a
statistically significant greater symptomatic relief compared to patients with milder dysfunction.
Additionally, we demonstrated that following a single injection, patients may experience statistically and
clinically relevant improvements in shoulder function up to 4 months post-injection. Lastly, following a
single injection, patients may experience statistically and clinically relevant improvements in VAS pain
scores up to 1 year.
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GRIT Score is Predictive of Pain and Opioid Requirements Following Arthroscopic
Rotator Cuff Repair
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INTRODUCTION | The GRIT score is a quantitative measure used to describe an individual’s passion and
perseverance for long term goals. Rotator cuff repair (RCR) presents a formidable challenge to patients,
facing them with a lengthy recovery that occurs on a scale of months to years. We hypothesized that
higher GRIT scores would predict improved 90-day outcomes and lower post-operative opioid
requirements following arthroscopic RCR.
METHODS | All patients that had completed the GRIT scale survey prior to arthroscopic RCR between
June 2018 and October 2019 were identified. The GRIT scale is a 10 item self-reported survey which
quantifies an individual’s perseverance of effort and consistency of interests into a continuous score
graded from 1.0 to 5.0. Patients without 90-day follow-up, revision procedures, and those with preoperative opioid use were excluded. Clinical records and prescription databases were reviewed.
Prescription refills were recorded in a dichotomized fashion and converted to morphine milligram
equivalents (MME). Subjective pain control was stratified as excellent/good or fair/poor. Pearson
parametric correlation tests and logistic regression analysis were performed. P-values <0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | 103 patients met inclusion criteria. Average age was 57.1 years. The median GRIT score was
3.9 [2.2-5.0]. Opioid medication refills were obtained by 47.6%, 35.9%, and 11.7% at 2, 6, and 12 weeks.
Average MME prescribed per patient were 350 [120-750], 147 [0-750], 85 [0-675], and 15 [0-300] at 0, 2,
6, and 12 weeks. Excellent/good subjective pain control was reported by 93.2%, 94.2%, and 92.2% of
patients at 2, 6, and 12 weeks. Overall, there were no statistically significant associations between GRIT
and quantitively measured MME or subjective patient reported pain control. However, higher GRIT
score was associated with a significant reduction in requirement for opioid medication refill at 6 weeks
(p=0.009), though this association was not seen at 2 weeks (p=0.886) or 12 weeks (p=0.610). Adjusting
for confounders, the odds of using opioid pain medication at 6 weeks following RCR increased 3.5 times
[95% CI:1.8-8.8] per each 1.0 unit decrease in GRIT score.
CONCLUSION | Patients with higher levels of GRIT have a less difficult postoperative course after RCR
best evidenced by reduced opioid requirements at 6 weeks following the procedure. Individuals with
lower GRIT should be counseled on the expected duration of postoperative pain and be frequently
directed to focus on long term goals of recovery.
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Optimal Treatment for Glenoid Bone Loss: Augmented vs. Standard Reverse Shoulder
Arthroplasty?
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INTRODUCTION | Since the early 1970s, standard reverse shoulder arthroplasty (RSA) has seen an
increasing range of clinical applications in treating shoulder pathologies. Introduced in 2011,
augmented glenoid implants have shown encouraging results as a treatment for managing glenoid
bone loss. With more innovative options for RSA, surgeons must decide the best procedure for optimal
clinical outcomes. With a lack of follow up studies comparing the use of augmented RSA (aRSA) to
standard RSA (sRSA), the decision is not always clear. This study will examine the postoperative
outcomes between augmented and standard RSA.
METHODS | Using an IRB approved database of shoulder arthroplasty patients a retrospective review of
475 patients was performed to identify 26 patients with B2/B3 glenoid treated with an RSA and
preoperative 3D plans; 15 patients into the sRSA group and 12 patients into the aRSA group.
Demographic variables, glenoid version, and postoperative outcomes were collected, as well as
functional range of motion at last follow up with a minimum of 3 months. Outcomes and ROM for each
group were compared, and statistical analyses were performed using a student's t-tests.
RESULTS | There was a total of 12 males and 11 females with an average of 71 years old included in the
study. All patients had a B2, or B3 type glenoid, and the sRSA group had an average glenoid version of
-9.5° compared to an average –24.4° for aRSA group (p = 0.0033). There was no significant difference in
ASA scores between the aRSA and sRSA groups (p≥0.05). There were significant differences in gender
distribution and BMI between groups (p<0.05). There was no significant difference between the average
range of motion at final follow up for abduction, flexion, and external rotation (p≥0.05) but a trend
toward increased forward elevation for sRSA. There were no significant differences in patient reported
improvements and patient outcome scores postoperatively with a minimum 3 month follow up (p≥0.05
and p≥0.05). No significant differences in complications were seen (p≥0.05).
DISCUSSION | The decision between augmented glenoid baseplate versus standard RSA for severe
glenoid bone loss is still unanswered for surgeons. Standard reverse shoulder arthroplasty may have
better postoperative outcomes concerning the range of motion; however, further research is needed to
help guide surgeons with the optimal treatment for these increased complexity cases of glenohumeral
arthritis.
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The Length of Distal Interlocking Screws Can Be Predicted Using Anatomic
Landmarks
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Hayden Baker, MD / Chicago, IL
William Mosenthal, MD / Chicago, IL
Daryl Dillman, MD / Chicago, IL
Jason Strelzow, MD / Chicago, IL
*James Dahm, MD / Chicago, IL
OBJECTIVE | The purpose of this study was to determine whether the length of distal interlocking screws
for femoral and tibial intra-medullary nails can be predicted using anatomic landmarks.
DESIGN & SETTING | A retrospective review of patients treated at a single level 1 trauma academic
medical center.
PATIENTS | An a priori power analysis was completed based on the femoral epicondylar distance
standard deviation reported in the Yazar et al (1) paper, which was 5.76mm. Assuming a precision of
2mm and a 99% CI the estimated sample size was 56. Thus, we identified 56 patients treated for a
femoral shaft fracture and 56 patients treated for a tibial shaft fracture between December 1, 2017 and
December 31, 2019. The screw tract length of each anatomic zone, measured from outer cortex to outer
cortex on CT, was recorded for all patients in both cohorts. A random number generator was used to
select 20 patients from each cohort to undergo screw length analysis. Screw lengths were obtained
from implant records.
RESULTS | Femur Analysis: Zones were measured in 10mm increments from a line perpendicular to
where the posterior cortical line enters the medullary canal. Zone A tended to start at the posterior
aspect of Blumensaat's line, while Zone B tended to center over the apex of the curve that is formed
from the end of the posterior diaphysis and the posterior aspect of Blumensaat's line. The average outer
cortex to cortex length for each zone was calculated and 6 mm were added to this average (4mm to
account for the screw head and 2 mm for the distal screw taper) in order to obtain an estimate for ideal
screw length . Ideal screw lengths for each zone were chosen based on available implant lengths. Screw
lengths from past cases were then plotted and compared with predicted ideal screw length based on
anatomical zone.
Tibia Analysis: Zones were measured in 10mm increments from the distal physeal scar. The average
outer cortex to outer cortex length for each zone was calculated in a similar fashion to the femur
analysis. Screw lengths from past cases were then plotted and compared with predicted ideal screw
length based on anatomical zone.
CONCLUSIONS | Standard screw lengths for distal interlocking screws for femoral and tibial intramedullary nails can be accurately predicted based on anatomical landmarks.
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Ballistic Femoral Shaft Fractures Associated with Ipsilateral Femoral Neck Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Hayden Baker, MD / Chicago, IL
*James Dahm, MD / Chicago, IL
Kathryn Schultz, B.A. / Chicago, IL
Daniel Portney, MD / Chicago, IL
Daryl Dillman, MD / Chicago, IL
Jason Strelzow, MD / Chicago,IL
The purpose of this study is to determine the rate of ipsilateral femoral neck fractures in patients who
have suffered a ballistic femoral shaft fracture.
DESIGN & SETTING | A retrospective review of a prospectively obtained trauma database was
completed at a single level 1 trauma academic medical center.
PATIENTS | All patients treated for femoral shaft fractures between May 1, 2018 and February 29, 2020
were included. In all, 270 femur fractures were identified. Of those, 73 were excluded from the study for
not meeting the inclusion criteria. The fractures excluded were 29 pediatric fractures and 44 hip
fractures. The final cohort included 197 femur fractures in 182 patients. Of the 197 femur fractures
included 68 were ballistic and 129 were blunt mechanism.
RESULTS | The majority of patients in the ballistic and blunt fracture cohorts were male (86% and 81%)
and black/African American (95% and 63%). Patients included in the ballistic fracture cohort were
significantly younger (28.8 versus 40.4) and had lower BMIs (24.7 versus 28.4) than the blunt fracture
cohort. There were 10 ipsilateral femoral neck fractures identified in the blunt femur fracture cohort.
There were 4 ipsilateral femoral neck fractures identified in the ballistic fracture cohort. Of the 4
ipsilateral femoral neck fractures identified, 3 were associated with ballistic injuries to the
intertrochanteric region of the femur and were obviously identified on plain films. However, we
identified one occult femoral neck fracture that was associated with a ballistic 32-B3 femoral shaft
fracture. This occult femoral neck fracture was missed on initial trauma workup and identified on
intraoperative fluoroscopic imaging. There was no significant difference between ipsilateral femoral
neck fractures associated with blunt femur fractures when compared with ballistic fractures.
CONCLUSIONS | We identified one associated occult non-displaced femoral neck fracture in a patient
with a ballistic femoral shaft fracture. This fracture was missed on initial radiographs and CT scan, which
lead to a delayed diagnosis and intra-operative change in treatment plan. The authors conclude that
treating surgeons must have a high index of suspicion for an occult femoral neck fracture in patients
who suffered a ballistic femur fracture. Dedicated femoral neck pre-operative and intra-operative
imaging should be obtained in patients with ballistic femur fractures. Low-energy ballistic injuries
should not rule out the possibility of an occult femoral neck fracture.
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Ballistic Supracondylar Distal Femur Fractures have Lower Rates of Intra-Articular
Extension than Blunt Supracondylar Distal Femur Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Daniel A. Portney, MD / Chicago, IL
*James Dahm, MD / Chicago, IL
Manoj P. Reddy, MD / Chicago, IL
Hayden P. Baker, MD / Chicago, IL
Daryl B. Dillman, MD / Chicago, IL
Douglas R. Dirschl, MD / Chicago, IL
Jason A. Strelzow, MD / Chicago, IL
INTRODUCTION | Distal femur fractures are relatively rare and most often the result of high energy
blunt trauma. Computer Tomography (CT) imaging is often performed to identify the presence of
concomitant articular involvement. In cases of ballistic distal femur fractures (OTA type 33), the
incidence of intra-articular extension and the utility in obtaining a CT scan for such diagnostic purposes
is poorly understood. The purpose of this study is to identify the rate of intra-articular extension in
ballistic distal femur fractures and accuracy of identification on plain radiographs.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of 102 patients aged 16 to 65 with femur fractures
from May 2018 to March 2020. Forty-two OTA type 33 fractures with pre-operative CT scans were
included. There were 19 fractures with a blunt mechanism of injury and 23 fractures with a ballistic
mechanism, four of which were isolated ballistic femoral condyle fractures. Pre-operative radiographs
and CT imaging were reviewed for OTA classification, intra-articular involvement, coronal plane
fractures, and operative plan.
RESULTS | 17 of 19 patients (89.5%) with blunt trauma had intra-articular involvement compared to just
9 of 23 patients (39.1%) with ballistic trauma (p=0.0012). With the exclusion of isolated ballistic femoral
condyle fractures, only 5 of 19 (26.3%) of ballistic fractures had intra-articular involvement (p=0.0002).
For blunt fractures, pre-operative radiographs were 94% sensitive for the detection of intra-articular
extension compared to 100% sensitive for ballistic fractures (p=1.000). After reviewing CT imaging,
there was one instance where the planned operative strategy changed from intramedullary nail to open
reduction and internal fixation in blunt fractures. There were no such occurrences in the ballistic cohort.
DISCUSSION | Ballistic supracondylar distal femur fractures have lower rates of intra-articular extension
than do blunt fractures, 26.3% vs. 89.5%. Conventional radiography is slightly more sensitive in
detecting intra-articular extension in ballistic distal femur fractures than in blunt distal femur fractures.
Overall there were low rates of missed intra-articular fractures and changes in operative plans after
reviewing CT imaging for both blunt and ballistic distal femur fractures.
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The Anterior Head of Deltoid in Relation to Anterior Clavicle Plating: How Much Are
We Releasing?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Sarah E. Black, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
Tyler Snoap, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
Jason W. Roberts, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
Eric Christianson, MD / Kalamazoo, MI
PURPOSE | Middle to distal third clavicular shaft fractures are commonly treated with pre-contoured
anterior plates. Some surgeons are also using mini-fragment plate fixation and positioning these plates
on the anterior clavicle. Recent studies have demonstrated the advantages of anterior clavicle plating
including a possible biomechanical advantage with cantilever bending forces and less subsequent
implant removal. The insertion and positioning of anteriorly based clavicle plates requires the release of
a portion of the anterior deltoid origin from the lateral clavicle. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
the anatomy of the deltoid in relation to the clavicle and to determine what percentage of the deltoid is
released with modern anterior pre-contoured plates.
METHODS | 10 cadaver shoulders were utilized for dissection. This included 6 left and 4 right specimens.
All measurements were made with digital calipers. The length of the clavicle was measured from the
acromioclavicular joint to the sternoclavicular joint. The length of deltoid origin on the lateral clavicle
was measured from the acromioclavicular joint to the most medial attachment of the deltoid on the
clavicle. Percentage of clavicle with deltoid attachment was subsequently calculated.
RESULTS | The average length of clavicle was 164.4mm with a range from 134.3 to 178.1mm. The
average amount of deltoid originating on the clavicle was 58.7 mm with a range from 43.4 to 69mm.
The average percentage of the clavicle with deltoid origin was 35.5 with a range from 30.2 to 38.8mm.
CONCLUSION | Our results show that on average, 35.5 percent of the clavicular osseous anatomy
contains deltoid origin. This information should be taken into consideration when performing anterior
plating for clavicle fractures. Post-operative protocols could be altered to account for the detachment
of the deltoid from the lateral clavicle in order to protect the anterior deltoid in the initial postoperative time frame.
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Complications and Re-Operation Rates Following Fixation of Femoral Neck Fractures
Using the Femoral Neck System. A Preliminary Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Jake X Checketts, DO / Jenks, OK
Arjun Reddy, BS / Tulsa, OK
Jay Thompson, DO / Tulsa, OK
Byron Detweiler, DO / Tulsa, OK
Mark Johnson, DO / Tulsa, OK
Azad Dadgar, DO / Tulsa, OK
Abrar Adil, DO / Tulsa, OK
Brent Norris, MD / Tulsa, OK
INTRODUCTION | Typically, non-displaced femoral neck fractures are treated with 3 cannulated screws.
Although common, treatment of femoral neck fractures with cannulated screws is not without
limitations. Recent studies have demonstrated that hardware failures and or fracture non-union can
occur to the rate of 13.2% and 14.1%, respectively. Because of the relatively high rate of poor outcomes
among those receiving cannulated screws for femoral neck fractures, the door has been open for a new
method or implant to utilize for femoral neck fracture fixation. In this study, we aim to analyze the reoperation and complication rates of the novel Femoral Neck System for treating non-displaced femoral
neck fractures.
METHODS | This study was a retrospective chart review of the patients treated by a single group from
January 2018 to present time. All adult patients treated with the FNS were included in this analysis. Data
collection was conducted in a retrospective manner from the patient charts at our practice. Patient
follow up was conducted at 4, 8, 12, and 16 weeks following surgery. Data such as patient
demographics, union, reduction status, comorbidities, and complications/hardware failure were
extracted. Statistical analysis was conducted using comprehensive meta-analysis software.
RESULTS | 25 patients were included in our preliminary study. Zero of the 25 patients underwent reoperation or had hardware failure. Additionally, zero of our patients exhibited loss of reduction or nonunion at their fracture site. Furthermore, zero of the patients had any wound complications. Patient hip
range of motion was pain free in 13/17 (17.46%) patients at follow up.
CONCLUSION | Based on our preliminary results of 25 patients, the utility of the FNS for treating
femoral neck fractures is promising. As our data becomes more long-term, the true utility of this system
will be better known.
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Are Orthopedic Trauma Fellowships Training Surgeons with Procedures That They are
Actually Performing?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Justin T. Jabara, MD / Minneapolis, MN
J. Lawrence Marsh, MD / Iowa City, IA
Heather A. Vallier, MD / Cleveland, OH
Mai P. Nguyen, MD / Minneapolis, MN
INTRODUCTION | Accredited orthopaedic trauma fellowships have core competency case requirements
designated by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) in the form of Current Procedural
Terminology (CPT) codes. The purpose of this study is to determine whether discrepancy exists between
orthopaedic trauma fellowship case requirements and the cases actually performed by orthopaedic
trauma surgeons.
METHODS | American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery (ABOS) case lists of orthopaedic surgeons who
took the Part 2 trauma subspecialty examination between 2012-2018 were compared to OTA fellowship
case logs from 2015-2019. CPT codes were aggregated into 22 groupings in concordance with OTA
trauma fellowship requirements. CPT groupings were separated into 3 categories: Complex Trauma
(CPT codes in the OTA requirements excluding ankle open reduction internal fixation (ORIF), ORIF hip
fracture, intramedullary nailing (IMN) tibia, IMN femur), General Trauma (trauma CPT codes not part of
the OTA requirements plus ORIF ankle, ORIF hip fracture, IMN tibia, IMN femur), and Other Orthopaedic
Procedures (e.g. total knee arthroplasty).
RESULTS | 389/447 (87.0%) of ABOS trauma candidate’s (ATC) case logs are composed of >90%,
complex or general trauma. ATC performed a median of 58.0% (Interquadrant range (IQR) 49.6-66.4)
complex trauma, 37.4% (IQR 29.8-45.0) general trauma, and 2.5% (IQR 0-5.0%) other orthopaedic cases,
as a percentage of overall practice. Several OTA required procedures were performed infrequently (0-3
times during board collection), by a majority of ATC. The % of candidates who performed procedures
infrequently are as follows: amputation 343/447 (76.7%), IMN/ORIF humeral shaft 312/447 (69.8%), ORIF
bicondylar tibial plateau 240/447 (53.7%), ORIF clavicle 295/447 (66.0%), ORIF distal femur 321/447
(71.8%), ORIF pelvic ring 236/447 (52.8%), ORIF radius/ulna 333/447 (74.5%), ORIF talus/calcaneus
298/447 (66.7%), nonunion humerus/forearm 266/447 (59.5%), and nonunion pelvis/femur/tibia
308/447 (68.9%). Fellows performed a statistically significant higher number of complex trauma
cases/month than ATC (risk ratio 1.6, median 51 IQR 41-61 vs. 32 IQR 19-45, respectively, p<0.0001).
Fellows also performed a statistically significant higher number of pelvic and acetabular cases per
month than ATC (risk ratio 5.1, median 7 IQR 5-9 vs 1 IQR 0-1 respectively, p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | Orthopaedic trauma trained surgeons are performing orthopaedic trauma surgery as a
majority of their practice. However, frequencies of complex cases vary and several OTA required CPT
groupings are performed infrequently, by a high percentage of trauma surgeons. Trauma fellows
perform >5X the number of pelvis/acetabulum cases per month than ABOS candidates.
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Surgical Hip Dislocation: A Versatile and Safe Approach for Diverse Hip Pathologies
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Cory G. Couch, MD / Rochester, MN
Rafael J. Sierra, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Surgical hip dislocation (SHD) is a technique used to safely dislocate the hip without
compromising femoral head vascularity, minimizing abductor muscle damage and enhancing recovery.
This technique allows full visualization of the acetabulum and proximal femur. The purpose of this study
is to review the surgical technique and early results of surgical hip dislocation for the treatment of
various benign hip pathologies.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective consecutive case series of patients undergoing SHD between
October 2003 and January 2013. Thirty five (35) patients underwent SHD for the following indications:
Synovial chondromatosis (8), PVNS (7), femoral head and/or acetabular fracture (5), femoral head
osteonecrosis (4), removal of osteochondromas (5), enchondromas (2), or other benign tumors (3) and
excision of heterotopic bone (1). Patients with femoro-acetabular impingement were excluded. We
assessed the radiographic, clinical and functional outcomes, and rate of postoperative surgical
complications at a mean follow up of 4 years.
RESULTS | SHD allowed full access to all intra and extra articular hip pathology, including the
periarticular areas. There were no intraoperative complications and no trochanteric non unions. There
were no cases that developed avascular necrosis. There was no change in the preoperative and
postoperative functional scores. Symptomatic hardware requiring screw removal was performed in nine
hips (26%). Five hips were converted successfully to total hip arthroplasty at a mean of 3 years
postoperatively: three patients due to continued pain after resection of synovial disease without
evidence of recurrence, one patient due to recurrence of Rosai-Dorfman syndrome with severe
supraacetabular bone loss and one patient due to failure of a large osteochondral allograft (35 mm). A
recurrent femoral head chondroblastoma required repeat SHD with curettage and cementation. Only
two patients had recurrent disease.
CONCLUSIONS | Surgical hip dislocation is a versatile and safe approach to preserve the hip joint and
treat multiple hip pathologies. The clinical results are satisfactory with a low morbidity and complication
rate. Surgical hip dislocation remains our preferred surgical technique to expose the acetabulum and
proximal femur for treatment of these conditions.
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Long-Term Results of All-Polyethylene Tibial Components in Oncologic
Endoprosthetic Reconstruction of the Distal Femur
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Brandon R. Bukowski, MD / Rochester, MN
Adam J. Tagliero, M.D / Rochester, MN
Mark J. Heidenreich, MD / Rochester, MN
Joshua D. Johnson, MD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | Limb-salvage surgery utilizing endoprosthetic reconstruction has become a mainstay
of treatment following periarticular oncologic resection of the distal femur. All-polyethylene (AP) tibial
components have demonstrated equivalent or improved long-term survivorship and reduced cost
compared to metal-backed (MB) tibial components in total knee arthroplasty. However, there is a
paucity of data on the use of these components in the setting of endoprosthetic reconstruction
following oncologic resection. The purpose of this study was to determine long-term outcomes of
endoprosthetic reconstruction after oncologic resection of the distal femur to delineate differences
between AP and MB tibial components.
METHODS | 115 patients undergoing endoprosthetic reconstruction following oncologic resection of
the distal femur between 1987-2018 were identified. Mean age was 40 years and 51% were female.
Mean body mass index was 26 kg/m2. AP tibial components were used in 77% of cases (n=88).
Cumulative incidences of any reoperation, all-cause revision, tibial component revision, and infection
were calculated utilizing a competing risk analysis with death as the competitor. Clinical outcomes
included knee range of motion (ROM) and Knee Society scores (KSS). Mean follow-up was 10 years
(range, 0.1 – 32 years).
RESULTS | The cumulative incidence of any reoperation was 12.5%, 29.3%, and 35.9% in the AP group
(n=88) compared to 25.9%, 29.6%, and 34.7% in the MB group (n=27) at 1, 5, and 10 years, respectively
(AP vs. MB: HR=0.79, p=0.52). Cumulative incidence of all-cause revision was 3.4%, 11.8%, and 19.9% in
the AP group compared to 7.4%, 11.1%, and 16.3% in the MB group at 1, 5, and 10 years, respectively
(AP vs. MB: HR=0.93, p=0.88). Cumulative incidence of tibial component revision was significantly lower
in the AP group compared to the MP group at 1, 5, and 10 years with rates of 0%, 1.1%, and 1.1% vs.
3.7%, 7.4%, and 12.5%, respectively (AP vs. MB: HR=0.18, p=0.03). There was no difference in infectionfree survival when comparing the two groups (p=0.72). Postoperative ROM (p=0.94) and KSS pain
(p=0.49) and function (p=0.10) scores were equivalent between groups.
CONCLUSION | There was no difference in reoperation, all-cause revision, or infection-free survival
between AP and MB tibial components used in endoprosthetic reconstruction after oncologic resection
of the distal femur. AP tibial components have a lower rate of revision and can often be maintained in
septic and aseptic cases of revision with no difference in functional outcome.
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Accuracy of X-ray and Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Defining the Tumor Margin in
Primary Bone Sarcoma
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Theodore, H, Katz, BS / Iowa City, IA
Obada, H, Hasan, MD, FCPS, MRCSI, MSc / Iowa City IA
*Benjamin, J, Miller, MD, MS / Iowa City, IA
INTRODUCTION | Primary bone sarcomas are often treated with limb-salvage surgery. Physicians often
use measurement on X-ray and MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) to plan the corticotomy. We sought
to compare the margins predicted by pre-operative electronic measurements with X-ray and MRI to the
final pathologic surgical margins in limb-salvage surgeries of bone tumors.
METHODS | This retrospective chart review included 39 patients with primary bone sarcoma treated
with limb-salvage surgery. The pathology reports provided the length of the bony resection and the
true margin. Two non-blinded reviewers used electronic measurement tools to determine the expected
margin from X-ray or MRI and compared to the pathology. The measurements on X-ray images used
anterior-posterior and lateral films. MRI measurements were made on coronal and sagittal images. The
averaged margin for both views was also calculated. We also determined the average margin error
when the MRI image with the smallest predicted margin was used. Univariate statistical analysis was
conducted on the electronic measurements to determine the variability of expected margins and overall
accuracy of each imaging technique.
RESULTS | MRI images with the smallest predicted margin had an average margin error and standard
deviation of 0.71 cm and 0.70 cm respectively. The average absolute error of the margin measured from
X-ray images was 1.11 cm with a standard deviation of 0.84 cm. There were 6 outliers of 66 MRI
measurements and 14 outliers of 70 X-ray measurements as defined by an absolute error greater than
2.00 cm.
CONCLUSIONS | On average MRI provided less error in margin measurements than X-ray, and lower
variability. The MRI series with the smallest predicted margin provided the least error. Anterior-posterior
X-ray measurements were more accurate than the average view measurement or the lateral view.
Surgeons should measure at least 2 cm away from the edge of the tumor on MRI imaging to have an
adequate margin.
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Preoperative Sarcopenia is Associated with Local Tumor Recurrence but Not Wound
Complications Following Sacral Tumor Resection
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Matthew T. Houdek, MD / Rochester, MN
Elyse J. Brinkmann, MD / Rochester, MN
Doris E. Wenger, MD / Rochester, MN
Joshua D. Johnson, MD / Rochester, MN

Michael J. Yaszemski, MD PhD / Rochester, MN
Peter S. Rose, MD / Rochester, MN
*Mark J. Heidenreich, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | Sacral tumor resection is known for a historically high rate of wound complications.
Various risk factors for wound complications exist, including high sacral resections, tumor size and use
of radiotherapy. Recent series have shown the association of sarcopenia and wound complications
following sarcoma surgery, however there is a paucity of data examining the impact of sarcopenia on
the outcome of sacral tumor resection.
METHODS | A group of 103 patients undergoing a sacrectomy for a malignant tumor from 2005-2017
were reviewed. Of this, 48 (25 males:23 females) of patients had a preoperative CT scan which included
the L4 vertebral level within 90-days of surgery. 31 (65%) cases were performed for a primary sarcoma.
The mean tumor size and volume were 9±5 cm and 594±932 cm3. 27 (56%) were considered high
sacrectomies (S2 or higher).
Central sarcopenia was measured by measuring the psoas:lumbar vertebra index (PLVI), with the 50th
percentile (0.97) used to determine which patients were high (>0.97) versus low (<0.97). Of which 24
(50%) patients were considered to have a high PLVI and 24 (50%) were considered to have a low PLVI
(sarcopenia).
RESULTS | There was no difference (p>0.05) in comparing the base demographic of patients with or
without sarcopenia in terms of age, BMI, gender, tumor size or volume, high sacral resections or
radiotherapy.
When comparing patients with sarcopenia and those without, there was no difference in the incidence
of postoperative wound complications (n=13, 54% vs. n=13, 54%, OR 1.0, p=1.0), deep infection (n=8,
33% vs. n=9, 38%), OR 0.83, p=1.0) or reoperation (n=13, 54% vs. n=10, 42%, OR 1.65, p=0.56).
Over the course of the study, 14 (29%) died of disease. In addition 18 (38%) patients developed a
disease recurrence which was defined as isolated local recurrence (n=9, 19%), isolated distant
recurrence (n=7, 15%) and local and distant recurrence (n=5, 10%). Sarcopenia was not associated with
death due to disease (HR 2.04, p=0.20), overall survival (HR 1.54, p=0.34) or metastatic disease (HR 2.47,
p=0.17). Sarcopenia was an independent risk factor for local tumor recurrence (HR 6.60, p=0.01).
DISCUSSION | Contrary to previous studies which highlighted an association between sarcopenia and
postoperative wound complications, in the current study sarcopenia was not predictive of wound
complications, infection or reoperation following sacral tumor resection. Sarcopenia was however an
independent risk factor for local tumor recurrence following sacrectomy.
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A Comparative Analysis of the Outcomes and Survivorship of Proximal Femoral
Replacement vs. Internal Fixation Techniques in the Treatment of Metastatic Disease
of the Proximal Femur
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Bishir Clayton, MD / Chicago, IL
Charles A Gusho, BS / Chicago, IL
*Wassim Hmeidan, BS / Chicago, IL
Nabil Mehta, MD / Chicago, IL
Matthew W Colman, MD / Chicago, IL
Steven Gitelis, MD / Chicago, IL
Alan T Blank, MD, MS / Chicago, IL
BACKGROUND | Nearly one-third of all metastatic lesions affecting the skeleton occur in the proximal
third of the femur. When proximal femoral metastasis occurs, it often presents with significant pain and
disability, bony destruction, and pathological fracture. Historically, surgical fixation of metastatic bone
disease in the proximal femur has been achieved with either internal fixation or an arthroplasty device,
although the best method of reconstruction is uncertain.
METHODS | Following IRB approval, this retrospective study queried a prospectively maintained surgical
database from 2005 to 2019 in order to identify patients with metastatic disease of the proximal femur
treated with endoprosthetic reconstruction or internal fixation of any kind.
RESULTS | 113 patients were treated surgically for 128 metastatic lesions between 2005 and 2019. 1
(4.5%) of 22 proximal femoral replacement (PFR) failed compared to 18 (17.9%) of the 106 internal
fixation (IF) cases. The mean age (mean, IQR) of PFR patients was 61.5 (67-54) years and for IF patients
was 59.5 (69-52) years (p=.594). Mean (range) preoperative American Society of Anesthesiologists risk
score was 2.9 (2-4) for PFR patients and 2.9 (1-4) for IF patients (p=.936). Mean blood loss (mean ± SD)
was 695.0 ± 495.2 mL for PFR and 180.0 ± 182.3 mL for IF (p<0.001). Mean length of stay (mean, range)
was 5.49 (1-55) days for IF patients and 7.14 (2-19) days for PFR patients (p=.277). PFR surgical duration
(mean ± SD) was 158.8 ± 41.1 minutes and for IF was 97.04 ± 42.6 minutes (p<0.001). The perioperative
complication rate for PFR as classified according to the Clavien-Dindo Grading System was 27.3. For IF,
the complication rate was 20.8%. Five and 10-year estimated survival probabilities were greater than 0.9
for PFR with a mean survival time (95% CI) of 114.6 (98-130) months. Five and 10-year estimated
survival probabilities for IF were 0.55 with an estimated mean survival time (95% CI) of 83.3 (65-100)
months (p=0.138) .
CONCLUSION | For an age-matched cohort with similar preoperative risk, endoprosthetic reconstruction
with modular endoprosthesis is preferable to internal fixation for metastatic bone disease of the
proximal femur.
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Is Local Recurrance in Extremity Sarcoma Just a Local Recurrence, or Does it Impact
the Overall Survival; Nested Case Control Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Obada Hasan, MD, MS, Fellow Orthopedic Oncology / Iowa City
Momin Nasir, BS / Iowa City
Qiang An, MBBS, MSPH / Iowa City
*Benjamin Miller, MD, MS / Iowa City
INTRODUCTION | Treating extremity sarcomas, surgeons try to preserve the function of the limb.
However, this leads to more local recurrence(LR). LR may subsequently lead to a disseminated disease.
Objectives of the study is to determine the proportion of LR with subsequent metastasis (LRSM),
whether the LR could have been the cause of the subsequent metastasis or was it just a LR which didn’t
affect overall survival.
METHODOLOGY | Investigators identified patients who developed LR from an ongoing prospective
cohort of bone and soft tissue sarcoma patients. Cases were patients who developed LRSM. We
compared this group with 3 different groups; 1)LR in isolation, 2)LR with synchronous metastases and
3)patients who developed metastases without LR. We excluded all patients who neither had LR nor
metastases. Non-parametric analysis was used and results were reported in-line with the criteria of
Strengthening The Reporting of Cohort Studies in Surgery (STROCSS).
RESULTS | From the overall cohort of 630 extremity sarcoma patients treated between September 2010
to December 2019, 162 patients met the inclusion criteria with overall incidence of LR in 50(8%)
patients. Out of the 162 patients, 10 (6%) developed LRSM, 22 (14%) had LR in isolation, 18 (11%) had
LR with prior or synchronous metastases while 112 (69%) patients developed metastases without LR.
When comparing the cases (LRSM) to controls (LR in isolation), cases were younger 49±22 Vs
67±27years. Moreover, cases developed metastases after a median of 12.5(4-19)months. Bone sarcoma
patients were 8.5 times likely to develop LRSM than soft tissue sarcoma OR;(95%CI)8.5(1.3-58.8).
However, surgical margins, tumor grade and radiotherapy were not associated with the LRSM. Overall
survival was highest for the LR in isolation group followed by the LRSM patients and worst for the
patients who had LR with synchronous metastases at2 and 5years.
CONCLUSION | Developing LR with subsequent metastases is very rare, not related to the surgical
margin but maybe associated with worse survival as compared to LR in isolation. In 20% of cases, the LR
preceded disseminated disease and raises the question of whether the LR could have been the cause of
the subsequent metastasis. The answer to this question has implications regarding surgical margins,
borderline limb salvageable presentations, functional preservation, and use of radiation. We
recommend further studies with larger sample size to determine the factors associated with such
outcome.
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Postoperative Outcomes in Pediatric Orthopedic Surgery Diabetic Patients
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Farzam Farahani, BSA. / Dallas, TX
Junho Ahn, MD / Dallas, TX
Paul Nakonezny, Ph.D. / Dallas, TX
Dane K Wukich, MD / Dallas, TX
Robery L Wimberly, MD / Dallas, TX
Anthony I Riccio, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | This study aims to describe the postoperative outcomes in pediatric orthopaedic
surgery patients with insulin and non-insulin dependent diabetes.
METHODS | Patients with insulin dependent (IDDM) and non-insulin dependent Diabetes Mellitus
(NIDDM) were retrospectively identified while selecting for elective spine and non-spine orthopaedic
surgery cases from the ACS-NSQIP-Pediatric database. Univariate analysis with FDR adjustment and
multivariate analysis was then performed to describe and assess outcomes in comparison to nondiabetic patients.
RESULTS | Of the 17,467 patients identified, 105 had DM (0.60%). Of those patients, 68 had IDDM and
37 had NIDDM. Comparing DM to non-DM patients, no differences were noted in the overall
complication (1.4% vs. 1.9%, p>0.05) or reoperation rates (1.2% vs. 1.9%, p>0.05); however, DM patients
did have a higher occurrence of readmissions (4.8% vs. 1.7%; p=0.037). DM status was a predictor of
experiencing a readmission within 30 days (adjusted odds ratio=3.34; 95% CI=1.21-9.24, p=0.021).
There was no observed difference in complication, readmission, and reoperation rates when comparing
spine vs. non-spine procedures in DM patients (p>0.05). When comparing IDDM to non-DM or IDDM
to NIDDM, there was no significant difference in complication, readmission, reoperation rates, length of
hospital stay, or days from operation to discharge. Comparing NIDDM to non-DM patients, there was
an increased incidence of obesity (81% vs. 31%; p<0.001) in NIDDM patients. Postoperatively, there was
an increased incidence of nerve injury (3.8% vs. 0.08%; p=0.032), readmission rate (7.7% vs. 1.3%;
p=0.022) and reoperation rate (7.7% vs. 0.7%; p=0.024) in non-spinal procedures and an increased
incidence of pulmonary embolism (9% vs. 0%; p=0.009) in spinal procedures. In the multivariate
analysis, NIDDM status diabetes predicted longer time from operation to discharge (aOR=1.94; 95%
CI=1.37-2.75; p<0.001) compared to non-diabetic patients in non-spinal procedures.
CONCLUSION | The 30-day complication, reoperation, and readmission rates for NIDDM patients were
higher than that of non-DM patients. DM status is a predictor of hospital readmissions and NIDDM
status is a predictor of longer hospital stays. This study serves as an introduction to the pediatric
orthopaedic surgery community that there are differences in certain complications that should be
considered in the treatment of DM patients.
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Long-Term Outcomes Following Surgical Site Infections in Early Onset Scoliosis
Patients: A 15-Year Retrospective Review
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Anne Marie Dumain, MD / Cleveland, OH
James Yu, BS / Cleveland, OH
Connie Poe-Kochert, C.N.P. / Cleveland, OH
George H. Thompson, MD / Cleveland, OH
*R. Justin Mistovich, MD, M.B.A. / Cleveland, OH
INTRODUCTION | Deep surgical site infections (SSIs) are a common and potentially severe complication
in early onset scoliosis (EOS) patients. We sought to answer the following questions: What are the longterm outcomes after an SSI? Are there risk factors associated with the development of multiple
infections? Can instrumentation be retained following SSI?
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of all EOS patients who underwent growing spine
procedures from 2003-2017. Infections were categorized as single or multiple infections. All infections
were treated with operative irrigation and debridement (I&D) as well as antibiotics. Univariate analysis
was performed using chi-square and ANOVA tests to assess differing factors between patients with
single versus multiple infections.
RESULTS | Ninety patients underwent 690 growth-friendly procedures. There were 24 patients (27%)
who developed a total of 32 SSIs (4.36% SSI per procedure). There were 17 patients with a single
infection and 7 patients who had multiple infections. Demographics were not significantly different
between patients with single versus multiple infections. Patients with multiple infections had a
significant difference in the number of procedures after infection (p= 0.0063) and positive nasal
staphylococcus screen (p= 0.00132) when compared to those with a single SSI.
All 24 patients had resolution of their SSIs. Twenty-one patients reached final instrumented fusion; one
is still actively undergoing lengthening. Three patients, all of whom had multiple infections, underwent
complete removal of instrumentation. Reasons included parental request (termination of treatment),
and infection >7 years after final fusion.
CONCLUSION | Most patients who develop SSIs during growing spine treatment are able to retain
instrumentation. Risk factors associated with developing multiple SSIs include infection earlier in the
course of growing spine surgery and a resultant higher number of procedures following an index
infection and having a positive nasal screen on the day of surgery.
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Obese Children Do Not Have Poorer Patient Reported Outcomes after Supracondylar
Humerus Fracture CRPP
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Alex C. DiBartola, MD, MPH / Columbus, OH
Nikita Thakur, BS / Columbus, OH
Satbir Singh, BS / Columbus, OH

*Carl Quinion, MD / Columbus, OH
Julie Blach Samora, MD, PhD, MPH / Columbus, OH

BACKGROUND | According to the CDC, 18.5% of children between the ages of 2 and 19 are obese, as
defined by a body mass index (BMI) of greater than the 95th percentile for age and gender. Childhood
obesity has been associated with increased risk for requiring operative fixation of supracondylar
humerus fractures and increased rates of complications. However, obesity’s effect on long term
complications, functional recovery, and patient reported outcomes among patients with operatively
treated supracondylar humerus is not yet clearly understood. The purpose of this study is to evaluate
the relationship between childhood obesity and perioperative complications, patient reported
outcomes, and functional recovery after operatively treated supracondylar humerus fractures.
METHODS | Patients were treated operatively for type II or III supracondylar humerus fractures. 144
patients were included. All patients included were under the age of 16 at time of surgery. Retrospective
review was completed to determine patient demographic factors, including age, gender, race, height,
weight, comorbidities, and injury type. The primary outcome measure was postoperative patient
reported outcomes (Q-DASH, PROMIS UE, PROMIS Global Health, and PROMIS Pain scores) at final
follow-up. Perioperative and postoperative complications were assessed via chart review.
RESULTS | Mean age at surgery was 5.9 years (sd 2.1, 1.07-12.2) and mean age at follow-up was 8.8 (sd
2.14, 4-16). Mean BMI was 17.2 (sd 4.48, 12.4-56.2) and the mean patient percentile BMI at time of
surgery was 58.7% (sd 34.4%, 0.02-99.98%). There were 66 female patients (45.8%) and 78 male patients
(54.2%). There were a total of 27 complications (18.75%). Obesity (95th percentile for BMI or above) was
not associated with a higher rate of complications overall (χ2=1.29, p=0.256). Furthermore, obesity was
not associated with range of motion loss (χ2=0.2, p=0.655) or requirement of physical therapy postoperatively (χ2=0.17, p=0.678). 75 patients were available and willing to participated in the
aforementioned outcomes score assessment. Mean follow-up for this cohort of 75 patients was 3.32
years (sd 0.31, 2.85-3.88). There were no differences in PROMIS pain, PROMIS upper extremity function,
PROMIS general health, or Quick-DASH scores when comparing obese to non-obese patients.
CONCLUSIONS | Obesity is a growing concern in the United States and its effect on long term
outcomes after CRPP of supracondylar humerus fractures is largely unknown, despite reports of higher
acute complications among obese patients. The present study demonstrates no difference in patient
reported outcomes among obese patients compared to non-obese patients.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | IV, retrospective review
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Trends in the Patient Reported Outcomes Instrument System (PROMIS) Following
Intramedullary Fixation of Pediatric Femoral Shaft Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*R. Scott Runyon, MD / St. Louis, MO
Daniel A. Bechtold, MD / St. Louis, MO

Lee Rhea, Ph.D. / St. Louis, MO
Brian A. Kelly, MD / St. Louis, MO

BACKGROUND | Fractures of the femoral shaft are the most common fracture in the United States
requiring hospitalization of pediatric patients; however, little is known about the patient reported
outcomes in those requiring surgery. The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System (PROMIS) provides a validated assessment across diseases and ages. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate trends in PROMIS scores following intramedullary (IM) fixation of pediatric femur
fractures and their correlation with patient demographics and injury characteristics.
METHODS | Patients between 5 and 18 years of age undergoing IM fixation of femoral shaft fractures
(Rigid locked intramedullary nailing (IMN) or titanium elastic nailing (TEN)) were identified over a twoyear period. Pre-operative patient demographics, injury mechanism, and fracture parameters as well as
post-operative weight-bearing status, complications, radiographic healing, and PROMIS-Mobility, Pain
Interference, Peer Relationship, and Upper Extremity domains were collected retrospectively.
Correlations between demographics and post-operative PROMIS scores as well as temporal changes in
scores after surgery were analyzed using pairwise and multivariate analyses.
RESULTS | 53 patients with a mean age of 11.0 years (5-18 years) were included. 38 (72%) of the
fractures occurred in males, 24 (45%) were from high-energy mechanisms (motor vehicle accident,
pedestrian vs. automotive, etc.), with the remainder due to lower-energy mechanisms (fall, playground,
etc.). 29 (55%) were fixed with TEN, 24 (47%) with IMN. Post-operatively, significant improvements were
seen in Pain Interference, Mobility, and Upper Extremity domains (p<0.001), with normalization of Pain
Interference T-scores by 8-12 weeks and Upper Extremity and Mobility scores by 24-32 weeks , which
was several weeks after average time of radiographic healing (17 weeks). Increased age predicted
decreased Mobility, increased Pain Interference, and decreased Upper Extremity scores, while increased
height predicted decreased Pain Interference and increased Upper Extremity scores (all p<0.05). Higher
pre-operative fracture translation was significantly associated with higher post-operative distraction
(p<0.01), coronal plane deformity, and longer time until radiographic healing (p=0.01).
CONCLUSION | After IM fixation of pediatric femoral shaft fractures, the PROMIS-Pain Interference
domain was the fastest to normalize 8-12 weeks, while the Mobility and Upper Extremity domains took
up to 24-32 weeks to return to baseline. These PROs can assist clinicians in recognizing deviations from
the average postoperative course, and how age, height, and initial fracture translation can affect
recovery.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level IV case series
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The Open Triradiate Cartilage: How Young is Too Young for Total Hip Arthroplasty?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Matthew B. Shirley, MD / Rochester, MN
William G. Rainer, MD / Rochester, MN
Robert T. Trousdale, MD / Rochester, MN
William J. Shaughnessy, MD / Rochester, MN
INTRODUCTION | There is a paucity of data regarding total hip arthroplasty (THA) in pediatric patients
and, to our knowledge, no published literature regarding THA in those with an open tri-radiate
cartilage. The purpose of this study is to evaluate our experiences in this population and report the
outcomes following THA.
METHODS | Using our institution’s Total Joint Registry, we identified 12 patients (13 hips) with an open
triradiate cartilage that underwent primary THA between the years of 2006 and 2019. The mean age
and BMI of this group were 13.1 years and 25.5 kg/m2, respectively. The cohort was composed of 83.3%
(n=10) males, mean follow up was 5.5 years (range: 1.0 – 11.8 years). Indications for surgery, functional
outcomes, radiographs and registry data were all subsequently analyzed and reported.
RESULTS | The most common indication for surgery was avascular necrosis (AVN) secondary to
corticosteroid use (30.7%), followed by AVN after operative management of slipped capital femoral
epiphysis (23.1%). While 83.3% of patients required a gait aid preoperatively, 100% were independent
ambulators at latest follow up. All constructs were cementless, and 61.5% of bearing surfaces were
ceramic-on-ceramic. Although one patient experienced both acetabular component loosening and
instability, on separate occasions, there were no reports of infection, wound dehiscence,
thromboembolic events, or failure secondary to wear.
CONCLUSION | In this study, THA in patients with an open triradiate cartilage yielded significant clinical
improvement, low complication rates and high initial implant survivorship. While the fear of failure
should certainly be respected in the youngest of patients, awaiting closure of the tri-radiate cartilage for
concerns of decreased fixation and implant survivorship may be unnecessary.
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Characteristics of Pediatric Septic Joint Infections vs. Subperiosteal Abscesses
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Carlton Fernandes, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Seth Boydstun, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Joseph Davey, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
Tomas Holy / Oklahoma City, OK
Henry Marsh / Oklahoma City, OK
*Kacy Richburg, MD / Oklahoma City, OK
INTRODUCTION | Septic arthritis and subperiosteal abscesses are two common acute osteoarticular
infections in the pediatric population. Due to their similar presentation, timely diagnosis and treatment
pose a difficult challenge for healthcare providers. The purpose of this study is to examine differences in
clinical findings and hospital course between patients with septic arthritis of the hip and knee to those
with subperiosteal abscesses in adjacent areas.
METHOD | We performed a retrospective review of 71 patients aged 16 and under that were treated at
our institution over a five-year period. Data obtained for each patient included age, sex, pain with
weight bearing, inability to bear weight, maximum temperature, WBC, ESR, CRP, systolic and diastolic
blood pressures, heart rate, number of days admitted, number of surgeries and final culture results.
Univariate analysis and logistic regression were used to evaluate the data.
RESULTS | A total of 50 patients were treated for septic arthritis and 21 for subperiosteal abscesses.
Older age (Mean 7.23 ± 1.81 vs. 4.15 ± 1.20) and higher CRP (Mean 155.8 ± 21.4 vs. 119.9 ± 16.1) were
more associated with subperiosteal abscesses than septic arthritis. Patients with subperiosteal abscesses
had a higher prevalence of MRSA (67% vs. 16%) and more often required multiple surgeries (62% vs.
26%).
CONCLUSION | Our study showed that age and CRP could be used to help distinguish between septic
arthritis of the hip and knee versus subperiosteal abscesses in adjacent areas. Further studies are
warranted to explore this association and establish cut off values that can be used clinically. We
recommend MRI as a diagnostic tool until distinguishing characteristics between the two entities are
better understood. Additionally, we found subperiosteal abscesses to be associated with more virulent
pathogens requiring more aggressive treatment.
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Influence of Seasonal Variability on Orthopedic Surgical Outcomes in Pediatric
Patients: A Review of Surgical Site Infections
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*James S. Lin, MD / Grandview Heights, OH
Julie B Samora, MD, Ph.D. / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Surgical site infections (SSI) pose an immense challenge, with highly variable reported
rates for children undergoing orthopaedic surgery. It has been shown in adults that there is seasonal
variability in SSI rates, with peak incidences in the summer months. We hypothesized that SSIs in
pediatric orthopaedic patients are more likely to occur in summer months than winter months.
METHODS | We reviewed 8767 pediatric orthopaedic procedures completed at a quaternary children’s
hospital over a 43-month period. Center of Disease Control definitions for SSI were used for inclusion
criteria. Exclusion criteria included: patients with primary osteomyelitis, age > 18, and complications
other than SSI. Data collected included: age, sex, body mass index (BMI), season of procedure, cultures,
and other variables related to risks and treatment of SSIs.
RESULTS | Of 4842 male and 3877 female pediatric patients undergoing orthopaedic procedures, 48
patients (0.55%) with an average age of 11.41 years (range = 2.0 – 18.6) developed an SSI. Males had a
statistically significant higher rate of infection than females (0.70% vs. 0.36%, p = 0.03). Average time
between surgery and diagnosis was 28.3 ± 20.1 days. Sixty percent of SSI patients had a BMI in the 85th
percentile or above, and 48% of SSI patients had a BMI above the 95th percentile. Of 39 patients with
positive cultures, MSSA infections were the most common (28%) followed by polymicrobial (23%),
pseudomonas (13%), and coagulase negative staphylococcus (13%). Although relatively equal numbers
of procedures were performed each season, the infection rate by season differed significantly. A third of
all SSIs occurred in the autumn (0.77% SSI rate) compared to 10.4% in the winter (0.24% SSI rate, p =
0.01).
CONCLUSIONS | There is a significantly higher SSI rate in the autumn than the winter. Most SSI patients
were in the overweight and obese categories. Further analysis is required to determine other risk factors
in the pediatric population.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level IV
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Health Literacy in Clubfoot: A Quantitative Assessment of the Understandability and
Readability of Online Patient Education Material
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mary K Skalitzky, BA / Iowa City, IA
*Trevor R. Gulbrandsen, MD / Iowa City, IA
Burke Gao, MD / Iowa City, IA
Alan G. Shamrock, MD / Iowa City, IA
Stuart Weinstein, MD / Iowa City, IA
Jose Morcuende, MD / Iowa City, IA
HYPOTHESIS/INTRODUCTION | Parents often access online resources to educate themselves when a
child is diagnosed with clubfoot. In order to be fully understood by the average adult, online health
information must be written at an elementary school reading level. The purpose of this study was to
utilize these validated measures to evaluate osteosarcoma online resources for readability,
understandability, and actionability. It was hypothesized that online resources would score adequately
on these measures and that these measures would correlate with the order of the listed search results
(rank).
METHODS | Patient education materials were identified utilizing two independent online searches
(Google.com) of the term “Clubfoot”. From the top 50 search results, websites were included if directed
at educating patients regarding clubfoot. News articles, non-text material (video), research and journal
articles, industry websites, and articles not related to clubfoot were excluded. The readability of included
resources was quantified using the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Index. The Patient Education Materials
Assessment Tool (PEMAT) was used to assess actionability and understandability using a 0-100% scale
for both measures. Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to examine the relationship between a
website’s average Google search rank and its readability, understandability, and actionability. Statistical
significance was defined as p<0.05.
RESULTS | Of the 55 unique websites, 41 websites (74.5%) met inclusion criteria. The mean reading
grade level (Flesch-Kincaid) was 10.4±2.1, with only three websites (7.3%) having a reading level ≤ 6 .
Mean understandability and actionability scores were 64.3±11.3 and 22.0±23.2, respectively. Overall,
31.7% (13/41) websites were above the PEMAT threshold of 70% for understandability, no (0/41)
websites were above the threshold for actionability. While understandability was associated with the
order of search results (rho: -0.42, p=0.01), readability and actionability were not (p=0.07; p=0.33).
CONCLUSION | Overall, the online clubfoot patient educational materials that were assessed scored
poorly with respect to readability, understandability, and actionability. In the era of shared decisionmaking, patients often turn to the internet for additional insight into the diagnosis, management, and
outcomes of clubfoot. Therefore, future efforts should be made by medical professionals to improve
online resources to optimize parental understanding and facilitate decision-making.
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Lack of In-Brace X-Rays in Compliant AIS Patients Wearing Full-Time TLSO Braces
Associates with Failure
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Amy L. McIntosh, MD / Dallas, TX
Kiley Poppino, BS / Dallas, TX
Isabel Alvarez, BS / Dallas, TX
Lori A. Karol, MD / Dallas, TX
INTRODUCTION | In-brace correction and brace compliance are associated with successful treatment of
Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis (AIS) with full-time Thoraco-Lumbo-Sacral Orthotic (TLSO) braces. These
studies documented in-brace correction at brace initiation, but never re-document in-brace correction
with major brace adjustments or new brace fabrication. This paper compares patients who had
consistent documentation of in-brace correction through-out the duration of treatment compared to
those who did not.
METHODS | All skeletally immature (Risser 0-2) patients were treated for AIS (25°-45°) with full time
TLSO braces that had compliance temperature monitors. Tri-radiate cartilage was graded as open or
closed. All patients wore their braces at least 12 hours a day. Brace failure was defined as curve
progression to a surgical magnitude (≥50°) and/or underwent surgical treatment. All patients were
followed until brace discontinuation. This was an IRB approved retrospective review of prospectively
collected data from 2012-2017.
RESULTS | 90 patients (F:82, M:8) with an average age of 12.1(10.1-15.0) years, Risser grade 0 (0-2), BMI
percentile 48.5(0.0-98.8), and daily brace wear of 16.5(12.1-21.6) hrs/day were treated for 24.3(8.0-66.6)
months. Patients went through 1.7(1-4) braces on average. 42/90(46.7%) patients had some amount of
brace time with an unknown in-brace correction, which, on average, was 66.12% of their total treatment
course (11.49-100). On univariate analysis, patients that did not have a repeat in-brace x-ray with major
brace adjustments or new brace fabrication tended to be more skeletally immature (Risser 0 and triradiate open, p=0.028), wear more braces throughout their treatment (1.98 vs 1.44, p<0.001), were
treated for a longer period of time (27 vs 22 months, p=0.022), and failed bracing more often (47.6% vs
22.9%, p=0.014).
CONCLUSION | Patients who did not have new in-brace x-rays with both major brace adjustments or
new brace fabrication were 3.1(95% CI 1.2- 7.6) times more likely to fail bracing when compared to
patients who had new in-brace x-rays with major modifications or new brace fabrication.
Take Home Message: Risser 0, tri-radiate open AIS patients often require multiple braces during their
treatment. Checking in-brace x-rays to determine percent correction with major brace adjustments or
new fabrication is essential to bracing success.
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Acute Compartment Syndrome in Pediatric Patients: A Case Series
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*James S. Lin, MD / Grandview Heights, OH
Walter P. Samora, MD / Columbus, OH
Julie B. Samora, MD, Ph.D. / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Pediatric acute compartment syndrome (ACS) is an orthopaedic emergency which
requires timely recognition and management. There are unique considerations in children, as they may
present with a wide array of symptoms and capacities to communicate. We sought to investigate the
presentations, treatments, and outcomes of pediatric ACS at our institution, hypothesizing that
decompressive fasciotomy results in good outcomes, even with delayed treatment (>24 hours).
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of all diagnoses of ACS of the extremity in pediatric
patients (age < 18) at a large tertiary care pediatric hospital over the past ten years (2009 to 2018).
Exclusion criteria were age ≥18, patients with exertional compartment syndrome, and incomplete data.
Demographic data, injury information, symptoms, treatments, and outcomes were collected from the
electronic health record.
RESULTS | Twenty-two patients (mean age 11.2, range 1-16) were included. The most common causes
of ACS were trauma-related. Swelling (100%) and worsening pain (91%) were the most common
presenting symptoms followed by paresthesias (75%). Increasing analgesia requirements were
documented in seven (32%) patients. Compartment pressures were measured in 55% of patients. All
patients were managed with decompressive fasciotomies, which were performed at a median time of 21
hours from injury. 86% of patients were able to undergo primary closure, usually in delayed fashion. The
median duration of follow up was 138 days. Strength and range of motion deficits (14%) were the most
commonly reported complications. Most patients (89%) who were treated in delayed fashion (≥24
hours) were found to have good functional recovery, but 44% did have minor complications. There were
no infections. Overall, patients had good outcomes, with 95% achieving full functional recovery.
CONCLUSIONS | Pediatric ACS should be approached as a distinct clinical entity from the adult
condition, where risks of infection and wound complications from delayed fasciotomy generally
outweigh the benefits. We recommend considering decompressive fasciotomy for all cases of pediatric
ACS, including those with prolonged time from injury to diagnosis.
LEVEL OF EVIDENCE | Level IV
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Comparing Accuracy of Wrist Intra-Articular Needle Placement via Ulnocarpal
Approach by Training Level: A Cadaveric Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sierra Phillips, MD / Birmingham, AL
Megan Lameka, MD / Birmingham, AL
Aaradhana Jha, MD / Birmingham, AL
Christopher Beaumont, MD / Birmingham, AL
Haley McKissack, MD / Birmingham, AL
Nileshkumar Chaudhari, MD / Birmingham, AL

James Rush Jones, BS / Birmingham, AL
Jared R. Halstrom, BS / Birmingham, AL
Nicholas A. Andrews, BS / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL
*Zachary L. Littlefield / Birmingham, AL

PURPOSE | Intra-articular injections are standard therapy and diagnostic tool for a variety of wrist
conditions. Accurate needle placement is crucial for proper therapeutic benefit and prevention of
complications. While many claim the use of fluoroscopy or ultrasound guided techniques are superior,
other studies conclude that anatomical guidance alone is sufficient. While the dorsal approach is most
commonly used, the goal of this study was to evaluate the accuracy of the ulnocarpal approach for
intra-articular wrist needle placement using clinical anatomy alone. Accuracy of the approach was
studied across differing levels of training in an orthopedic surgery program.
METHODS | Fourteen fresh-frozen, above-elbow cadaveric specimens were used. Intra-articular needle
placement into the wrist via an ulnocarpal approach was attempted by nine study participants: two
interns, two junior-level residents, two senior-level residents, two hand fellows, and one attending hand
surgeon. Each injection was performed without imaging assistance and was based on clinical
examination and landmarks alone. The number of attempts and total time taken for each injection was
recorded. Placement was confirmed using fluoroscopy.
RESULTS | Overall success rate was 71%, (89 of 126 attempts) and did not vary significantly across levels
of training. Average time for needle placement among all participants was 10.9 ±6.5 seconds.
Timing of successful intra-articular needle placement (10.4 ±5.2 seconds) significantly differed between
levels, mainly due to the greater amount of time needed by the junior-level residents. However, timing
did not trend in any direction with more or less training. No significant difference was noted in total
attempts or attempts with successful outcomes when comparing level of training.
CONCLUSION | The ulnocarpal approach is a viable option for injection or aspiration of the wrist
without image guidance. We were unable to show any relevant trends with timing or number of
attempts in comparison to level of training. Safety of the nearby structures, such as the triangular
fibrocartilage complex and dorsal sensory branch of the ulnar nerve, remains a theoretical concern.
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Incidence and Trends of Hand and Upper Extremity Injuries Presenting to United
States Emergency Departments: A 10-Year National Database Analysis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Adam M. Gordon, BS / Columbus, OH
Azeem Tariq Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Kanu S. Goyal, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | The purpose was to observe the incidence and trends of hand/upper extremity
injuries presenting to U.S. emergency departments (EDs) over the last decade. Longitudinal evaluation
of upper extremity injuries presenting to EDs in the U.S. could lead to improved resource delegation,
injury prevention, and training considerations for future orthopedic surgeons.
METHODS | The National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) database was queried for upper
extremity injuries over a 10-year period (January 2009-December 2018). The database provides a
sample of 100 hospitals selected and weighted to represent the entire US population. Incidence, age,
gender, race, injury location and type were recorded for hand and upper extremity presentations.
Descriptive analyses were used to report trends in the number of injuries over time. Linear regression
was used to assess for significant changes in the trends of injuries over time.
RESULTS | In total, 1,076,680 reported cases with upper extremity complaints were evaluated from
2009-2018, correlating to 41,321,962 patients nationally. The estimated number of patients per year
remained constant from 2009-2012 and declined by 6.3% from 2013-2018. Male(59.8%) and
pediatric(age <18)(32.7%) patients were the most frequent demographic. The most common injury
locations were finger(31.2%), hand(18.3%), and shoulder(14.9%). The most common injury classifications
were lacerations(26.0%), fractures(24.2%), and contusions/abrasions(14.5%). National estimates of injury
locations declined over the study period: shoulder(-5.0%), lower arm(-12.2%), hand(-12.3%), elbow(12.7%), wrist(-13.0%), finger(-15.7%). Upper arm injuries increased by 46.0%. Injury types including
burns(-8.5%), dislocations(-10.8%), fractures(-11.9%), lacerations(-17%), punctures(-19.7%), crushing
injuries(-20.0%), contusions/abrasions(-27.8%), and strains/sprains(-26.7%) declined. Foreign
body(+4.9%), hematoma(+12.4%), avulsions(+30.1%), and nerve injuries(+67.9%) increased over the
study period. The hospital admission rate for all upper extremity emergency department visits was 3%.
CONCLUSION | There was a gradual decline in the overall number of hand/upper extremity injuries over
the past 10 years. Upper arm injuries increased over the last decade. Avulsions and nerve injuries had
the greatest rise over the decade.
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Declining Trend in Anti-Osteoporotic Treatment, Despite a Rise in DEXA Screening
Following "Sentinel" Distal Radius Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Azeem Tariq Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
*Adam M. Gordon, BS / Columbus, OH
Hisham Awan, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Kanu S. Goyal, MD / Columbus, OH
PURPOSE | Affecting more than 200 million people across the world, osteoporosis is a global public
health concern. The current study aims to understand national trends and costs associated the
utilization of anti-osteoporotic medication and DEXA screening within the year following a
sentinel/primary distal radius fracture.
METHODS | The 2008-2015Q1 Humana Administrative Claims (HAC) database was queried to identify
patients ≥50 years of age, with a “sentinel” occurrence of a primary closed distal radius fracture.
Patients experiencing a concurrent fracture, prior fragility fracture, and those already on osteoporotic
medication within the year prior to the distal radius fracture were excluded to prevent an overlap in the
screening and/or anti-osteoporotic medication rates. Linear regression models were used to report
trends in utilization of anti-osteoporotic medication and DEXA screening within the year following the
fracture. Multivariate logistic regression analyses were used to assess for factors associated with
receiving or not receiving anti-osteoporotic medication.
RESULTS | A total of 14,526 sentinel distal radius fractures were included. Only 7.2% (N=1,046) patients
received anti-osteoporosis medication in the year following the distal radius fracture. Treatment with
medication for osteoporosis declined from 8.2% in 2008 to 5.9% in 2015, whereas the rate of DEXA
screening increased from 14.8% in 2008 to 23.6% in 2015. Factors associated with increased odds of
receiving anti-osteoporotic medication were age 70-79 years (OR 1.45; p=0.014), age 80-89 years (OR
1.66; p=0.001), Asian (OR 2.95; p=0.002) or Hispanic (OR 1.77; p=0.006) ethnicity, belonging to South
(OR 1.19; p=0.029) or West (OR 1.37; p=0.010) and having an ECI score of 3 (OR 2.14; p=0.024) or >3
(OR 2.05; p=0.022). Of note, male patients (OR 0.17; p<0.001), patients in the Northeast (OR 0.51;
p=0.017) and Black/African American patients (OR 0.66; p=0.020) were less likely to receive antiosteoporotic treatment.
CONCLUSIONS | Despite a rising utilization of DEXA screening following “sentinel” distal radius
fractures, the proportion of individuals who receive anti-osteoporotic treatment is decreasing over time.
Furthermore, it appears that significant regional, gender and racial differences exist in anti-osteoporotic
treatment.
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Major Depressive Disorders Increase Complications, Lengths of Stay, Readmissions,
and Cost Following Lumbar Fusion
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Joseph O. Ehiorobo, MD / New York, NY
Hiba Anis, MD / Cleveland, OH
Nipun Sodhi, MD / New York, NY
Michael W. Roche, MD / Fort Lauderdale, FL
Michael A. Mont / New York, NY
Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
*Jordan Pasternack, MD / Brooklyn, NY
INTRODUCTION | Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a common cause of morbidity and mortality
following surgery. Studies have demonstrated the effects of MDD following orthopedic surgery, but not
following primary 1- to 2- level lumbar fusion (1-2LF). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
investigate whether patients with MDD undergoing primary 1-2LF are at greater odds of 1)
complications; 2) increased in-hospital lengths of stay (LOS); 3) readmission rates; and 4) costs of care.
METHODS | A retrospective query using an administrative claims database was performed. Patients
undergoing 1-2LF with MDD were identified, and served as the study group. Study group patients were
randomly matched in a 1:5 ratio to controls according to age, sex, general anxiety disorder, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, obesity, and tobacco use. The query yielded 313,421 patients with (n = 52,240)
and without (n = 261,181) DD undergoing 1-2LF. Primary outcomes analyzed included 90-day medical
complications, in-hospital lengths of stay (LOS), 90-day readmission rates, and 90-day costs of care
between the cohorts. Pearson’s chi-square analyses were used to compare patient demographics.
Logistic regression analyses were used to calculate odds (OR) of medical complications and readmission
rates between the cohorts. Welch’s t-test were used to test for significance in LOS and cost between the
cohorts. A p-value less than 0.004 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | Patients with depressive disorder had significantly higher incidence and odds (3.32 vs. 1.05%;
OR: 3.23, p<0.0001) of medical complications. In-hospital LOS were significantly longer in study group
patients (11-days vs. 9-days, p=0.002) compared to controls. Additionally, depressive disorder patients
had higher incidence and odds (13.33 vs. 9.07%; OR: 1.53, p<0.0001) of 90-day readmission rates. Lastly,
patients with depressive disorder incurred significantly higher 90-day cost of care compared to controls
($31,938.56 vs. $27,168.71, p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | After adjusting for age, gender, and medical comorbidities, this study of over 300,000
patients demonstrated patients with depressive symptoms have increased complications, in-hospital
LOS, readmissions, and cost of care. The study is important as it allows orthopaedic surgeons to
adequately educate and counsel patients with MDD regarding potential adverse events which may arise
following their procedure.
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Cervical Alignment and Distal Junctional Failure in Posterior Cervical Fusion: A
Multicenter Comparison of Two Surgical Approaches
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Zachariah W. Pinter, MD / Rochester, MN
*Ryder Reed, MD / Rochester, MN
Jad Bou Monsef, MD / Rochester, MN
Ashley E. Xiong, MD / Rochester, MN
Joshua Kolz, MD / Rochester, MN
Bradford Currier, MD / Rochester, MN

Brett Freedman, MD / Rochester, MN
Benjamin Elder, MD / Rochester, MN
Gregory Schroeder, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Alexander Vaccaro, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Arjun Sebastian, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to compare PCDF from C2-T2 to PCDF from C3-T1
performed for subaxial cervical stenosis in an effort to elucidate whether the longer fusion construct
had an impact on cervical alignment.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of two prospective cohorts of patients undergoing
PCDF from C2-T2 or C3-T1 for subaxial cervical stenosis at two academic institutions from 2010 to 2019.
Cervical alignment parameters were measured on both preoperative and postoperative radiographs
performed greater than 6 months postoperatively. The cohorts were compared based upon
preoperative cervical alignment, postoperative cervical alignment, and change in cervical alignment.
Postoperative radiographs were also assessed for signs of distal screw loosening, distal junctional
failure, and pseudarthrosis. We utilized Student’s t-test to compare all means between groups with
p<0.05 deemed statistically significant.
RESULTS | We identified 192 patients for inclusion in the C2-T2 cohort and 46 patients for inclusion in
the C3-T1 cohort. In comparison to the C2-T2 cohort, the C3-T1 cohort demonstrated a significantly
higher rate of distal screw loosening (15.9% vs 3.4%, p=0.005) and distal junctional failure (20.5% vs
0.6%, p<0.001). However, there was no significant difference in reoperation rate (6.3% vs 6.5%, p =
.676). The C2-T2 cohort demonstrated significantly worse preoperative cervical alignment than the C3T1 cohort as evidenced by C2 SVA (40.9mm vs 30.2mm, p<0.001), C2 slope (26.8o vs 20.9o, p=0.001),
and Occiput to C1 distance (5.5mm vs 8.3mm, p=0.015). Both cohorts demonstrated worsening cervical
alignment from preoperative to postoperative; however, the C2-T2 cohort demonstrated significantly
less worsening in cervical alignment than the C3-T1 cohort in C2 SVA (-3.5mm vs -9.2mm, p=0.023) and
C2 slope (-2.3o vs -8.6o, p=.003), with a trend towards significance in the change in C2-7 lordosis (-0.02
vs 2.4, p=0.077).
CONCLUSIONS | In our study, patients with distal extension of their posterior cervical fusion construct
to T1 experienced significantly higher rates of distal screw loosening and distal junctional failure than
those whose construct extended to T2. Though both the C2-T2 and C3-T1 cohorts demonstrated
worsening of their cervical alignment from preoperative to postoperative, the C3-T1 cohort
demonstrated a significantly higher degree of worsening in C2 SVA and C2 slope, likely related to the
increased rate of distal junctional failure. The authors recommend extension of long posterior cervical
fusion constructs to T2.
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Postoperative SVA >4 cm has No Impact on Neck Pain Scores after C2-T2 Fusion for
Myelopathy: Results from a Multi-Center Cohort Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Zachariah Pinter, MD / Rochester, MN
Jad Bou Monsef, MD / Rochester, MN
Ashley Xiong, BS / Rochester, MN
Josh Kolz, MD / Rochester, MN
Bradford Currier, MD / Rochester, MN
Brett Freedman, MD / Rochester, MN

Benjamin Elder, MD / Rochester, MN
Gregory Schroeder, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Alexander Vaccaro, MD / Philadelphia, PA
Arjun Sebastian, MD / Rochester, MN
*Ryder Reed, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | The C2-7 SVA has been utilized as a measure of global cervical alignment, and
previous work has suggested that achieving a postoperative SVA of 4 cm or less is ideal with regards to
patient outcomes. The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of SVA on postoperative neck
pain scores after posterior cervical laminectomy and fusion for myelopathy.
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of a multicenter prospective cohort of patients
undergoing posterior cervical laminectomy and fusion from C2-T2 for subaxial cervical stenosis and
degenerative cervical myelopathy from 2011-2018. We assessed cervical alignment on standing
radiographs performed preoperatively as well as at 6 months or greater postoperatively. The cohort was
divided into 2 groups based on a postoperative SVA of less than 4 cm or 4 cm or greater. We then
examined differences between the groups with regards to preoperative and postoperative alignment,
demographics, and neck pain scores as measured by the visual analog scale.
RESULTS | 173 patients were identified for inclusion. In this cohort, 70 patients were identified as having
a postoperative SVA less than 4 cm and 103 patients were identified as having an SVA of 4cm or
greater. In both groups, the change in SVA showed a worsening of alignment from preoperative to
postoperative. This was significantly higher in the SVA > 4 cohort compared to the SVA <4 cohort (-11.6
vs -3.3, p<.001). Of the 173 patients, 108 patients (62.4%) had VAS neck pain scores recorded at greater
than 6 months postoperatively. With regards to VAS neck pain scores, they improved in both groups
with long-term follow up . There was no significant difference between the cohorts with respect to neck
pain scores at any time point. Using the established minimal clinically important difference for VAS neck
pain following cervical surgery, we found that 61.9% of the SVA <4 cohort and 52.9% SVA >4 cohort
achieved MCID with no significant difference between the groups (p = .432).
CONCLUSIONS | While previous work has established the importance of SVA alignment in treatment of
cervical deformity, in this multi-center cohort of patients undergoing C2-T2 posterior cervical fusion for
degenerative myelopathy, postoperative SVA >4 cm was not associated with a significant difference in
long-term patient reported outcomes with regards to neck pain.
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Comparative Analysis of Adolescent Idiopathic Scoliosis Treated Surgically with High
Implant Density Pedicle Screws vs. Hybrid Sublaminar Band Technique
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher Battista, MD / Dayton, OH
Michael Venezia, MD / Dayton, OH
Andrew Steffensmeier, MD / Dayton, OH
Andrew Froehle, Phd. / Dayton, OH
Michael Wilson BS / Dayton, OH
Michael Albert, MD / Dayton, OH
*Joshua Perrin / Dayton, OH
BACKGROUND | Sublaminar band fixation provides a safe alternative for fixation of scoliosis deformities,
and the literature shows favorable results with polyester band fixation. This study’s purpose is to
compare sublaminar polyester bands utilized with pedicle screw fixation in a hybrid fixation construct
(HSB) vs. high implant density pedicle screw (HIDPS) fixation alone, in the correction of deformity and
complication profile of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS).
METHODS | A comparative analysis was performed on 104 AIS patients treated surgically with either
HIDPS (n=40) or HSB (n=64). Surgeries were performed from 2013-2017 at a single center, by two
surgeons. Intraoperative and postoperative complications were recorded. Radiographs were reviewed
preoperatively and immediately postoperatively, as well as at 4-month and 12-month follow-up visits,
when available. Repeated measures linear mixed models were used to compare the procedures with
regard to correction of anterior-posterior and lateral deformities. The C7 plumb-line correction was
tested using McNemar’s and Fisher’s exact tests.
RESULTS | Degree of change in AP and lateral deformities between preoperative and postoperative
visits did not differ significantly between techniques. Both techniques, however, showed significant
correction of angular deformities over time (time main effects: for each P<0.01). Values of all angular
deformities were significantly improved postoperatively across both cohorts. With regard to C7 plumb
line corrections, the frequency of patients at neutral in the HIDPS cohort increased significantly from
54% preoperatively to 86% postoperatively (P < 0.01). Within the Hybrid cohort, the frequency of
neutral C7 plumb lines also increased significantly from 58% preoperatively to 88% postoperatively (P <
0.01). The proportion of patients improving from misaligned to neutrally aligned or retaining neutral
alignment did not differ significantly between the cohorts (P = 0.27; see ). These results compare
favorably to previous case series of HSB and HIDPS constructs.
DISCUSSION | The HSB band technique provides a safe and demonstrable correction of spinal
deformities. This hybrid fixation should be considered an excellent adjunct in addition to an alternative
to HIDPS in the treatment of AIS patients requiring surgical intervention. This study validates that a
hybrid sublaminar band technique is able to achieve similar tridimensional correction as an all-pedicle
screw construct, while maintaining a good safety profile.
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Does Preoperative Bone Mineral Density Impact Fusion Success in Anterior Cervical
Spine Surgery? A Prospective Cohort Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Zachariah W. Pinter, MD / Rochester, MN
Breydan Wright, MD / Rochester, MN
Jad N. Bou Monsef, MD / Rochester, MN
Arjun S. Sebastian, MD / Rochester, MN
Brett A. Freedman, MD / Rochester, MN

Bradford L. Currier, MD / Rochester, MN
Benjamin D. Elder, MD, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
Ahmad Nassr, MD / Rochester, MN
*Ryder Reed, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | Patients with osteoporosis have an imbalance in anabolic versus catabolic bone
homeostasis. It has been theorized that osteoporosis may impact fusion rates in lumbar spine surgery.
However to our knowledge this has not been investigated in cervical spine surgery. As our population
ages, we are encountering ever increasing numbers of patients with osteoporosis and osteopenia
coming in for elective surgery. We hope to identify risk factors for pseudoarthrosis in this patient
population.
METHODS | We prospectively collected and analyzed data on patients undergoing anterior cervical
spine fusions involving 1-4 levels between the years of 2002-2018 in which a bone mineral density
(BMD) examination was clinically indicated. Normal bone density was defined as T-score greater than or
equal to -1 SD, osteopenia as having a T-score less than -1 and greater than -2.5 SD, and osteoporosis
as having a T-score less than or equal to -2.5 SD . Patients were followed for a minimum of 1 year. CT
scans performed postoperatively were used to evaluate fusion.
A total of 79 patients completed the study with one year of clinical and radiographic follow up. BMD,
number of levels fused, smoking status, age, sex, and ACE inhibitors/ARBs were analyzed to assess their
impact on fusion success. Fusion was established when there was continuous bone bridging between
the vertebrae on CT scan. Multivariate analysis was performed to identify potential risk factors for
pseudoarthrosis utilizing JMP 10.0.0 statistical software. (SAS Institute Inc, Carey, North Carolina).
RESULTS | Fourteen patients (18%) developed pseudarthrosis at one year postoperatively. The mean
BMD was -0.45 ± 1.4 (-3 to 4) . Osteopenia and osteoporosis were identified as risk factors for
pseudarthrosis at a minimum of 1 year follow up . Number of levels fused, smoking status, Hounsfield
units, ACE/ARB medications, age or gender were not statistically significant risk factors correlated with
development of pseudarthrosis in this study.
CONCLUSION | This study suggests that preoperative osteopenia or osteoporosis may be correlated
with a higher incidence of pseudoarthrosis in anterior cervical spine surgery, even more so than
smoking or number of levels fused. While the number of patients enrolled in this study is small, the
results are convincing enough to warrant screening and treatment of osteoporosis as well as the
optimization of preoperative bone stock in all potential candidates for cervical spine fusion.
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Cervical Paraspinal Muscle Fatty Degeneration Does Not Relate to Muscle Cross
Sectional Area: Qualitative Assessment Preferable for Cervical Sarcopenia
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Zachariah Pinter, MD / Rochester, MN
Scott Wagner, MD / Bethesda, MD
Donald Fredericks Jr., MD / Bethesda, MD
Ashley Xiong, BS / Rochester, MN
Melvin Helgeson, MD / Bethesda, MD
Brett Freedman, MD / Rochester, MN

Benjamin Elder, MD, Ph.D. / Rochester, MN
Mohamad Bydon, MD / Rochester, MN
Ahmad Nassr, MD / Rochester, MN
Arjun Sebastian, MD / Rochester, MN
*Ryder Reed, MD / Rochester, MN

INTRODUCTION | The purpose of this study was to determine whether measurements of cervical
paraspinal cross sectional area (CSA) correlate with qualitative measurements of paraspinal fatty
degeneration in a cohort of patients undergoing anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF).
METHODS | We performed a retrospective review of a prospectively collected database of patients who
underwent 1-3 level ACDF for degenerative conditions of the cervical spine from 2011-2017 at a single
institution. Measurements of paraspinal muscle CSA were made using a standardized protocol at C2-3,
(to measure obliquus capitus inferior) and at the C5-6 disc space (to measure longus colli, multifidus,
and sternocleidomastoid). Goutalier classification of the right sided paraspinal muscle complex was
performed by two independent reviewers blinded to the clinical outcomes. Patients were considered
Goutalier 0 if there was no fat infiltration; Goutalier 1 if fatty streaks were present; Goutalier 2 if there
was more muscle than fat; Goutalier 3 if fat and muscle amounts were equal; and Goutalier 4 if more fat
than muscle. We then compared patients categorized according to the Goutalier qualitative grading
system to their paraspinal CSA measurements. We utilized Student’s t-test and ANOVA to compare all
means between groups.
RESULTS | We identified 98 patients for inclusion. Overall, 54.5% were 1 level, 30.3% were 2 level, and
15.1% were three level fusions. Utilizing the Fuchs modification of the Goutalier classification, groups
were categorized into Normal (grade 0-1), Moderate (Grade 2) and Severe (Grade 3-4) degeneration.
Overall we classified 41 patients as Normal, 47 as Moderate, and 10 as Severe. No significant difference
in average paraspinal CSA for obliquus capitus inferior (p= 0.51), multifidus (p =0.11), or
sternocleidomastoid (p = 0.85) was found between classification groups. Slightly higher longus colli CSA
(p = .03) was found for the moderate and severe groups (73.6 mm2 and 66.3 mm2) in comparison to
the normal group (62.8 mm2).
CONCLUSION | In this cohort of patients, nearly 60% had qualitative evidence of cervical paraspinal
sarcopenia with 10.2% having severe muscle degeneration. While significant variation in paraspinal
muscle CSA was observed, there did not seem to be a significant relationship between paraspinal CSA
and paraspinal muscle deterioration. Given the established association between sarcopenia and
perioperative outcomes, we recommend that qualitative measurements be used preferentially over
quantitative measures to assess for cervical sarcopenia.
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Does Immediate Postoperative Opioid Consumption Correlate with Long-Term
Outcomes in Patients Undergoing One- and Two-Level Instrumented Posterior
Lumbar Fusions?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Emmett J. Gannon, MD / Omaha, NE
*Sydney L. Powers / Omaha, NE
Evan P. Larson, MD / Omaha, NE
Scott A. Vincent, MD / Omaha, NE
Chris A. Cornett, MD / Omaha, NE
Elizabeth Lyden, MS / Omaha, NE
BACKGROUND | Opioids are routinely used for management of postoperative pain following spine
surgery. The purpose of this study is to investigate the potential relationship between increased opioid
use immediately postoperatively and a patient’s outcomes. Most of the current literature has studied
the effects of preoperative and chronic postoperative opioid consumption, however, there are limited
studies investigating the relationships between immediate postoperative opioid use, VAS scores and
LOS with patient outcomes.
METHODS | A retrospective review of patients undergoing instrumented 1 or 2-level posterior lumbar
fusion surgery by a single surgeon was performed. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize
demographic and clinical characteristics for all patients. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to
evaluate associations between patient outcomes as they relate to postoperative opioid use, visual
analog scale (VAS) scores, and length of stay (LOS). Exclusion criteria included previous lumbar surgery,
indications other than degenerative, and patients <19 years old. A total of 152 patients met inclusion
criteria and were analyzed.
RESULTS | Among 94 patients undergoing 1-level fusion, there was a significant inverse relationship
between 6 Month SF-36 Bodily Pain and postoperative day (POD) 1, 2 and total opioid use (p=0.0328,
p=0.0283, and p=0.0205). A significant inverse relationship was also found between 1 Year SF-36
Physical Function and POD 1 and 2 opioid use (p=0.0415, p=0.0200) and between 1 Year SF-36 Bodily
Pain and POD 2 opioid use (p=0.0099). A significant inverse relationship was also found between POD 0
VAS scores and 6 Month SF-36 Physical Function, Bodily Pain, and Mental Health (p=0.0149, p=0.0006
and p=0.0171). In addition, there was a significant inverse correlation between LOS and 6 Month SF-36
Physical Function (p=0.0059). Among the 58 patients undergoing 2-level fusion, POD 0 and 1 VAS
scores had a significant inverse correlation with 6 Month and 1 Year SF-36 Mental Health (p=0.0161,
p=0.0021, p=0.0358, p=0.0103).
CONCLUSION | Based upon these results, immediate postoperative opioid use, VAS scores, and LOS
may be helpful in predicting patient outcomes at 6 months and 1 year following 1 and 2-level posterior
lumbar fusion. These findings, however, must be interpreted in context with the limitations inherent to a
retrospective study.
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Physical Therapy on Postoperative Day Zero Following Lumbar Spine Surgery
Decreases Length of Stay
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Blaine T. Manning, MD / Columbia, MO
Suryanshi Rawat, BS / Columbia, MO
Casey A. Fogarty, BS / Columbia, MO
Stefan J. Hanish, BS / Columbia, MO
Andy S. Lee, BS / Columbia, MO
Ahdarsh R Vallabhaneni BS / Columbia, MO

Nathan J. Cherian, BS / Columbia, MO
Muhammad Z. Mirza, MD / Columbia, MO
Theodore J. Choma, MD / Columbia, MO
Don K. Moore, MD / Columbia, MO
*Robert T. Ellis, MD / Columbia, MO

INTRODUCTION | Postoperative length of stay (LOS) is a major factor in overall cost for lumbar spine
surgery, and its duration often depends on discharge clearance from physical therapy (PT). The study
goal was to compare postoperative LOS for lumbar spine surgery patients who initiated formal PT on
POD 0 versus POD 1.
METHODS | A retrospective review was conducted of 1,870 patients who underwent elective 1-2 level
laminectomy +/- posterior lumbar fusion +/- instrumentation by 13 spine surgeons at 1 institution from
2011-2019. Patients were categorized by timing of postoperative PT, with POD 0 defined as within 24
hours after surgery. Patients were excluded if they had incomplete data, admitted under a trauma visit,
admitted to the ICU between surgery and discharge for observation or complications, did not see PT
before discharge, or had qualifying surgery at >2 levels. Demographics, perioperative variables, and
postoperative variables were collected. Statistical methods for categorical bivariate analysis included
Chi-square test of independence and Fisher’s Exact test, if Chi-square assumptions were not met. For
continuous outcomes, normality was tested using a Shapiro-Wilk test and a two-sample t-test or
Wilcoxon Rank Sum test was used to determine differences across POD groups. Data were analyzed
using R with two-sided p<0.05 considered significant.
RESULTS | Of 1,870 patients, 336 met inclusion criteria. Formal PT was initiated on POD 0 for 202
patients, and POD 1 for 134 patients . There was no significant difference between POD 0 and POD 1
groups regarding: age, gender, insurance type, BMI, or discharge destination (e.g. home) . The
difference in LOS (9.9 hours) was large enough to be of statistical and clinical significance
(p=0.000001214) (median 65.3 hours for POD 0 PT [interquartile (IQ) range, 43.7-74.6] vs 74.2 hours for
POD 1 PT [IQ range 51.6-99.8]; p=0. 000001214). The difference in distribution of postoperative nights
spent in the hospital was also clinically and statistically significant (p=0.002265922) .
CONCLUSION | Early initiation of PT has been proposed to facilitate discharge following lumbar spine
surgery. Our study demonstrated a clinically and statistically significant difference in postoperative LOS
when PT was initiated on POD 0 versus POD 1. Given the role of LOS in quality metrics and
reimbursement, it remains important for orthopedic spine surgeons to optimize postoperative LOS. A
multidisciplinary approach which includes physical therapists, along with early formal postoperative PT,
may facilitate discharge following lumbar spine surgery.
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Hospital Mark-Up and Outcomes Following Lumbar Fusions - Moving Towards the
Era of Transparency in Prices
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Azeem T. Malik, MBBS / Columbus, OH
Joseph P. Drain, MD / Columbus, OH
Jeffery Kim, MD / Columbus, OH
Safdar N. Khan, MD / Columbus, OH
Elizabeth Yu, MD / Columbus, OH
INTRODUCTION | Although charges levied by hospitals for provision of surgical services have broad
financial implications on insurance contracts, pricing is neither transparent nor subject to regulation. As
a result, hospital mark-ups (1/charge-to-cost ratio (CCR)) are known to vary significantly across
hospitals and regions. It is unknown whether higher mark-ups are associated with high quality care.
METHODS | The 2014 100% Medicare Standard Analytical Files was queried using DRG code 460 to
identify patients undergoing lumbar fusions. Hospital mark-up of facilities was calculated using a
previously validated formula: (1/CCR). Hospitals were divided into three groups based on tertiles – 1)
Low Markup (0-2.99), 2) Medium Markup (3.00-5.49) and 3) High Markup (>5.49). Multi-variate logistic
regression analyses were used to assess for differences in 90-day outcomes between high, medium and
low markup hospitals, while controlling for age, gender, region, Elixhauser Comorbidity Index,
diagnosis/indication, anterior vs. posterior approach, type of fusion, extent of fusion, use of interbody,
BMP, neuromonitoring, concurrent laminectomy or discectomy, hospital bed size, teaching status,
hospital location, ownership (government, proprietary or voluntary), and whether hospital was a high
volume facility.
RESULTS | A total of 75,707 patients undergoing surgery in 1,993 hospitals were included – out of which
17,466 (23.1%) received surgery in high mark-up hospitals (N=341), 36,888 (48.7%) received surgery in
medium mark-up hospital (N=683) and 21,353 (28.2%) received surgery in low mark-up hospitals
(N=969). Undergoing surgery at high mark-up hospital (vs. low mark-up hospital) was not associated
with significant differences in wound complications (p=0.935), sepsis (p=0.139), acute renal failure
(p=0.098), myocardial infarction (p=0.774), deep venous thrombosis (p=0.046), pulmonary embolism
(p=0.442), and urinary tract infections (p=0.739). Although high mark-up hospitals had slightly lower
odds of pneumonia (OR 0.76 [95% CI 0.64-0.92]; p=0.004) and readmissions (0.91 [95% CI 0.84-0.98];
p=0.012) when compared to low mark-up hospitals, the difference was clinically insignificant as
evidenced by the proximity of the confidence interval to 1.
CONCLUSIONS | Higher hospital-mark up does not seem to be associated with better quality of care
following lumbar fusions. Moving forward, price transparency in billings will be essential for controlling
the increasing cost burden associated with spinal fusions.
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Anticoagulation in Elective Spine Cases: Rates of Hematomas vs. Thromboembolic
Disease
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Dharani Rohit Thota, B.A. / Dallas, TX
Paul A. Nakonezny Ph.D. / Dallas, TX
Michael Van Hal MD / Dallas, TX
BACKGROUND | One of the major complications of surgery is venous thromboembolism (VTE) which
can range in presentation. Spine surgery is an especially complex balance between minimizing the risk
of a VTE and also the increased risk of a hematoma which can lead to devasting neurological outcomes.
We hypothesized that pharmacologic prophylaxis would significantly increase the rates of bleeding
complications requiring re-operation, but not significantly change the risk of VTE in our patient
population.
METHODS | The elective spine surgery cases that were recorded for a single academic center between
2015 and 2017 were identified. A total of 3790 patients were initially identified. 260 patients were
excluded. The cohort was then propensity matched. This matched a single patient who did not receive
anticoagulation to a single patient who did within the institution. This left 1776 patients with 888
patients in each arm. The primary outcomes were unplanned reoperation for hematoma, and venous
thromboembolism (VTE) events within the 30-day perioperative period.
RESULTS | The incidence of VTE, PE, and unplanned reoperation for hematoma in the total cohort was
0.96%, 0.34%, and 1.13%, respectively. The incidence of VTE, PE, and unplanned reoperation for
hematoma in the anticoagulation arm was 0.90%, 0.34%, and 2.03%, respectively. The incidence of VTE,
PE, and unplanned reoperation for hematoma in the no-anticoagulation arm was 1.01%, 0.34%, and
0.23%, respectively. Predicted odds of VTE and PE were not significantly different; however, the odds of
an unplanned reoperation for hematoma (OR=7.535, 95% CI: 2.004 to 28.340, p=0.002) were greater for
those who received pharmacological anticoagulation.
CONCLUSION | In this study, anticoagulation does not lead to lower rates of VTE events, but it increases
the risk of symptomatic hematomas which require a return trip to the OR. This raises the question as to
whether anticoagulation should be used in routing cases as it has a statistically significant impact on
hematoma rates. While this was not a randomized controlled trial, we attempted to correct for this with
propensity matching.
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The Isolated Fibula Fracture: Should Gravity Stress Radiographs be the Gold Standard
for Determining Ankle Stability? Successful Outcomes with Nonoperative, WeightBearing Despite Stress Positive Radiographs
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Phillip Thomas, MD / Omaha, NE
Leonid Grossman, MD / Denver, CO
Justin C. Siebler, MD / Omaha, NE
Sara M. Putnam, MD / Omaha, NE
Elizabeth Lyden, MS / Omaha, NE
*Matthew A. Mormino, MD / Omaha, NE
BACKGROUND | Treatment of isolated distal fibula fractures relies on identifying whether a fracture is
stable or unstable. Although initial radiographs may demonstrate an isolated fibula fracture without
medial clear space (MCS) widening, these initial images are static and may not demonstrate the true
extent of injury. Stress radiographs may demonstrate occult MCS widening and are the current gold
standard for evaluating stability in ankle fractures. We present a novel method of evaluation for ankle
fracture stability and treatment using an immediate weight-bearing (WB) protocol for isolated distal
fibula fractures. Our hypothesis was three-fold: (1) immediate WB in distal fibula fractures with normal
MCS on injury radiographs can differentiate stable from unstable injuries at one week following injury;
(2) despite MCS widening on initial stress radiograph, if the MCS is reduced at one week it will remain
reduced at subsequent follow-ups; and (3) with nonoperative immediate WB, AOFAS scores will not
differ between patients who did or did not have MCS widening on initial stress radiographs.
METHODS | Patients with isolated distal fibula fractures were prospectively enrolled between 2018 and
2020. Patients with MCS <4mm on standard NWB ankle radiographs with isolated distal fibula fractures
had gravity stress views obtained in the emergency department on presentation. Regardless of MCS
widening on gravity stress views, patients were placed in a functional walking boot and instructed to
weight-bear as tolerated (WBAT). WB radiographs were obtained one week later. If the MCS was >4mm
on follow-up WB radiographs, surgical intervention was performed. If MCS was <4mm, then
management continued with WBAT in a functional walking boot. Radiographs were repeated at six
weeks, three months and six months. AOFAS scores were obtained at three months and six months for
all patients.
RESULTS | 58 patients with isolated distal fibula fractures met the inclusion criteria. Twelve patients were
lost to follow-up and eight patients had not yet reached six-month follow-up. Of the remaining 38
patients, 18 patients had a MCS >4mm on initial gravity stress views (Avg 5.1mm). All 18 of those
patients, as well as the remaining 20 patients, continued to show MCS <4mm on all follow-up weightbearing radiographs up to six-month follow-up (MCS 2.7mm and 2.6mm respectively at six month
follow up) while using our novel WBAT protocol in a functional walking boot. No patients had an MCS
>4mm on WB radiographs warranting a need for surgical intervention. The average AOFAS score for
patients with initial widening was 91 and 97, and for patients without widening was 94 and 98 at both
three and six months.
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CONCLUSION | Instructing patients to WBAT in a functional walking boot is a viable method to
determine stability in isolated distal fibula fractures with normal MCS on non-stress radiographs. Given
that all patients at subsequent follow-up had a MCS <4mm, including those who widened on initial
stress radiographs, an immediate WB protocol may offer an improved indication of ankle stability when
compared to the current gold standard of stress radiographs. Finally, patients with isolated distal fibula
fractures, regardless of initial stress radiographs, had excellent patient-reported outcomes at three and
six months utilizing non-operative management and our immediate weight-bearing protocol.
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Transcuneiform Screw Fixation in Ligamentous Lisfranc Injuries
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

*Philip J. Shaheen, MD / St. Louis, MO
Benjamin Crawford, BS / St. Louis, MO
Schwetang Patel, MS / St. Louis, MO
Nathan Kopydlowski, MD / St. Louis, MO
J. Gary Bledsoe, Ph.D. / St. Louis, MO
Scott G. Kaar, MD / St. Louis, MO
David E. Karges, DO / St. Louis, MO
BACKGROUND | Lisfranc injuries represent a devastating injury complex to the midfoot. Treatment with
screw fixation across the first cuneiform-second metatarsal joint (C1-M2) joint has been described,
however there are no studies examining the utility of a transcuneiform screw across the first cuneiformsecond cuneiform (C1-C2) joint. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of
transcuneiform screws in minimizing interosseous displacement when added to traditional Lisfranc
screw fixation.
METHODS | Unstable ligamentous Lisfranc injuries were created on ten fresh frozen cadaveric
specimens by sectioning the interosseous ligaments. Manual abduction and adduction stresses were
applied to each specimen in addition to simulated weight bearing stress and interosseous displacement
at each joint was measured initially with no screws, followed by two-screw fixation across the C1-M2
joint and the C1-M1 joint, and finally with a third transcuneiform screw across the C1-C2 joint.
Photographic images were analyzed to determine the effect of transcuneiform fixation on interosseous
displacement at the C1-C2 and C1-M2 joints.
RESULTS | The addition of transcuneiform screw fixation decreased the amount of interosseous
widening by an average of 0.27 mm at C1-C2 and 0.03 mm at C1-M2 compared to traditional twoscrew fixation. The addition of a transcuneiform screw resulted in a statistically significant decrease in
the amount of interosseous widening between C1-M2 during abduction stress. There were no
statistically significant differences between C1-M2 during rest, adduction stress, or simulated weight
bearing. None of the differences between C1-C2 reached statistical significance.
CONCLUSION | The addition of a transcuneiform screw fixation in ligamentous lisfranc injuries
decreased interosseous widening between C1-M2 during abduction stress when compared to
traditional two-screw fixation.
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Risk Factors for Surgical Site Infections Following Open Reduction and Internal
Fixation for Isolated Lateral Malleolar Ankle Fractures
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Nicholas Richardson, MD / Brooklyn, NY
*Jordan Pasternack, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Samuel J. Swiggett, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Rushabh M. Vakharia, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Jack Choueka, MD / Brooklyn, NY

Afshin E. Razi, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Michael A. Mont, MD / New York, New York
Kevin Kang, MD / Brooklyn, NY
Amr Abdelgawad / Brooklyn, NY

INTRODUCTION | Surgical site infections (SSIs) are a feared complication following open reduction and
internal fixation (ORIF) for lateral malleolar ankle fractures. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to
analyze a comprehensive database to analyze: 1) rates of SSIs; 2) patient demographic profiles; and 4)
patient-related risk factors for SSIs following ORIF for lateral malleolar ankle fractures.
METHODS | A retrospective query from 2005 to 2014 was performed using an administrative claims
database identifying patients treated with ORIF for lateral malleolar ankle fractures developing SSIs
within 1-year following the procedure. Patients who did not develop SSIs served as controls. The query
yielded 3,687 patients who sustained a lateral malleolar fracture and were treated with ORIF during the
study interval. Primary outcomes analyzed and compared included patient demographics and risk
factors for developing SSIs. Pearson’s chi-square analyses were used to compare the cohorts.
Multivariate binomial logistic regression analysis was performed to calculate odds-ratios (OR) for risk
factors. A p-value less than 0.0008 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS | From this cohort, 10.7% of patients (n = 395) developed SSIs within 1-year following the
index procedure. The study demonstrated statistically significant differences between the cohorts with
respect to age (p<0.0001) and sex (p<0.0001). SSI patients were older than the age of 75, males, and
had a higher comorbidity burden as exemplified by the Elixhauser-Comorbidity Index scores (12 vs. 8,
p<0.0001) compared to controls. Patients with a body mass index over 40kg/m2 (OR: 2.23, p<0.0001)
and peripheral vascular disease (OR: 2.16, p<0.0001) were at the greatest odds for developing SSIs,
followed by electrolyte/fluid imbalance (OR: 1.51, p=0.0001), coagulopathies (OR: 1.46, p<0.0001), and
tobacco use (OR: 1.43, p<0.0001).
CONCLUSION | The study demonstrated differences in patient demographics and patient-related riskfactors for SSIs within 1-year following ORIF for lateral malleolar ankle fractures. Patients who
developed SSIs within 1-year following the index procedure were generally older, male, and had a
higher prevalence of comorbid conditions. Additionally, we found patients with morbid obesity,
peripheral vascular disease, electrolyte/fluid imbalance, coagulopathies, and tobacco use were the
greatest risk factors associated with developing SSIs. The study is important as it can allow orthopaedic
surgeons to properly identify and optimize patients with certain risk factors to potentially mitigate this
adverse event from occurring.
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Risk Factors for Nonunion in Arthroscopic and Open Ankle Arthrodesis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

William Davis, MD / Birmingham, AL
Bradley Alexander, BS / Birmingham, AL
Benjamin Cage, BS / Birmingham, AL
Elise Greco, BS / Birmingham, AL

Charlie Sutherland, BS / Birmingham, AL
Jessyca Ray, BS / Birmingham, AL
*Nicholas Andrews, BS / Birmingham, AL
Ashish Shah, MD / Birmingham, AL

INTRODUCTION | The primary objective endpoint for judging failure versus success of any ankle
arthrodesis is radiographic union versus nonunion. Overall, reported union rates in the last two decades
have been excellent; however, conflicting evidence remains regarding both treatment and patient
factors that are associated with nonunion. We present a relatively large case series of ankle arthrodeses
from a single institution with a high-risk patient population with the goal of further clarifying the
patient and treatment factors that lead to nonunion.
METHODS | We conducted a retrospective chart review of 118 patients who underwent primary open or
arthroscopic ankle arthrodesis at our institution between November 2014 and April 2019. Revision
arthrodesis and patients with a history of complex open fracture were excluded. A minimum 6-month
postoperative followup was required. The patients were divided into arthroscopic and open arthrodesis
cohorts. The primary outcome measure was radiographic union at 6 months. Patient factors including
demographics, BMI, medical comorbidities, and smoking status were analyzed as predictors of
nonunion. Likewise, treatment factors such as surgical approach, method of fixation, and tourniquet
time were analyzed as predictors of nonunion.
RESULTS | Of the 43 individuals that underwent arthroscopic ankle arthrodesis seven progressed to
nonunion (16.27%). Among those undergoing open ankle arthrodesis 6 patients out of 46 progressed
to nonunion (13.04%). In the arthroscopic cohort, individuals with preoperative lower extremity
infection had a significantly higher rate of nonunion compared to those without infection (50.00%,
p=0.0447). The open group had two significant predictors of nonunion: use of external fixation and low
tourniquet time. Individuals who underwent arthrodesis with the use of an external fixator had a 100%
nonunion rate compared to 11.11% for those treated with screws and 0% for those treated with plate
fixation (p=0.020). Individuals that had a total tourniquet time under 90 minutes had a non-union rate
of 66.67% (p=0.0082).
CONCLUSIONS | Preoperative infection was a significant risk factor for nonunion only in the
arthroscopic group and not the open group. This could have practice implications and warrants further
study. Our findings also add to the body of evidence that external fixation is inferior to modern internal
fixation techniques for achieving bony fusion. This result may also reflect the poor preoperative
prognosis of those requiring external fixation. There remains little evidence that diabetes, smoking, or
BMI are significant risk factors for nonunion in primary ankle arthrodesis.
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Posterior and Middle Facets of the Subtalar Joint: The Retrospective Search for an
Early Sign of Peritalar Subluxation and Progressive Flatfoot Deformity
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Elijah C. Auch, BS / Iowa City, IA
Nacime Mansur, MD, PhD / São Paulo, Brazil
Shuyuan Li, MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Kevin Dibbern, PhD / Iowa City, IA

John Femino, MD / Iowa City, IA
Daniel Baumfeld, MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Cesar de Cesar Netto, MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Thiago Alexandre Alves, PhD / São Paulo, Brazil

INTRODUCTION | Adult acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFD) is a complex three-dimensional (3D)
pathology characterized by peritalar subluxation (PTS) of the hindfoot. The objective of this study was
to compare the amount of subluxation between the middle and posterior facets in patients with AAFD.
METHODS | In this IRB-approved retrospective comparative study, seventy-six AAFD patients (87 feet)
who underwent weightbearing CT (WBCT) were included. Two blinded Fellowship-Trained Orthopedic
Foot and Ankle Surgeons with >10 years of experience measured subtalar joint subluxation at the
posterior and middle facets as well as the Foot and Ankle Offset (FAO). Intra- and interobserver
agreement was measured for PTS measurements using intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). Intermethod agreement was assessed using Spearman’s Correlation and Bivariate Analysis. Paired
comparison was performed using Wilcoxon. A multivariate analysis and a partition prediction model
were used to assess influence of PTS measurements on FAO values. P-values of <0.05 were considered
significant.
RESULTS | ICC for intra- and interobserver reliabilities were respectively 0.97 and 0.93 for posterior, and
0.99 and 0.97 for middle facet subluxation. The inter-method Spearman’s correlation between
subluxation of posterior and middle facets was measured at 0.61. In a bivariate analysis, both
measurements were found to be significantly and linearly correlated (P<0.0001; R2=0.42).
Measurements of middle facet subluxation were found to be significantly higher than the posterior
facet subluxation, with a median difference (using Hodges-Lehman factor) of 17.7% (p<0.001; 95% CI,
10.9 to 23.6%). We also found that for every 1% increase in posterior facet subluxation there was a
corresponding 1.6-fold increase in middle facet subluxation. Only middle facet subluxation
measurements were found to significantly influence FAO calculations (p=0.003). The partition prediction
model demonstrated that a middle facet subluxation value of 43.8% represented an important
threshold for increased FAO.
CONCLUSION | This study is the first to compare WBCT measurements of subtalar joint subluxation at
the posterior and middle facets as markers of PTS in patients with AAFD. We found a positive linear
correlation between the measurements with subluxation of the middle facet being significantly more
pronounced than that of the posterior facet by an average of almost 18%. This suggests that middle
facet subluxation may provide earlier and more pronounced marker of progressive PTS in patients with
AAFD.
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Percutaneous Distal Metatarsal Mini-Invasive Osteotomy: Comparison Between
Standard vs. Modified Intraosseous Approach - A Cadaveric Study
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
*Elijah C. Auch, BS, MS3 / Iowa City, IA
Fernando S. Martins, MD / Sao Paulo, Brazil
Victoria Vivtcharenko MS1 / Iowa City, IA
Eli Schmidt MS1 / Iowa City, IA
Shuyuan Li, MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
Alexandre L.Godoy-Santos, MD, PhD / Sao Paulo, Brazil
John Femino, MD / Iowa City, IA
Cesar de Cesar Netto MD, PhD / Iowa City, IA
BACKGROUND | The objective of this cadaveric study was to identify and compare the structures at risk
of damage in standard versus modified intraosseous distal mini-invasive metatarsal osteotomy
(DMMO). Our hypothesis was that the modified DMMO technique may be a safer, less complex
procedure that could decrease the risk of iatrogenic injuries.
METHODS | 11 thawed fresh-frozen under the knee cadaveric specimens underwent DMMO of the
forefoot. The modified technique proposed by this study enters the dorsal cortex (at 45 degrees)
straight through to the plantar cortex followed by cutting the lateral cortices (panels D, E, F). The
standard technique enters the right cortex (at 45 degrees) then cuts sequentially the right, plantar,
medial and dorsal cortices (panels A, B, C).
After completion of the procedures, the cadavers were fully dissected to identify unintentional injury to
structures such as extensor digitorum longus (EDL), flexor digitorum longus (FDL), extensor digitorum
brevis (EDB) and metatarsal joint capsules (MJC). The distance from the osteotomy site to these
structures was also recorded.
Statistical analysis initially used descriptive tests. Numerical variables were presented by mean and
standard deviation (SD), while categorical variables presented by frequencies, absolute and relative,
were appropriated to the total sample size. The measurements recorded in this study were compared
using non-paired t-test. Values of median, minimum and maximum were also presented.
RESULTS | The most common injury by modified DMMO approach was the EDL tendon with 27% of the
specimens having a macroscopic injury compared to 18% in the standard group. However, the standard
group demonstrated 27% of its specimens having injury to the MJC and 9% of its specimens having
injury to EDB tendon compared to 0% injury to those structures in the modified group. There was also a
statistically significant difference between the distance of the osteotomy site of 6.08 ± 3.99 mm from
the dorsal metatarsal head articular surface (DMHAS) in the standard group and 9.92 ± 3.42 mm from
the DMHAS in the modified group (p=0.02).
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n

Bas, Marcel A.

n

Bass, Robert L.

n

Batko, Bria D.

n

Battista, Christopher

n

Baumfield, Daniel

n

Bazzi, Talal

n

Beason, Austin

n

Beaumont, Christopher

n

Berrera, Bene D.

n

Barrington, John W.
Bechtold, Daniel A.

1 – DJ Orthopaedics, Zimmer; 1, 3b – Biomet, Smith & Nephew; 3b –
Flexion Therapeutics, Kyocera; 4 – Iconacy
n

Bedard, Nicholas A.

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Behrend, Lindsey A.

n

Behrens, William W. Jr.

n

Beletsky, Alexander

n

Bell, Anthony

n

Beltran, Michael J.

3b – Smith & Nephew

Benedick, Alex

n

Benson, Leon S.

3b - Trimed

Berglund, Derek

n

Berkay, Fehmi B.

n

Berman, Joseph M.

2 - Vericel

Bernard, Christopher D.

n

Bernatz, James T.

n

Bernhardt, Jeremy A.

n

Bernholt, David L.

6 – Arthrex, Inc, Smith & Nephew

Berry, Daniel J
Bess, Laura

1, 3b, 5 – DePuy, A Johnson & Johnson Co; 3b, 4 – Bodycad; 7 –
Elsevier, Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippencott Williams & Wilkins
n

Bettencourt, Jacob W.

n

Bettin, Clayton C.

n

Bhatti, Atiq R.

n

Bheem, Rishika

n

Binkley, Neil C.

3b – Amgen; 5 - Radius

Bircher, James

n

Bishop, Julie Y.

3b – CONMED Linvatec, Wright Medical Technology; 5 – Arthrex, Inc.,
Smith & Nephew
n

Black, Natalie R.
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Black, Sarah E.

n

Blackwell, Ryan E.

n

Blank, Alan T.
Blank, Kory D.

3b – Onkos Surgical; 4 – exparel/pacira; 5 – Swim Across America
Cancer Research Grant
n

Bledsoe, J. Gary

n

Bloomfield, Michael R.

3b - Stryker

Boas, Samuel R.

n

Bober, Kamil

n

Bobko, Aimee

n

Bohay, Donald R.
Bohl, Daniel D.

1, 3b – Nextremity, Stryker; 1, 5 – Zimmer; 2, 3b – BESPA Consulting,
Biomet, Osteomed; 3b – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.; 5 – Research
and Education Institute at Orthopaedic Associates of Michigan
5 - OPED

Bohn, Deborah C.

4 – Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Pfizer

Bollier, Matthew J.

n

Bolz, Nicholas

n

Bonsu, Janice M.

n

Boothby, Benjamin

n

Borah, Bijan J.

3c – Exact Sciences

Borrelli, George J.

n

Borroto, Wilfredo J.

n

Bou Monsef, Jad

n

Boubekri, Amir

n

Bovid, Karen M.

n

Bowers, Katherine A.

n

Bowers, Kathleen

n

Bowles, Daniel

n

Bowman, Eric N.

3c – Innovation Institute

Boydstun, Seth

n

Bozhkova, Svetlana

n

Brabston, Eugene W.

3b – Orthopaedic Design NA

Bradley, Alexander T.

n

Brahmbhatt, Ashish

n

Braman, Jonathan P.

3b, 5 - Zimmer

Bridgham, Kelly M.

n

Brindley, George W.

2, 3c – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Brinkmann, Elyse J.

3a – Biogen Idec

Briskin, Isaac

n

Broida, Samuel E.

n

Brolin, Tyler J.

3b – DePuy, A Johnson & Johnson Co; 5 – DJ Orthopaedics

Brooks, Andrew E.

n

Brown, Lindsey

n

Brown, Nicholas M.

6 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Brown, Shimron

n
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Brown, Symone

n

Brown, Timothy S.

3b - Stryker

Bruggers, Jennifer L.

2, 3b – Johnson & Johnson; 3b – Biocomposites

Bruno, Vincent

n

Buchler, Lucas T.

3b – Flexion Therapeutics

Bucklen, Brandon S.

1, 3a – Globus Medical

Buckley, Patrick

n

Buckwalter V, Joseph A.

n

Bui, Gabrielle Anne

n

Bukowski, Brandon R.

n

Buller, Leonard T.

n

Bumpass, David B.

2, 3b, 5 – Medtronic; 3c – OrthoPediatrics; 4 – NuShores LLC, Pfizer

Buraimoh, Morenikeji A.

n

Burnett, Robert A.

n

Burnham, Robert R. Jr.

n

Burr, Rebecca G.

n

Burrow, Zac P.

n

Bush, Ashleigh N.

n

Butler, Bennet

n

Buttaro, Martin

n

Bydon, Mohamad

n

Cage, Benjamin

n

Cai, Yida

n

Calder, Mark M.

n

Caldwell, Lindsey S.

n

Calkins, Tyler E.

n

Callaghan, John J.
Camp, Christopher L.

1, 3b – DePuy, A Johnson & Johnson Co; 4 – Cresco Labs, Flexion
Therapeutices, Joint Vue; 7 – Journal of Arthroplasty (deputy editor),
Wolters Kluwer Health
n

Cancienne, Jourdan

n

Cannada, Lisa K.

n

Cannon, Dylan J.

n

Cantrell, Austin J.

n

Carbo, Lisandro

2 – Stryker, Zimmer; 2, 3b - Microport

Carender, Christopher N.

n

Carlsen, Brian T.

n

Carlson, Bayard C.

n

Carlson, Jon B.

n

Carlson, Samuel W.

n

Carlson Strother, Courtney R.

n

Carofino, Bradley C.

3b – DJ Orthopaedics; 3b, 5 – Exactech, Inc.; 5 – Orthofix, Inc.

Carter, Erika

n

Casnovsky, Lauren

n
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Cassidy, Carter

n

Castle, Joshua P.

n

Cates, Robert A.

n

Cates, William T.

n

Cavendish, Parker A.

n

Caycedo, Francisco J.

n

Chakour, Kenneth S.

n

Chambers, James Stephen

n

Chamernik, Brett

n

Charters, Michael A.

3b, 5 – Zimmer

Chatha, Kiran

n

Chaudhari, Nileshkumar

n

Checketts, Jake X.

n

Cheema, Sana G.

n

Chen, Antonia F.

Chen, Chaoyong

3b – 3M, Avanos, Convatec, Ethicon, GLG, Guidepoint, Heraeus, Pfizer, ,
PhagoMed, Stryker; 3b, 4 – bOne, Irrimax; 4 – Graftworx, Hyalex, Joint
Purification Systems, Sonoran; 5 – Sectra; 7 – SLACK Incorporated,
UpToDate
n

Chen, Jason Y.

n

Chen, Jeffrey W.

n

Chen, Jie

n

Chen, Sarah L.

n

Cherian, Nathan J.

n

Chinnakkannu, Karthikeyan

n

Choma, Theodore J.

4 – Gentis, Inc.

Chong, David Y.

4 – Wheaton Brace Co.

Choueka, Jack

n

Christian, Robert A.

n

Christianson, Eric

n

Christmas, Kaitlyn N.

3a – Wright Medical Technology; 3b - DJ Orthopaedics

Chrumka, Alexandria I.

n

Church, Dane J.

n

Churchill, Jessica L.

n

Ciesielski, Alex

n

Cipparrone, Nancy

n

Claxton, Matthew R.

n

Clayton, Bishir

n

Clohisy, John C.

1 – Microport; 3b – Microport Orthopedics; 3b, 5 – Zimmer; 5 –
Department of Defense; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins
n

Coda, Reed G.
Cofield, Robert H.
Cohen, Joseph B.

1 – DJ Orthopaedics; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins
n

Cohn, Matthew R.

n
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Cole, Brian J.

Cole, Sarah

1 – Elsevier Publishing; 1, 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc; 3b – Samumed; 3b, 4, 5
– Regentis; 4 – Bandgrip Inc, Ossio; 5 – Aesculap/B.Braun, National
Institutes of Health (NIAMS & NICHD); 6 – Athletico, JRF Ortho, Smith &
Nephew; 7 – Operative Techniques in Sports Medicine
n

Coleman, Mitchell

n

Colley, Ryan

n

Colman, Matthew W.
Colosimo, Angelo J.

1, 3b – Alphatec Spine; 2 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Co., K2M,
Orthofix, Inc.; 3b – Spinal Elements; 5 – AO Spine North America, CSRS
n

Comer, Brendan

n

Cominos, Nicholas

n

Compton, Jocelyn T.

n

Conant, Scott H.

n

Conry, Keegan T.

n

Conte, Stan

n

Conti Mica, Megan A.

n

Contreras, Erik S.

n

Cook, David J.

n

Cooper, Benjamin J.

n

Cooper, H. John
Cooperman, Daniel R.

2, 5 – KCI; 3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Co., KCI Medical Canada,
KCI USA, Inc., Zimmer Biomet; 5 – Smith & Nephew
n

Cope, Seth R.

n

Corlette, Jill

4 - Proctor & Gamble

Cornett, Chris A.

n

Corrigan, Chad M.

2 – AO North America, Synthes

Cotton, Colin

n

Couch, Cory G.

n

Courtney, P. Maxwell
Crawford, Benjamin

2 – Smith & Nephew; 3b – DePuy, A Johnson & Johnson Co, Hip
Innovation Technology, Stryker, Zimmer; 4 – Parvizi Surgical Innovation
n

Crawford, Matthew D.

6 – Smith & Nephew

Crist, Brent D.
Crosby, Nicholas E.

1 – Globus Medical; 2, 3b – KCI; 3b, 5 – Synthes; 3c – Orthocentric;
4 – Orthopaedic Implant Company, RomTech; 7 - Springer
n

Cross, Austin

n

Cross, William W. III

n

Culvern, Chris

n

Cunningham, Brian P.

3a – CODE Technology (spouse); 5 - Integra

Currier, Bradford L.
Curtis, Daniel

1 – DePuy, A Johnson & Johnson Company, Zimmer; 4 –
SpinologyTenex; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins
n

Cvetanovich, Gregory L.

5 – Smith & Nephew

Dadgar, Azad

n

Dahlgren, Nicholas

n
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Dahm, Diane L.
Dahm, James

1, 4 – TENEX Health (spouse), Sonex Health, LLC (spouse); 5 – Arthrex,
Inc.
n

Dajim, Nayef Bin

n

Dalton, Conner

n

Darrith, Brian

n

Dart, Bradley R.

n

Daum, Joshua R.

n

Davey, Joseph

n

Davis, Benjamin J.

n

Davis, Caleb M.

n

Davis, Jason J.

n

Davis, William

n

Davison, John C.

n

Dawson, Sarah

n

Dayton, Steven R.

n

DeBenedetti, Anne

n

de Cesar Netto, Cesar
Deckard, Evan R.

1, 3b – Paragon 28; 3b – Nextremity, Ossio, Zimmer; 3b, 4 CurveBeam
n

Deiparine, Selina

n

Del Core, Michael A.

n

Delgado, Domenica A.

n

Della Valle, Craig J.

DeMik, David

1, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew, Zimmer; 3b – Cardinal Health, DePuy, A
Johnson & Johnson Co; 4 – Navbit, Orthophor & Surgiphor, Parvizi
Surgical Innovations; 5 – Stryker; 7 – SLACK Incorporated, Wolters
Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
n

Dennison, David G.

2 - AO

DePhillipo, Nicholas N.

n

Detweiler, Byron

n

Devito, Paul

n

D’Heurle, Albert

n

Dib, Aseel

n

Dibaba, Daniel T.

n

DiBartola, Alex C.

n

Dibbern, Kevin

n

Dick, Nicholas R.

n

Dietz, Paula

n

Dilisio, Matthew F.

2 – Arthrex, Inc.

Dilley, Julian E.

n

Dillman, Daryl

n

DiNicola, Nicholas

n

Dirschl, Douglas R.

3b – Bone Support, SI-Bone, Stryker

DiStasi, Stephanie

n

Dittman, Lauren E.

n
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Dixon, Tonya L.

n

Dodds, Seth D.

n

Doege, Joshua O.

n

Dolan, Lori A.

6 – Green Sun Medical

Domb, Benjamin G.

Dombrowsky, Alexander R.

1 – DJO Global, Orthomerica; 1, 2, 3b, 5, 6 – Arthrex, Inc.; 1, 3b, 5 –
MAKO Surgical Corporation, Stryker; 2, 3b, 5 – Pacira Pharmaceuticals;
3b – Adventist Hinsdale Hospital, Amplitude; 3b, 5 – Medacta; 4 –
American Hip Institute, Munster Specialty Surgical Center, North Shore
Surgical Suites, SCD#3; 5 – ATI Physical Therapy, Kaufman Foundation;
6 – Breg, Medwest, St. Alexis Medical Center
n

Dong, David

n

Dongmo, Gauthier

n

Doro, Christopher J.

n

Drain, Joseph P.

n

Drawbert, Hans

n

Drummond, Mauricio Jr.

n

Du, Jerry

n

Duchman, Kyle R.

6 – Arthrex, Inc., Mitek

Duerr, Robert A.

6 – Arthrex, Inc.

Duethman, Nicholas C.

n

Dumaine, Anne Marie

n

Duminie, Sean P.

n

Duncan, Christopher M.

n

Eads, Ryan

n

Echeverry, Nikolas

n

Edmonds, Bentley

n

Edobor-Osula, Folorunsho

n

Edwards, Paul K.

1, 3b – DJ Orthopaedics

Ehiorobo, Joseph O.

n

Eikani, Carlo

n

Eikenberry, Alexander

n

Eisenberg, Joshua M.

n

Ekpo, Timothy E.
Elattrache, Neal S.

3b – Medtronic, Smith & Nephew; 3b, 6 – Biomet, Zimmer; 4 – Forever
labs
n

Elder, Benjamin

n

Elhassan, Bassem T.

1, 3b – DJ Orthopaedics; 3b – Arthrex, Inc., Integra

Elias, John J.

n

Elkins, Jacob M.

5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Elliott, Marilyn

n

Ellis, Henry B. Jr.

n

Ellis, Robert T.

n

El-Yussif, Eddie

n

Emery, Charles F.

4 – GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer

Engh, Charles A. III

n
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Englert, Graham

n

English, Dennis I.

n

Erez, Orry

4 – Premia Spine

Erkilinc, Mehmet

n

Estes, Braeden W.

n

Eswaran, Sanju P.

n

Evans, Douglas A.

3b - Stryker

Evans, Tyler D.

n

Everhart, Joshua S.

n

Ewing, Michael

n

Ezzat, Bishoy M.

n

Farahani, Farzam

n

Farooq, Hassan

n

Fassihi, Safa C.

n

Feinglass, Joseph

n

Femino, John E.

5 – Arthrex, Inc.

Fene, Evan S.

3a - Norvartis

Fernandes, Carlton J.

n

Fernandez, Claire

n

Ferre, Alexandra C.

n

Fidai, Mohsin S.

n

Finnoff, Jonathan

7 – Demo’s Medical Publishing

Fishbeck, Keith

n

Fitts, Jamal

n

Fitzpatrick, Sean M.

n

Flanigan, David C.

Fleissner, Paul R. Jr.

3b – CONMED Linvatec, DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; Hyalex;
3b, 5 – Moximed, Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation, Smith &
Nephew, Vericel, Zimmer; 5 – Aesculap/B.Braun, Anika Therapeutics,
Arthrex, Inc., Cartiheal, CartiLife, Ceterix, Episurf, Stryker
2, 3b, – Exactech, Inc.

Fleites, Jorge

n

Floccari, Lorena V.

3a – Xellia Pharmaceuticals (Spouse)

Flores, Brian

n

Flurin, Pierre-Henri

1, 3b – Exactech, Inc.

Flynn, Nancy

n

Fogarty, Casey A.

n

Forlenza, Enrico M.

n

Forsythe, Brian
Fournier, Matthew N.

3b, 5 – Stryker; 4 – Jace Medical; 5 – Arthrex, Inc., Smith & Nephew; 7 Elsevier
n

Fowler, Brian

n

Fowler, Timothy P.

n

Fox, Jake

n

Fralinger, David

n

Francois, Audrice

n
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Frankle, Mark A.
Franovic, Sreten

1, 2, 3b, 5 – DJO Surgical; 1, 3b – Cayenne Medical; 3b – Synchrony
Healthcare Communications; 4 – VuMedi; 5 – Zimmer
n

Frantz, Travis L.

n

Fras, Andrew

n

Fredericks, Donald Jr.

n

Fredrickson, Saul

n

Freedman, Brett A.

n

Freeman, Spencer

n

Freeman, Thomas H. Jr

n

Fregeiro, Joseph

n

Freund, Norbert

n

Freychet, Benjamin

n

Frisch, Nicholas B.
Froehle, Andrew W.

2, 3b, 5 – Zimmer; 4 – Advanced Orthopaedic Specialties, Peerwell,
Smithfield Surgical Partners; 5 – Don Joy
n

Fryberger, Charles T.

n

Fu, Michael C.

2 – DJ Orthopaedics

Fu, Sunyang

n

Fuller, Brian C.

n

Funk, Rebecca D.

n

Furdock, Ryan J.

n

Gabra, Joseph N.

n

Gannon, Emmett J.

n

Gao, Burke

n

Garbis, Nickolas G.

2 – DJ Orthopaedics, Wright Medical Technology, Inc.

Garcia Fleury, Ignacio

n

Gardner, Matthew P.
Garvin, Kevin L.

1, 2, 3b – Nuvasive; 2, 3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 5 Zimmer
n

Gaudiani, Michael A.

n

Gausden, Elizabeth B.

n

Gee, Shawn

n

Gekas, Caroline P.

n

Geller, Joseph A.

n

Gerlinger, Tad L.

n

Gersoff, Wayne K.
Gewal, Gagan

2 – Active Implants, LLC, Genzyme, Regeneration Technologies, Inc.,
Stryker; 3c - Artelon
n

Geyer, Chris

n

Ghobrial, Philip

n

Giel, Thomas

n

Gilat, Ron

n

Gilot, Gregory

1 – Zimmer; 2, 3b – DJ Orthopaedics, Exactech; 3c – Ingen
Orthopedics; 4 – MyMedicalImages
3b, 4 – Onkos; 4 - USMI

Gitelis, Steven
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Glass, Natalie A.

n

Glogovac, Georgina

n

Go, Cammille C.

n

Goble, Haley M.

n

Godoy-Santos, Alexandre L.

2 – Stryker; 2, 3a – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.

Goitz, Henry T.

n

Goldberg, Ellen

n

Golden, Ann S.

n

Golz, Andrew G.

n

Gonzalez, Alejandro
Gonzalez, Mark H.

1, 3b – OrthoDevelopment; 1, 5 – OrhtoSensor; 3b – Johnson &
Johnson, Link Orthopaedics, Naviswiss
4 – Ortho Sensing Technology

Goodin, Stephen R.

n

Goodspeed, David C.

3b - Synthes

Goodwin, Ryan C.

3b – Orthopediatrics, Stryker

Gordon, Adam M.

n

Gorman, R. Allen II

5 – DJ Orthopaedics

Gossett, Leland E.

n

Goyal, Kanu S.

5 – Acumen, LLC, Skeletal Dynamics

Grabau, Jonathan D.

n

Graf, Ryan M.

n

Graham, R. David

n

Grantham, W. Jeffrey

4 – Pfizer; 6 – Smith & Nephew

Grauer, Jordan

n

Grawe, Brian M.

3b - Mitek

Graziano, Gregory P.

3c – Medtronic Sofamor Danek

Grear, Benjamin J.

7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Greco, Elise

n

Greenberg, Jeffrey A.

3b – Acumed, LLC, Trice Medical; 3b, 4 - Axogen

Gregory, James R.
Greiner, Justin J.

3b – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.; 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc.; 4 – Sparta
Biomedical
n

Grewal, Gagan

n

Grindel, Steven I.

3b - Stryker

Grits, Daniel

n

Grogan, Brian F.

n

Grommersch, Bryan M.

n

Groot, Oliver Q.

n

Grossman, Leonid

n

Grossman, Ruth E.

n

Gryzlo, Stephen M.

n

Gu, Alex

n

Guanciale, Anthony F.

n

Guardia, Angelica

n

Guerrero, Andres

n
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Gulbrandsen, Trevor R.

n

Gulledge, Caleb M.

n

Guo, Eric

n

Gupta, Nirav

n

Gupta, Sumit

n

Gurd, David P.

n

Gusho, Charles A.

n

Guthrie, S. Trent

n

Guy, Daniel K.

3a – Orthofix, Inc.

Haden, Marshall

n

Haghshenas, Varan

n

Hajewski, Christina J.

5 - OREF

Hale, Rena F.

n

Haleem, Amgad M.

n

Hall, Deborah J.

n

Hall, Jacob T.

n

Hall, Shawn

n

Hall, Teresa

n

Haller, Justin

3b – NewClip Technics, Osteocentric, Stryker

Halstrom, Jared R.

n

Hammonds, Kendall A. P.

n

Hanish, Stefan J.

n

Hanna, Gabriel

n

Hannon, Charles P.

n

Hansen, Benjamin J.

3a – Forest Pharmaceuticals, Myriad Genetics; 3b – Biomet, Zimmer

Hanssen, Arlen D.

1 – Stryker; 7 – Elsevier

Hardesty, Christina K.

3b – Medtronic, Orthopediatrics

Hardt, Kevin D.

3b – Moximed; 3b, 5 - Medacta

Harmer, Joshua R.

n

Harms Jenkins, Kelly A.

n

Harold, Ryan E.

n

Harper, Katharine D.

n

Harris, Jonathan A.

Harris, Kristie

2 – Xodus Medical; 2, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 4 – PatientPop; 5 –
DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 7 – SLACK Incorporated
2 – Xodus Medical; 2, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 5 – DePuy, A Johnson
& Johnson Co; 7 – SLACK Incorporated
n

Harrison, Alicia K.

2 – Arthrex, Inc.

Harrison, Ryan K.

n

Hart, Thomas

n

Hartley, Brandi R.

n

Hartline, Jacob T.

n

Hartman, Curtis W.

2, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 5 – BioFire Diagnostics, Pfizer

Hartwell, Matthew J.

n

Hasan, Laith

n

Harris, Joshua D
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Hasan, Obada H.

n

Hawkins, Evan J.

n

Hawkins, Jacob

n

He, Jun Kit

n

Hecht, Garin G.

n

Heckmann, Nathanael D.

3b – MicroPort Orthopedics; 3b, 4 – Intellijoint Surgical

Hedt, Corbin A.

n

Heiden, Jace J.

n

Heidenreich, Mark J.

n

Heise, Griffin M.

n

Helgeson, Melvin

n

Helms, Jonathan R.

n

Helvie, Peter F.

n

Hendrickson, Nathan R.

n

Henning, Grant D.

n

Henning, Jordan

n

Henningsen, Joseph D.

n

Henrichsen, Jacob L.

n

Henry, Aaron

n

Hermanns, Christina A.

n

Hershman, Elliott B.

3b, 4, 5 – Active Implants, LLC

Hessburg, Luke

n

Hettrich, Carolyn

3b – MIACH, Ossio, Ltd.

Hetzel, Scott J.

n

Hevesi, Mario

3b - Moximed

Hidden, Krystin

n

Higginbotham, Robert

n

Higuera, Carlos A
Hijji, Fady Y.

2, 3b, 5 – KCI; 4 – PSI; 5 – CD Diagnostics, Cymedica, Ferring
Pharmaceuticals, OREF, Orthofix, Inc., Orthogenics, Stryker, Zimmer
n

Hmeidan, Wassim

n

Ho, Christine A.

7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Hogue, Matthew H.

3b - Synthes

Holder, Erik

n

Hollmann, Mark

5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Exactech, Inc.

Holt, Joshua B.

n

Holy, Tomas

n

Holzmeister, Adam

n

Hong, Thomas

4 – Intuitive, Sanofi-Aventis

Honig, Rachel L.

n

Hooper, Gary

n

Hoopes, Hannah

n

Hoopes, Robert

n

Hopkinson, William J.

4 – Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Zimmer
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Horberg, John V.

3b - Zimmer

Houdek, Matthew T.

n

Hoyer, Reed W.

2 – DJ Orthopaedics, Trimed

Hsu, Alan

n

Hsu, Wellington K.
Hu, Daniel A.

1, 3b – Stryker; 3b – Asahi, Bioventus, Medtronic Sofamor Danek,
Wright Medical Technology, Inc.
n

Huang, Sharon G.

n

Huddleston, Hailey P.

n

Hudson, Brittany

n

Huey, Verdonna

3a – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 4 – Johnson & Johnson

Huff, Scott W.

n

Hullinger, Heidi M.

n

Hutchinson, Mark R.

n

Huyke, Fernando A.

n

Hynes, Kelly

2, 3b – Acumed, LLC; 3b – Bone Support

Incavo, Stephen J.
Isbell, Jonathan

1 – Innomed, Kyocera, Osteoremedies, Smith & Nephew, Wright
Medical Technology, Inc., Zimmer; 4 – Engage Surgical, Nimbic Systems
n

Israel, Heidi

n

Ivanov, David V.

n

Jabara, Justin T.

4 – Johnson & Johnson

Jacob, Roshan

n

Jacobs, Cale

5 – Flexion Therapeutics, Smith & Nephew

Jacobs, Joshua J.
Jaeblon, Todd

3b – Smith & Nephew; 3b, 5 – Zimmer; 4 – Hyalex; 5 – Medtronic
Sofamor Danek, Nuvasive
n

Jain, Mohit

n

James, Chrystina L.

n

Jastifer, James R.

3b - Stryker

Jensen, Andrew R.

3b – FH Ortho, Zimmer

Jeray, Kyle J.

2 – Radius; 3b - Zimmer

Jha, Aaradhana J.

n

Jildeh, Toufic R.

n

Jimenez, Andrew

n

Jimenez-Almonte, Jose H.

n

Jo, Chan-Hee

n

Johnson, Adam C.

n

Johnson, Anna

n

Johnson, Eric B.

n

Johnson, Daniel J.

n

Johnson, Joshua E.

n

Johnson, Mark

n

Johnson, Michael D.

3b – in2bones, ODI; 5 - SBI

Jones, Caleb A.

n
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Jones, Grant L.

5 - OrthoSpace

Jones, Jaclyn

n

Jones, James R.

n

Jones, Kerwyn C.

n

Jones, Kristen E.

n

Jones, Travis J.

n

Josifi, Erlena

n

Judd, Hyrum

n

Julka, Abhishek

n

Kaar, Scott G.

3b - Mitek

Kadado, Allen A.

n

Kadri, Omar M.

n

Kaeding, Christopher C

3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 5 – Active Implants, Ceterex, Vericel, Zimmer

Kamaci, Saygin

n

Kamath, Atul F.
Kammerlocher, Paul

1 – Innomed; 2, 3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 2, 3b, 4 –
Zimmer; 3b – BodyCad, Ortho Development, United Ortho; 4 – Johnson
& Johnson, Proctor & Gamble; 5 – Signature Orthopaedics
n

Kang, Kevin

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Kantor, Stephen

3b, 5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Kaplan, F. Thomas D.

n

Karam, Matthew D.

4 – Iowa Simulation Solutions LLC

Karges, David E.

n

Karhade, Aditya V.

n

Karns, Michael R.

n

Karnuta, Jared

n

Karol, Lori A.

7 - Elsevier

Katz, Theodore H.

n

Kaufman, Matthew

n

Kaye, I. David

3b, 5 – Camber Spine; 7 - Thieme

Keating, Timothy C.

n

Keeney, James A.
Kelley, Todd

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Flexion Therapeutics,
Heron Therapeutics
3b, 5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Kelly, Brian A.

3b - Medtronic

Kelly, Samantha P.

n

Kennedy, Mark

n

Kennedy, Nicholas I.

n

Keenon, Justin C.

3a, 4 – Eli Lilly

Kemp, Sue

3a – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 4 – Johnson & Johnson

Kendoff, Daniel

2 – Aesculap/B.Braun, Link Orthopaedics, Zimmer

Kenter, Keith

3c -BioPoly, LLC; 7 – Orthopaedic Journal of Sports Medicine

Kerzner, Benjamin

n

Kesler, Kyle

n

Keyt, Lucas K.

n
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Khalil, Lafi S.

n

Khan, Safdar N.

2 – Johnson & Johnson; 3b – Bioventus,

Khazi, Zain M.

n

Kheir, Michael M.

n

Khoury, Laila

n

Kilinc, Derya

n

Killen, Cameron J.

n

Kim, Jeffery

n

Kingston, Kiera A.

n

Kirchner, Graham

n

Kishawi, Deena

n

Kissenberth, Michael J.

3b – Arthrex, Inc.; 6 – Hawkins Foundation

Klag, Elizabeth A.

n

Kleweno, Conor

1 – Globus Medical; 3b - Stryker

Kliethermes, Stephanie A.

n

Klika, Alison K.

n

Klochko, Chad

n

Klocke, Noelle F.

3a, 4 – Globus Medical

Knapik, Derrick M.

n

Knudsen, Michael L.

n

Koch, Brandon

n

Koehler, Daniel M.

n

Koen, Sandra

n

Kohls, Morgan

n

Kolodychuk, Nicholas L.

n

Kolowich, Patricia A.

n

Kolz, Joshua M.

n

Kopechek, Kyle J.

n

Kopydlowski, Nathan

n

Kornilov, Nikolai
Koroukian, Siran

2 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Smith & Nephew, Zimmer;
5 – Johnson & Johnson
6 - Celgene

Kothari, Parin

n

Kraus, Kent R.

n

Krebs, J. Collin

n

Krebs, Olivia

1, 3b, 4 – Stryker; 7 – Journal of Arthroplasty

Krebs, Viktor E.

n

Krenek, Katherine M.

n

Krishnamurthy, Anil

n

Kruckeberg, Bradley M.

n

Krueger, Chad A.

n

Krych, Aaron J.
Kuhlmann, Noah

1, 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc; 3b – JRF Ortho, Vericel; 5 – Aesculap/B.Braun,
Arthritis Foundation, Ceterix, Histogenics
n

Kuivila, Thomas E.

n
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Kumar, Anand

3b – Stryker; 5 – KLS Martin

Kundal, Siddharth

n

Kunze, Kyle N.

n

Kurian, Emil B.

n

Kurland, Robert L.

n

Kushelev, Michael

n

Kushner, Hal

n

Kuzma, Scott A.

n

Kyin, Cynthia

n

Kyle, Richard F.
Labott, Joshua R.

1 – DJ Orthopaedics; 4 – Celling Biologics, Circle Biologics, Enos
Medical
n

Lack, William

n

Lahti, Jeff

n

Lall, Ajay C.
Lambert, Bradley S.

3b – Graymont Medical; 3b, 5, 6 – Arthrex, Inc., Stryker; 6 – Iroko,
Medwest Associates, Smith & Nephew, Vericel, Zimmer Biomet
5 – Delfi; 6 – Major League Baseball

Lameka, Megan

n

Lang, Gerald J.

n

Lapointe, Monica

n

LaPrade, Matthew D.

1, 2, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 1, 3b – Arthrex, Inc, Ossur; 3b –
Linvatex; 7 – Thieme
1, 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc., Ossur, Smith & Nephew; 5 - Linvatec

LaPrade, Robert F.
Larson, A. Noelle
Larson, Dirk R.

5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Globus Medical, Medtronic;
Orthopediatrics, Zimmer
n

Larson, Evan P.

n

Lau, Edmund C.
Laughlin, Richard T.

3b – Alcon Corp., Boston Scientific, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, JPS
Medical, Medtronic, Relievant Medsystems, Sanofi-Aventis, Stryker
n

Lavin, Alessia C.

n

Lavoie-Gagne, Ophelie

n

Lawler, Ericka A.

n

Le, Theodore T.

n

Leafblad, Nels

n

Leary, Emily V.

n

LeDuc, Ryan

n

Lee, Andy

n

Lee, Cody S.

n

Lee, Dustin R.

n

Lee, Gwo-Chin

3b – Corin U.S.A., Heron Therapeutics; 5 – Ferring Pharmaceuticals

Lehner, James T.

n

Leland, Devin P.

n

Lesko, James

3a – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 4 – Johnson & Johnson

Levine, Brett R.

3b – Exactech, Inc., Link Orthopaedics, Merete; 5 – Zimmer

Levine, Marc J.

3b - Heron
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Levy, Bruce A.

1, 3b – Arthrex, Inc; 3b – Smith & Nephew; 4 – COVR Medical LLC

Levy, Jonathan C.

1 – Innomed; 1, 3b – DJ Orthopaedics, Globus Medical; 3b – Stryker; 5
– Biomet, Orthofix, Inc., OrthoSpace, Rotation Medical, Tornier
n

Levy, Nate
Lewallen, David G.
Lewallen, Laura W.

1, 3b – Zimmer Biomet; 4 – Acuitive Technologies, Ketai Medical
Devices; 5 – Corin U.S.A.
1 – Zimmer; 5 – Zimmer (Family Member)

Lewis, Peter L.

n

Li, Daniel

n

Li, Don T.

n

Li, Mengnai

n

Li, Shuyuan

n

Liberman, Shari R.

n

Light, Terry R.

n

Lima, Diego J. L.

n

Limberg, Afton K.

n

Limpisvasti, Orr

1 – CONMED Linvatec; 3b – Arthrex, Inc.

Lin, Crystal

n

Lin, James S.

n

Lin, Ye

n

Linderman, Shannon E.

3a – Figur8 Inc.

Lindsay-Rivera, Kevin

n

Liou, William

6 – Exactech, Inc.

Lippitt, Steven B.

7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Littlefield, Zachary L.

n

Liu, Boshen

n

Liu, Raymond W.

1 – Orthopediatrics (royalties paid to my university)

Livesay, Lauren N.

n

Lizzio, Vincent

n

Locker, Joshua C.

n

Logli, Anthony L.

n

Long, Jake S.

n

Long, Joseph M.

n

Love, Bridgette M.

n

Lowery, Andrew

n

Lu, Yining

n

Luis, Justin

n

Luu, Hue H.

3b - Stryker

Ly, Thuan V.

n

Lyden, Elizabeth R.

n

Lyons, Madeline M.

n

Maassen, Nicholas H.

5 – Acumed, LLC, Arthrdex, Inc.

Macalena, Jeffrey A.

n

Mackay, Matthew J.

n

Macknofsky, Brandon

n
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Madden, Tyler S.

n

Magnussen, Robert A

5 – Zimmer; 6 – Arthrex, Inc

Maheshwer, Bhargavi

n

Mahoney, Craig R.

5 – Smith & Nephew

Makhni, Eric C.

2 – Xodus Medical; 3b – Smith & Nephew; 7 - Springer

Malarkey, Andrew

n

Maldonado, David R.

n

Malhotra, Gautam

n

Malik, Azeem T.

n

Mallett, Katherine

n

Malyovko, Alisa

n

Manawar, Shaan S.

n

Mannen, Erin M.

5 - Medtronic

Manning, Blaine T.

n

Manning, David W.

1 – Biomet; 2 – Medacta; 3b – Medacta USA

Mannino, Angelo

n

Manrique, Jorge

4 – Parvizi Surgical Innovations

Mansure, Nacime

n

Mara, Kristin C.

n

Maradit-Kremers, Hilal

n

Marco, Rex A.

1, 5 – Globus Medical; 2 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Marigi, Erick M.

n

Markel, David C.
Markhardt, B. Keegan

2, 3b, 5 – Stryker; 4 – Arboretum Ventures, HOPCo; 5 – Ascension
Providence Hospital, OREF, US Veteran Administration
n

Marois, Anthony J.

n

Marra, Guido M.

1 - Zimmer

Marsh, Henry

n

Marsh, J. Lawrence

1 – Biomet, Tornier; 4 – FxRedux; 7 – Oxford Press

Martin, Anthony R.

n

Martin, Steven E.

n

Martins, Fernando S.

n

Martinez, Christian A.

n

Mascoli, Anthony M.

n

Maskill, John D.

3b – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.; 5 - Pfizer

Matar, Robert N.

n

Matelic, Thomas M.

2 – Arthrex, Inc.

Matrka, Alexis

3a – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Matson, David M.

n

Maupin, Jeremiah J.

n

Mayerson, Joel L.

3b – GlaxoSmithKline, Onkos Surgical

Mayes, Wesley H.

n

Mayo, Benjamin C.

n

McAndrew, Christopher M.

5 - Zimmer
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McCartney, Christian C.

n

McClatchy, S. Gray

n

McCulloch, Patrick C.

3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc.; 5 – Smith & Nephew

McDonald, Matthew

n

McGregor, Patrick C.

n

McGuine, Timothy A.

n

McGwin, Gerald Jr.

n

McIntosh, Amy L.

2 – Nuvasive

McIntosh, Michael

n

McKeon, Brian P.
McKissack, Haley M.

4 – Parcus Medical; 5 – Active Implants, LLC; 6 – Minority owner of
Boston Outpatient Surgical Suites, LLC; 7 - Springer
n

McLain, Robert F.

3b – SI Bone

McLaughlin, Jeffrey R.

1, 2, 3b, 5 – Biomet

McLaughlin Richard J.

n

McMurtrie, James T.

n

McNeely, Emmanuel

n

Mears, Simon C.

4- Delta Ortho LLC

Meehan, Anita

n

Meghpara, Mitchell B.

n

Mehdi, Syed K.

n

Mehran, Nima

n

Mehta, Mitesh P.

4 – Amgen Co., Proctor & Gamble

Mehta, Nabil

n

Meiyappan, Arjun

n

Mejia, Alfonso

5 – Acumed, LLC, Arthrex, Inc., Smith & Nephew, Synthes

Melugin, Heath P.

n

Meneghini, R. Michael
Menken, Luke

1, 3b – Osteoremedies; 1, 3b, 5 – DJ Orthopaedics; 3b – KCI, Kinamed;
4 – Emovi, Olio Health
n

Mercado, Arthur

n

Merrell, Gregory A.

n

Merriam, John

n

Meta, Fabien

n

Metcalf, Rory W.

n

Metzger, Cameron M.

n

Meyer, Alex M.

n

Michael, Keith W.

3b – Medtronic Sofamor Danek, SeaSpine, Stryker

Mickley, John P.

n

Middlemist, Kevin

n

Mighell, Mark A.

1 – NewClip Technics; 2 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company,
Wright Medical Technology, Inc; 2, 3b – Stryker; 2, 3b, 5 – DJ
Orthopaedics
1, 2, 3b – Aesculap/B.Braun; 2 - Pacira Biosciences, Inc.; 3b – Pacira
Inc., Zimmer; 5 – Department of Defense, Myoscience Inc., National

Mihalko, William M.
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Mikula, Anthony

Institutes of Health (NIAMS & NICHD), Stryker; 7 – Saunders/MosbyElsevier
n

Miladore, Nicholas

n

Milbrandt, Todd A.
Miller, Adam

3b – Medtronic, Orthopediatrics, Zimmer; 4 – Viking Scientific; 6 –
Broadwater;
n

Miller, Aspen C.

n

Miller, Benjamin J.

n

Miller, Timothy L.

7 - Springer

Mirza, Muhammad Z.

n

Mistovich, R. Justin

3b – Orthopediatrics; 4 – Right Mechanics, Inc.

Mitchell, Justin

n

Mohiuddin, Amer

n

Molloy, Robert M.

2, 3b, 5 – Stryker; 5 – Zimmer

Momaya, Amit

3b – Fidia Pharma USA, Miach Orthopaedics

Mont, Michael A.

Montgomery, Tyler

1, 3b, 5 – Stryker; 3b – Centrexion, Flexion Therapeutics, Kolon
TissueGene; Pacira, Pfizer, Skye Biologics; 3b, 5 – Johnson & Johnson;
4 – CERAS Health, MirrorAR, Peerwell, USMI; 5 – National Institutes of
Health, RegenLab, TissueGene; 7 – Medicus Works, LLC, Up–to Date,
Wolter Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
n

Moon, Andrew

n

MOON Knee Group

n

MOON Shoulder Group

n

Moor, Molly

n

Moore, Don K.

n

Moraes, Leonardo

n

Moran, Steven L.
Morcuende, Jose A.

1, 3b – Integra; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams &
Wilkins
3c – Clubfoot Solutions

Morehouse, Hannah

n

Morellato, John

n

Morgan, Allison M.

n

Morgan, Joseph A.

n

Moritz, Brandon W.

n

Mormino, Matthew A.

n

Morrey, Mark E.

4 - Tenex

Morris, Randal

n

Morrisett, Ryan W.

n

Morscher, Melanie

n

Mosenthal, William

n

Moutzouros, Vasilios

n

Muh, Stephanie J.
Mulcahey, Mary K.

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, FX Shoulder; 3b, 5 –
Exactech, Inc.; 5 – Smith & Nephew
2 – Arthrex, Inc.

Mullen, Scott M.

3b - Stryker
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Munaretto, Nicholas F.

n

Mundy, Andrew

n

Munim, Mohammed A.

n

Munoz, James D.

n

Murphy, Austin B.

n

Murphy, Garnett A.
Murphy, Michael P.

1, 2, 3b, 5 – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.; 5 – Allostem, Arthrex, Inc.,
Biomimetic, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, Smith & Nephew; 7 –
Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier
n

Murray, Trevor G.

3b – Biomet, Zimmer

Mussain, Mir M.

n

Myeroff, Chad

n

Nabers, Matthew

n

Nahhas, Cindy R.

n

Nakonezny, Paul

n

Nam, Denis

3b – Stryker; 3b, 5 – KCI; 5 - Zimmer

Naran, Vineet

n

Naranje, Sameer

5 – Corin U.S.A.

Nascone, Jason W.

1 – CoorsTek; 1, 2 – Synthes; 2 – Zimmer; 2, 3b – Smith & Nephew; 3b
– DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 4 – Imagen
n

Nasir, Momin
Nassr, Ahmad
Nelson, Benjamin
Nelson, Bradley J.

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 5 – AO Spine, Pfizer,
Premia Spine
n

Nelson, Grant

3b, 4 – Marrow Access Technologies; 5 – Histogenics, Regentis
Biomaterials
n

Nelson, Lauren M.

n

Nelson, Patrick

n

Nemsick, Michael

n

Neto, Mozart Queiroz

n

Nettrour, John F.

5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Neviaser, Andrew S.

3b – CONMED Linvatec, Exactech, Inc.

Ng, Mitchell

n

Nguyen, Benjamin P.

n

Nguyen, Mai P.

7 – Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery - American

Nguyen, Ngoc Tram V.

n

Nicolay, Richard W.

n

Nieboer, Micah J.

n

Noiseux, Nicolas O.

1 – Link Orthopaedics; 3b, 5 – MicroPort, Smith & Nephew; 5 – DePuy,
a Johnson & Johnson Company
3b - Stryker

Noonan, Thomas J.
Norris, Brent L.
North, Wayne Trevor

3b – Acumed LLC, DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Wishbone
Medical; 4 – Norris Surgical LLC, ORI LLC; 5 – AONA, COTA; 7 - Springer
3b – OrthoSensor Inc.; 4 – PeerWell

Norton, John

n

Novakofski, Kira

n
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Nunley, Ryan M.
Nwachukwu, Benedict

1 – DePuy, Microport; 1, 3b, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 3b – Ethicon,
Medtronic, Mirus, Surgical Care Affiliates; 3b, 4 – Rom Tech; 3b, 5 –
DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 4 – Hyalex; 5 – Biomet, Stryker
4 - BICMD

Nystrom, Lukas M.

3b – Onkos Surgical, Inc.

Nzegwu, Ifeanyi N.

n

Odor, Nathan

n

Oh, SaeRam

n

O’Hara, Nathan

4 – Arbutus Medical, Inc.

Ohliger, James E.

n

Ojo, Oluwatosin

n

Okoroha, Kelechi R.

3b – Arthrex, Inc., Smith & Nephew

Oladeji, Lasun O.

n

Oliver, Harvey

n

Ollivier, Matthieu

n

Oñativia, Jose I.

n

Ong, Kevin L.

Onsen, Leonard T.

5 – Bioventus, Ferring Pharmaceuticals, International Society for the
Advancement of Spine Surgery, Medtronic, Pacira Phramaceuticals,
Paradigm Spine, Relievant MedSystems, Sanofi-Aventis, SI-Technology,
LLC, St. Jude Medical, Stryker; 6 – Covidien, DJ Orthopaedics, Ethicon,
Joerns Healthcare, Karl Storz Endoscopy – America, Ossur, Rex
Medical, Smith & Nephew, SpineFrontier, Zimmer; 7 – Taylor & Francis
n

Oppizzi, Giovanni

n

O’Reilly, Olivia

n

Ortiz, Shannon

n

Osmon, Douglas R.

n

Otero, Jesse E.

3b, 5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

O’Toole, Robert V.
Owen, Aaron R.

1 – lincotek (formerly Coorstek); 2 – Zimmer; 3b – Stryker; 3b, 4 –
Imagen
n

Owen, Robert

n

Owens, Jessell M.

n

Oyekan, Anthony A.

n

Padela, Muhuammad T.

n

Padley, Michelle A.

n

Page, Brendan

n

Pagnano, Mark W.
Palacios, Arnold

1 - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, Stryker; 7 – Wolters Kluwer
Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
n

Paliobeis, Andrews S.

n

Pallante, Graham D.

n

Pamplin, Jordan L.

n

Panchbhavi, Vinod Kumar

2 – Stryker; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Pannu, Tejbir S.

n

Pansy, Raymond

n

Pappa, Nicholas

n
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Para, Ashok

n

Pareek, Ayoosh

3b - Moximed

Parikh, Harsh R.

n

Parker, Emily A.

n

Parker, John

n

Parkes, Chad W.

n

Parman, Michael D.

n

Parvaresh, Kevin

2 – DJ Orthopaedics

Pasque, Charles B.

n

Pasternack, Jordan

n

Pasupathy, Kalyan S.

n

Pate, Matthew J.

n

Patel, Akshar

n

Patel, Akul

n

Patel, Bhavik H.

n

Patel, Harshadkumar

n

Patel, Kushal R.

n

Patel, Pratik B.

n

Patel, Preetesh D.

3b – Stryker, Zimmer

Patel, Raahil S.

n

Patel, Romil K.

n

Patel, Schwetang

n

Patel, Shaan

n

Patetta, Michael J.

n

Patterson, Brendan M.

n

Paul, Aaron W.

n

Pawloski, Jacob A.

n

Pazionis, Theresa

n

Peabody, Michael T.

n

Pearsall, Albert W. IV

n

Pearson, Jeffrey

4 – Johnson & Johnson, Stryker

Pearson, Jentry M.

n

Peck, Kathryn M.

n

Peck, Sarah C.

n

Peng, Yi

n

Pensy, Raymond

1, 2, 3b, 4 – Globus Medical

Perrin, Joshua

n

Perry, Kevin I.

3b - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Perry, Michael W.

n

Peters, Christopher L.

2, 3b, 5 – Biomet; 4 – CoNextions Medical, Muve Health

Peterson, Joshua G.

n

Peterson, Leif E.

n

Pettit, Robert J.

3a - Stryker

Pfieffer, Laura S.

n
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Pharr, Zachary K.

n

Phieffer, Laura S.

3b – Johnson & Johnson

Phillips, Sierra

n

Pinter, Zachariah W.

n

Pinzur, Michael S.

2 – Orthofix, Inc., Stryker

Pitts, Charles C.
Pitz, Lauren

n
n

Piuzzi, Nicolas S

5 – Zimmer

Platt, Brooks

n

Plumarom, Yanin

n

Poe-Kochert, Connie

n

Polansky, Scott

n

Polce, Evan M.

n

Polisetty, Teja S.

n

Polly, David W. Jr.

1, 2, 3b – SI Bone; 3b – Globus Medical; 5 – Medtronic, Mizuho OSI; 7 Springer
n

Polly, Eric C.
Ponce, Brent A.
Poppe, Tanner

1, 2, 3b – Stryker; 3b – Orthopedic Designs North America Inc.; 4 –
Help Lightning
n

Poppino, Kiley

n

Portera, Mary Virginia

n

Portney, Daniel

n

Pourzal, Robin

6 - Zimmer

Powers, Sydney L.

n

Prado, Ruben

n

Prather, John C. II

n

Puffinbarger, William R.

n

Pugely, Andrew J.

1, 3b – Globus Medical; 3b – United Health Care; 3b, 6 Medtronic

Putnam, Jesse

n

Putnam, Sara M.

n

Qin, Charles

n

Quatman, Carmen E.

3b – Johnson & Johnson

Quinion, Carl

n

Rahman, Tahsin M.

n

Rainer, William G. III

n

Ralles, Steven J.

n

Ralston, William

n

Ramo, Brandon

7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Rascoe, Alexander

n

Ravella, Krishna C.

n

Rawat, Suryanshi

n

Ray, Jessyca L.

n

Razi, Afshin E.

n
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Reams, Megan

n

Reddy, Arjun

n

Reddy, Manoj

n

Reed, Ryder

n

Rees, Harold W.

n

Reichard, Andrew

n

Reist, Hailee

n

Ren, Weiping

n

Renshaw, Andrew D.

n

Revak, Thomas

n

Rhea, Lee

n

Rhee, Peter C.

3b – Trimed

Rhode, David

n

Rhodes, Nicholas G.

n

Riccio, Anthony

2 – OrthoPediatrics; 5 – Arthrex, Inc.; 7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Rice, Justin

n

Richards, Jarod A.

n

Richardson, David R.

7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Richardson, Nicholas

n

Richburg, Kacy

n

Rienzi, Daniel

n

Riesgo, Aldo M.

3b – Stryker, Zimmer

Riley, Matthew

n

Ritzman, Todd F.
Rivera, Carlos

2, 3b – OrthoPediatrics; 3b – Medtronic; 3c – Apto Orthopaedics/Austin
Bioinnovation Institution of Akron; 4 – Apto Orthopaedics;
n

Rivera, John-Luke

n

Rizzo, Marco

3c – Synthes

Rizzone, Katherine H.

n

Roberts, Craig S.

7 - Elsevier

Roberts, Jason W.

3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Robertson, Michael

n

Robin, Brett N.

n

Robinson, Matthew G.

n

Roc, Gilbert C. Jr.

n

Roche, Christopher P.

3a, 4 – Exactech, Inc.

Roche, Martin W.
Roche, Michael W.

1 – Mako-Stryker, Orthosensor; 2 – Mako-Stryker, Orthosensor; 3a –
CMO-Orthosensor; 3b – Mako-Stryker; 4 – Orthosensor; 5 –
MakoSurgical-Stryker, Smith & Nephew
n

Rodriguez, Hugo C. Jr.

n

Rodriguez, Jose A.
Roebke, Austin J.

1, 3b – ConforMIS, Medacta; 1, 3b, 5 – Exactech, Inc., Smith &
Nephew; 5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company
n

Rojas, Edward O.

n
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Rondon, Alexander J.

n

Rooney, Patrick

n

Rose, Peter S.

n

Roser, Megan

n

Rosinsky, Philip J.

6 – Arthrex, Inc., Ossur, Smith & Nephew, Stryker

Roth, Cameron A.

n

Roth, Eric

n

Rowe, Dale E.

n

Rubeiz, Michael

n

Ruberte Thiele, Ramon A.

n

Rudraraju, Ravi T.

n

Runyon, R. Scott

n

Russell, Michael D.

n

Ruta, David J.

n

Ryan, John M.

n

Ryssman, Daniel B.

n

Sabatino. Meagan J.

n

Sabesan, Vani J.

3b – Zimmer; 5 – Lifenet, Orthofix, Inc., Wright Medical Technology, Inc.

Sadeghpour, Ramin

n

Salata, Michael J.

3b – Stryker

Salazar, Dane H.

3b – Tornier, Zimmer

Salazar, Michael

n

Saltzman, Matthew D.

1 – Wright Medical Technologies, Inc.; 1, 3b - Medacta

Samade, Richard P.

5 – Acumed, LLC, Skeletal Dynamics

Samagh, Sanjum P.

n

Samora, Julie B.

3b – Globus Medical; 7 - Springer

Samora, Walter P.

3b – Globus Medical

Samuel, Linsen T.

n

Sanchez-Sotelo, Joaquin
Sanders, Alex

1, 2, 3b – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.; 1, 2, 5 – Stryker; 3b –
Exactech, Inc., Precision OS; 4 – PSI; 7 – Elsevier, Oxford University
Press
n

Sanders, Eric J.

n

Sanders, James O.
Sanders, Thomas

3b – Orthopediatrics; 4 – Abbott, Abbvie, GE Healthcare, Tether Implant
Corporation; 6 – GreenSun
n

Sandhu, Kevin P.

n

Sandiford, Nemandra A.

n

Sangeorzan, Bruce J.

n

Saris, Daniel B. F.

5 - JRF

Sarvari, Fahad

n

Sawatzke, Alexander B.

n

Sawyer, Jeffrey R.

2, 5 – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 3b – Orthopediatrics; 7 Elsevier
n

Scarberry, Nathaniel
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Schaffer, Jonathan L.
Scharschmidt, Thomas J.

3b – Lyfstone AS; 3b, 4 – Compliant Innovations, LLC, MyDoc PTE LTD;
4 – iBalance Medical; 7 – Elsevier, Springer, Taylor and Francis
3b – Daiichi Sannkyo, Stryker; 5 – Millenium Pharmaceuticals

Scher, Courtney

n

Schiele, Steven

n

Schiffman, Corey J.

n

Schippers, Sarah M.

n

Schleck, Cathy D.

n

Schloss, Michael A.

n

Schmidt, Eli

n

Schmidt, Grant O.

n

Schmidt, Gregory J.

n

Schmitt, Daniel

n

Schneider, Andrew M.

n

Schoch, Bradley S.

1, 3b – Exactech, Inc.

Schoenfeldt, Theodore L.

n

Scholz, Natalie

n

Schrader, Samuel N.

n

Schroeder, Gregory
Schroeppel. J. Paul

3b – Advance Medical, Astura, Bioventus, Innovative Surgical Design,
Stryker, Zimmer; 3b, 5 – Medtronic Sofamor Danek; 5 – Cerapedics,
DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 6 - AOSpine
3b - Vericel

Schultz, Kathryn

n

Schwab, Joseph

n

Schwartz, Kaylin

n

Schwarzman, Garrett R.

4 - Abbott

Sciadini, Marcus F.

1, 3b – Globus Medical; 3b, 4 - Stryker

Scott, Bryan

n

Scott, Elizabeth J.

n

Scott, Jared

n

Scott, Kenneth

n

Sculco, Peter K.
Seaman, Austin P.

2, 3b – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company, EOS Imaging; 2, 3b, 4,
5 – Intellijoint Surgical; 3b – Lima Corporate, Zimmer; 4 – Parvizi
Surgical Innovation
n

Searls, William C.

n

Sebastian, Arjun S.
Secretov, Erwin

1 – CTL Amedica, Jaypee Publishers; 3b - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson
Company
n

Seetharam, Abhi

n

Seitz, Amee L.

n

Selley, Ryan S.

n

Sembrano, Jonathan N.

5 – Nuvasive, Orthofix, Inc.

Sems, S. Andrew

1, 3b - Zimmer

Severin, Anna

n

Shah, Apurva

3b – WishBone Medical
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Shah, Ashish B.

n

Shah, Harsh A.

n

Shah, Nihar S.

n

Shah, Ritesh R.
Shaheen, Philip J.

1, 2, 3b – Smith & Nephew; 2 – Flexion; 2, 3b, 5 – Microport; 2, 5 –
Pacira; 3b, 5 – Intellijoint; 5 – Biomet, Zimmer; 7 – Wolters Kluwer
Health
n

Shamrock, Alan G.

n

Shannon, Steven F.

n

Shapira, Jacob

n

Sharma, Charu

n

Sharma, Sumender

n

Shaughnessy, William J.

n

Shaw, Jonathan H.

n

Shaw, Jordan T.

n

Sheth, Bhavya

n

Sheth, Ujash

n

Shi, Tong

n

Shimberg, Jilan

n

Shin, Alexander Y.

1 – Mayo Medical Ventures, Trimed

Shin, Edward D.

n

Shirley, Matthew B.

n

Siebler, Justin C.

n

Siegel, Matthew

n

Sierra, Rafael
Siesel, Craig

1, 3b – Link Orthopaedics; 1, 3b, 4 – Orthalign; 1, 5 – Zimmer; 2, 3b, 5
– Biomet; 3b – Think Surgical, Inc.; 5 – Cytori, DePuy, a Johnson &
Johnson Company, Stryker; 7 – Springer
n

Siff, Todd E.

n

Sikoski, Christian

n

Siljander, Breana

n

Silva, Matthew

n

Silva, Thiago A.

n

Silverton, Craig D.

1 - Biomet

Simon, Peter

n

Simske, Natasha M.

n

Sinclair, Mark R.

n

Singh, Gurmit

n

Singh, Hardeep

n

Singh, Satbir

n

Siqueira, Marcelo B.

n

Sivasundaram, Lakshmanan

n

Siy, Alexander B.

n

Siy, Patricia N.

n

Skalitzky, Mary K.

n
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Skinner, William C.

n

Slattery, Michael

n

Slobogean, Gerard
Smigielski, Daniel

3b – Nuvasive, Smith & Nephew, Zimmer; 5 – Patient Centered
Outcomes Research Institute, US Department of Defense
n

Smith, Grace

n

Smith, Haley E.

n

Smith, Hugh M.

n

Smith, Matthew D.

n

Smith, Richard D.

n

Smith, Scott A.

n

Snoap, Tyler

n

Sodhi, Nipun

n

Sohn, Sunghwan

n

Sokoli, Arben

n

Solsrud, Emily N.

n

Sommer-Simpson, Jasha

n

Sommerville, Shad

n

Song, Bryant M.

n

Songey, Chad E.

n

Son-Hing, Jochen P.

3b - OrthoPediatrics

Sonn, Kevin A.

2 – DJO Surgical

Sood, Anshum

n

Sorensen, Amelia A.

n

South, Shannon M.

n

Sperling, John W.
Spiegel, David A.

1 – Innomed, Responsive Arthroscopy; 1, 3b – Zimmer; 3b, 4 – RA; 7 –
SLACK Incorporated
7 - Springer

Spiguel, Andre R.

n

Spiker, Andrea M.

3b - Stryker

Spindler, Kurt P.

Sridharan, Mathangi

1 – Oberd; 3b – Emory DSMB, NFL, Novopeds; 5 – DJ Orthopaedics,
National Institutes of Health (NIAMS & NICHD)
1, 3b - DJO Surgical, Osteoremedies; 1, 5 – Zimmer; 5 – Stryker; 7
SLACK Incorporated
n

Stakenas, Steven

n

Stambough, Jeffrey B.

1 – Signature Orthopaedics; 3b – Smith & Nephew

Stanfill, John G.

n

Stankard, Matthew

n

Stanley, Ellen

n

Statz, Joseph M.

n

Steffensmeier, Andrew

n

Steffes, Matthew J.

n

Stefl, Michael

n

Steinmann, Scott P.

1, 3b – Arthrex, Inc., Biomet; 3b – Acumed, LLC, Sonex, Stryker

Steinmetz, R. Garrett

n

Sporer, Scott M.
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Stenberg, Robert

n

Stephens, Brett J.

n

Stephens, Josh

n

Steubs, John

n

Stevens, Trenton T.

n

Stewart, Nathaniel J.

n

Strelzow, Jason

2, 3b – Acumed, LLC; 3b – BoneSupport; 6 - Stryker

Strnad, Gregory J.

n

Strotman, Patrick K.

n

Stuart, Michael J.

1, 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc; 5 – Stryker

Stubbs, Trevor

n

Stumpf, Monica

n

Suleiman, Linda I.

n

Sultan, Assem A.

n

Summers, Hobie D.

n

Sumner, Kirsten A.

n

Sundar, Swetha J.

n

Surace, Peter

n

Suresh, Srikrishna Vangipuram

n

Sutherland, Charles R.

n

Sweeney, Aidan P.

n

Sweeney, Patrick T.

n

Sweet, Matthew C.

n

Swenson, Samuel A.

n

Swiatek, Peter R.

n

Swiggett, Samuel J.

n

Swiontkowski, Marc F.

7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Tabor, Caroline

3a – DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Taft, Carter M.

n

Tagliero, Adam J.

n

Talmage, Lance

n

Tammachote, Nattapol

2 – Smith & Nephew; 2, 5 - Stryker

Tan, Timothy L.

n

Tanner, Stephanie

n

Tao, Matthew A.

3b – Organogenesis, Vericel; 4 - MotionCoach

Tarakemeh, Armin

n

Taunton, Michael J.

1, 3b – DJ Orthopaedics; 3b - ONKOS

Taylor, Kevin A.

n

Teague, David C.

n

Tegethoff, Jason

n

Terhune, E. Bailey

n

Terry, Michael A.

7 – Saunders/Mosby-Elsevier

Tetreault, Matthew W.

n

Teusink, Matthew J.

3b – DJ Orthopaedics
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Thakur, Nikita

n

Theeb, Ibrahim

n

Thigpen, Charles A.

3b – Breg; 4 – Players Health, Trex

Thom, Mitchell

n

Thomas, J. Alex

1, 3b - Nuvasive

Thomas, Phillip

n

Thompson, George H.
Thompson, Jay

1, 3b, 4, 6 – OrthoPediatrics; 6 - Shriner’s Hospital for Children; 7 –
Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
n

Thompson, Jeremy C.

n

Thompson, Samuel F.

n

Thota, Dharani Rohit

n

Throckmorton, Thomas W.

1 – Exatech, Inc, Zimmer; 4 – Gilead; 7 – Saunders/Mosby–Elsevier

Thrush, Justin L.

n

Tibbo, Meagan E.

n

Tiee, Madeline S.

n

Tiegs-Heiden, Christin A.

n

Tjong, Vehniah K.

3b – Smith & Nephew

Tobey, Jonathan L.

n

Tokish, John M.
Toma, Justin

1, 2, 3b – Arthrex, Inc.; 2, 3b – Mitek; 3b - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson
Company; 7 – Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery
n

Tomov, Marko N.

n

Tompkins, Marc

6 – Allosource—ROCK group, Vericel–ROCK group

Tonino, Pietro M.

3b – CONMED Linvatec, NCS; 4 – Regeneration Technologies, Inc.

Toolan, Brian C.

4 - Pfizer

Torchia, Michael E.

n

Tramer, Joseph S.

n

Traynor, Christopher J.

n

Trinh, Jonathan Q.

n

Trotter, Cameron A.

n

Trousdale, Robert T.

1, 3b - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company

Turner, Elizabeth H. G.

n

Turner, Norman S.

n

Ulery, David J.

n

Ulrich, Marisa

n

Uvodich, Mason

n

Vaccaro, Alexander

1 – Aesculap, Medtronic, SpineWave, Stryker Spine; 1, 4 – Atlas Spine,
Globus Medical; 4 – Advanced Spinal Intellectual Properties, Avaz
Surgical, AVKN Patient Driven Care, Bonovo Orthopaedics,
Computational Biodynamics, Cytonics, Deep Health, Dimension
Orthotics LLC, Electrocore, Flagship Surgical, FlowPharma, Innovative
Surgical Design, Jushi, Nuvasive, Orthobullets, Paradigm Spine, Parvizi
Surgical Innovations, Progressive Spinal Technologies, Repliation
Medica, Spine Medica, Spinology, Stout Medical, Vertiflex, ViewFi
Health; 7 – Elsevier, Jaypee, Tayor Francis/Hodder and Stoughton,
Thieme
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Vajapey, Sravya P.

n

Vakharia, Rushabh M.

n

Vallabhaneni, Ahdarsh R.

n

Vallier, Heather A.

n

Van Hal, Michael

n

Van Holsbeeck, Marnix
van Wijnen, Andre J.

4 – Bristol-Myers Squibb, Johnson & Johnson, Norvartis; 4, 5 – GE
Healthcare; 5 – Siemens Healthcare; 7 – Jaypee Brothers, MedEd 3D
n

Vara, Christopher S.

n

Vargas-Hernandez, Juan S.

n

Varner, Kevin E.

1, 3b, 4 – In2Bone; 1, 4 – Wright Medical Technology, Inc.

Vasileff, W. Kelton

3b – CONMED Linvatec; 3b, 5 - Zimmer

Vassar, Matt

n

Veale, Kodi A

n

Vega, Jose F.

3a, 4 - OrthoPediatrics

Venezia, Michael

n

Vera, Angelina M

n

Verlaan, Jorit-Jan

3a, 4 - SentryX

Verma, Nikhil N.

Villa, Jesus M.

1, 5 – Smith & Nephew; 3b – Orthospace; 3b, 4 – Minivasive; 4 –
Cymedica, Omeros; 5 – Arthrex, Inc., Breg, Ossur, Wright Medical
Technology, Inc.; 7 – Arthroscopy, Vindico Medical-Orthopedics
Hyperguide
n

Vincent, Scott A.

n

Viner, Gean C.

n

Visscher, Sue L.

n

Vivtcharenko, Victoria

n

Volchenko, Elan

n

Voos, James E.

3b – Arthrex

Vopat, Bryan G.

3b - DePuy, a Johnson & Johnson Company; 5 - Stryker

Vopat, Matthew L.

n

Voskuil, Ryan T.

n

Vrabec, Gregory A.

n

Wagner, Eric R.

3b – Stryker; 5 – Konica Minolta

Wagner, K. John

n

Wagner, Scott C.

n

Walczak, Brian E.

n

Walker-Santiago, Rafael

n

Walla, Nicholas

n

Wallace, Sara S.

n

Wallace, Stephen J.

n

Waller, Garrett

n

Wallington, David G.

n

Walsh, Justin

n

Walsh, Ryan N.

n
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Walters, Jordan D.

n

Wan, Jim Y.

n

Wang, David L.

n

Warne, Christopher N.

n

Warner, Nafisseh S.

n

Warren, Jared A.

n

Warth, Lucian C.

3b – DJO, Link Orthopaedics, Medacta, OsteoRemedies, Stryker

Washington, Joshua L.

n

Weaver, Martin J.

n

Weiner, Joseph A.

n

Weinstein, Stuart L.

7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins

Weir, Robb M.

n

Weisberg, Miriam

n

Weistroffer, Joseph K.

3b – T&T Clinical Research Consulting

Welby, John P.

n

Welling, Benjamin D.

n

Wellings, Elizabeth P.

3a, 4 – Baxter Healthcare, Stryker

Welter, Jessica

n

Wendling, Alexander C.

n

Wenger, Doris E.

n

Wenzlick, Thomas

n

Wera, Glenn D.

n

Werner, Brian C.

2, 3b, 5 – Arthrex, Inc.; 5 – Biomet, Exactech, Inc., Flexion Therapeutics

Wesemann, Luke

n

Wessel, Lauren

Whale, Casey S.

4 – Abbott, Amgen Co., Bristol-Myers Squibb, Eli Lilly, Express Scripts,
Gilead Sciences, Johnson & Johnson, Merck, Sanofi-Aventis
3b – CONMED Linvatec, Responsive Arthroscopy; 3c 5 – Smith &
Nephew
n

White, Joel D.

n

Whitener, Jake

n

Whiting, Jeffrey B.

5 – Smith & Nephew

Whiting, Paul S.

n

Wilbur, Ryan R.

n

Wilder, Kerry A.

n

Wilken, Jason

n

Wilkinson, Brandon G.

n

Willey, Michael C.

5 – Biomet

Williams, Benjamin R.

n

Williamson, Tyler R.

n

Wilneff, Matthew A.

n

Wilson, Charlie D.

n

Wilson, Erin

n

Wilson, Michael

n

Wilson Nathaniel M.

n

Westermann, Robert W.
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Wilson, Philip L.

5 – AlloSource, Ossur; 7 – Elseviar

Wimberly, Robert L.

5 – OrthoPediatrics, Smith & Nephew; 7 - Elsevier

Winfrey, Sara

n

Winkel, Luke

n

Wise, Kelsey

n

Witte, Dexter A. III

n

Wolf, Allison

6 – SI Bone

Wolf, Lily

n

Wolf, Brian R.

1, 2, 3b – CONMED Linvatec; 3c – SportsMed Innovate

Wong, Jason

n

Wozniak, Amy

n

Wright, Breydan

n

Wright, Thomas W.
Wu, Bin

1, 3b, 5 – Exactech, Inc.; 7 – Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins
n

Wu, Karen

2 – Genentech; 3b – Medtronic; 3b, 5 – Microvention; 5 - Stryker

Wukich, Dane K.

1 – Arthrex, Inc.; 3b – Orthofix, Inc., Wright Medical Technology, Inc.

Wulf, Corey A.

4 – Responsive Arthroscopy

Wyatt, Chuck W.

n

Wyles, Cody C.

n

Wynn, Malynda S.

3a – Johnson & Johnson

Xiong, Ashley E.

n

Yahuaca, B. Israel

n

Yang, JaeWon

n

Yang, Yang

n

Yanke, Adam B.
Yaszemski, Michael J.

3b – CONMED Linvatec, FRF Ortho, Olympus; 3c – Smith & Nephew,
Sparta Biomedical; 3c, 4 – Patient IQ; 5 – Arthrex, Inc., Organogenesis,
Vericel
3b – BioBridge Global, K2M, Inc., Medtronic; 7 – Lippincott, Wouters

Yee, Heather

n

Yelton, Mitchell J.

n

Yerke-Hansen, Payton

n

Yetter, Thomas R.

n

Young, Emily A.

n

Young, Ernest Y.

n

Young, Jacob

n

Young, Matt

n

Young, Porter

n

Young, Sean

n

Yu, Charles C.

n

Yu, Elizabeth M.

2 – AO North America; 5 – Empirical Spine

Yu, James

n

Yu, Jonathan

n

Yuan, Brandon J.

3b - Stryker

Zajichek, Alexander

n
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Zaldumbibe, Joel A.

n

Zamora, Rodolfo A.

3b – Stryker

Zaslav, Kenneth R.
Zhang, Li-Qun

2 – Vericel; 2, 3b – Lifenet; 3b, 4 – Cartiheal Inc.; 5 – Active Implants,
Aesculap.B.Braun, Organogenesis, Zimmer
n

Zhang, Xiaochun

5 - Lyfstone

Zheng, Evan

n

Zhou, Guangjin

n

Zhou, Liang

n

Ziedas, Alexander

n

Ziemba-Davis, Mary

n

Zuckerman, Joseph D.

Zura, Robert D.

1 – Exactech, Inc.; 3b – Musculoskeletal Transplant Foundation; 3c –
Gold Humanism Foundation, J3Personica/Residency Select; 4 –
AposTherapy, Inc., Hip Innovation Technology; 7 – SLACK Incorporated,
Thieme, Inc. Wolters Kluwer Health – Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
2, 3b – Bioventus; 3b – Osteocentric, Stryker

Zurek, Lauren C.

n

Zynda, Aaron J.

n
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